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Muon induced electromagnetic shower reconstruction in ANTARES neutrino telescope

SALVATORE MANGANO1 , FOR THE ANTARES COLLABORATION
1IFIC - Instituto de Fı́sica Corpuscular, Edificio Institutos de Investigatión,
Apartado de Correos 22085, 46071 Valencia, Spain
manganos@ific.uv.es

Abstract: The primary goal of the ANTARES telescope is the detection of high energy cosmic muon neutrinos. The
neutrinos are identified by the upward going muons that are produced in charged current neutrino interactions in the
vicinity of the detector. The Cherenkov light produced by the muons in the detection volume is measured accurately
by an array of photosensors. Muons that are going downward are background for neutrino searches. These muons are
the decay products of cosmic-ray collisions in the Earth’s atmosphere. The energy loss in water of a muon with an
energy above a TeV is characterized by discrete bursts of Cherenkov light originating mostly from pair production and
bremsstrahlung (electromagnetic showers). This paper presents a method to identify and count electromagnetic showers
produced by the muons. The method can be used to select a sample of highest energy muons with the ANTARES detector.

Keywords: Neutrino telescope, Electromagnetic shower reconstruction, High energy muons.

1 Introduction

The ANTARES neutrino telescope is located on the bottom
of the Mediterranean Sea, roughly 40 km off the French
coast. The main objective is the observation of extraterres-
trial neutrinos. Relativistic charged leptons produced by
neutrino interactions in and around the detector produce
Cherenkov light in the sea water. This light is detected
by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), allowing the
muon direction to be reconstructed. The muon energy loss
can be estimated from the sum of the measured number of
photoelectrons.
The detector is installed at a depth of 2475 m and consists
of twelve vertical lines approximately 450 m long equipped
with a total of 885 PMTs. The lines are separated from each
other by about 65 m, anchored to the sea bed by a dead
weight and held taut by a buoy located at the top. The in-
strumented part of the line starts 100 m above the sea bed,
with 25 storeys every 14.5 m along the line. A storey con-
sists of three PMTs pointing downward at an angle of 45◦

with respect to the vertical direction, in order to maximise
the detection efficiency of upward going tracks.
ANTARES is operated in the so called all-data-to-shore
mode: all pulses above a threshold (typically 0.3 photo-
electrons) are digitized off-shore and sent to shore to be
processed in a computer farm. This computer farm applies
a set of trigger criteria in order to separate muon-induced
Cherenkov light from background light. The main sources
of the background light are the decay of 40K nuclei and the

bioluminescence of organisms in the sea water. A detailed
description of the ANTARES detector is given in [1].
Although ANTARES is optimised for upward going parti-
cle detection, the most abundant signal is due to the atmo-
spheric downward going muons produced by the interac-
tion of primary cosmic-rays in the atmosphere. Being the
most penetrating particles in such air showers, muons with
enough energy can reach the detector and are reconstruct-
ed by the detection of the Cherenkov light they emit when
propagating through water. The ANTARES detector has
the capability to follow highly energetic muons over a few
hundred metres.
The processes contributing to the energy loss of a
muon in water include ionisation, e+e− pair production,
bremsstrahlung, and photonuclear interactions. Below
1 TeV, the muon energy loss is dominated by the contin-
uous ionisation process. Above 1 TeV, the muon energy
loss is dominated by pair production and bremsstrahlung
[2], which are radiative processes classified as electromag-
netic showers. They are characterized by large energy fluc-
tuations and discrete bursts along the muon track. The av-
erage muon energy loss per unit track length due to these
electromagnetic showers increases linearly with the energy
of the muon allowing its energy to be determined. Count-
ing electromagnetic showers along muon tracks gives an
estimate of the muon energy [3] and can help in designing
a better energy reconstruction algorithm. A similar mea-
surement technique as the one presented in this article has
been published recently by the Super-Kamiokande experi-
ment [4].
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the Cherenkov light detection.
The thick line represents the muon trajectory, the thin line
the path of the Cherenkov light and the thin dashed line
the path of the shower light. The muon goes through a
reference point (r, z, t). The Cherenkov light is emitted at
an angle θCK with respect to the muon track at point ζCK

i

and is detected by a PMT as a hit at point (ri, zi, ti). The
shower light is emitted at point ζi and is detected by the
same PMT at different time.

2 Algorithm for shower identification
The purpose of the electromagnetic shower identification
is to distinguish Cherenkov photons emitted continuous-
ly along the muon track, from the Cherenkov photons in-
duced by electromagnetic showers. Because of the radi-
ation length in water (X0 = 35 cm), these showers never
extend more than a few metres and can be considered point-
like light sources in the ANTARES detector. The shower-
s can be identified from a localised increase of the num-
ber of emitted photons above the continuous baseline of
Cherenkov photons emitted by a minimum ionizing muon.
In what follows, a hit is a photomultiplier signal exceeding
a threshold of 0.3 photoelectrons. The shower algorithm
consists of two steps. The first step is to identify and re-
construct downward going muon track candidates. In the
second step, a distinct shower candidate is identified by
looking for an accumulation of hits on a point along the
muon path. The criteria to isolate the accumulation are de-
fined from a simulation code based on Corsika [5].

2.1 Simulation
Cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere including show-
er development were simulated for primary energies be-
tween 1 TeV and 105 TeV, and incident angles between
zero (vertical) and 85 degrees with Corsika. The primary
cosmic-ray composition and flux model considered was a
simplified version1 of the Hörandel model [6]. The hadron-
ic interaction model chosen was QGSJET [7]. The result
of the Corsika simulation consists of muons with their po-
sitions and times and kinematic vectors on the surface of
the sea. The muon propagation through water, the discrete
energy losses at high energies, the Cherenkov light produc-
tion and propagation, including scattering, and the response
of the detector was simulated using the ANTARES KM3
code [8]. KM3 uses tables generated from a simulation
with GEANT 3 which parametrise the arrival time and the

amount of light detected by individual PMTs. These tables
take into account the angular dependence of the acceptance
of the PMT as well as the measured properties of the wa-
ter at the ANTARES site. The muon propagation uses the
MUSIC code [9] and is done in short steps (1 m). If the
energy loss of the muon over the step exceeds a threshold
(1 GeV), an electromagnetic shower is initiated and show-
er photons are emitted, otherwise if the energy loss of the
muon over the step is below the threshold muon Cherenkov
photons are emitted. The optical background was assumed
flat at a rate of 60 kHz on each photomultiplier.

2.2 Algorithm
Muon events are reconstructed by using an existing algo-
rithm [10, 11] which provides an estimate of the direction
and position of the muon at a given time. Measured hit
times are compared to the expected arrival time of direct
Cherenkov photons. The expected Cherenkov photon ar-
rival time tCK

i for each hit i is calculated as (see Figure 1):

tCK
i = t+

1

c

(
zi − z − ri

tan θCK

)
+

n

c

ri
sin θCK

, (1)

where t is the time where the muon passes point (r, z), c
is the speed of light in vacuum, n is the refraction index of
water (n is about 1.38), θCK is the Cherenkov angle for a
relativistic muon in water (θCK = 42o) and ri is the per-
pendicular distance between the muon trajectory and the
PMT. Equation (1) separates the direction along the track
and the direction perpendicular to the track. The direction
along the track (z-coordinate) is given by the muon mo-
mentum vector. The direction perpendicular to the track
(r-coordinate) is given by the photon momentum vector in
water. Hits too far in time from the expected muon hit time
−tmin < ti − tCK

i < tmax, are assumed to be background
hits and are rejected, whereas direct hits have a roughly
Gaussian distribution at zero with a width of 20 ns. The
value for tmin = 20 ns is given by mainly the dispersion of
light in water and the timing resolution of the PMT, where-
as tmax = 200 ns is defined by the value where the num-
ber of signal hits approaches the level of background hits.
Furthermore, the above defined time interval is subdivided
into two intervals. The early interval contains mostly muon
Cherenkov photons and is given by |ti− tCK

i | < tmin. The
Cherenkov photon emission position (ζCK

i ) along the muon
trajectory is given by:

ζCK
i = zi − z − ri

tan θCK
. (2)

The late interval is defined by tmin < ti− tCK
i < tmax and

contains mostly electromagnetic shower photons. These
shower photons may not necessarily be emitted at the
Cherenkov angle from the muon track. The emission angle
is left as a free parameter and, with the photon emission

1. The primary composition of the flux is subdivided into only
five mass groups, namely proton, helium, nitrogen, magnesium
and iron.
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Figure 2: The number of detected photons projected along
the muon trajectory for an atmospheric muon event with t-
wo electromagnetic showers. The peaks indicate the show-
er positions on the muon trajectory, with the reconstructed
shower positions indicated by the triangles.

taking place at ζi (see Figure 1), the hit time is given by

ti = t+
ζi − z

c
+

n

c

√
r2i + (zi − ζi)2. (3)

Equation (3) can be solved for ζ±i , yielding:

ζ±i =
−Bi ±

√
B2

i − 4ACi

2A
,

where

A = 1− n2,

Bi = 2(n2zi − z − c(ti − t)),

Ci = c2(ti − t)2 + 2cz(ti − t) + z2 − n2(r2i + z2i ).

All calculated ζCK
i , ζ+i and ζ−i positions along the muon

track are collected in a one-dimensional histogram. As an
example of such a histogram, Figure 2 shows all the calcu-
lated photon emission positions along the muon trajectory.
The electromagnetic showers are identified by an excess of
photons above the continuous baseline of photons emitted
by a minimum ionizing muon. Two excesses are visible
that can be attributed to the two reconstructed showers.

3 Selection and results
The selection and performance of the shower identification
algorithm has been studied and validated with a sample
of simulated atmospheric multi-muons with constant back-
ground light as described in section 2.1.

3.1 Selection
The shower algorithm makes use of tracks fitted with the
muon reconstruction algorithm described in [10] with two
additional criteria. These criteria require the tracks to be
traced for at least 125 m and to have a minimum of twelve
hits used in the track reconstruction. These selected tracks

Number of showers
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Figure 3: Muon event rate as a function of the shower mul-
tiplicity for reconstructed showers and for generated show-
ers which have shower photons detected on at least five d-
ifferent storeys for the Corsika simulation.

account for around 65% of all reconstructed tracks. The
advantage of the selected tracks is not only that the direc-
tion of the tracks is better reconstructed, but also that the
tracks are long enough to have a high probability to emit
showers.
The parameters in the shower reconstruction algorithm are
the width and the height of the peak. The analysis has been
tuned to select showers with a high level of purity, possi-
bly at the expense of efficiency. For each selected peak,
the number of hits is integrated in a ±5 m interval around
the peak center. Only peaks having at least 10 hits over the
muon-track Cherenkov photon baseline in this interval of
10 m are selected. The number of baseline hits is defined
as the average density of hits along the track times the in-
terval width of 10 m. In addition, in order to suppress fake
identified showers, hits from at least five different storeys
are required in each peak.

3.2 Results
The main result of the shower reconstruction algorithm is
the shower multiplicity per atmospheric muon event. The
atmospheric muon events are usually muons in a bundle
with an average multiplicity of around 3.3. Figure 3 shows
the event rate as a function of the number of generated
showers with shower photons detected on at least five dif-
ferent storeys. Also shown is the number of reconstruct-
ed showers selected with the cuts mentioned in section
3.1. The average shower reconstruction efficiency over all
shower energies is around 4%. The reconstruction algorith-
m starts to be efficient for shower energies above 300 GeV.
Figure 4 shows the number of generated showers with
shower photons detected on at least five different storeys
per atmospheric muon event as a function of the muon en-
ergy. The muon energy refers to the muon with the largest
energy in the bundle. The number of generated shower and
reconstructed shower increases as a function of the muon
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Figure 4: Average number of detectable showers which
have shower photons detected on at least five different s-
toreys per atmospheric muon event as a function of the
muon energy. Also shown is the average number of recon-
structed showers.

energy. Figure 5 shows the energy distribution of all muons
as well as the one with at least one reconstructed shower.
The muons have an average energy of 1.2 TeV, whereas
muons with at least one identified shower have on average
2.5 times higher energy.

4 Conclusion
A method to identify showers emitted by atmospheric
muons has been applied to simulated data of the ANTARES
detector. The main differences between the shower light
and the muon Cherenkov light are that the shower light
is produced on a point along the muon path. The essen-
tial element of the algorithm is that the selection of shower
photons is reduced to a one-dimensional problem. The per-
formance of the identification algorithm has been validated
using a sample of simulated atmospheric muon events.
The aim of this proceeding has been more to demonstrate
the capability to detect electromagnetic showers than to
make precise measurements. A more elaborated analysis
is needed, in order to use the number of electromagnetic
showers as a robust estimate of the muon energy. More-
over, the method discussed here for selecting showers emit-
ted by downward going muons could be used also for up-
ward going muons with the main purpose of selecting the
highest energy upward going muons.
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relation between the deposit energies and their Cherenkov light yields in KM3 detector
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Abstract: In the KM3 detector or pre-KM3 detector like AMANDA, one may recognize that [1] the deposit energies
of the muon produced in the detector by neutrino interaction are proportional to their primary muon energies and [2]
these deposit energies are equivalent to Cherenkov light yield produced by the deposit energies. In these detectors in
which high energy muons are detected via Cherenkov light, one may recognize that the primary energies of the muons
are uniquely determined by measuring Cherenkov yields in the detector under the prepositions of [1] and [2]. We have
carried out extensive numerical compute experiments for the examination on the validities of the prepositions [1] and [2].
In our present paper, we discuss these validities quantitatively in detail.

Keywords: High energy muon, Muon propagation, Energy determination of the muon, KM3 detector

1 Introduction

In the KM3 detector or pre-KM3 detector, one estimates
the energies of (extremely) high energy muons resulted in
the neutrino interactions through Cherenkov light yields.
Then, one assumes implicitly that the energy loss of the
muon may be proportional to the primary energy of the
muon and the Cherenkov light yields may be equivalent
to the energy loss of the muon. In our paper, we exam-
ine whether this validity is really guaranteed or not by our
extensive and rigorous computer numerical experiment.

2 A hypothetical detector for measuring
Cherenkov light yields

In Figure 1, we schematically show a hypothetical detector
in our computer numerical experiment. We make muons
with given primary energies to inject into the hypotheti-
cal detector and pursue the behaviors of the muons con-
cerned, taking into account of the stochastic characters in
all physical processes concerned exactly. In the passage
of the muons concerned in the detector, we exactly simu-
late the behaviors of the muons, namely, where, what kind
of the interactions (bremsstrahlung, direct electron pair or
photonuclear interaction) and what the dissipated energy.
The detail of the stochastic treatment on the behaviors of
the muon is explained in another paper by the same authors
[1].

The Cherenkov light yields are produced by both the muon
themselves and by the electromagnetic cascade showers
initiated by muons which are generated by bremsstrahlung,
direct electron pair production or photonuclear interaction.
In Figure 2, we give the ratios of the Cherenkov light yields
due to the accompanied electromagnetic cascade showers
to those due to [these accompanied showers plus muons
themselves]. It is clear from the figures that above the en-
ergies of 1015eV, the most of the Cherenkov light are oc-
cupied by those from the electromagnetic cascade showers
and those from muons themselves can be neglected.
Fluctuation of the Cherenkov light yields produced in the
accompanied electromagnetic cascade showers are con-
sist of two parts. The first part is the fluctuation of
the dissipated energies due to different physical processes
(bremsstrahlung, direct electron pair production and photo
nuclear interactions) and the second part is the fluctuation
in the accompanied electromagnetic cascade showers. Due
to these different natures of the fluctuations, the develop-
ments of Cherenkov light yields show the complexity.

3 The correlation between the total
Cherenkov light yields and the corre-
sponding energy loss

The total Cherenkov light yield denotes the sum of those
due to the muons themselves and those from the accom-
panied cascade showers by the muons and the dissipated
energy losses denote the total energy losses due to physi-
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Figure 1: Observation points for measuring the energy
losses due to muons and the Cherenkov light yields due
to the energy losses.
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Figure 2: The Ratios of the Cherenkov light yields due to
the accompanied electromagnetic cascade showers due to
muon to those due the muons themselves as the function of
the length traversed for different primary energies.

cal processes of the bremsstrahlung and others. In Figures
3 to 7, we give the correlation diagram between the total
Cherenkov light yields and the dissipated energies (energy
deposits) muons up to 200, 500 and 1000 meters for 1014,
1015, 1016eV, respectively. The sampling number is 500.
In Figures 3 and 4, we give the correlation diagram be-
tween the total Cherenkov light yields and the energy losses
at 200 meters, 500 meters and 1000 meters from the in-
jection point for 1014eV and 1015eV muons, respectively.
It is clear from the correlations at different observation
points overlap partially, which fluctuations in both the total
Cherenkov light yields and the energy losses are complicate
and large. At the observation point of 200 meter(shallower
depth), The correlation, namely, the fluctuation of the total
Cherenkov lights yields (the energy losses ) for given the
total energy losses (Cherenkov light yields) become larger,
compared with those at larger 1000 meters (deeper depth).
In Figures 5 to 7, we give the similar correlations at 200
meter, 500 meter and 1000 meters for 1016eV where the
Cherenkov light yields due to muon themselves are com-
pletely neglected. At 100 meter observation point, the un-
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Figure 3: The correlation between the energy losses of
muons and the Cherenkov light yields at 200, 500, 1000
meters for 1013 eV.
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Figure 4: The similar graph to Figure 3 for 1015 eV.

certainty in the energy loss spreads over two decades and
the uncertainty in the total Cherenkov light yields spread
over two decades or more.
At the observation point of 1000 meters, the uncertainty
of the energy losses spread over one decade, while the
Cherenkov light yields spread over two decades. Here, no-
tice roughly speaking, that ∼ 10 % of the primary energy
is dissipated at most.
From the comparison among the Figures 3 to 7, we cannot
claim that the energy loss may be proportional to the pri-
mary energy and, furthermore, total Cherenkov light yields
may be proportional to the energy loss.
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Figure 5: The similar graph to Figure 3 at 200 meters for
1016 eV.
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In Figures 8 and 9, we give the transition curves of the to-
tal Cherenkov light yields as the function of the depths for
1013, 1015eV, respectively. Here, the total Cherenkov light
yield for given depth denotes total quantity of Cherenkov
light at given depth. The sampling number is 500 per
each primary energy. The uncertainty bars attached to each
curve denote show the ranges within which 68 % of the
total number of the events are included which correspond
to one sigma in the normal distribution. The distributions
of the event numbers around their average values are far
from the normal distributions. Also, it is clear from the
figures that we cannot estimate the energy loss from the to-
tal Cherenkov light yields, taking large deviation from the
average values.
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Figure 7: The similar graph to Figure 5 at 1000 meters..
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Figure 8: The transition curve of the Cherenkov light yields
as the function of the depth for 1013 eV. The sampling num-
ber is 500.

In Figures 10 and 11, we give the individual transition
curve initiated by a muon. We overplot three different
curves for the same primary energies. [Shortest] denotes
the real transition initiated by a muon with shortest range
among 500 sampled events. [Longest] denote the tran-
sition curve initiated by a muon with the longest ranger
among the same sampled. [Average-like] denotes the tran-
sition curve by a muon with range of which is nearest to
the average range among the same sampled. The tran-
sition curves with shortest in Figure 10 die within 100
meters from the starting point. The muon with short-
est range for primary energy of 1013 eV terminates, ow-
ing to the catastrophic energy loss of the bremsstrahlung.
Correspondingly, the catastrophic energy loss due to the
bremsstrahlung causes an electromagnetic cascade shower
with extremely high primary gamma ray (bremsstrahlung)
and the cascade shower produce Cherenkov light yield. We
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Figure 9: The similar graph to Figure 8 for 1015 eV. The
sampling number is 100.

simulate the cascade shower exactly under the framework
of one dimensional and Approximation B. [2]. and then,
considering the effect of the absorption in the Cherenkov
light yields which electrons in the cascade showers gener-
ate. The reason why there are no significant differences in
the general picture between the average-like and the longest
comes from that the length of 1000 meter is pretty short
for total absorption of the Cherenkov light yields 1013eV
muons. Notice that the saw-like character of individual
transition curve in the figure which is quite different from
the smoother curves in Figure 8.
Similarly, we show the corresponding ones initiated by the
primary muon of 1015eV in Figure 11. It is clear from the
Figure 11 that fluctuations become violent, compared with
the case of 1013eV. Here, even the transition curve with
shortest range does not lie within 1000 meters. The saw-
like character of individual transition curve become more
violent compared with 1013eV.
Also, it is clear from Figures 8 and 11 that we cannot the
individual energy loss from the corresponding energy loss
which cannot directly connect with primary muon energy.
Furthermore, it is necessary to know the information on
the neutrino energy spectrum which finally produces the
muons concerned as for the estimation of primary muon
energies. Thus, it is easily concluded for the moment that
we can estimate neither the primary energy of muons from
their energy losses, nor their energy losses from their to-
tal Cherenkov light yields. This is the real problem which
KM3 projects face for the present.
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Abstract: The range fluctuation on high energy muon is exactly treated in the sense of computer numerical experiment.
The survival probabilities obtained by our simple time sequential method are compared with those obtained by the tra-
ditional method (vcut procedure method). The agreement between them is well. We examine the typical behaviors of
individual muons, with the shortest range, with average like range and with the longest range and clarify their character-
istics. Further more, we notice that the agreement between them is well as far as the muons’ behaviors are concerned, but
we expect that the behavior of the Cherenkov light yields become different between them.

Keywords: Fluctuation, High energy muon, Deposit energy of muon, Cherenkov transition

1 Introduction

In the KM3 detectors deployed in the Antarctic, the o-
cean and lake, [2,3,4,5] what is the most important is to
decide the energies of high energy muons due to neutrino
interactions from the experimental and technical point of
view. In the energy determination of high energy muons,
there are two indispensable problems to be carefully ex-
amined, the first is the examination on the fluctuation of
the traversed lengths of the muons and the second is the
fluctuation on the Cherenkov light yields initiated by both
the muons themselves and their daughters’ electromagnetic
cascade showers. In the present paper, we study the range
fluctuation of high energy muons and in an another con-
tribute paper[1], we study the fluctuation in the Cherenkov
light from the electromagnetic cascade showers1.

2 The vcut procedure method and the simple
time sequential method in the treatment of
high energy muons

The Monte Carlo method is the one of the most powerful
means to study fluctuation of the problems concerned. As
far as the treatment of the range fluctuation of high energy
muons by the Monte Carlo method is concerned, there ex-
ist two independent approaches. The one is the procedure
of splitting the radiative energy loss in two terms, a contin-
uous ”soft” term for v < vcut and a stochastic ”hard” term
for (vcut < v < 1) in the fundamental equation for the
muons’ energy losses which we name tentatively vcut pro-
cedure method [6,7,8]. The other is the simple time sequen-

tial method developed by us in which the interaction points
of the muons and their dissipated energies are directly de-
termined [9,10] and, here, all possible physical processes
are treated in stochastic manner without the introduction if
cut. In the present paper, we take the minimum energy of
the muon as 1GeV.

3 The validity of the simple time sequential
method and comparison of our calculation-
s with those obtained by vcut procedure
method

Our simple time sequential method had been confirmed by
the results obtained by the analytical theory[11]. Now our
results are compared with that by Lipari and Stanev[6] in
Figure 1 and that of Klimushin et al.[8] in Figure 2. The
agreement between our results and those by the vcut pro-
cedure method are well, taking into account of the some
differences in the cross sections concerned.

4 Individual behavior of the muon for 1 EeV

In our method, we exactly simulate the whole history of in-
dividual muon, namely, we know where the muon interact
with matter, know what kind of the interaction (bremm-
strahlung or direct electron pair or photonuclear interac-
tion) occur and know how much energy is dissipated for
the muons concerned. In Figures 3 to 5, we give the muon

1. As for the induced photons in water, it will be discussed in
an another contributed paper[1].
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Figure 1: The comparison of our survival probabilities with
those by Lipari and Stanev [6]. Curves labels correspond
to following set of primary energies: (1)1TeV, (2)10TeV,
(3)102TeV, (4)103TeV, (5)104TeV, (6)105TeV, (7)106TeV.
The continuous lines show our results and symbols are read
out from the graph by Lipari and Stanev.
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Figure 2: The comparison of our survival probabilities with
those by Klimushin et al [7] The continuous lines are ob-
tained by us, while symbols are readout from those by K-
limushin et al for primary energies from 1013 eV to 3×1016

eV. The numerical figures attached each curve denote the
threshold energy is 10 TeV. Curves labels correspond to
following set of depths: (1)1.15km, (2)3.45km, (3)8.05km,
(4)12.65km, (5)17.25km, (6)21.39km.

with shortest range, one with the average like range and
one with the longest range. Here, the average like range
denotes the most nearest range among the total sampling
the muon. In this case, the shortest range is 8.27 kilo me-
ters, while the longest range 54.8 kilo meters. We should
say there is big fluctuation in the range distribution for 1018

eV muon.
In these figures, the abscissa denotes the depth from the
starting point, and the ordinate denote the ratio of the
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Figure 6: The range distributions for different primary en-
ergies from 1012 eV to 1018 eV.

muon’s energy at the given depth to primary energy. The
colors of ”needles” denote the kinds of the interactions
(bremsstrahlung (red), direct pair production (green), and
photo nuclear interaction (blue) and the lengths of the nee-
dles denote the ratio of the dissipated energies due to the
specified interaction to primary energy, the line graphs in
the figure denote the ratio of the muon’s energy to prima-
ry energy at the depths. In vcut procedure method, usually
they adopt vcut = 10−3 to 10−5. Consequently, they cannot
consider discrete energy dissipation as shown in the figures
whose v is smaller than vcut.
In Table1, we give more detailed information around the
number of the specified interactions and the correspond-
ing energy losses in the case of shortest ranges, ones with
the average like ranges and ones with the longest ranges.
In Tablel 2, we give the ratios of the dissipated energies
due the specified interactions to the primary energies in the
cases of the shortest ranges, average-like ranges and the
longest ranges. <average> denote the arithmetic average
among total sampling of the event (500 sampling), while
[average-like] are not <average>, but muons whose real
range (individual) in the nearest to their average values.
It is clear from these tables that the muons with the shortest
ranges are turned to lose their energy by the bremsstrahlung
(the so called ”catastrophic” energy loss, while the muon
with the longest loses their energies by repeating a large
number of interactions of direct electron pair production
with rather small energies (rather ”continuous”). In Table
3, we give the range distributions for 1012 eV to 1018 eV.
These range distributions above 1014 eV may be well ap-
proximated by the Gaussian distribution whose the average
and the standard deviation is given in Table 3.

5 Conclusion

As far as the dissipated energies due to muons are con-
cerned , the results obtained by the simple time sequential
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Figure 3: The transition for energy loss due to specified interactions as the function of the depth for the 1018 eV muon
with shortest range.
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Figure 4: The similar graph to Figure 3 for 1018 eV with the average-like range.

Table 1: The details of the characteristics on the muons with the shortest range, the average like range, the longest range
and the average range.

Range Energy loss Number of Energy loss Number of Energy loss Number of
Ep = 1012eV [km] by brems interaction by direct pair interaction by nuclear interaction

<Average> 2.39×100 1.09×1011 4.67×100 1.70×1011 2.39×102 4.43×1010 3.37×100

Shortest 6.23×10−2 9.81×1011 2 4.73×108 4 3.99×108 1
Average-like 2.51×100 1.17×1011 3 1.44×1011 232 1.37×1011 4

Longest 9.29×100 6.09×1010 8 1.44×1011 288 1.66×109 2

Ep = 1015eV

<Average> 1.72×101 3.38×1014 4.64×101 4.96×1014 6.56×103 1.61×1014 5.31×101

Shortest 1.68×100 8.59×1014 5 8.87×1013 628 5.20×1013 4
Average-like 1.73×101 4.23×1014 35 4.75×1014 6363 9.67×1013 56

Longest 3.16×101 1.82×1014 70 7.50×1014 10981 5.84×1013 91

Ep = 1018eV

<Average> 3.17×101 3.24×1017 1.04×102 4.59×1017 2.48×104 2.17×1017 1.66×102

Shortest 8.27×100 7.04×1017 33 2.91×1017 7285 4.77×1015 40
Average-like 3.19×101 3.76×1017 95 3.51×1017 22395 1.64×1017 173

Longest 5.48×101 7.52×1016 190 7.61×1017 45367 2.73×1017 299

method is the same value as those obtained by the vcut pro-
cedure method shown as in Figures 1 and 2, because the
introduction of vcut into the fundamental equation never
change the total quantity of the dissipated energy.

However, when we treat the Cherenkov light yields due to
muons concerned, the discrepancy on the Cherenkov light
yields between two method is expected to become clear.
The first, how to dissipate energies into the Cherenkov part
are quite different in both method and consequently, the
transition curves for Cherenkov light yields by our method
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Figure 5: The similar graph to Figure 3 for 1018 eV with the longest range.

Table 2: The ratios of dissipated energies from
bremsstrahlung, direct electron pair production and photo
nuclear interaction to the total energy loss.

Ep = 1012eV Brems Direct Pair Nuclear
<Average> 3.37×10−1 5.26×10−1 1.37×10−1

Shortest 9.99×10−1 4.81×10−4 4.06×10−4

Average-like 2.94×10−1 3.62×10−1 3.44×10−1

Longest 2.95×10−1 6.97×10−1 8.04×10−3

Ep = 1015eV
<Average> 3.40×10−1 4.98×10−1 1.62×10−1

Shortest 8.59×10−1 8.87×10−2 5.20×10−2

Average-like 4.25×10−1 4.78×10−1 9.72×10−2

Longest 1.84×10−1 7.57×10−1 5.90×10−2

Ep = 1018eV
<Average> 3.24×10−1 4.59×10−1 2.17×10−1

Shortest 7.04×10−1 2.91×10−1 4.77×10−3

Average-like 4.22×10−1 3.94×10−1 1.84×10−1

Longest 6.78×10−2 6.86×10−1 2.46×10−1

Table 3: The average values, the standard deviations and
the relative variance of the range distributions of muons
with 1011 eV to 1018 eV.

Ep [eV] < R > [km] σ [km] σ/ < R >

1011 4.75×10−1 2.39×10−1 5.03×10−1

1012 2.51 5.32×10−1 2.12×10−1

1013 7.18 1.97 2.74×10−1

1014 1.23×101 3.35 2.72×10−1

1015 1.73×101 4.35 2.51×10−1

1016 2.22×101 5.16 2.32×10−1

1017 2.70×101 5.86 2.17×10−1

1018 3.19×101 6.52 2.04×10−1

may give different values from those by the vcut procedure
method.
The second, the muons may be produced by neutrino in-
teraction, with different energies. Different energy muons
are treated inconsistent manner, because of the constant of
vcut. Namely, how to produce the Cherenkov light yield
have inconsistency in it.

The third, neutrinos, parents of the muons, have spec-
trum. This spectrum greatly increases the uncertainty in
the Cherenkov light yields.
In conclusion, the Cherenkov light yields obtained by the
simple time sequential method may give considerable dif-
ferent results from those by the vcut procedure method.
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Observation of Anisotropy in the Arrival Direction Distribution of Cosmic Rays at TeV Energies
with IceCube

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings

Abstract: The IceCube neutrino detector at the South Pole is sensitive to atmospheric muons produced by primary cosmic
rays in the TeV energy range. The high rate of events (about 2 kHz in the full 86-string detector) allows for searches of
anisotropy in the arrival direction distribution of cosmic rays at the level of a few parts per mille. Using the muon data
recorded with IceCube between 2007 and 2010, we show that the cosmic ray flux in the southern hemisphere is not
isotropic, but exhibits significant structure on multiple angular scales. In addition to large-scale features in the form of
strong dipole and quadrupole moments, the data include several localized regions of excess and deficit on scales between
10◦ and 30◦. These features are statistically significant. The origin of the features is currently unknown.
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1 Introduction

The IceCube detector, deployed between 1450 m to 2450 m
below the surface of the South Polar ice sheet, is de-
signed to detect upward-going neutrinos from astrophysical
sources. However, it is also sensitive to downward-going
muons from cosmic-ray air showers. To penetrate the ice
and trigger the detector, the muons must be produced by
cosmic rays with energies of at least several TeV. The ar-
rival direction of a cosmic muon is typically within 0.2◦ of
the direction of the primary particle, so the arrival direction
distribution of muons is also a map of cosmic ray arrival
directions between about 1 and several hundred TeV.
At energies of a few TeV, it is believed that galactic
magnetic fields should randomize the arrival directions
of charged cosmic rays. However, in recent years an
anisotropy in the arrival direction distribution has been
reported on both large and small angular scales. The
anisotropy is observed in the northern sky between sev-
eral TeV and several hundred TeV by the Tibet ASγ array
[1], Super-Kamiokande [2], Milagro [3, 4], ARGO-YBJ
[5], and EAS-TOP [6]. In 2010, an analysis of muons
recorded by the IceCube detector also revealed a large-
scale anisotropy in the southern sky [7]. In these proceed-
ings, we present the results of a search of the southern sky
for anisotropy on all angular scales using data recorded be-
tween May 2009 and May 2010.

2 The IceCube Detector and Data

IceCube is a km3-size neutrino detector frozen into the
glacial ice sheet at the geographic South Pole. High-
energy charged particles passing through the detector emit
Cherenkov radiation, and their tracks are recorded by an
array of Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) embedded in the
ice. The DOMs are attached to 86 vertical cables, or strings
(with 60 DOMs per string), which are used to transmit data
to the surface. Construction of IceCube was completed in
December 2010. The detector has been operating in vari-
ous configurations since construction began. Between 2007
and 2008, it was operated with 22 strings deployed (IC22),
between 2008 and 2009 with 40 strings (IC40), and be-
tween 2009 and 2010 with 59 strings.
Muons are identified using a simple majority trigger, which
requires 8 or more DOMs in local coincidence within a 5 μs
window. The trigger rate of downgoing muons is 0.5 kHz
in IC22, 1.2 kHz in IC40, and 1.4 kHz in IC59, about a fac-
tor of 106 larger than the neutrino rate. The rate is too large
to transfer complete waveforms for all events via satellite,
so the muon data are reconstructed on-line and compressed
using a Data Storage and Transfer (DST) format. Muon
tracks are identified using a maximum-likelihood recon-
struction, and the event arrival direction and energy estima-
tors are stored in DST files and sent north by satellite. Dig-
itized waveforms are discarded due to limited bandwidth.
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The analysis presented in this paper uses the DST data col-
lected during IC59 operations between May 20, 2009 and
May 30, 2010. The data set contains nearly 3.4 × 1010

muon events recorded during a live time of 335.5 days. A
cut in zenith angle at 65◦ removes less well-reconstructed
tracks near the horizon, reducing the final analysis sample
to 3.2 × 1010 events. The median angular resolution of
events in the sample is 3◦; unlike the neutrino analysis, the
cuts have not been optimized for point source identifica-
tion. Using simulated data, we estimate the median energy
of the events to be 20 TeV. The energy resolution of the
cosmic ray primaries is about Δlog (E/eV) = 0.5.

3 Analysis

3.1 Calculation of the Reference Level

The arrival direction distribution of cosmic rays in IceCube
exhibits anisotropy caused by non-physical effects such as
gaps in the detector uptime. These effects must be re-
moved before any physical anisotropy can be identified.
Therefore, the first step in the analysis is the creation of
a “reference map,” a sky map that describes what the ar-
rival direction distribution would be if the cosmic ray flux
were isotropic. The reference map must be subtracted from
the arrival direction distribution in the data to find regions
where the cosmic ray flux deviates from the isotropic ex-
pectation.
We estimate a reference map for IC59 data using the time-
scrambling method of Alexandreas et al. [8]. The sky
is binned into an equal-area grid in equatorial coordinates
with 0.9◦ resolution using the publicly-available HEALPix
library [9]. From this sample two sky maps are produced.
The data map N(α, δ) stores the arrival directions of all
events. For each detected event in the data map, “fake”
events are generated by keeping the local zenith and az-
imuth angles (θ, φ) fixed but reassigning the time to that of
another event recorded within a pre-defined time window
Δt. The event times within the window are resampled 20
times and used to generate 20 fake celestial coordinate pairs
(α, δ) which are used to fill a reference sky map 〈N(α, δ)〉
with a weight of 1/20.
A known disadvantage of the method is that it can be bi-
ased by a strong anisotropy, leading to artificial deficits or
excesses next to regions of true excess or deficit [3]. How-
ever, the procedure does preserve the local arrival direction
distribution of the data and naturally compensates for vari-
ations in the event rate which are difficult to model, such as
changes in atmospheric conditions which affect the produc-
tion of muons in air showers. The only critical requirement
for time scrambling is to choose the buffer length Δt such
that detector conditions remain stable during this period.
Using χ2 tests to compare the distribution of arrival direc-
tions in local coordinates across measurement periods, we
have verified that the IceCube detector is stable over pe-
riods of at least one full day. In this analysis we choose
Δt = 24 hr.

Figure 1: Top: Relative intensity of the IC59 data produced
with Δt = 24 hr. Middle: Fit of dipole and quadrupole
moments to the relative intensity. Bottom: Residual map
after removal of the dipole and quadrupole.

3.2 Relative Intensity

Once the data and reference maps are calculated, deviations
from isotropy can be analyzed by computing the relative
intensity

ΔNi

〈N〉i
=

Ni(α, δ)− 〈Ni(α, δ)〉
〈Ni(α, δ)〉

. (1)

which gives the amplitude of deviations from the isotropic
expectation in each angular bin i. The significance of the
deviation in bin i can be calculated using the method of Li
and Ma [10].
A map of relative intensity of the IC59 data, binned with
0.9◦ resolution, is shown at the top of Fig. 1. The map ex-
hibits obvious correlations between bins, such as a broad
excess in the relative counts near α = 105◦ and a broad
deficit near α = 225◦. The relative intensity in these re-
gions is of order 10−3. This structure is the large-scale
anisotropy reported in the IC22 data by Abbasi et al. [7].
Since the IC59 data set is larger than that of IC22 by an or-
der of magnitude, it is possible to see the large-scale struc-
ture in the data without further rebinning.

3.3 Removal of Large-Scale Structure

The relative intensity shown at the top of Fig. 1 is dom-
inated by large-scale structures, but there are additional
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Figure 2: IC59 residual maps after subtraction of dipole and quadrupole moments, showing relative intensity (left) and
significance before trial factors are applied (right). The maps have been smoothed with a circular window of 20◦.

Figure 3: Residual maps from IC22 (left) and IC40 (right) showing the significance of deficit and excess regions with 20◦
smoothing.

small-scale features in the map. This can be demonstrated
by calculating the angular power spectrum of the data,
which exhibits significant power not only at the largest an-
gular scales, but also down to scales of about 10◦ (see de-
tailed discussion in Abbasi et al. [11]).
We can also demonstrate the presence of small-scale struc-
ture by explicitly removing the largest angular correlations
in the data. This is accomplished by fitting dipole and
quadrupole terms to the relative intensity map and then
subtracting the fit to obtain a map of residual counts. In
the middle panel of Fig. 1, we show the result of the fit
of dipole and quadrupole moments to the intensity map.
By themselves, these two terms account for much of the
amplitude of the per-mille anisotropy observed in the data.
However, the fit χ2/ndf = 14743/14187 corresponds to a
χ2-probability of approximately 0.05%, suggesting that the
dipole and quadrupole are not sufficient to explain all of the
structures observed in the angular distribution ofΔN/〈N〉.
Subtraction of the dipole and quadrupole fit from the data
gives the bottom panel in Fig. 1. The fit residuals are rel-
atively featureless at first glance, but the bin size is not
optimized for a study of significant anisotropy at angular
scales larger than the angular resolution of the detector. To
increase the sensitivity to the small-scale structure in the
data, we apply a smoothing procedure which takes the ref-
erence level and residual data counts in each bin and adds
the counts from pixels within some angular radius of the
bin. This procedure results in a map with Poisson uncer-
tainties, though the bins are no longer statistically indepen-
dent.
Smoothed residual maps of relative intensity and signifi-
cance are shown in Fig. 2. To make this figure, a smooth-

ing radius of 20◦ was chosen. Strong regions of excess
and deficit are visible in the data. Note that the actual size
of any given excess or deficit region (and thus the optimal
smoothing scale) is not known a priori. Therefore, we study
the sky map on all smoothing scales from 3◦ (the angular
resolution of the data) to 45◦ in steps of 1◦ and search for
regions of high significance at any location.
Applying this procedure, the two most significant features
on the sky are a region with a peak significance of 5.3σ at
a smoothing radius of 22◦ (α = 122.4◦, δ = −47.4◦) and
a region of peak significance 4.9σ at a smoothing radius
of 13◦ (α = 263.0◦,−44.1◦). The significance values ac-
count for statistical trials due to the scan over smoothing
radii and the location of the most significant pixels. The
trial factors were estimated using a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of an isotropic flux recorded by the IceCube detector.

4 Systematic Checks

Several tests have been performed on the data to ensure the
stability of the observed anisotropy and to rule out possi-
ble sources of systematic bias. Among the influences that
might cause spurious non-physical anisotropies are the de-
tector geometry, the detector livetime, non-uniform expo-
sure of the detector to different regions of the sky, and diur-
nal and seasonal variations in atmospheric conditions. Due
to its unique location at the South Pole, many of these ef-
fects play a lesser role for IceCube than for detectors at the
middle latitudes. We check the validity of this assumption
by searching the data for a signal expected in solar coordi-
nates, and by examining the data from previous configura-
tions of the detector.
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4.1 Solar Dipole Analysis

The cosmic rays at TeV energies do not co-rotate with the
Earth about the Sun, and so it is expected that the flux of
cosmic rays should exhibit a dipole modulation in solar
coordinates. The expected change in relative intensity is
given by

ΔI

I
= (γ + 2)

v

c
cos θ, (2)

where I is the cosmic ray intensity, γ = 2.7 is the power
law index of the energy spectrum at several TeV, v/c is the
ratio of the orbital velocity of the Earth with respect to the
speed of light, and θ is the angle between the cosmic ray
arrival direction and the direction of motion of the Earth.
Given v = 30 km s−1, we expect an amplitude of 4.7 ×
10−4.
The solar dipole provides a convenient measurement with
which to check the analysis technique. The reference
and data maps were computed in solar coordinates, and
the relative intensity map has been fit with a dipole func-
tion. A single dipole describes the data quite well: the fit
χ2/ndf = 14206.8/14192 corresponds to a χ2-probability
of 41.6%. The dipole is aligned at a longitude of 270◦ in
solar coordinates, following the expectation for a relative-
motion anisotropy in this coordinate frame. Its amplitude
is (3.66± 0.14± 0.99)× 10−4, in agreement with the ex-
pectation within the large systematic uncertainty. A more
detailed study of the solar dipole anisotropy is presented in
Abbasi and Desiati [12].

4.2 Anti-Sidereal Time Analysis

Seasonal variations in the solar dipole anisotropy can create
spurious signals in equatorial coordinates, and vice-versa.
We study this effect using an artificial time scale called
anti-sidereal time, which is calculated by reversing the sign
of the transformation between universal time and sidereal
time. No physical anisotropy is expected in this reference
frame, but it can be used to identify systematic distortions
due to seasonal effects.
We have produced sky maps using anti-sidereal coordinates
and performed the same analysis presented in Section 3.
No regions of significant excess or deficit are observed in
the anti-sidereal maps for any smoothing scale. A detailed
discussion is provided in [11].

4.3 Comparison to IC22 and IC40 Data

An important cross-check of the IC59 analysis can be made
by applying the same method to data recorded in the two
data periods prior to IC59. The IC22 data set contains
4×109 events recorded between July 2007 and April 2008,
and the IC40 data set contains 1.9 × 1010 events recorded
between April 2008 and April 2009. While the samples are
smaller than IC59, we expect to observe the most promi-
nent structures in these data, albeit with reduced signifi-
cance. The IC22 and IC40 data can be used to verify that

the structures observed in the arrival direction distribution
do not depend on the geometry of the detector or the data-
taking period. For example, the shape of IC22 was highly
asymmetrical, with a long and a short axis.
In Fig. 3, we show the residual maps from IC22 and IC40
after the subtraction of dipole and quadrupole terms and
smoothing by 20◦. While none of the features in IC22 and
IC40 have a pre-trial significance above 5σ, they align with
the regions of deficit and excess observed with IC59 data
(cf. Fig 2). The main features on both large and small
scales appear to be persistent in all data sets.

5 Conclusions

Using 3.2 × 1010 events recorded with the partially-
deployed IceCube detector between May 2009 and May
2010, we have found that the arrival direction distribu-
tion of cosmic rays at several TeV exhibits significant
anisotropy on several angular scales. The data are domi-
nated by dipole and quadrupole moments, but there is also
significant structure on angular scales down to about 10◦.
These structures become visible in the sky map when the
dominant terms are subtracted.
There is currently no explanation for these local enhance-
ments in the cosmic ray flux, and so the study of cosmic
ray arrival directions in the TeV region will continue to be a
major ongoing effort in IceCube. We are currently studying
the anisotropy in the 79-string configuration of the detector
(IC79). During the next several years, with the IceCube de-
tector operating in its complete 86-string configuration, the
data will increase by 4.5×1010 events per year. With these
high statistics we will be able to study possible time depen-
dencies in the anisotropy and compare to similar studies in
the northern hemisphere [4, 13]
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Study of High pT Muons in IceCube

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings

Abstract: Muons with a high transverse momentum (pT ) are produced in cosmic ray air showers mostly via semileptonic
decay of heavy quarks and the decay of high pT kaons and pions in jets. These high pT muons have a large lateral
separation from the shower core and accompanying muon bundle. IceCube, a kilometer-scale neutrino telescope
consisting of an array of photodetectors buried in the ice of the South Pole and a surface air shower array, is well suited
for the detection of high pT muons. The surface shower array can determine the energy, core location and direction of
the cosmic ray air shower while the in-ice array can do the same for the high pT muon. This makes it possible to measure
the cosmic ray muon lateral separation distribution at distances greater than 200 meters. The preliminary results from
analysis of data from 25% of the full IceCube detector will be presented.
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1 Introduction

IceCube, a kilometer-scale neutrino telescope, is well suit-
ed for measuring the lateral separation of muons in cosmic
ray air showers. Completed in December 2010, it consists
of a 1 km3 array of optical sensors (digital optical modules,
or DOMs) buried deep in the ice of the South Pole and a
1 km2 surface air shower array called IceTop. IceTop has
an energy threshold of 300 TeV and can reconstruct the di-
rection of showers with energies above 1 PeV within ∼1.5◦

and locate the shower core with an accuracy of ∼10 m [1].
The in-ice DOMs (here referred to as IceCube) are buried
in the ice 1450 m under IceTop on kilometer-long strings
of 60 DOMs with an intra-DOM spacing of 17 m. IceCube
can reconstruct high quality tracks of high energy muons
with < 1◦ accuracy. IceTop and IceCube can be used to-
gether to select cosmic ray events with a muon with a min-
imum lateral separation of ∼200 m. The measurement of
the lateral separation distribution of muons in air showers
provides a valuable check on air shower simulation models
and can be used as an independent method for determining
the cosmic ray composition [2].
The most common source of muons with a large lateral sep-
aration is muons with a high transverse momentum (pT )
primarialy from charm and bottom mesons and jets of high
pT partons [2]. The transverse separation is given by:

dT =
pThc

Eμ
(1)

where Eμ is the energy of the high pT muon, and h is the
interaction height of the shower, here taken as an average
value of 25 km. The interaction height loosely depends on
the composition and a full treatment of this is planned in the
future. Using a separation of 200 m (75 meters more than
the string separation) as a rough threshold for the two-track
resolution distance of the high pT muon from the shower
core gives a minimum resolvable pT of 8 GeV/c for a 1 TeV
muon. Rough calculations predict on the order of tens of
high pT muon events in the studied data sample [2].
The combined acceptance for cosmic ray air showers that
pass through both IceTop and IceCube is 0.3 km2sr for the
full 86-string IceCube array [3]. By the end of the austral
summer of 2006/2007, 22 IceCube strings and 26 IceTop
tanks had been deployed. The combined acceptance for
showers that trigger both IceTop-26 and IceCube-22 is 0.09
km2sr. In 2007 the discriminator threshold settings for Ice-
Top were changed partway through the year to sub-optimal
values, so this analysis discards the data taken during this
period leaving 114 days of livetime. A search has been
conducted in this data for cosmic ray events with a muon
with a large lateral separation.
The underground muon detector MACRO has previously
measured the separation between muons in air showers for
shower energies ranging roughly from 104 GeV to 106 GeV
[4]. MACRO measured muon pair separations out to a dis-
tance of about 65 meters. They verified the linear relation-
ship between pT and separation shown in Eq. 1 (with a
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Figure 1: Zenith angle resolution of the high pT reconstruc-
tion algorithm. The sigma are the results of Gaussian fits
to the distributions.

small offset due to multiple scattering of the muons) out to
momenta up to 1.2 GeV/c.

2 Reconstruction Methods

High pT muons appear as a separate track coincident in
time and parallel with the track from the central core of low
pT muons. Generally the bundle of low pT muons leaves
more light in the detector than the high pT muon.
Current reconstruction algorithms in IceCube are designed
to reconstruct single tracks. In order to reconstruct high
pT double-track events the hit DOMs (i.e. DOMs that de-
tect at least one photon) are attributed to either the muon
bundle or high pT muon based on their timing and posi-
tion. The muon bundle is reconstructed first by the IceTop
surface array. This reconstruction serves as a seed for a
likelihood-based reconstruction using the IceCube DOM-
s. Only IceCube DOMs within 90 m of the seed track are
used for bundle reconstruction. The high pT muon hits
are selected relative to the reconstructed bundle track. The
high pT muon arrives at the same time but laterally sepa-
rated from the bundle, so its hits will have a negative time
residual relative to the bundle reconstruction. Additionally,
high pT muon hits are required to be at least 90 m from
the reconstructed muon bundle track. The high pT muon
hit track is reconstructed using a likelihood reconstruction
with a downgoing hypothesis.
Figure 1 shows the performance of this procedure after re-
construction quality selection criteria have been applied.
The zenith angle resolution for groups determined using the
true simulation information (black, solid lines) is compared
to the resolution for groups determined using the splitting
algorithm (red, dashed lines) for the muon bundle (top) and
high pT muon (bottom). Roughly 50% of the events fail to
reconstruct because there are not enough DOMs in one of
the groups.
These reconstruction algorithms achieve a zenith angle (s-
pace angle) resolution of 0.6◦ (1.3◦) for the muon bundle
and 2.6◦ (8.2◦) for a high pT muon separated by 200 m.

The resolution is worse for the high pT muon because few-
er DOMs are hit. While high pT muons with a greater sep-
aration are much easier to resolve with the two track algo-
rithm, they also tend to be lower energy (see Eq. 1) and
hit fewer DOMs. The average number of DOMs hit by the
high pT muon is 15, compared to 90 for the muon bun-
dle. Additionally, because high pT muons have fewer hit
DOMs, a DOM hit by the muon bundle that is incorrect-
ly placed in the high pT group has a much larger effect on
the reconstruction of the high pT track (it can also degrade
the bundle resolution, but to a lesser extent). These factors
degrade the resolution of the high pT track direction and
timing. The spatial resolution of the high pT muon track
(as measured by the difference between the reconstructed
track and the true track at the point of closest approach to
the detector) is 40 m in x, y, and z.

3 Signal and Background Separation

Since high pT muons occur in only a fraction of simulated
showers, a toy model based on CORSIKA [5] proton show-
ers was used to model the signal. A single muon is inserted
into an existing CORSIKA event containing a muon bun-
dle from an air shower. This modified shower is then run
through the standard IceCube propagation, detector sim-
ulation, and reconstruction routines. Simulations insert a
muon with energy of 1 TeV separated 100, 150, 200, and
400 m from the shower core.
Cosmic ray air showers that do not generate a high pT
muon (called ‘single muon bundles’) are a background to
this search. Since they generate only one track in the ar-
ray, these events are mostly eliminated by requiring there
be two well-reconstructed tracks in the IceCube detector.
The IceCube 22-string configuration is large enough that
the rate of simultaneous events from cosmic rays is signif-
icant. Muon bundles from two (or more) air showers can
strike the array within the 10 μs event window, producing
two separated tracks. These so-called double-coincident
events are another background for air showers with high
pT muons. Since these double-coincident events are un-
correlated in direction and time, requiring that both recon-
structed tracks be parallel (within 15◦ of each other) and
occur within ±600 ns can eliminate most of these events.
However, an irreducible background remains from double-
coincident events that happen to come from roughly the
same direction and time. The rate of double-coincident
events can be estimated by looking at the off-time rate of
events (i.e. events with tracks that occur more than 600 ns
apart) in the data that pass all other selection criteria.
A number of selection criteria are applied to separate events
with high pT muons. The events are required to trigger
at least 6 DOMs in IceTop and at least 8 DOMs in Ice-
Cube. The events are also required to have high quality
two-track reconstructions. This includes requiring that the
tracks have at least one hit DOM with a time residual of
less than 15 ns (a ‘direct hit’) and that tracks pass within the
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detector fiducial volume. Further reduction of single muon
bundles is done based on the differences in event topologies
and timing. For instance, single muon bundles are well-
reconstructed by a single track hypothesis, while the high
pT muon events are not. Figure 2 shows the negative log
of the reduced likelihood of a single track reconstruction
for single muon bundles, and showers with an inserted 8
and 16 GeV/c pT , 1 TeV muon (separation of 200 m and
400 m from the shower core, assuming an average inter-
action height of 25 km). Well-reconstructed events have a
lower likelihood value on this plot. For large separations,
this variable separates single muon bundles from showers
which contain a high pT muon. This analysis retains events
with a likelihood greater than 7.5. Next we require that the
high pT muon track be a robust track in the detector with at
least 6 direct hits. Finally, the remaining background single
muon bundle events are removed by requiring the perpen-
dicular separation between tracks to be at least 160 m. The
number of events passing each type of selection criteria for
data and simulated background and signal are shown in Ta-
ble 1.

Likelihood of Single Track Reconstruction
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Figure 2: Negative log of the reduced likelihood for the
single track reconstruction

4 Results

After applying all selection criteria 53 events remain in 114
days of data. No events remain in the simulated back-
ground. One event that passes all the selection criteria is
shown in Fig. 3. The reconstructed high pT muon and bun-
dle track have a perpendicular separation of 207 m at the
center of the detector. The two tracks arrive within 470 ns
and 3.3◦ of each other.

4.1 Purity of Final Sample

Simulation of single muon bundle background events is
too computationally intensive to accumulate large statistic-
s. Although no simulated single muon bundle event passed
all the selection criteria, the possibility exists that some
single muon bundle background events could survive in
the final data sample. In order to estimate the purity of

Figure 3: Candidate shower with a high pT muon. The
cosmic ray bundle is on the left and the high pT muon is on
the right.

the final sample a study has been conducted of simulated
events which pass the reconstruction quality and double-
coincident selection criteria (without applying the criteria
designed to remove single track events). At this cut level,
the only events left in the single muon bundle background
are events which are incorrectly split into two tracks by the
splitting algorithm. Two previously unused variables were
developed that focused on studying how well the bundle fit
described the high pT muon hits and vice versa.
The first variable is the standard deviation of the time resid-
ual relative to the reconstructed bundle track (σbundle). On-
ly hits belonging to the high pT muon reconstructed track
(time residual < 100 ns and distance from the bundle >
90 m) were used to calculate σbundle. In the single muon
bundle background σbundle is small because the bundle re-
construction is equally good at describing both sets of hit-
s. Conversely, events with high pT muons have a laterally
separated track that is causally disconnected from the bun-
dle track. This leads to larger values of σbundle.
The second variable is the mean of the time residuals rel-
ative to the reconstructed high pT muon track. Only hits
within 90 m of the bundle track are used for this calcula-
tion. This variable uses the fact that the parallel but laterally
separated high pT muon track have a negative time residual
relative to the bundle track. Single muon bundles incorrect-
ly split into two groups tends to have time residuals that are
closer to zero because both groups are causally consistent
with the bundle hypothesis.
These two variables are shown in Fig. 4. The background
single muon bundles and high pT muon simulation are at
a relaxed cut level with only reconstruction quality and
double-coincidence selection criteria applied, while the da-
ta points are after all selection criteria have been applied.
The dashed grey line is a fit to the mean of the background
single muon bundle points. To estimate the purity of the
data sample, this line has been moved upwards until every
simulated single muon bundle event is below it. Thirty-one
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Cut Data Simulation Simulated Signal (%)
IceTop and IceCube Trigger 1.35 x 107 1.47 x 107 100%
Bundle and High pT Reconstructions Successful 4.59 x 105 3.04 x 105 49%
Double-Coincidence Cuts 1.16 x 105 1.35 x 105 25%
Reconstruction Quality Cuts 2.57 x 104 1.64 x 104 13%
Single Track Cuts 53 0 8%

Table 1: Number of events in 114 days for data and simulated background. The percentage passing rates for simulated
high pT muons with a lateral separation of 200 m (8 GeV/c) are shown as well.
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Figure 4: Standard deviation versus mean of time residuals.
Note that the selection criteria have been relaxed for the
simulated events.

of the fifty-three data events lie above the line, giving a pre-
liminary estimation for the purity of the final event sample
of at least 58%.

4.2 Estimation of Double-Coincident Rates

As mentioned in Section 3, an irreducible background re-
mains from double-coincident cosmic rays. The number of
these events in the on-time window (±600 ns) can be es-
timated by counting the number of events with tracks that
occur with a time difference greater than 600 ns after ap-
plying all other selection criteria. In the final data sample,
eight events were found in this off-time window. To be con-
servative, two events with a time difference greater than
20,000 ns are discarded. The remaining six events were
spread over a time range of 2260 ns, giving an expectation
that 3 of the 53 events in the ±600 ns on-time window are
due to double-coincident cosmic rays.

4.3 Lateral Distribution of Muons

Figure 5 shows the preliminary perpendicular separation
between the bundle and high pT muon reconstructions at
the center of the detector. The black solid lines are the
53 data events that passed all selection criteria. Prelimi-
nary estimations indicate that this sample is 58% pure. The
dashed red lines are the data events that passed all selec-
tion criteria, but had time differences greater than ±600 ns.

These events have been scaled down to the rate of 3 events
in the on-time window.
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Figure 5: Preliminary perpendicular separation between
bundle and high pT muon reconstructions at the center of
the detector.

5 Conclusions

A search for cosmic ray events with laterally separated
muons has been conducted in 114 days with 25% of the
full IceCube detector. The fraction of single muon bun-
dle events remaining in the final sample has been conserva-
tively estimated to be 42% and the number of background
double-coincident events has been shown to be very small.
Further searches with IceCube data with larger instrument-
ed volume will have important implications for cosmic ray
composition and air shower simulation.
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Abstract: The central part of WILLI - EAS is a compact calorimeter type detector set up for measuring the inclusive
flux and the charge ratio of atmospheric muons in various directions of muon incidence. A mini array EAS is added and
going to be operated for registering extensive air showers in order to study the muon charge ratio in EAS as affected
by the geomagnetic field. The observed muon charge ratio measured for incident muons with energy < 1 GeV exhibits
a pronounced azimuthal asymmetry (East-West effect) due to the different influence of the geomagnetic field on the
trajectories of positive and negative muons in air. The flux measurements performed with the WILLI detector, taking into
account muon events with energies > 0.4 GeV, show a diurnal modulation of the muon flux. The analysis of the muon
events for energies < 0.6 GeV reveals an aperiodic variation of the muon flux. The WILLI detector has been extended to
WILLI-EAS with 12 detector stations arranged as an rray. Simulations studies of the muon charge ratio for the correlated
EAS, (initiated by H and Fe primaries, with energies in a range 1013 eV - 1015 eV), show detailed effects of the direction
of EAS incidence relative to the geomagnetic field, depending, in particular, of the primary mass.

Keywords: Atmospheric muons, EAS, simulation

1 Introduction

The muons are a prominent EAS component, important as
muons are deeply penetrating long living particles and have
features informing about energy and nature of the paren-
t primary cosmic rays. In IFIN-HH Bucharest a WILLI
-EAS detection system has been set up [1] in IFIN-HH
Bucharest, (44◦26′ N latitude, 26◦04′ E longitude and sea
level), in collaboration with KIT, Germany, to measure and
to study the muon flux and the charge ratio (the ratio of the
positive to negative muons) in EAS, following the sugges-
tions and theoretical studies in Refs. [2, 3].
Figure 1 displays a geometrical layout of the WILLI-EAS
array, with a figure of the WILLI detector for measuring the
muon charge ratio (in the upper left corner) [4] and with a
description of the unit of the mini-array for detecting the
shower event (in the lower right corner) [5].
The simulations of the muon flux have been performed us-
ing CORSIKA [6] and GEANT [7] codes.

2 The WILLI detector

The WILLI detector [4] is a modular system consisting of
16 scintillator layers for recording the energy and the time
signature of the muon, and 4 scintillator modules, on each

side of the stack, acting as anticounters. A module is made
of 1 cm Al plate and a plastic scintillator (NE 114) of 90×
90× 3 cm3.
We use a method to determine the muon charge ratio by
measuring the lifetime of the muons stopped in the mat-
ter, overcoming the uncertainties appearing in the measure-
ments using magnetic spectrometers, which are affected by
systematic effects at muon energies less than 1 GeV, due to
problems in the particle and trajectory identification (under
the influence of the Earth’s magnetic field).

2.1 Vertical measurements of muon charge ratio

In the beginning, the measurements have been performed
with vertical acceptance of the WILLI detector. Results are
shown in Figure 2 [8], in comparison with other data. D-
ifferent from the CAPRICE measurements [9] at different
geomagnetic cutoff, using a magnetic spectrometer, our da-
ta show reduced systematic errors due to a very good muon
identification.
Figure 3 presents a comparison of the muon charge ra-
tio measured for vertical muons and for muons measured
with the WILLI detector inclined at 45◦, separately in the
East and West directions, displaying a good agreement with
simulation predictions [10].
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Figure 1: The WILLI-EAS detector system [1], composed by the WILLI detector (in the upper left corner) and a mini
array of 12 stations with plastic scintillators (detail of one detection station in the lower right corner).

Figure 2: Muon charge ratio at the sea level for near-
vertical direction of incidence [8].

Figure 4 displays the azimuthal dependence of the muon
charge ratio for muons with inclined incidence of mean val-
ue of 35◦, and a mean momentum 0.5 GeV/c [11]. The
measurements show a pronounced East-West effect (see
Figure 4), in good agreement with simulations based on
the DPMJET model [12] and as expected from the East-
West effect found in neutrino measurements. The Okaya-
ma group reported about observations of a less pronounced
azimuthal dependence [13], explained by the higher ener-
gies (> 1 GeV) of the observed muons.

Figure 3: The energy dependence of the muon charge ratio,
displaying also the East-West effect [10].

Figure 4: The azimuth dependence of the muon charge ra-
tio compared with the CORSIKA simulations [11].
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2.2 Correlation of the atmospheric muon flux
with solar activity

The primary flux of cosmic rays is influenced by the solar
activity, and this is reflected in the muon flux by a modu-
lation observed at the ground level. Aperiodic variations,
linked to the solar activity, can also happen. Due to the
configuration of WILLI detector, we can select all muons
passing through the detector with energies > 0.4 GeV, or
only muons with a small energy range, (0.4 − 0.6) GeV.
Measuring the atmospheric muon flux in this way, we have
observed periodic and aperiodic effects.
The Figure 5 displays the flux of muons, for the period of
(03.08 - 17.09), 2010, with a diurnal modulation of the flux
in the upper plot and unexpected drops in the lower part.
Previous measurements exhibit a similar behaviour for the
period (17.02 - 20.02), 2009 [14]. An explanation of these
findings is in preparation.

Figure 5: Muon count rate vs. time (expressed in day num-
ber of the year). Each point represents a 10 min data ac-
quisition time. In the upper panel the flux of muons with
energies E > 0.4 GeV is displayed, while in the lower one
the flux of muons with 0.4 GeV< E < 0.6 GeV is given.

3 The WILLI-EAS detection system

The detector is extended to WILLI-EAS detection sys-
tem by scintillation detectors (see Figure 1) for perform-
ing measurements of the muon charge ratio with WILLI in
correlation with a small particle detector array - EAS. Each
unit of the array is a scintillator plate of 1 m2 area, 3 cm
thickness, measuring the arrival times of the shower front
and the energy deposit in the detectors [5].
The features of the charge ratio for the EAS muon compo-
nent have been extensively studied on basis of Monte Car-
lo simulations [2] revealing that the radial and azimuthal
muon density distributions of EAS observed by surface de-
tector are strongly influenced by the magnetic field of the
Earth, (see Figure 6). The features depend on the direction
of EAS incidence (zenith and azimuth) relative to the geo-
magnetic field and on the energy of the registered muons.

Figure 6: Azimuthal variation of the charge ratio of the
muon density of proton-induced EAS incident with differ-
ent zenith angles Θ from the North with the primary energy
of 1015 eV, observed at a radial distance of 45-50 m and for
a muon energy threshold of 0.1 GeV [2].

Using the modified version of SHOWREC [15] program,
simulation studies have been performed for H and Fe gen-
erated showers (1013 − 1015 eV) in order to study the re-
construction quality for the real configuration of the mini-
array.
In Figure 7 the quality of reconstruction for the real config-
uration of the mini-array, for a zenithal angle of 30◦ of 250
showers, incident in the center of the array, is plotted.
Taking into account the acceptance of WILLI detector [16]]
for muon energy < 1 GeV, the simulations of showers pro-
duced by H and Fe cosmic primaries, show a different vari-
ation of the muon charge ratio on the azimuthal position of
WILLI. This effect could provide some indications of the
mass composition of cosmic rays (see Figure 8).
The first tests of WILLI-EAS operation have started in
2011. This experimental device is presently the only one
to measure efficiently the muon charge ratio of the later-
al muon density distribution of EAS. For achieving a suf-
ficient statistical accuracy the measurements are expected
to run for a minimum of 5 years. The measurements and
corresponding analyses should provide information about
the influence of the geomagnetic field on the propagation
of muons in air, eventually also on the hadronic interaction
features and about the primary mass composition of cosmic
rays with energies between in the range of (1013−1015) eV.

4 Concluding remarks

• At muon energies < 1 GeV, the muon flux seems to
depend not only on the particular observation site but
also on the direction of muon incidence, significant-
ly influenced by geomagnetic field and at low muon
energies modulated by solar events.
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Figure 7: The reconstructed shower cores for 250 H inci-
dent showers placed in the same position (0,0) for 30◦ -
up and the quality of the reconstruction for the showers -
down.

Figure 8: Dependence of the charge ratio on the azimuth
position of WILLI for proton and iron induced showers, at
15-20 m [15].

• Our method to measure the muon charge ratio with
a small compact detector minimizing the systemat-
ic errors of magnetic spectrometers for low energy
muons, reaches accuracies in order of few percents.

• The actual WILLI detector set up allows direction-
al measurements for muons, enabling to observe the
East-West effect in the muon charge ratio, which is
due to the geomagnetic field.

• The WILLI-EAS detection system investigating the
muon charge ratio in EAS is expected to provide in-
formation about the muon propagation of low en-
ergy muons. Comparing the simulations of Fe and
H induced showers with energies in the range of
(1013 − 1015) eV is indicating features of mass dis-
crimination.
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Seasonal modulation in the Borexino cosmic muon signal
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Abstract: Borexino is an organic liquid scintillator detector located in the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratory
(Italy). It is devoted mainly to the real time spectroscopy of low energy solar neutrinos via the elastic scattering on
electrons in the target mass. The data taking campaign started in 2007 and led to key measurements of 7Be and 8B
solar neutrinos as well as antineutrinos from the earth (geo-neutrinos) and from nuclear power reactors. Borexino is
also a powerful tool for the study of cosmic muons that penetrate the Gran Sasso rock coverage and thereby induced
signals such as neutrons and radioactive isotopes which are today of critical importance for upcoming dark matter and
neutrino physics experiments. Having reached 4y of continuous data taking we analyze here the muon signal and its
possible modulation. The muon flux is measured to be (3.41 ± 0.01) · 10−4m−2s−1. A modulation of this signal with
a yearly period is observed with an amplitude of (1.29±0.07)% and a phase of (179±6) d, corresponding to June 28th.
Muon rate fluctuations are compared to fluctuations in the atmospheric temperature on a daily base, exploiting the most
complete atmospheric data and models available. The distributions are shown to be positively correlated and the effective
temperature coefficient is measured to be αT = 0.93 ± 0.04. This result is in good agreement with the expectations of
the kaon-inclusive model at the laboratory site and represents an improvement over previous measurements performed at
the same depth.

Keywords: Borexino, Muon, Cosmic, Seasonal, Modulation

I. Introduction. The flux of cosmic muons detected deep
underground shows variations which are in first approxima-
tion seasonal. The effect is known and studied since many
decades [1]. At Gran Sasso National Laboratory in cen-
tral Italy the rock coverage is about 3800 m w.e. and the
expected amplitude of the modulation is ∼1.5%. Borex-
ino is a scintillator detector with an active mass for muon
detection of 1.33 kt and, being spherical, its acceptance is
independent of the angle of the incoming muons. It there-
fore plays a key role in measuring the cosmic muon flux
and its modulation with reduced systematics. Moreover as
air temperature data is available from weather forecast web
services, the correlation with the muon flux can be inves-
tigated and the effective temperature coefficient can be de-
termined. Such temperature coefficient, with a larger expo-
sure, can in future be used to determine indirectly the K/π
ratio in the interaction of primary cosmic rays in the atmo-
sphere, probing a complementary energy region compared
with existing accelerator experiments.

II. Borexino Detector. The Borexino detector was de-
signed to have very low intrinsic background. The cen-
tral scintillation volume, 278 t of ultra-pure PC (pseu-
documene) doped with 1.5 g/l of the fluor PPO (2,5-
diphenyloxazole), is contained in a spherical Inner Vessel
(IV), 8.5m in diameter, made of 125µ m thick nylon. It is
shielded by two buffer layers consisting of PC and a small

amount of the light quencher DMP (dimethylphthalate).
The surrounding Stainless Steel Sphere (SSS) of 13.7m di-
ameter holds 2212 inward-facing 8” photomultiplier tubes
(PMT) that detect scintillation light from the central region.
All these components form the Inner Detector (ID) [2].
Though Borexino is located deeply underground, in Hall C
of the Gran Sasso Laboratory (LNGS), the residual muon
flux is ∼ 1.2 µ/m2/h, still too large for neutrino measure-
ment, so the muons must be individually tagged. To ac-
complish this task the ID is surrounded by a powerfulmuon
detector [3]. It is composed by a high domed steel tank of
18m diameter and 16.9m height filled with 2 100 t of ultra-
pure water and instrumented with 208 PMTs which detect
the muon Čerenkov emission. The Water Tank also serves
as additional passive shielding against external radiation.
This system is called the Outer Detector (OD).

III. Cosmic Muon Flux. This analysis is based on the
first 4 years of Borexino data, taken between May 16th
2007 and May 15th 2011, with the exclusion of calibration
data, data not passing the validation procedure and data for
which the OD was not functioning properly. Events in co-
incidence with the spills of the Cern-to-GranSasso neutrino
beam are discarded (details in [3]). The remaining data set
shows no prolonged or unevenly distributed off time. This
analysis is based only on muon events that triggered both
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ID and OD. The total resulting exposure is ∼ 1.41 · 106 t·d
and includes a sample of ∼ 4.6 · 106 muons.
We have measured the muon rate through the ID using
different strategies at our disposal and achieved identical
results. The overall detector’s efficiency is 99.992%. In
[3] are reported details on the muon tagging methods and
on how the efficiencies have been evaluated. The aver-
age muon rate is (4310±10) counts per day, where the
statistical error is negligible and the systematic error re-
flects the uncertainty in the efficiency and possible thresh-
old effects. The rate corresponds to a cosmic muon flux of
(3.41 ± 0.01) · 10−4m−2s−1, taking into account also the
uncertainty in the SSS radius.
This is the first measurement available for Hall C so far and
the first obtained with a spherical detector at LNGS: ex-
isting measurements were obtained with detectors whose
acceptance strongly depended on the muon incidence an-
gle and are therefore affected by larger systematics. They
have been performed by LVD in Hall A ([4]) and by
MACRO in Hall B ([5]) and are respectively (3.31±0.03) ·
10−4m−2s−1 and (3.22± 0.08) · 10−4m−2s−1.

IV. Flux Modulation. Muons observed in underground
sites arise mostly from the decay of pions and kaons pro-
duced by primary cosmic ray particles interacting with nu-
clei in the atmosphere[6]. Only mesons decaying before
further interaction produce muons energetic enough to tra-
verse the rock coverage of an underground site. Air temper-
ature increases during summer, leading to an expansion of
the traversed medium, which in turn increases the fraction
of such mesons. The following formula is generally used
to relate the muon intensity variations to the atmospheric
temperature fluctuations:

ΔIμ
I0μ

=

∫ ∞

0

dXα(X)
ΔT (X)

T 0(X)
(1)

where I0μ = Iμ(T0, E > Ethr) is the differential
muon intensity integrated from the energy threshold (Ethr

∼ 1.8 TeV)[7] to infinity, assuming the atmosphere is
isothermal at temperature T 0, and ΔIμ are fluctuations
about I0μ; α(X) is the temperature coefficient that relates
fluctuations in the atmospheric temperature at depth X,
ΔT (X)/T 0(X), to the fluctuations in the integral muon
intensity; the integral extends over atmospheric depth from
the altitude of muon production to the ground.
Other underground experiments have studied these effects,
at the Gran Sasso site (MACRO [8], LVD [4]) and at dif-
ferent underground locations( [9], [10] and refs. therein).
The muon intensity measured day by day is shown in fig.
1 (lower panel) for the 1329 days for which valid data was
available. A modulation is clearly visible; fitting the distri-
bution with the following function:

Iμ = I0μ + δIμcos

(
2π

T
(t− t0)

)
(2)

we obtain an average intensity I0μ = (3.414 ± 0.002) ·
10−4m−2s−1, a period T = (366± 3)d, a modulation am-

plitude δIμ = (4.4± 0.2) · 10−6m−2s−1 corresponding to
(1.29±0.07)% and a phase t0 = (179±6)d; the χ2/NDF is
1558/1325. A Lomb-Scargle analysis of the data identifies
the same period. It should be noted that due to the lim-
ited size of the detector, a day with 100% duty cycle fea-
tures a statistical error of ∼1.5% (1σ), comparable to the
expected modulation. Therefore in spite of the fair value
of reduced χ2, we regard this fitting exercise only as a first
order approximation; in the hypothesis, explored here, that
the modulation is related to the air temperature fluctuations,
the main maxima and minima can occur at different dates
in successive years and short term effects are well expected
to perturb the overall seasonal behavior.

V. Atmospheric Model. The atmosphere consists of many
layers that vary continuously in temperature and pressure.
A possible parametrization ([10] and with more details[7])
considers the atmosphere as an isothermal body with an ef-
fective temperature, Teff, obtained from a weighted average
over atmospheric depth:

Teff =

∫∞
0

dXT (X)W (X)∫∞
0 dXW (X)

(3)

where the weight W (X) reflects the temperature depen-
dence of the production of mesons in the atmosphere and
their decay into muons that can be observed at depth.
Eq. 1 can now be written in term of the “effective temper-
ature coefficient” αT :

ΔIμ
I0μ

= αT
ΔTeff
Teff

(4)

The weight W (X) can be written as the sum Wπ + WK ,
representing the contribution of pions and kaons to the
overall variation in muon intensity.

Wπ,K(X) �
(1−X/Λ′π,K)2e−X/Λπ,KA1

π,K

γ + (γ + 1)B1
π,KK(X)(〈Eth cos θ〉/επ,K)2

(5)
where:

K(X) ≡
(1−X/Λ′π,K)2

(1 − e−X/Λ′
π,K )Λ′π,K/X

(6)

The parameters A1
π,K include the amount of inclusive me-

son production in the forward fragmentation region, masses
of mesons and muons, and muon spectral index; the input
values are A1

π = 1 and A1
K = 0.38 · rK/π, where rK/π

is the K/π ratio. The parameters B1
π,K reflect the relative

atmospheric attenuation of mesons; the threshold energy,
Eth, is the energy required for a muon to survive to a par-
ticular depth; the attenuation lengths for the cosmic ray pri-
maries, pions and kaons are ΛN , Λπ and ΛK respectively
with 1/Λ′π,K = 1/ΛN−1/Λπ,K. The muon spectral index
is given by γ. The meson critical energy, επ,K , is the meson
energy for which decay and interaction have an equal prob-
ability. The value of 〈Eth cos θ〉 used here is the median of
the distribution. The values for these parameters can be
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Figure 1: Upper panel: effective temperature Teff computed day by day using eq. 7 and averaging over the 4 daily
measurements available. Lower panel: Cosmic Muon Signal. The seasonal modulation is evident. Daily binning.

found in tab. 1 of [10], with the exception of 〈Eth cos θ〉
which is site dependent and is found by MC simulations.
At LNGS 〈Eth cos θ〉 = 1.833 TeV according to [7]. The
dependency ofW (X) on Teff is however moderate.
Since the temperature is measured at discrete atmospheric
levelsXn, eq. 3 becomes:

Teff �
∑N

n=0 ΔXnT (Xn)(W
π
n +WK

n )
∑N

n=0 ΔXn(Wπ
n +WK

n )
(7)

whereWπ,K
n ≡Wπ,K(Xn).

Fig. 2 shows the temperature in the atmosphere for the
LNGS site and the weights used in eq. 7 as functions of
the pressure levels. As it can be seen the higher layers of
atmosphere are given a higher weight. Here are produced
most of the muons which are energetic enough to cross the
rock coverage of an underground site. Muons produced in
lower level will be in average less energetic and a larger
fraction of them lies below threshold.

VI. Temperature Modulation. The temperature data
was obtained from the European Center for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)[11] which exploits different
types of observations (e.g. surface, satellite and upper air
sounding) at many locations around the planet, and uses a
global atmospheric model to interpolate to a particular lo-
cation. In our case, the exact LNGS coordinates have been
used: 13.578E, 42.454N. Atmospheric temperature is pro-

Figure 2: Average temperature (solid red line) and nor-
malized weight W (X) (black dashed line) as a function
of pressure levels computed at the LNGS site.

vided by the model at 37 discrete pressure levels in the [1-
1000]hPa range (1 hPa = 1.019 g/cm2 ), four times a day
at 00.00 h, 06.00 h, 12.00 h and 18.00 h. Based on this
data set, the effective temperature Teff was calculated using
eq. 7 four times a day1

1. The analysis in [8] and [4] instead used data from the
air soundings performed by the Areonautica Militare Italiana
(AM)[12] ∼130km from the lab. This data set is significantly
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For the 4y period 〈Teff〉 = 220.99K. Fig. 1 (upper panel)
shows 〈Teff〉 for each day obtained averaging the 4 avail-
able measurement and estimating the error from their vari-
ance. The fit with a function analogous to eq. 2 returns
T fit
eff = (221.153 ± 0.007)K, amplitude (2.98 ± 0.01)K
corresponding to 1.35%, period T = (369.2 ± 0.2)d and
phase (174.0 ± 0.4)d. However here the error bars are
much smaller and the χ2/NDF is very poor confirming that
the sinusoidal behavior is only a first order approximation.
Aside from small scale fluctuations, additional winter max-
ima can be observed which can be ascribed to the known
meteorological phenomenon of the Sudden Stratospheric
Warmings (SSW [13]) and whose effect is sometimes com-
parable in amplitude with the underlying seasonal modula-
tion.
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Figure 3: ΔIμ/〈Iμ〉 vs. ΔTeff/〈Teff〉. Each point is a day.

VII. Correlation. Observing fig. 1 the correlation between
fluctuations in atmospheric temperature and cosmic muon
flux is evident. To quantify such correlation we plotted
for every day ΔIμ/〈Iμ〉 vs ΔTeff/〈Teff〉 in fig. 3. Only
days with duty cycle ≥ 50% have been included for a to-
tal of 1165 days. The correlation coefficient (R-value) be-
tween these two distributions is 0.60 indicating indeed a
positive correlation. To determine αT , a linear regression
was performed accounting for error bars on both axes us-
ing a numerical minimization method. As a result we ob-
tain αT = 0.93 ± 0.04 with χ2/NDF = 1144/1164. We
have evaluated the systematic error by varying the assump-
tions adopted in computing the average flux and tempera-
ture with respect to the available data set and we have found
that it is small compared to the statistical error. This result
is consistent and features smaller errors when compared to
αT = 0.91± 0.07, the previous measurement by MACRO
at Gran Sasso [14].
The predicted value for αT tends asymptotically to unity
with increasing depth of the site, as a deeper rock cov-
erage samples a higher portion of the muon energy spec-
trum. Fig. 4 shows this behavior along with existing mea-
surements. The method to compute predicted values as a
function of site depth is detailed in [10], and for LNGS is
αT = 0.92± 0.02 considering muon production from both

Figure 4: Predicted values of αT as a function of detector
depth and the existing measurements at various depths [10].

pions and kaons. The systematic uncertainty was found by
modifying the input parameters according to their uncer-
tainties and recalculating.
With a longer exposure we foresee to measure αT with bet-
ter precision and open way to indirect determination of the
K/π ratio in the interaction of primary cosmic rays in the
atmosphere with the method detailed in [10, 7] and prob-
ing a complementary energy region comparedwith existing
accelerator experiments.
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Abstract: The charge ratio of cosmic muons has important information in both ”the atmospheric neutrinos anomaly”
and ”the hadronic interactions”. We measured the muon charge ratio (Rμ = Nμ+/Nμ− ) in the cosmic rays flux at the
momenta range 0.76-1.60 GeV/c at Sharif University of Technology in Tehran (35◦43′N , 51◦20′E) and 1200 m above
sea level (890 gcm−2) by using a cosmic ray telescope. We used the delayed coincidence method based on reduced mean
life time of negative muon due to nuclear capture in matter. By finding Rμ in different time intervals, we indicated 3 week
time interval is proper to obtain Rμ and in this time interval, Rμ = 1.18±0.03. So we compared the experimental data to
predictions of CORSIKA simulations using high energy interaction model (QGSJET-II) and two low energy interaction
models (URQMD and GHEISHA) in the energy range from 1012 eV to 1016 eV for primary particles. We obtained
Rμ=1.04 with QGSJET-URQMD models and Rμ=1.06 with QGSJET-GHEISHA models. From the measurement of
muons flux in different zenithal and azimuthal angles, the muon angular distribution is obtained as I(θ) = I(0) cosn θ.
So the influence of the geomagnetic field leads to a dependence of the muon flux on the azimuth angle (East-West effect),
in particular for low energy muons.

Keywords: Muon Charge Ratio, Extensive Air Shower, Cosmic Rays

1 Introduction

The primary cosmic rays are mainly protons and heavier
ionized nuclei impinging earth’s atmosphere and induce a
cascade of secondary particles which is called extensive air
shower (EAS). Generally the first secondary particles are
unstable subatomic particles that decay into muons [1].

π± → μ± + νμ(νμ)

κ± → μ± + νμ(νμ)

Muons due to relativistic time dilation are present near sea
level and decay via the weak interaction according to

μ± → e± + νe(νe) + νμ(νμ).

Study of muon flux in different azimuthal angles shows an
asymmetry in muon angular distribution from east and west
directions that can be traced by the earth’s magnetic field
effect which deflects trajectories of charged secondary par-
ticles (East-West effect). Zenithal distribution of muon flux
is also as a power function of cos θ.
The muon charge ratio is a significant quantity which re-
flects important features of the hadronic meson production
in cosmic ray collisions and it provides useful information
for neutrino physics [2]. To study the muon angular dis-
tribution and determining of muon charge ratio, we car-
ried out series of experiments by cosmic ray telescope at

Sharif University of Technology in Tehran and simulated
extensive air showers with CORSIKA code to compare the
experimental results and predictions of CORSIKA simula-
tions.

2 Coincidence experiment arrangement and
data analysis

The cosmic ray telescope consists of 2 plastic scintillators
(30 × 10 × 1cm3) with spacing 1m from each other. This
telescope is a rotatable device around its vertical axis in dif-
ferent zenithal and azimuthal angles and is placed in the 4th

floor of Physics Department of Sharif University of Tech-
nology, under 80 cm concrete. To study the muon angular
distribution, we measured muons flux in azimuthal angles
of 0◦ (north), 90◦ (west), 180◦ (south) and 270◦ (east) and
in zenithal angles of 20◦ ± 17◦, 40◦ ± 17◦ and 60◦ ± 17◦.
The measurements were done in 24-h time intervals. The
operation of coincidence electronic circuit (Fig.1) is initi-
ated when an incident muon passes through the top scintil-
lator. In these experiments, the muons which pass through
both scintillators are considered. Thus the generated sig-
nal of top PMT is sent to the 8-channel fast discriminator
(CAEN N413A), with threshold of 23mV, after amplifying
by the fast amplifier (×10, CAEN N412). Then the output
of discriminator is connected to the ’start’ input of a Time
to Amplitude Converter (TAC, ORTEC 566) with a time
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Azimuth angle \ Zenith angle θ = 0◦ θ = 20◦ θ = 40◦ θ = 60◦

φ = 0◦ 219.28± 1.64 196.11± 1.56 128.32± 1.26 61.58± 0.87
φ = 90◦ 219.28± 1.64 195.27± 1.55 128.05± 1.26 61.24± 0.87
φ = 180◦ 219.28± 1.64 195.72± 1.55 128.47± 1.26 61.12± 0.87
φ = 270◦ 219.28± 1.64 186.09± 1.52 125.51± 1.24 60.65± 0.86

Table 1: Muon flux obtained in different directions.

Figure 1: Setup of coincidence experiment electronic cir-
cuit.

range 200 ns. In a similar way, generated signal of bot-
tom PMT is directed to ’stop’ input of TAC by a 10m delay
cable. Finally output of TAC is sent to a Multi-Channel
Analyzer (MCA) via an Analog to Digital Converter unit
(ADC). Table 1 shows the muon flux in different angles.
Since dependence of muon flux on zenith angle is as
I(θ) = I(0) cosn θ, we estimated ’n’ by fitting this func-
tion to experimental data. The values of ’n’ were obtained
n = 1.90 ± 0.16, n = 1.91 ± 0.15, n = 1.90 ± 0.14 and
n = 1.92 ± 0.27 for directions north, west, south and east
respectively.

3 Muon decay arrangement and data analy-
sis

To determine the muon charge ratio, we used delayed
coincidence method based on different interaction of
positive and negative muons with matter. Positive muons
can only decay, while negative muons trapped in atomic
orbit, are decayed or absorbed by atomic nuclei that cause
to reduce mean life time of negative muon. Probability of
negative muon capture by atomic nuclei is proportional to
Z4 that Z is atomic number of host atoms. Thus the life
time of negative muon decreases significantly according to
host material. Table 2 shows average life time and decay
probability of negative muon in some media [3]. Thus we
recorded muons decay with an arrangement like as Fig.2.
To ensure a muon which decays in the bottom scintillator is

Figure 2: Setup of muon decay experiment electronic cir-
cuit.

the same muon that has passed through the top scintillator,
we used a logic unit of AND (CAEN N405). Time range
of TAC was set to 10 μs.
Decay experiments were done 7 times and each of them
was operated in 1 week time interval. In all decay ex-
periments, telescope was located vertically. Total muons
decay distribution function in scintillator is including
superposition of several decays as follows [4]:

dN

dt
=

Nμ+

τμ+

e
(
−(t+τdelay)

τ+
)

+
Nμ−

τμ−
Pdecaye

(
−(t+τdelay)

τ−
)

+Cbge
(
−(t+τdelay)

τbg
)
+ εbg. (1)

Where first and second sentences are related to positive and
negative muons decay and third and fourth sentences are
related to background radiation. In eq.1, Pdecay indicates
probability of muon decay in scintillator, τdelay presents
delayed time in experiment circuit and τbg stands for time
constant of background radiation.
Before determining muon charge ratio, we should estimate
τbg . Although using the logic unit of AND in muon de-
cay experiments make us sure that a significant fraction
of the recorded events are related to the single-particle de-
cay, but there are recorded events that aren’t related to sin-
gle particle. These events are recorded as a decay back-
ground radiation in eq.1. To determine time constant of
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Medium Mean life time (ns) Decay probability (%)
V acuum 2197.03± 0.04 100
Carbon 2026.3± 1.5 92.15
Oxygen 1795.4± 2 81.57
Aluminium 864.0± 1 39.05
Lead 75.4± 1 2.75

Table 2: Average life time and decay probability of nega-
tive muon in some media.
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Figure 3: A sample of fitting eq.1 to muon decay spectrum.

background radiation (τbg), we carried out series of exper-
iments with one scintillator to records muon decays in all
zenithal angles. We determined τbg by fitting eq.1 to these
data. Average time constant (τbg) was calculated 284.8
ns. Then by fitting eq.1 to muon decay experiments data
in one week time intervals, we determine muon charge ra-
tio. Fig.3 shows an example of fitting eq.1 on muon decay
data. Finally the average muon charge ratio was obtained
1.15±0.03 in one week time intervals. To evaluate muon
charge ratio in different time intervals, we added decay ex-
periments data together and made data in 2 to 6-week time
intervals. The values of muon charge ratio in different time
intervals (Fig.4) show the fluctuations are very small and
for three-week time interval and more, the values of Rμ

tend to a fixed amount 1.18±0.03.

4 Simulating of EAS to find muon charge ra-
tio

In order to study the muon component, some detailed
Monte Carlo simulations of the EAS development have
been performed. We have simulated EAS events by COR-
SIKA (COsmic Ray Simulations for KAscade) code [5]
for proton and alpha particles as primary particles. En-
ergy range for primary particles was selected from 1 TeV
to 10 PeV. The values of geomagnetic field components for
Tehran (Bx = 27.99μT , BZ = 38.49μT ) were obtained
from U.S. Geomagnetic Data Center.
Zenith and azimuth angles of primary particles in the sim-
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Figure 4: Muon charge ratio in different time intervals.

ulations are 0◦-60◦ and −180◦-180◦ respectively. About
1600 showers have been simulated. We selected sec-
ondary muons with momentum values between 0.76-1.60
GeV/c and zenith angles values θ ≤ 17◦ which are close
to energy range and zenith angle range of the telescope.
The muon charge ratio was obtained 1.06 in QGSJET-
GHEISHA models and 1.04 in QGSJET-URQMD models.

5 Concluding remarks

To determine the muon charge ratio in the cosmic rays
flux at the momenta range 0.76-1.60 GeV/c, we carried
out experiments at Sharif University of Technology in
Tehran (35◦43′N , 51◦20′E) and 1200 m above sea level
(890gcm−2) by using a cosmic ray telescope. Because
of background radiation as a noise in decay experiments,
we ran a series of experiments to record background radia-
tion and determine τbg in eq.1. Finally we estimated back-
ground radiation time constant, 284.8 ns and determined
Rμ = 1.15±0.03 in one week time interval. Obtained val-
ues for muon charge ratio in different time intervals show
that the fluctuations are very small and for three-week time
interval and more, Rμ tend to a fixed amount 1.18±0.03.
Meanwhile we simulated EASs with CORSIKA code and
obtained Rμ = 1.06 in QGSJET-GHEISHA models and
1.04 in QGSJET-URQMD models. The muons angular dis-
tribution shows the received flux in west is higher than east
direction and the muon flux is as I(θ) = I(0) cosn θ in
zenith angle θ, with n = 1.90 ± 0.16, n = 1.91 ± 0.15,
n = 1.90± 0.14 and n = 1.92± 0.27 for directions north,
west, south and east respectively.
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Abstract: EMMA is an underground cosmic-ray experiment being constructed at the depth of 75 metres in the caverns
of Pyhäsalmi mine in Finland. By June 2011 six of the nine detector stations have been constructed and two are already
fully equipped with detectors and taking data. In the present paper the first results on the performance of EMMA tracking
stations are presented.
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1 Introduction

Despite numerous efforts to measure and explain the com-
position of cosmic rays in the knee region the results are
inconclusive and the models inadequate. Most experiments
indicate that at the knee energies the composition changes
from light to heavier particles but its magnitude tends to de-
pend on the detection technique and analysis method used
in the experiment. The EMMA experiment (Experiment
with MultiMuon Array [1]) is designed to study the com-
position in a new way by measuring the lateral density dis-
tribution of high-energy muons event by event. The ex-
periment is being built at the depth of 75 metres in the
Pyhäsalmi mine. The rock overburden sets an average
energy threshold of 50 GeV for vertical muons filtering
out also all other components of the extensive air shower
(EAS).

2 Description of the Experiment

EMMA will consist of nine detector stations arranged in
the patterns shown in Fig. 1. The layout is imposed by
the outline of the existing caverns. Each station is 15 m2

and the distance between the centres of neighboring sta-
tions is 10 m. Currently (June 2011) six stations (marked
A-F) have been constructed and two of them (stations B
and C) are fully equipped with detectors and are taking data
since April 2011.

Figure 1: The layout of EMMA as viewed from the top.
Stations A-F have been constructed. Stations C and F are
three-layer tracking stations. The average distance between
the centres of neighbouring stations is 10 m.

The bulk of EMMA detectors consists of MUB drift cham-
bers (20×365×2 cm3) obtained from the decommissioned
LEP-DELPHI [2] experiment at CERN. The drift cham-
bers are operated with Ar:CO2 (92%:8%) gas mixture that
is mixed on ground and delivered through a 100 m pipeline
to the EMMA level. The flow rate is slow so the used gas
is simply vented to the cavern and dispersed by the mine’s
ventilation system.
The drift chambers are glued together into groups of seven
(3+4 overlapping chambers), called planks. They have a
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Figure 2: EMMA construction phase in Spring 2011. The
three-layer tracking station F is under construction, two-
layer station E locating behind it. The three-layer station C
is partly visible on the left. One-layer stations A, B and D
are behind other stations.

size of 85 × 365 × 6 cm3 each, and they are placed in the
stations either in one, two or three layers. The vertical dis-
tance between plank layers is 112.5 cm. In total, 79 planks
are used covering the effective area of 135 m2.
EMMA will also include 96 plastic scintillation detectors
(SC16s [3, 4]), each having a size of 50× 50× 3 cm3 and
covering the total area of 24 m2. One SC16 consists of
16 small-size plastic scintillation units (12× 12× 3 cm3),
which use avalance photodiodes (APDs) to register col-
lected light enabling their compact design. All scintilla-
tion detectors have been delivered to Pyhäsalmi and will be
mounted in EMMA stations after their testing is completed.
A view of the contruction of EMMA is shown in Fig. 2.
Two- and three-layer stations can be used to reconstruct the
tracks of muons and the shower arrival direction. Three-
layer stations C and F were built in the centre of EMMA
where the muon density is the highest and reliable tracking
is crucial. The third three-layer station will be added later.
The scintillation detectors will form the fourth layer in the
central stations. Our simulations indicate that the fast,
high-granularity layer improves the accuracy of shower
reconstruction and especially the reconstruction of high-
density muon events.
EMMA aims to measure the composition of cosmic rays
around the knee region by studying the lateral distribution
of high-energy muons (E > 50 GeV) event by event. The
high-energy muons are produced at high altitudes close to
the primary interaction carrying more direct information
about the primary particle than low-energy particles pro-
duced closer to the ground level. The position of shower
core and, similarly, the muon density in the core can be
reconstructed by fitting a two-dimensional muon density
function to the measured muon multiplicities in the detec-
tor stations providing nearly a model-independent estimate
for the primary energy as described in [1]. Correspond-

ingly, the shape parametre of the fitted muon density func-
tion tells the type of the primary particle.
In addition to composition analysis, EMMA is prepared
to catch very high-density muon bundles detected in some
CERN experiments [6, 7, 8]. By so far, none of the high-
energy interaction models was able to explain such bun-
dles. EMMA may give a new insight to this phenomenon
as it is designed to reconstruct the number of muons up to
high densities and reconstruct their lateral shape.

3 Event Reconstruction

Before delivery underground each drift chamber is position
calibrated in the surface laboratory. To be accepted for in-
stallation the detector must reach the hit position resolution
of better than 1 cm2 and the muon detection efficiency at
the level of 90-95%.
The 75 m thick rock layer above EMMA filters out most
of the particles of EAS letting only high-energy muons
to reach the EMMA level. The effect of rock overburden
on muon trajectories was studied in detail with Geant4 [9]
simulations. The results indicate that muons traversing the
rock preserve their line of flight to better than one degree
making the reconstruction of the shower direction possible.
Based on the parallelism of tracks the shower arrival direc-
tion and the tracks of muons can be reconstructed with data
from the multi-layer stations. The track reconstruction is
done with a two-step procedure: to approximate the shower
direction in order to find the most optimal tracks and to give
the final shower arrival direction from these tracks.
To find the first estimate for the shower arrival direction
a ’check-all-possibilities’ technique is used in which all
such directions are studied that lead to tracks with hits in
all three detector layers. The direction giving the largest
number of parallel tracks is selected as the estimate for the
shower arrival direction. After that the most optimal tracks
are searched with respect of the reconstructed shower ar-
rival direction. The tracks are selected on the basis of χ2

test after which the final shower arrival direction is calcu-
lated from these tracks. Performing independent track re-
construction for each multi-layer station before combining
the results yields a reliable reconstruction of the shower ar-
rival direction. Furthermore, time and hit information of
scintillation detectors will improve the reconstruction of
the tracks of muons and exclude miss-interpreted shower
arrival directions as sometimes may happen for highly in-
clined showers.

4 Performance of Track Reconstruction

EMMA track reconstruction program was optimised and
tested with realistic simulations. The track reconstruction
procedure is identical for all three-layer stations and, there-
fore, only the results for station C (three layers of planks)
are presented.
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4.1 Numerical Analysis Setup

Proton- and iron-initiated showers simulated by CORSIKA
[5] (QGSJET01 + FLUKA) at the energy range of 0.1 –
31.6 PeV with zenith angles of 0 – 60 ◦ were used as an
input to Geant4 simulations in which high-energy muons
were transported through the rock close to the EMMA level
and then simulated in detail through the last few metres in
rock and through station C. The position uncertainty, de-
tector efficiency, detector noise and afterpulses were taken
into account in simulations. The simulated events were re-
constructed with the track reconstruction program and the
reconstruction results were analysed by comparing them
with corresponding simulation parametres. The results are
preliminary because the parametres of the track reconstruc-
tion software need more fine-tuning.

4.2 Test Results

Before a reconstructed event is qualified for the analysis it
has to pass event qualification checks. An event could be
rejected, e.g., if it contained a localised cluster of tracks
such as those originating from muon-induced electromag-
netic showers produced in the rock close to the cavern ceil-
ing. The local track cluster can be found by calculating the
local track density around each track and comparing it to
the average track density in the station.
Efficiencies for events at different muon sizes to pass qual-
ification checks are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the
efficiencies are > 90% up to simulated shower zenith an-
gle 30 ◦ after which they start to decrease strongly. This is
because the event must include at least one three-layer track
to get rid of events with wrongly reconstructed shower ar-
rival direction.
Figure 3 also shows probabilities that the error in extracted
shower direction is larger than 10 ◦ (dashed lines close to
the horizontal axis). A very inclined shower may some-
times be interpreted as a vertical shower but can be recog-
nised when the shower arrival direction is obtained inde-
pendently by scintillation detectors.
Some muons in the bundle may pass through the station the
way that they are not reconstructable. This realises if the
muon produces hits only in one plank layer or no hits at all.
Some hits may be lost due to low detector efficiencies or
due to muons passing through the gaps between chambers
or planks. Therefore, in order to obtain the muon multiplic-
ity in the station, the number of reconstructed tracks has to
be corrected slightly upwards to compensate the number of
lost tracks.
For the simulated events, the reconstructed muon multiplic-
ity as a function of true simulated muon multiplicity set in
corresponding simulations for showers with reconstructed
zenith angle < 10 ◦ is presented in Fig. 4. Black horizon-
tal lines represent 15% uncertainty to give a reference for
the spread of data points. As visible, muon multiplicity
reconstruction accuracy is moderate at least up to multi-
plicity 100. Further study is needed to extend primary en-
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the simulated shower zenith angle. The lines connecting
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ergy range towards higher energies, gather more statistics
at high multiplicities and find out the saturation limit of the
station.
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5 Track Distribution Analysis

First preliminary analysis of the track multiplicity distribu-
tion measured in Spring 2011 (33 days of data) with station
C was performed by comparing measured track multiplic-
ity distribution with predictions from simulations. In the
analysis, the cosmic rays were assumed to contain only pro-
tons. CORSIKA program (QGSJET01 + GHEISHA) was
used to simulate proton-initiated showers at discrete ener-
gies in the energy range 1012 – 6.3×1016 eV, zenith angles
ranging up to 35 ◦. The index of primary energy spectrum
was set to −2.7 below 3 PeV and to −3.1 above it. The ef-
fect of rock overburden to muon parametres was estimated
by applying 45 GeV × sec θ energy cutoff in the analysis.
The measured track distribution was cleaned from events
which included local cluster of tracks of electromagnetic
showers produced by single muons (the method is de-
scribed in detail in [1]). Although the electromagnetic
shower following a muon to the cavern is a relatively rare
process they play an important role because the number
of events decreases rapidly with multiplicity. As a con-
sequence, single muons with electromagnetic showers may
contribute to the track distribution over a wide multiplicity
range. Such events can be, however, filtered out, with the
method described in [1].
As the first approximation, the effect of detector response
to the simulated track multiplicities was neglected and the
simulated track distribution was simply normalised to ex-
perimental data. The reconstructed track distribution mea-
sured with station C is shown in Fig. 5 as white circles. Re-
spectively, the simulated track distribution, assuming that
all cosmic rays are pure protons, is shown with a solid line
as normalised to the measured track multiplicity 5.
The results show that the similarity between the measured
and simulated track multiplicity distributions is good al-
though some details are not included in the analysis yet. In
addition, mixed composition scenario will be implemented
in further analysis.

6 Conclusions

Six out of nine detector stations of the EMMA experiment
have been constructed. Two of them (stations B and C) are
already fully equipped and taking data. The first version
of the newly developed software for event reconstruction
works well. The positions of hits can be reconstructed with
good accuracy and the uncertainties in reconstruction of the
shower arrival direction and muon multiplicities with the
tracking stations are at a good level. The addition of the
high-granularity, fast scintillation detectors will consider-
ably improve the event reconstruction. Data analysis of the
first measured tracks has started. The obtained multiplicity
spectrum matches well the simulations.

Figure 5: Preliminary track multiplicity distribution ex-
tracted from a 33 days data sample collected by station
C. The solid line represents the simulated distribution nor-
malised to the measured value at multiplicity equal 5.The
normalisation was necessary because the detector response
was not yet included. The simulation was calculated as-
suming that all primary cosmic-ray particles are protons.
The comparison is shown for multiplicities > 4.
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Abstract: We compare predictions for high energy neutrino and anti-neutrino deep inelastic scattering cross-sections
within the conventional DGLAP formalism of next-to-leading order QCD, using the latest parton distribution functions
such as CT10, HERAPDF1.5 and MSTW08 and taking account of PDF uncertainties. From this we derive a benchmark
cross-section and uncertainty which is consistent with the results obtained earlier using the ZEUS-S PDFs. We advocate
the use of this for analysing data from neutrino telescopes, in order to facilitate comparison between their results.
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1 Introduction

Searches for high-energy cosmic neutrinos rely on pre-
dictions for the neutrino cross-section at high energies.
These have however sizeable uncertainties deriving from
the uncertainties on the parton distribution functions (PDF-
s) of the nucleon. Conventional PDF fits use the next-
to-leading-order (NLO) DGLAP formalism [1, 2, 3, 4] of
QCD to make predictions for DIS cross-sections of leptons
on hadrons. At low x it may be necessary to go beyond
the DGLAP formalism in order to sum ln(1/x) diagram-
s, as in the BFKL formalism [5, 6, 7] (for recent work see
Refs. [8, 9]), or to even consider non-linear terms as in the
colour glass condensate model [10, 11]. While the exact
theoretical framework at low x is still contested it has been
suggested [13, 12, 14, 15, 16] that observations of ultra
high-energy neutrinos could itself be used to measure the
cross-section thereby constraining the models. It is there-
fore important to not only consider the prediction for the
cross-section but also to estimate their uncertainties in the
conventional NLO DGLAP formalism.
In the framework of the quark-parton model, high energy
neutrino deep inelastic scattering (DIS) accesses large val-
ues of Q2, the invariant mass of the exchanged vector bo-
son, and small values of Bjorken x, the fraction of the mo-
mentum of the incoming nucleon taken by the struck quark.
Thus in evaluating uncertainties on high energy neutrino
DIS cross-sections it is important to use the most up-to-date
information from the experiments at HERA, which have
accessed the lowest x and highest Q2 scales to date. H1 and
ZEUS have now combined the data collected in the years
1994–2000 to give very accurate inclusive cross-sections in

the range 6× 10−7 < x < 0.65 and 0.045 < Q2 < 30000
GeV2 [17]. These data have not been available (or not been
used) in previous predictions [18, 19, 20]. It is the purpose
of the present paper to re-evaluate the high energy cross-
sections using the most up-to-date PDF sets, with particular
emphasis on those which do use these precise, combined
HERA data. The calculation is made using PDFs which
were evaluated in NLO DGLAP fits, and our calculation of
the neutrino structure functions and cross-sections is also
made consistently at NLO. For further details, we refer the
interested reader to Ref. [21].

2 Formalism

The kinematics of lepton hadron scattering is described in
terms of the variables Q2, Bjorken x, and y which measures
the energy transfer between the lepton and hadron systems.
The double differential charged current (CC) cross-section
for neutrino and anti-neutrino production on isoscalar nu-
cleon targets is given by [22]

d2σ

dx dQ2
=

G2
FM

4
W

4π(Q2 +M2
W )2x

σr,

where the reduced cross-section σr(ν(ν̄)N) is

σr =
[
Y+F

ν
2 (x,Q

2)− y2F ν
L (x,Q

2) + Y−xF
ν
3 (x,Q

2)
]
,

and F2, xF3 and FL are related directly to quark momen-
tum distributions, with Y± = 1± (1− y)2.
The QCD predictions for these structure functions are ob-
tained by solving the DGLAP evolution equations at NLO
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in the MS scheme with the renormalisation and factoriza-
tion scales both chosen to be Q2. These equations yield the
PDFs at all values of Q2 provided these distributions have
been input as functions of x at some input scale Q2

0.
In QCD at leading order, the structure function FL is i-
dentically zero, and the structure functions F2 and xF3

for charged current neutrino interactions on isoscalar tar-
gets can be identified with quark distributions. At NLO
these expressions must be convoluted with appropriate co-
efficient functions in order to obtain the structure functions
(and FL is no longer zero) but these expressions still give us
a good idea of the dominant contributions. Cross-sections
for neutral current (NC) and anti-neutrino interactions are
calculated in a similar way.

3 Parton Density Functions

Uncertainties on PDFs derive from two sources: experi-
mental errors and parametrisation uncertainties. To allow
for the estimation of the error induced in the predicted ob-
servable, i.e. cross-sections in the present case, modern
PDF sets provide not only the best-fit PDF but also vari-
ants that reflect these different uncertainties. For experi-
mental errors a set of variant PDFs, so-called eigenvectors,
is obtained after diagonalisation of the error matrix. The
eigenvectors are linearly independent such that the individ-
ual experimental errors can be added in quadrature. The
variants for the parametrisation uncertainties are obtained
from fits by varying certain parameter values (e.g. the start-
ing scale Q2

0 for evolution and the value of αs(MZ)) or the
parametrisation for the input PDF parametrisation at Q2

0.
The PDF4LHC group has recently benchmarked modern
parton density functions [23]. Since our concern is with
high energy neutrino cross-sections, rather than with LHC
physics, we focus on PDF sets which make use of the new-
ly combined accurate HERA data [17]. Of all the PDF-
s considered by the PDF4LHC only HERAPDF1.0 [17])
and NNPDF2.0 [24] used these data. However there has
been a subsequent update of the CTEQ6.6 [25] PDFs to C-
T10 [26] which does use these data, while HERAPDF1.0
has recently updated to HERAPDF1.5 [27] using an pre-
liminary combination of HERA data from 2003–2007 as
well as the published combined data. We will utilise the C-
T10 and HERAPDF1.5 PDFs for the present study; we also
consider the MSTW2008 PDFs in order to compare with
other recent calculations of high energy neutrino cross-
sections [20], although we caution that these have not in-
cluded the most accurate HERA low x data relevant to the
present study.

4 Results

The calculation of the CC and NC cross-sections in N-
LO has been performed using DISPred [28]. The PDF-
s have been implemented through the LHAPDF inter-
face [29]. Particular care has been exercised to perform a
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Figure 1: Top panel: Gluon structure function at Q2 =
104 GeV2 for the three PDF sets used. Bottom panel: The
relative deviations and uncertainties (at 68% c.l.) with re-
spect to the central value of HERAPDF1.5. The uncertain-
ty bands are shown with member 9 for HERAPDF1.5 and
member 52 for CT10.

self-consistent calculation. For example the PDFs from L-
HAPDF are mostly defined for a limited range in Q2 and x
and “freeze” beyond this range, which would result in un-
derestimation of the cross-section at high energies; there-
fore we have used other implementations [30, 31]. Natu-
rally, the cross sections have been calculated at a consistent
order with respect to the PDFs.
Figure 1 compares the gluon PDF and its uncertainty at
Q2 = 10000 GeV2 for the three PDFs which we consider.
This value of Q2 is in the middle of the range which con-
tributes significantly to the neutrino cross-sections. We see
that the central values of the gluon PDFs are all very simi-
lar, whereas the uncertainty estimates differ. The CT10 and
HERAPDF1.5 uncertainties are actually very similar if we
leave out member 52 from the CT10 error set. This error
set was introduced into the CT10 analysis to allow for a
larger uncertainty at low x [32]. Previous CTEQ analyses
such as CTEQ6.6 [25] do not have such an extreme error
set. The problem with such an ad hoc introduction of a s-
teeply increasing gluon PDF is that at low x it leads to a
very strong rise of the unphysical.
The larger error band of MSTW2008 is partly due to the
fact that it does not include the most up to date HERA data,
which have significantly reduced errors at low x. However
the more striking difference between MSTW2008 and both
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Figure 2: Comparison of the total cross-section (top panels)
and uncertainties (bottom panels) for CC scattering as pre-
dicted by the HERAPDF1.5, CT10 and MSTW2008 (cen-
tral member only) PDF sets. The cross-sections and devi-
ations for member 9 of HERAPDF1.5 and member 52 of
CT10 are indicated by the dashed and dot-dashed lines, re-
spectively.

HERAPDF1.5 and CT10 is the downward divergence of it-
s error band which is due to the gluon becoming negative
at low x, Q2. At NLO the gluon PDF does not have to be
positive, although one might consider that it going nega-
tive signals a breakdown of the DGLAP formalism. How-
ever measurable quantities such as the longitudinal struc-
ture function FL, which is closely related to the gluon at
small x, must be positive. The CT(EQ) analyses do not
allow such negative gluon variants. We have checked for
HERAPDF1.5 that the (moderately) negative gluon does
not lead to negative FL. The MSTW2008 set however in-
cludes member PDF sets with negative gluons that do lead
to negative FL and are thus unphysical.
In Fig 2 (top panel) we compare the CC cross-sections, a-
long with their total uncertainties (including that coming
from the variation of αs(MZ)), as predicted by HERA-
PDF1.5 and CT10. The MSTW2008 central prediction is
also included for comparison. In Fig 2 (bottom panel) we
emphasize the small differences in the central values of the
PDFs and their relative uncertainties. In order to highlight
the effect of the extreme members of HERAPDF1.5 and
CT10 in Figs 3, we show these plots without member 9
of the HERAPDF15 variations (which allows for the gluon
to become negative at low x and Q2) and without mem-
ber 52 for CT10 (the cross-section for which rises ∝ E0.7

ν

whereas for the central member it rises ∝ E0.3
ν ). Howev-
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2, but excluding member 9 of the
HERAPDF1.5 set and member 52 of the CT10 set.

er any power-law rise in the cross-section will eventually
violate the Froissart bound, which requires the rise to be
no faster than log2 s [33]. This should result in a reduction
of the cross-section at high energies, by a factor of ∼ 2 at
Eν = 1012 GeV [34] and perhaps even more [35].

5 Conclusions

We find that the predictions of high energy neutrino DIS
cross-sections from the central values of HERAPDF1.5, C-
T10 and MSTW2008 PDFs are very similar. However the
predictions for the uncertainties (deriving from the uncer-
tainties on the input PDFs) differ quite strongly. If we ex-
clude error sets which either lead to too steep a rise in the
cross-section, or allow the low x gluon to be negative at low
Q2, then we find that the uncertainty estimates of HERA-
PDF1.5 and CT10 — both of which use the most up-to-
date, accurate HERA data — are remarkably consistent. In
particular, we find the uncertainties to be much smaller than
claimed recently [20].
Our results for the high energy neutrino and anti-neutrino
CC and NC DIS cross-sections and their uncertainties us-
ing HERAPDF1.5 at NLO are shown in Fig. 4. The general
trend of the uncertainties can be understood by noting that
as one moves to higher neutrino energy one also moves to
lower x where the PDF uncertainties are increasing. The
PDF uncertainties are smallest at 10−2 � x � 10−1, cor-
responding to s ∼ 105 GeV2. When the high x region
becomes important the neutrino and anti-neutrino cross-
sections are different because the valence contribution to
xF3 is now significant. This is seen in Fig. 4, as is the onset
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Figure 4: Neutrino and anti-neutrino cross-sections on isoscalar targets for CC and NC scattering for HERAPDF1.5.

of the linear dependence of the cross-sections for s < M2
W .

Note that our predictions are made for Q2 > 1 GeV2 since
perturbative QCD cannot sensibly be used at lower values.
For higher energies, we intend to upgrade ANIS [36] to
use the HERAPDF1.5 (differential) cross-sections. Mean-
while, the tabulated cross sections for protons, neutrons and
isoscalar targets are available from a webpage [37]; differ-
ential cross sections are available upon request. Any mea-
sured deviation from these values would signal the need for
new physics beyond the DGLAP formalism.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present results of extensive studies of multi-pixel Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes 
(MRS APDs) used in plastic scintilltor muon veto detectors of cryogenic experiments.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Two astroparticle physics low background experiments 
are located in the underground laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Tübingen. In order to shield them against cosmic 
ray muons, active muon veto detectors will be installed. 
Both of the muon veto systems will be constructed using 
plastic scintillator panels. Each panel contains a wave-
length shifting fibre (WLS) which is embedded in a U-
shaped groove. Both ends of the fibre are read out by 
multi-pixel Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes (MRS 
APDs). Extensive studies of the main parameters of MRS 
APDs, e.g. breakdown voltages, gain and parameters 
temperature dependencies have been carried out. 
 

2 Multi-pixel Geiger-mode avalanche 
photodiodes (MRS APDs) 

 
Multi-pixel avalanche photodiodes working in a re-
stricted Geiger mode have been getting intense develop-
ment for the last two decades [1-5]. They consist of many 
micro-cells on the common silicon substrate, which are 
connected in parallel. Each micro-cell is connected in 
series with a quenching resistor. The device has a metal-
resistor semiconductor layer structure and is operated in 
the limited Geiger-mode. The multi-pixel Geiger-mode 
APD used for our experiments are produced by CPTA, 
Moscow. For further details on MRS APDs the reader is 
referred to [6,7]. 

 
Figure 1: Photograph of a MRS APD. 

 
The sensitive area of the MRS APD has an octagonal 
shape with 1.28 mm between opposed sides and is pro-
tected by an epoxy layer (see figure 1). The device con-
sists of 796 pixels and it is packaged in a common metal 
TO-18 enclosure. The sensitive micro-cells of 40x40 
μ m2 size are divided by grooves, filled with an optical 
nontransparent material in order to suppress optical 
crosstalk between the pixels [7]. The MRS APD is based 
on a n+pp+ doping layer structure as can be seen in fig-
ure 2. This structure leads to a high electric field gradient 
in the zone around the thin (~1 μm) n+p junction. This is 
the region where the avalanche multiplication of the 
photoelectrons occurs, however the generation of the 
photoelectrons mainly occurs in the p but also in the n+ 
regions. The structure of the MRS APD used in this work 
is optimized for the detection of light in the green and red 
part of the optical spectrum.  
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Figure 2: Simplified topology of the MRS APD [6,7]. 

 
MRS APDs have a high internal gain, which is almost 
comparable to that of vacuum photomultipliers. Each 
micro-cell of a MRS APD can be represented by a mi-
crocapacitor Cpixel. If now a breakdown occurs in one of 
the cells, it promptly discharges until such time as the 
voltage across it has decreased below the breakdown 
voltage. From this it follows that the total amount of 
charge flowing out of the microcapacitor during the 
breakdown is given by: 
 

Qpixel = Cpixel�(Vbias – Vbd) 
 
where Cpixel is the capacitance of a single pixel and Vbd 
the breakdown voltage. The internal gain is thus given by: 
 

G = Qpixel/e 
 
where e is the electron charge. 
The photon detection efficiency (PDE) of a MRS APD is 
the ratio of the detected number of photons to the number 
of incident photons. It is the product of three parameters: 
 

PDE = QE��geom��Geiger 
 
where QE is the quantum efficiency, ε geom the geometric 
factor and ε Geiger the overvoltage-dependent probability 
that a photoelectron or hole triggers a Geiger discharge in 
silicon. The geometric factor is entirely defined by the 
topology of the MRS APD. It is given by the ratio of the 
sensitive area of all pixels combined, to the total surface 
of the element and has a value of ε geom ~ 0.6-0.7 [6,7]. 
The PDE of the MRS APDs is about 25-30% at 515 nm 
in average [7]. 
 
3 I-V measurements  
 
All of the MRS APDs (~ 300) were first characterized by 
measuring their reverse current-voltage characteristics (I-
V curves) [8]. First of all, these curves can be used to 
determine the breakdown voltages (Vbd) of the MRS 
APDs, which is an important parameter, since it defines 
the working point of the particular MRS APD, which is 
about 10-20 % above the breakdown voltage. In addition, 
the I-V measurement is also useful to identify damaged 
MRS APDs and to get an estimate for the quality of the 
particular MRS APD. During the measurements the tem-
perature was stabilized to 20 °C using a Peltier cooling 

system. For each voltage step 20 readings of the current 
were done with a delay of 200 ms. 
 

Figure 3. Different bunches of MRS APD with similar 

breakdown voltages. 

 
Figure 4: Frequency distribution of the breakdown vol-
tages of 326 tested MRS APDs [8]. 

 
Figure 5: The reverse I-V characteristic of MRS APD 
#092 at different temperatures (the arrows indicate the 
breakdown voltages). The small embedded illustration 
shows the whole I-V curve. 
 
The breakdown voltages and the corresponding leakage 
currents for each MRS APD were extracted from the I-V 
curves. Figure 3 shows the reverse I-V curves of differ-
ent MRS APDs. All characterized MRS APDs are di-
vided into subgroups with similar breakdown voltages. 
The frequency distribution of the breakdown voltages is 
shown in figure 4. More than 80 % of the tested MRS 
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APDs have breakdown voltages in the range of 28.7 ± 
0.7 V [8]. 
For several MRS APDs, the I-V measurements were also 
carried out for different temperatures. As can be seen in 
figure 5, the breakdown voltage increases with the tem-
perature. 
 
4 Gain measurements  
 
MRS APDs have an outstanding single photoelectron 
resolution. As a consequence the peaks corresponding to 
0-, 1-, 2-, … photoelectron (p.e.) signals are clearly sepa-
rated in the charge distribution as shown in figure 6. By 
means of these spectra, the gain of the MRS APD can be 
determined. The intrinsic gain of a MRS APD can be 
calculated by using the distance between two neighbor-
ing peaks in the pulse height spectrum. 

 
Figure 6: A typical multi p.e. charge spectrum of a MRS 

APD. 
 
The gain as a function of the overvoltage ΔV = Vbias - Vbd 
for six different MRS APDs is diagrammed in figure 7. 
As expected, the gain depends linearly on the overvol-
tage.  

 
Figure 7: The gain of six different samples of MRS 

APDs as a function of the overvoltage measured at the 
temperature of 5.0 °C. 

 
 

 
As can be seen in figure 8, the gain increases with lower 
temperatures at a fixed bias voltage. 
 
 

 
Figure 8: The gain as a function of the bias voltage for 

different temperatures. 
 
This is due to the fact, that the breakdown voltage de-
creases with lower temperatures, resulting in a higher 
overvoltage, and therefore a higher gain. The breakdown 
voltages for the different temperatures are extracted by 
linear extrapolation of these curves to zero gain and are 
plotted as a function of the temperature in figure 9. These 
data in turn are fitted to linear functions in order to get 
the temperature gradient dVbd/dT. This temperature gra-
dient is ~ 0.02 V/°C for the measured MRS APDs. 

Figure 9: The breakdown voltage as a function of the 
temperature. 

 
5 Measurements with scintillators  
 
Plastic scintillator tiles will be used to build up two dif-
ferent muon veto systems in the Tuebingen underground 
laboratory [8]. 
The scintillator tiles are manufactured by the UNIPLAST 
company located in Vladimir, Russia. The panels are 
based on extruded polystyrene with 1.5% PTP (parater-
phenyl, primary scintillator) and 0.01% POPOP (WLS, 
secondary scintillator) incorporation. They are etched by 
a chemical agent, resulting in the formation of a thin 
white layer (70-100 μ m) over the tile surface [6,7]. This 
deposit acts as a diffuse reflector layer. The panels are 
126 cm long, 20 cm wide and have a thickness of 0.7 cm. 
The top face contains a U-shaped groove with an embed-
ded wavelength shifting (WLS) fibre from Kuraray1. The 
WLS fibre is glued into the groove with a Bicron BC-600 
                                                           
1  Y11(250)M s-type, Ø = 1 mm 
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epoxy optical cement. Both ends of the fibre are coupled 
with MRS APDs via an optical connector. This configu-
ration should allow a homogeneous light collection over 
the whole panel area. The panel is wrapped in a diffuse 
reflecting Tyvek foil in order to enhance the light yield. 
In addition it is wrapped in pond liner in order to achieve 
light-tightness. In our measurements the light yield is 
measured as a function of the position where a minimum 
ionizing particle (MIP) strikes the scintillator panel. 
The light yield of the plastic scintillator panel was tested 
with cosmic ray muons (i.e. MIPs). A PMT-scintillator 
based trigger setup which can be moved along the scintil-
lator panel is used in order to define an area of impact. 
The trigger setup consists of two small scintillator tiles 
with a size of 20 x 10 cm2 and each tile is coupled to 
PMTs2 via light guides on both narrow sides. One of 
these scintillator trigger tiles is placed above, and the 
other below the scintillator panel. The distance between 
these two tiles is ~ 80 cm. An incident cosmic ray muon 
crossing both trigger tiles then defines a muon event if 
the coincidence condition is true. Due to the coincidence 
condition, the electromagnetic background is reduced. In 
order to determine the light yield, muon spectra were 
taken using a QDC. The low charge part of the spectrum 
due to radioactivity background was fitted to Gaussians 
and the muon peak was fitted to Moyal-functions [9] in 
order to get the most probable value for the energy loss 
(in units of QDC channels) for a MIP event. The Moyal-
function is an analytical approximation of the Landau-
Vavilov distribution [10] which describes the energy loss 
distribution in thin absorbers and is given by: 
 

M = a�exp(-(�+exp(-�))/2) 
 
where λ= (μ-μmp)/b, μmp is the most probable value and b 
is a constant depending on the absorber [11].  

 
Figure 10: Cosmic ray muon spectrum. The peak due to 

muon corresponds to a light output of ~ 25 p.e. 
 
A typical charge spectrum of the scintillator panels due 
to cosmic muons is shown in figure 10. The peak due to 
muon corresponds to a light output of ~ 25 p.e. It can be 
seen, that the muon peak is clearly separated from the 
low energy part due to radioactivity background with a 
peak-to-valley ratio of ~ 4. Measurements have shown 

                                                           
2  Hamamatsu R6427, Ø = 28 mm 

that the light yield at the far end of the tile is reduced by 
about 20 % [8].  
 

6 Conclusion  
 
Extensive studies of MRS APDs parameters demonstrat-
ed their good performance, robustness and suitability for 
use in plastic scintillator panels readout for muon veto 
detectors of underground cryogenic experiments. 
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Abstract: The MINOS Near and Far Detectors are two large, functionally-identical, steel-scintillating sampling calorime-
ters located at depths of 220 mwe and 2100 mwe respectively. The detectors observe the muon component of hadronic
showers produced from cosmic ray interactions with nuclei in the earth’s atmosphere. From the arrival direction of these
muons, the anisotropy in arrival direction of the cosmic ray primaries can be determined. The MINOS Near and Far
Detector have observed anisotropy on the order of 0.1% at 1 and 11 TeV respectively. The amplitude and phase of the
first harmonic at 1 TeV are 8.2±1.7(stat.)×10−4 and (8.9±12.1(stat.))◦, and at 11 TeV are 3.8±0.5(stat.)×10−4 and
(27.2±7.2(stat.))◦.

Keywords: MINOS, Atmospheric muons, Seasonal Variations, Sidereal Anisotropy

1 Introduction

Cosmic ray primaries in the 1 TeV to 100 TeV energy
regime are thought to originate within our galaxy [1].
Curvature in the galactic magnetic field (GMF) and multi-
ple interactions with local scattering objects are expected
to eliminate point-of-origin information and cause the
observed arrival direction of cosmic ray primaries to be
highly isotropic. However, large scale anisotropies at these
energies have been observed by Milagro [2], the Tibet
Air Shower Array [3], ARGO-YBJ [16], IceCube [4] and
Super-Kamiokande [5].

Anisotropy can be introduced through multiple different
mechanisms. Compton and Getting [6] predicted a dipole
effect could arise due to the rotation of the solar system
around the galactic center with the excess appearing in
the direction of motion. Diffusion of cosmic rays out of
the galactic-disk into the galactic-halo could introduce an
anisotropy perpendicular to the disk [1]. At TeV energies
the heliosphere could produce a cosmic-ray excess in the
direction of the heliotail; this excess should diminish with
energy and is expected to be negligible above 10 TeV [7].
Discrete sources have been shown capable of creating
anisotropy at higher energies [10, 11].

MINOS is a two detector long baseline neutrino beam
oscillation experiment[9]. The 0.98 kton Near Detector,
located at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in
Batavia, IL., is situated 94 m underground, below a flat
overburden of 225 meters of water equivalent (mwe). The

vertical muon threshold is 0.05 TeV. The raw atmospheric
muon trigger rate is 27.29±0.01 Hz. The 5.4 kton Far
Detector is located in the Soudan Underground Mine
State Park in Soudan, MN., 720 m below the surface.
The vertical overburden is 2100 mwe and the muon
threshold is 0.73 TeV. The trigger rate at the Far Detector
is 0.5364±0.0001 Hz. The MINOS detectors are two
large, functionally-identical, steel-scintillating sampling
calorimeters. The steel-scintillator planes are oriented ver-
tically for optimal detection of horizontal beam neutrinos.
As a consequence the detector has negligible acceptance
for vertical muons increasing to near unity for horizontal
muons.

The MINOS detectors do not measure the arrival direction
or energy of the cosmic ray primary. These quantities are
inferred from the muons produced in the air shower. These
muons are highly boosted objects and travel nearly parallel
to the direction of the original primary. The mean surface
energy for muons observed at the Near(Far) Detector is
0.1 TeV(1.1 TeV). The mean cosmic ray primary energy
is ten times larger [8] than the mean muon surface en-
ergy. The Near and Far Detectors therefore measure the
anisotropy of 1.0 TeV and 11 TeV primaries respectively.

The expected level of cosmic ray anisotropy at TeV ener-
gies is 0.1 %. Spurious sidereal anistropies can be created
by the detectors’ non-uniform sky exposure. The diurnal
and seasonal variation in the muon flux due to variation
in the atmospheric temperature can interfere to produce
a anisotropy with a sidereal component. Both of these
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effects must be removed to obtain a reliable measurement
of the true cosmic ray anisotropy. The former has be
mitigated by accurately measuring the detector livetime;
the latter by first measuring and then subtracting out the
seasonal variation component.

2 Event Selection

The goal of this analysis is to identify large scale
anisotropies in the arrival direction of atmospheric muons
in the MINOS data set. The size of the data-set limits the
search to anisotropies larger than 10◦. These muons travel
near parallel to the direction of the original cosmic ray
primary; the large underground momentum of the muons
limits the amount of multiple scattering in the overburden
to be no more than 2 ◦. The selection criteria have been
chosen to obtain a detector pointing accuracy that, when
combined with the scattering in the overburden and the
initial scatter of the muon, gives an angular resolution
on the direction of the primary cosmic-ray of 5◦. Moon
shadow searches performed using the MINOS Far Detector
data have demonstrated that the detectors have a negligible
pointing bias [12].

The same selections are applied to the data collected at the
Near and Far Detectors. The candidate event must contain
one and only one track. This track must be longer than
2 m and possess a vertex which is no further than 50 cm
from the detector edge. The χ2/ndf of the track-fit must
be less than 1, and the residual of the track to a straight
line must be less than 0.04 m. Finally, it is required that
the data be collected during a period of good detector
run conditions. In summary the Far (Near) Detector had
an effective live-time of 93.4 % (76.0 %), and a selection
efficiency of 63.8 % (32.4 %). The Near Detector selection
efficiency is much lower than that in the Far Detector as
events in the down-stream end of the detector trigger the
readout but are not reconstructed. After all selections we
retain 67.7×106 events in the Far Detector and 0.989×109
events in the Near Detector.

3 Seasonal Variations

When cosmic ray primaries interact with nuclei in the up-
per atmosphere the subsequent showers contains kaons and
pions. These mesons can either interact or decay producing
the muons which we observe underground. The probability
that a meson will decay is proportional to its energy and the
density of the atmosphere through which it travels. Increas-
ing the temperature of the atmosphere decreases the density
reducing the probability that a meson will interact thereby
increasing the observed muon rate underground. The rela-
tionship between atmospheric temperature and muon rate
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Figure 1: The observed muon rate at the MINOS Near De-
tector versus effective atmospheric temperature. The data
is binned in 6 hr intervals centered around the ECMWF da-
ta points. The errors on the muon rate are statistical. The
temperature errors are set to±0.5K. The red line is the best-
fit of the data to equation 1.

underground can be written as

ΔRμ

〈Rμ〉
= αT

ΔTeff

〈Teff〉
(1)

where ΔRμ is the deviation from the overall average muon
rate. 〈Rμ〉 is the muon intensity evaluated at a temperature
〈Teff〉. αT is the coefficient of correlation between rate
and temperature. The temperature Teff is an effective tem-
perature of the atmosphere which weights the temperature
of the atmosphere at different depths by the probability
of a muon being produced at that elevation [13]. The
temperature as a function of depth has been determined
using the European center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts(ECMWF) atmospheric model [15]. The model
provides atmospheric temperatures at 37 different pressure
levels between 1 and 1000 hPa at four different times
(0000 h, 0600 h, 1200 h,1800 h) throughout the day.

The average muon rate and temperature at the MI-
NOS Near (Far) Detectors is 8.7820±0.003 Hz
(0.32566±0.00004 Hz) and 220.1±0.5K (222.2±0.5K)
respectively. Figure 1 plots the observed muon rate at the
Near Detectors versus the effective atmospheric temper-
atures. To determine the value of αT a linear regression
was performed on the data using ROOT’s MINUIT fitting
package. The best fit values for αT are 0.421±0.004(stat.)
for the Near Detector, and 0.886±0.009(stat.) for the Far
Detector 1. The value of αT is larger at the deeper Far

1. This measure of αT at the Far Detector is in agreement with
our previous publication [13]
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Detector as it samples from higher energy mesons which
have an increased probability of interacting.

4 Sidereal Anisotropy

Detector acceptance effects dominate the number of events
observed in declination making a true two-dimensional
map, accurate to 0.1%, impossible. The rotation of the
earth washes out these effects in right ascension. If no
anisotropy exists, and provided we account for differing
exposure as a function of detector right ascension2, we
would expect the number of observed events to be flat as a
function of right ascension.

The rate-weighted number of muons as a function of right-
ascension (α) and declination (δ) are determined in each 1◦

detector right ascension bin k

n(α, δ)k =

Nμ∑

m=1

1(αm, δm)
< R >

R(Tm
eff)

(2)

where < R > is the average muon rate and R is the ex-
pected muon rate at the current effective temperature Tm

eff .
The two-dimensional sky-map is determined by summing
over all detector right ascension bins and correcting for the
different live times tK in each bin.

N(α, δ) =
360∑

k=1

n(α, δ)k
< t >

tK
(3)

where 〈t〉 is the average detector live time per detector
right ascension bin. The level of anisotropy A in the right-
ascension bin αi for a given declination bin δj is

A(αi, δj) =
N(αi, δj)− < N(δj) >

< N(δj) >
(4)

where < N(δj) > is the average number of events
per right ascension bin for that declination bin. The
one-dimensional sky-map is obtained by integrating the
data over all declination bins.

A second order harmonic is typically used to describe the
one-dimensional anisotropy

A(α) = 1 +
2∑

n=1

Ancos
[ nπ
180

(α− φn)
]
. (5)

Figure 2 plots the one-dimensional cosmic-ray sidere-
al anisotropy as observed by the atmospheric muons
observed in the MINOS detectors. The data in figure
2 was fit to equation 5. The amplitude and phase of
the primary harmonic are 3.8±0.5(stat.)×10−4 and
27.2±7.2(stat)◦ for the Far Detector data (11 TeV primary)
and 8.2±1.7(stat.)×10−4 and a phase of 8.9±12.1(stat)◦

for the Near Detector data (1 TeV primary). A 5.3σ

deficit is observed in the Far detector data between 150◦

and 245◦, the chance probability of this deficit occurring
randomly is 0.001%. An 11.1σ deficit is observed in the
Near Detector data between 155◦ and 225◦ with a chance
probability much less than 0.0001%. The Near detector
also sees a 7.8σ excess between 50◦ and 140◦ also with a
chance probability much less than 0.0001%.

The large statistics collected using the Near Detector are
sufficient to allow an exploration of the two-dimensional
anisotropy sky-map. Figure 3 plots the two-dimensional
significance, defined as

σ(αi, δj) =
N(αi, δj)− < N(δj) >√

< N(δj) >
(6)

for 1 TeV CR primaries, where < N(δj) > is the total
number of events in the 5◦ smoothed data sample. A signif-
icant deficit is observed Near the north galactic pole (192◦

ra, +27◦ dec), and an excess is observed around the helio-
tail. The energy of our Near Detector data sample is equiv-
alent to that collected by ARGO-YBJ experiment [16]; and
the two-dimensional sky-maps look similar.

5 Conclusion

The MINOS Near and Far Detector have been used to
measure the anisotropy in the arrival direction of cos-
mic rays at energies of 1 TeV and 11 TeV. The amplitude
of the first-harmonic has been observed to decrease with
increasing energy from 8.2±1.7(stat.)×10−4 at 1 TeV to
3.8±0.5(stat.)×10−4 at 11 TeV. The two-dimensional sky-
map at 1 TeV is consistent with previous publications. The
MINOS experiment continues to take data and a more de-
tailed analysis of the data will be forthcoming.
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Abstract: GRAND is an array of position sensitive proportional wire chambers (PWCs) located at 86.2 deg W, 41.7 
deg N at an elevation of 220 m located near the University of Notre Dame.  The 64 detector stations have a total of 82 
sq-m of muon detector area.  The geometry of the PWC detector stations (four stacked pairs of x and y planes) allows 
the measurement of charged particle tracks in two orthogonal planes to within less than 0.5 degrees, on average.  
Muons are 99% differentiated from electrons by means of a 51 mm thick steel plate above the last pair of x and y 
planes.  An overview of the operation of Project GRAND is given. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Project GRAND is a muon array of 64 detector stations 
near the University of Notre Dame and is located at 86.2 
deg W and 41.7 deg N 220 m above sea level [1-4].  The 
detectors consist of proportional wire chambers (PWCs) 
manufactured with a winding machine and glass frames 
making them cost effective and provide precision results.  
Each gas detector enclosure has an x and a y plane of 80 
cells.  Four of these boxes are arranged vertically above 
each other with a 5 cm thick steel plate above the bottom 
pair which allows muon/electron differentiation to 96% 
efficiency; given the 4:1 muon:electron ratio at ground 
level, the muon candidates are therefore 99% pure.  The 
measurement of each incident angle is determined with 
good resolution (less than 0.5 deg in each of the two 
perpendicular planes).  If needed, the arrival time of the 
muon is recorded to an absolute precision within millise-
conds. The data, initially recorded on internal disk sto-
rage, are backed up to an external disk each hour and to a 
second remote backup disk with a two-hour delay. Data 
have been collected and archived since 2005 on disk 
storage and from 1990 on 8 mm magnetic tapes.  There is 
a plan to transcribe these early data on tapes to disk for 
easier subsequent analyses.  The muon array has a 
second trigger which selects extensive air shower events 
of muons and electrons; the two types of data are col-
lected at the same time and stored separately.  This paper 
updates a previous status report: Poirier et al. (2007) and 
references therein.  A website contains additional infor-
mation: www.nd.edu/~grand. 

 

2 Experimental array 
 
Project GRAND is an array of 64 proportional wire 
chamber stations dispersed in an area of 100 m x 100 m 
in an 8 x 8 grid pattern.  The 200 mm of vertical separa-
tion between the planes with a PWC cell width of 14 mm 
gives good angular resolution for each track in two or-
thogonal planes (x=east-up, y=north-up).  The effective 
muon detector area of a station is 1.29 sq-m for a total 
muon collection area of 82 sq-m.  The array records 
about 1700 muons/sec (a single-track trigger).  The sin-
gle-track muon data are compacted in real time by re-
cording only the wire numbers of complete tracks (a 
single x and y hit in every plane).  In 1990 this compac-
tion required eight ‘fast’ computers working in parallel; 
now it is easily performed with but a single computer.  
Each muon’s time is determined to within a few millise-
conds, absolute, by means of a WWVB radio receiver.   
A quartz crystal clock is used as a backup clock in cases 
of poor radio reception from WWVB; it can be calibrated 
absolutely using the concurrent radio data before and 
after the outage.  The experiment also runs with a trigger 
for extensive air showers (a multiple-track trigger) at a 
rate of about one Hz.  
 

3 Geographical location 
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For cosmic ray physics associated with solar effects it is 
important to have muon detectors located at different 
longitude so that, as the earth rotates, the effect of the sun 
is visible to at least one detector at any time since solar 
activity occurs randomly.  Figure 1 shows the locations 
of cosmic ray muon detectors which are now active.  The 
locations of the circles give the longitude and latitude of 
the muon detector; the area of the circle is proportional to 
the area of the detector and hence its counting rate. 
 
4   Upgrades 
 
Uptime has been enhanced by going from tape to disk 
data storage, backing up data, using uninterruptable pow-
er supplies, and a new software program which enables a 
replacement external disk to be installed without stop-
ping the data acquisition.  A better operating efficiency 
for the detectors can be achieved by: A) addressing gas 
leaks in the system that transports the Ar/CO2 gas mix-
ture to the detectors and in the detectors themselves.  
This includes >300 m of underground tubing and their 
compression fittings.  The low flow rate of the gas mix-
ture and the extended distances for the leaks to occur 
make finding the leaks difficult. Several new leak-
finding techniques will be utilized.  B) Humidity in the 
hut (a 3.4 m x 3.4 m structure housing the PWC detectors) 
impregnates the Styrofoam insulator between ground and 
high voltage causing added HV current in the hut’s isola-
tion resistor producing a voltage drop to the detector thus 
lowering its efficiency.  If the dehumidifier in the hut has 
to work too hard in the summer, it raises the temperature 
in the hut and trips off the dehumidifier so the hut does 
not overheat.  Different methods to seal the Styrofoam 
against the absorption of water are being examined 
which would then eliminate the need for the dehumidifier 
thus solving two problems at once. 
 
The Center for Research Computing (CRC, at Notre 
Dame) has engineered and provided an archival data 
storage device capable of storing up to 7 TB of da-
ta.  Currently it stores data from 2005 to the present (with 
a two-hour delay).  Prior data from 1990 to 2005 
are archived on 8 mm magnetic tape.  Copying these data 
on tape to disk storage will begin soon so all of 
GRAND’s archived data, from 1990 to the present, will 
be online and hence available for presentation on its 
website for easy viewing and digital transference on 
request.   
 
5   Education and outreach 
 
GRAND’s muon array is ideal for student participation 
and collaborative work.  Since ~1989, there have been 
one to three REU (Research Experiences for Undergra-
duates) students working on Project GRAND for 10 
weeks during the summer months; for the past eight 
years, two REHS (Research Experiences for High School 
students), and one to two RET (Research Experiences for 
Teachers); these “RE” programs are sponsored by the 
National Science Foundation [8].  For the past four years 

there have been two to three Notre Dame undergraduate 
students working on GRAND during the two semesters 
of the academic school year.  It takes the REU students 
about two hours each week at the experiment changing 
gas tanks and recording various operating parameters to 
determine if everything is working properly.  These stu-
dents then spend most of their time analyzing data to 
extract physics, utilizing and writing the programs to do 
this work.  Conversely the REHS students spend most of 
their time at the experiment locating and addressing 
various problems while spending one day a week on 
campus looking at and analyzing the data. 
 
There have been three undergraduate theses, one master’s 
thesis in Electrical Engineering, and two doctoral theses 
in Physics utilizing GRAND.  Two high school teachers 
have worked on the experiment’s physical structures. 
There has been a one-hour luncheon lecture on GRAND 
each summer to all the REU and RET students.  At the 
beginning of each summer session, Calvin Swartzendru-
ber, who has worked as an RET teacher for eight 
years, gives the entire incoming Notre-Dame class of 
REHS students an introductory talk on-site at GRAND to 
explain the detector and its capabilities.  
 
An REU student, Rachel Bergen, wrote the first version 
of Project GRAND’s website. This website presents 
data and pictures on the project (introduction, the detec-
tor array, detector modules, trailer, data acquisition sys-
tem, in-depth description, publications, vital statistics, 
recent progress).  The website can be found online at 
http://www.nd.edu/~grand. Calvin Swartzendruber has 
instituted a valuable addition to this website, “Live Data 
and Statistics” showing the operation of GRAND for 
various periods of time: 15 months, 5 weeks, 9 days, or 
1.5 days (the latter showing up to the last 10 minutes of 
real time, invaluable for diagnostic work).  Prof. Doug 
Thain from Notre Dame’s Department of Electrical En-
gineering and two of his graduate students instituted 
another website; with the help of CRC it has now been 
converted to: https://grandbackup.phys.nd.edu.  By log-
ging on to this website and clicking “Dayfiles”, one can 
select the total muon rate for selected periods of time 
from late 2005 until the present, with or without correc-
tions for air pressure.  In addition, a single hut’s data can 
be displayed or all 64 huts at once, individually dis-
played.  The data are displayed visually, making it easy 
to analyze from a remote site; these data can also be 
obtained digitally from the website.  GRAND's cosmic 
ray data of muon rates, are easy to visualize and analyze, 
thus making it a natural vehicle for an outreach program. 
 
6  Ground level enhancement January 2005  
 
GRAND has previously published data on the 20 January 
2005 GLE [5] which has been used in analyzing the 
multiple-component structure of this solar event [6].  
Since the timing is important in this analysis, these data 
was reanalyzed in smaller time bins.  Each muon is 
tagged with a time referenced to WWVB, the radio time 
standard of the U.S.   In Figure 2 these data are displayed 
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in 15-second wide bins; smaller time bins become more 
dominated by statistical errors.  The FWHM width of 
these data for this GLE is three minutes.  These data have 
been statistically enhanced by selecting angles near ver-
tical [5].  This enhancement is possibly due to the lower 
than average energy of the solar protons and/or their 
preferred direction.   
 
7  Forbush decrease of October 2003 
 
The decrease in total muon counting rate at GRAND for 
October 29 and 30, 2003 is shown in Figure 3 [7] which 
shows ~8% rapid decrease in counting rate with the be-
ginning of the more leisurely subsequent rise.  The figure 
below this shows the mean angle of the muons during 
this same time frame.  The upper, diamond points are the 
mean muon angle (in degrees) projected to the north-up 
plane; the lower, square points are the same for angles 
projected to the east-up plane.  Although the angular 
change is very small (0.5 degree for the upper, north-up 
plane, points and somewhat smaller for the lower, east-
up, points), it is obtained by averaging the angles of ~0.5 
million muon angles making even this tiny effect statisti-
cally significant.  It is also correlated with the rapid de-
crease in the counting rate of the muons; the time posi-
tion of the mid-down point in muon rate is closely asso-
ciated with the mid-up point in the muon angle.  This is 
possibly the first direct proof that the decrease in cosmic 
rays is due to the charged cosmic rays being deflected in 
angle by the magnetic fields contained in a coronal mass 
ejection as it nears the earth. 
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Figure 3.  
Upper figure: shows GRAND’s counting rate for the 
October 29, 2003 Forbush decrease from day-of-year 302 
to 304. GRAND’s total counting rate dropped by 8%.  
Lower two figures: show the mean angle of muons for 
the same period of time. Diamonds (upper points) show 
the mean angle in the north-up projected plane with ver-
tical muons = 0 degrees. There is a 0.5 deg change in the 
mean direction in the north-up plane during the time of 
the Forbush decrease, indicative of a deficiency in the 
south caused by the deflection of the cosmic rays by the 
coronal mass ejection’s magnetic field.  Squares (lower 
points) show the mean angle of muons in the east-up 
projected plane. 
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Figure 1: Map of cosmic ray muon detector locations around the world.  Circles indicate geographical posi-
tions within the earth’s equator); angular position from 0-deg (bottom) represents the detector’s longitude; lati-
tude is represented by the linear distance from the equator toward the center which is the North Pole at +90 deg 
(Northern Hemisphere), or the South Pole at -90 deg (Southern Hemisphere).  The area of the muon detector is 
represented by the area of the circle and is proportional to their counting rates.  Northern hemisphere detectors 
are in order of longitude: Germany (Europe), Kuwait (Persian Gulf), Armenia (Middle East), Beijing (China), 
Nagoya (Japan), and GRAND (North America); Southern hemisphere, right figure:  Hobart (Tasmania) and 
San Martinho (South America).  Uniform worldwide coverage allows the sun to be seen 24 hours a day. 

 

 
Figure 2.  GRAND’s muon data in EST (UT-5) showing the time details of the GLE of 20 January 2005 in 15-
second wide time bins.  The data are for muon angles near vertical [see 5] which yield a better sig-
nal/background ratio. 
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Is It Possible to Extract the Evidence for Neutrino Oscillation Definitely in the 
Cosmic Ray Experiments?  

Re-Analysis of L/E Distribution Performed by Super-Kamiokande in the 
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Abstract: On the examination on L/E analysis performed by Super-Kamiokande Collaboration, we have concluded that the study 
on neutrino oscillation with the use of cosmic ray beams cannot specify neutrino oscillation parameters reliably, because the cosmic
ray experiments cannot determine the direction of the incident neutrino, while the accelerator experiment can do, if neutrino oscilla-
tion really exists. We examine the fundamental assumption postulated by Super-Kamiokande Collaboration that the direction of the
incident neutrino is approximately the same as that of the emitted lepton does not hold even if approximately and their νμ EL  ( μμ EL )
distribution does not show any maximum oscillations which is the logical consequence of the survival probability for a given flavor 
such as μν .

Keywords: neutrino oscillation, quasi-elastic scattering, cosmic rays

1 Introduction 
The detection of the neutrino oscillation is con-

structed entirely upon the survival probability for a given 
flavor such as μν :

( ) ( ,27.121 222
ννμμ θνν ELmsinsinP Δ⋅−=→ ) (1)  

where  and  denote, the flight length of the inci-
dent neutrino from the  generation point to the interaction 
point and its energy, respectively. 

νL νE

Then, for maximum oscillations under SK neutrino oscil-
lation parameters, we have 

( ) ,
2

1227.1 2 π
νν ×+=Δ nELm      (2) 

where and [1]. 
From Eq.(1), we should have the following values 
of

0.122 =θsin Ve104.2 232 −×=Δm
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−=
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−=

=
332GeVkm2575

231GeVkm1540
130GeVkm515

nfor
nfor
nfor

EL νν

and so on. 

However, generally speaking, it is pretty difficult to de-
cide oscill tion parameters,  and  definitely 
from the cosmic ray experiments, because in principle, 
one cannot observe the directions of the incident neutri-
nos due to the nature of cosmic ray beams, while one can 
decide the directions of the incident neutrinos in the 
accelerator experiments, because we know the exit of the 
neutrino beams from the accelerator. 

θ22sin 2mΔ

2 Why Do We Emphasize the Impor-
tance of QEL Events as Fully Con-
tained Events?

νL  for maximum oscillations.
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In spite of the difficulty inherent in the cosmic ray ex-
periments exclusively, but not inherent in the accelerator 
experiments, if one  tries to “accurate“ experiments in the 
cosmic ray experiments, one should try to exclude other 
uncertainties as much as possible, keeping aside uncer-
tainty for the directions of the incident neutrinos. Conse-
quently, one must choose the most reliable events with 
the highest quality among all possible detectable events. 
The events which satisfy such severe conditions are sin-
gle ring lepton (electron or muon) events due to quasi 
elastic scattering (QEL) which are generated in the detec-
tor and terminated in it (Fully Contained Event).  In this 
case, one may know the kinds of the neutrinos, the direc-
tions of the emitted leptons and their energies. 
The single ring lepton events due to QEL are expressed 
in the followings: 
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The differential cross section for QEL is given as fol-
lows[2]: 
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The signs + and – refer to )(eμν  and )(eμν  for charged 
current (c.c.) interactions, respectively. The Q2 denotes 
the four momentum transfer between the incident neu-
trino and the charged lepton. Details of other symbols are 
given in [2].  
In Figure 1, we give the relation between the scattering 
angles and the ratio of the emitted muons’ energy to the 
parent muon due to QEL for different primary neutrino 
energies.  It is clear from the figure that we cannot ne-
glect the effect of large angle scattering including the 
backscattering in QEL, if we consider larger flux of the 
neutrinos with smaller energies.

Figure 1. The relation between νμ EE  and the scattering 
angle sθ due to QEL for different primary energies.

In Figure 2, we give the schematic view of the muons for 
different typical zenith angles, focusing on their azi-
muthal angles in QEL. It is clear from the figure that the 
effect of the azimuthal angle in QEL on the directions of 
the emitted muons cannot be neglected, particularly in 
the horizontal like neutrinos. 

It is easily surmised from Figures 1 and 2 that for neutri-
nos with given directions (downward or upward), there 
are two directions (downward or upward) of the emitted 
muons.  Namely, downward (upward) vertical like neu-
trinos produce downward (upward) muons with smaller 
scattering or produce upward (downward) muons with 
backscattering.  Downward (upward) horizontal-like 
neutrinos produce either downward (upward) muons or 
upward (downward) ones which may depend on the 
accidental combinations of scattering angles and the 
azimuthal angles in QEL. The situation around the direc-
tions of muons is too complicated and it is impossible to 
understand the situation without careful and exact simu-
lation, considering the neutrino flux and the geometry of 
the detector. 

Figure 2. Schematic view for the effect of the azimuthal angle 
on the direction of the muon for the typical directions of the 
neutrinos.
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3 SK Assumption on the Direction
and the Transform of Energy  

 We carry out the extensive computer numerical ex-
periments in which all possible factors are taken into 
account, considering the stochastic characters of the 
physical processes concerned as exactly as possible. 

In Figure 3, we give the correlation between  and 
 with oscillation. Super-Kamiokande Collaboration 

postulate the fundamental assumption (SK Assumption on 
the direction) that the direction of the incident neutrino is 
approximately the same as that of the emitted 
muon[3,4,5]

νL
μL

1. It is clear from the figure that SK Assump-
tion on the direction does not hold even if approximately, 
which is the cornerstone for their analysis on neutrino 
oscillation. 

Figure 3. The correlation between  and  for the neutri-
nos and muons (blue points) and anti-neutrinos and anti-muons 
(red points) for one SK live day.

νL μL

Figure 4. The correlation between  and  for the neu-
trino and muons (blue points) and the anti-neutrino and anti-
muons (red point) for one SK live day. The line shows the 
relation between them obtained by Super-Kamiokande Collabo-
ration.

νE μE

Also, Super-Kamiokande Collaboration give the ap-
proximated formula from which they derive the energy of 
the incident neutrinos (Eq.(9) in [3]). The idea of making 
the approximated formula denotes implicitly that the 
relation between  and  is unique, but not stochastic. 
However, it is not true. The relation between  and 
is quite stochastic, the nature of which depends on the 
combination of QEL and the neutrino spectrum. In Fig-
ure 4, we give the correlation between  and to-

νE μE
νE μE

νE μE
gether with their polynomial approximation (the line in 
                                                          
1 Here denotes the corresponding flight length of the 
emitted muon. 

μL

the figure)2. It is clear from the figure that the correlation 
cannot be neglected. 

4 L/E Distributions by our Computer 
Numerical Experiments

4.1 �� EL distribution
Super-Kamiokande Collaboration had obtained the data 
for neutrino oscillation for 1489.2 live days[1].  We have 
carried out 25 SK live days in the unit of 1489.2 live 
days (one SK live day). In Figure5, we give νν EL  dis-
tribution, adopting neutrino oscillation param  ob-
tained by Super-Kamiokande Collaboration. Our 

eters
νν EL

distribution indicates well the existence of the first -
mum oscillation (A), the second maximum oscillation (B)
and the third maximum oscillation (C). This is the evi-
dence that our computer numerical experiments are car-
ried out in a correct manner. To make the existence of the 
maximum oscillation clearer, we plot our 

 maxi

νν EL

Figure 5. νν EL distribution obtained by us for 10 SK live 
rows Adays. The ar , B and C indicate the locations of the first, 

the second and the third maximum oscillations, respectively.

νν ELFigure 6. distributions with and without oscillation in 
for 10 linear scale SK live days.

Figure 7. Correlation between  and for 10 SK live 
ati  th

νL νE
days. A, B and C indicate the loc ons of e first, the second 
and the third maximum oscillations.

2 Here is the energy of the emitted muon due to QEL. μE
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istribution together with the corresponding one without 

of the 

4.2

d
oscillation in a linear scale in Figure 6. The maximum 
oscillations after the fourth one are surely found. 
  The alternative expression of the existence 
maximum oscillations is given in the correlation diagram 
between νL  and νE  in Figure 7. The vacant regions in 
the figure indicated by A, B and C show the first, the 
second and third maximum oscillations. 

�� EL distribution
examine On the other hand, we μμ EL  distribution.

N boratiotice that Super-Kamiokande Colla on really did 
not measure νL  and νE  but μL  and μE , because they 
cannot measur νL  an νE  du  of th r neutrality. We 
give 

e d e to ei
μμ EL  dist ution ith oscillation together with 

the c nding one without oscillation in a linear 
scale in Figure 8. From the comparison of Figures 8 with 
6, it is clear that there are no maximum oscillations in 

rib w
orrespo

μμ EL  distribution. In Figure 9, we give the correlation 
 between μL  and μE . Here, we cannot find any 

vacant regions wh h corre ond to the locations of the 
maximum oscillations. In conclusion, we cannot find any 
indication on the maximum oscillations through 

diagram
ic sp

μμ EL
distribution. This fact tells us that we cannot spec  
neutrino oscillation parameters in 

ify the
μμ EL analysis.

Super-Kamiokande Collaboration ximate νLappro  with 
μL  based on SK assumption on the direction and place 

 by the approximate formula of μE . Namely, they 
m that they measure 

 re
νE

clai νν EL  throu  this procedure. 
However, this claim have the ground, because SK 
assumption on the direction does not hold even if ap-
proximately.  

gh
 lost 

Figure 8. μμ EL distributions with and without SK neutrino 
 lineaoscillation in r scale for 10 SK live days.

Figure 9. Correlation between  and or 10  live 
days.

y, we compare our L/E distribution with that ob-
tained by Super-Kamiokande ollaboration in Figure 10.  
Finall

C
There are two remarkable differences between our L/E
distribution and theirs. The first one is that we have the 
sharp maximum oscillation near 515km/GeV, while they 
have far broader range for the first maximum oscillation.
The second one is that we have the maximum frequency 
for the events at  1 km/GeV, while they have the corre-
sponding one at  20 km/GeV, by an order of magnitude 
larger than ours. As for the position of the maximum 
oscillation, it is unnatural for them to have far wider 
vacant region for the events, considering the nature of the 
maximum oscillations.  As for the maximum frequency 
for the events, Super-Kamiokande Collaboration should 
have the horizontal like events there, which contradict 
with real ones, because the horizontal like events cannot 
be expected to be more frequent due to smaller solid 
angles. 

Figure 10. The comparison of our νν EL  distribution with 
the corresponding distribution obtained by Super-Kamiokande 

ta obt

Conclusion
that Su r-Kamiokande Collabora-
the real direction of incident neu-

t

]Ashie,Y. et. al., Phys. Rev. D, 2005, 71 : 112005- 
990, Electro-weak Interaction, Cam-

01 

Collaboration. The experimental da ained by Super-
Kamiokande collaboration are read out from their data[3].

5
We have concluded 

tion may not measure 
pe

rinos in their L/E analysis who are based on SK assump-
tion on the direction. Consequently, we suggest them to 
re-analysis the zenith angle distribution of the neutrino 
events, abandoning SK assumption on the direction.  
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Analysis of nuclear de-excitation γ-rays using T2K data
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Abstract: In searches for supernova relic neutrinos (SRN) or GUT monopoles in Super-Kamiokande (SK), nuclear de-
excitation γ-rays induced by neutral-current (NC) interactions of atmospheric neutrinos with 16O are one of the major
background sources. However, until recently their kinematic properties and absolute yield were largely unknown. The
T2K experiment started in January 2010, and its beam energy is typical of atmospheric neutrinos which induce NC de-
excitation γ-rays. We have selected low energy (4 - 30 MeV) NC events in the T2K data, and comparing these events
with MC we’ll estimate the amount of NC background relevant for low energy analyses in SK. Preliminary results and
future prospects for this analysis are presented.

Keywords: neutrino interaction, water Cherenkov detector, neutral current, nuclear de-excitation, supernova relic neu-
trino, GUT monopole

1 Introduction

In searches for supernova relic neutrinos (SRN) or GUT
monopoles in Super-Kamiokanede (SK) [1, 2], nuclear de-
excitation induced by neutral-current (NC) interactions of
atmospheric neutrinos with 16O is one of the major back-
ground sources. When the excited nucleus from a neutrino
interaction decays to its ground state, γ-rays, nucleons, and
heavy particles are emitted. When the emitted nucleons (e-
specially neutrons) interact with other 16O nuclei in water,
they may also become excited and emit γ-rays. Even if
the energy of each γ-ray is below 10 MeV, the total num-
ber of Cherenkov photons from a cascade of all the γ-rays
(or their Compton electrons) in a single event is often re-
constructed above the thresholds of low energy analyses at
SK. However, their kinematic properties and absolute yield
have large uncertainties, and data is needed for calibration.

2 T2K experiment

The Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) [3] is a long baseline neu-
trino oscillation experiment that started in January 2010,
which uses a high intensity muon neutrino beam produced
at J-PARC and directed toward SK, 295 km away. The
main purpose of the experiment is to determine the last un-
known mixing angle, θ13, by observing the oscillation of
νμ → νe. However, since its beam energy is similar to that
of atmospheric neutrinos it is also useful to study various
phenomena at SK related to atmospheric neutrinos interac-
tions, including the emission of de-excitation γ-rays from
NC interactions in the water.

Figure 1 shows the result of the T2K Monte Carlo (M-
C) simulation for interactions with reconstructed energy1

between 4 - 30 MeV. In this energy range, more than 95
% of events come from NC interactions, of which about
80% are elastic (NCE) events. T2K beam NC neutrino
events are expected to peak around 6 MeV due to the 6.18
MeV and 6.32 MeV de-excitation γ-rays from 15O∗ and
15N∗ decays, respectively. However, in this energy range
the many γ-ray background events from radioactivity in
the PMT case and glass usually make it impossible to ex-
clusively tag neutrino-induced events. However, the GPS-
based T2K beam timing is accurate to 200 ns, and cuts on
this time profile dramatically enhance our ability to reject
these backgrounds.

3 Event selection

3.1 Data set and reduction

We have performed a low energy (4 - 30 MeV) NCE even-
t search on the T2K data. Table 1 shows a summary of
each T2K RUN used in this analysis. After a total charge
cut and an outer detector trigger cut, the data are subject-
ed to a fiducial volume (FV) cut. As mentioned above, the
main source of background for this search is produced by
γ-rays emitted from the materials of the detector structure
and therefore a higher background rate is expected near the
inner detector (ID) walls. To reduce this background, we

1. We assume all Cherenkov photons in an event come from a
single electron, and reconstruct the total energy (not the kinetic
energy) of the electron.
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Figure 1: Expected energy distribution assuming 1 × 1021

POT and its breakdown by neutrino interaction mode.

first reject events whose dwall, the distance to the nearest
ID wall, is less than 2 meters. This cut defines the FV.
However, some events originating from outside of the FV
have the possibility of being reconstructed within the FV.
To remove these events, we cut on the event’s distance to
the nearest ID wall projected backwards from its vertex po-
sition along its reconstructed direction (“effwall”). Events
whose effwall is very short are highly likely to be γ-rays
from the ID walls and are removed.

RUN-I RUN-II
Run start Jan. 2010 Nov. 2010
Run end Jun. 2010 Mar. 2011
POT (protons on target) 3.23× 1019 1.11× 1020

#spill 9.99× 105 1.48× 106

#bunch 6 8
GPS accuracy ±200 ns ±200 ns

Table 1: Summary of each T2K RUN.

To further reject the remaining backgrounds, especially
mis-reconstructed events, we check the quality of the re-
constructed vertex (vertex goodness) and direction (angu-
lar goodness). The vertex goodness is evaluated by a fit
of the PMT timing distribution, where a sharp timing dis-
tribution defines a large goodness. The angular goodness
is evaluated using the uniformity of the spatial distribution
of hit PMTs around the reconstructed direction: the more
uniform the distribution is the smaller the goodness. The
correlation between the vertex goodness (GV) and the an-
gular goodness (GA) is shown in Figure 2. The top fig-
ure shows the T2K MC signal2 and the bottom shows the
background. In both figures only events above 4.5 MeV
in the FV are used. We can efficiently separate signal
from background events if we use the following variable:
ovaQ ≡ GV

2 −GA
2.

Comparing the MC prediction and expected background,
the signal-to-noise ratio is found to be strongly dependent
on the reconstructed energy. Thus, we optimized the cut
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Figure 2: Correlation between the vertex goodness (GV
2)

and the angular goodness (GA
2). The top figure shows

the T2K MC and the bottom the background, and in both
figures only events above 4.5 MeV in the FV are used.
Each cut line corresponds to the threshold of ovaQ ≡
GV

2 −GA
2 = 0.25.

criteria of effwall and ovaQ simultaneously in each energy
bin so as to maximize the following figure-of-merit (FM),

FM ≡ Nsignal√
Nsignal +Nbackground

, (1)

where Nsignal and Nbackground are the numbers of signal
and background, respectively, in each energy bin. After the
criteria are tuned for all bins, we fit the discrete values to a
line and use it as the reduction criteria. Strictly speaking,
because the T2K experiment has had different beam inten-
sities and beam bunch structures during its runs, the relative
background level has always been changing. Therefore, we
prepared cut criteria for various beam intensities and bunch
structures. Figure 3 shows the signal-to-noise ratios before
and after all cuts assuming a constant beam intensity of
20 kW and six bunches per beam spill with a GPS tim-
ing accuracy of 200ns. We can see a great improvement
in the background rejection ability by introducing the cuts
explained above, particularly in the energy region below ∼
6 MeV, where backgrounds are expected to be large.

3.2 Further cuts to select NC elastic events

In this analysis’ energy region, there are fewer NC non-
elastic events expected relative to NCE events as shown
above (Figure 1), which makes it difficult to discern non-
elastic events from CC events. We therefore opt to select
only NCE events for this study. To enrich the sample in
NCE interactions, we apply additional cuts: a multi-peak
cut on the event’s timing structure to reject decay electron
events and a cut on the Cherenkov opening angle to remove
muon-like events.

2. The range this term indicates will be narrowed to only NC
elastic events later.
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Figure 3: Signal-to-noise ratios before (dark) and after
(light) all cuts assuming a beam intensity of 20 kW and
six bunches and a GPS timing accuracy of 200 ns.

The multi-peak cut rejects events which have a subevent
occurring 1 to 20 μs before the candidate event. More tech-
nically, the event’s hit PMTs are ordered in time after ap-
plying a time-of-flight correction and the maximum num-
ber of hit PMTs within a sliding 30 ns time window (N30)
is calculated. If N30 is above 25, the candidate event is re-
jected since the timing peak is likely to be a parent muon
of the candidate event. That is, the candidate event is likely
a decay electron from that muon.

A Cherenkov opening angle cut is applied as follows:
the opening angle is estimated by histogramming the an-
gles defined by all possible combinations of three hit PMT-
s. The histogram is then divided into 100 angle bins and
peaks are located by finding successive seven bins combi-
nations with the largest number of entries. The middle of
the seven bins is taken to be the Cherenkov angle of the
event. Figure 4 shows the expected Cherenkov angle dis-
tribution and its breakdown by neutrino interaction mod-
e. The leftmost peak with θC < 34◦ is mostly muons that
come from CC and NC non-elastic interactions that remain
in the signal energy region due to their low momenta. Since
the NCE component (white) is low in the region θC < 34◦,
all events with θC < 34◦ are removed from the data (the
threshold is shown by the dotted line and arrow). Electrons
from a single γ-ray have a Cherenkov angle of θC ∼ 42◦

while in the rightmost peak around 90◦ most events lack
on a clear Cherenkov ring pattern and are likely multi-ring
events, where each ring corresponds to a secondary γ-ray
emitted from an excited 16O in a random direction.

3.2.1 Calculation of the relative neutrino event timing
to the bunch timing

The relative timing of the neutrino interaction to a spill’s
leading edge (ΔT0) is roughly calculated combining the
neutrino time-of-flight from J-PARC to SK and the hard-
ware timing offsets in the both places. Then ΔT0 is cor-
rected projecting the reconstructed vertex onto the T2K
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Figure 4: Expected Cherenkov angle distribution assuming
1 × 1021 POT and its breakdown by neutrino interaction
mode. The dashed line shows the threshold below which
events are rejected.

beam direction so that we can compare all events timing
at the center of the SK coordinate. Furthermore, ΔT0 is a-
gain corrected for photon propagation in the SK tank. With
knowledge of the GPS timing of the spill leading edge, the
timing of hit PMTs, and the time of flight difference be-
tween hit PMTs and the reconstructed vertex, we can ac-
quire the GPS time when the neutrino passes through the
plane containing the SK origin perpendicular to the beam
direction. A similar estimation of the timing of neutrino
interaction is also done in a separate analysis, the fully-
contained (FC) analysis, which uses several hundred MeV
neutrino events. Here we use only the 200 ns (the GPS
accuracy) before and after the 581 ns interval bunch center
positions fitted by the FC analysis to select the final sample.

3.3 Reduction results

After all cuts, 21 events remain in the RUN-I/II data sam-
ple. In Figure 5, the energy distributions of the final sam-
ple is overlaid with the POT-normalized MC expectation.
In the distribution the data and MC are in good agreement
within statistical fluctuations.
The comparison of the event timing distributions between

the final sample in this analysis and the bunch center posi-
tions fitted by those of the fully contained analysis events
is shown in Figure 6. All ΔT0 agree with the bunch center
positions within the precision of the GPS timing.
We have also performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test

for the event rates in RUN-I and II. The maximum vertical
difference D between the observation and the ideal cumu-
lative event distribution was 0.484 for RUN-I and 0.173 for
RUN-II after normalization by each final data sample. This
corresponds to KS probabilities of 30.6 % and 68.6 %, re-
spectively. These probabilities are acceptable as statistical
fluctuations.
In Table 2 we summarize the number of remaining events

and the expectation from the T2K MC. Since the systematic
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Figure 5: Comparison of energy distribution of the final
data sample and the POT-normalized MC.
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Figure 6: ΔT0 distribution of all events in the RUN-I/II
final sample during compared to the bunch center positions
as fitted by the fully contained events analysis (eight dashed
vertical lines).

errors are currently under estimation, only the statistical
errors are shown. Data are consistent with the MC.

4 Summary

We searched for nuclear de-excitation γ-rays induced by
neutrino-nucleon NCE interactions at SK in the T2K da-
ta. In RUN I/II (amounting to 1.43× 1020POT), 21 events
remain and their ΔT0 distribution is consistent with the
bunch timing fitted by the FC analysis. The number of
final candidate events is also consistent with the MC ex-
pectation. After systematic errors are estimated accurate-
ly, the present result will be used to estimate the extent
of low energy backgrounds in searches for SRN and GUT
monopoles at SK.

NC elastic 13.9 ± 0.1 (stat)
NC others 3.15 ± 0.05 (stat)
νμ + ν̄μ CC QE 0.63 ± 0.02 (stat)
νμ + ν̄μ CC non-QE 0.24 ± 0.01 (stat)
νe + ν̄e CC < 0.01
Beam unrelated events 3.3 ± 0.1 (stat)
Expectation (Total) 21.2 ± 0.2 (stat)
Observation 21 ± 5 (stat)

Table 2: Comparison of the final event sample for the ob-
servation and expectation. Since the systematic errors are
under estimation, only the statistical error is shown.
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Abstract: Atmospheric neutrino-induced cascades are observed in the 79-string IceCube detector with the DeepCore
extension. Using 23 days of data, a high statistics sample shows an excess of cascades at 8.2 sigma, and with tighter cuts
74 events are observed of which 62 % are predicted to be cascades. A full-year analysis is underway and a significant
detection of atmospheric electron neutrinos is expected.
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1 Introduction

The main mission of the DeepCore extension to IceCube is
to observe neutrinos at energies as low as 10 GeV [1]. At
these energies there are valuable science topics such as neu-
trino oscillations [2] and neutrinos from low mass WIMP
dark matter annihilation [3]. In order to detect these neutri-
nos, DeepCore uses denser module spacing, upgraded pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMTs), and deployment in the clearest
ice along with a lower trigger threshold than the surround-
ing IceCube detector. Full information about the DeepCore
infill can be found here [4]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of
IceCube with DeepCore.
In this paper, we discuss the performance of the first year
DeepCore with 79 strings of IceCube installed (IC-79).
In this configuration the DeepCore sub-array includes 6
densely instrumented strings optimized for low energies
plus the 7 adjacent standard strings. Finally, we present
preliminary results on the first observation of atmospheric
neutrino-induced cascades in IceCube. A test set ( 7 % of
full data ) using 23 days is used in this work, and prospects
for a full year are shown in Section 3.3.

2 Performance

The IC-79 detector finished a year-long data-taking cycle
in May 2011 and these data have been processed and re-
constructed.
Full PMT waveforms are read out from digital optical mod-
ules (DOMs) in hard local coincidence (HLC) which re-
quires hits in a DOM and at least one nearest neighbor or

Figure 1: Schematic top and side views of IceCube in its
79-string configuration. The DeepCore infill array and the
relative dust concentration are also shown.

next nearest-neighbor DOM must register a hit in a time
span of ±1000 ns. IceCube also records soft local coin-
cidence hits (SLC), for which no neighboring hits are re-
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quired [5]. Although the DOM noise rate is a factor of 50
higher in SLC mode than in HLC mode, with current soft-
ware cleaning algorithms, SLC hits from physics interac-
tions can be identified with over 90 % purity. This provides
an advantage at low energies where the fraction of SLC
hits is significant, because including the SLC hits improves
reconstruction, background rejection, and particle identifi-
cation.
A low trigger threshold (SMT3) is applied to all DOMs
in the fiducial region (shaded area below the dust layer in
Figure 1) by requiring 3 or more HLC hits within a 2500
ns time window. Additionally, the high quantum efficiency
PMTs, with a 35 % increase in light collection with respect
to regular IceCube PMTs, help trigger on neutrinos with
energies as low as 10 GeV.

3 Observation of Atmospheric Cascades

Atmospheric neutrinos are the products of the interaction
or decay of pions and kaons produced when cosmic ray
primaries interact with nucleons in the upper atmosphere.
Charged-current (CC) electron and tau neutrino interac-
tions, and neutral-current (NC) neutrino interactions of any
flavor, produce cascades that are approximately spherical.
However, IceCube can not distinguish between a CC cas-
cade and an NC cascade at considered energies. While
atmospheric muon neutrinos have been observed in large
quantities by IceCube [6] atmospheric cascades have a sub-
stantially lower flux and have not been identified in previ-
ous IceCube analyses. For current cascade searches above
1 TeV, there are on-going analyses with the 40 string Ice-
Cube detector [7, 8].

3.1 Background

Before seeing neutrinos in DeepCore, one must remove the
cosmic ray muon background. Furthermore, the poor di-
rectionality in cascades as compared to tracks makes it d-
ifficult to use the Earth as a shield from the cosmic ray
muon background as is done in conventional νCC

μ detec-
tion [6]. The signal is therefore required to be contained in
DeepCore, and veto techniques are applied to remove about
six orders of magnitude of background events while retain-
ing reasonable signal efficiency for atmospheric neutrino-
induced cascades in the fiducial volume.

3.2 Event Selection

IC-79 was operational from June 2010 to May 2011 with
over 90 % up-time for physics analysis. The DeepCore
SMT3 trigger fired at a rate of 180 Hz, which was reduced
to 17 Hz using an on-line filter run at the South Pole. In
the DeepCore on-line filter, an estimate of a neutrino in-
teraction vertex and its time is obtained by calculating the
center of gravity (COG) of all HLC hits in the fiducial re-
gion. An event is rejected when hits in the veto region have
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Figure 2: Output BDT5 Distribution based on the five vari-
ables. Cut on BDT5 >0.067 is indicated with vertical line.

times consistent with an incoming muon. A 90 % cosmic
ray muon background rejection is achieved with respect to
the trigger while keeping > 99 % atmospheric neutrinos
that interact in the fiducial volume. Noise cleaning algo-
rithms remove noise hits which are not correlated in space
and time with other hits. Then, events with at least 8 total
remaining hits and at least 4 hits in the fiducial region are
selected.
In order to attain a manageable data volume for time-
consuming reconstructions, the first background rejection
is achieved by an initial selection with a Boosted Decision
Tree (BDT) [9]. The “BDT5” has 5 simple observables
which quantify the event topology in the detector. These
are constructed from the position and shape of the hits in
the detector, and their time and charges. Figure 2 shows the
output distribution and the reduction cut is made at 0.067.
After the BDT5, the data rate is reduced to 0.1 Hz and at-
mospheric νe rate is predicted as 6.3 × 10−4 Hz, corre-
sponding to 63 % retention with respect to the trigger.
This reduced data set was then processed with itera-
tive likelihood reconstructions taking into account detailed
Cherenkov light propagation in the ice [10]. Hits falling
outside a time window [ -3000 ns, +2000 ns ] with respect
to the trigger, or outside of 150 m radius of a neighboring
hit within a 750 ns time window are removed. Then, with
the cleaned hits, after demanding 8 or more hits in the fidu-
cial region within a 1000 ns sliding window, another BDT
is formed with 7 input parameters (BDT7). The first two
variables measure the locations of the earliest hits in terms
of radial and vertical coordinates to select contained events.
The next three variables separate cascade-like events from
muon-like events; an event is split in half then charge depo-
sition, COG, and particle speed are compared between the
two separate halves. The final two compare a likelihood
of a cascade hypothesis to that of a muon hypothesis. The
top left plot of Figure 3 shows the output BDT7 distribu-
tion. A cut at BDT7 > 0.22 reduces the atmospheric muon
background to 5.0 × 10−4 Hz by rejecting a factor of 200
more (3.6× 105 cumulatively) background while retaining
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Figure 3: The output distribution of BDT7 in shown upper left corner and extra cuts to select two neutrino samples are
listed as well. These plots are after BDT5 cut. Solid vertical lines indicate the final loose cut sample while the dotted
vertical lines are for final hard cut sample. Arrows indicate events kept.

∼ 40 % of the νe signal (2.6 × 10−4 Hz) compared to the
previous BDT5 cut.

3.3 Results

Two sets of cuts on input variables to BDT7 were used for
the final selection of neutrino-rich samples. The first aims
for a high efficiency (Loose Cut) while the second aims for
a higher purity (Hard Cut). Figure 3 shows two combina-
tions of these cut options. The Loose Cut option is indicat-
ed in solid vertical lines. Two containment cuts Z1st (upper
right) and Zreco(lower left) based on the vertex depth mea-
surements ensure that most signal events are well contained
inside the DeepCore fiducial volume. The NdRdT (lower
right) extends the on-line veto method by adding a travel
speed window to catch only muon-produced light in the ve-
to region and therefore removes residual muon background
events. Finally, the cut RLLHcascade (upper middle) select-
s events that fit a cascade hypothesis well, as measured by
the log likelihood from a fit. With the Loose Cut options,
the events observed are consistent with νCC

μ , νNC
μ , and νe

interactions with only two cosmic ray muon events expect-
ed in 28 hours of simulation. 824 events are observed in 23
days of a test data with 590 total background event expec-

tation (νCC
μ + μ) corresponding to a cascade excess of 8.2

sigma. Systematic errors are not included.
Signal simulation of atmospheric neutrinos predicted ap-
proximately 5,000 cascades and 9,400 νCC

μ events per year
(three flavor oscillations included based on the parameters
in [11]) as shown in Figure 4 with an estimated mean ener-
gy of 40 GeV. Unfortunately, events below 10 GeV are not
accurately simulated in current neutrino generation and are
not included in this work [12]. When considering oscilla-
tions of atmospheric neutrinos the data rate of νCC

μ events
is reduced by 20 % with the Loose Cut selection. The ef-
fect of oscillations on νe and νNC

x (x = μ, e, τ ) is marginal
compared to the data rate indicated as a dotted line in Fig-
ure 4. The ντ oscillation from νx in these energies is not
yet included and under active development with a new sim-
ulation package, GENIE [13]. Since there is no distinction
among νe, ντ , and νNC

x in the IceCube detector at these en-
ergies, a small amount of the 20 % disappeared νμ events
may be re-introduced as cascades if they oscillate to ντ .
The Hard Cut selection for higher purity is shown with dot-
ted vertical lines on the plots in Figure 3. Compared to the
Loose Cut option, these cuts are stronger and mainly fo-
cused on rejecting νCC

μ events. The containment cuts are
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Figure 4: Loose Cut result. The event rate in hertz as func-
tion of months is shown. The squares are 23 days of test
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Dotted lines are the rates without νμ oscillations and hori-
zontal solid lines are with oscillation. The data rate shows
an excess over the νμ prediction and can be explained with
two contributions; oscillation and cascades. Here, the sig-
nal predictions are based on Barr et al. [14]
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Figure 5: Hard Cut result. The sum of all Monte Carlo
is consistent with 23 days of data rate. The cascades are
expected to contribute 62 % and the tracks are expected to
be 38 %. No atmospheric muon background event remain
in 28 hours. The oscillation effect is less than 3 % due to
higher energies of cascades and not included here.

enforced to a volume smaller than the fiducial region to i-
dentify an outgoing track from a νCC

μ interaction. With 23
days of test data, we observe 74 total events ( 50 cascades
and 30 tracks are expected from simulation ), showing a 5
sigma excess of cascades. A sample of about 790 cascades
per year with a background of about 480 νCC

μ events are
expected from Figure 5. The remaining νCC

μ events have
short muons with a median track length of 80 m where the
muon tracks are not easily visible due to detector granular-
ity. Half of the cascades are predicted to be νe events and
the other half are νNC

μ events. This selection favors higher
energy cascades and the mean cascade energy increases to

Loose Cut
Nobs Csig (Cbg) σ Nsig (Nbg)

23 days 824 312 (590) 8.2 208 (694)
1 year - 4951 (9364) - 3285 (11030)

Hard Cut
Nobs Csig (Cbg) Nsig (Nbg)

23 days 74 50 (30) 5.0 25 (55)
1 year - 791 (479) - 404 (866)

Table 1: The number of events are shown with two final
selections. Nobs means observed events in real data. Csig

and Cbg refer predictions of the cascade signal and its back-
ground respectively. Nsig and Nbg refer predictions of the
electron neutrino signal and its background respectively.

200 GeV, so that oscillation of νμ → νx has a small (< 3
%) effect. The atmospheric muon simulation predicts zero
events in 28 hours. A seasonal effect in rates will be studied
more carefully with the full data.

3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we observe atmospheric neutrino-induced
cascade events with 23 days of test data for the first time
with IceCube 79 string detector and a highly significant de-
tection of atmospheric electron neutrinos is expected with
forthcoming full-year analysis. The preliminary numbers
are summarized in Table 1. Possible sources of systematic
errors include ice modeling, detection efficiency of DOMs,
neutrino-nucleon cross-sections, and atmospheric neutrino
flux normalizations. Those uncertainties are under evalua-
tion.
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Atmospheric neutrino oscillations with DeepCore
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Abstract: IceCube DeepCore can study atmospheric neutrino oscillations through a combination of its low energy reach,
as low as about 10 GeV, and its unprecedented statistical sample, of about 150,000 triggered atmospheric muon neutrinos
per year. With the diameter of the earth as a baseline, the muon neutrino disappearance minimum and tau neutrino
appearance maximum are expected at about 25 GeV, which is considerably lower energy than typical IceCube neutrino
events, but higher than the energies at which accelerator-based experiments have detected oscillations. We present here
the status of the newly developed low energy reconstruction algorithms, the expected experimental signatures, and the
proposed approach for such neutrino oscillation measurements.
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1 IceCube DeepCore

IceCube is a cubic-kilometer neutrino observatory located
at the geographic South Pole. IceCube construction be-
gan in 2004 and was completed in December 2010. The
complete detector consists of 86 strings deployed into the
glacial ice, each of which consists of 60 Digital Optical
Modules (DOMs) located between depths of 1450 m and
2450 m. Seventy-eight strings are arranged on a hexag-
onal grid with an average 125 m horizontal spacing and
17 m vertical DOM spacing. The remaining 8 strings are
more closely spaced in the center of the detector, with hor-
izontal distances of 40 - 70 m and vertical DOM spacing
of 7 m. The 8 inner densely instrumented strings, opti-
mized for low energies, together with the surrounding 12
IceCube standard strings, form the DeepCore inner detec-
tor (Fig. 1). These 8 inner strings have 10 DOMs located
between 1750 m and 1850 m in depth and 50 DOMs locat-
ed between 2100 m and 2450 m. The ice at depths between
1970 m and 2100 m, formed about 65,000 years ago [1],
has a relatively short absorption length, and is known as
the “dust layer”. The 10 DOMs on each DeepCore string
deployed above the dust layer help reject cosmic ray muons
which are the major background to atmospheric neutrino s-
tudies. The ice below 2100 m has a scattering length about
twice that of the ice in the upper part of the IceCube de-

tector [2]. The lower 50 DeepCore DOMs are deployed in
this very clear ice. DeepCore DOMs contain high quantum
efficiency photomultipliers (HQE PMTs [3]) which add ∼
35% increase in efficiency compared to the standard Ice-
Cube DOMs. With denser string and DOM spacing, clearer
ice, as well as higher efficiency PMTs, DeepCore is opti-
mized for low energy neutrino physics [4]. Fig. 2 shows
the predicted νμ and νe effective areas at both trigger and
online veto levels. Below 100 GeV the addition of Deep-
Core increases the effective area of IceCube by more than
an order of magnitude.

2 Neutrino Oscillation Physics in DeepCore

The IceCube DeepCore sub-array has opened a new win-
dow on atmospheric neutrino oscillation physics with its
low energy reach to about 10 GeV. The oscillation mea-
surement is also made feasible by DeepCore’s location at
the bottom center of IceCube, which allows the surround-
ing IceCube strings to act as an active veto against cos-
mic ray muons, the primary background to atmospheric
neutrino measurements. A muon background rejection of
8 × 10−3 for the overall IceCube trigger (∼ 2000 Hz) is
achieved by applying a veto algorithm which rejects events
with particle speed (defined as the speed of a particle trav-
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Figure 1: Overhead and side views of the IceCube Deep-
Core detector. The shaded hexagon in the overhead view
shows the area covered by the DeepCore sub-array. On
the side view, the hatched region shows the dust layer, and
shaded boxes indicate the location of the DeepCore DOMs,
10 in each string above the dust layer, and 50 in each string
below the dust layer.

eling from the hit in the surrounding region to the center
of gravity (COG) in DeepCore) between 0.25 m/ns and 0.4
m/ns. The scheme of this veto algorithm is demonstrated
in Fig. 3. With further expected improvements in the ve-
to and event reconstruction algorithms, DeepCore expects
to achieve a cosmic-ray muon rejection factor of 106 or
better [6]. Specific methods to investigate the oscillation
phenomenon will be discussed in detail in the following
subsections.

2.1 νμ Disappearance

The earliest atmospheric neutrino oscillation evidence can
be traced back to the zenith angle dependence of the dou-

ble ratio measurement at few GeV energies in Super-
Kamiokande [7]. IceCube DeepCore, with its approxi-
mately 13 MT fiducial volume, is capable of making atmo-
spheric neutrino oscillation measurements above 10 GeV,
an energy region that has not been well explored by pre-
vious atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments. From
Fig. 4, a significant deficit in the neutrino flux at 25 GeV
is expected from the νμ → νμ survival probability. In
Fig. 5 this disappearance signature is shown for one year
of simulated DeepCore data. The disappearance signal as-
sumes that the path length is the diameter of the Earth, and
therefore the ideal neutrino sample should contain only up-
going neutrino-induced muons. An intrinsic difficulty for
all experiments in identifying perfectly up-going neutrino-
induced muon tracks is that the average opening angle,
defined as the angle between the final state lepton direc-
tion and the incoming neutrino direction, increases with
decreasing energy. The uncertainty in the opening angle
can be approximated as ΔΦ � 30◦ ×

√
(1GeV )/Eνμ .

This effect will smear the oscillation signature in the neu-
trino flux at lower energies. However, as shown in Fig. 5,
DeepCore simulations indicate the potential to measure
oscillations even if “up-going” tracks are defined to in-
clude measured directions over the wide range of values,
−1.0 < cos(θ) < −0.6 [4].

2.2 ντ Appearance

The OPERA neutrino detector, located at the underground
Gran Sasso Laboratory (LNGS), was designed for direct
observation of νμ → ντ appearance. OPERA announced
a first tau lepton candidate from νμ oscillation, and contin-
ues operation to achieve a statistically significant observa-
tion [8, 9]. DeepCore is currently acquiring data and will
collect the world’s largest inclusive sample of ντ . From
Fig. 4, the region where νμ flux reaches its minimum is the
same region where ντ flux shows its corresponding maxi-
mum from νμ → ντ oscillation. ντ that interact in Deep-
Core will produce an electromagnetic or hadronic show-
er, or “cascade”. Events with short tracks which are be-
yond DeepCore’s ability to separate from cascades, are an
irreducible background to cascade-like events. Therefore,
cascade-like events include: 1) neutral current (NC) events
from all three neutrino flavors (e, μ, τ ), 2) νμ charged
current (CC) events with short tracks (< ∼ O (10) m),
3) ντ charged current events with τ -leptons decaying into
electrons or hadrons, 4) ντ charged current events with τ -
leptons decaying into muons whose track length is less than
O (10) m. DeepCore should detect an excess of cascade-
like events due to oscillation compared to the number of
cascade events expected without oscillation. DeepCore
may also be able to detect a distortion in the energy spec-
trum of cascade events due to ντ appearance. The simulat-
ed excess of cascade-like events above ∼ 25 GeV in Deep-
Core is shown in Fig. 6. The deficit of oscillated cascade-
like events compared to unoscillated below ∼ 25 GeV is
due to the rapid oscillation in the νμ and ντ survival proba-
bilities shown in Fig. 4. Within the rapid oscillation regime,
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Figure 2: Effective areas for muon neutrinos (left) and electron neutrinos (right). Triangles: IceCube standard strings
only, trigger level. Squares: IceCube including DeepCore strings, trigger level. Circles: IceCube DeepCore after applying
the online veto.

a large fraction of νμ charged current (CC) events oscillate
into ντ events. The produced tau lepton from those ντ C-
C events always decay to at least one neutrino, reducing
the visible energy and possibly resulting in an event below
the detector energy threshold. However, without oscilla-
tion, these low energy νμ CC events would be classified as
cascade-like due to their short tracks. This significant d-
eficit between the oscillated and unoscillated cascade-like
event rates near the detector threshold may offer an oppor-
tunity to measure νμ disappearance in the cascade chan-
nel. The feasibility of measuring the excess of cascade-like
events above 25 GeV, as well as systematic effects due to
the ice properties, DOM efficiency and other factors, are
under study.

2.3 Reconstruction Algorithms

Several reconstruction algorithms are being developed
specifically for low-energy analysis in DeepCore. With
shorter muon track lengths, low-energy events include a
higher proportion of “starting” and fully contained muon
events as opposed to through-going muons. The oscillation
analysis also depends on separating track-like νμ charged
current events from cascade-like all-flavor neutral curren-
t and νe and ντ charged current events. Fully-contained-
muon reconstruction algorithms calculate the length of the
track from the reconstructed beginning and end points of
the track. Fig. 7 shows the difference between reconstruct-
ed and true track length from simulated data reconstructed
with one such algorithm. The starting muon event signature
consists of a cascade associated with the charged-current
muon neutrino interaction and a track associated with the
resulting muon. Reconstructions of such events therefore
include the contributions of the cascade and the track. An
algorithm under development for seeding these reconstruc-

Figure 3: Scheme of veto algorithm based on simulation.
Upper part demonstrates a down-going muon hitting the
DOMs with hit sequence varying from earliest in red to
latest in blue. The big black circle exhibits the COG of
the hits in DeepCore. Bottom part includes the vertex time
and particle speed per hit. The “cut region” illustrates a
cut based on the particle speeds which are consistent with
down-going muons.
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Figure 4: Oscillation probabilities for νμ with sin22θ13 =
0.1, Δm2

31 = 2.5× 10−3eV 2, L = 12757 km [5].
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Figure 5: Simulated νμ disappearance with one year Deep-
Core data. Filled squares: Distribution of number of hit
DOMs (NChannel) assuming no oscillation. Empty circles:
Distribution of number of hit DOMs (NChannel) with os-
cillation.
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Figure 7: Difference between reconstructed track length
and Monte Carlo simulation true track length.

tions and thereby separating tracks from pure cascades is
based on a Fermat Surface [10].

3 Conclusions

Simulations suggest that IceCube DeepCore may have the
capability to measure atmospheric neutrino oscillations in
an energy range which complements existing accelerator
measurements. DeepCore construction is complete and the
detector is already collecting data. New reconstruction al-
gorithms suited to low energy measurements will enable
IceCube to fully exploit the physics capabilities of Deep-
Core.
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Abstract: With the electronics upgrade in 2008, the fourth phase of Super-Kamiokande (SK) is now capable of detecting
thermal neutrons from neutrino interactions with ∼ 20% efficiency. Observation of neutrons produced in atmospheric
neutrino interactions is presented. Preliminary results of a background study for the supernova relic neutrino (SRN)
detection are shown. Prospects of future SRN searches and possible improvement of background rejection for proton
decay searches with neutron tagging in SK-IV and beyond are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Tagging neutrons produced in neutrino interactions with
water can extend the physics scope of water Cherenkov
detectors (WCD). For example, a delayed-coincidence de-
tection of positron and neutron capture offers a powerful
way to identify low energy anti-neutrino via the inverse be-
ta decay reaction (IBD) ν̄e + p → e+ + n. This is of
crucial importance to allow the detection of SRN. Neutron
tagging could also improve proton decay search sensitivi-
ty by rejecting potential atmospheric neutrino backgrounds
accompanied by neutrons.
Two independent methods were proposed to add neutron
tagging capability for WCD’s. The first approach [1]
involves doping water with water soluble compound of
gadolinium, neutron capture on which yields gamma cas-
cades with total energy ∼8 MeV. These relatively high en-
ergy γ-rays should be readily seen by a WCD such as SK
whose trigger threshold is typically ∼5 MeV. In the sec-
ond approach [2], a new trigger logic is introduced to force
the DAQ system to take 500 μs data without threshold after
each primary event (e.g. e+ in IBD) above the so-called
super-high-energy (SHE) trigger (∼10 MeV). A search of
2.2 MeV γ emitted from neutron capture on free proton is
then performed off-line exploiting the spatial and temporal
correlation between neutron capture and the primary even-
t. After the successful demonstration of detecting neutron
capture in SK-III [3], the forced trigger scheme has been
incorporated into the new SK DAQ system which was up-
graded in 2008.

2 Neutron tagging in pure water

The 2.2 MeV γ generates only ∼7 PMT hits on average
in SK and in general can not be precisely reconstructed on
its own due to PMT noise interference. But the neutron
produced in inverse beta decay is typically of low energy,
which is quickly thermalized and captured with a free mean
path ∼50 cm. So to a good approximation, the 2.2 MeV γ
shares a common vertex with the primary event, which is
used to do a time-of-flight (TOF) correction. A 10 ns s-
liding window is then applied to search candidate timing
peaks above PMT noise. Backgrounds include PMT noise,
radioactivity from surrounding rock and radon contamina-
tion in water, etc. In this study, the 2.2 MeV γ detection
efficiency is evaluated using Monte Carlo (MC), while the
background probability is estimated using SK-IV real data.

2.1 Selection criteria for neutron capture events

To identify the 2.2 MeV γ from candidate timing peaks, the
following criteria are used first:(1) Number of hits in the 10
ns window (N10) is greater than 7; (2) No major cluster hits
(Ncluster), N10 − Ncluster > 5; (3) Less backward going
hits (Nback), N10 − Nback > 6; (4) Less hits that have
low hit probability (Nlow), N10 − Nlow > 4. After this
stage of pre-selection, the signal efficiency and background
probability are 20.8% and 3.9%, respectively.
A further reduction utilizes the likelihood ratio construct-
ed from four discriminating variables: number of PMT hits
around N10 peak in 300 ns widow (N300 - N10), root mean
square (RMS) of PMT hit timings (Trms), RMS of azimuth
angle of hit vectors along the estimated direction (φrms),
and mean angle between hit vectors and estimated direc-
tion (θmean), as shown in Fig. 1. Requiring the likelihood
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Figure 1: Normalized distributions of N300 − N10 (a),
Trms (b), φrms (c) and θmean (d). The points represent
signal (circle) and background (square) histograms and the
lines indicate corresponding PDF’s.

ratio to be greater than 0.35, the background probability is
brought down to 1%, while the signal efficiency is 19.3%.

2.2 Verifying neutron tagging efficiency using an
Am/Be source

To verify neutron tagging efficiency given above, experi-
mental tests were conducted with an Am/Be source embed-
ded in a bismuth germanite (BGO) scintillator. The promp-
t and delayed event-pair is generated via: α + 9Be →12

C∗+n; 12C∗ →12 C+γ(prompt); n+p→ d+γ(delayed).
The scintillation light induced by 4.43 MeV deexcitation γ
serves as the primary event. Note that the reaction to the
ground state of 12C also exists, where no 4.43 MeV de-
excitation γ is emitted. The experimental apparatus was
deployed at the center of the tank, during which the trigger
gate to catch 2.2 MeV γ was temporarily enlarged to 800
μs in order to obtain a complete neutron capture time spec-
trum. To estimate source related background (e.g. ground
transition neutron), 10 Hz 800μs random trigger data was
also taken.
The final N10 distribution after all cuts applied is shown in
Fig. 2, where for Am/Be data all backgrounds are subtract-
ed according to random trigger data. Signal efficiencies for
MC and data are (19.2±0.1)% and (19.0±0.2)%, respec-
tively. Data is in good agreement with MC. Fig. 3 shows
the distribution of time difference (ΔT) between delayed
neutron signal and prompt event. The neutron lifetime in
pure water is measured to be (201.8 ± 4.7)μs using a un-
binned maximum likelihood fitting as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Comparision of N10 between Am/Be data and
MC after all cuts applied.
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Figure 3: Distribution of ΔT. Shaded histogram indicates
background.

3 Observation of neutrons in atmospheric
neutrino data

In atmospheric neutrino events, neutrons can be produced
in neutrino interactions (e.g. inverse beta decay) as well as
secondary interactions from daughter products. A search
of neutrons in fully-contained (FC) neutrino events is con-
ducted using 740.2 live days of SK-IV atmospheric neu-
trino data. The final N10 after likelihood cut is shown in
Fig. 4, where the fraction of accidental background is es-
timated from the known background probability (1%) and
the rest are assumed to be neutron capture signal. The ex-
pected spectrum is reproduced by data fairly well. Fig. 5
shows the ΔT distribution together with the fitted neutron
lifetime, which is consistent with the measurement using
an Am/Be source. Both figures demonstrate, for the first
time, a clear observation of neutrons produced in neutrino
interactions in a water Cherenkov detector.
Fig. 6 shows neutron yield (number of neutrons in one
event) as a function of visible energy of atmospheric neu-
trino events. It can be seen that above 100 MeV (visible
energy), on average more than one neutron is produced per
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event. And in general the higher visible energy, the more
neutrons are produced. The neutron multiplicity is shown
in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Neutron multiplicity per event.

4 Background study for SRN detection

SRN is most likely to be detected in SK via the inverse
beta decay reaction ν̄e + p→ e+ + n. Current SK sen-
sitivity is limited by cosmic-ray muon induced spalla-
tion products (below 16 MeV) and decay electrons from
sub-Cherenkov muons produced by atmospheric neutrinos
(above 16 MeV). Tagging the neutron in inverse beta decay
will improve SK’s sensitivity by rejecting most decay elec-
trons, as well as opening up lower energy window. Study
of SK-IV data can provide valuable insights into neutron
correlated backgrounds to the SRN search, estimation of
which is still largely uncertain.
Currently four major backgrounds remain for the SRN
search: νμ/ν̄μ CC decay electrons, νe/ν̄e CC, NC elastic
and heavy particle (μ/π) leakage. Events without a delayed
neutron capture signal can be rejected. SK-IV data reveals
that neutrons can also be produced in neutrino interactions
(other than anti-neutrino interactions) at relevant energies,
e.g. the out going proton in νμ + n → μ− + p can induce
neutrons while propagating in water.
Fig. 8 shows the energy spectrum (line) and observed num-
ber of neutrons in each energy bin (points) in SRN search
side bands:(1) events with two Cherenkov rings, (2) events
with decay electron(s) or having a preceding nuclear gam-
ma, (3) mu-like events, (4) isotropic events from NC pro-
cesses and (5) pion events. Neutrons are seen in all the side
bands. Taking into account the efficiency, the observed av-
erage yield is close to 1 neutron per event. It is clear that
not all neutrons are induced by anti-neutrino interactions.
Neutrons from neutrino interactions must also have a sig-
nificant contribution. Below 30 MeV where SRN events
are most likely to occur, NC background stands out to be
the most important one, not only because has it the simi-
lar rising spectrum but also it’s often accompanied by neu-
trons. However, multiple neutrons are possible, as shown
in Fig. 9. Especially for NC events, a MC study shows
that more than one neutron is produced most of the time,
which is supported by SK-IV data, as shown in Fig. 8 (4)
and Fig. 9 (4). These NC events can be rejected if mul-
tiple neutrons are detected. Hence higher neutron tagging
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trons in SRN search side bands. Solid line represents the
reconstructed energy assuming an electron and points indi-
cate the number of neutrons observed in each enrgy bin.
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Figure 9: Observed neutron multiplicity in SRN side band
events.

efficiency is desirable, which can be achived by the other
neutron tagging method, i.e. loading SK with gadolinium
(GADZOOKS![5]).

5 Prospects and outlook

Neutron tagging can also play an important role in pro-
ton decay searches. Taking p → e+π0 as an exam-
ple, the estimated background rate is 2.1 ± 0.3 ± 0.8
events/megaton·year[4], which arise mainly from atmo-
spheric neutrino interactions. Some background process
are: (a) νe+ p→ e−+ p+π+; (b) νe+n→ e−+ p+π0;
(c) νe+n→ e−+n+π+; (d) νe+n→ e−+p+π0. The
outgoing proton in (d) induces neutrons through hadronic
interaction in 16O. Process (a) and (b) do not have neutrons
in the final state and remains irreducible. Process (c) and
(d) can be rejected if neutron in the final state can be iden-
tified. Table 1 shows neutron yield in p → e+π0 search

# of neutrons in one event Fraction (%)
0 31.5
1 30.1
2 18.2
3 9.2
4 5.2

>=5 5.8

Table 1: Neutron production in proton decay background.

side band (total momentum < 500 MeV/c, 700 MeV/c2

< total invariant mass < 1200 MeV/c2), from which one
can estimate how many backgrounds can be reduced by
tagging neutrons. For example, ∼23% backgrounds can
be rejected by tagging neutrons in pure water. In case of
a Gd-loaded detector, ∼56% backgrounds can be rejected
assuming neutron tagging efficiency is 67.7% [3]. Note
that this is a conservative estimation since the simulation
of neutron production is incomplete in current MC.
In sum, a new trigger logic has been implemented in SK-
IV to tag thermal neutron captures in pure water. Neutron
tagging efficiency and background probability are found to
be, respectively, 19.3% and 1%. Signal efficiency and neu-
tron capture time in pure water is well verified using an
Am/Be source. Clear neutron capture signal is observed in
atmospheric neutrino data, which demonstrates the poten-
tial to reject backgrounds for future proton decay searches.
Precise estimation of NC contribution and neutron produc-
tion in NC events are of high priority for future SRN search
programs.
Intense R&D is currently underway towarding a
gadolinium-enhanced SK. Higher efficiency and low-
ered energy threshold are expected to greatly improve
SK’s sensitivity to the SRN search in future.
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Abstract: Super-Kamiokande observes the elastic scattering of 8B solar neutrinos on electrons. At present the recoil
electron energy analysis threshold is 5 MeV. The first step to data analysis below 5 MeV is a lower trigger threshold.
An observation of a solar neutrino signal at 4 MeV would open up the transition region between vacuum and matter
oscillation. The new DAQ electronics installed in September 2008 enables the readout of every single hit using a software
trigger rather than a hardware trigger. However, the trigger threshold is currently not significantly reduced. A new trigger
system, the Wideband Intelligent Trigger (WIT), simultaneously triggers and reconstructs very low energy electrons. The
current WIT system comprises 8 quad-core CPUs and is specifically designed to trigger with close to 100% efficiency on
electrons above 4 MeV. Plans for a more powerful WIT system that can reach Super-Kamiokande’s event reconstruction
limit of 3 MeV are also presented.

Keywords: Super-Kamiokande, 8B solar neutrinos, WIT

1 Introduction

Super-Kamiokande (SK) [1] is a water Cherenkov detector
for neutrino physics and proton-decay search and is locat-
ed underground at a depth of 1000 m in Kamioka Town-
ship, Japan. The detector consists of a stainless steel tank
containing 50000 tons of pure water that houses an inward-
facing array of about 11000 20” photomultipliers (PMT-
s) and an outward-facing array of about 2000 8” PMT-
s. The fraction of surface area covered by the 20” PMT
photo-cathode is 40%. About six photo-electrons from
Cherenkov light per MeV are observed.
Below about 100 MeV most PMT signals are due to single
photon ‘hits’, i.e. PMT’s struck by one Cherenkov photon.
For such hits, the resolution of the hit arrival time is about
3 ns. Due to the large size of SK, it takes Cherenkov pho-
tons up to 220 ns to traverse the detector, and the relative
PMT hit times can be used to reconstruct the point of origin
(event vertex) of the light. The signal is due to Cherenkov
photon hits that are coincident within roughly 5 ns, while
the dark noise hits are random. Once the vertex is recon-
structed the time-of-flight subtracted hit times improves the
signal to noise ratio. The electron’s or positron’s direction
is reconstructed from the direction of the characteristic 42◦

opening angle Cherenkov cone. The energy of the event is
determined using the observed Cherenkov light intensity.
Above about 10 MeV, this event reconstruction works very
well since there are many more Cherenkov light hits (about
60) than hits due to dark noise (about 12 within 220 ns).
Near and below 5 MeV sophisticated vertex reconstruction

programs are needed, since there are only about 25 to 30
collected photo-electrons from Cherenkov light. Events
from radioactive background increase exponentially with
decreasing energy. Most of this background comes from
the PMTs themselves: the PMT glass and the fiberglass
backing the PMT enclosures.
A new electronics and online system replaced the whole
data acquisition (DAQ) system [2] in September 2008, s-
tarting the SK-IV phase. In the new DAQ scheme, the
hardware event trigger for the data reduction is replaced
by processing all the hits in the online farm. This enables
the lowering of the solar neutrino detection threshold. Us-
ing the improved vertex fit program that has been intro-
duced since SK-II [3], a new trigger system, the Wideband
Intelligent Trigger (WIT), simultaneously triggers and re-
constructs very low energy (above 4 MeV) electrons.

2 New DAQ System

With the former DAQ system, the detector triggered if
the analog sum of the received signals exceeded a certain
threshold. That reduced the data transfer rate. However, it
limited the decrease of the trigger event threshold.
The new front-end electronics is based on a charge-to-time
converter and a multi-hit Time-to-Digital converter (TD-
C) [4]. TCP/IP based readout channels permit obtaining in-
put pulse rates of 85 kHz/ch. In the former system this rate
was 1.4 kHz/ch [2]. The new online system is capable of
processing large data flow up to 470 MB/s. To handle this
flow of data, Gigabit and 10-Gigabit Ethernet technologies
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the data acquisition system and the WIT system. The data are transferred to the WIT PCs
via Gigabit Ethernet (dashed line) or 10-Gigabit Ethernet lines (bold solid line).

are used and the load is distributed over Linux based PC-
s with 2GB RAM and Intel Dual Core CPU (Xeon 5160)
operating at 3GHz frequency. In this way, the new DAQ
system sends all the data to the online PCs and the event
selections is done by software instead of a hardware trigger
module.
The online data system consists of 20 front-end PCs which
receive all the hit data from the front-end electronics. Data
processed in the front-end PCs are then sent to 10 Merger
PCs for event building. In the Merger PCs, as suggested
by their name, the data are merged and different software
triggers are applied to select candidates for various physic-
s analyses. From the Merger PCs, the triggered events are
sent to an Organizer PC where the data are merged and sort-
ed in time order and then written onto the disk for offline
analyses. The disk writing speed of the Organizer PC is the
bottleneck of the new DAQ system. The maximum value
of writing on the disk is about 50 MB/s.
Taking advantage of a cut on the fiducial volume, the Wide-
band Intelligent Trigger (WIT) reduces the final data size
and the energy threshold can be lowered down to 4 MeV.

3 Event Reconstruction

Electrons below 20 MeV can travel only a few centimeters
in water, therefore their Cherenkov light is approximately a
point source. The reconstruction of this vertex relies solely
on the relative timing of the hits.
WIT uses two different vertex reconstruction algorithms.
A fast online fit (Clusfit) pre-filters low energy events, e-
liminating isolated hits to reduce the effects of dark noise
and reflected or scattered light. More details on the fast fit
are given in [5]. If the vertex of the fast online fit is farther
than 2 m from any PMT, the event is later reconstructed
by a second fit. This procedure reduces both the process-

ing time and the final data size, and it also improves the
rejection of the background, in particular the radioactive
background originating in the PMT glass and the fiberglass
backings of the PMT enclosures.
The second reconstruction algorithm is based on a pre-
cise fitter, BONSAI (Branch Optimization Navigating Suc-
cessive Annealing Iterations), which uses all hits from an
event to form the timing residuals to determine the vertex
positions.
BONSAI performs a maximum likelihood fit to the timing
residuals of the Cherenkov signal as well as the background
for each vertex hypothesis. The hypothesis with the largest
likelihood is chosen as the reconstructed vertex. This pro-
cedure has some technical difficulties due to the accidental
coincidence of background hits after the time-of-flight sub-
traction that can produce local likelihood maxima at several
position far away from the global maximum, i.e. the true
vertex. Due to the large size of SK, the search for the true
global maximum can be tricky and time consuming. To
improve speed performances as well as to reduce the num-
ber of mis-reconstructions, a pre-reconstruction algorithm
(STORE) searches for a good starting position based on a
list of vertex candidates calculated from PMT hit combi-
nations of four hits. The time residuals of all four hits in
each combination must be zero at its associated point. Any
event with four hits or more is reconstructed.

4 The WIT System

The WIT system comprises 2 16-core modules and will
work in parallel to the Organizer PC. It will receive the
merged data from the Merger PCs before any software trig-
ger is applied, since WIT performs its own trigger.
Each module comprises a HP ProCurve Switch 2900-24G
which receives the data flow through 1-Gigabit Ethernet
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Figure 2: Efficiencies of the trigger criteria as a function of
the reconstructed energy. For easier reading, the error bars
are drawn only for the last cut.

lines. The switch sends then the data to 2 PCs through
10-Gigabit Ethernet lines. Each Linux based PC comprises
2 Intel Quad Core CPU (Xeon Harpertown 5462) operat-
ing at 2.8 GHz frequency and with 16 GB RAM. The block
diagram of the WIT system is shown in Fig. 1.

5 Trigger Efficiency

The efficiency of the trigger is evaluated using data from
the Ni–Cf light source. A detailed description of this light
source is given in [6]. In this study, the Ni source was po-
sitioned at (35.3, -70.7, 0) cm with respect to the center of
the detector. To subtract the background, data without the
Ni source were used.
The efficiency ε is defined as the fraction of events in the
source data (Ns) minus the events in the no-source data
(N b) which passes a selection criterion:

ε =
Ns

cut − fN b
cut

Ns − fN b

The factor f = ts/tb takes into account the renormalization
according to the different livetimes of the source and the
background samples.
Fig. 2 shows the efficiencies of each subsequent trigger cri-
terion as a function of the reconstructed event energy. For
easier reading, the error bars are drawn only for the last
cut. The pre-filter cut selects the events with at least 11
hits above the dark noise level in the 220 ns window. If
the goodness of the pre-reconstruction algorithm STORE is
larger than 6.6, i.e. 60% of the 11 hits above the dark noise,
then the events survive the STORE cut. When the vertex
of the fast online fit (Clusfit) is farther than 2 m from any
PMT, the events pass the Clusfit cut. If the reconstructed
vertex of BONSAI is also farther than 2 m from any PMT,
the events pass the BONSAI cut. Between 4 and 4.5 MeV,
the WIT efficiency after the BONSAI cut is 92% ± 3%.

6 Time Performance

The current WIT system has been tested for time perfor-
mance. Using 1 of the 4 WIT PCs, Fig. 3 shows that the
average computing time to process one second of data de-
creases with the total number of processes run parallel on
the same PC. Since each PC has 8 cores, if 9 processes run
at the same time, no computing time improvement is ob-
served.
The average computing time can be reduced by roughly 7.8
per PC, i.e. a factor of 31 for the complete system, running
parallel the all cores. New commercially available PCs are
4 times faster than the current WIT PCs. Thus, 1 new 16-
core PC in addition to the current WIT system will trigger
and reconstruct the total Super-Kamiokande data flow at
energies as low as 4 MeV.

7 Capabilities of WIT

The motivation for a lower energy threshold is the study
of solar (via elastic electron-neutrino scattering) and anti-
electron neutrino (via inverse-β reactions) oscillations.
The direction of recoiling electrons from 8B solar neutrino
interactions provides a good signature, so a signal to back-
ground ratio (after cuts) as low as 5% is possible. Since
solar neutrinos are single events, the analysis threshold is
defined by the background rate after all cuts are applied.
An observation of a solar neutrino signal at 4 MeV would
open up the transition region between vacuum and matter
oscillation.
A measurement of anti-electron neutrinos requires tagging
the produced neutron in (delayed) coincidence with the
prompt positron. Such tagging might be done with captures
on dissolved Gd ions [7]. SK is able to reconstruct such
positrons, with an event reconstruction limit at 3 MeV [8].
Low energy electrons have the same vertex resolution, s-
ince the annihilation photons do not produce Cherenkov
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Figure 3: Average computing time to process one second
of data as a function of the number of processes per PC.
The errors are smaller than the size of the marker.
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light. Since the energy threshold of neutrinos (if a neutron
capture tag is available) are only limited by the event re-
construction, a 3 MeV threshold should be possible.
In this scenario with neutron tagging, SK should be able to
observe few diffuse supernova neutrino background events
per year. In addition, the anti-neutrino spectrum from
Japan’s nuclear power reactors will be collected at a rate of
several thousands events per year, allowing the most strin-
gent limits to be placed on solar neutrino oscillation param-
eters [9].

8 Conclusion

With the introduction of the new DAQ electronics, SK can
read out every single hit using a software trigger rather than
a hardware trigger. The new trigger system, the Wideband
Intelligent Trigger (WIT), simultaneously triggers and re-
constructs very low energy electrons. It is specifically de-
signed to trigger with close to 100% efficiency on electrons
above 4 MeV and it reconstructs event vertices further than
2 m from any PMT, in order to reduce the computing time
and the final data size as well as the radioactive background
originating in the PMT glass and the fiberglass backings of
the PMT enclosures.
These new tools should enable SK to measure the spec-
tral distortions of the recoil electron energy spectrum from
8B solar neutrino-electron scattering from the transition be-
tween matter and vacuum solar neutrino oscillations. Fur-
thermore, if a neutron capture tag is available, SK can do
a precise determination of the solar neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters with a high statistics neutrino spectrum as well
as an observation of the diffuse supernova neutrino back-
ground.
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Abstract: Although the first evidence for neutrino oscillations came from measurements on atmospheric neutrinos in
underground experiments, neutrino oscillations have yet to be demonstrated in high energy neutrino telescopes, whose
energy threshold is significantly higher. Recent studies have shown that a clean sample of atmospheric neutrinos with
energies as low as 20 GeV can be isolated in the ANTARES neutrino telescope. Such a threshold is low enough to allow
the observation of neutrino oscillation features. A robust analysis method is presented which allows the extraction of
atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters.

Keywords: neutrino oscillations, ANTARES, neutrino telescope

1 Introduction

It is now well established that neutrinos can switch from a
flavour to another, neutrino flavour eigenstates for the weak
interaction being different from neutrino mass eigenstates.
This phenomenon, hypothesized in 1957 by Pontecorvo
and described more precisely in the early sixties [1], is
known as neutrino oscillations, and has been measured by
a number of experiments [2].
Although part of the scientific program of the ANTARES
neutrino telescope, oscillations studies have been delayed
because of the difficulty to reliably reconstruct muons
at a sufficiently low energy. Indeed, the granularity of
ANTARES is rather coarse compared with the range of GeV
muons in water : its 885 photomultiplier tubes are distribut-
ed by triplets placed 14.5 m apart along the detector lines,
themselves spaced by about 60 m [3]. As a consequence,
the energy range where the effect of the atmospheric neu-
trino oscillations should be visible is situated at the very
edge of the detector sensitivity, which makes the neutrino
oscillations measurement very challenging.
The topic experienced a regain of interest since the com-
pletion of the detector in 2008. As progress was steadily
made in the detailed understanding of the detector and of
its environment, it became clear that it should be possible
to extract a clean sample of atmospheric neutrinos with en-
ergies around the first minimum in the survival probability
of muon neutrinos propagating through the Earth.
Even though dedicated experiments are more sensitive for
the measurements of neutrino oscillations, such an analysis
is an important check for ANTARES. The analysis being
very sensitive not only to the telescope efficiency but also

to the quality of the angular and energy reconstruction, it
becomes a benchmark for the understanding of the detector.

2 Purpose

Neutrinos oscillations are commonly described in terms of
E/L dependence, where E is the neutrino energy and L its
oscillation path length [2]. For a neutrino telescope such
as ANTARES, detecting neutrinos crossing the Earth, L can
be translated as 2R sin θ, R being the Earth radius and θ
the anti-elevation (that is, the angle between the neutrino
direction and the horizontal axis : θ = π/2 for a vertical
upgoing neutrino). Within the two-flavour approximation,
the νμ survival probability can then be written

P (νμ → νμ) � 1− sin2 2θ23 sin
2

(
2.54RΔm2

32

sin θ

E

)
,

θ23 and Δm2
32 being respectively the mixing angle and the

squared mass difference of the involved mass eigenstates
(with R in km, E in GeV and Δm2

32 in eV2).
According to recent results from the MINOS experimen-
t [4], the first minimum in the muon neutrino survival
probability E/ sin θ spectrum occurs at about 24 GeV (fig-
ure 1). This interesting region is in principle accessible for
ANTARES. Indeed, Monte-Carlo simulations have shown
that it is possible to extract clean samples of atmospheric
neutrinos with energies in this range, which should enable
the observation of the first minimum.
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Figure 1: Survival probability of muon neutrinos as a func-
tion of E/ sin θ in the two-flavour approximation, with
sin2 2θ23 = 1 and Δm2

32 = 2.32 × 10−3 eV2 (the line
width corresponds to MINOS 1σ uncertainty on this pa-
rameter [4]), neglecting matter effects.

3 Method

A simple and robust method to measure neutrino oscilla-
tions in ANTARES consists in taking advantage of the d-
ifferent granularity of the detector along and across the
detection lines. Indeed the range of muons below about
20 GeV makes them unlikely to give signal on differen-
t lines. They can be well reconstructed however using only
one line, especially if they are close to the vertical. These
low energy vertical tracks should be suppressed in the cur-
rent oscillation scenarios compared to the more energetic
and less vertical ones. Consequently, the observed ratio be-
tween the number of tracks giving signal on a single detec-
tor line (1D tracks) and the number of tracks giving signal
on several detector lines (3D tracks) should differ from the
expected ratio in the case of no oscillations. Many system-
atic effects such as the global flux normalisation or absolute
detection efficiencies should cancel in this ratio, leading to
a small residual systematic effect. The observed ratio can
be expressed in terms of Monte-Carlo events as

R =
Nno osc

1D − sin2 2θ23 · f1D
Nno osc

3D − sin2 2θ23 · f3D
, (1)

where Nno osc
1D|3D is the number of expected 1D (3D) tracks

without neutrino oscillations and

f1D|3D =
∑

i

sin2
(
2.54RΔm2

23

sin θi
Ei

)

is summed over each event i.
For each value of Δm2

23 the mixing angle can be calcu-
lated analytically from the measurement of R according to
equation 1. The statistical and systematic errors from R
propagate directly into an error on the mixing angle, which
leads to a band in the (θ23,Δm2

32) plane.

Tracks are reconstructed using a fast reconstruction algo-
rithm [5], which has the advantage of being more efficient
at lower energies than other existing reconstruction strate-
gies. A cut on the estimated quality of the fitted track and
on the reconstructed angle is performed, in order to select
well-defined events and to increase the upgoing neutrinos
purity. The 1D tracks are required to be reconstructed us-
ing hits from at least 8 detector storeys. Lowering this cut
would considerably enhance the number of 1D events and
thus the sensitivity to oscillations, but would also increase
dramatically the contamination from misreconstructed at-
mospheric muons. Such a hard cut ensures a very low con-
tamination and leads to a minimal track length of about
100 m. The energy threshold is thus roughly 20 GeV, which
is below the first oscillation minimum in the E/ sin θ spec-
trum.
This method is robust as it does not depend on many as-
sumptions, nor does it rely on an energy estimator. Further-
more the reconstruction algorithm is used only to assert the
quality of the selected events. Finally, assuming they affect
similarly 1D and 3D events, the ratio should cancel most
systematics, and in particular the large uncertainties on the
atmospheric neutrino flux normalization and the uncertain-
ties on the detector simulation. The strict hit selection crite-
ria and the strong cut on the number of hit storeys minimize
the sensitivity of the ratio to potential biases in the optical
background simulation. Remaining systematic uncertain-
ties are expected to be within a few percents, smaller than
the current statistical errors.

4 Expected sensitivity

Table 1 shows, according to MINOS results [4], the number
of expected events for a 170 days Monte-Carlo sample (this
corresponds to 2008 active time). The atmospheric neutri-
no flux is weighted to match Bartol parametrization [6].
The contamination of misreconstructed downgoing atmo-
spheric muons is negligible. The number of 1D events is
suppressed by 16 % in the case of oscillations while the
number of 3D events is suppressed only by 3.6 %. The ef-
fect to be observed is however small : the suppression of
1D tracks concerns only 26 events for this sample. It is
clear that the E/ sin θ spectrum cannot be reliably extract-
ed under such conditions : a larger statistics is needed.

no osc. osc. contamination
1D tracks 186 160 4.7
3D tracks 522 504 1.2

Table 1: Number of expected νμ/ν̄μ charged curren-
t events, after 170 days of lifetime, with and without os-
cillations, for 1D and 3D tracks, and number of misrecon-
structed atmospheric muons surviving the cuts.

The sensitivity after 1000 days, which may be achieved af-
ter 4 or 5 years of real data taking depending on various
external conditions, is presented in figure 2, extrapolating
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Figure 2: ANTARES expected sensitivity to atmospheric
neutrino oscillations after 1000 days.

from the numbers given in table 1. The number of expected
1D events is roughly one per day, which leads for 1000 days
to a statistical error of about 3 % (∼30 events). Studies
where PMT and water parameters have been varied within
their tolerance have shown that a 3 % systematic error on
R is realistic. Consequently, a total standard deviation of
about 5 % on R has been used to draw the measurement
contours of figure 2.
According to these results, although not competitive with
dedicated experiments, ANTARES should be sensitive to
neutrino oscillation parameters through disappearance of
atmospheric muon neutrinos with the simple and robust
analysis presented here. Current preliminary results using
a restricted data sample are compatible with world oscil-
lation data. Processing of the whole ANTARES data set is
foreseen.

5 Prospects

Several directions are currently being investigated to im-
prove ANTARES sensitivity to neutrino oscillations. In a
near future, it should be possible to increase significant-
ly the number of low energy reconstructed muons thanks
to a dedicated reconstruction algorithm coupled to an opti-
mized hit selection, which would reduce statistical uncer-
tainties using the same amount of data. Furthermore the
use of a different reconstruction algorithm would be an im-
portant cross-check of such an analysis. Additionally, the
proportion of low energy events can be improved by select-
ing events contained in the detector.
Such improvements should enhance ANTARES sensitivity
to neutrino oscillation parameters. They might also allow
the extraction of the E/ sin θ spectrum, which would be a
great opportunity to cross-check the understanding of the
detector.

6 Conclusions

A robust method to extract atmospheric muon neutrino os-
cillation parameters from ANTARES data has been present-
ed. Although not competitive with dedicated experiments,
ANTARES should be able to reach some sensitivity to these
parameters, which would be a demonstration of the under-
standing of the ANTARES detector. Preliminary analysis of
a restricted data sample is compatible with existing con-
straints on neutrino oscillation parameters. The complete
analysis of ANTARES data is ongoing.
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Abstract: The measurement of the atmospheric neutrino energy spectrum provides information about the diffuse
neutrino flux from extragalactic sources. A relative increase of the spectrum toward higher energies could be evidence
for neutrino producing hadronic processes in the cosmic high energy accelerators, such as active galactic nuclei or
gamma ray bursts. IceCube is currently the largest neutrino detector on Earth and is placed in the antarctic ice at the
geographic South Pole. IceCube permits the detection of neutrinos with energies beyond 106 GeV. Since the acceptance
and the resolution of neutrino telescopes suffer from the finite resolution and limited acceptance, a regularized unfolding
method is used to extract the energy distribution of neutrinos from the measured observables. For AMANDA, the
unfolding was done with the RUN algorithm. Based on the basic concept of this program and for data analyses in the
ROOT frame, a new deconvolution algorithm (TRUEE) has been written and tested. With this new algorithm, stud-
ies on the analysis of the atmospheric neutrino spectrum measured with the IceCube 59 string configuration are presented.
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1 Introduction

IceCube is the largest neutrino detector ever built and is
located at the geographic South Pole. It consists of 5160
digital optical modules (DOM) arranged along 86 strings
forming a three-dimensional grid covering a cubic kilome-
ter in the glacial ice [1]. While traveling through the ice the
high energy neutrino-induced muons produce Cherenkov
light which can be detected by the DOMs providing direc-
tional and energy information of the muon track. One of
the main goals of IceCube is the detection of extragalac-
tic neutrinos for understanding of cosmic ray production in
cosmic accelerators. Neutrinos from interactions of cosmic
rays with the Earth’s atmosphere represent a background
for the extragalactic neutrinos. Thus, a precise measure-
ment of the atmospheric neutrino flux is important for un-
derstanding this background. Since the spectral index of
the flux distribution depending on neutrino energy is lower
for extragalactic neutrinos (following the spectral behav-
ior of Fermi accelerated cosmic rays γ ∼ 2 [2]) than for
atmospheric neutrinos (γ ∼ 3.7) [3], a contribution of ex-
tragalactic neutrinos would cause an enhancement of the
flux in the high energy region of the spectrum.
The energy of the primary particles is convoluted with the
interaction probability and the detector finite resolution and
limited acceptance. Therefore the neutrino energy has to be

estimated from energy-correlated, measured observables.
For this purpose a regularized unfolding algorithm is de-
veloped and applied.
In this paper the atmospheric neutrino sample from the
measurement with the IceCube 59 (IC59) string configu-
ration is used. The energy spectrum is unfolded with the
new deconvolution algorithm TRUEE.

2 Regularized unfolding

The convolution of the neutrino energy with the interaction
probability and detector response gives us the measured ob-
servables in the detector and this relation can be expressed
as a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind if neglect-
ing background. From discretization a linear matrix equa-
tion can be obtained where the measured distribution is a
product of the detector response matrix and the neutrino
energy distribution. The response matrix is obtained from
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Thus, an unfolding algo-
rithm needs as input MC-simulated assumed energy distri-
bution with the resulting distributions of measured observ-
ables to determine the detector response and the measured
observables distributions from data to estimate the neutrino
energy flux.
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Every unfolding requires an a-priori assumption about
some properties of the result realized in a regularization to
reduce strong negative correlations between unfolded data
points. Here the Tikhonov regularization [5] is used achiev-
ing a smooth distribution by minimizing the curvature of
the result during the unfolding fit.

3 Unfolding algorithm TRUEE

In AMANDA, the precursor of IceCube, the Regularized
UNfolding (RUN ) algorithm [6] was used to unfold lepton
energy spectra [7]. RUN was developed in 1984 using the
programming language FORTRAN 77. ThereforeRUN is
not easy to install and use in combinationwith modern soft-
ware. TRUEE - Time-dependent Regularized Unfolding
for Economics and Engineering problems or just TRUE
Energy is a new software including the RUN -based un-
folding algorithm.
One special property of the RUN algorithm is the
parametrization of unfolded distribution using a superpo-
sition of cubic basis splines. The spline coefficients are de-
termined from the unfolding and the superposed function is
transformed to the final histogram. At the spline overlaping
points (knots) the function is continuously differentiable up
to the second derivative, so that a Tikhonov regularization
with the second derivatives in the smoothing operator can
be performed. The user determines the number of splines
by defining the number of knots. Regularization is con-
trolled by the number of degrees of freedom, which can be
given by the user but can also be suggested by the software.
A small number leads to strong regularization.
TRUEE has been developed within the Collaborative Re-
search Centre SFB 823 in Dortmund. Besides the core reg-
ularized unfolding from RUN the new software contains
user friendly functions, which make the procedure of an
unfolding analysis more comfortable. The functions used
in this analysis are explained in the next section using the
IC 59 neutrino sample.

4 Unfolding analysis

For this analysis 10% of the measured data were used. Af-
ter event selection a sample of 3160 neutrino events mea-
sured within the zenith angle range of 88◦ to 180◦ with
IC 59 is obtained. Thus, most of the events in the sample
were caused by neutrinos having traveled through the Earth
before undergoing an interaction inside or in the vicinity
of IceCube. For 100% of the data we expect more than
30000 neutrino-induced events and thus higher statistics in
the high energy region. Based on a Monte Carlo study the
purity of the sample is estimated to be higher than 95%,
therefore the background formed by atmospheric muons
is neglected. The sample is obtained using straight pre-
cuts followed by an event selection using the multivariate
method Random Forest [8] within the framework Rapid
Miner [9].

4.1 Selection of observables

As a first step the selection of energy-dependent observ-
ables is made. TRUEE automatically produces scatter plots
of the sought-after variable and observables and the re-
lated profile histograms to check if a correlation is present.
The inspection of scatter plots with different observables
showed the correlation between primary neutrino energy
and the following observables:

• Number of DOMs having a signal

• Number of strings with at least one hit-DOM

• Track length in a certain time window (MPE-
Fit LDirC)

Figure 1 shows the correlation between neutrino energy and
number of DOMs.
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Figure 1: An example of scatter plot and related profile his-
togram to check the correlation between the energy and the
observable (here number of DOMs). An optimal correla-
tion is present in a monotonically changing profile function
with small uncertainties.

Since TRUEE is able to use up to three observables at the
same time for unfolding, different binnings of the selected
observables for the response matrix have been checked.
The most suitable binnings could be chosen by inspecting
results after running unfolding in the test mode (see Sec.
4.2).
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4.2 Test mode

An unfolding algorithm expects input from the user con-
cerning some parameters such as the number of bins for
histograms or the degree of regularization. To check which
user-defined parameter settings give the optimal unfolding
result a test mode is included in TRUEE. In this mode only
simulations are used. Since we neglect the atmospheric
muon background, the MC sample contains only neutrino
events after application of event selection techniques. The
energy distribution of simulated neutrino events has been
reweighted, so that the generated flux follows the atmo-
spheric neutrino flux predicted by Honda [3] containing
a prompt component from Naumov Recombination Quark
Parton Model (Naumov RQPM) [4]. The prompt com-
ponent consists of neutrinos from decays of short-lived
mesons containing charm quarks.
An MC sample that is statistically equivalent to the ex-
pected experimental data sample is used as a pseudo real
data sample for unfolding. Since the real sought-after dis-
tribution is known in this case, it can be compared to the
unfolded distribution. The optimal parameter settings are
chosen with an L-curve approach [10] by examining the
tradeoff between regularization strength and fit to the true
distribution. For the IC59 sample the following parameter
settings are used for the final unfolding:

• Number of DOMs with 20 bins

• Number of strings with 10 bins

• Track length with 10 bins

• Number of knots 16

• Number of degrees of freedom 5

The unfolded test spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Unfolding of pseudo data compared to the real
distribution using test mode. The unfolding does not con-
sider the interaction probability, acceptance or systematic
uncertainties.

4.3 Unfolding result

The unfolding procedure with the parameter settings deter-
mined in Sec. 4.2 can now be applied to the IC 59 neutrino
sample. The generated MC neutrino sample for determina-
tion of the detector response contains only simulated events
that undergo an interaction within or close to the detector.
This procedure is necessary to reduce simulation time and
memory. After passing all event selection steps the final
sample contains only a fraction of neutrino events. Thus,
the unfolded distribution represents only neutrinos which
interacted, triggered the detector and passed the event se-
lection (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Unfolding of IC 59 data gives the distribution
of selected neutrino events depending on energy. The un-
folding does not consider the interaction probability, accep-
tance or systematic uncertainties, yet. Furthermorewith the
full data sample the number of events per bin will increase
by a factor of ten.

To calculate the neutrino flux for all neutrinos within the
zenith angle range, the unfolded spectrum has to be di-
vided by the effective area. The effective area is the ratio
of observed event rate and incoming flux and depends on
the properties of the selected event sample. It includes the
muon neutrino cross section, the probability for the muon
to be detected and the detector efficiency for muon detec-
tion and event reconstruction. The effective area for the
current sample is shown in Fig. 4.
The effective area is rising at higher energies due to the in-
creasing cross section of neutrinos and to the higher length
of the muon tracks. Therefore the probability to detect and
reconstruct such a long track is rising. For the events with
vertical upgoing tracks the effective area is decreasing be-
cause of the rising probability for absorption of neutrinos
by the Earth.
We demonstrate the performance of the unfolding tech-
nique by showing an example in Fig. 5 of how an un-
folded energy distribution (Fig. 3) can be translated into
a neutrino flux spectrum when the effective area (Fig. 4)
is known. Additional spectra have been unfolded with the
same parameter settings but with different assumptions of
the neutrino flux in MC to check the possible bias intro-
duced by the assumption. Shown are results trained with
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MC weighted to atmospheric (Honda), to atmospheric with
prompt (Honda-Naumov) and to atmospheric with prompt
and 1.6 · 10−8E−2 neutrino flux. All three results have
only small deviation in the low statistics region, thus the
introduced bias is negligible.
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Figure 5: An example of the atmospheric neutrino energy
spectrum from 10% of IC 59 data unfolded with TRUEE.
Shown are three unfolding results, using different MC dis-
tributions to determine the detector response. The uncer-
tainties take into account statistics and bin-to-bin correla-
tion, determined by the unfolding software. The spectrum
is weighted by squared energy for a better illustration.

Since a continuous function is unfolded taking into account
event migration between bins, the last bin is estimated to be
non-zero even though the statistics of current sample is low.

4.4 Verification of simulation

A function to verify the result was developed inRUN and
was transferred to TRUEE. The user has the possibility to
check whether the simulation of all observables agrees with
the experimental data and thus verify the unfolding result.
After the unfolding, the MC events are reweighted by the
unfolded distribution. The MC sample describes the real

data now. In this case all observables, not only those which
have been used for the unfolding, should match in their
distribution the measured data. The observables whose
distributions do not match are not correctly simulated. If
none of the distributions match, probably the unfolding did
not work properly. In this case the user should check if
the simulation of the detector response was correct. For
the unfolding example shown in this paper the verification
showed an agreement between the experimental data and
reweighted simulations.

5 Conclusion and outlook

The new unfolding algorithmTRUEE shows a good perfor-
mance in estimation of an atmospheric neutrino spectrum.
The algorithm is able to estimate a steep distribution cover-
ing several orders of magnitude and thus is a dedicated tool
for astroparticle physics. The analysis is facilitated by ad-
ditional functions and an easy installation and ease of use
of the software.
A new energy region of the atmospheric neutrino flux can
be explored with IC 59. The simulation predicts an exten-
sion to energies up to 106GeV. The estimation of the neu-
trino energy spectrum with 10% of the IC 59 data will be
done by unfolding with TRUEE. The subsequent unfolding
of the 100% IC 59 data sample is expected to determine the
energy spectrum with more precision in the high energy re-
gion due to higher statistics.
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Abstract: Supernovae release more than 99% of their energy in the form of neutrinos, so neutrino measurements are 
the most direct tool to study them. However, present detectors detect bursts from an individual supernova only if it 
happens in our own galaxy, a fairly rare event. The alternative is the detection of the constant neutrino flux due to su-
pernovae anywhere which measures the typical neutrino emission characteristics folded with the rate of core-collapse 
supernovae. A search for this important signal is presented.  
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1 Core Collapse Supernovae 
 
Massive stars end their life as a supernova, an explosion 
typically brighter than the host galaxy of the star. Several 
types of supernovae have been identified; core collapse 
supernovae happen when the iron core of a sufficiently 
massive dying star (which cannot produce energy via 
nuclear fusion) acquires enough mass to collapse gravita-
tionally and force neutronization of protons and electrons 
into neutrons and neutrinos. If the collapse is halted by 
the Fermi pressure of the neutrons, a neutron star results, 
and more than 99% of the binding energy is released in 
form of neutrinos. The observation of these supernova 
neutrinos is the unique and only chance to peek into the 
inside of the dying star. Unfortunately, the small neutrino 
cross section and present detector masses allow detection 
of these “neutrino bursts” only if the supernova happens 
in our own galaxy. An alternative is the continuous mea-
surement of the sum of all core collapse supernovae 
throughout the universe: a diffuse, isotropic flux of neu-
trinos. The energy of this signal is somewhat lessened 
due to red shift. The flux is also quite low because of the 
large average distance. 

2 Obsevation in Super-Kamiokande 
 
Super-Kamiokande [1] is a ~50,000 ton water Cherenkov 
detector optically divided into an inner ~32,000 ton de-
tector viewed by ~11,100 20” photomultiplier tubes and 
an outer veto region viewed by ~1,800 8” photomultip-
lier tubes located 2,700m water equivalent underground. 

The signal event rate is dominated by inverse � decay of 
electron-type anti-neutrinos. Radioactive decays of cos-
mic muon-induced nuclear spallation products define the 
lower energy bound of sensitivity: the lifetime of these 
products can be many seconds, so not all can be tagged 
by their preceding muons.  The upper energy bound is 
due to atmospheric neutrino background. In particular, 
charged-current interactions of atmospheric muon neutri-
nos can produce muons near or below Cherenkov thre-
shold. Those muons remain invisible and their decay 
electrons are a serious background. Other backgrounds 
are electronic noise, outside radioactivity (e.g. PMT glass) 
and solar neutrinos. 

3 Calculation of Positron Spectrum 
 
The positron spectrum seen by a terrestrial detector de-
pends on the average neutrino emission spectrum, the 
history of core-collapse supernova, their red-shifts and 
the inverse�� cross section. Even though the supernova 
neutrino emission spectrum has a rich structure (i.e. due 
to neutrino – neutrino interactions), the resulting terre-
strial positron spectrum is likely to be somewhat insensi-
tive to it since it is an average of many supernovae at 
different red shifts. Horiuchi, Beacom and Dwek [2] 
provided a method using an effective two-parameter 
description of the neutrino emission spectrum which is 
able to match most calculations. The spectrum is as-
sumed to be Fermi-Dirac and the parameters are the 
neutrino temperature and neutrino luminosity. Figure 1 
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shows the resulting positron spectra for an anti-electron 
neutrino luminosity of 6x1052 erg. 

 
Figure 1. Positron Spectra Resulting from a Fermi-Dirac 
Effective Eupernova Neutrino Emission Spectrum. The 
anti-electron neutrino luminosity is 6x1052 erg. 

4 Comparison to a Previous Search  
 
In 2003, Super-Kamiokande published an upper flux 
limit of 1.2/cm2/s [3] above 19.3 MeV of neutrino energy 
(18 MeV total positron energy) based on 1496 days of 
data collected during the first phase of the experiment 
(1996-2001). For this search, we greatly increased the 
efficiency of the analysis, updated the cross section, 
considered (and removed when possible) additional 
background sources, improved the statistical analysis and 
almost doubled the exposure to 2853 days of livetime, 
794 days of which (the second phase of the experiment; 
2002-2005) were accumulated with reduced inner detec-
tor photo-cathode coverage (~5,200 20” photomultiplier 
tubes). The reduced coverage is due to an accident de-
stroying ~60% of the inner detector photomultiplier tubes.  
The third phase (2006-2008) of the experiment has the 
same coverage as the first phase. 
 
In particular, the tagging of spallation products from 
preceding muons was improved. Previously, a likelihood 
was formed based on the time difference between muon 
and candidate, the distance of closest approach, and the 
“residual charge” (difference between the observed light 
yield of the muon and the expected light yield of a mini-
mum ionizing track of the observed length). We now 
reconstruct the dE/dx of these tracks based on the meas-
ured times of arrival of Cherenkov photons at the photo-
multiplier tubes. The peak of the dE/dx profiles of spalla-
tion-causing muons correlates with the position of the 
spallation product. Also, an improved muon fitter catego-
rizes muons into (i) through-going single muons, (ii) 
stopping muons, (iii) short-track muons (“corner clip-
pers”), and (iv) muon bundles. The likelihood is tuned 
for each category. As a consequence, the signal efficien-
cy of the spallation cut was improved from 73% to about 
90%. The spallation removal efficiency was also im-
proved: after a tighter cut on the likelihood there is no 
evidence of remaining spallation between 16 MeV and 
18 MeV of positron energy. Figure 1 contrasts the corre-
lation of spallation data perpendicular to (top panel) and 

along the muon track (bottom panel) with the expected 
random coincidence (a sample formed from subsequent 
rather than preceding �’s). Table 1 lists the efficiencies. 
 

 
Figure 2. The top (bottom) panel shows the distance of 
closest approach Ltrans (longitudinal distance Llong) of 
spallation products to preceding muon tracks in compari-
son to random coincidence. 
 
Solar neutrinos at 16 MeV form a much larger back-
ground than at 18 MeV. Solar neutrino events are due to 
elastic electron-neutrino scattering, a very forward-
peaked process. The removal critically depends on the 
angular resolution of the recoil electron which is domi-
nated by multiple Coulomb scattering. Reconstructing 
the amount of multiple Coulomb scattering event-by-
event we tuned the position of a cut placed on the angle 
between reconstructed recoil electron and solar direction 
by minimizing the expected signal over the square root of 
the expected background as a function of energy and the 
reconstructed amount of multiple Coulomb scattering. 
The solar cut efficiencies are given in Table 1. 
 
Compared to the previously published analysis, several 
additional cuts remove (atmospheric neutrino) back-
ground: candidates with preceding gammas (“pre-
activity”) or following events (“post-activity”) are re-
moved with greater efficiency, charged pions in the sam-
ple are identified and rejected by the “sharpness” of their 
Cherenkov cones, and candidates with correlated outer 
detector activity are removed (in addition to the normal 
outer detector veto of events). 
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Cut SK-I/III SK-II 

Electronic 
Noise 

99% 99% 

Spallation  
(Low Energy) 

81.8%        
(16-18 MeV) 

76.2%      
(17.5-20 MeV) 

Spallation 
(High Energy) 

90.8%      
(18-24 MeV) 

89.2%         
(20-26 MeV) 

Solar��’s (Low 
Energy) 

73.8%      
(16-17 MeV) 

74%         
(17.5-18 MeV) 

Solar��’s  (Mid 
Energy) 

82.1%      
(17-18 MeV) 

82%            
(18-19MeV) 

Solar��’s (High 
Energy) 

87.8%      
(18-19 MeV) 

88%            
(19-20MeV) 

Solar��’s 
(Highest E) 

93%         
(19-20 MeV) 

93%            
(20-21MeV) 

�’s from at-
mospheric��’s 

98% 97% 

Cherenkov 
angle 

95% / 94% 88% 

Incoming 
Event 

98% 98% 

Combined 
efficiency 

78.5%/76.7% 69.2% 

 
Table 1. Cut Efficiencies of the analysis. 
 
The published result is based on binned �2 test to the 
energy spectrum of the candidate sample after all cuts 
were applied. Now we perform an unbinned maximum 
likelihood fit to three samples: in addition to the signal 
sample we also fit to a sample which has a large recon-
structed Cherenkov angle and to another sample which 
has a small reconstructed Cherenkov angle. The signal 
sample contains also decay electrons from atmospheric 
muon-neutrino charged-current interactions producing 
invisible muons, atmospheric electron-neutrino charged-
current interactions, and atmospheric neutrino neutral-
current interactions. To constrain the amount of atmos-
pheric neutral-current background, the large angle sam-
ple was added since these interactions often produce 
several gammas leading to fairly isotropic events. That 
large angle sample also contains some charged pions and 
muons from atmospheric neutrino interactions. Many of 
these however reconstruct at small Cherenkov angles as 
well, so a fit to all three samples disentangles all three 
kinds of backgrounds. 

5 Results 
 
Figure 2 (3) shows the data with ~11,100 (~5,200) inner 
detector photomultiplier tubes. Supernova neutrinos 
would appear in the central panel which shows events 
with reconstructed Cherenkov cone angles between 38 
and 50 degrees. The decay electrons from invisible 
muons and electrons/positrons from atmospheric �e’s will 
of course also appear in the central panel. Atmospheric 
neutral-current background mostly reconstruct as isotrop-
ic events (right panel; angle above 78 degrees) and below 
~20MeV in the central panel. Remaining pions and 
muons from atmospheric neutrinos show up in the left 
panel (angle between 20 and 38 degrees) or above 
~40MeV in the right panel.  
 

 
                                                                                    MeV 
       C-Angle20-38o   C-Angle 38-50o   C-Angle78-90o  
 
Figure 2. Fit to SK-I and SK-III Data. The top line shows 
all backgrounds combined. In the low angle region, all 
background is due to charged pion and muon production 
from atmospheric neutrinos. The high angle region is 
dominated by atmospheric neutrino neutral current inte-
ractions with a small pion/muon component. The central 
region is dominated by invisible muon production from 
atmospheric neutrinos. Above ~60 MeV, atmospheric 
electron-neutrinos dominate. Below 18MeV, neutral 
current interactions start to become important. The cen-
tral plot also shows the best fit relic contribution. 
 

 
                                                                                    MeV 
       C-Angle20-38o   C-Angle 38-50o   C-Angle78-90o  
Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 but for SK-II Data. 
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SK-II data 
ν μ  CC 
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NC elastic 
μ /π > C. thr. 
all background 
SN neutrinos 
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The data in both Figure 2 and Figure 3 is well described 
by just atmospheric neutrino background, so no signifi-
cant excess due to supernova neutrinos was found. The 
likelihood of the fit is used to place a 90% upper limit on 
the supernova neutrino flux. To obtain this limit, the 
likelihood was marginalized over all background rate 
parameters to obtain the likelihood as a function of only 
the supernova event rate. The 90% limit is defined as the 
rate below which 90% of the area underneath that like-
lihood is contained. Typical likelihoods of the first, 
second, and third phase of the experiment as well as the 
combined likelihood is shown in Figure 4. In this case, 
the 90% C.L. limit is about <5events/year for positron 
energies above 16 MeV which corresponds to a flux of 
about 2.7/cm2/s above 17.3 MeV. Figure 5 shows the 
90% C.L. event rate limit as a function of temperature 
(dashed line) and the 90% C.L. excluded area of event 
rate versus neutrino temperature. Table 2 lists the typical 
supernova anti-electron neutrino luminosity limit for 
each temperature assuming a Fermi-Dirac emission spec-
trum. 

 
Figure 4. Example of Likelihood (T=6MeV) as a Func-
tion of Supernova � Event Rate. The intersection with the 
dotted horizontal line illustrates the 1��range of the fit. 
The right (left) dotted vertical line shows the 90% C.L. 
upper limit (best fit) of the supernova event rate.  
 
 

 
Figure 5. 90% C.L. Excluded Area of Supernova Event 
rate Versus Neutrino Temperature. The dashed line gives 
the event rate limit given a particular neutrino tempera-
ture. 
  
T [MeV] 3 3.5 4 4.5 5.0 5.5 

L [1053 erg] 9.0 4.8 2.9 2.1 1.5 1.3 

T [MeV] 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0  

L [1053 erg] 1.1 0.92 0.82 0.75 0.70  

 
Table 2. 90% C.L. Upper Luminosity Limit for a Given 
Anti-electron Neutrino Temperature T. 

6 Conclusion 
 
We have largely improved the diffuse distant supernova 
neutrino search, reduced the lower energy threshold, and 
doubled the exposure. There is no evidence of a signal. 
We present a new upper 90% C.L. limit of about 
2.7/cm2/s above 17.3 MeV neutrino energy. 
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Abstract:  Super-Kamiokande (SK) is a ring imaging water Cherenkov detector that consists of 50 ktons of pure water and 
about 13000 photomultiplier tubes (PMT). If a supernova burst happens near our solar system (for example Betelgeuse or 
Antares), the neutrino event rate at SK is expected to be greater than 30 MHz and the current data acquisition system(DAQ) 
will only be able to record about 20% of the events. Therefore, we are developing an independent DAQ system for such 
nearby supernova bursts. This system records the total number of hit PMTs since the energy distribution of supernova neu-
trinos is rather narrow, it is possible to estimate the number of neutrino events using only the total number of hits. We have 
developed a new set of modules which collect the number of hit PMTs from the existing front-end electronics. Using this 
new module it will be possible to record the full time profile of the energy sum of supernova burst neutrino events in the de-
tector during the burst. We have made a prototype of this module and checked its performance using the Super-Kamiokande 
detector. We report on the results of this prototype test. 
 
Keywords: Super-Kamiokande, Cherenkov detector, supernova, neutrino, DAQ, FPGA 

1 Introduction 
 

SK is a ring imaging water Cherenkov detector that 
consists of 50 ktons of pure water located underground at 
a depth of 1,000 m. The outer most 2 m of the detector is 
called the Outer Detector (OD, 1,885 PMTs) and the 
inside is called the Inner Detector (ID, 11,129 PMTs). SK 
observes atmospheric neutrinos [1], solar neutrinos [2], 
supernova burst neutrinos [3] and artificial neutrinos 
from an accelerator [4].  In September 2008, we installed 
new front-end electronics, called QBEE, and started data 
taking as SK-IV phase. 
  The observation of supernova burst neutrinos is one of 
the main goals of SK. Supernova explosions (SN) are 
induced by the core collapse of massive stars, which 
release about 3*1053 erg of energy per burst. In 1987, 
neutrinos from a supernova burst in the Large Magellanic 
Cloud, called SN1987A, were detected by the Kami-
okande II [3], IMB [5] and Baksan [6] detectors. Based 
on these observations SK is expected to observe around 
10,000 neutrinos if a supernova burst happens at the 
center of our galaxy.  

On June 2009, it was reported that Betelgeuse’s lumi-
nosity has decreased by 15 percent over the past 15 years. 

Betelgeuse and Antares are among the nearest supernova 
candidate stars around 500 light years distant. Though 
surface phenomena do not have a direct connection to the 
activity of the core, it is worthwhile to prepare for possi-
ble nearby supernova. If a supernova burst occurs in 
Betelgeuse or Antares, tens of millions of neutrinos are 
expected to interact in the SK detector and the maximum 
event rate is estimated to be more than 30MHz over 10 
seconds. Since the current SK DAQ system is not de-
signed to record such a huge amount of continuous data. 
Therefore, another independent data acquisition system is 
being prepared to record neutrino events from such 
bursts. 
  In this paper we will describe the current SK DAQ 
system and the concept of the new DAQ system in sec-
tion 2. Development of a prototype and performance are 
presented in section 3. A summary and plan appear in 
section 4. 
 
2 The concept of new DAQ system 
 

In the current SK DAQ system, PMT signal are fed to 
custom front-end electronics called the QTC (charge 
timing converter) Based Electronics with Ethernet 
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(QBEE) [7]. The QTC developed for QBEE digitizes the 
timing and the charge information from PMTs [8]. The 
digitized data are sent to the front-end PCs via Gigabit 
Ethernet by SiTCP[9] and merged. Then, combined data 
are sent to the other set of PCs for event building and 
software triggering to select events. Finally, the selected 
events are written to the disk.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The QBEE. At left side 24 PMT signals are input 
and at right the main data stream, including timing and 
charge information, Digital HITSUM, the number of hit 
PMT and a 60MHz source clock are output. 
 

If a high rate burst happens, the data flow may become 
slow due to disk I/O limitation. Each QBEE has a 
DRAM buffer to store the data and it is possible to store 
6 million events in 10 seconds. However, in case of a 
supernova in Betelgeuse or Antares, about a few tens of 
millions neutrinos are expected to interact and the maxi-
mum event rate is expected to exceed 30 MHz. Even 
such a high event rate case, first 3 seconds of data can be 
written to disk. However, some fraction of events will be 
lost after the first 3 seconds due to the overflow of the 
DRAM buffer on QBEE. 

 
Fig. 2.  The diagram of the Digital HITSUM. If 3 PMT 

hits occur in 17 nanoseconds at 1 QBEE board, the Digi-
tal HITSUM is 3. One QBEE processes 24 PMT chan-
nels, so the maximum Digital HITSUM is 24 and there-
fore requires a 5- bit port. 
 

It is important to save the neutrino event rate conti-
nuously during the burst to understand the mechanism of 
the SN burst, even if event by event information is not 
available. Therefore a new independent DAQ system is 
being developed. This new DAQ system, called the 
Nearby SN DAQ System, is required to save necessary 
data stably and constantly, independent from the number 
of events happening in the detector. 

The Nearby SN DAQ System records the time profile of 
the total number of hit PMTs in the detector. This system 
cannot record individual time and charge information of 
each PMT, but it is able to record calorimetric informa-
tion of the neutrino burst. Since most of the PMT hits 
from supernova neutrino events are at the one photo-
electron level and the number of hit PMTs is essentially 
proportional to the energy deposited in the detector.   

The number of hit PMTs from each QBEE is provided 
as a digital signal as shown in Fig. 1. In addition to send-
ing the charge and the timing information via Ethernet, 
QBEE also outputs the total number of hits with 17 na-
nosecond timing resolution. This is called Digital HIT-
SUM. The QBEE counting scheme is shown in Fig. 2. 
The Digital HITSUM uses Low Voltage Differential 
Signaling (LVDS) and contains 5 bits of digital informa-
tion for the number of hits and a 60 MHz source clock. 
The Digital HITSUM is continuously output even if data 
flow is suspended by disk writing limitations. 

In order to collect and record the sum of Digital HIT-
SUM, a new module called the Digital HITSUM collec-
tor is developed. This module is designed to reduce the 
data size by averaging in time, because the sampling rate 
of original Digital HITSUM is still too high to record all 
the data at 60MHz. The data rate is about 500 TB/day if 
we try to store the data at 60MHz. To reduce the data 
size, an FGPA based circuit is used to lower the sampling 
frequency is used. A block diagram of the Nearby SN 
DAQ System is shown in Fig. 3.  
 

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the Nearby SN DAQ System. 
Digital HITSUMs generated by the QBEEs are collected 
by the Digital HITSUM collector. The SK Master Clock 
is used for the system clock. Ten Digital HITSUMs are 
summed at 60 kHz, sent to PC, and saved to disk.  

The sampling frequency is chose to be 0.06 MHz based 
on optimizing the quality of data against its size. The 
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main background of this system is the 4,500 Hz PMT 
dark noises, roughly 0.83 hits/17ns. If the sampling fre-
quency is too low, it becomes difficult to distinguish SN 
neutrino events from fluctuations of the PMT dark noise. 
The typical number from hit PMT of SN neutrino events 
are ~120 hits/event (6 hits/MeV*20 MeV/event). The 
relationship between timing resolution and PMT dark 
noise fluctuation is summarized in Table 1. 

By comparing the number of hits PMT of SN neutrino 
fluctuation and the dark noise hits, it turns out that it is 
not possible to reduce the sampling frequency less than 
0.01 MHz. Otherwise, it becomes difficult to distinguish 
signal from noise. On the other hand, it is difficult to 
store data faster than 0.1 MHz. Considering these limita-
tions, the sampling frequency is determined as 0.06 MHz. 

 
Sampling 
frequency 
[MHz] 

Number of dark 
noise in one 
signal [hits/bin] 

Dark noise 
fluctuation 

60 0.83 +/- 0.9 

10 5 +/- 2.2 

1 50 +/- 7.1 

0.1 500 +/- 22 

0.06 830 +/- 26 

0.01 5000 +/- 71 

Table 1. Sampling frequency and dark noise fluctuation 
 

In addition to the usual 0.06 MHz summed HITSUM, 
the module is able to save the original 60 MHz HITSUM 
information for up to 60 second if a SN-like burst is 
detected. For this purpose, a NIM input/output port is 
used to notify the SN-like events internally and external-
ly. The 4GB of memory is equipped to buffer the 60 
MHz sampling data over another Gigabit Ethernet port.  

The system clock source of the Nearby SN DAQ system 
is the 60 MHz Master Clock, which is also used in the 
main SK DAQ system. It also provides event number, so 
it is possible to correlate the main SK DAQ events with 
this system data. 

3 Development of prototype  
 

A prototype of the module is shown in Fig. 4. Its in-
put/output functionality and stability have been checked. 
At the front of this module, there are NIM input/output 
ports (2 ports each), summed 60 MHz HITSUM output 
port with LVDS, Master Clock, Digital HITSUM input 
port from QBEE(10 ports), and Gigabit Ethernet port for 
summed 60 kHz HITSUM to output the data saved in a 4 
GB memory space. 

In order to test the Ethernet interface and the event 
number readout, a test bench is prepared as shown in Fig. 
5. The VME trg32 module generates an event number. 
The Master Clock module encodes the event number and 
generates a 60 MHz clock pulse. The Linux PC is used to 
receive the Ethernet output. The data from Ethernet out-
put was successfully readout by the PC and the event 
number in the data is found to be correct. 
 

 
Fig.4. Picture of the interface board. From the left side of 
front panel, NIM input/output, 60 MHz LVDS output, 
Master Clock input, Digital HITSUM input, and Gigabit 
Ethernet output port. 
 

 

Fig. 5. 60MHz clock and event number which are pro-
vided by the Master Clock are sent to the prototype board. 
The event number is generated by a VME trg32 module. 
The decoded event numbers are sent to a Linux PC via 
Gigabit Ethernet and checked. 
 
 In order to test the Digital HITSUM readout stability, a 
Digital HITSUM from a QBEE is sent to the prototype 
board and summed 60 kHz HITSUM is read out via 
Ethernet. The input to the QBEE was a 10 kHz NIM 
signal. As a result of this test, the Digital HITSUM rea-
dout system and its Ethernet interface were confirmed to 
work properly. Also, the memory system is found to be 
functioning. 
 In summary, all the input/output ports and the memory 
systems are tested and confirmed to work. As a next step, 
we are planning to test the prototype board in the SK 
detector. 

4 Summary and plan  
 

We are now developing a new data acquisition system 
for nearby supernova explosion at SK. This system will 
record the total number of hit PMTs at 60 kHz, and re-
code 60 MHz data for 60s if SN burst-like phenomena 
are detected. For this purpose, a prototype board with an 
FPGA based module to collect the number of hits from 
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the SK front-end boards has been developed and tested. 
Basic functionality of this board is checked and seems to 
work as expected. As the next step, we are planning to 
install the prototype board in SK detector this summer 
for the further tests. 
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1 Introduction

The ICARUS T600 cryogenic detector is the biggest Liq-
uid Argon TPC realized ever, with the cryostat containing
600 tons of Liquid Argon. The ICARUS Experiment repre-
sents the result of a many year effort in R&D studies along
a path of increasing mass and complexity laboratory and
industrial prototypes. At the same time, the ICARUS de-
tector marks a major milestone towards the realization of a
multi kiloton LAr detector.
The ICARUS T600 addresses a wide physical program op-
erating as a continuously sensitive general-purpose obser-
vation instrument. It is collecting a wide variety of events
from the Universe, namely cosmic rays (atmospheric and
solar neutrino interactions), but also neutrinos from the
CNGS beam, produced at CERN and reaching Gran Sasso
after a flight of about 730 km under the Earth surface. Neu-
trinos still play a key role in fundamental physics since clar-
ifying the neutrinos nature and the pattern of the mixing
between different flavors could unveil possible extensions
of the present Standard Model of particle interactions and
could also shed light on fundamental questions like Dark
Matter and baryon asymmetry in the Universe. ICARUS
T600 could also provide interesting results on supernova
explosion mechanism in case of a galactic supernova event.
ICARUS opens a completely new way to explore the un-
known too. In particular it will be searching for rare un-
observed up to now events like the long sought for proton
decay (in particular into exotic channels), with zero back-
ground in one of its 332 nucleons. Relying on the LAr-TPC
three-dimensional, high granularity imaging and calorimet-

ric capabilities, few proton decay events may be enough to
discover matter instability.

2 The ICARUS detector

The ICARUS detector is the first large scale realization
of the Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LAr-TPC)
technique. It can be considered the large scale modern ver-
sion of the old-famous bubble chambers because of its high
granularity the 3D imaging capabilities and the excellent
calorimetric properties. The LAr-TPC concept was pro-
posed by C. Rubbia in 1977 [1] and is based on the possibil-
ity to drift in high purity Liquid Argon free electrons over
long distances in an electric field. The LAr-TPC thus suc-
cessfully reproduces the extraordinary imaging features of
the bubble chamber with the further achievement of being a
fully electronic detector, continuous sensitive, self trigger-
ing and potentially scalable to huge masses. The ICARUS
T600 is now installed in the Hall B of the Gran Sasso under-
ground National Laboratory (LNGS) of Istituto Nazionale
di Fisica Nucleare (INFN), shielded against cosmic rays by
about 1400 meters of rock. Smoothly running under sta-
ble conditions since months, the detector is demonstrating
high-level technical performances, as will be shown in the
following.
The ICARUS T600 detector consists of a large cryostat
split into two identical, adjacent half-modules with internal
dimensions 3.6× 3.9 × 19.6 m3 and filled with about 760
tons of ultra-pure liquid Argon. An uniform electric field
(Edrift = 500 V/cm) is applied to the LAr bulk: each half-
module houses two TPCs separated by a common cath-
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Figure 1: Icarus Liquid Argon TPC working principle: ionization electrons are drifted in the active volume and collected
by the anode wire plane.

ode. Charged particles crossing the medium produce ion-
ization and scintillation light along their path. Scintilla-
tion light has a wavelength of about 128 nm (UV) with a
yield of about 5000 γ/mm for a mip particle; this provides
a prompt signal that can be used for triggering purposes by
means of PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs), suitable to detect
VUV scintillation light and operating at the LAr cryogenic
temperature. Ionization on the other hand has a yield of
about 5000 electrons per mm; these electrons are drifted by
the uniform electric field towards three wire planes where
the signal is recorded, ensuring a redundant tridimensional
track reconstruction. Thanks to the low transverse diffusion
of charge in LAr, the electron images of ionization tracks
are preserved along the 1.5 m maximum drift distance, as
shown in figure 1. Wires are spaced by 3 mm and wire
planes are oriented at a different angles (0o, +60o, −60o)
with respect to the horizontal direction. Therefore, com-
bining the wire coordinates on each plane at a given drift
time, a three-dimensional image of the ionizing event can
be reconstructed. A remarkable resolution of about 1 mm3

is uniformly achieved over the whole detector active vol-
ume (about 170 m3).
Globally, 53248 wires with length up to 9 m are installed
in the detector and individually readout by the data acqui-
sition electronics; the DAQ design allow to continuously
read-out and digitize independent waveforms of signals
from each wire of the TPCs. The data are stored in multi-
event circular buffers which are frozen and readout when
a trigger signal occurs, minimizing the dead time. The av-
erage electronic noise achieved with the custom designed
low noise front-end is of about 1500 electrons r.m.s. to be
compared with about 15000 free electrons produced by a
minimum ionizing particle in 3 mm (S/N about 10).

3 Detector operation and performances

A fundamental requirement for the performance of a LAr-
TPC is the high purity of the Liquid Argon with respect to
electronegative impurities (mainly O2, H2O and CO2); a
very low concentration level, less than 0.1 ppb, is required
in order to safely operate the drift chamber. To this aim,
each half-module is equipped with two gas argon and one

liquid argon recirculation/purification systems. Argon gas
is continuously drawn from the cryostat ceiling and, once
re-condensed, drops into OxysorbTM filters to finally get
back into the LAr containers. LAr instead is recirculated
by mean of an immersed, cryogenic pump and is purified
through standard Hydrosorb/OxysorbTM filters before be-
ing re-injected into the cryostats. Electron lifetimes ex-
ceeding 6 ms are reached after few months of operation.
During summer 2010 the first events from the CNGS neu-
trino beam and cosmic rays were detected. The trigger
system relies on both, the scintillation light signals pro-
vided by the internal PMTs and the CNGS proton beam
extraction time. As a starting layout, for each of the four
chambers, the analog sum of signal from PMTs is exploited
with a discrimination threshold set at around 100 photo-
electrons, guaranteeing an almost full efficiency for the in-
teractions induced by CNGS neutrinos. The trigger for the
CNGS neutrino interactions is based on the presence of the
PMT signal within a CNGS related gate.
The CNGS run started in stable conditions on October 1st
and continued till the beam shutdown, on November 22nd;
in this period 5.8 × 1018 pot were collected out of the
8.0 × 1018 delivered by CERN, with a detector lifetime
up to 90% since November 1st. The 78% of the whole col-
lected sample of events, corresponding to 4.54× 1018, has
been preliminarily analyzed: 94 νμCC and 32 NC events
have been identified by means of visual scanning into a
434 ton fiducial volume, while 6 events need for further
analysis to be classified (being at edges the muon track is
too short do be visually recognized); this result is in full
agreement with the number of interactions predicted in the
whole energy range up to 100 GeV (2.6 νμ CC and 0.86
ν NC for each 10−17/pot), accounting for fiducial volume
and DAQ dead-time. Examples of CNGS beam neutrino
interaction is shown in figure 2.
Identification of the nature of particles is obtained by study-
ing the event topology and the energy deposition per track
length unit as a function of the particle range (dE/dx ver-
sus range) for muons/pions, kaons and protons [2, 3, 4, 5].
A dedicated reconstruction program based on the polygo-
nal line algorithm [6] for 3D reconstruction, and on neu-
ral network for particle identification has been recently
developed by the ICARUS Collaboration to this purpose.
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Figure 2: Example of νμCC interaction from the CNGS beam.

Electrons are fully identified by the characteristic elec-
tromagnetic showering, well separated from π0 via γ re-
construction, dE/dx signal comparison and π0 invariant
mass measurement at the level of 10−3. This feature
guarantees a powerful identification of the CC electron
neutrino interactions, while rejecting NC interactions to
a negligible level. The electromagnetic energy resolution
σ(E)/E = 0.03/

√
E(GeV)⊕ 0.01 is estimated in agree-

ment with the π0 → γγ invariant mass measurements
in the sub-GeV energy range [7]. The measurement of
the Michel electron spectrum from muon decays, where
bremsstrahlung photons emission is taken into account [8],
provided the energy resolution below critical energy (Ec
30 MeV), σ(E)/E = 0.11/

√
E(MeV) ⊕ 0.02. At higher

energies the estimated resolution for hadronic showers is
σ(E)/E = 0.3/

√
E(GeV). However the LAr-TPC de-

tector allows to identify and measure, track by track, each
hadron produced in interactions, through ionization and
range, leading to a much better energy resolution. For
long muon track escaping the detector, momentum is de-
termined exploiting the multiple scattering along the track,
studying its displacements with respect to a straight line.
The procedure, implemented as a Kalman filter technique
and validated on cosmic rays stopping muons, allows a
resolution Δp/p that can be as good as 10%, depending
mainly on the track length [9].

4 Future developments: the sterile neutrino
puzzle

Recently an increasing number of experimental anomalies
together with indication from cosmology on the role of a
fourth family of neutrino raised the interest on the exis-
tence of a sterile neutrino. In-fact, the 3.8σ ν̄e excess sig-
nal in a ν̄μ beam observed by LSND for the first time has
been confirmed by the MiniBooNE experiment, suggest-
ing a possible ν̄μ → ν̄e oscillation (0.2 < Δm2 < 2.0

eV2, sin2(2θ) < 10−3) beyond the three neutrino flavour
oscillation scheme as observed in solar/atmospheric neu-
trino experiments [10]. At the same time a recent re-
evaluation of the ν̄e reactor spectra (about 3% of flux in-
crease) brought out a ν̄e deficit at many short-baseline re-
actor experiments [11] and revived the SAGE/GALLEX νe
deficit from the MegaCurie radioactive source [12], hint-
ing at a fast disappearance rate (Δm2 > 1.5 eV2, 0.02 <
sin2(2θ) < 0.23 at 99.7% C.L.). Furthermore, the latest
WMAP data seem not to exclude, or even to prefer, a sce-
nario with more than three neutrinos since recent analy-
sis of the CMB lineshape performed by the WMAP Col-
laboration [13] gives the number of effective neutrino as
Neff = 4.34 + 0.86− 0.88; although only a one sigma ef-
fect, this estimate suggests the number of degrees of free-
dom at radiation-matter decoupling time could be larger
than expected, leaving room for an extra light particle. At
the same time recent results on 4He abundance bring Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis to favor more than the three known
neutrino species [14], being the number of relativistic de-
grees of freedom directly related to the expansion rate of
the Universe in the radiation dominated expansion phase.
In such a situation the use of two identical LAr-TPC de-
tectors on a short baseline refurbished neutrino beam at the
CERN-PS could represent a way to solve the puzzle [15].
The neutrino beam would be a low energy νμ beam pro-
duced by 19.2 GeV protons of at least 1.25 × 1020pot/yr
intensity. The far detector, located at about 850 m from
the target, could be ICARUS-T600 itself, while the near
detector, at 127 m, would be a 150 ton active mass LAr-
TPC (possibly a clone of one ICARUS-T600 semi-module
having the length reduced by a factor of two). The LAr-
TPC technique appears the ideal detector for the study of
low energy neutrino events thanks to its very high νe de-
tection efficiency combined with an extremely high-level
rejection of associated NC background events. Moreover
the usage of two identical detectors together with the very
similar intrinsic νe spectra in the two positions, ensure that
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Figure 3: Expected sensitivity for the proposed experiment exposed at the CERN-PS neutrino beam (left) and anti-
neutrino (right) for 2.5 × 1020 pot. The LSND allowed region is fully explored both for neutrinos. In the neutrino case,
the expectations from CNGS2/ICARUS T600 at LNGS are also shown.

experimental and cross-section biases cancels out. It would
thus be possible to perform the search for both νμ → νe
LSND appearance signal and νμ → νx reactor disappear-
ance anomaly, with promising sensitivity in only 2(4) years
data taking in neutrino (antineutrino) mode, as shown in
figure 3.

5 Conclusions

The ICARUS-T600 detector, installed underground at the
LNGS laboratory, has started data taking during 2010 af-
ter a long R&D and installation phase. The successful as-
sembly and operation of this LAr-TPC is the experimental
proof that this technique is mature. It has demonstrated
to have unique imaging capability, spatial and calorimet-
ric resolutions and the possibility to efficiently distinguish
electron from π0 signals, thus allowing to reconstruct and
identify events in a new way with respect to the other
neutrino experiments. After a short commissioning phase
this experiment is ready for the 2011-2012 run, address-
ing a wide physics programme. The main goal is to collect
events from the CNGS neutrinos beam from CERN-SPS to
search for the νμ → ντ oscillation, but also to study so-
lar and atmospheric neutrino and explore in a new way the
nucleon stability in particular channels beyond the present
limits. Furthermore ICARUS-T600 is so far the major
milestone towards the realization of a much more massive
LAr detector. Actually the employment of this technique
at a refurbished CERN-PS ν beam has been proposed after
the ICARUS-T600 exploitation at LNGS to definitely solve
the sterile neutrino puzzle.
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Abstract: We reanalyze the prompt neutrino flux from gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) on the basis of the particle physics
involved. Using the example of the often used reference Waxman-Bahcall GRB flux, we show how a specific flux shape
is changed to a “double peak”-structure by considering a more detailed treatment of the photohadronic interactions, the
dominant loss mechanisms, and flavor mixing. We also discuss the robustness of this prediction in diffuse or stacked
fluxes, which depends on the distribution of the burst parameters. For example, we show that the redshift distribution is
dominated by z ≈ 1.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, neutrino telescopes, such as IceCube [1],
have led to significant progress in the field of astrophysical
neutrinos and its possible contribution to multi-messenger
physics. The connection of neutrinos to highly energetic
events such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) could help to de-
termine if GRBs are a source of the ultra high energy cos-
mic rays (UHECR). The different GRB models, such as the
fireball model [2] or the cannonball model [3], predict the
production of high energy protons. However, so far, the
non-detection of high energy astrophysical neutrinos has
only led to tighter contraints on the different astrophysi-
cal source models. Most prominently, it was recently an-
nounced in Ref. [4] that the most general form of the GRB
fireball model is already under pressure by the IceCube-40
diffuse flux limit. As a consequence, it might be time to
take a closer look at the original calculations and what the
systematics of the input assumtions are.

2 Revising the GRB Neutrino Flux

The generally accepted concept for gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) is based on charged particles, i.e. electrons and
protons, being ejected with highly relativistic velocities
from a compact central object. The ejection of these par-
ticles leads to the formation of relativistic shocks at which
the particles can be accelerated even further. The accel-
erated electrons transfer their energy to photons leading
to the characteristic high energy emission detected at the
Earth. The exact mechanism used to describe this transfer
depends on the GRB model. The measured photon spec-

trum of a GRB is commonly described by a Band func-
tion [5]. The spectrum of the emitted protons of a GRB
can not be directly probed with today’s methods. How-
ever, it is assumed that these GRB protons are connected to
the extra-galactic component of the cosmic ray spectrum,
and therefore a E−2 spectrum is assumed for the GRB pro-
tons. A possible way to verify this assumption and GRB
being a source of UHECR would be a detection in neu-
trinos. This should be possible as the accelerated protons
could interact with the emitted photons inside the GRB.
Photohadronic interactions can lead to the production of
charged pions. Hence, the decay (chain) of the charged pi-
ons produces neutrinos. For most calculations of the neu-
trino flux from GRB, such as the one by Waxman and Bah-
call (WB) [6], these pγ-interactions are approximated with
the Δ-resonance1,

p+ γ → Δ+ → π + p′ . (1)

Here π can be a charged or a neutral pion while p′ is either
a neutron or a proton. The resulting prompt GRB neutrino
emission is generally considered to have the so-called WB
flux shape, taken from Ref. [6], for the aforementioned in-

1. Technically there are several of these approximations which
parameterize the interaction cross section slightly different, but
all are dubbed “Δ-resonance approximation”. Even the one used
by Waxman and Bahcall in Ref. [6] implies additional production
modes.
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with αν � +1 and βν � 0, where this form applies to
the muon neutrinos from pion decays. The values for the
break energies used in Ref. [6] are Eν,b � 105GeV and
Eν,π � 107GeV. However, as discussed in Refs. [7, 8], a
more detailed treatment of the particle interactions should
be applied. In a multi-step process it was first shown that
by only inserting the aforementionend photon and pro-
ton spectra it is possible to reproduce the WB flux shape
numerically from the Δ-resonance approximation used in
Ref. [6]. On the other hand, it is possible to simulate
photohadronic interactions with Monte Carlo codes such
as the SOPHIA algorithm [9]. The results from SOPHIA
show that apart from the Δ(1232)-resonance the full pho-
tohadronic cross section includes contributions from higher
resonances, direct (t-channel) processes, and high energy
processes which can lead to the production of multiple
charged pions (of both signs). Hence, a analytic parame-
terization of the SOPHIA result, taken from Ref. [10], was
used in the next steps. Moreover, it is essential for the cor-
rect simulation of the particle interactions and decays not to
integrate out intermediate particles and treat the losses for
each particle species individually. Especially synchrotron
losses due to the magnetic fields present in the interaction
region lead to a separation of the different particle species,
in case of pγ interactions in GRBs mainly π±, μ±, and
K+, when looking at the energy spectrum, see Ref. [11].
The break energy due to synchrotron losses Ec strongly
depends on particle properties as described by the formula

Ec =

√
9πε0m5c5

τ0e4B2
, (3)

where B is the magnetic field, and m and τ0 are the
rest frame mass and life time of the type of particle,
respectively. Another phenomenom which needs to be
accounted for when discussing neutrinos in general is
neutrino flavor mixing. As GRBs are considered to be
events at cosmologic distances, it is sufficient to include
flavor mixing as averaged neutrino oscillations. Thus,
the full photohadronic interaction cross section together
with the effect of synchrotron losses of intermediate
particles and flavor mixing alter the neutrino flux, resulting
in a characteristic neutrino flux shape at the observer,
see figure 1. In figure 1 the muon neutrino (and muon
anti-neutrino) flux at the observer is depicted (thick solid
curve), including the contributions from additional particle
decays such as n or K+, for details see Ref. [8]. The
contributions from νe (dashed curve) and νμ (dotted curve)
are also depicted. The gray band represent the uncertainty
on the flux due to the current precision on the neutrino
mixing angles. The thin dashed line represents the classical
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Figure 1: This figure shows the resulting muon neutrino
(and anti-neutrino) flux on earth after considering the full
photohadronic cross section, magnetic field effects on the
intermediate particles and flavor mixing of the produced
neutrinos (thick solid curve). Also depicted are the relative
contributions from νe (dashed curve) and νμ (dotted curve).
The shaded area represents the uncertainty range originat-
ing from the current bounds of the neutrino mixing angles.
The thin dashed line represents the well-known WB spec-
trum. The thin solid line is a rescaled version of the thick
solid line, however with the total energy in muon neutri-
nos normalized to the WB spectrum. The figure is adapted
from Ref. [8].

WB flux shape. Still, as one can see a “double peak”
from the neutrinos from pion and muon decay replaces
the plateau of the WB spectrum. Moreover, a high energy
contribution from kaon decays gives a visible bump. Thus,
it may be possible to determine the value of the magnetic
field of a GRB from the neutrino data, since the magnetic
field can be calculated from the (synchrotron cooling)
breaks in the neutrino spectrum. Figure 1 also includes an
alternative normalization of the muon neutrino spectrum
(thin solid curve) by scaling the flux depending on the total
energy in muon neutrinos compared to the WB spectrum.

3 Systematics in Aggregated Fluxes

The detailed analysis of GRB in recent years has shown
that the measured parameters of GRB are distributed over
a wide range. Therefore, it is important to understand the
individual effect of each parameter on the spectrum. Here,
simulations are a plausible tool to deconvolute the effect
of the parameters, as real spectra are affected from all of
them. Hence, the effect of the separate parameters, namely
the magnetic field B, the Lorentz factor Γ, the photon
spectrum and the redshift z, was examined. In the next
section the effect of this distribution will be illustrated at
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the example of z.

A parameter that recently was discussed as an essential
part of GRB flux calculations is the redshift z. Even
though measurements of z have only been possible after
the discovery of the optical afterglows, it was already
possible to measure the redshift of a significant fraction
of GRBs. Furthermore, afterglow measurements led to
the identification of the connection of long (T90 > 2 s)
GRBs to core-collapse supernovae. It is therefore a
reasonable assumption that the (long) GRB rate follows
the star formation rate (SFR). However, how justified is
this assumption and how does the redshift affect the diffuse
flux from GRBs? One should remember that for a diffuse
flux computation all sources have to be considered, e.g. by
numerical integration. Unfortunately, the known number
of GRBs is still limited for a diffuse flux. A commonly
used approach for other astrophysical sources is a stacking
analysis of the brightest known sources. This approach
only has limited accuracy. Still, since it is possible to
simulate identical bursts at different redshifts, a viable
method to quantify the effect of the distribution of z is
by combining both approaches. By generating a larger
number of bursts at different redshifts using Monte Carlo
sampling and aggregating the single burst spectra, it is
possible to obtain an (quasi-)diffuse “aggregated flux”. A
sample size of 10000 bursts seems realistic for this method,
assuming a time window of 10 years of data taking and
1000 bursts per year. The probability to pick a z is derived
from the SFR by Hopkins and Beacom [12] including
the correction factor for the evolution of the GRB rate
with z introduced by Kistler et al. [13]. As each burst
has the same properties at the source, the contribution to
diffuse flux is determined by the scaling of the flux φν with
redshift, E2

νφν ∝ d−2
L (z). Here, dL(z) is the luminosity

distance which can be written as a function of z in the
standard Λ-CDM cosmology. In the left plot of figure 2 the
distribution of the 10000 bursts with randomly distributed
redshifts following the aforementioned star formation
rate is depicted (histogram). The figure also includes the
analytic function for the number of bursts dN/dz (dashed
curve) and the relative contribution of bursts at z to the
total diffuse flux, dN/dz · d−2

L (z) (solid curve). As can
be seen from the histogram in figure 2 the largest number
of bursts is found at z ≈ 2 − 3. However, the main
contribution comes from bursts at z ≈ 1. Therefore, nearly
all neutrinos of the diffuse flux should come from bursts
with z ≤ 2, assuming every burst is intrinsically identical
apart from the redshift. Moreover, as one can see from
the depicted aggregated flux in the right plot of figure 2
there should also be a shift to higher energies compared
to the “standard burst” (dashed curve) from the previous
section, due to E ∝ (1 + z)−1. Hence, the z value of the
peak of dN/dz may not be an ideal choice, as the main
contribution to the diffuse neutrino flux should come from
bursts with z ≈ 1. Also, when calculating back from the
observed flux, assuming z = 2 leads to an overestimation
the flux from the GRB. Moreover, by comparing the

histogram to the peak of the relative contribution function
at z ≈ 1 it is possible to conclude that rare, but quite
close bursts still yield a significant flux. In case of a
stacking analysis this can have an significant impact on ex-
trapolated bounds, especially if only few bursts are stacked.

When analyzing the flux bounds from astrophysical
sources one also has to consider the effect of the low
statistics. Thus, using only a very limited number of GRB
for the extrapolation of a flux limit only gives limited
precision. For a set of 50 burst the probability to be within
±20% of the actual diffuse flux is only 30%, which rises
to 51% for 300 bursts and 94% for 10000 bursts.

Moreover, the effect of the other parameters also alters the
result for the diffuse GRB neutrino flux. The distribution
of the magnetic field, the Lorentz factor and the parameters
of the photon spectrum, i.e. the spectral indices and the
photon break energy, changes the flux shape and/or the
normalization. First of all, the magnetic field distribution
can lead to an obscuration of the single burst features of
the flux shape when the distribution is too wide. Second,
again depending on the actual source model, the Lorentz
factor can either solely changes the normalization and not
affect the shape apart from a shift in energy, or it can also
totally obscure the single flux shape. However, compared
to z the distribution of Γ is poorly known as this parameter
can so far only be obtained for very few bursts, and not
even a conclusive approach for the distribution is currently
available. This result therefore is rather speculative. Third,
the photon spectrum changes details such as the first slope
of the spectrum is steeper compared to the considered
single burst, the low energy break of the neutrino spectrum
is shifted to higher energies (due to a lower energy photon
break), and the peaks from pion decays gets enhanced
compared to the peak from muon decays, but the basic
shape is unaffected.

4 Summary and Conclusions

It has been shown that it is possible to numerically repro-
duce the well-known WB flux shape of GRB neutrinos
from the classic Band function photons and a E−2 proton
spectrum using the Δ-resonance approximation of pγ
interactions. Then the effect of the full photohadronic
cross section was probed using an analytic parameteriza-
tion of the full photohadronic interaction cross section.
In this approach intermediate particles are not integrated
out and losses such as synchrotron losses can be treated
for each particle species individually. Moreover, with
respect flavor mixing the muon neutrino flux shape at the
observer was altered to a characteristic “double peak”
shape plus a high energy contribution from kaon decays.
Especially the breaks in the neutrino flux spectrum from
synchrotron cooling of secondaries could be used to probe
the magnetic field, if ever a high enough detection rate of
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Figure 2: In the left plot the distribution of 10000 bursts with random z values is depicted (histogram), the dashed curve
represents the analytic GRB rate depending on redshift derived from the SFR by Hopkins and Beacom [12] including a
correction for evolution with redshift, taken from Ref. [13]. The thick solid curve represents the relative contribution of
bursts at a redshift z to the total diffuse flux which is calculated by multiplying d−2

L (z) to the GRB rate. The right plot
depicts the aggregated flux (thick solid curve), compared to the single burst flux (dashed curve). The normalization of the
total flux is done by matching the energy in muon neutrinos to the one in the WB spectrum (thin dashed curve). Both
plots are adapted from Ref. [14].

these neutrinos would be achieved. In a next step the effect
of the distribution of individual parameters was probed.
It is shown at the example of the redshift z how the GRB
rate, based on the star formation rate, may peak at redshifts
z ≈ 2−3, but the neutrino flux is dominated by bursts with
z ≈ 1. This can lead to a difference in flux up to a factor
of 5. Similar effects of the most common burst not leading
to the main contribution were also found for the magnetic
field, the Lorentz factor, and the target photon field defined
by the spectral indices and the photon break energy. In
case of the magnetic field this can lead to a smearing out of
the single burst features for a wide distribution as the peak
of the flux shape strongly depends on B. Due to the lack of
data the effect of Γ is more speculative and dependent on
the source model. The photon spectrum variation leads to
a steeper first slope, a shift of the first break of the neutrino
spectrum to higher energies, and an enhancement of the
peak from pions and the kaon contribution. In a final step
the effect of (low) statistics effects on stacking analysis
was discussed again using the redshift as the example of
choice. It was concluded that 10000 bursts are needed to
probe the diffuse flux with low uncertainty.
In the future, it may be possible to use this framework for
the analysis of measured photon spectra of GRB. However,
the parameters such as the Lorentz factor and the magnetic
field, which are needed for the simulation, are in general
hard to measure.
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Abstract: While the primary purpose of IceCube is the search for high-energy astrophysical neutrinos, the overwhelming
majority of events is caused by downgoing cosmic-ray induced muons. This provides a high-statistics data set which can
be used for both detector calibration and supplemental physics investigations. In this work, we present a method to
identify TeV-scale catastrophic energy losses along muon tracks and its application to the separation of single high-
energy muons from large-multiplicity bundles which dominate the event sample above the horizon at high energies. The
information can be used to derive the single-muon energy spectrum at all zenith angles up to energies of hundreds of
TeV. We demonstrate that our measurement is sensitive to a cutoff of the proton spectrum at the cosmic ray knee and
potentially to the prompt lepton flux caused predominantly by decay of charmed hadrons in atmospheric CR interactions.
Corresponding authors: Patrick Berghaus2 (berghaus@icecube.wisc.edu), Chen Xu2 (chen@udel.edu)
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1 Introduction

In recent work on high-energy atmospheric muon fluxes, it
was pointed out that second-generation astrophysical neu-
trino detectors such as IceCube should be able to substan-
tially extend the energy range of muon energy spectrum
measurements and hence address various important open
problems in cosmic-ray physics. These include verifica-
tion of hadronic interaction models, primary composition
at PeV energies and prompt contributions to the lepton flux
[1].
From an experimental perspective, the main challenge in
the measurement of the muon energy spectrum is limited
spatial resolution due to the sparse instrumentation of the
detector. With a minimum separation of 17 meters between
Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) in IceCube, resolution of
individual muons within a shower is usually impossible.
Previous measurements [2, 3] took advantage of the shorter
range of large-multiplicity muon bundles compared to in-
dividual high-energy muons during passage through matter
to measure the muon spectrum at large slant depths near
the horizon. The limited angular resolution of the detec-
tor and background from up-going atmospheric neutrinos
mean that the range of this technique is limited to values
up to approximately 100 TeV. Furthermore, the muon spec-
trum can in this way only be measured in an angular region
where the relative contribution from prompt interactions is
lowest, excluding investigation of this flux component for
practical purposes.
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Figure 1: Probability for a stochastic loss above a given en-
ergy to occur within the detector volume, for three typical
muon energy ranges. The simulation was performed using
MMC [5].

In order to take advantage of the full potential of a large-
volume detector, it is therefore necessary to develop a
method that allows separation of showers with exception-
ally highly energetic muons from the dominant background
of bundles containing low-energy muons of higher mul-
tiplicity. It has long been proposed to make use of the
fact that the stochasticity of energy deposition along muon
tracks increases with energy [4]. In this analysis, by iden-
tifying muon track segments with unusually strong photon
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Figure 2: Left: Average number of photo-electrons registered in IceCube DOMs as a function of perpendicular distance
from reconstructed muon tracks for three different depth bins. Values are averaged over events with a total charge Qtot >
1000 p.e. Right: Value of scattering parameter λexp from fitting distributions on the left to Eq. 1 in dependence of vertical
depth. The value of zDOM = 0 corresponds to the center of the IceCube array, located 1950 meters below the surface
of the ice. The effective scattering length in two different ice models [6] is included for comparison. It is important to
note that the physical meaning of λeff and λexp is not identical. Fine structures in the depth dependence are inherently
smeared out in the experimentally derived parameter.

emission, the amplitude of individual stochastic losses can
be used to infer the most likely energy of the parent muon,
as illustrated in Figure 1.

2 Energy Estimation Method

The IceCube detector array records Cherenkov photons
emitted by relativistic particles during passage through ice.
The amount of charge in the optical modules provides
calorimetric information that can be used to calculate the
energy released in the event.
Previous energy reconstructions relied on prior assump-
tions about ice properties whose accuracy was necessarily
limited. The method described here is based exclusively
on experimental observations. Its is based on two simple
assumptions:

• Down-going tracks in IceCube consist mainly of
muon bundles dominated by minimum-ionizing
muons which lose their energy smoothly and contin-
uously.

• The total number of emitted Cherenkov photons is
in good approximation proportional to the deposited
energy.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the total amount of light regis-
tered in the DOMs can then be approximated by the empir-
ical function

dE(x = x0)

dx
∝ Q(x0) · d(x0) · exp

(
d(x0)− 25

λexp(x0)

)
(1)

where dE(x)
dx is the energy loss at vertical depth x, Q is the

total charge in each DOM and d is the perpendicular dis-
tance between a DOM and the reconstructed muon track.

This data-derived model only relies on a single scattering
parameter λexp, which varies in dependence of the local
ice properties. From the charge in each DOM, it is possi-
ble to calculate a value that is approximately proportional
to the energy deposited in its vicinity. Monte-Carlo simu-
lated data are only required to determine the proportional-
ity factor in Eq. 1 and for verification. Assuming point-
like isotropic emitters on the track, clusters of exception-
ally high values can be used to identify energetic stochastic
energy losses. An example can be seen in Figure 3.
There are two important additional benefits that arise natu-
rally from this technique. The first is the reduction of biases
resulting from uncertainties about exact ice properties, al-
lowing for detailed investigation of simulation biases. The
other is the availability of information about differential en-
ergy deposition, permitting the construction of more accu-
rate event energy estimators.

3 Analysis Procedure

This analysis was based on data from IceCube in its 59-
string configuration (IC59). Only events with a total of
more than one thousand photo-electrons registered in the
detector were considered. This selection provides a sam-
ple of events at all zenith angles which is not biased by the
quality criteria used to select physics filter streams.
The analysis procedure itself mainly consists of two rela-
tively simple steps. First, a sample of muon tracks with
strong stochastic losses inside the detector volume were
identified. Then, the energy of the strongest single energy
deposition was reconstructed and its spectrum compared to
various benchmark models.
The principal conditions that were imposed in the selection
are:
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simulated using CORSIKA/SIBYLL. The analysis favors muon bundles of moderate multiplicities while reducing both
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Effect of selection cuts in dependence of true maximum stochastic loss energy. The effective threshold energy lies around
10 TeV.

• Presence of a well-reconstructed muon track with a
length of at least 600 meters inside the detector vol-
ume.

• A peak energy loss value in a 50-meter bin along the
track which exceeds the median differential energy
loss in the event by a factor of 10.

• Location of peak energy loss within 150 meters from
at least 50 DOMs, assuring containment within the
main detector volume.

Figure 4 shows the cumulative effect of the cuts.
So far, the effective threshold energy for stochastic losses
lies around 10 TeV. It is in principle possible to reduce this
threshold further by relaxing the requirement on the total
recorded DOM charge.

4 Result

To estimate the sensitivity of the method, the measured en-
ergy spectrum of stochastic losses was compared to simu-
lations based on various primary composition models [7]:

• Constant Composition: The spectrum of each pri-
mary nucleus type changes by the same amount at an
energy corresponding to the cosmic-ray knee.

• Rigidity-Dependent Cutoff: Each component of
the cosmic ray flux is subject to a cutoff at an energy
that is proportional to the charge of the nucleus.

• Mass-Dependent Cutoff: Similar to the previous
model, but assuming a cutoff dependent on the nu-
clear mass. The main distinction here is a sharper
transition, resulting in a stronger cutoff signature.

• No Knee: This additional model was included for
purposes of illustration only, assuming unbroken
spectra for each component and therefore completely
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eliminating the knee. It should be noted that this as-
sumption is strongly disfavored by previous experi-
mental results.

Figure 5 shows the preliminary result, based on a subsam-
ple of 10 percent of the data taken with IC59. For models
incorporating a cutoff in the individual primary spectra, a
corresponding effect can clearly be discerned in the simu-
lated muon-induced stochastic losses. The limited exper-
imental statistics do not yet allow any definite statement
about preferred models, even while neglecting systematic
uncertainties.
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Figure 5: Comparison of reconstructed maximum stochas-
tic loss energy for simulated and experimental data
summed over all zenith angles. All simulated curves were
obtained by reweighting the same data set generated with
CORSIKA. Experimental data correspond to a subset of ten
percent of IC59 events. The error band is purely statistical.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

As can be seen from comparing Figures 5 and 6, the highest
muon energy found in the analyzed sample is most likely
located around 500 TeV, with slight variations depending
on the exact primary spectrum. This means that despite the
fact that the spectrum falls off almost as the fourth power
of the particle energy, the range of the measurement can
be extended by roughly an order of magnitude compared
to earlier experiments. The method presented here further-
more allows the measurement of cosmic-ray induced muon
spectra independently of the zenith angle, introducing an
entirely new degree of freedom.
Consequently, it will be possible to address a variety of new
physics issues that were previously inaccessible. It has al-
ready been demonstrated that the behavior of cosmic rays
around the knee can now be probed directly. A separate but
equally important question is the contribution of prompt
production processes to lepton fluxes at high energies. In
optimistic models, the charm-induced component becomes
dominant around 300 TeV at near-vertical angles [8] and
would therefore be directly measurable. If on the other
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Figure 6: Relation between reconstructed cascade and
muon surface energy obtained from Monte-Carlo simula-
tion, assuming a poly-gonato primary spectrum and neglec-
tic prompt muons. The change in slope around 10 TeV can
be attributed to threshold effects.

hand the prompt muon flux were low enough to be dom-
inated by decays of unflavored light mesons [9], it should
be possible to set a stringent limit that would strongly con-
strain the atmospheric neutrino background in searches for
astrophysical sources.
It should also be emphasized that the method to distinguish
unusually energetic muons from large-multiplicity back-
ground events is readily adaptable for analyses targeting
neutrino fluxes at energies in the PeV range.
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Abstract: The ANTARES telescope is well suited to detect neutrinos produced in astrophysical transient sources as
it can observe a full hemisphere of the sky at all the times with a duty cycle close to unity and an angular resolution
better than 0.5 degrees. Potential sources include gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), core collapse supernovae (SNe), and flaring
active galactid nuclei (AGNs). To enhance the sensitivity of ANTARES to such sources, a new detection method based
on coincident observations of neutrinos and optical signals has been developed. A fast online muon track reconstruction
is used to trigger a network of small automatic optical telescopes. Such alerts are generated one or two times per month
for special events such as two or more neutrinos coincident in time and direction or single neutrinos of very high energy.
Since February 2009, ANTARES has sent 37 alert triggers to the TAROT and ROTSE telescope networks, 27 of them have
been followed. First results on the optical images analysis to search for GRB and core-collapse SNe will be presented.

Keywords: high energy neutrino, GRB, optical follow-up.

1 Introduction

The detection of high energy cosmic neutrino from a source
would be a direct evidence of the presence of hadronic
acceleration within the source and provide important in-
formation on the origin of the high energy cosmic rays.
Powerful sources of transient nature, such as gamma ray
bursts or core collapse supernovae, offer one of the most
promising perspectives for the detection of cosmic neutri-
nos as, due to their short duration, the background from
atmospheric neutrinos and muons is strongly reduced. For
example, several authors predict the emission of neutrinos
in correlation with multi-wavelength signals, e.g. the Fire-
ball model of GRBs [1]. As neutrino telescopes observe a
full hemisphere of the sky (even the whole sky if downgo-
ing events are considered) at all times, they are particularly
well suited for the detection of transient phenomena.
The ANTARES neutrino telescope [2] is located in the
Mediterranean sea, 40 km South of the french coast of
Toulon, at a depth of about 2500 m below sea level. The
detector is an array of photomultipliers tubes (PMTs) ar-
ranged on 12 slender vertical detection lines. Each string
comprises up to 25 floors, i.e. triplets of optical modules

(OMs) housing one PMT each. Data taking started in 2006
with the operation of the first line of the detector. The con-
struction of the 12 line detector was completed in 2008.
The main goal of the experiment is to search for neutri-
nos of astrophysical origin by detecting high energy muons
(≥100 GeV) induced by their neutrino charged current in-
teraction in the vicinity of the detector. Due to the large
background from downgoing cosmic ray induced muons,
the detector is optimised for the detection of upgoing neu-
trino induced muon tracks.
In this paper, the implementation and the first results of a
strategy for the detection of transient sources is present-
ed. This method, earlier proposed in [3], is based on the
optical follow-up of selected neutrino events very shortly
after their detection by the ANTARES neutrino telescope.
The alert system is known as “TAToO” (Telescopes and
ANTARES Target of Opportunity) [4],

2 ANTARES neutrino alerts

The criteria for the TAToO trigger are based on the features
of the neutrino signal produced by the expected sources.
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Several models predict the production of high energy neu-
trinos greater than 1 TeV from GRBs [5] and from Core
Collapse Supernovae [6]. Under certain conditions, multi-
plet of neutrinos can be expected [7].
Two online neutrino trigger criteria are currently imple-
mented in the TAToO alert system:

• the detection of at least two neutrino induced muons
coming from similar directions within a predefined
time window;

• the detection of a single high energy neutrino in-
duced muon.

A basic requirement for the coincident observation of a
neutrino and an optical counterpart is that the pointing ac-
curacy of the neutrino telescope should be at least compa-
rable to the field of view of the TAROT [8] and ROTSE [9]
telescopes (≈ 2◦ × 2◦).
To select the events which might trigger an alert, a fast and
robust algorithm is used to reconstruct the calibrated data.
This algorithm uses an idealized detector geometry and is
independent of the dynamical positioning calibration. As
a result, the hits of the three OMs of a storey are grouped
and their location assigned to the barycenter of the storey.
The storey orientations as well as the line-shape deviations
from straight lines are not considered in the online recon-
struction. A detailed description of this algorithm and it-
s performances can be found in [10]. The principle is to
minimize a χ2 which compares the times of selected hits
with the expectation from a Cherenkov signal of a muon
track. The resulting direction of the reconstructed muon
track is available within about 10 ms and the obtained min-
imal χ2 is used as fit quality parameter to remove miss-
reconstructed tracks.
Atmospheric muons, whose abundance at the ANTARES
detector [11] is roughly six orders of magnitude larger than
the one of muons induced by atmospheric neutrinos, are the
main background for the alerts and have to be efficiently
suppressed. Among the surviving events, neutrino candi-
dates with an increased probability to be of cosmic origin
are selected [12].
In order to establish the criteria used for our neutrino s-
election, we have analysed a subsample of data taken by
ANTARES after the completion of the 12-line detector,
corresponding to a livetime of 70.3 days. During this pe-
riod, around 350 upgoing neutrino candidates were recon-
structed and have been compared to a Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation of atmospheric muons and neutrinos using the
same lifetime.
Figure 1 shows the angular resolution of the online algo-
rithm as a function of the neutrino energy. This resolution
is defined as the median of the space angular difference
between the direction of the incoming neutrino and the re-
constructed neutrino-induced muon. For neutrinos with an
energy higher than a few tens of TeV, an angular resolution
of 0.4 degree is achieved, despite of the approximations re-
lated to the detector geometry. For example, the inclination

of the ANTARES line for a typical sea current of 5 cm/s
induces a systematic angular deviation of less than 0.2 de-
gree.
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Figure 1: Angular resolution obtained for both online and
offline reconstructions as a function of the neutrino energy.

2.1 Multi-neutrino trigger

The typical signature of the transient emission of high ener-
gy neutrinos is a neutrino burst, i.e. a multiplet of neutrino
events originating from the source in a short time window.
A trigger for this event type is implemented as the detection
of two upgoing events reconstructed with at least two lines
in a 15 minutes time window with a maximum angular dif-
ference of 3◦. The time window was optimized to include
most predictions of the neutrino emission by various mod-
els for transient sources. The 3◦ angular window was se-
lected to match the convolution of the track reconstruction
angular resolution and the field of view of the robotic opti-
cal telescopes (≈ 2◦×2◦). The accidental coincidence rate
due to background events, from two uncorrelated upgoing
atmospheric neutrinos, is estimated to be 7 × 10−3 coin-
cidences per year with the full ANTARES detector. With
such a small background, the detection of a doublet (triplet)
in ANTARES would have a significance of about 3 (5) sig-
ma.

2.2 High energy event trigger

Since the neutrino energy spectrum for signal events is ex-
pected to be harder than for atmospheric neutrinos, a cut on
the reconstructed energy efficiently reduces the atmospher-
ic neutrino background while most of the signal events are
kept. The selection of the alert candidates is based on two
simple energy estimators: the number of storeys used in the
track fit and the total amplitude (in photoelectrons) of the
hits in the storeys.
The event selection for the high energy trigger has been
tuned on atmospheric neutrinos in order to obtain a false
alarm rate of about 25 alerts per year. This rate was a-
greed between ANTARES and the optical telescope col-
laborations. A requirement of at least 20 storeys on at least
three lines and an amplitude greater than 180 photoelec-
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trons will select around 25 high energy events per year with
the full 12 line configuration of the ANTARES detector.
The TAToO alert criteria select neutrinos of energies above
10 TeV for the single high energy trigger (calculated with a
neutrino Monte Carlo generated with an E−2 energy spec-
trum).
Figure 2 shows the estimation of the point spread function
for a typical high energy neutrino alert. Around 70% of the
events are contained in the field of view of a typical roboti-
cal telescope (≈ 2◦ × 2◦). With a larger delay (few tens of
minutes after the time of the burst), we are able to run the
standard reconstruction tool which provides a much bet-
ter angular resolution using the dynamical positioning of
the detector lines [13]. Simulations indicate that, with this
algorithm, ANTARES reaches an angular resolution small-
er than about 0.3-0.4◦ for neutrino energies above 10 TeV
(curve labeled ’offline algorithm’ in Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Bi-dimensional angular resolution. The black
square corresponds to the TAROT telescope field of view
(≈ 2◦ × 2◦).

3 Observation strategy of the robotical tele-
scopes

ANTARES is organizing a follow-up program in col-
laboration with the TAROT and ROTSE telescopes The
TAROT [8] network is composed of two 25 cm optical
robotic telescopes located at Calern (France) and La Sil-
la (Chile). The ROTSE [9] network is composed of four
45 cm optical robotic telescopes located at Coonabarabran
(Australia), Fort Davis (USA), Windhoek (Namibia) and
Antalya (Turkey). The main advantages of these instru-
ments are the large field of view of about 2 x 2 square de-
grees and their very fast positioning time (less than 10s).
These telescopes are perfectly tailored for such a program.
Thanks to the location of the ANTARES telescope in the
Northern hemisphere (42.79 degrees latitude), all the six

telescopes are used for the optical follow-up program. De-
pending on the neutrino trigger settings, the alert are sent
at a rate of abour one or two times per month. With the
current settings, the connected telescopes can start taking
images with a latency of the order of one minute with re-
spect to the neutrino event (T0).
As it was said before, the rolling search method is sensitive
to all transient sources producing high energy neutrinos.
For example, a GRB afterglow requires a very fast obser-
vation strategy in contrary to a core collapse supernovae
for which the optical signal will appear several days after
the neutrino signal. To be sensitive to all these astrophys-
ical sources, the observational strategy is composed of a
real time observation followed by few observations during
the following month. For the prompt observation, 6 im-
ages with an exposure of 3 minutes and 30 images with an
exposure of 1 min are taken respectively by the first avail-
able TAROT and ROTSE telescopes. The integrated time
has been defined in order to reach an average magnitude
of about 19. For each delayed observation, six images are
taken at T0+1,+2, +3, +4, +5, +6, +7, +9, +15, +27 days
after the trigger for TAROT (8 images for ROTSE the same
days plus T0+16 and T0+28 days).

4 Optical image analysis

Once the images are taken, they are automatically dark sub-
tracted and flat-fielded at the telescope site. Once the data
are copied from the telescopes, an offline analysis is per-
formed combining the images from all sites. This off-line
program is composed by three main steps: astrometric and
photometric calibration, subtraction between each image
and a reference one and light curve determination for each
variable candidates.
Curently, two offline analysis pipelines are used: the
ROTSE automated pipeline and one specially adapted to
the TAROT and ROTSE image quality based on a program
originally developed for the supernova search in the Super-
Nova Legacy Survey (SNLS) project. Cases like variable
PSF due to the atmospheric conditions or the lower quality
images on the CCD edges have to be optimized in order not
to loose any optical information. The choice of the refer-
ence is based on quality criteria such as the limiting mag-
nitude and the seeing. For the GRB search, the reference
is picked among the follow-up observations (few days after
the alert) where no GRB signal is expected anymore while
for SN search, either we consider the first night observa-
tion or we order it few months later to have a better quality
reference in absence of a SN signal. It is also planned that
the image analysis step will be included at the end of the
automatic detection chain.
The ROTSE pipeline has been applied to five alerts from
which optical images have been recorded during the first
24 hours after the neutrino alert sending. The minimum
delay between the neutrino detection and the first image is
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around 70 s. No object has been found for which the light
curve is compatible with a fast time decreasing signal.

5 Conclusion

The method used by the ANTARES collaboration to im-
plement the search for coincidence between high energy
neutrinos and transient sources followed by small robotic
telescopes has been presented. Of particular importance
for this alert system are the ability to reconstruct online the
neutrino direction and to reject efficiently the background.
With the described ANTARES alert sending capability, the
connected optical telescopes can start taking images with a
latency of the order of one minute, which will be reduced
to about 15 s in the near future. The precision of the direc-
tion of the alert is much better than one degree. The quasi-
online availability of a refined direction obtained using the
measured geometry of the ANTARES detector further im-
proves the quality and efficiency of the alert system.
The alert system is operational since February 2009, and as
of May 2011, 37 alerts have been sent, all of them triggered
by the high energy selection criterium. No doublet trig-
ger has been recorded yet. After a commissioning phase in
2009, almost all alerts had an optical follow-up in 2010,
and the live time of the system over this year is strict-
ly equal to the one of the ANTARES telescope, namely
87%. These numbers are consistent with the expected trig-
ger rate, after accounting for the duty cycle of the neutrino
telescope. The image analysis of the ’prompt’ images has
not permitted to discover a GRB afterglow associated to
the high energy neutrino. The analysis of the rest of the
images to look for the light curve of a core collapse SN is
still on-going.
The optical follow-up of neutrino events significantly im-
proves the perspective for the detection of transient sources.
A confirmation by an optical telescope of a neutrino alert
will not only provide information on the nature of the
source but also improve the precision of the source di-
rection determination in order to trigger other observato-
ries (for example very large telescopes for redshift mea-
surement). The program for the follow-up of ANTARES
neutrino events is already operational with the TAROT and
ROTSE telescopes and results based on analysis of the op-
tical images will be presented in a forthcoming paper. This
technique could be extended to observations in other wave-
length regimes such as X-ray or radio.
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Abstract: The ANTARES telescope is well suited to detect neutrinos produced in astrophysical transient sources as it
can observe a full hemisphere of the sky at all the times with a duty cycle close to unity. The background and point source
sensitivity can be drastically reduced by selecting a narrow time window around the assumed neutrino production period.
Radio-loud active galactic nuclei with their jets pointing almost directly towards the observer, the so-called blazars, are
particularly attractive potential neutrino point sources, since they are among the most likely sources of the observed
ultra high energy cosmic rays and therefore, neutrinos and gamma-rays may be produced in hadronic interactions with
the surrounding medium. The gamma-ray light curves of blazars measured by the LAT instrument on-board the Fermi
satellite reveal important time variability information. A strong correlation between the gamma-ray and the neutrino
fluxes is expected in this scenario.

An unbinned method based on the minimization of a likelihood ratio was applied to a subsample data collected in 2008
(61 days live time). By looking for neutrinos detected in the high state periods of the AGN light curve, the sensitivity to
these sources has been improved by about a factor 2 with respect to a standard time-integrated point source search. First
results on the search for ten bright and variable Fermi sources are presented.

Keywords: ANTARES, Neutrino astronomy, Fermi transient sources, time-dependant search, blazars

1 Introduction

The production of high-energy neutrinos has been pro-
posed for several kinds of astrophysical sources, such
as active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursters, supernova
remnants and microquasars, in which the acceleration of
hadrons may occur. Neutrinos are unique messengers to
study the high-energy universe as there are neutral and sta-
ble, interact weakly and travel directly from their point of
creation in the source without absorption. Neutrinos could
play an important role in understanding the mechanisms of
cosmic ray acceleration and their detection from a source
would be a direct evidence of the presence of hadronic ac-
celeration in that source.
Radio-loud active galactic nuclei with their jets pointing
almost directly towards the observer, the so-called blazars,
are particularly attractive potential neutrino point sources,
since they are among the most likely sources of the ob-
served ultra high energy cosmic rays and therefore, neutri-
nos and gamma-rays may be produced in hadronic inter-
actions with the surrounding medium [1]. The gamma-ray
light curves of blazars measured by the LAT instrument on-
board the Fermi satellite reveal important time variability
information on timescale of hours to several weeks, with
intensities always several times larger than the typical flux
of the source in its quiescent state [2]. A strong correlation

between the gamma-ray and the neutrino fluxes is expected
in this scenario.
In this paper, the results of the first time-dependent search
for cosmic neutrino sources in the sky visible to the
ANTARES telescope are presented. The data sample used
in this analysis is described in Section 2, together with
a discussion on the systematic uncertainties. The point
source search algorithm used in this time-dependent anal-
ysis is explained in Section 3. The results are presented in
Section 4 for a search on a list of ten selected candidate
sources.

2 ANTARES

The ANTARES collaboration has completed the construc-
tion of a neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea with
the connection of its twelfth detector line in 2008 [3]. The
telescope is located 40 km on the southern coast of France
(42o48’N, 6o10’E) at a depth of 2475 m. It comprises a
three-dimensional array of photomultipliers housed in glass
spheres (optical modules), distributed along twelve slender
lines anchored at the sea bottom and kept taut by a buoy
at the top. Each line comprises up to 25 storeys of triplets
of optical modules (OMs), each housing a single 10” PMT.
Since lines are subject to the sea current and can change
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shape and orientation, a positioning system comprising hy-
drophones and compass-tiltmeters is used to monitor the
detector geometry. The main goal of the experiment is to
search for neutrinos of astrophysical origin by detecting
high energy muons (>100 GeV) induced by their neutrino
charged current interaction in the vicinity of the detector.
The arrival time and intensity of the Cherenkov light on
the OMs are digitized into hits and transmitted to shore,
where events containing muons are separated from the op-
tical backgrounds due to natural radioactive decays and bi-
oluminescence, and stored on disk. A detailed description
of the detector and the data acquisition is given in [3] [4].
The arrival times of the hits are calibrated as described in
reference [5]. The online event selection identifies triplets
of OMs that detect multiple photons. At least 5 of these
are required throughout the detector, with the relative pho-
ton arrival times being compatible with the light coming
from a relativistic particle. Independently, events were al-
so selected which exhibit multiple photons on two sets of
adjacent, or next to adjacent floors.
The data used in this analysis corresponds to the peri-
od from September 6th to December 31st, 2008 (54720-
54831 modified Julian day), taken with the full detector.
Some filtering has been applied in order to exclude periods
in which the bioluminescence-induced optical background
was high. The resulting effective life time is 60.8 days. At-
mospheric neutrinos are the main source of background in
the search for astrophysical neutrinos. These neutrinos are
produced from the interaction of cosmic rays in the Earth’s
atmosphere.Only charged current interactions of neutrinos
and antineutrinos were considered. An additional source
of background is due to the mis-reconstructed atmospher-
ic muons. The track reconstruction algorithm derives the
muon track parameters that maximize a likelihood func-
tion built from the difference between the expected and
the measured arrival time of the hits from the Cherenkov
photons emitted along the muon track. This maximiza-
tion takes into account the Cherenkov photons that scatter
in the water and the additional photons that are generat-
ed by secondary particles (e.g. electromagnetic shower-
s created along the muon trajectory). The algorithm used
is outlined in [6]. The value of the log-likelihood per de-
gree of freedom (Λ) from the track reconstruction fit is a
measure of the track fit quality and is used to reject badly
reconstructed events, such as atmospheric muons that are
mis-reconstructed as upgoing tracks. Neutrino events are
selected by requiring that tracks are reconstructed as upgo-
ing and have a good reconstruction quality. In addition, the
error estimate on the reconstructed muon track direction
obtained from the fit is required to be less than 1o.
The angular resolution can not be determined directly in the
data and has to be estimated from simulation. However, the
comparison of the data and MonteCarlo simulations from
which the time accuracy of the hits has been degraded has
yielded a constrain on the uncertainty of the angular resolu-
tion of the order of 0.1o [8]. Figure 1 shows the cumulative
distribution of the angular difference between the recon-

structed muon direction and the neutrino direction with an
assumed spectrum proportional to E−2

ν , where Eν is the
neutrino energy. For this period, the median resolution is
estimated to be 0.4 +/- 0.1 degree.
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Figure 1: Cumulative plot of the distribution of the an-
gle between the true Monte Carlo neutrino direction and
the reconstructed muon direction for E−2 upgoing neutrino
events selected for this analysis.

3 Time-dependent search algorithm

This time dependant point source analysis is done using an
unbinned method based on a likelihood ratio maximization.
The data is parameterized as a two components mixture of
signal and background. The goal is to determine, at a given
point in the sky and at a given time, the relative contribu-
tion of each component and to calculate the probability to
have a signal above a given background model. The like-
lihood ratio λ is the ratio of the probability density for the
hypothesis of background and signal (Hsig+bkg) over the
probability density of only background (Hbkg):

λ =
N∑

i=1

log
P (xi|Hsig+bkg)

P (xi|Hbkg)
(1)

λ =
N∑

i=1

log
nsig

N .Psig(αi, ti) + (1− nsig

N ).Pbkg(αi, ti)

Pbkg(αi, ti)

(2)
where nsig and N are respectively the unknown number
of signal events and the total number of events in the con-
sidered data sample. Psig(αi, ti) and Pbkg(αi, ti) are the
probability density function (PDF) for signal and back-
ground respectively. For a given event i, ti and αi represent
the time of the event and the angular difference between the
coordinate of this event and the studied source.
The probability densities Psig and Pbkg are described by
the product of two components: one for the direction and
one for the timing. The shape of the time PDF for the signal
event is extracted directly from the gamma-ray light curve
assuming the proportionality between the gamma-ray and
the neutrino fluxes. For the signal event, this directional
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PDF is described by the one dimension point spread func-
tion, which is the probability density of reconstructing an
event at an angular distance from the true source position.
The directional and time PDF for the background are de-
rived from the data using respectively the observed decli-
nation distribution of selected events in the sample and the
observed time distribution of all the reconstructed muons.
Figure 2 shows the time distribution of all the reconstruct-
ed events and the selected upgoing events for this analysis.
Once normalized to an integral equal to 1, the distribution
for all reconstructed events is used directly as the time PDF
for the background. When data is at 0, it means that there
are no data taken during these periods (ie detector in main-
tenance) or data with a very poor quality (high biolumines-
cence or bad calibration).
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Figure 2: Time distribution of the reconstructed events.
Black: distribution for all reconstructed events. Red filled:
distribution of selected upgoing events (Λ > −5.4 and
β < 1o).

The null hypothesis is given with nsig = 0. The obtained
value of λdata on the data is then compared to the distribu-
tion of λ given the null hypothesis. Large values of λdata

compared to the distribution of λ for the background only
reject the null hypothesis with a confident level equal to the
fraction of the scrambled trials above λdata. This fraction
of trials above λdata is referred as the p-value. The dis-
covery potential is then defined as the average number of
signal events required to achieve a p-value lower than 5σ
in 50 % of trials. Figure 3 shows the average number of
events required for a 5σ discovery (50 % C.L.) produced
in one source located at a declination of -40o as a func-
tion of the total width of the flare periods. These numbers
are compared to the one obtained without using the tim-
ing information. Using the timing information yields to an
improvement of the discovery potential by about a factor
2-3 with respect to a standard time-integrated point source
search [8].

4 Search for neutrino emission from gamma-
ray flare

This time-dependent analysis has been applied to bright
and variable Fermi blazar sources reported in the first year
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Figure 3: Average number of events required for a 5σ dis-
covery (50 % C.L.) produced in one source located at a
declination of -40o as a function of the width of the flare
period. These numbers are compared to the one obtained
without using the timing information.

Fermi LAT catalogue [9] and in the LBAS catalogue (LAT
Bright AGN sample [10]). The sources located in the vis-
ible part of the sky by Antares from which the averaged
1 day-binned flux in the high state is greater than 20 10−8

photons.cm−2.s−1 above 300 MeV in the studied time peri-
od and with a significant time variability are selected. This
list includes six flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ) and
four BLlacs. Table 1 lists the characteristics of the ten se-
lected sources.

Name OFGL name Class redshift F300

PKS0208-512 J0210.8-5100 FSRQ 1.003 4.43
AO0235+164 J0238.6+1636 BLLac 0.940 13.19
PKS0454-234 J457.1-2325 FSRQ 1.003 13.56

OJ287 J0855.4+2009 BLLac 0.306 2.48
WComae J1221.7+28.14 BLLAc 0.102 2.58

3C273 J1229.1+0202 FSRQ 0.158 8.68
3C279 J1256.1-0548 FSRQ 0.536 15.69

PKS1510-089 J1512.7-0905 FSRQ 0.36 28.67
3c454.3 J2254.0+1609 FSRQ 0.859 24.58

PKS2155-304 J2158.8-3014 BLLac 0.116 7.89

Table 1: List of bright variable Fermi blazars selected for
this analysis. F300 is the gamma-ray flux above 300 MeV
(10−8 photons.cm−2.s−1).

The light curves published in Fermi web page for the mon-
itored sources [11] are used for this analysis. These light
curves correspond to the one-day binned time evolution of
the average gamma-ray flux above a threshold of 100 MeV
from August 2008 to August 2010. The high state period-
s are defined using a simple and robust method based on
three main steps. First, the baseline is determined with an
iterative linear fit. After each fit, the points where the flux is
above a given threshold are suppressed. When the baseline
is computed, all the points (green dots) where the flux mi-
nus its error are above the baseline plus two times its fluc-
tuation and the flux is above the baseline plus three times
its fluctuation are used as priors from which the flares are
defined. The last step consists on, for each selected point,
adding the adjacent points for which the emission is com-
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patible with the flare. Finally, an additional delay of 0.5
day is added before and after the flare in order to take into
account that the precise time of the flare is not known (1-
day binned LC). With this definition, a flare has a width of
at least two days. Figure 4 shows the time distribution of
the Fermi LAT gamma-ray light curve of 3C454 for almost
2 years of data and the determined high state periods (blue
histogram). With the hypothesis that the neutrino emission
follows the gamma-ray emission, the signal time PDF is
simply the normalized de-noise light curve.
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Figure 4: Gamma-ray light curve (red dots) of the blazar
3C454.3 measured by the LAT instrument onboard the Fer-
mi satellite above 100 MeV for almost 2 years of data. Blue
histogram: high state periods. Green line and dots: base-
line and significant dots above this baseline used for the
determination of the flare periods.

The most significant source is 3C279, which has a pre-trial
p-value of 1.03 %. The unbinned method finds one high-
energy neutrino event located at 0.56o from the source loca-
tion during a large flare in November 2008. Figure 5 shows
the time distribution of the Fermi gamma-ray light curve
of 3C279 and the time of the coincident neutrino event.
This event has been reconstructed with 89 hits spread on
10 lines with a track fit quality Λ = −4.4 and an error es-
timate β = 0.3o. The post-trial probability is computed
taking into account the ten searches. The final probability,
10 % is compatible with background fluctuations.
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Figure 5: Gamma-ray light curve (black dots) of the blazar
3C279 measured by the LAT instrument onboard the Fermi
satellite above 100 MeV. Blue histogram: high state peri-
ods. Green dashed line: fit of a baseline. Red histogram:
time of the ANTARES neutrino event in coincidence with
3C279.

5 Summary

This paper discusses the first time-dependent search for
cosmic neutrinos using the data taken with the full 12
lines ANTARES detector during the last four months of
2008. Time-dependent searches are significantly more sen-
sitive than standard point-source search to variable sources
thanks to the large reduction of the background of atmo-
spheric muons and neutrinos over short time scales. This
search has been applied to ten very bright and variable Fer-
mi LAT blazars. The most significant observation of a flare
is 3C279 with a p-value of about 10 % after trials for which
one neutrino event has been detected in time/space coinci-
dence with the gamma-ray emission. Limits have been ob-
tained on the neutrino fluence for the ten selected sources.
The most recent measurements of Fermi in 2009-11 show
very large flares yielding a more promising search of neu-
trinos [12].
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Abstract: The ANTARES neutrino telescope is operating in the Mediterranean sea in its full configuration since May
2008. While designed to observe up-going neutrinos, it also records many signals of down-going muons produced by
the interaction of high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere. The shadowing of cosmic rays by the Moon produces a
deficit of muons coming from this direction at the ANTARES level. The observation of this deficit of events can be used
to check the correct pointing of the detector with respect to a known object.

The strategies to observe this Moon shadow are discussed ant the current results are presented.

Keywords: high energy neutrino, ANTARES, Moon shadow

1 Introduction

The ANTARES neutrino telescope is operating in the
Mediterranean Sea in full 12 lines configuration since May
2008 [1]. Thanks to the good optical properties of the wa-
ter of the deep sea, the median angular resolution obtained
with the current reconstruction algorithm is estimated to be
0.4◦ for cosmic neutrinos with an E−2 flux [2].
The pointing performance of the detector relies on the
knowledge of parameters, such as the relative delays of
the optical sensors within each detector line as well as be-
tween the lines, the instantaneous shape of the detector
lines which is influenced by the sea current or the absolute
orientation of the detector.
The values of these parameters have been calibrated be-
fore immersion of the detector lines and are regularly mea-
sured in situ during operation. The relative time delays are
measured using a laser beacon and LED beacons, and al-
so with physical quantities such as the 40K decay or the
atmospheric muon tracks [3]. The alignment measure-
ments are performed continuously with acoustic emitters
and transceivers, tiltmetres and compasses [4]. The abso-
lute orientation of the telescope is obtained by the triangu-
lation of acoustic signals between anchors of the lines and
the deployment vessel at the sea surface, positioned by GP-
S [5]. The uncertainties on these values are small enough to
ensure the optimal performances of the telescope, but it re-
mains very important to verify the correct operation of the
detector using a calibration source. While no such source
exists, some possibilities remain:

Figure 1: Illustration of the Moon blocking the cosmic
rays, thus producing a deficit of muons originating from
this direction.
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Figure 2: Top: Distribution of the reconstructed zenith of
the events of the data set used in this analysis: data (black),
Monte Carlo (red=yellow+blue). Bottom: Data/MC ratio.

• The observation of a coincidence between an air
shower at sea level with a surface array and the re-
sulting muons at ANTARES level [6].

• The observation of the Moon shadow. This tech-
nique, first proposed in 1957 [8], relies on the ab-
sorption of cosmic rays by the Moon, as illustrated
on figure 1. As the cosmic rays are the source of
the down-going muons at the telescope level, this ab-
sorption induces a deficit of the number of observed
muons in the Moon direction.

2 Data and Monte Carlo

2.1 Data set and reconstruction

The apparent Moon radius is on average RMoon = 0.259◦,
which is smaller than the resolution of ANTARES, in par-
ticular for down-going atmospheric muons; thus the obser-
vation of the Moon shadow requires large statistics. For the
work reported here, 884 days of data taken between 2007
and 2010 (including periods with 5, 10 and 12 lines config-
urations) have been analysed.
These data have been processed using the standard track
reconstruction algorithm of ANTARES. As this algorithm
is optimised for up-going tracks of cosmic origin, an algo-
rithm dedicated to the reconstruction of down-going atmo-
spheric muons would improve the results presented in this
paper.

Figure 3: Black: Parametrization of the PSF of the events at
less than 10◦ from the Moon position. Blue: Constant PDF
in the H0 hypothesis. Red: PDF in the H1 hypothesis.

The event selection criteria used here are the same as pre-
sented in [7], i.e. an error estimate β < 1◦ and a quality of
reconstruction of the track λ > −5.5.

2.2 Monde Carlo

The point spread function (PSF) used to generate pseudo
experiments and to compute our search strategy is obtained
from Monte Carlo simulation (MC). Each data run is sim-
ulated as close as possible to the experimental condition
(same detector condition, bioluminescence rate, etc.), gen-
erating both atmospheric muons and atmospheric neutri-
nos. An example of data/MC comparison is represented in
figure 2.
The PSF is extracted from this MC using all the events re-
constructed in a region of 10◦ around the Moon position
(figure 3). With the chosen selection criteria, the median
angular resolution is 0.75◦.
Concerning the shape of the event density in the Moon
region, we assume the event probability density function
(PDF) is uniform in the abscence of Moon1, we call this
hypothesis H0. The PSF in the Moon hypothesis (H1) is
obtained by computing the 2D convolution product of the

1. If we consider a 10◦ radius region around the Moon direc-
tion, there is actually a counting rate modulation of ±20%, but
this is a dipolar modulation which cancels out during the likeli-
hood computation, so it is neglected for simplicity. Only second
or higher order modulations could change the likelihood.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the likelihood test function values, for the H0 hypothesis in blue and for H1 in red.

PSF with the Moon shape:

PDF (x|H0) ∝ 1

PDF (x|H1) ∝ (1− PSF ⊗ δMoon)(x)

3 Search strategy

Different search strategies have been studied, a simple
on/off search, a χ2 test of histograms [7] and the one p-
resented here, a likelihood search. The results of these dif-
ferent approaches are compatible.

3.1 Likelihood method

For the likelihood search we build a test function based on
the likelihood ratio using the expected distributions corre-
sponding to the Moon hypothesis H1 and no Moon hypoth-
esis H0. The test function used is the logarithm of the like-
lihood ratio:

t =
∑

events i

log
PDF (ri|H1)

PDF (ri|H0)

3.2 Pseudo-experiments

In order to test the search method, to estimate its power
and to compute the significance, pseudo-experiments are
performed. After generating uniform event distributions in
an area around the Moon position, a smearing is applied
using the PSF, followed by a shadowing which is or is not
applied for the events originating from the Moon direction.
The pseudo experiments presented here are generated with
the same event statistics as available in the 2007-2010 data
sample.
The distributions of the values of the test function obtained
with the pseudo experiments are presented in figure 4. For
a given value of the test function, its p-value (probability

Figure 5: Event density around the Moon location (0, 0).

to obtain a value at least as important from a background
fluctuation) is computed using the H0 distribution (blue).
The significance of this p-value can then equivalently be
expressed in term of sigma.
The H1 distribution (red) is used to estimate the power of
the test. With the current event statistics, we could expect
2.1+0.9

−0.8σ. With 2, 5 and 10 times this statistics, we obtain
respectively 2.8± 0.9, 4.2± 0.9 and 5.9± 0.9σ.

4 Preliminary results

The experimental event density in the Moon region is rep-
resented in figure 5 and the density as a function of the
distance to the Moon position is shown on figure 6.
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Figure 6: Event density as a function of the distance to the
Moon.

The value of the test function obtained experimentally for
the Moon position is Q = 1.17, which has a p-value of
0.007. This corresponds to 2.7σ, which is within the ex-
pected range. This is however not significant enough to
unambiguously reject the H0 assumption.
Scanning over directions around the Moon position (see
figure 7), we find similar hot spots; which are compatible
with statistical fluctuations.

5 Conclusion and outlook

A search for the observation of the Moon shadow with
the ANTARES neutrino telescope has been performed on a
dataset corresponding to 884 days of livetime. The result-
ing Moon shadow significance, 2.7σ, is within the expected
range and compatible with other analysis [7]. At this point,
this result is not strong enough to put interesting constrains
on ANTARES pointing capabilities.
The increase of statistics or the development of a track
reconstruction algorithm optimized for down-going atmo-
spheric muons should improve this results.
ANTARES will also perform campaigns of measurement
of atmospheric showers by mean of a surface array installed
on a boat above the detector, allowing to compare the di-
rection of muons in coincidence with ANTARES. This will
provide an additional check of the ANTARES pointing per-
formance.
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Abstract: The ANTARES neutrino telescope is located at a depth of 2475 m in the Mediterranean Sea. Its main
objective is the observation of extraterrestrial neutrinos. Relativistic charged leptons produced by neutrino interactions in
and around the detector produce Cherenkov light in the sea water detected by a three dimensional grid of photomultiplier
tubes. The propagation of Cherenkov light depends on the optical properties of the sea water and their understanding is
crucial to reach the optimal performance of the detector. This paper presents the measurements made between 2008 and
2010 of the light velocity and attenuation length at the ANTARES site with a system of light sources (LEDs and laser) at
different wavelengths (between 400 nm and 532 nm). The time variability of the optical properties are presented and the
derived values are compared with theoretical predictions.

Keywords: Neutrino telescope, Optical Beacon system, Optical properties, Refractive index.

1 Introduction

The ANTARES neutrino telescope [1] is located at the bot-
tom of the Mediterranean Sea at a depth of 2475 m, roughly
40 km offshore from Toulon in France. Sea water is used
as the detection medium for the Cherenkov light emitted
by relativistic charged particles resulting from interaction
of neutrinos around or inside the detector. The particle di-
rection is reconstructed from the arrival time of detected
photons through the array of photomultiplier tubes (PMT-
s).
The measurement of the refractive index is performed with
a pulsed light source shining through water and the time
of light distributions of photons detected by PMTs at dif-
ferent distances from the source. The attenuation length is
measured by the amount of light detected by these PMT-
s. The optical properties are measured at wavelengths be-
tween 400 nm and 532 nm and are compared with theoret-
ical predictions.
A precise measurement of the optical properties minimizes
the uncertainty on many physical results as seen in [2].
Moreover, the optical properties may change in time due
to sea current. Several measurements of those presented in
this paper have been performed in the past [3, 4, 5].

2 Experimental setup

The ANTARES detector consists of a three dimensional ar-
ray of 885 PMTs arranged in twelve vertical approximately
450 m long lines. Along each line with a vertical separa-

tion of 14.5 m, PMTs are grouped in triplets and oriented
with their axis pointing downward at an angle of 45o with
respect to the the vertical line direction. The horizontal
separation between lines is about 70 m.
The PMTs are sensitive to single photons in the wavelength
range between 350 nm and 600 nm. They have a peak
quantum efficiency of about 25% between 350 nm and
450 nm. The PMT measures the arrival time and charge
amplitude of the detected photons.
The Optical Beacon system consists of a series of pulsed
light sources distributed through the detector. The primary
aim of the Optical Beacon system is the time calibration
between the PMTs to reach the best angular resolution of
the detector. In addition the Optical Beacon system can be
also used to determine the optical properties of water.
There are four LED Beacons per line and one laser Beacon
at the bottom of the central line. One LED Beacon con-
tains 36 individual LEDs distributed over six vertical faces
shaping an hexagonal cylinder. On each face, five LEDs
point radially and one upwards. All the LEDs emit light at
a nominal wavelength of 470 nm except two LEDs located
on the lowest Beacon of line 12 which emit light at nominal
wavelength of 400 nm.
The LEDs emit light with a maximum intensity of∼160 pJ
and a pulse width of ∼4 ns (FWHM). The laser is a more
powerful device and emits shorter pulses than the LEDs.
The laser emits pulses of light with a maximum intensity
of (∼1 μJ) and pulse width of ∼0.8 ns (FWHM) at a nom-
inal wavelength of 532 nm. The LEDs and laser flash at
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Figure 1: Arrival time distribution of LED light detected by
a PMT at around 100 m. The inset shows a zoom around
the signal region. Superimposed is the result of the fit to the
convolution of a gaussian distribution and an exponential
distribution (see text).

a frequency of 330 Hz. Further details about the Optical
Beacon system can be found elsewhere [6, 7, 8].
The light spectrum of the three sources (two LEDs with
nominal wavelengths of 470 nm and 400 nm and one laser
with nominal wavelength of 532 nm) were measured us-
ing a high resolution calibrated spectrometer from Ocean
Optics HR4000CG-UV-NIR. The spectrometer was cross-
checked with the Green Nd-YAG laser (532 nm). The mea-
sured peak wavelengths of the LEDs in pulsed mode opera-
tion are 468.5 ± 14.4 nm and 403.1 ± 6.9 nm respectively.

3 Data acquisition and data analysis

In the special calibration data taken with Optical Beacon
system, the emission time and the position of the isotropic
light flash, as well as the arrival time and the position when
the light reaches the PMTs are known. From the time and
position difference between the PMTs the refractive index
is measured, whereas the amount of light collected by these
PMTs gives an information about the attenuation length.

3.1 Data acquisition

The various measurements of the water optical properties
were taken from May 2008. Only data with stable back-
ground rates and below 100 kHz have been analyzed. The
special calibration data duration takes only few minutes.
One single upward looking LED of the lowest Optical Bea-
con in the line emits more than 105 light flashes towards the
PMTs above. The photons are collected by the PMTs in the
line. Figure 1 shows the arrival time distribution of photon-
s for a LED Beacon illuminating a PMT located at 100 m.
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Figure 2: The figure shows the arrival time as a function of
the distance between the LED and the different PMTs. The
slope of a linear fit to the arrival time versus distance gives
the inverse of the light velocity.

The small tail of delayed photons is due to the light scatter-
ing between LED and PMT. The zero time is defined by the
illumination time of the LED. The flat distribution before
and after the peak shows the detected optical background.

3.2 Data analysis

Since the light path used in the analysis (few 100 m) has
the same order as the scattering length the scattering has
in some way to be taken in account. The arrival time dis-
tributions are fitted to a function which is the convolution
of a gaussian distribution and an exponential distribution
[9, 10]. The gaussian distribution models the transit time
spread of the PMTs, the time width of the optical sources
and the effect of the chromatic dispersion in water, while
the exponential distribution models the scattering of pho-
tons in water. The fit function is given by

f(t) = b+ h · e− t−μ
τ · Erfc

(
1√
2

(σ
τ
− t− μ

σ

))
, (1)

where t is the arrival time of the photons and the fit pa-
rameters are the background (b), the height of the fit func-
tion (h), the mean and width of the gaussian distribution
(μ, σ) and the exponential constant (τ ). The Erfc(t) is
the complementary error function distribution Erfc(t) =
2√
π

∫∞
t

et
′2
dt′. An example of such a fit is shown in the

zoom of Figure 1. The fit is made in the range from -100 ns
to the time of the most populated bin plus 20 ns. The ar-
rival time at each PMT is given by the fitted mean value of
the gaussian distribution. The fit is stable with respect to
changes in the fit range and histogram binning.
The distances between Optical Beacon and PMT versus the
measured arrival times are shown in Figure 2 (note there
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Figure 3: Amount of light collected by the PMTs as a func-
tion of the distance. The fit result of an exponential func-
tion is shown.

can be up to three PMTs at each distance). Due to the
small wavelength range of the individual LEDs the light
dispersion is minimized. By selecting only the PMTs of
the same line as the emission of light the uncertainty on
the PMT angular acceptance and the PMT positions are re-
duced. In this analysis, no correction of the PMT positions
due to line movements have been applied. The minimal
distance is set to eliminate the PMT which receives too
much light and have an erroneous time estimation caused
through the early photon effect (for explanation see [8]) .
The minimal distance for the fit range is defined as the dis-
tance where the average collected charge per hit (usually
referred to as the amplitude) in the signal region is below
1.5 photo-electrons. The maximum distance is introduced
due to avoid noise fluctuations. The signal has to be sig-
nificantly larger than the average background (above seven
sigmas). The slope of a linear fit through the measured
points gives the inverse of the measured velocity of light in
water (vm). The measured refractive index is defined as

n = c/vm (2)

with c = 3·108m/s. The error of the refractive index given
in Figure 2 is the error estimated by the linear fit.
As seen in Figure 1 the PMTs perform a time resolved mea-
surement of the collected light. The amount of light detect-
ed depends on the attenuation length, whereas the shape
of the arrival time distribution of the detected light is re-
lated to the photon path length distribution of the scattered
photons. For the attenuation length measurement a similar
selection criteria as in the refraction index measuremen-
t is used. An exponential fit to the collected charge as a
function of the distance is shown in Figure 3 for two runs
with sources with wavelength of 470 nm (tagged as Blue)
and wavelength of 400 nm (tagged as UV). The attenuation
length L is obtained by

I ·R2 ∼ I0 · e
−R
L , (3)
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Figure 4: The measured refractive index for a total of 42
runs with an emission wavelength of 470 nm. The result to
a fit to a gaussian distribution is shown.

where I0 is the intensity at the source and I the intensity
detected by a PMT at a distance R.

4 Monte Carlo measurement

The Monte Carlo simulation takes into account the geom-
etry of the detector and the optical properties of the water
(refraction index, scattering length and absorption length).
Monte Carlo generated time distributions with a large vari-
ety of optical properties has been used to analyze the time
distributions and calculate the refraction index and also to
check the stability of the analysis method. The analysis
method was first validated with a Monte Carlo sample with-
out scattering at three different refractive index. The varia-
tion of the absorption length between 30 m and 120 m has
nearly no influence on the refraction index, with variation
of the refraction index of less than 0.1%. A variation in
the scattering length between 20 m and 50 m produces an
uncertainty of 0.3% in the measurement of the refractive
index.

5 Data measurement

Between May 2008 and March 2010 a total of 42 runs were
taken with a nominal wavelength of 470 nm, 14 runs with a
nominal wavelength of 400 nm and 13 runs with a nominal
wavelength of 532 nm and have been analyzed according
to the methods explained in section 3.2. The measured re-
fraction of the 42 runs are shown in the Figure 4 and the
mean value is evaluated by fitting the distribution with a
gaussian. The fitted attenuation lengths for some of these
runs as function of the data period are shown in Figure 5.
The fitted values are reasonably stable with time.
Since November 2010 runs with a modified Optical Beacon
have been collected with light emission at six additional
wavelengths with nominal peak values of 385, 400, 440,
460, 505 and 518 nm. First results are expected soon.
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Figure 5: Time evolution of the attenuation length param-
eter for one and a half year of data taking for two different
wavelengths.

These measured refractive index with their systematic er-
rors estimated in section 4 are shown in Figure 6. Also
shown is the parametric formula of the refractive index.
The refractive index at the ANTARES site depends on the
wavelength, on the temperature, on the salinity of the water
and the pressure at the depth of the detector. The paramet-
ric formula for the phase refractive index of Quan and Fry
[11], based on data from Austin and Halikas [12], is mod-
ified with appropriate pressure corrections as suggested in
[3]. The phase refractive index for sea water as a function
of wavelength, temperature (T ), salinity (S) and pressure
(p) is given by

np(340 < λ(nm) < 560, S(%) = 3.844,

T (oC) = 13.2, 200 < p(atm) < 240) =

1.32292 + (1.32394− 1.32292) · p− 200

240− 200
+

16.2561

λ
− 4382

λ2
+

1.1455 · 106
λ3

, (4)

where λ is the wavelength of light.
The group refractive index (n) [4] is related to its phase
refractive index (np) through

n =
np

1 + λ
np

dnp

dλ

. (5)

The parametrization of the refractive indexes n and np is
shown in Figure 6 for the given values of temperature,
salinity and for a pressure between 200 atm and 240 atm.
The measurements are in agreement with the parametriza-
tion of the group refractive index.

6 Conclusion

Pulsed light sources with wavelengths between 400 nm and
532 nm shining through sea water and the time of light dis-
tribution detected by the PMTs at distances between few
tens and few hundred meters from the source have been
used to measure the refraction index. Dedicated Monte
Carlo simulation has been used to validate the analysis
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Figure 6: Group and phase refractive index as a function
of the wavelength for a given temperature and salinity with
measured data points and its systematical error bars. The
upper curves (solid) show the group refractive index, the
lower curves (dotted) give the phase refractive index.

method and to evaluate the systematics. The data results
are compatible with the parametrization of the group re-
fractive index.
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Abstract: The ARIANNA experiment exploits unique properties of the Ross Ice Shelf, namely its radio transparency
and radio reflectivity at the ice-water boundary beneath the shelf, to search for UHE neutrinos. Simulation studies show
that, with the full array, we can expect to detect ∼ 40 GZK events/year using the ESS model. The excellent sensitivity
results from the low energy threshold (> 3 × 1017 eV), large volume (513 km3), and viewing slightly more than half
the sky. We have developed simulation tools to estimate the sensitivity to all neutrino flavors. In this paper, we will also
present the angular coverage and energy dependent sensitivity of the detector.

Keywords: ARIANNA, Antarctica, neutrino, EHE, UHE, GZK, astronomy, detector, sensitivity, performance, simulation

1 Introduction

The ARIANNA experiment is being developed [1, 2] to
study ultra-high energy (UHE) neutrinos (a) from the
by-products of interactions of energetic cosmic-rays with
the cosmic microwave background (the Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin process leading to GZK ν’s [3]), or (b) originating
fromGRBs and other point, possibly exotic, sources. It will
consist of an array of autonomous stations, each equipped
with 4 to 8 linearly polarized radio antennas, operating just
under the surface of the Ross Ice Shelf (RIS) and listen-
ing for Askaryan pulses [4], i.e. radio Cherenkov radiation
from interactions between UHE ν’s and the nuclei in the
ice.
At EeV energies, the low neutrino flux, compounded by
the tiny neutrino-nucleon cross-section, requires a detector
with a large effective volume. ARIANNA takes advantage
of the radio transparency, quietness and reflectivity of the
ice shelf to achieve a large enough aperture to search for
such neutrino signals. A full array with stations spanning
30 km×30 km, with a 570 m shelf thickness, equates to a
detector volume of 513 km3 (or ∼ a half a teraton of ice).
Early simulation work (see [5]) was carried out to under-
stand the detecting capabilities of densely packed arrays:
stations separated by 0.3 km. Here, our goal is to better un-
derstand the sensitivity and characteristics of the individual
station. Specifically, we seek to understand the station sen-
sitivity with Eν for all ν flavors, its energy resolution and
angular coverage. Compared to previous studies, new fea-
tures have been added. For instance, we account for the
angular dependence of the antennas, ντ regeneration and
shadowing effects in the simulation. For reconstruction,
we now use time domain information of waveforms.

2 Simulation work

We select the energy spectrum of ESS [6] to benchmark the
sensitivity over the energy range of 1017-1021.5 eV, which
assumes (1) pure proton composition, (2) injection spec-
tra proportional to E−2 and with an exponential cutoff at
1021.5 eV, (3) sources of cosmic ray evolution as a function
of redshift in the same way as AGN, and (4) the concor-
dance cosmological model; we call is the ESS(standard)
flux. The electron and muon neutrino fluxes are summed,
and redistributed by oscillations into a 1:1:1 flavor ratio.
Neutrino interactions create showers that generate
Askaryan pulses. As Table 1 shows, hadronic showers are
initiated by neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC)
events. The outgoing lepton in CC νe events initiates a
co-located electromagnetic shower that is modified by the
LPM effect. For ντ interactions, due to the double-bang
mechanism, typically two hadronic showers are generated:
one at the interaction vertex and another by the τ -decay.
The simulation assumes (incorrectly) that both hadronic
showers occur at the same position, selecting only the
shower with the greatest energy, which is a somewhat
conservative approximation of the ντ rates. In the work
reported here, the outgoing muon in CC νμ is ignored.
The distribution of the inelasticity, y (= (Eν − El)/Eν),
where El is the energy of the outgoing lepton) is chosen
according to [7]. Considering the relative cross-sections
between NC and CC interactions over the relevant energy
interval, about two-thirds of the interactions are CC.
The diffuse flux of GZK ν’s will arrive isotropically, so
neutrino directions are picked randomly, and interaction
vertices are selected at random within a fiducial volume of
4 km × 4 km × 0.57 km (deep). The ARIANNA station is
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current flavor fem fhad
νe 1− y y

charged νμ - y
ντ - y (>0.5)

neutral all - y

Table 1: Fractional distribution of electromagnetic and
hadronic components of shower

frequency beamwidth (BW) gain
(MHz) E-plane H-plane (dBi)
<300 74◦ 144◦ 5.9
300-600 70◦ 128◦ 6.6
600-900 74◦ 134◦ 6.2
900-1200 78◦ 132◦ 6.0

Table 2: LPDA antenna parameters

centered in the middle on the upper surface, antennas fac-
ing down. Once the neutrino direction is selected, the sim-
ulation evaluates the radiated power that reaches a particu-
lar receiver antenna by considering the profile of the width
of the Cherenkov cone, absorption, polarization, reflection
and other factors. In addition, the neutrino events are as-
signed a weight to account for absorption by the Earth. The
weight for ντ is adjusted to accommodate regeneration ef-
fects, whereby τ leptons decay to lower energy ντ ’s [8].
At this point, ντ interactions must begin within the fidu-
cial volume, which underestimates the interaction rate for
horizontal directions.
The radio emission from the interactions is parametrized
by theoretical models [9] that have been validated by ac-
celerator measurements [10]. For electromagnetic showers,
the LPM effect is approximately included by reducing the
width of cone (i.e. the Δθem in the electromagnetic coun-
terpart of Eq. 2 below) but maintaining the magnitude of
the electric field at the Cherenkov angle, θc [11].
The temperature gradient in the RIS, ranging from −28◦C
at the surface to ∼ −1◦C at the water-ice boundary, im-
pacts the attenuation length of signal propagation. A sim-
ple linear model of the temperature gradient is used to com-
pute a depth-dependent average attenuation length that in-
tegrates over the path between the interaction point and the
surface station for direct and reflected rays. At present, al-
though the frequency dependence of the attenuation length
can be explicitly treated, the results reported here use a sim-
ple average that is integrated between 100MHz and 1 GHz.
Since the details of the frequency dependence attenuation
will affect the shape of the waveforms, we plan to include
a detailed study of frequency-dependent attenuation in the
near future to help with energy and angular reconstruction.
The density of the upper 100 m of the RIS increases with
depth, varying exponentially between 0.36 gcm−3 to 0.92
gcm−3 [12]. The variation creates a depth-dependent vari-
ation in the index of refraction ranging between 1.3 at the

surface to 1.8, which is modeled to begin at a depth of 100
m and remains 1.8 down to the water-ice interface. The
graded index causes signal paths to curve away from the
surface, giving rise to shadow regions surrounding the the
ARIANNA station. The shadow regions reduce the sen-
sitivity for direct events but has relatively little impact on
reflected events which dominate the event rates.
Signals that reflect from the water-ice surface are conserva-
tively assumed to reflect with 50% power, although recent
measurements [13] show that the ice-water boundary may
reflect more power. We also assume that polarization of the
signal is preserved at the boundary, again, compatible with
recent measurements.
The baseline design of the ARIANNA station includes 4-8
log periodic antennas (LPDAs) arranged in a geometrically
symmetric pattern, facing downward, and with the top of
the antenna buried ∼1 m below the surface of the snow. In
this paper, we assume 8 antennas per station, with a nom-
inal majority logic criteria of 3/8, but similar sensitivities
are obtained with a majority logic of 4/8 or even 2/4 due to
the symmetry (essentially, both of the parallel antennas sur-
rounding the ARIANNA station typically see the same sig-
nal amplitudes). We use the manufacturer’s specification to
obtain the frequency dependent gain and angular response,
and confirm the basic properties with a simulation package
from [14]. The properties are summarized in Table 2.
To take advantage of the new capabilities of the waveform
digitizer, designed by Kleinfelder [15], we model two trig-
ger methods. The first is the more traditional method of
triggering on a signal amplitude exceeding a specified level
compared to the root mean square voltage fluctuations of
the signal chain (due to the antenna, amplifier, and digi-
tizer). The voltage threshold is nominally set to 5·Vrms, but
studies show that varying it from 3·Vrms to 8·Vrms causes
the sensitivity to decrease by a factor 2 only. So while the
threshold value has modest impact on the station sensitiv-
ity, it has a dramatic impact on the rate of triggers due to
random thermal fluctuations. The second method investi-
gates noise suppression in each antenna channel due to a
specific pattern of trigger conditions (eg. we may require
that a signal contain a large positive value followed by a
large negative value, or vice-versa). The pattern trigger se-
lects on general features of the expected Askaryan pulse
from a neutrino interaction, while greatly reducing the rate
of triggers due to thermal noise.

3 Results and discussion

One advantage of ARIANNA is its large field of view. As
seen in Fig. 1, the station views more than half sky. The
solid angle coverage, Ω, is 2.8π. The plot also shows the
higher detection rate of reflected events: they systemati-
cally account for at least 90%. The direct events occur ex-
clusively around the horizon, and inclusion of the ντ regen-
eration effects significantly enhances their rate.
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Figure 1: Preliminary angular sensitivity. On the horizontal
axis, 0 is the horizon, and negative values are downgoing
neutrinos. The solid black line shows an enhancement of
events around the horizon due to ντ regeneration effects.
The dotted black line is the same simulation without the
effect.
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Projection maps of interaction vertices indicate that direct
events are clustered closer to the station, while a small frac-
tion of reflected events extend up to 1000-1500 m. There-
fore, locating stations at least 1 km apart means that they
essentially behave as independent detectors.
Fig. 2 gives the effective volume as a function of energy
for a single station, averaged over neutrino flavor. For an
array of independent stations, the total effective volume es-
sentially scales linearly with the number of stations. Sim-
ulation shows that a 31× 31 station array has the potential
to observe ∼40 GZK ν’s/year from the ESS [6] model pre-
dictions.
The sensitivity to different flavor neutrino for a ESS (stan-
dard) flux is given in Fig. 3. ARIANNA will detect neutri-
nos in the range 1017.5 to 1020 eV, with a peak response in
the “sweet spot” of GZK spectrum and a low energy thresh-
old.
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Figure 3: Flavor sensitivity based on ESS (std) GZK flux.

Energy resolution For a single station, the spatial loca-
tion of the vertex can only be determined for nearby in-
teractions. For the majority of events, the direction to the
shower constrains the maximum distance to the vertex, and
simulations are used to determine a mean distance, aver-
aged over all events, for a given measured propagation di-
rection of the Askaryan pulse, 〈d(θ)〉. Waveform informa-
tion such as maximum amplitude, relative timing between
receivers, polarization, and details of the time profiles are
used to reconstruct event parameters such as direction and
energy.
The neutrino energy is calculated by sequence of steps: (1)
use waveform information to compute the amplitude of the
Askaryan signal at a reference distance of 1 m from the
vertex, which is related to shower energy by standard pa-
rameterization [9], and (2) the neutrino energy is computed
by dividing the shower energy by the inelasticity, averaged
over neutrino energy and neutrino flavor. The averaging is
required at this point because the inelasticity for a given
event is unknown. In addition, there is no attempt to iden-
tify neutrino flavor in the reconstructions presented here.
The signal observed by the ARIANNA antenna, Vobs, is
computed from the electric field, Es at the antenna con-
volved with the antenna response. In the frequency domain,
we have:

Vobs = Es ⊗ [K · 〈fE〉 · e(−2 ln 2(
θinc

〈θBW〉 )
2)
] (1)

where fE is the component of the signal within the E-plane
of the LPDA. The exponential term is responsible for the
angular dependence in the gain of the antenna averaged
over E and H plane response; θBW are taken from Table 2,
and θinc to the angular components in the E and H antenna
planes of incoming ray. In this analysis, fE is averaged over
angle and θBW is averaged over frequency. The constant
term, K, contains effective height term as a function of fre-
quency and the gain of the antenna.
The surface field is related to the benchmark field at 1 m
from the interaction, E0, by including attenuation and re-
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flection losses, propagation, and geometrical effects asso-
ciated with the propagation direction of the detected pulse
with respect to the Cherenkov cone:

Es ≈ E0 ·〈fhad〉·
e−〈d(θ)〉/〈L〉

〈d(θ)〉 ·e(− ln 2( θv−θc
〈Δθhad〉

)2) ·
√
R (2)

For νe interactions, a similar term involving fem must be
added to the expression, but in the absence of flavor ID, it is
ignored. Simulations were used to obtain the hadronic frac-
tion 〈fhad〉 = 0.8, averaged over flavor and energy spec-
trum. The reflectivity factor, R, which accounts for reflec-
tive losses for events that reflect from the water-ice bound-
ary, is set to 0.5, despite a small admixture of direct events.
Since the vertex position is not reconstructed, the depth de-
pendent attenuation length must be averaged over the ice
thickness, 〈L〉. The second exponential term accounts for
the finite width of the Cherenkov cone. Time profile in-
formation can be used to obtain (θv − θc) [16] and it is
assumed that the resolution is within 1◦. Finally, Δθhad
describes the frequency dependent width of the cone, and
averaged over frequency in the event analysis. No distinc-
tion is made between hadronic and electromagnetic show-
ers in the reconstructions.
Once E0 is extracted from Eq. 2, standard parameteriza-
tions [9] relate it to the shower energy, given by Emeas.

ν .
Fig. 4 shows the fractional energy resolution for neutrino
events that strike a single station for all flavors combined
and each flavor separately. It shows that the neutrino energy
can be measured to within a factor of 2.4 without a vertex
position or flavor ID. The resolution is dominated by the
uncertainty in the measured propagation angle with respect
to the Cherenkov cone and the unknown inelasticity. We
plan to study the time profiles of the Askaryan waveforms
more carefully to improve energy estimates.

Multi-station prospects The hexagonal radio array,
HRA, consisting of 7 ARIANNA stations, provides ad-
ditional information for the higher energy (mostly direct)
events that can trigger several stations. Flavor ID proce-
dures can be enhanced if, for example, each shower of a
double-bang event is detected by separate stations.

4 Summary

Simulation studies show that ARIANNA detects GZK neu-
trinos between 1017.5-1019.5 eV, roughly independent of
flavor. The angular sensitivity is approximately flat over
half the sky, and the event rate of events near or just be-
low the horizon is enhanced by tau-regeneration, and mer-
its additional study. The rate of reflected events dominates
the rate of direct events, which are largely clustered near
the horizon. The energy dependent effective volume per
station indicates that 40 events per year are expected for
proton dominated GZK models. Finally, initial reconstruc-
tion techniques have achieved a fractional energy resolu-
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Figure 4: Preliminary fractional energy resolution of a AR-
IANNA single station

tion of 2.4, dominated by the measurement uncertainty in
the propagation angle with respect to the Cherenkov cone.
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Abstract: The SHALON Cherenkov telescope has recorded over 2× 106 extensive air showers during the past 17 years.
The analysis of the signal at different zenith angles has included observations from the sub-horizontal direction Θ = 97◦.
This inclination defines an Earth skimming trajectory with 7 km of air and around 1000 km of rock in front of the
telescope. During a period of 324 hours of observation, after a cut of shower-like events that may be caused by chaotic
sky flashes or reflections on the snow of vertical showers, we have detected 5 air showers of TeV energies. We argue that
these events may be caused by the decay of a long-lived penetrating particle entering the atmosphere from the ground
and decaying in front of the telescope. We show that this particle can it not be a muon or a tau lepton. As a possible
explanation, we discuss two scenarios with an unstable neutrino of mass m ≈ 0.5 GeV and cτ ≈ 30 m. Remarkably,
one of these models has been recently proposed to explain an excess of electron-like neutrino events at MiniBooNE.

Keywords: Extensive Air Showers below the horizon, Earth-skimming neutrino interactions.

Introduction

Cosmic rays have become a very valuable tool in as-
tronomy, as they provide a very different picture of the
sky. In particular, during the past decades gamma-ray de-
tectors have discovered a large number of astrophysical
sources (quasars, pulsars, blazars) in our Galaxy and be-
yond. Ground based telescopes are designed to detect the
Cherenkov light of the shower produced when a 0.1–100
TeV photon enters the atmosphere. The light burst in a
photon (or electron) air shower has a profile that can be
distinguished from the one from primary protons or atomic
nuclei, which are a diffuse background in such observations
(see [1, 2] for a review).
Cosmic rays may also offer an opportunity to study the
properties of elementary particles. The main objective in
experiments like IceCube [3] or Auger [4] is to determine a
flux of neutrinos or protons as they interact with terrestrial
matter. These interactions involve energies not explored so
far at particle colliders, so their study should lead us to a
better understanding of that physics. In addition, the size
of the detector and its distance to the interaction point is
much larger there than in colliders, which may leave some
room for unexpected effects caused by long-lived particles.
It could well be that in the near future cosmic rays play
in particle physics a complementary role similar to the one
played nowadays by cosmology (in aspects like dark mat-
ter, neutrino masses, etc.).

7 o

Canyon

Horizon

1000 km
7 km

Figure 1: Configuration at θ = 97o.

In this paper we describe what we think may be one of such
effects. It occurs studying the response of the SHALON
telescope [5] to air showers from different zenith angles, in
a sub-horizontal configuration where the signal from cos-
mic rays should vanish.

The SHALON mirror telescope
SHALON is a gamma-ray telescope [6, 7]. It has been op-
erating since 1992 [5, 7, 8]. During this period it has de-
tected gamma-ray signals from well known and also from
new sources of different type: Crab Nebula, Tycho’s SNR,
Geminga, Mkn 421, Mkn 501, NGC 1275, SN2006 gy,
3c454.3 and 1739+522 [8].
SHALON is located at 3338 meters a.s.l. in the Tien-Shan
mountain station. It has a mirror area of 11.2 m2 and a
large field of view above 8o, with an image matrix of 144
PMT and < 0.1o angular resolution. The recording of
Cherenkov light is performed in 50 nsec intervals, which
is enough to acquire complete information about the air
shower while preventing additional light-striking. The tele-
scope is calibrated according to the observations of EAS of
cosmic ray at 0◦ - zenith angle. The cosmic ray shower
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Table 1: The atmosphere depth at different zenith angles
Zenith Atmosphere Number of Cherenkov

angle, Θ◦ depth, g/cm2 burst per hour
0◦ 670 1100± 210
72◦ 2250 7± 1.14
76◦ 3000 1.8± 0.5
84◦ 5950 0.5± 0.01

Figure 2: The examples of showers recorded in PMT ma-
trix at different zenith angles. The amplitude of gray - scale
shower images is proportional to the ADC count. The num-
ber, named CODE shows the range of detected signals in
the ADC counts, which are proportional to shower energy.

image detected in the SHALON telescope, generally is el-
liptic spot in the light receiver matrix, written in the ADC
counts (CODE) (the numbers at fig. 2 right).
Observations at large zenith angles have been aimed on
study of spectra of the air showers induced by cosmic rays
crossing through different atmosphere thickness and events
accompanying the passing of EAS and cosmic ray particles
near horizon. The observation at large zenith angles 72o,
76o, 84o showed that the efficiency of Cherenkov light de-
tection drops essentially as a zenith angle increases, per-
haps because of dissipation and absorption in the atmo-
sphere. So, the comparison of observation results shown
that at the zenith angle 84◦ the number of observed show-
ers is ∼ 25 times less than expected by estimation with ne-
glecting by absorption and dissipation of Cherenkov pho-
tons in the atmosphere (table 1, fig. 2).

Cherenkov bursts below the horizon
The study of extensive air showers at large zenith angles in-
cluded observations at the sub-horizontal direction θ = 97o

[5, 8]. The configuration of the telescope is depicted in

Fig. 1. SHALON Cherenkov mirror telescope is located at
3338 m a.s.l. The mountain range lies in the east direc-
tion and is more than 4300 m a.s.l. The mountain range
is about 20 km long. The mountain slope has a structure
which is irregular on the scales less than typical shower
size; it is covered with the forest. The thickness of mat-
ter in the telescopic field of view is from 2000 to 800 kms;
viewed mountain slope area is > 7 × 105 m2. For tele-
scope located about 7kms away from the mountain slope
horizontally, the shadow of mountain is about 7◦ in ele-
vation. In actual conditions the mirror telescope placement
the distance till the opposite slope of the gorge is ∼ 7 km or
∼ 16.5 radiation units of length, that is quite enough for the
development of an electromagnetic cascade till the struc-
ture characteristic for the rarefied atmosphere. Observa-
tions at 97◦ zenith angle have been done in cloudless nights
in absence of artificial lights and dry air. During 324 hours
of observation at 97◦ zenith angle 323 short-range bursts
were recorded. In accordance with the existing ideas and
estimations [5, 11, 10] an appearance of electron-photon
cascade from upward direction in current SHALON exper-
iment conditions, which are above described, can be con-
nected with passing of weakly interacting particles through
rock and earth matter. The identity of upward neutrino ini-
tiated showers to cosmic ray ones in frames of concern-
ing experiment has been performed in accordance to the
following parameters used in the gamma-ray astronomy.
The parameters used to characterize the shower image are
image maximum position (xmax, ymax); length, width;
the relation of two previous described Hillas parameters:
Length/Width; two parameters sensible to the shower
shape: Int0, Int1; The Int0 is the ratio of Cherenkov
light intensity in pixel with maximum pulse amplitude to
the light intensity in the eight surrounding [8]; The Int1 is
the ratio of Cherenkov light intensity in pixel with maxi-
mum pulse amplitude to the light intensity in the in all the
pixels except for the nine in the center of the matrix. In
addition, the selection criteria we are using (Int0, Int1,
Length/Width) are of the relative nature to describe 2-D
shower structure, which is also different in current experi-
ment conditions from vertical one by less than 10%. The
parameter proportional to the energy of the shower is Code.
The SHALON databank (since 1992) contains a millions
of verified showers from vertical cosmic ray observations
with their parameters, so the selection of the showers with
a set of parameters of any sample can be performed. Re-
construction of shower coming direction using the analysis
of shower shape and position of shower maximum (in case
of non-gamma shower) is performed with accuracy < 0.5◦

which is enough to judge on whether it upward shower or
near horizontal. Horizontal and down going shower is out
of field of view because of narrow-beaming of Cherenkov
telescope relative to ice or water neutrino telescopes.
During 324 hours of observations 5 events were detected
(figs. 3 left) which have expected angular characteristics
of a light burst of an electron-photon cascade develop-
ing within a telescope observation angle. These showers
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Figure 3: left - Cherenkov Radiation of Extensive Air Showers Observed at 97◦ Zenith Angles by SHALON; right -
Cherenkov Radiation of Extensive Air Showers Observed at 0◦ Zenith Angles by SHALON

have energy in the range of about 6 − 17.5 TeV. These
5 events have form characteristics and parameters similar
(within 10% error) to those observed at 0◦ zenith angle
(figs. 3 right). These cascades look like the usual exten-
sive air showers generated in atmosphere with narrow light
shape. The background for this events can be some reflec-
tions of cosmic ray EAS in the mountain slope. First of
all it could be a reflection of showers initiated by particles
born in interaction of very high energy cosmic rays and
rock matter nucleons. The energy of detected showers is
more than 6 TeV. There is no albedo particles of such high
energies. One more source of particles with high transverse
energy is jet production. The reflection from snow which
can mimed the EAS shape is excluded due to the irregular
and woody structure of opposite slope (in addition: there is
no snow there till the start of November). The probability
of hadronic jet production with energy of observed show-
ers is ten orders of magnitude less than one for detection of
shower generated by secondary particles of UHE neutrino
interaction.
All other 318 events of detection of short-range light bursts
in the atmosphere have not a narrow angle light direction
and are chaotically distributed along the whole matrix or its
part of a light-receiver (see figs. 2 for 97◦, no other type of
shower image were found among the 318 mentioned pic-
tures). These events may be interpreted as a reflection of a
Cherenkov burst from a snow mountain slope or as an ion-

ization luminescence of the atmosphere while an extensive
air showers transition within a telescope observation angle.

Earth-skimming neutrino interactions
The flux of sub-horizontal events is around 6× 10−6 times
the flux of TeV cosmic rays reaching the atmosphere. Such
a large flux seems to eliminate the possibility that these
events are due to neutrino interactions in the air or within
the last ≈ 20 cm of rock. The interaction length of a 10 TeV
neutrino is ≈ 105 km [12]. This implies that only one out of
109 of them will interact to produce such an event. The ex-
pected neutrino flux from pion and kaon decays at 10 TeV
is a per cent fraction of the primary proton flux, whereas
the flux from the prompt decay of charmed hadrons, al-
though uncertain, should be still smaller at these energies
[13]. Therefore, the expected number of events from atmo-
spheric neutrino interactions is 105 times smaller than the
one observed. On the other hand, a flux of primary (non-
atmospheric) neutrinos large enough would be inconsistent
with observations at neutrino telescopes.
Another possibility that can be readily excluded is the de-
cay in the air of a muon or a tau lepton produced inside the
rock. A 10 TeV muon could emerge if it is produced ≈ 1
km inside the rock [12] (one out of 105 incident neutri-
nos will produce a muon there). However, the muon decay
length at TeV energies is around 104 km, so the probability
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that it decays in the air in front of the telescope is again too
small. The neutrino fluxes required to explain the events
from μ decays or from ν interactions are then similar (and
excluded). The probability for tau lepton production in the
rock and decay in the air is not higher. The tau becomes
long-lived at ≈ 108 GeV. At 10 TeV it should be produced
within the last meter of rock (cτγ ≈ 0.5 m), which reduces
very much the number of events.

Heavy neutrino decay
Therefore, we have to explore possible explanations based
on new physics. The ideal candidate should be a long-lived
massive particle, neutral, frequently produced in air show-
ers, and very penetrating: able to cross 1000 km of rock
and decay within the 7 km of air in front of the telescope.
If this particle has (possibly suppressed) couplings to the
W and/or Z bosons, its mass mh should be larger than mμ

(to decay in the last 7 km of air) and smaller than mτ (to
cross 1000 km of rock without decaying). Notice that if its
decay length at 10 TeV is cτγ ≈ 1000 km, at GeV energies
it will tend to decay far from the detectors in colliders.
An obvious possibility is a sterile neutrino. We take two
Weyl spinors n and nc and add a Dirac mass term together
with a Yukawa coupling to the lepton family L = (νl l),

−Lν = mn nnc + yν h†Lnc + h.c. (1)

Then the Higgs VEV v induces mixing between n and νl:

−Lν ⊃ mn nnc +mEW νln
c = mh νhn

c , (2)

where mEW = yνv/
√
2, mh =

√
m2

n +m2
EW , νh =

cαn + sανl, sα = mEW /mh, and the orthogonal combi-
nation −sαn+ cανl remains massless. The mixing implies
couplings of νh to the W and Z gauge bosons; the first one
will appear suppressed by Ulh = sα, whereas the flavour-
changing (heavy to light) Z coupling will be proportional
to cαsα.
A first νh model that we would like to discuss has been re-
cently proposed by Gninenko [14] to explain an anomaly
at MiniBooNE [15]. He claims that the excess of electron-
like events in the interactions of the 〈E〉 ≈ 800 MeV νμ
beam could be caused by the decay of a heavy neutrino if
mh ≈ 0.5 GeV, cτh ≤ 30 m, and |Uμh|2 ≈ 10−3. This ex-
planation requires a large transition magnetic moment [16],
μtran ≈ 10−10μB , which implies a dominant decay mode

νh → γν . (3)

The final photon would convert into a e+e− pair with a
small opening angle that would be indistinguishable from
an electron in MiniBooNE. At the same time, this domi-
nant decay channel could make the required value of Uμh

consistent with bounds |Uμh|2 ≤ 10−5 from BEBC [17],
CHARM [18] and CHARM2 [19], as these experiments
look for decays into final states with charged particles
(νh → eeν, μeν, μπ).

It is easy to see that such a particle could have an impact
on the SHALON events. At 10 TeV its decay length is
λh ≈ 600 km. If νh is produced in the atmosphere with
that energy, the probability that it crosses λ ≈ 1000 km of
rock and decays within the Δλ ≈ 7 km of air in front of
the telescope is

p = e−λ/λh

(
1− e−Δλ/λh

)
≈ 0.002 (4)

This implies that the atmospheric flux of heavy neutrinos
should be a 1/1000 fraction of the TeV flux of primary
cosmic rays. This large flux seems difficult to achieve
because νh is not produced in pion or kaon decays (as
mh > mπ,K ), it appears only in a |Uμh|2 ≈ 10−3 frac-
tion of charmed hadron decays into muons.
A slightly more frequent production rate could be ex-
pected in a second model, where νh has a sizeable com-
ponent along the tau neutrino. NOMAD [20] has set limits
|Uτh|2 ≤ 10−2 from Ds → τνh, and then νh → ντee, but
they apply only to neutrinos lighter than mDs

−mτ ≈ 0.19
GeV. Cosmological and supernova bounds on Uτh apply to
lighter values of mh as well [21]. On the other hand, LEP
bounds cover just the range mh > 3 GeV [22] (decays
in the detector of lighter neutrinos are too rare). There-
fore, a possible candidate could have a 0.2–0.4 GeV mass,
|Uτh|2 ≈ 0.1, and negligible mixings with the other two
families. The dominant decay channels would be into ντπ

0

and into ντee, ντμμ. If its decay length at the TeV ener-
gies of the sub-horizontal events is around 1000 km, then
the probability of decay in the air in front of SHALON is
≈ 0.003. Its production in air showers would be through
tau decay; one can expect |Uτh|2 ≈ 0.1 heavy neutri-
nos from each tau produced in the atmosphere. These
tau leptons would mainly come from the prompt decay of
charmed Ds mesons, and also from mesons containing a
bottom quark. The flux required, a per cent of the TeV pro-
ton flux, seems still too large. Notice, however, that there
are also large uncertainties in the flux and energy of the
sub-horizontal events, or in the tau production rate in the
atmosphere by cosmic rays [13].

Summary and discussion
When a cosmic ray enters the atmosphere it produces an
extended air shower with thousands of secondary particles.
Obviously, if there is any new physics it will be contained
in a fraction of these events. Now, if this exotic physics
includes a long-lived particle, we think that there is the po-
tential for its discovery in cosmic ray experiments. Generi-
cally, to be detectable the particle must survive after the rest
of the shower has been absorbed by the atmosphere (e.g.,
a long-lived gluino in horizontal air showers [23]) or the
ground (a stau in neutrino telescopes [24]). In particular,
a long-lived neutral particle could propagate to the center
of a neutrino telescope and start there a contained shower
when it decays. However, this event would look indistin-
guishable from a standard neutrino interaction.
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In this paper we discuss several air showers obtained at
SHALON in a configuration (see Fig. 1) where the ex-
pected number of events is zero. Around 1000 km of rock
absorb the atmospheric flux of any standard particles but
neutrinos. Neutrino interactions in the rock are frequent,
but they are not observable as they disappear in just half a
meter of soil. A few muons could be produced during the
last km and emerge from the rock, but then the probability
of muon decay within the 7 km of air in front of the tele-
scope is too small. The crucial difference with a neutrino
telescope is that here the probability of a visible ν interac-
tion (in the air or the last centimeters of rock) is negligible.
We argue that these events may correspond to the decay of
a neutral particle after it is produced in the atmosphere and
has crossed 1000 km of rock. We have studied a couple
of models where this particle is a heavy neutrino, and have
concluded that although the required production rate seems
higher than the expected one, due to a number of uncertain-
ties on the flux and the energy of the exotic events or on the
production of charmed particles in the atmosphere, none of
these possibilities should be excluded.
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Search for a diffuse flux of high-energy muon neutrinos with the ANTARES neutrino telescope
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Abstract: We present the search for the diffuse flux of astrophysical muon neutrinos using data collected by the
ANTARES neutrino telescope. We introduce a novel method to estimate the energy of high-energy muons traversing
the ANTARES detector and discuss detailed comparisons between data and Monte Carlo simulations. Using data record-
ed in 2008 and 2009 a search for a high-energy excess over the expected atmospheric neutrino background is presented
and stringent limits on the diffuse flux of astrophysical muon neutrinos in the energy range 20 TeV - 2.5 PeV are derived.

Keywords: neutrino astronomy, neutrino telescopes, diffuse flux

1 Introduction

Despite enormous efforts throughout the last century, the
mystery of the origin of high-energy cosmic rays remains
unsolved. Over the last years it became more and more ob-
vious that multiple messengers will be needed to achieve
this task. Fortunately fundamental particle physics pro-
cesses like the production and subsequent decay of pions
in interactions of high-energy particles predict clear links
between high-energy cosmic rays and high-energy neutri-
nos as well as gamma rays. The detection of astrophysical
neutrinos and the identification of their sources is one of
the main aims of large neutrino telescopes operated in ice
at the South Pole (IceCube) and in water at Lake Baikal
and in the Mediterranean Sea (ANTARES).

1.1 The ANTARES neutrino telescope

The ANTARES detector [1] became fully equipped and
operational in 2008. The detector is composed of 12
detection lines placed at a depth of 2475m off the French
coast near Toulon. The detector lines are arranged on the
seabed in an octagonal configuration, covering a base of
180× 180 m2 and are about 450m high. They hold a total
of 885 optical modules (OM), 17” glass spheres housing
each a 10” photomultiplier tube. The OMs look downward
at 45◦ in order to optimize the detection of upgoing, i.e.
neutrino induced, tracks. The geometry and size of the
detector make it sensitive to neutrinos in the TeV-PeV
energy range. A schematic layout is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Schematic view of the ANTARES detector.

1.2 Neutrino detection and dataset

The neutrino detection relies on the emission of Cherenkov
light by high-energy muons originating from charged cur-
rent neutrino interactions near and inside the instrumented
volume. All detected signals are transmitted via an optical
cable to a shore station, where a farm of CPUs filters the
data for coincident signals or hits in several adjacent OMs.
The muon direction is then determined by maximising
a likelihood which compares the times of the hits with
the expectation from the Cherenkov signal of a muon track.
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Figure 2: Left plot: Correlation between the energy estimator R and the generated muon energy after all quality cuts.
Right plot: Distribution of the R energy estimator of data (markers) and simulated atmospheric muons normalized to the
data (histograms) applying only loose quality cuts. Good agreement of the shape is found for both downgoing muons (a)
and events mis-reconstructed as upgoing (b).

We analyse here data taken with the ANTARES detector
between 12/2007 and 12/2009. Related to the construction
and maintenance efforts, this period includes data from a
detector comprised of 9, 10 and 12 active detection lines.
Data runs were selected according to a set of basic qual-
ity criteria, which require for example low environmental
background noise. The selection corresponds to a total live
time of 334 days (136 days with 9 lines, 128 days with 10
lines and 70 days with 12 lines).

2 Diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux

The measured flux of high-energy cosmic rays has been
used to derive upper bounds for the expected diffuse neutri-
no flux [2, 3]. For the TeV to PeV energy range considered
here, this flux is typically assumed to originate from par-
ticle interactions at or close to the cosmic ray acceleration
sites. Although only weakly constrained, the neutrino ener-
gy spectrum is typically modelled by a simple E−2 power
law.

2.1 Background discrimination

Two main backgrounds for the measurement of the flux of
these astrophysical neutrinos can be identified: downgoing
atmospheric muons which have been mis-reconstructed as
upgoing and atmospheric neutrinos originating in cosmic
ray induced air showers at the opposite side of the Earth.
Both backgrounds can at least partially be discriminated
using various parameters like the quality of the event re-
construction or an estimator for the energy of the muon.
To optimize the selection criteria detailed Monte Carlo (M-
C) simulations have been used. The atmospheric muon
flux has been simulated with the MUPAGE package [4].
Generated atmospheric neutrinos are weighted correspond-
ing to the ’Bartol’ parametrisation [5]. Due to the lack of
information on the production of charm mesons in high-
energy hadronic interactions, the presence of an additional

component at high energies (above ∼ 10 TeV) is possi-
ble. Among the models considered in [6] the Recombina-
tion Quark Parton Model (RQPM) was used. It gives the
largest ’prompt’ contribution to the atmospheric neutrino
flux. Both event types, atmospheric muons and neutrinos,
are processed with the full ANTARES detector simulation
and reconstruction chain. Special care has been taken to
reproduce the changing detector configuration during the
analysed data taking period and the details of the data ac-
quisition by including for example afterpulses in the PMT
simulations. The simulated instrumental and environmen-
tal background noise has been extracted for each of the de-
tector configurations from a representative real data-taking
run.

2.2 Atmospheric muon rejection

Atmospheric muons are recorded with the ANTARES de-
tector at a rate of several Hz and dominate the detector
trigger rate. To remove a large majority of them from the
dataset the selected events have to fulfil the following basic
quality criteria:

• detection with at least two detector lines

• more than 60 hits available for the reconstruction

• reconstructed zenith angle θ < 80◦, i.e. upgoing
tracks

To fully suppress mis-reconstructed atmospheric muons, an
additional 2-dimensional cut has been derived. It combines
the quality parameter Λ which is derived from the likeli-
hood value of the track fitting algorithm and the number of
hits used in the fitting procedure Nhit. The events have to
pass the selection

Λ >

{
−4.59− 5.88 · 10−3 Nhit for Nhit ≤ 172
−5.60 for Nhit > 172
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Figure 3: Left plot: Energy distribution for the Bartol+RQPM atmospheric neutrino flux and a E−2 astrophysical signal
with arbitrary normalisation after all quality cuts. The horizontal arrow denotes the interval in which 90% of the signal
events is expected. Right plot: Distribution of the energy estimator R for data (markers), the Bartol atmospheric neutrino
flux (filled histogram) and the ’prompt’ contribution (RQPM model, dashed histogram). The signal at the level of the
derived upper limit is shown as the full, red line together with the cut at R > 1.31 (vertical, dashed line).

Applied to Monte Carlo simulations, these cuts complete-
ly remove the 2 · 108 reconstructed tracks induced by at-
mospheric muons and reduce the contribution from atmo-
spheric neutrinos (Bartol + RQPM) from 7 · 103 to 116
events [7].

2.3 Energy estimator

As the flux of astrophysical neutrinos is expected to follow
a harder spectrum (∝ E−2) than that of the atmospheric
neutrino background it should become visible as an excess
of high-energy events. This discrimination requires an esti-
mation of the neutrino, or as best approximation, the muon
energy. Various energy estimators are under study within
the ANTARES collaboration [8]. Here we exploit the struc-
ture of the arrival times of photons created along the muon
track at the OMs. This time structure is sensitive to the en-
ergy as higher energy muons have a higher probability to
create electromagnetic showers along the track. The light
emitted by these showers is responsible for delayed hits in
the OMs with respect to the detected Cherenkov photon-
s. A robust parameter sensitive to delayed photons is the
mean number of hit repetitions R within an event. It is cal-
culated by averaging the number of hits Ri recorded by an
OM within a 500 ns time window over all OMs contribut-
ing to the reconstructed muon track. The clear correlation
with muon energy is shown for simulated events in Fig. 2,
left plot. The estimator has been extensively studied both
on MC and on (atmospheric muon dominated) data (e.g.
Fig. 2, right plot) and an average HWHM resolution af-
ter the discussed quality criteria of log(Erec/Etrue) = 0.4
could be determined.

2.4 Optimisation of the event selection

The final discrimination between the atmospheric neutrino
background and the astrophysical signal is achieved by a

cut in the R variable. This cut has been optimized before
un-blinding the data by minimizing the Model Rejection
Factor (MRF) [9]. Taking into account all possible fluc-
tuations of the number of background events nB, the av-
erage upper limit μ̄90%(nB) of background-only pseudo-
experiments is derived. The optimal value of the cut in
R is then determined by minimizing the MRF given as
μ̄90%(nB)/nS, where nS is the number of expected signal
events from an E−2 test spectrum. The optimum has been
found when selecting events above Rcut = 1.31.
The determination of the energy estimator cut allows to de-
fine the energy range to which the analysis will be sensitive.
We define this range as the interval containing 90% of the
signal events and obtain 20 TeV < Eν < 2.5 PeV (see
Fig. 3, left plot).

2.5 Low energy region and systematic uncertain-
ties

Before un-blinding the data in the defined region R >
1.31 the distribution of the selected data events below this
cut has been compared to the corresponding Monte Carlo
simulations. Whereas 125 events are selected from data,
the Bartol flux parametrisation combined with the RQPM
model for the prompt contribution predicts 105 events. The
observed difference is well within the systematic uncertain-
ty of the atmospheric neutrino flux given as 25− 30% [10]
and has been corrected before un-blinding the high-energy
region by applying a scale factor k = 105/125 = 1.19 to
the MC predictions.
Further systematic uncertainties on the number of expected
events in the high-energy signal region include

• the contribution of prompt events derived as maxi-
mal deviation between the models discussed in [6]
of +1.7
−0.3 events. The maximal value (1.7 events) is

used in the following.
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Figure 4: The upper limit for a E−2 diffuse high-energy νμ + ν̄μ flux derived from data of the ANTARES neutrino
telescope compared to previous measurements and phenomenological upper bound predictions.

• uncertainties in the spectral shape of the atmospheric
neutrino flux which is related to uncertainties in the
primary cosmic ray energy spectrum. By varying the
spectral index of the neutrino spectrum by ±0.1 in-
dependently below and above≈ 10 TeV we obtained
a sys. uncertainty of ±1.1 events.

• uncertainties in the details of the description of the
detector and environmental parameters like the angu-
lar acceptance of the OMs, details of PMT afterpuls-
es and water properties like absorption and scattering
lengths which lead to a total uncertainty of 5%.

3 Results

Applying the discussed quality and energy selection cri-
teria to the simulated dataset gives a background estima-
tion of nB = 10.7 ± 2 events in the high-energy re-
gion. In the analysed dataset of the ANTARES detector 9
events were selected. Including the systematic uncertainty
on the background expectations following the method dis-
cussed in [11] we derive the 90% c.l. upper limit on the
number of signal events as μ90%(nB) = 5.7. The cor-
responding upper limit on the neutrino flux is given by
φ90% = φ · μ90%/nS, where nS is the number of events
expected from the flux φ. We obtain [12]:

E2φ90% = 5.3× 10−8 GeV−2s−1sr−1 (1)

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the derived limit is competitive
with previous results and further constrains models of the
diffuse flux high-energy νμ + ν̄μ flux.
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Abstract: Clustering of neutrino arrival directions would provide hints for their astrophysical origin. The two-point
autocorrelation method is sensitive to a large variety of cluster morphologies and, due to its independence from Monte
Carlo simulations, provides complementary information to searches for the astrophysical sources of high energy muon
neutrinos. We present the analysis of the autocorrelation function as a function of the angular scale of data collected
during 2007-08 with the ANTARES neutrino telescope.
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1 Introduction

The key question to resolve the long standing mystery of
the origin of cosmic rays is to locate the sources and s-
tudy the acceleration mechanisms able to produce funda-
mental particles with energies orders of magnitude above
man-made accelerators. Over the last years it has become
more and more obvious that multiple messengers will be
needed to achieve this task. Fundamental particle physic-
s processes like the production and subsequent decay of
pions in interactions of high energy particles predict that
the acceleration sites of high energy cosmic rays are al-
so sources of high energy gamma rays and neutrinos. The
detection of astrophysical neutrinos and the identification
of their sources is one of the main aims of large neutrino
telescopes operated at the South Pole (IceCube), in Lake
Baikal and in the Mediterranean Sea (ANTARES).

1.1 The ANTARES neutrino telescope

Whereas physics data taking started already during the
deployment phase, the ANTARES detector [1] became
fully equipped and operational in 2008. The detector
is composed of 12 detection lines placed at a depth of
2475m off the French coast near Toulon. The detector
lines are about 450m long and hold a total of 885 optical
modules (OMs), 17” glass spheres housing each a 10”
photomultiplier tube. The OMs look downward at 45◦ in
order to optimize the detection of upgoing, i.e. neutrino
induced, tracks. The geometry and size of the detector
makes it sensitive to neutrinos in the TeV-PeV energy

Figure 1: Schematic view of the ANTARES detector.

range. A schematic layout is shown in Fig. 1.

1.2 Neutrino detection

The neutrino detection relies on the emission of Cherenkov
light by high energy muons originating from charged cur-
rent neutrino interactions inside or near the instrumented
volume. All detected signals are transmitted via an optical
cable to a shore station, where a farm of CPUs filters the
data for coincident signals or hits in several adjacent OMs.
The muon direction is then determined by maximising
a likelihood which compares the times of the hits with
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Figure 2: Distribution of the quality parameter Λ (left plot) and the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle (right plot)
of the selected data events (markers) compared to Monte Carlo simulations of atmospheric muons (red, dotted line) and
atmospheric neutrinos (blue, dashed line).

the expectation from the Cherenkov signal of a muon track.

1.3 Astrophysical neutrinos

Two main backgrounds for the search for astrophysical
neutrinos can be identified: downgoing atmospheric
muons which have been mis-reconstructed as upgoing and
atmospheric neutrinos originating in cosmic ray induced
air showers at the opposite side of the Earth. Depending
on the requirements of the analysis both backgrounds can
at least partially be discriminated using various parameters
like the quality of the event reconstruction or an estimator
for the deposited energy [2].

In addition, analysing the reconstructed arrival directions
of the events allows to search for an excess over the uni-
form atmospheric backgrounds. Despite important efforts,
no clear signature for point sources of astrophysical neutri-
nos has been found so far [3, 4, 5, 6]. Both the distribution
and morphologies of sources potentially emitting neutrinos
in the TeV energy range are yet unknown but are possi-
bly very inhomogeneous with most of them being located
in the Galactic disk and spatially extended (e.g. shell type
supernova remnants like RXJ1713 [7]). It seems therefore
interesting to study the intrinsic clustering of the arrival di-
rections of neutrinos. Possible analysis biases are naturally
avoided as no prior information about the potential sources
is required. Covering a large angular range, i.e. neutrino
emission regions of very different sizes, this study comple-
ments the searches for point like sources and, if successful,
would provide hints for underlying, yet unresolved, source
morphologies and source distributions.

2 Autocorrelation analysis

The most commonly used method to detect intrinsic clus-
ters within a set of N events is the standard 2-point auto-
correlation distribution. It is defined as the differential dis-
tribution of the number of observed event pairs Np in the
data set as a function their mutual angular distance ΔΩ.
To suppress statistical fluctuations that would reduce the
sensitivity of the method, we analyse here the cumulative
autocorrelation distribution defined as

Np(ΔΩ) =
N∑

i=1

N∑

j=i+1

H(ΔΩij −ΔΩ), (1)

where H is the Heaviside step function.

2.1 Data set

The analysed data set has been recorded by the ANTARES
neutrino telescope in 2007 and 2008. During this period the
detector was in its construction phase and has been operat-
ed in various setups ranging from 5 active lines at the be-
ginning of 2007 to a fully operational detector of 12 lines s-
ince mid 2008. After applying a run selection removing for
example periods without precise detector alignment infor-
mation, the dataset corresponds to about 300 effective days.
Comprising mainly atmospheric muons, about 100 million
events were reconstructed with the standard ANTARES re-
construction algorithm. Basic selection criteria include a
cut on the reconstructed zenith angle θ to ensure that only
upgoing muon tracks are selected (cos(θ) > 0) and a cut on
the angular uncertainty β given by the covariance matrix of
the final likelihood fit (β < 1◦). The final selection criteria
is a cut on the fit quality parameter Λ, which is derived from
the value of the maximal likelihood itself. Before unblind-
ing the data, this cut has been optimized by means of MC
simulations to yield the best average upper limit on the neu-
trino flux in the search for point like sources [5, 6]. 2190
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Figure 3: Left: Cumulative autocorrelation distribution of the selected dataset (open markers) shown in comparison with
the reference distribution (red solid line). Right: Performance of the algorithm to detect a single or multiple point-like
sources.

events pass the final criterion Λ > −5.4. The Λ and zenith
angle distributions of events passing all quality criteria (ex-
cept the ones shown in the plot) are shown in figure 2.
Following eq. 1, the cumulative autocorrelation distribution
of the selected events has been determined. It is shown in
the left plot of figure 3.

2.2 Reference autocorrelation distribution

To detect structures in the sky distribution of the anal-
ysed events we need a reference autocorrelation distribu-
tion to compare with. This reference has been determined
by scrambling the data themselves, a method which allows
to avoid systematic uncertainties introduced by the use of
Monte Carlo simulations. The scrambling method uses the
local coordinates (zenith and azimuth) and the detection
time Ti of all selected data events. While keeping the pairs
of zenith/azimuth for all events in order to avoid losing
information about possible correlations between them, the
detection time is drawn randomly from another event with-
in the same detector configuration in order to keep track of
the changing asymmetry of the detector. Using all select-
ed events, a randomized sky map with the same number of
events as in the data and naturally the same sky coverage
is constructed. This randomized sky is then analysed in ex-
actly the same way as the data to derive the autocorrelation
function. The randomization process is performed about
106 times and the derived autocorrelation distributions are
averaged in order to suppress statistical fluctuations. The
resulting reference distribution is shown as a red dotted line
in the left plot of figure 3.

2.3 Comparison between data and reference

Structures in the sky distribution of our data will show up
as differences between the autocorrelation distributions of
the data and the reference distribution. The comparison
between them is performed by using the formalism intro-

duced by Li&Ma [8]. This formalism results in the raw sig-
nificances of the differences as a function of the cumulative
angular scale which is shown in figure 4. As the compari-
son is performed bin-by-bin and as we scan over different
angular scales, this result has to be corrected for the cor-
responding trial factor. We apply the method proposed by
Finley and Westerhoff [9] and perform about 105 pseudo
experiments in which the autocorrelation distributions of
randomized sky maps are compared with the reference dis-
tribution. The probability to obtain the same or higher sig-
nificance as the maximum deviation observed in the data is
calculated and given as final p-value of the analysis.

2.4 Performance and sensitivity

The performance of the algorithm has been determined us-
ing mock data sets for which we scrambled the selected
data events as described above. While keeping the total
number of events in the toy model constant and taking
into account the angular resolution, we added predefined
source structures with various sizes and source luminosi-
ties. These mock data sets where then analysed in exactly
the same way as described above. As can be seen in the
right plot of figure 3, the algorithm is sensitive enough to
obtain a 3σ evidence in the exemplary case of 3 point like
sources emitting each about 6 events. This source luminos-
ity is at the detection threshold of the dedicated search for
a point like excess in the same dataset [5, 6], which under-
lines the complementarity of the two methods.
An important free parameter of the analysis is the binning
of the autocorrelation distribution as it will determine the
sensitivity to certain angular scales and which is connect-
ed to the angular resolution. For the used quality selection
an average angular resolution of 0.5◦ has been determined
from Monte Carlo simulations. Using toy simulations with
various source scenarios an optimal binning of 0.1◦ has
been determined.
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Figure 4: The significance of intrinsic clustering of data taken with the ANTARES neutrino telescope in 2007/2008. The
trial factor is not corrected for. The inset shows an enlarged view of the significance for small angular distances.

2.5 Results and discussion

The described analysis has been applied to the 2090 s-
elected data events recorded by the ANTARES neutrino
telescope between 2007 and 2008. The uncorrected sig-
nificance as a function of the cumulative angular scale is
shown in figure 4. A maximum deviation between the data
and the reference distribution of 1.1 σ is found for an an-
gular scale < 7◦. Correcting for the scanning trial factor
this corresponds to a p-value of 55 % and is therefore not
significant.
In the search for the sources of high energy cosmic rays, the
detection of astrophysical sources of neutrinos may play a
crucial role. Various experiments are currently taking data
or are in a preparatory phase to achieve this goal and the
recorded data is scrutinized in numerous ways in order to
extract a maximum of information. We presented here the
first search for intrinsic clustering of data recorded with the
ANTARES neutrino telescope. The data, taken during the
deployment phase of the detector, do not show evidence for
deviations from the isotropic arrival direction distribution
expected for the background of atmospheric neutrinos and
contamination by mis-reconstructed atmospheric muons.
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Abstract: The most sensitive method for detecting neutrinos at the very highest energies is the lunar Cherenkov tech-
nique, which employs theMoon as a target volume, using conventional radio telescopes to monitor it for nanosecond-scale
pulses of Cherenkov radiation from particle cascades in its regolith. Multiple-antenna radio telescopes are difficult to ef-
fectively combine into a single detector for this purpose, while single antennas are more susceptible to false events from
radio interference, which must be reliably excluded for a credible detection to be made. We describe our progress in
excluding such interference in our observations with the single-antenna Parkes radio telescope, and our most recent ex-
periment (taking place the week before the ICRC) using it in conjunction with the Australia Telescope Compact Array,
exploiting the advantages of both types of telescope.

Keywords: UHE neutrinos, lunar Cherenkov technique

1 Introduction

The particle cascades induced in dense media by UHE
(ultra-high energy; >EeV) cosmic rays and neutrinos may
be detected through the Askaryan effect [1], which re-
sults in a nanosecond-scale coherent radio pulse. Dagke-
samanskii and Zheleznykh suggested that ground-based ra-
dio telescopes could be used to monitor the upper layers
of the Moon, which are a suitable radio-transparent target
material, to use the Moon as a neutrino detector [2].
Compared to similar experiments exploiting the Askaryan
effect to search for UHE particles in terrestrial volumes of
ice [3] or salt [4], this technique has a larger potential aper-
ture (as the Moon is a large target), but has a higher thresh-
old energy for a particle to be detectable (as the Moon is far
away). It also has the advantage that suitable instruments,
in the form of radio telescopes, already exist; but these are
also used for other experiments, so they are only intermit-
tently available for use for UHE particle detection.
A significant difficulty with this technique is distinguishing
between a real event and a spurious pulse of RFI (radio fre-
quency interference) produced by artificial electrical equip-
ment. Without the ability to do this reliably, it is possible
to set a limit to the UHE particle flux based on the strength
and/or number of observed pulses, but it is not possible to
confidently attribute a particular pulse to a particle cascade,
and hence to claim the detection of a UHE particle.

2 Types of experiment

Current experiments employing this technique have several
factors in common. They all monitor the signal from a ra-
dio telescope in real time, keeping a buffer of the most re-
cent data. If a potential event is detected, this triggers the
permanent storage of the buffered data, which can then be
examined in more detail.
These experiments vary, however, in the details of the real-
time algorithm used to identify a potential event. Apart
from steps including dedispersion, interpolation, etc., they
can be divided into two types according to whether they use
their radio telescope, which may consist of one or several
antennas, in an incoherent or a coherent fashion.

2.1 Incoherent experiments

An incoherent experiment makes use of a radio telescope
consisting of multiple antennas, each of which acts as an
independent detector. The radio pulse from a UHE particle
interaction on the Moon will be seen by all antennas, with
relative arrival times indicating its arrival direction. Exper-
iments of this type include RESUN [5] and previous LU-
NASKA observations with the ATCA (Australia Telescope
Compact Array) [6].
The requirement that a pulse must be seen by all antennas,
with relative arrival times indicating that it originated from
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the Moon, provides an effective discriminant against false
events from RFI. However, the sensitivity of this type of
experiment is limited by the sensitivity of a single antenna.

2.2 Coherent experiments

This type of experiment coherently combines the incom-
ing radio waves across the entire collecting area of a radio
telescope before checking the signal for a possible pulse.
The telescope may consist of either a single large antenna
or an array. In the latter case, the signals from separate
antennas must be combined electronically, which requires
special-purpose digital hardware.
Due to the larger effective collecting area, this approach
results in improved radio sensitivity, allowing it to detect
pulses from lower-energyUHE particles. However, a larger
antenna or array of antennas forms a narrower beam, allow-
ing it to observe only a fraction of the Moon and reducing
its aperture to UHE particles. This drawback can be offset
by using multiple beams directed at different parts of the
Moon. For a single antenna, this is achieved by placing
multiple receiver feeds at the antenna focus. For an array,
it involves combining the signals from separate antennas at
a different set of relative delays for each beam.
A real event should appear as a pulse in only one beam:
the beam directed towards the region of the Moon where
it occurred. This is used to exclude false events from RFI,
which generally appear in multiple beams. However, pre-
vious experiments have found this to be a weaker discrim-
inant than the RFI rejection scheme used in incoherent ex-
periments, whether using a single antenna [7] or an ar-
ray [8], so they have been limited by the RFI background.

3 This experiment

The work described here is a development of a previous ex-
periment of the coherent type described above, using a sin-
gle large antenna: the 64 metre Parkes radio telescope. The
previous experiment used four beams, three being directed
at the Moon, with the fourth used purely for RFI rejection.
One beam was always on the limb of the Moon closest to
Centaurus A, to maximise directional sensitivity to UHE
particles from that potential source [9], as in a previous ex-
periment [10]. More pulses were observed than expected
from Gaussian noise, which may be due to remnant RFI;
but the possibility of real events cannot be excluded [7].
The purpose of this experiment is to determine whether this
excess of observed pulses includes any genuine UHE parti-
cle interaction events, by observing simultaneously with a
second telescope and searching for coincident pulses. The
second telescope was the ATCA, an array of which we used
five antennas in a compact configuration. The frequency
range of the ATCA receivers was 1.1–3.1 GHz, which en-
compasses the 1.2–1.5 GHz range of the Parkes receiver.
The ATCA antennas were pointed at the same location as a
single Parkes beam, as shown in figure 1.

Moon

Parkes

beamsATCA

beam

Cen A

Figure 1: Typical beam pointings relative to the Moon
(shaded) for the Parkes (solid) and ATCA (dashed) tele-
scopes. Crosses indicate the orientation of the orthogonal
linear polarisations of the Parkes receiver. The two off-
Moon Parkes beams are for RFI rejection; the other beam
positions are a compromise between exposure to the Moon,
and reducing the thermal noise received from the Moon to
increase the sensitivity. The ATCA beam is placed to be
able to confirm a possible detection in the Parkes beam sen-
sitive to UHE particles from the direction of Centaurus A.

To match the sensitivity of the Parkes telescope, we require
a coherent combination of the signals from the five ATCA
antennas. However, we were not able to form, in real time,
the multiple combined signals that would be required. In-
stead, we used the detection of a pulse at Parkes as a trig-
ger to store buffered data on all ATCA antennas, which can
then be retroactively combined to search for a coincident
pulse.
Essentially, this experiment uses each of the involved tele-
scopes in a coherent manner: the Parkes telescope is a sin-
gle antenna, so it is inherently coherent, while the multi-
ple antennas of the ATCA are coherently combined. The
combination between the two telescopes, however, is inco-
herent: the signal from each telescope is examined for a
pulse independently. The sensitivity is similar to the previ-
ous experiment using the Parkes telescope alone, as a pulse
must exceed the trigger threshold on this telescope in order
to be recorded. However, the use of a second telescope to
confirm potential events should allow complete rejection of
the RFI background, allowing much greater confidence if a
coincident pulse is found.
This experiment was conducted during 4-7 August, imme-
diately prior to the 32nd International Cosmic Ray Con-
ference. We have not yet determined whether there were
any coincident pulses between the Parkes and ATCA tele-
scopes during the observation period. However, we have
established that we were successful in performing several
types of calibration required for this type of experiment.
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4 Calibration

This experiment required careful calibration of the delays
between the antennas of the ATCA, and between the Parkes
and ATCA telescopes, which are separated by 300 km.
The first of these is required for normal use of the ATCA,
and the second is a routine procedure in VLBI (Very Long
Baseline Interferometry). However, in our case they must
be accomplished using only the short buffers which are
captured in this experiment.

4.1 ATCA calibration

To coherently combine the signals from separate anten-
nas of the ATCA, the relative delays must be calibrated to
within a small fraction (∼ 1/20) of the inverse of the band-
width. Since we aim to find pulses corresponding to those
detected by the Parkes telescope in the frequency range
1.2–1.5 GHz, we require timing precision of ∼ 0.2 ns.
Achieving this requires cross-correlation between antennas
of a broad-band signal such as noise from an astronomi-
cal source. For this purpose we used the quasar 3C273,
as it was unresolved by our array, and bright enough for
a strong cross-correlation within the maximum buffer size
that could be captured with our system (6 ms).
These buffers of baseband data also allow calibration of the
relative phase of each antenna, which is also required in or-
der to coherently combine the data from multiple antennas.
In fact, this phase calibration is required in order to obtain
delays which meet our precision criterion, as shown in fig-
ure 2. Phase calibration can be checked for consistency via
the requirement that the phases around any closed loop of
antennas must sum to zero: applying this, we find that these
sums vary from zero by ±2.5◦, which indicates negligible
error.

4.2 Parkes-ATCA calibration

It was necessary to calibrate the relative timing between the
Parkes and ATCA telescopes for two reasons. The first is to
be able to determine, if a pulse is found in the ATCA data
corresponding to a pulse detected at Parkes, whether the ar-
rival time indicates that it originated from the Moon. If the
timing offset is known precisely, there is a ∼ 4 μs window
within which the ATCA pulse could arrive, corresponding
to the width of the Parkes beam. If there is uncertainty
in the timing offset, this search window must be extended,
resulting in a higher threshold for significance and hence
reduced sensitivity.
The second reason for this calibration is to ensure that the
correct data are stored. Depending on the position of the
Moon on the sky, the relative arrival times of a pulse could
vary by about 1 ms. In normal operation, however, we only
store a 200 μs segment of the buffer at the ATCA. This seg-
ment must be selected from the buffer based on the current
position of the Moon. The precision required for this pur-
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Figure 2: Sample cross-correlations between antenna 1 of
the ATCA and the other four antennas, from a single 6 ms
buffer while observing 3C273. Fourier interpolation has
been performed, and only one polarisation is shown. With-
out phase corrections (top panel), the exact time offset is
unclear. With phase corrections (bottom panel), the peaks
are well-defined, and their positions are stable to ±0.09 ns
between this and other buffers. The structure away from
the peaks, which deviates from an idealised sinc function,
may be due to the extended structure of 3C273, or other
sources in the field of view.

pose is only ± 100 μs, to ensure that the correct time is
within the range of the stored data.
This calibration is performed in a similar way to the ATCA
internal calibration, but with a cross-correlation between
buffers captured at the Parkes and ATCA telescopes. Our
system at the Parkes telescope has a maximum buffer size
of 8 μs, considerably less than at the ATCA, which reduces
the strength of the correlation and requires that we use a
stronger calibrator source. In addition, the source must be
compact enough to be unresolved on the 300 km Parkes-
ATCA baseline, which limits the range of suitable astro-
nomical objects.
Due to the lower required precision, however, a narrow-
band signal is sufficient for this purpose. As our source,
we used BeiDou-1C, a Chinese navigational satellite which
emits strongly in the range 1220-1245 MHz. We deter-
mined its position with a TLE-format ephemeris [11] and
the PyEphem astronomical library [12]. The timing pre-
cision we achieved, shown in figure 3, is ∼ 50 ns, which
corresponds roughly to the theoretical limit of the inverse
bandwidth. There will be an additional error from uncer-
tainty in the satellite ephemeris, which we expect to be less
than this.

5 Lunar satellite interference

We detected narrow-band interference at a frequency of
2.27 GHz, varying with a period of 133 minutes (see figure
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Figure 3: Cross-correlation between Parkes and antenna 1
of the ATCA from a single pair of corresponding buffers
while observing BeiDou-1C, discarding ATCA data from
outside the Parkes frequency range. The result has been
rectified and smoothed with a Gaussian of width 10 ns. The
time offset is relative to the arrival time predicted by the
satellite ephemeris; the 4.2 μs offset is consistent between
observations and hence is a systematic effect which can be
removed. The width of the peak indicates that we have
achieved timing precision of ∼ 50 ns.

4). These figures correspond respectively to the commu-
nications frequency and orbital period of the NASA Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) [13].
This narrow-band interference is simple to remove from
the data. However, there is the possibility that an electri-
cal system on the LRO (or another lunar satellite) may be
capable of producing nanosecond-scale broad-band radio
pulses. Unlike terrestrial interference, such a pulse would
be seen by both telescopes used in this experiment, with
relative arrival times indicating that it originated from the
Moon. This makes it difficult to distinguish from a real
UHE particle-induced Askaryan pulse.
We are investigating the feasibility of such pulses being
generated by the hardware of a lunar satellite. If this is
feasible, then it will be necessary to compare the position
of any detected pulse, as determined from its arrival times,
with the simultaneous position of all lunar satellites. The
position of a satellite may be obtained either from a pub-
lished ephemeris, or from interferometry on its communi-
cations signal.

6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated the ability to search for lunar
Askaryan pulses with two radio telescopes simultaneously,
with good timing calibration between them. This allows
coincidence detection to confirm the lunar origin of a de-
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Figure 4: Intensity of narrow-band interference at 2.27
GHz, relative to the underlying noise spectrum. The be-
haviour is as expected for a lunar satellite: it peaks as the
satellite orbits through the telescope beam, and falls to zero
when the satellite is occulted by the Moon. The variation
from one day to the next is due to the changed pointing of
the telescope (see section 3) relative to the fixed orbit of the
satellite.

tected pulse, which is a prerequisite for our experiment to
reliably detect a UHE particle interaction on the Moon.
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Abstract: According to the theory of hadronic acceleration, ultra high energy cosmic rays are expected to be ac-
companied by gamma-rays and neutrinos from pion decays formed in the interactions of protons with photons. While
gamma-rays have been linked to astrophysical sources by many experiments (H.E.S.S, MAGIC, Fermi), no point source
of UHECRs or neutrinos have been found so far. In this contribution, we present the results of multimessenger stacking
sources analysis developed to investigate the correlation of arrival directions of neutrino candidate events and UHE-
CRs. This analysis has been applied on neutrino candidate events detected during 2007-08 by the ANTARES telescope
(ANTARES collaboration 2011), and 69 ultra-high energy cosmic rays observed by the PAO (The Pierre Auger Collabo-
ration 2010).
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1 Introduction

Finding point sources of both UHECRs and neutrinos is
a very challenging task, as both messengers have many
down-sides. UHECRs are rare and do not point back to
their sources, since they are scrambled by galactic and in-
tergalactic magnetic fields [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16]. Also, due to the interaction with the cosmic
microwave background photons, their range may be limited
to the distance of about 100Mpc or less [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
However, they are detectable with large shower arrays, like
the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO), which so far reported
the observation of few tens of events above 55EeV [21, 22].
On the other side, cosmic neutrinos, as neutral and weak
interacting particles, should point back to their sources and
their traveling distances should not be limited, but at the
same time they are very difficult to detect. Currently oper-
ating neutrino telescopes ANTARES and IceCube have not
yet observed excess above the atmospheric neutrino flux
coming from air showers [23, 24].
Previously, the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) reported
an anisotropy in the arrival directions of UHECRs [21] and
indicated a correlation with Active Galactic Nuclei (AG-
N) from the VCV catalog [25]. The correlation was the
most significant for 27 cosmic rays with energies higher
than 57EeV and AGNs at distances less than 75Mpc. The
suggested correlation with the nearby AGN sources mostly
following the location of the supergalactic plane decreased
in the subsequent analysis [22] with 69 events at energies
above 55EeV, observed until 31st December 2009.

In this paper, we investigate the correlation of arrival direc-
tions of 2190 neutrino candidate events detected by 5-12
line ANTARES neutrino telescope, and 69 UHECRs ob-
served by the PAO. This stacking sources analysis is de-
veloped for a blinded set of neutrino events. Blinding was
performed by scrambling in right ascension. At the end,
the analysis was done with the unblinded neutrino dataset.

2 The ANTARES telescope and data samples

The ANTARES neutrino telescope is located in the
Mediterranean Sea, about 40km off the southern coast of
France (42 48N, 6 10E), at a depth of 2475m. It was
completed in 2008, and its final configuration is a three-
dimensional array of 885 photomultipliers in glass spheres
(optical modules), distributed along twelve lines. These
photomultipliers detect Cherenkov photons, from relativis-
tic muons produced in neutrino interactions nearby the de-
tector. The total instrumented volume of the ANTARES
telescope is about 107m3. The data acquisition system
of the detector is based on ”all-data-to-shore” concept,
in which signals from the photomultipliers above a given
threshold are digitized and sent to shore for processing.
The data used in this analysis were collected during 2007
and 2008, while the detector was operating with 5 to 12
lines. For a part of that period, data acquisition was inter-
rupted for the employment of new lines, and in addition,
some periods were excluded due to high bioluminescence-
induced optical background. The resulting effective live
time is 304 days. The final data sample consists of 2190 up-
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going (zenith angle up to 90◦) neutrino candidate events.
No selection was done based on the energy reconstruction.
The angular resolution was estimated to be 0.5±0.1 de-
grees. Details of data reconstruction, effective area, angular
resolution and the dataset are given in [24].
This sample of neutrino candidate events was correlated
with UHECR events recorded with the PAO surface detec-
tors between January 1st 2004, and 31st December 2009.
Those events have zenith angles below 60 degrees, and re-
constructed energy above 55EeV. 69 events satisfy these
cuts, and they are all in the ANTARES telescope field of
view, as the field of view for the ANTARES telescope and
the PAO greatly overlap.

3 Background simulations

A Monte Carlo set with 106 skies is generated, each with
2190 neutrinos and 69 cosmic rays. In each of the million
skies the position of the UHECRs is fixed according to the
PAO dataset, and the positions of 2190 neutrinos are ob-
tained from the blinded 5-12 line dataset scrambled in right
ascension. The numbers of neutrinos within bins of any
size, centered on 69 UHECR events can be counted, prob-
ability density functions can be calculated and fitted with
Gaussian distributions, giving the mean neutrino count ex-
pected from the randomized background samples, and the
standard deviation of the neutrino count.
Figure 1 shows an example count of neutrinos within bins
of 1-10 degree size. The count of events is done by adding
neutrinos for which the minimum angular distance to UHE-
CRs is smaller than the bin size. In this way, a double
counting of neutrino events is avoided. After optimizing
the bin, the significance of observed number of neutrino
events within 69 bins can be calculated by comparison with
the distributions for the pure background MC samples. Af-
ter optimizing the bin, and unblinding the data, the signifi-
cance of observed number of neutrino events within 69 bins
can be calculated by comparison with the distributions for
the pure background MC samples.

4 Signal simulations

Simulation of sources with E−2 spectrum and equal
flux strength from each 69 UHECR direction was per-
formed. Flux values from 0.5×10−8GeV cm−2 s−1 to
10×10−8GeV cm−2 s−1 are considered. Further, for each
flux, the event rate per source is determined, using the ef-
fective area for 5-12 lines and the live time given in [24].
For every source, the amount of signal neutrinos is deter-
mined according to the Poisson distribution with the event
rate per source R as mean value.

R = t

∫ 107GeV

102GeV
Φ(Eν)Aeff (Eν)dEν

where t is a live time of the ANTARES detector, Φ is the
flux from each individual UHECR direction, and Aeff is
the ANTARES telescope effective area.
Signal neutrinos are randomly generated following a Gaus-
sian distribution centered on the measured UHECR coordi-
nates, and the ANTARES telescope resolution [24].

exp
(
−(x1(α, δ)− μ)2/(2σ2

1)
)
→ x2(α, δ)

exp
(
−(x2(α, δ)− μ)2/(2σ2

2)
)
→ xfin(α, δ)

where xi = xi (α, δ) are neutrino coordinates, xfin(α, δ)
are the final signal neutrino coordinates, σ1 is the tolerance
value for the magnetic deflection, and σ2 is the ANTARES
telescope angular resolution. The width of the tolerance
value accounting for a magnetic deflection Gaussian is cho-
sen to be 3 degrees, based on the PAO results [22,25].
The same amount of background neutrinos is removed
from a declination band of 10 degrees centered on each
UHECR to ensure that every random sky has 2190 events,
and to keep the neutrino declination distribution profile
close to the observed profile. The angular resolution of
PAO air shower reconstruction is about 0.9 degrees, less
than the expected magnetic deflection, so it is not consid-
ered additionally.

5 Sensitivity and bin optimization

Although it is not possible to know the actual upper limit
that will result from an experiment until looking into un-
blinded data, Monte Carlo predictions can be used to calcu-
late the average upper limit, or so called Feldman-Cousins
sensitivity [26, 27], that would be observed after hypothet-
ical repetition of the experiment with expected background
nb, and no true signal ns = 0. Over an ensemble of experi-
ments with no true signal, the background nb will fluctuate
to different nobs values with different Poisson probabilities,
and upper limits μ90.
The ”mean upper limit” is the sum of these expected upper
limits, weighted by their Poisson probability of occurrence:

μ90(nb) =
∞∑

nobs=0

μ90(nobs, nb) (n
nobs

b /nobs) e
−nb

Over an ensemble of identical experiments, the strongest
constraint on the expected signal flux corresponds to a set
of cuts that minimizes the so called ”model rejection fac-
tor” μ90/ns and at the same time minimizes the mean flux
upper limit that would be obtained over the hypothetical
experimental ensemble.
The described Feldman-Cousin’s approach with the Rolke
extension [28] was used to calculate the mean upper limit
on E−2 flux per source, for a 90% confidence level, from
106 background samples, as a function of a search bin, as
shown on a Figure 2.
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The search bin that minimizes the mean upper limit for 3
degrees tolerance value accounting for a magnetic deflec-
tion is found to be 4.9 degrees.

6 Discovery potential

With the bin size optimized and fixed, it is possible to esti-
mate the probability of making a 3σ or a 5σ discovery giv-
en a certain signal flux. This is done by taking the chosen
significance from the background MC samples, and com-
paring this to MC samples with signal of a certain flux.
The number of skies with signal, that have more neutrinos
in the given bin than the chosen significance from back-
ground only, is counted and gives a direct measure of the
discovery potential for that particular flux.
Figure 3 shows the discovery potential for 3σ (dashed line)
and 5σ (solid line) discovery, for an optimized bin of 4.9
degree bins, and a tolerance value accounting for a magnet-
ic deflection of 3 degrees. Around 125 signal events on the
whole sky are needed for a 5σ discovery in 50% of trials,
and around 75 events are needed for a 3σ hint. Those val-
ues correspond to source flux values of about 1.29×10−8

GeV cm−2 s−1 and 2.16×10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 respective-
ly.

7 Results from the unblinded data

To analyze the level of correlation between the distribution
69 UHECRs reported by the Pierre Auger Observatory, and
ANTARES neutrino candidates, we unblinded 2190 neutri-
no events. The significance of observed correlation is de-
termined with the help of randomized background samples,
using the bin size of 4.9 degrees.
The most probable count for the optimized bin size of 4.9
degrees, or the mean background expectation from the ran-
domized samples is 310.49 events (in all 69 bins, i.e. on the
whole sky), with the standard deviation of 15.22 events.
After unblinding 2190 ANTARES neutrino candidate
events, a count of 290 events within 69 bins is obtained. On
Figure 4, neutrino candidates are represented with crosses
and neutrino candidates correlating with observed UHE-
CRs are highlighted as large triangles. The observed num-
ber of correlated neutrino events is beneath expected (nega-
tive correlation), with the significance of about 1.35σ. This
result is compatible with a background fluctuation. The
corresponding upper flux limit, assuming the equal flux
from all UHECR sources, is 4.96×10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1.
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Abstract: ANTARES is currently the largest neutrino detector on the Northern Hemisphere. It consists of a tri-
dimensional array of 885 photomultipliers arranged on 12 vertical lines, placed at a depth of 2475 meters in the Mediter-
ranean Sea near Toulon, France. The telescope, completed in 2008, detects the Cherenkov radiation of muons produced
by high energy neutrinos interacting in or around the detector. Muon tracks are then reconstructed using a likelihood-
based algorithm. One of the main goals of the experiment is the search for high-energy neutrinos from astrophysical
point-like sources. Due to its location, ANTARES is sensitive to up-going neutrinos from many potential galactic sources
in the TeV to PeV energy regime. New results from an unbinned method as well as the sensitivity of the detector are
presented.
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1 Introduction

One of the main questions in astroparticle physics is the ori-
gin of high energy Cosmic Rays (CRs). In the last decade
progress has been made related to energy spectrum and
composition [1]. However, the origin of CRs remains un-
known. Many acceleration sites have been suggested, such
as supernova remnants, microquasars and active galactic
nuclei [2]. The final signature of these cosmic accelera-
tors are gamma rays and high energy neutrinos produced
through hadronic interactions. The observation of a point-
like source of neutrinos would then offer a unique occasion
to study the mechanism of CRs acceleration.

1.1 The ANTARES detector

The ANTARES detector is located at a depth of 2475
m in the Mediterranean Sea, 42 km from Toulon in the
south of France (42◦48N, 6◦10E). It consists of a tri-
dimensional array of 885 optical sensors arranged on 12
vertical lines. Each line comprises up to 25 detection
storeys each equipped with 3 downward-looking 10-inch
photo-multipliers (PMTs), oriented 45◦ to the line axis.
The spacing between storeys is 14.5 m while the lines are
spaced by 60-70 m. A buoy at the top of the line keep them
to stay vertical.
The telescope operates by detecting Cherenkov light emit-
ted by charged particles that result from neutrino interac-
tions in or around the detector. The arrival time and ampli-
tude of the Cherenkov light on the PMTs are digitized into
’hits’ [3] and transmitted to shore.

2 Data Selection

The data analysed in this work were collected between Jan-
uary 31st 2007 and December 30th 2010. The total livetime
of the analysis is 813 days of which 183 days were with 5
lines, while for the remaining 630 days the detector con-
sisted of 9, 10 and 12 lines
The reconstruction of the muon track is achieved using the
time and position information of the hits. The algorithm is
based on a maximum likelihood method [4] where a multi-
stage fitting procedure is applied in order to maximise the
likelihood of the observed hit times as a function of the
muon direction and position. The quality of the recon-
struction is defined by the variable Λ, which is based on
the maximisation of the log-likelihood [4]. Figure 1 shows
the cumulative distribution of Λ for upward-going events
with the simulated contributions of atmospheric muons and
neutrinos. Atmospheric muons are simulated with the MU-
PAGE package [5]; neutrinos are instead generatedwith the
GENNEU [6] package and the Bartol model [7].
Neutrino candidates events are selected requiring an up-
ward going track, i.e. zenith angle < 90◦, and a value for
the lambda variable Λ > −5.2. The latter is obtained by
optimizing the background reduction and the signal effi-
ciency, in terms of the discovery potential. Another cut
is then applied in order to reject mis-reconstructed atmo-
spheric downward going muons using the information of
the uncertainty on the reconstructed muon track direction
obtained from the fit. This value is required to be ≤ 1◦.
The final sample consists of 3058 events; from the simula-
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of the reconstructed
quality variable Λ. The dashed line is for simulated at-
mospheric muons while the solid line corresponds to sim-
ulated atmospheric neutrinos. The bottom plot shows the
ratio between data and Monte Carlo.

tions 84% of them are estimated to be neutrinos, while the
rest are mis-reconstructed atmospheric muons.

3 Detector Performance

The angular resolution and the acceptance of the detector
have been obtained from simulation. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the angular resolution has been computed follow-
ing the procedure described in [9] by smearing the hit times
according to a Gaussian with a width of σt in order to artifi-
cially deteriorate the simulated timing accuracy. The study
leads to exclude an additional smearing of 3 ns which was
found to be incompatible with data at the 2σ level where σ
is the uncertainty on the fluxmodel [8]. The best agreement
between data and Monte Carlo is obtained for σt = 2±0.5
ns. This value is indeed used for the simulations presented
in this paper.

3.1 Angular resolution

Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the angle be-
tween the reconstructed muon direction and the generated
neutrino direction for neutrino events where we assumed an
energy spectrum proportional to E−2

ν with Eν the neutrino
energy. The median of this angular error is 0.46 degrees.

3.2 Acceptance

The acceptance for signal neutrinos is also estimated using
simulations. In the search, we deal with fluxes of the form
of

dN

dE
= φ(

Eν

GeV
)−2GeV −1s−1cm−2, (1)

where φ is the flux normalisation. The acceptance, A, is
defined as the constant of proportionality between φ and
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reconstructed muon direction and the true neutrino direc-
tion for simulated upward going neutrinos that pass the cuts
described in Section 2 assuming a E−2
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Figure 3: Acceptance, i.e. the constant of proportionality
between the normalisation factor for an E−2 flux and the
selected number of events.

the number of selected events. Figure 3 shows exactly this
proportionality: for a source at a declination of -90 (0) de-
grees, A = 8.8(4.8) × 107 GeV cm2 s. Systematic un-
certainties on the acceptance are constrained by the agree-
ment between the simulated atmospheric neutrino sample
and data. For the computation of the flux limits an uncer-
tainty of 15% is assumed.

4 Search method

The algorithm used on the analysis is based on the likeli-
hood of the observed events which is defined :

logLs+b =
∑

i

log[μsig ×F(βi(δs, αs))×N (N i,sig
hits )

+ Bi ×N (N i,bkg
hits )] + μtot,

where the sum is over the events, F is the point spread
function, i.e. the probability density of reconstructing an
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use it (solid and dashed-dotted lines) for the full sky search.
In this case the signal was added at a declination of -70◦.

event i at a distance βi from the true source declination and
right ascension δs, αs; B is a parametrization of the back-
ground rate, obtained from the observed declination distri-
bution of the events; μsig is the mean number of detected
events that the source produces and μtot represents the total
number of expected events andN (N i

hits) is the probability
for an event i to be reconstructed withNhits number of hits
(this probability was not included in the analysis with 2007
and 2008 data [9]).
In order to compute the test statistic the free parameters of
the likelihood are maximized. We have now to distinguish
between the two different analysis presented in this paper:
in the candidate list search only the μsig are fitted while in
the full sky search we have in addition the source coordi-
nates (δs, αs) to fit. In both cases the results of the fit are
the maximum likelihood value Lmax

s+b and the estimates of
the free parameters. The test statistic is then defined as:

Q = Lmax
s+b − Lb (2)

where Lb is the likelihood computed for the background
only case. The higher Q the more the data are compatible
with signal.
Just using the number of hits information in the likelihood
let us to gain a 25% (22%) factor for the 3 (5) σ discovery
probability as shown in Figure 4 for the full sky search.

5 Results

As mentioned above two different analyses have been done.
The first one is a full sky survey with no assumptions about
the source position. In the second analysis, we made a
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Figure 5: Galactic skymap showing the 3058 data events.
The position of the most signal-like cluster is indicated by
the circle. The stars denote the position of the 51 candidate
sources.

search for a signal excess in an a priori defined spot in
the sky corresponding to the position of some interesting
astrophysical objects.

5.1 Full sky search

In the full sky search, no significant clusters of neutrino
candidates were found. The most signal-like cluster is lo-
cated at αs, δs = (−46.5◦,−65.0◦). The fit assigns 5
events above the background. The value of the test statistic
for this cluster is 13.0 which yields to a p-value of 2.6%.
Figure 5 shows a sky map of the selected events in galactic
coordinates with the location of the most signal like cluster.

5.2 Candidate list search

The results of the search in the direction of 51 pre-defined
candidate sources are shown in Table 1. None of the
sources have a significant excess of events. The most
signal-like candidate source is HESS J1023-575 where the
post-trial p-value is of 41%. Figure 6 shows the 90% con-
fidence level limits on φ using the Feldman-Cousins pre-
scription [10] and assuming an E−2 neutrino spectrum for
each of the source candidates as a function of the source
declination. The sensitivity of this analysis is also pre-
sented, defined as the median expected limit and resulting
in a factor 2.7 better than the one obtained with data col-
lected during 2007 and 2008 only [9]. Limits from other
experiments are also shown. However, it should be noted
that for this spectrum, ANTARES detects most events at
energies around 10 TeV while the limits in the Southern
Hemisphere published by the IceCube Collaboration [11]
apply to the PeV region.
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source αs(
◦) δs(

◦) p φ90%CL

HESS J1023-575 155.83 -57.76 0.41 6.6
3C 279 -165.95 -5.79 0.48 10.1
GX 339-4 -104.30 -48.79 0.72 5.8
Cir X-1 -129.83 -57.17 0.79 5.8
MGRO J1908+06 -73.01 6.27 0.82 10.1
ESO 139-G12 -95.59 -59.94 0.94 5.4
HESS J1356-645 -151.00 -64.50 0.98 5.1
PKS 0548-322 87.67 -32.27 0.99 7.1
HESS J1837-069 -80.59 -6.95 0.99 8.0
PKS 0454-234 74.27 -23.43 1.00 7.0
IceCube hotspot 75.45 -18.15 1.00 7.0
PKS 1454-354 -135.64 -35.67 1.00 5.0
RGB J0152+017 28.17 1.79 1.00 6.3
Geminga 98.31 17.01 1.00 7.3
PSR B1259-63 -164.30 -63.83 1.00 3.0
PKS 2005-489 -57.63 -48.82 1.00 2.8
HESS J1616-508 -116.03 -50.97 1.00 2.7
HESS J1503-582 -133.54 -58.74 1.00 2.8
HESS J1632-478 -111.96 -47.82 1.00 2.6
H 2356-309 -0.22 -30.63 1.00 3.9
MSH 15-52 -131.47 -59.16 1.00 2.6
Galactic Center -93.58 -29.01 1.00 3.8
HESS J1303-631 -164.23 -63.20 1.00 2.4
HESS J1834-087 -81.31 -8.76 1.00 4.3
PKS 1502+106 -133.90 10.52 1.00 5.2
SS 433 -72.04 4.98 1.00 4.6
HESS J1614-518 -116.42 -51.82 1.00 2.0
RX J1713.7-3946 -101.75 -39.75 1.00 2.7
3C454.3 -16.50 16.15 1.00 5.5
W28 -89.57 -23.34 1.00 3.4
HESS J0632+057 98.24 5.81 1.00 4.6
PKS 2155-304 -30.28 -30.22 1.00 2.7
HESS J1741-302 -94.75 -30.20 1.00 2.7
Centaurus A -158.64 -43.02 1.00 2.1
RX J0852.0-4622 133.00 -46.37 1.00 1.5
1ES 1101-232 165.91 -23.49 1.00 2.8
Vela X 128.75 -45.60 1.00 1.5
W51C -69.25 14.19 1.00 3.6
PKS 0426-380 67.17 -37.93 1.00 1.4
LS 5039 -83.44 -14.83 1.00 2.7
W44 -75.96 1.38 1.00 3.1
RCW 86 -139.32 -62.48 1.00 1.1
Crab 83.63 22.01 1.00 4.1
HESS J1507-622 -133.28 -62.34 1.00 1.1
1ES 0347-121 57.35 -11.99 1.00 1.9
VER J0648+152 102.20 15.27 1.00 2.8
PKS 0537-441 84.71 -44.08 1.00 1.3
HESS J1912+101 -71.79 10.15 1.00 2.5
PKS 0235+164 39.66 16.61 1.00 2.8
IC443 94.21 22.51 1.00 2.8
PKS 0727-11 112.58 - 11.70 1.00 1.9

Table 1: Results of the candidate source search. The source
coordinates and the p-values (p) are shown as well as the
limits on the flux intensity φ90%CL; the latter has units
10−8GeV−1cm−2s−1.
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Figure 6: Limits set on the normalisationφ of anE−2
ν spec-

trum of high energy neutrinos from selected candidates (see
Table 1). Also shown is the sensitivity, which is defined as
the median expected limit. In addition to the present result,
several previously published limits on sources in both the
Southern and Northern sky are also shown.

6 Conclusions

A search of high energy cosmic neutrinos has been per-
formed. Data were taken during the first four years of
operation when ANTARES consists of 5 line for most of
the first year considered and 9, 10 and 12 for the rest. A
measurement of the angular resolution using MonteCarlo
data yields to 0.46 degrees. Neither the full sky search nor
the candidate list search show a significant excess of events
therefore limits have been obtained on the neutrino flux.
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Update for 2010 of the results of the search for neutrino bursts from core collapse supernovae
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Abstract: The results of 30 years of neutrino sky coverage at the Baksan Underground Scintillation Telescope are
presented. The investigation of afterpulses related to inelastic muon interactions has been performed. The upper bound
on collapse frequency in our Galaxy was found 0.088 y−1 (90% CL).

Keywords: neutrino, undeground detectors

1 Introduction

Neutrino burst from the core collapse of a massive star in
our Galaxy would be detected by existing detectors. To-
gether they will provide detailed information on the neutri-
no flux, energy and the dynamics of the collapse. Further-
more, neutrino detection would be the only way, apart from
gravitational waves, to obtain information of the inner lay-
ers of the star. Until now, the only supernova source of neu-
trinos that has been observed is the supernova SN1987A
[1, 2, 3, 4]. Registered events generated by SN1987A neu-
trino confirmed predictions of the supernovae theory.

2 Theoretical models

The theoretical models for the neutrinoradiation parameters
expected during the gravitational core collapse of a massive
star and the cooling newborn neutron star forecast: neu-
trinos carry away about 99% of the gravitational binding
energy released in the collapse εtot = 3 × 1053 erg; this
energy is roughly equipartitioned between the six neutrino
flavors; typical ranges for the average energies of the time-
integrated neutrino spectra 〈Eνe〉 = 10-12 MeV, 〈Eνe

〉 =
11-17 MeV, 〈Eνx〉 = 15-24 MeV and the duration of the
neutrino burst does not exceed 20 sec ([5] and refs. there-
in), [6].
The SN 1987A neutrino observations provided a confir-
mation of the overall picture of core-collapse and neutron-
star formation. The signal duration was about ten seconds,
which is within time scale predicted by the diffusive neutri-
no energy transport in a nuclear-density hot compact star.
The energies in the ten MeV range, representatives of the

temperature at the ”neutrino sphere,” roughly agreed with
expectations.
However a registration of significant event cluster in the
LSD experiment [2] gives rise to non-standard two-stage s-
cenario of stellar collapse. The scenario has been proposed
to incorporate both neutrino pulses from SN1987 in a self-
consistent two-stage hydrodynamical model of the gravita-
tional collapse [7]. The mean neutrino energy (during the
first stage) in this model is Eνe

= 30− 40 MeV [8].
Another model of type II supernova explosion has been
proposed in 2007 [9]. This model has taken into account
large-scale convection caused by non-equilibrium neutron-
ization of matter in the central region of protoneutron s-
tar. The large-scale convection provides high yield of high
energy neutrinos from the central region of presupernova.
The average energy of neutrinos is 30-50 MeV which is
more than in the case of diffusion.
The Baksan underground scintillation telescope has been
searching for neutrino burst from supernova explosions s-
ince June 30, 1980.

3 The Baksan Underground Scintillation
Telescope (BUST)

3.1 The Baksan Neutrino Observatory

The Baksan Neutrino Observatory located in the Northern
Caucasus consists of facilities at different depths, dimen-
sions and scopes. The underground facilities are placed in
the first excavation in the world specifically built for sci-
entific purposes. The experimental activities started in the
70s.
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3.2 BUST

BUST is placed at the effective depth of 850 m of w.e.
[10]. The facility has dimensions of 17 × 17 × 11 m3

and consists of four horizontal and four vertical planes.
Planes are covered with standard autonomic modules (de-
tectors). Each module (70 × 70 × 30 cm3 in size) is filled
with organic liquid scintillator on the basis of white spirit
(CnH2n+2, n � 9), viewed by one photomultiplier with
a photocathode of 15 cm in diameter. The scintillator was
developed at the Institute for Nuclear Research [11] and it
remains one of the best in the world. The long term stability
of the scintillator has been checked in practice - BUST has
been operated since 1977. The total number of modules is
3180. The mass of the scintillator of the facility is 330 ton-
s. Three lower horizontal planes (the internal planes) have
1200 standard detectors and 130 tons of scintillator.
The information from each detector is transferred through
three channels concurrently:
- an anodic channel (which serves to generate triggers and
measure signal amplitudes of up to 2.5 GeV),
- a pulse channel with an energy threshold of 8 MeV (the
most probable muon energy release in the module is 50
MeV),
- a logarithmic channel with an energy threshold of 500
MeV.
The last essential change of the condition of event’s selec-
tion at the facility, amidst other various changes performed
since 1977, was in 2001 year; since March, 2001 all events
have been written down without exception.
Dead time of BUST is � 1 ms. The timing accuracy is
0.2 ms. Synchronization of the clock is performed by GPS
signal approximately 20 times per calendar day.

4 The method of neutrino burst detection in
the Baksan experiment

Since the cross-section for inverse β decay reaction on pro-
tons

νe + p→ n+ e+ (1)

exceeds the cross-sections for other neutrino flavors and
targets, the neutrino signal from a supernova explosion is
recorded with νe events.
If the mean antineutrino energy is 11 -17 MeV [5, 6] the
range of positrons (produced in reaction (1)) will be as a
rule, in the volume of one detector only. In such a case the
signal from a supernova explosion will appear as a series
of events from singly triggered detectors. Singly triggered
detector means that the one pulse channel at the facility has
been operated (below as ”1 from 3180”). The search for the
signal from the neutrino burst involves selecting a cluster
of single events during τ = 20 s (according to the standard
collapse models the burst duration does not exceed 20 s).
Calculation of the detection efficiency for e− (e+) η1 shows
that the efficiency depends on the electron energy. η1 = 0.7

if the electron energy Ee = 10 MeV and η1 = 0.9 if Ee =
20 MeV [12].
To evaluate the expected number of events at BUST from
neutrino burst, we assume that 1) the distance from the star
is 10 kpc (approximately the distance to the Galactic center,
but in an arbitrary direction), 2) the total energy radiated in
neutrinos is εtot = 3 × 1053 erg and 3) we leave out a
possible influence of oscillations.
If the energy of the νi(νi) ( i = e, μ, τ ) flux is equal to

1/6× εtot (2)

the expected number of single events from reaction (1) will
be NH

ev � 38× η1, where η1 denotes the detection efficien-
cy of e+ and the symbol ”H” indicates that the hydrogen is
the target.
The models [8, 9] called for further investigations of re-
sponse at BUST. According to [8, 9] the mean neutrino en-
ergy is Eν = 30 − 50 MeV, therefore the reactions on the
carbon of the scintillator begin to work:

νi +
12 C →12 C∗ + νi, Eth = 15.1 MeV,

i = e, μ, τ,

12C∗ →12 C + γ, Eγ = 15.1 MeV

(3)

and

νe +
12 C →12 N + e−, Eth = 17.34MeV,

12N →12 C + e+ + νe, τN = 15.9ms,
(4)

τN is the lifetime of the nucleus 12N .
Reaction (3) allows us to measure the total neutrino flux
with the energy Eν > 15.1 MeV.
If the energy Eν = 30 MeV, the expected number of events
for reactions (3) and (4) can be estimated (under condition
(2)) by formulae

NC
ev2 = 16× η2, (Eγ = 15 MeV ), (5)

NC
ev3 = 30× η3, (Eν = 30 MeV ), (6)

The radiation length for our scintillator is 47 g/cm2, there-
fore η2 ≈ 0.2. In reaction (4) the sum of energies Ee++Eν

is 17.3 MeV, therefore η3 ≈ 0.5− 0.7.
In reaction (4) BUST can detect both an electron with ener-
gy Ee = Eν − 17 MeV and a positron if the energy release
from each particle is > 8 MeV. In such a case, the reaction
(4) has the distinctive signature of two signals separated by
5− 45 ms time interval (dead time of BUST is � 1 ms).
In the case of very high energy neutrinos we consider also
the neutrino interaction with the iron of the facility. The
lower part of the overlap between horizontal scintillator
planes is the 8 mm iron layer. This can be used as the target
in the reaction

νe +
56 Fe→56 Co∗ + e−, Eth = 4.056MeV, (7)
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(cobalt emerges in excited state).
Under condition ( 2 ) the expected number of events from
reaction (7) (neutrinos arrive from above) is

NFe
ev = 6.3× ηFe(26MeV ), (8)

ηFe(26MeV ) ≈ 0.4 is the detection efficiency of e− with
the energy 26 MeV produced into the 8 mm iron layer.
It should be noticed, if Eνe = 30 − 40 MeV a noticeable
percentage of neutrino reactions (7) will cause triggering
of two detectors.
To summarize, if the average neutrino energies are 30− 40
MeV, the number of events induced by neutrino at BUST is
increased by ≈ 50%.
The cluster of events at BUST would be considered to be a
serious candidate for collapse detection if nine or more sin-
gle events were observed within 20 s sliding time interval
in the internal planes of the facility (130 ton of scintillator).
To search for such rare events requires careful considera-
tion of noises.

5 Background events

The background for this task is due to a number of reasons.
1. One of them is cosmic ray muons when a single muon
is only registered by one detector (”1 from 3180”) due to
spatial gaps between modules of the telescope, and also in
the case of one muon energy release < 8 MeV.
2. Other sources of the background come from radioactive
isotopes induced by cosmic ray muons (see subsection ”In-
elastic muon interaction with the matter of the detector”).
3. Since our experiment is based on the detection of a sin-
gle recoil electron, any radioactive decay with similar en-
ergy deposition can mimic a neutrino events.
4. The ghost signals from detectors add to the noise.
The total count rate from single events in the Baksan exper-
iment is fi = 0.02s−1 in internal planes (1200 detectors)
and fe = 1s−1 in external ones (1980 detectors). There-
fore three lower horizontal planes are used as a target (i.e.
the fired detector is located in one of three internal planes).
We suppose that background events are fitted by Poissons’
law. So the background events imitate the expected signal
(k single events in the internal planes within sliding time
interval τ ) with a count rate

p(k) = fi × exp(−fiτ)
(fiτ)

k−1

(k − 1)!
(9)

The treatment of experimental data over a period of 2001
- 2010 y (the period with equal conditions for recording
of the events) shows that the single event distribution is in
good agreement with Poissons’ law.
At present we are also studying events with two triggered
detectors of BUST. The count rate of such events in internal
planes is ≈ 4 · 10−3s−1.

5.1 Inelastic muon interaction with the matter of
the detector

Some part of the background events can be connected with
inelastic muon interactions which can produce unstable nu-
clei whose disintegration brings into operation only one de-
tector. To separate such events, afterpulses following large
energy deposition (≥ 500 MeV) in the detector were stud-
ied.
The events ”1 from 3180” are afterpulses for this case. The
events with energy deposition of (≥ 500 MeV) are cascades
with a lot of detectors (the number of the pulse channels up
to 3000); at least one logarithmic channel has been operat-
ed (the number of them up to a few tens).
The events are analyzed, which have had on the internal
planes of the facility one or more detectors with energy re-
lease of E ≥ 500 MeV (event of type ”a”), and then a single
events were selected among these detectors (i.e. afterpuls-
es) within interval Δt (event of type ”b”).
The distribution of events of type ”b” in Δt is well de-
scribed by exponent A ∗ exp((−Δt)/τ) with τ = 21.8 ±
2.16 ms. This value of τ is in good agreement with lifetime
of the nucleus 12B: τ(12B) = 20.4 ms.
12B can appear as the result π− interacting with carbon of
the scintillator (π−are produced in inelastic muon interac-
tions)

12C + π− →12 B + πo (10)

and then disintegrate in reactions

12B →12 C + e− + νe (11)

The peak of energy deposition spectrum of type ”b” events
with Δt ≤ 1s corresponds to energy deposition E = 13.3
MeV which is in close agreement with typical energy of an
electron in process (10) (Ee = 13.37 MeV). Events with
larger energy depositions are interpreted as the path of a
single muon when only one detector is hit in BUST (natu-
rally, such muons give some contribution at smaller values
of energy deposition).
The energy deposition spectrum of ”b” events with Δt ≤
0.1 s (i.e. the contribution of muons has been reduced by
10 times) has the peak at the same energy. This apparently
indicates that the peak results from 12B decay.
Assuming that Na−b is � 10% of the total number of reac-
tions (10,11) we obtain the estimation for the fraction of de-
tector’s operation related to 12B decay fr(12B) = 0.013.

6 Conclusions

Investigations of BUST response to neutrinos of 30 - 40
MeV have been performed. The number of events induced
by neutrino in BUST has been found to be increased by
≈ 50%.
Afterpulses related to inelastic muon interactions have been
studied. Discrimination of such afterpulses does not lead to
noticeable reduction of the background.
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The Baksan experiment searching for neutrino bursts is in
progress since the mid-1980s [12], [13]. The total live
time for the period of 30.06.1980 to 31.12.2010 is T = 26.2
years. No burst candidates have been detected during this
period. Let fcol be the mean frequency of collapses, then
the probability of absence collapse during the time interval
T is (according to the Poisson law) exp(−fcolT ). An up-
per bound on the mean frequency of gravitational collapses
in the Galaxy at 90% CL can be obtained with the help of
the expression exp(−fcolT ) = 0.1, therefore

fcol < 0.088y−1 (90% CL). (12)
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Search for Galactic Cosmic-Ray Accelerators with the Combined IceCube 40-strings and
AMANDA Detector

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION
1 see special section of these proceedings

Abstract: During the season 2008/2009, IceCube took data as a combined detector with AMANDA embedded into the
40-string array. With a smaller spacing between the sensors compared to IceCube, AMANDA improved the effective area
below a few TeV and acted as a first generation low-energy extension of IceCube. The data obtained in this configuration
is used to search for neutrino sources within the Galaxy. The TeV γ-ray spectra of some potential galactic cosmic-ray
accelerators show cut-offs in the energy spectrum at energies of a few TeV. In the case of transparent TeV γ-ray sources,
high-energy neutrinos will follow similar spectra and an improved effective area below a few TeV improves the sensitivity
for these of sources.
Several tests including a scan of the galactic plane in the Northern Hemisphere and a dedicated analysis for the Cygnus
region are presented. In the absence of a significant signal, upper limits are reported. The results provide the most
restrictive upper limits for the Cygnus region obtained so far. Depending on the assumed energy cut-off, the upper limits
obtained with this analysis are only a factor of two to three above the expected neutrino flux if all the TeV γ-rays observed
in the region were of hadronic origin. This implies that during the coming years, IceCube will be able to either detect
neutrinos from the Cygnus region, or to constrain the nature of the high-energy γ-ray emission in the region, and thus the
fraction of interacting cosmic rays produced in one of the most active parts of the Galaxy.
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1 High-Energy Neutrino Production in the
Galaxy

One of the primary goals of the IceCube experiment [1] is
the detection of astrophysical sources of high-energy neu-
trinos. A neutrino signal uniquely identifies the sites of
hadron acceleration and interaction and thereby the sites of
cosmic-ray production.
If protons are accelerated to sufficiently high energies in
(galactic) sources, high-energy neutrinos can be produced
through proton-proton interactions with the ambient gas. If
such sources are transparent and the γ-ray emission from
high-energy electrons is small compared to the total γ-ray
emission, the high-energy neutrino spectra can be inferred
from the γ-ray spectra [2].
Several objects within the Galaxy such as supernova rem-
nants and pulsar wind nebulae, binary systems and the col-
lective winds of massive stars might accelerate protons up
to PeV energies [3]. Even though γ-rays up to several TeV

have been observed from several of these objects, many
of the observed γ-ray spectra have energy cut-offs below
10 TeV and/or their energy spectra are significantly steeper
than anE−2 spectrum as expected from shock acceleration.
A search for neutrino emission fromwithin the Galaxy thus
requires an approach that is optimized to retain a high effi-
ciency for neutrinos with energies below 10 TeV. The pre-
dicted neutrino flux from galactic sources is very low and
single point-like sources might elude a detection in the near
future. In star forming regions, it is however possible that
several (weak) sources produce an integrated signal strong
enough for a discovery. In particular the Cygnus region as
the most active part of the Galaxy in the Northern Hemi-
sphere is of primary interest to IceCube in this context.

2 Methods and Targets

At energies between a few hundred GeV and a few TeV,
the field of view of the 2008/2009 configuration of Ice-
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Cube is restricted to the Northern Hemisphere where the
atmospheric muon background is suppressed by several or-
ders of magnitude by the shielding provided by the Earth.
Within this field of view, a search for point-like, steady
high-energy neutrino sources has been performed. We
search for a significant excess of neutrinos over the uni-
form background of atmospheric neutrinos by a maximum
likelihood ratio hypothesis test, described in [4]. The
search is performed on a 0.25◦ grid covering the galac-
tic plane within the field of view (37.5◦ < l < 212.5◦ ,
−5◦ < b < 5◦). Since the angular grid size is smaller than
the angular resolution of the detector, this search may be
regarded as an unbinned analysis. The energy term in [4] is
omitted as it is not relevant for soft spectra sources.
In addition, the same likelihood ratio hypothesis test is ap-
plied to six prominent γ-ray sources: the Crab Nebula, LSI
+61 303, CasA, W51, SS433 and IC443. The sources were
chosen due to their brightness in γ-rays and/or the presence
of target material for proton-proton interactions in or near
the sources.
To search for high-energy neutrino emission within the
Cygnus region, a dedicated test based on a 2-point correla-
tion function has been developed [5]. A search for a spatial
clustering of events inside a 7◦x11◦ region (72◦ < l < 83◦,
−3◦ < b < 4◦) around the most active part of the Cygnus
region is performed. The method is able to take advan-
tage of extended emission regions and the emission of any
sources within the region. If applied to the data sample
used in this work, the discovery flux per point source is
lower than in a standard search if more than two point
sources are present within the region.
The analyzed data set is dominated by atmospheric neu-
trinos. Any potential astrophysical signal presents only a
very small contribution in number of events. A data driven
background estimation can thus be obtained by randomiz-
ing the arrival directions of the events, compatible with a
homogeneous spatial distribution. All statistical tests re-
ported here use this technique for the construction of their
respective null hypothesis.

3 The Combined IceCube 40-string and
AMANDA Detector

The full IceCube [1] neutrino telescope at the South Pole
consists of a volume of approximately one cubic kilometer
of clear Antarctic ice instrumented with light sensors. This
instrumentation allows to detect muons from charged cur-
rent interactions of neutrinos. 5160 digital optical modules
are deployed in the ice along 86 strings that hold 60 optical
modules each. The detector has been built in several stages
and new strings have been added each Antarctic summer
since 2004/2005.
AMANDA [8] is located at the same site as IceCube and
consists of 677 optical modules deployed on 19 strings,
most of them at depths between 1500 and 2000 m. Both
the vertical and horizontal spacing of the optical modules

in AMANDA are smaller than in IceCube. This provides
a lower energy threshold and a higher collection efficiency
for muons below a few TeV. As AMANDA is the precursor
experiment to IceCube, many of the techniques employed
in IceCube were developed and tested in AMANDA [9].
AMANDA took data as a stand-alone neutrino telescope
until December 2006. Since 2007, AMANDA is fully sur-
rounded by IceCube strings and was integrated into the Ice-
Cube data acquisition system as a low-energy extension of
the IceCube detector until 2009 [10].
In the combined data taking mode, AMANDA initiates a
read-out of IceCube whenever a multiplicity trigger con-
dition in AMANDA is fulfilled. The data collected from
both parts of the combined detector is then merged into a
single event and reconstructions can be applied to either the
full event information or to the IceCube or AMANDA in-
formation separately. The analysis presented here uses the
information from both IceCube and AMANDA.

4 Neutrino Sample

The targets of this analysis are soft-spectrum sources or
sources with high-energy cut-offs below the PeV range
within the Galaxy. The event selection is thus aimed to
improve the effective area for neutrino energies below this
scale. This is achieved both through the use of AMANDA
as an embedded array inside the 40 IceCube strings and
through an event selection optimized for a larger accep-
tance of events below 10 TeV compared to the analysis pre-
sented in [11].
The current analysis uses data collected from April 5, 2008
to May 20, 2009. Both parts of the combined IceCube-
AMANDA detector operated very stably during this time.
For IceCube∼ 375 days of data were collected. AMANDA
was decommissioned before the end of the IceCube 40-
string data taking period and ∼306 days of combined
IceCube-AMANDA data were collected . The main causes
for detector downtime were scheduled operations in the
course of the integration of new strings into the detector.
The dominant class of recorded events are atmospheric
muons incident from the atmosphere above the detector.
The majority of this background is suppressed by a cut on
the reconstructed direction such that only events from the
Northern Hemisphere are accepted. Even after this cut, the
atmospheric muons dominate over the atmospheric neutri-
nos by several orders of magnitude as a fraction of atmo-
spheric muons are not well-reconstructed and as such end
up as up-going muons. In particular coincidences between
two muons from different air showers can mimic up-going
events. An event selection is then applied to reduce this
background by rejecting events with poor reconstruction
quality and/or events with a high probability to be com-
posed of two separate particles. An overview of reconstruc-
tion quality estimators and other event parameters that al-
low to distinguish signal from background is given in [11].
A subset of these parameters is used in this work.
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Figure 1: Energy distribution of atmospheric neutrino
events in the combined IceCube 40-strings and AMANDA
point source sample. Events with AMANDA trigger
(“combined events“) peak at lower energies than events
with IceCube trigger. 90% of the events are contained in
a central interval from 130 GeV to 7.5 TeV.

The data collected in 2008/2009 contains events that trig-
gered AMANDA, events that triggered IceCube and events
that triggered both detectors. Most analyses performed on
the data sample, such as [11], use only the events that trig-
gered IceCube. The approach presented here extracts a
neutrino sample from all three kinds of events. Combined
IceCube-AMANDA events are selected by different event
selection criteria than events that only have an IceCube trig-
ger, as outlined below.
IceCube events without AMANDA trigger are selected by
a series of one-dimensional cuts on event quality param-
eters followed by a multivariate classification based on
the Neyman-Pearson rule (see for example [12]). The
probability density functions for five quality parameters
are generated from atmospheric muon-dominated data as
background and from atmospheric neutrino simulation and
combined in the cut. The main cut variable is the likeli-
hood ratio between the atmospheric neutrino and the atmo-
spheric muon hypothesis. The distribution of this main cut
variable is shown in Figure 2 for data and for atmospheric
neutrino simulation. For combined IceCube-AMANDA
events, the Neyman-Pearson rule is not applied because a
series of a series of one-dimensional cuts resulted in a sim-
ilar performance for these events.
The energy distribution at the final event selection level
is shown in Figure 1. The combined IceCube-AMANDA
events peak at lower energies. The angular resolution of the
sample depends on the energy of the events. An unbroken
E−3 power law spectrum has been used to benchmark the
performance of the analysis. For this very soft spectrum, a
median angular resolution of 1.2◦ is achieved. From simu-
lation of single and double coincident cosmic-ray air show-
ers with CORSIKA [13], the atmospheric muon contami-
nation of the cleaned data sample used in this analysis is
estimated between 2% and 3%.
19797 neutrino candidates are selected from IceCube and
AMANDA triggered events. This sample is predominantly
background atmospheric neutrinos, which cannot be dis-
tinguished from the cosmic neutrino signal on an event-by-
event basis 1. These events are analyzed with the hypoth-
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Figure 2: Distribution of the main cut variable for IceCube-
triggered events before final cuts are applied. Shown
are the data in black and atmospheric neutrino simulation
based on the atmospheric neutrino fluxmodel of [6] in gray.
The final cut is placed at 1.0 as result of an optimization of
the discovery potential [7].

esis tests described in the previous section to search for
spatial clustering of events over the uniform atmospheric
neutrino background.

5 Results

The results of the galactic plane scan are presented in Fig-
ure 3, from which it is seen that all observations are com-
patible with the background expectation. The largest clus-
tering of events was observed at (85.5◦,−2, 0◦) with a
(pre-trial) probability to observe an equal or stronger ex-
cess at this position of 0.0935% due to background fluc-
tuations only. Accounting for the trials introduced by the
repetition of the test along the galactic plane, an equiva-
lent or more significant observation is made in 88.02% of
randomized data samples. Thus the observed excess in the
scan is consistent with fluctuations of background. Also
the results for the six γ-ray sources are compatible with
the background expectation and preliminary 90% flux up-
per limits are summarized in Table 1 assuming a power-law
with a spectral index of 3. The preliminary limits do not
include the systematic uncertainty of the signal efficiency.
The strongest preliminary flux limit can be set for Cas A at
a flux of 5.9 · 10−11 TeV−1 cm−2 s−1. The upper limits
are calculated using the approach of Feldman and Cousins
[15].
With 55 events observed within the box defined around
the most active part of the Cygnus region compared to
a background expectation of 60 events, strong flux upper
limits could be extracted for this region. Assuming an
E−2.6 spectrum as was fit to the MILAGRO γ-ray observa-
tions [16], a preliminary 90% flux upper limit of 3 · 10−11

TeV−1cm−2s−1 (without systematic uncertainties) is ob-
tained provided the astrophysical signal from the region has
an exponential energy cutoff at or above 1 TeV.

1. An exception could be the use of a veto against atmospheric
neutrinos as proposed in [14]
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Figure 3: Result of the galactic plane scan using data collected by IceCube 40-strings as a combined detector with
AMANDA. The significance of the observation at each grid point is expressed by the (pre-trial) pvalue which is shown
together with the distribution of the events shown as black dots. The most significant excess of events is located at
(85.5◦,−2, 0◦) with a (pre-trial) pvalue of 0.000935 (-log10(pvalue)=3.03). The probability to observe a similar or
stronger excess of events at any point of the galactic Plane is 88.02%. No neutrino sources have been detected.

ra dec ns upper limit
Crab 83.63◦ 22.01◦ 0 7.3
CasA 350.85◦ 58.82◦ 0 5.9
LSI +61 303 40.13◦ 61.23◦ 1.6 7.8
SS433 287.94◦ 4.983◦ 0 9.7
IC443 94.18◦ 22.53◦ 0 7.3
W51 290.82◦ 14.15◦ 0.6 8.3

Table 1: Position, best fit number of source events (ns)
and preliminary 90% upper limits on the flux of muon
neutrinos for each of the tested objects in units of 10−11

TeV−1 cm−2 s−1. The upper limits are calculated without
systematic uncertainties under the assumption of an E−3-
spectrum.

6 Outlook

The installation of the IceCube detector has been com-
pleted in 2010 and IceCube is now taking data in its fi-
nal configuration of 86 strings. The collaboration contin-
ues to search for neutrino sources within and outside of the
Galaxy. With the substantially larger detector, the sensitiv-
ity to galactic neutrino sources will improve significantly
with respect to the analysis presented here.
In particular IceCube’s observations of the Cygnus region
will enter an interesting regime in the next few years. We
have shown that the IceCube 40-string/AMANDA limits
for the Cygnus region are only a factor of two to three
above the expected flux if all of the γ-rays in the region
were of hadronic origin. Applying the same test to the data
obtained with larger configurations of IceCube, it will thus
be possible to either detect neutrino emission in this region
or to constrain the hadronic component in the γ-ray emis-
sion.
AMANDA has been decommissioned in 2009 and replaced
by the DeepCore extension of IceCube. The positioning
of a more densely instrumented volume in the deepest and
clearest ice around the central IceCube string offers sev-
eral advantages with respect to AMANDA. In particular, it

offers the possibility to use veto techniques that allow the
suppression of downgoing atmospheric muons and might
open the Southern Hemisphere to neutrino astronomy be-
low several tens of TeV from the South Pole.
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Study of South Pole ice transparency with IceCube flashers
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Abstract: The IceCube observatory, 1 km3 in size, is now complete with 86 strings deployed in the antarctic ice.
IceCube detects the Cherenkov radiation emitted by charged particles passing through or created in the ice. To realize
the full potential of the detector the properties of light propagation in the ice in and around the detector must thus be
known to the best achievable accuracy. This report presents a new method of fitting the ice model to a data set of in-situ
light source events collected with IceCube. The resulting set of derived ice parameters is presented and a comparison of
IceCube data with simulation based on the new model is shown.
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1 Introduction

The properties of photon propagation in a transparent medi-
um can be described in terms of the average distance be-
tween successive scatters and the average distance to ab-
sorption (local scattering and absorption lengths), as well
as the angular distribution of the new direction of a pho-
ton relative to old at a given scattering point. These details
are used in both the simulation and reconstruction of Ice-
Cube data, thus they must be known to the best possible
accuracy. This work presents a new, direct fit approach to
determine these ice properties, which is different from the
method described in [4]. A global fit is performed to a set
of data with in-situ light sources (see Figure 1) covering all
depths of the detector, resulting in a single set of scattering
and absorption parameters of ice, which describes these da-
ta best. Figure 2 shows examples of experimental data used
for this analysis.

2 Flasher dataset

In 2008, IceCube consisted of 40 strings as shown in Figure
3, each equipped with 60 equally spaced optical sensors,
or digital optical modules (DOMs). Each of the DOMs
consists of a 10” diameter photomultiplier tube (PMT) [2]
and several electronics boards enclosed in a glass container
[3]. One of the boards is the ”flasher board”, which has
6 horizontal and 6 tilted LEDs, each capable of emitting
∼ 7.5 ·109 photons at∼ 405±5 nm in a 62 ns-wide pulse.

Figure 1: Simplified schematics of the experimental setup:
the flashing sensor on the left emits photons, which propa-
gate through ice and are detected by a receiving sensor on
the right.

The PMT output signal is digitized into ”waveforms” using
the faster, ATWD, and slower, fADC, sampling chips [1].
The ATWD is configured to collect 128 samples with 3.3 n-
s sampling rate, and the fADC records 256 samples with
25 ns sampling rate. The DOMs transmit time-stamped
digitized PMT signal waveforms to computers at the sur-
face.
In a series of several special-purpose runs, IceCube took
data with each of 60 DOMs on string 63 flashing in a se-
quence. For each of the flashing DOMs at least 250 flasher
events were collected and used in this analysis. All 6 hori-
zontal LEDs were used simultaneously at maximum bright-
ness and pulse width settings, creating a pattern of light
around string 63 that is approximately azimuthally sym-
metric.
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one of the next-to-nearest strings (217 m away). Dashed
lines show data and solid lines show simulation based on
the model of this work (with best fit parameters). The goal
of this work is to find the best-fit ice parameters, which
describe these distributions as observed in data simultane-
ously for all pairs of emitters and receivers.
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Figure 3: IceCube 40-string configuration as operated in
2008. String 63 (of DOMs that were used as flashers) is
shown in black. IceCube parts installed in the following
years (2009, 2010 as shown in the figure) lie in regions
indicated approximately with dashed lines.

The pulses corresponding to the arriving photons were ex-
tracted from the digitized waveforms and binned in 25 ns
bins, from 0 to 5000 ns from the start of the flasher pulse
(extracted from the special-purpose ATWD channel of the
flashing DOM). To reduce the contribution from saturated
DOMs (most of which were on string 63 near the flashing
DOM) [2] the photon data collected on string 63 was not
used in the fit.

3 Ice parametrization

The ice is described by a table of parameters be(405),
a(405), related to scattering and absorption at a wavelength
of 405 nm at different depths. The width of the vertical ice
layers (10 m) was chosen to be as small as possible while
maintaining at least one receiving DOM in each layer. Co-
incidentally it is the same as the value chosen in [4].
The geometrical scattering coefficient b determines the av-
erage distance between successive scatters (as 1/b). It is of-
ten more convenient to quote the effective scattering coeffi-
cient, be = b · (1−〈cos θ〉), where θ is the deflection angle
at each scatter, 〈〉 denote the expectation value. The absorp-
tion coefficient a determines the average distance traveled
by photon before it is absorbed (as 1/a).

4 Simulation

The detector response to flashing each of the 60 DOMs on
string 63 needs to be simulated very quickly, so that simu-
lations based on many different sets of coefficients be(405)
and a(405) could be compared to the data.
A program called PPC (photon propagation code [7]), was
written for this purpose. It propagates photons through
ice described by a selected set of parameters be(405) and
a(405) until they hit a DOM or get absorbed. No special
weighting scheme was employed, except that the DOMs
were scaled up in size (a factor 5 to 16, depending on the
required timing precision), and the number of emitted pho-
tons was scaled down by a corresponding factor (52−162).
The probability distribution f(θ) of the photon scattering
angle θ is modeled by a linear combination of two functions
commonly used to approximate scattering on impurities:

f(θ) = (1− fSL) · HG+ fSL · SL,

where HG is the Henyey-Greenstein function [4]:

p(cos θ) =
1

2

1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2g · cos θ]3/2 , g = 〈cos θ〉,

and SL is the simplified Liu scattering function [8]:

p(cos θ) ∼ (1 + cos θ)α, with α =
2g

1− g
.

fSL determines the relative fraction of the two scattering
functions and it determines the overall shape. Figure 4
compares these two functions with the prediction of the
Mie theory with dust concentrations and radii distributions
taken as described in [4]. The distributions of photon ar-
rival time are substantially affected by the ”shape” param-
eter fSL (as shown in Figure 5). fSL is also a global free
parameter in the fitting procedure.
The value of g = 0.9 was used in this work (cf. g = 0.8
in [4]). Higher values (as high as ∼ 0.94 [4, 6]) are pre-
dicted by the Mie scattering theory, however, these result
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Figure 4: Comparison of the Mie scattering profiles cal-
culated at several depths of the South Pole ice with the
Henyey-Greenstein (HG) [4] and simplified Liu (SL) [8]
scattering functions, all with the same g = 0.943.
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Figure 5: Photon arriving time distributions at a DOM
125 m away from the flasher, simulated for several values
of g = 〈cos θ〉 and fSL. The difference in peak position
simulated with g = 0.8 and g = 0.9 is of the same or-
der (∼ 10 ns) as that between sets simulated with different
values of the shape parameter fSL.

in slower simulation, while yielding values of the effec-
tive scattering be and absorption a coefficients that change
by less than 3% as determined in [4], which could also be
concluded from Figure 5.

5 Fitting the flasher data

Data from all pairs of emitter-receiver DOMs (located in
the same or different ice layers, altogether ∼ 38700 pairs)
contributed to the fit of ∼ 200 ice parameters (scattering
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Figure 6: Values of be(405) and a(405) vs. depth for subse-
quent steps of the minimizer. The ”converged” black curve
shows fitted values after the last of the 20 steps of the min-
imizer.

and absorption in 10 m layers at detector depths of 1450 to
2450 m).
The photon counts d(ti) and s(ti) observed in time bins in
nd data and ns simulated flasher events are compared to
each other using a likelihood function

L =
∏

(μsns)
s

s! e−μsns · (μdnd)
d

d! e−μdnd

· 1√
2πσ

exp −(log μd−log μs)
2

2σ2 ·R.

The product is over all emitters and all time bins of re-
ceivers. μd(ti) and μs(ti) are the expected values of pho-
ton counts per event in data and simulation, and are deter-
mined by maximizing Lwith respect to these. The first two
terms in the product are the Poisson probabilities, and the
third term describes the systematic uncertainties inherent
in the simulation. The last term R represents regularization
constraints of the solution values with depth and with each
other.
Starting with the homogeneous ice described with
be(405) = 0.042 m−1 and a(405) = 8.0 km−1 (average
of [4] at detector depths) the maximum of L is found in ∼
20 steps. At each iteration step the values of be(405) and
a(405) are varied in consecutive ice layers, one layer at a
time. Five flashing DOMs closest to the layer, which prop-
erties are varied, are used to estimate the variation of the L.
Figure 6 shows ice properties after each of 20 steps of the
minimizer. The general agreement of the model and data is
good as shown in Figure 2.

6 Dust logger data

Several dust loggers [5] were used during the deployment
of seven of the IceCube strings to result in a survey of the
structure of ice dust layers with extreme detail (with the
effective resolution of ∼ 2 millimeters). These were then
matched up across the detector to result in a tilt map of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of the average dust log with the
effective scattering coefficient be(405) measured with the
flasher data.

South Pole ice, as well as a high-detail average dust log, a
record of a quantity proportional to the dust concentration
vs. depth. Additionally, the EDML (East Dronning Maud
Land, see [5]) ice core data was used to extend the dust
record to below the lowest dust-logger-acquired point.
The correlation between the effective scattering coefficien-
t measured with the IceCube flasher data and the average
dust log (scaled to the location of string 63) is excellent, as
shown in Figure 7. Within the depth range 1450 m - 2450
m instrumented with DOMs all major features match, have
the right rise and falloff behavior, and are of the same mag-
nitude. Some minor features are washed out in the flasher
measurement.
Having established the correlation with the average dust
log, the EDML-extended version of the log was used to
build an initial approximation to the fitting algorithm de-
scribed in the previous section. This resulted in a solution
that is determined by the scaled values of the extended log
(instead of by the somewhat arbitrary values of the initial
homogeneous ice approximation) in the regions where the
flasher fitting method has no resolving power, i.e., above
and below the detector.

7 Results

The effective scattering and absorption parameters of ice
measured in this work are shown in Figure 8 with the
±10% gray band corresponding to±1σ uncertainty at most
depths. The uncertainty grows beyond the shown band at
depths above and below the detector. The value of the scat-
tering function parameter fSL = 0.45 was also determined.
Figure 8 also shows the AHA (Additionally Heterogeneous
Absorption) model, which is based on the ice description of
[4] extrapolated to cover the range of depths of IceCube and
updated with a procedure enhancing the depth structure of
the ice layers.
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Figure 8: Values of be(405) and a(405) vs. depth for con-
verged solution shown with solid lines. The updated model
of [4] (AHA) is shown with dashed lines. The uncertainties
of the AHA model at the AMANDA depths of 1730± 225
m are ∼ 5% in be and ∼ 14% in a. The scale and numbers
to the right of each plot indicate the corresponding effective
scattering 1/be and absorption 1/a lengths in meters.
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Neutrino triggered high-energy gamma-ray follow-up with IceCube
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Abstract: We present the status of a program for the generation of online alerts issued by IceCube for gamma-ray
follow-up observations by Air Shower Cherenkov telescopes (e.g. MAGIC). To overcome the low probability of
simultaneous observations of flares of objects with gamma-ray and neutrino telescopes a neutrino triggered follow-up
scheme is developed. This mode of operation aims at increasing the availability of simultaneous multi-messenger data
which can increase the discovery potential and constrain the phenomenological interpretation of the high energy emission
of selected source classes (e.g. blazars). This requires a fast and stable online analysis of potential neutrino signals. We
present the work on a significance based alert scheme for a list of phenomenologically selected sources. To monitor the
detector and the alert system reliability, monitoring systems have been implemented on different levels. We show data
from the first weeks of running this system.
Corresponding authors: Robert Franke2 (robert.franke@desy.de), Elisa Bernardini2 (elisa.bernardini@desy.de)
2DESY Zeuthen, 15738 Zeuthen, Germany
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1 Introduction

The major aim of neutrino astrophysics is to contribute to
the understanding of the origin of high energy cosmic rays.
A point-like neutrino signal of cosmic origin would be an
unambiguous signature of hadronic processes, unlike γ-
rays which can also be created in leptonic processes. The
detection of cosmic neutrinos is however very challenging
because of their small interaction cross-section and because
of a large background of atmospheric neutrinos. Parallel
measurements using neutrino and electromagnetic obser-
vations (the so-called ”multi-messenger” approach) can in-
crease the chance to discover the first neutrino signals by
reducing the trial factor penalty arising from observation
of multiple sky regions and over different time periods. In
a longer term perspective, the multi-messenger approach
also aims at providing a scheme for a phenomenological
interpretation of the first possible detections.
The search of occasional flares with a high-energy neutrino
telescope is motivated by the high variability which char-
acterizes the electromagnetic emission of many neutrino
candidate sources. Recent results obtained by the IceCube
Collaboration [1] indicate that high-energy neutrino tele-
scopes have reached a sensitivity to neutrino fluxes com-
parable to the observed high energy gamma-ray fluxes of
Blazars in the brightest states (e.g. the flares of Markarian
501 in 1997 [2] and Markarian 421 in 2000/2001 [3]). With
the assumption that the possibly associated neutrino emis-

sion would be characterized by a flux enhancement compa-
rable to what is observed in gamma-rays in such states, neu-
trino flares could be extracted from the sample of neutrino-
like events with a reasonable significance.
These astrophysical neutrinos can be searched for in sev-
eral ways. Here we present a methods for a neutrino point
source search that looks for events coming from a restricted
angular region, which could be identified with a known as-
trophysical object. Finding neutrino point sources in the
sky means to locate an excess of events from a particular
direction over the background of cosmic-ray induced atmo-
spheric neutrinos and muons. These events might present
additional features that distinguish them from background,
for example a different energy spectrum or time structure.
For sources which manifest large time variations in the
emitted electromagnetic radiation, the signal-to-noise ra-
tio can be increased by searching for periods of enhanced
neutrino emission (a time-dependent search). Of special
interest is the relation of these periods of enhanced neu-
trino emission with periods of strong high-energy γ-ray
emission. However, as Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes
(IACTs) have a small field-of-view and are not continu-
ously operated such correlation studies are not always pos-
sible to do after the fact. Therefore it is desirable to ensure
the availability of simultaneous neutrino and high-energy
γ-ray data for periods of interests. This is achieved by an
online neutrino flare search that alerts a partner IACT ex-
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periment when a possible neutrino flare from a monitored
source is detected.
Such a Neutrino Triggered Target of Opportunity program
(NToO) using a list of pre-defined sources was devel-
oped already in 2006 using the AMANDA array to initiate
quasi-simultaneous gamma-ray follow-up observations by
MAGIC [4]. We present here a refined and enhanced im-
plementation using the IceCube neutrino detector.
IceCube is a one cubic kilometer neutrino detector oper-
ating in the glacial ice at the geographical South Pole. It
consists of 86 strings equipped with 5160 digital optical
modules (DOMs). Each DOM contains a photomultiplier
tube to detect Cherenkov light of charged ultra-relativistic
particles.

2 Neutrino event selection

The basis for the neutrino event selection is an on-line fil-
ter that searches for high-quality muon tracks. The full-
sky rate of this filter is about 35Hz for IceCube in its
2010/2011 configuration with 79 deployed strings. This
rate is strongly dominated by atmospheric muons. As the
computing resources at the South Pole are limited one can
not run more elaborate reconstructions at this rate, so a fur-
ther event selection has to be done. This so called Online
Level2 filter selects events that were reconstructed as upgo-
ing (θ > 80◦, θ = 0◦ equals vertically down-going tracks)
with a simple likelihood reconstruction that only takes into
account the arrival time of the first photon at each Digital
Optical Module. By requiring a good reconstruction qual-
ity the background of misreconstructed atmospheric muons
is reduced. The parameters used to assess the track quality
are the likelihood of the track reconstruction, the number
of unscattered photons with a small time residual w.r.t. the
Cherenkov cone and the distribution of these photons along
the track. The reduced event rate of approximately 3.6Hz
can then be reconstructed with more time intensive recon-
structions, like a likelihood fit seeded with different tracks
(iterative fit) and a likelihood-fit that takes into account the
total number of photo-electrons registered in each module
(multi-photoelectron fit). Based on this reconstruction the
final event sample is selected by employing a zenith an-
gle cut of θ > 90◦ for the multi-photoelectron fit and fur-
ther event quality cuts based on this reconstruction. These
cuts are optimized to achieve a good sensitivity for flares
of different time durations. The event selection results in
a median angular resolution of 0.48 ◦ for an E−2 signal
neutrino spectrum, the median resolution for events with
E > 106 GeV is < 0.4 ◦. For each event an angular uncer-
tainty estimate is calculated.
The resulting event rate compared to the rate of atmo-
spheric neutrinos as predicted by Monte Carlo as a function
of zenith angle can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the rate of selected events to the
predicted rate of atmospheric neutrinos based on Monte-
Carlo for IceCube in its 2010/2011 configuration with 79
deployed strings. The atmospheric neutrino prediction is
based on the Bartol conventional flux model and the Nau-
mov prompt flux model.

3 The time-clustering algorithm

The timescale of a neutrino flare is not fixed a-priori and
thus a simple rolling time window approach is not ade-
quate to detect flares. The time clustering approach that
was developed for an unbiased neutrino flare search [6]
looks for any time frame with a significant deviation of
the number of detected neutrinos from the expected back-
ground. The simplest implementation uses a binned ap-
proach where neutrino candidates within a fixed bin around
a source are regarded as possible signal events. To exploit
the information that can be extracted from the estimated re-
construction error and other event properties like the energy
an unbinned maximum-likelihood method is under devel-
opment.
If a neutrino candidate is detected at time ti around a source
candidate the expected background N i,j

bck is calculated for
all other neutrino candidates j with tj < ti from that source
candidate. To calculate N i,j

bck the detector efficiency as a
function of the azimuth angle and the uptime has to be
taken into account. The probability to observe the multi-
plet (i, j) by chance is then calculated according to:

∞∑

k=Ni,j

obs−1

(N i,j
bck )

k

k!
e−Ni,j

bck (1)

where Nobs is the number of detected on-source neutrinos
between tj and ti. It has to be reduced by 1 to take into
account the bias introduced by the fact that one only does
this calculation when a signal candidate is detected. As
typical flares in high energy gamma-rays have a maximal
duration of several days we constrain our search for time
clusters of neutrinos to 21 days.
If the cluster with the highest significance exceeds a certain
threshold (e.g. corresponding to 3 σ) the detector stability
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Figure 2: Neutrino flux needed from a given source dec-
lination to trigger a flare with a significance of 3 σ with a
probability of 50%. The neutrino spectrum is assumed to
be an unbroken power law with a spectral index of −2.
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Figure 3: Expected number of accidental background alerts
per year for a source at a declination of 14◦ as a function of
the alert threshold expressed in units of standard deviations
corresponding to a one-sided p-value.

will be checked and an alert will be sent to a Cherenkov
telescope to initiate a follow-up observation. Figure 2
shows the flux needed as a function of declination for a
neutrino spectrum with a spectral index of −2 to trigger a
flare with a significance of 3 σ with a probability of 50%.
To not overwhelm the partner experiment with follow-up
requests one has to know the number of accidental back-
ground alerts caused by atmospheric neutrinos. This is
shown in Figure 3 as a function of the alert threshold.

4 Stability monitoring

Data quality is very important for any online alert program
to minimize the rate of false alerts due to detector or
data aquisition (DAQ) instabilities. IceCube has a very

extensive monitoring of the DAQ system and South Pole
on-line processing. However, most of the information is
only available with a certain delay after data-taking and
thus not useful for a follow-up program which requires fast
alerts. To ensure that alerts are triggered by neutrino multi-
plets that were detected during stable running conditions a
simple but powerful stability monitoring scheme has been
developed. It is based on a continuous measurement of the
relevant trigger and filter rates in time bins of 10 minutes.
These rates are inserted into an SQL database at the South
Pole and are generally accessible a few minutes after the
respective time bin ended. The rates and ratios of rates
relevant for the selection of good quality neutrino-induced
muon tracks are compared to an exponential running
average of these rates to detect significant deviations. The
running average is necessary as slow seasonal changes in
the atmosphere and faster weather changes influence the
rate of atmospheric muons which dominate the Level-2
rate. This system was tested off-line on data from IceCube
in its 59-string configuration and proved to correlate very
well with the extensive off-line detector monitoring. The
fraction of data that has to be discarded because it was
flagged as bad by this method was about 1.6 %.
To generate a sufficient number of alerts to monitor
the alert generation and forwarding itself we add 2000
so-called monitoring sources to the sourcelist (see Section
5). They are randomly distributed over the northern sky.
To guarantee blindness for these sky locations the alerts
for the monitoring sources are generated from blinded
data events. The blindness is achieved by using the
previous event time in the transformation from detector
to sky coordinates for the current event instead of its own
time. Due to the low event rate on the order of 10−3 Hz
this results in a sufficient random shift of the event right
ascension.

5 Sources

For a test run of this program we used selection crite-
ria based on FERMI measurements [5]. For the galactic
sources we choose sources that were observed in TeV and
had a FERMI variability index > 15. Blazars were chosen
according to the following criteria:

• Redshift < 0.6

• Fermi variability index > 15

• Spectral index as observed with FERMI < 2.4 (BL
Lacs only)

• FERMI flux 1 − 100 GeV > 1 · 10−9ph cm−2 s−1

(BL Lacs only)

• FERMI flux 0.1− 1 GeV > 0.7 · 10−7ph cm−2 s−1

(FSRQs only)
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Figure 4: Angular distribution of events (star symbols) for
one of the alerts that were generated during a test run of this
follow-up program from March, 21st 2011 till May, 13th
2011 (see Section 7). The events contributing to this alert
were blinded using the procedure described in this paper.
The weighted average of the contributing events is calcu-
lated using an event-by-event angular resolution estimator.
The circle indicates the size of the on-source bin.

These criteria are motivated by a compilation of different
hadronic models that provide the guidelines to identify the
most promising neutrino candidate sources. 22 sources
(one galactic source, three FSRQs and 18 BL Lac objects)
were selected according to these criteria in the northern
hemisphere (δ > 0).

6 Technical design of the alert system

After the alerts for this follow-up program are generated at
the South Pole they are sent to the University of Wiscon-
sin via the Iridium satellite communication system. This
low bandwidth connection allows to send short messages
from the South Pole without any significant delay. Once the
message arrives in the North it is checked to see whether
it represents a real alert or a test alert from a monitoring
source. If it is a real alert, the alert is forwarded to the part-
ner experiment. Depending on the technical setup this can
happen e.g. via email or a dedicated socket connection.
All alerts (real and test) are filled into a database and a
monitoring web page is updated. Each alert can be re-
viewed and basic information like the coordinates of the
contributing events can be inspected. This allows a fast hu-
man inspection of alerts, even before the full IceCube event
data arrives in the North. For each generated alert the time
and space distribution of the contributing events can be in-
spected (see Figure 4). Furthermore global properties of
the alerts, like their rate, significance and time length dis-
tribution are plotted and monitored.
The total time delay between the time the (latest) neutrino
event is detected by IceCube and the moment it is for-
warded to the partner experiment is on the order of several

minutes (∼ 10min). This time is dominated by the delay
until the detector rate is available in the database and the
event processing time in the South Pole system.

7 Testrun results and Outlook

The system described here was tested online with the
IceCube 79-string configuration from March, 21st 2011
till May, 13th 2011. During the test run neutrino triggers
were generated online but not forwarded to any IACT. 199
alerts were generated during this test run for all sources
combined, including the monitoring sources, while 219
where expected for a 52 day period. Besides statistical
fluctuations, part of the discrepancy is also due to the
limited event history available during the first days of
running the program.
We plan to run this neutrino triggered high-energy gamma
follow-up program using IceCube in its final 86-string
configuration. Several enhancements are possible and
planned. A maximum-likelihood based significance
calculation taking into account an event-by-event angular
reconstruction uncertainty estimation and an energy
estimation of the event will further improve the sensitivity
to neutrino flares.
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Abstract: The ARIANNA high energy neutrino detector is planned to be deployed on the surface of the Ross Ice Shelf
to search for astrophysical neutrinos. Collisions with nuclei in the ice generate showers of particles that emit short pulses
of radiation, created by the Askaryan mechanism, in the frequency range of 100 MHz to 1 GHz. The ARIANNA site is
located about 65 miles from McMurdo Station, the main hub of US Antarctic operations, and is protected from ambient
RF interference by a geologic formation known as Minna Bluff. In this work, we report preliminary results for the
frequency interval 90-180 MHz from site studies of the field attenuation length (averaged over depth), and reflection and
polarization properties of the saltwater-ice boundary.

Keywords: ARIANNA, Antarctica, GZK, neutrino astronomy, Ross Ice Shelf, attenuation length

1 Introduction

The Antarctic Ross Ice Shelf Antenna Neutrino Array (AR-
IANNA) is designed to detect ultra-high energy (UHE) cos-
mogenic neutrinos, via the Askaryan effect [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
When a neutrino interacts in bulk matter with an index
of refraction, the resulting hadronic and electromagnetic
cascades can produce coherent GHz radiofrequency (RF)
pulses. High energy scattering processes and positron
anihilation cause a negative charge excess to build up in
the cascades, creating an effective radiating dipole mo-
ment. This radiation is coherent, since the coherent radi-
ated power from Chernekov radiation scales quadratically
with the charge of the emitter [6], and the wavelengths are
set by the lateral size of the shower initiated by the original
neutrino interaction. Simulation studies show that the sig-
nal pulses from high energy neutrinos usually arrive at AR-
IANNA surface receivers by first reflecting from the ice-
water interface at the bottom of the Ross Ice Shelf (RIS),
and then propagating through the bulk ice [7]. Relatively
few neutrino signals propagate directly from the interaction
vertex to the surface receivers. Therefore, the sensitivity
and capabilities of ARIANNA depends on the ice proper-
ties such as the attenuation length and reflection efficiency.
In this work, we report on several key properties of the AR-
IANNA site.
The ARIANNA detector consists of an array of au-
tonomous stations deployed on the surface of the RIS,
viewing 513 km3 of glacial ice centered at (77◦ 44’ 523”
S, 165◦ 02’ 414” E) in western Antarctica. Prior studies of
the electromagnetic properties of the ARIANNA site have

measured the electric field attenuation length by using ver-
tically reflected pulses and assumed a value for the reflec-
tion coefficient from the ice-water boundary at the bottom
[11]. In this work, we examine reflected pulses over sev-
eral baselines to determine both the field attenuation length
and reflection coefficient. We also show that the reflected
pulse preserves its polarization orientation. Measurements
of the reflection coefficient have been made independently
[8, 9], revealing strongly reflected RF pulses in regions free
of sub-glacial flow lines and sea-ice freezing zones. ARI-
ANNA is in Moore’s Bay, which is far from glacial irregu-
larities [8] and in good RF isolation. For a similar study of
attenuation lengths performed in ice located in a different
region of Antarctica, see Besson (2008) [10].
We quantify absorptive losses experienced by an electro-
magnetic wave by adding an imaginary component to the
dielectric constant, parameterized by

α = −8.686(πν/c)(
√
ε′tan δ) (dB/m) (1)

Here, the vacuum speed of light is c, ν is the frequency in
Hz, ε′ is the real part of the dielectric and the loss tangent
tan δ is the imaginary part of the dielectric over the real part
ε′′/ε′. The electric field attenuation length is then defined
as [11]

Lα = 1/ ln
√

10α/10 (2)

which is the distance the electromagnetic wave travels be-
fore decreasing in amplitude by a factor e−1.
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Figure 1: A) A schematic of the direct bounce experimental
geometry. B) The angled bounce experimental geometry.

2 Experimental Methods

To create broad band RF pulses for propagation through
the ice shelf, a short duration (1 ns wide), kilovolt pulse
is delivered from the HYPS Pockel Cell Driver to a log-
periodic dipole array (LPDA) transmitter (105 MHz-1300
MHz), supplied by Creative Design Corp (CLP5130-2).
These antennas are directional, with a gain of 6-7 dBi. An
identical LPDA serves as a receiver. Along with a precise
measurement of the ice-shelf depth at the ARIANNA site,
we have the S11 and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
parameters for the antennas as they couple to the dielectic
properties of the snow around them [5]. The lowest fre-
quency measurable by the LPDA in snow decreases to ap-
proximately 80 MHz because the wave speed slows down
in the snow, while the antenna response remains constant.
The VSWR is close to one for all relevant frequencies in
this work. The signal from the receiver is filtered with both
a NHP-50+ highpass filter and a NLP-1200+ lowpass filter,
and amplified by a 1 GHz Miteq AM-1660 low-noise amp
before being recorded on a Tektronix oscilloscope with 1
GHz bandwidth. We also attenuate by 20 dB where appro-
priate to obtain manageable signal amplitudes.
Figure 1 shows two distinct reflection geometries employed
in these studies for the antennas, both of which are buried
in the low density firn snow and pointed down. The direct
bounce configuration (1a) is indicated by the vertical path
between the transmitter and receiver antennas, which are
separated by 18.7 m. The radio pulse travels 576 m to the
water-ice interface and reflected back to the surface for a
total path length of 1152 m. The angled bounce configu-
ration (1b) is similar to the direct bounce, where the are
antennas oriented vertically downward, but the separation
between the two antennas is increased to 977 m, which in-
creases the total path length to 1510 m (see Table 1). The
unattenuated signal amplitude is determined by rotating the
LPDA antennas to point toward each other through the sur-
face snow while separated by 18.7 m. The path length for
this test is the shortest of the three configurations. In prac-
tice, R, G, and the exponential factor are set to 1 in eqn. (4).

Since the signal in this test is relatively strong, the amplifier
is removed for this measurement.
The analysis presented here focuses on the frequency range
between 90 MHz and 180 MHz, where the measured power
was well above thermal noise for the three configurations.
It assumes that losses due to RF scattering in the ice
medium are negligible for the frequencies of interest, and
that the field reflection coefficient does not depend signif-
icantly on incidence angle of the two reflection configura-
tions. We verified with a noise source that cable losses are
negigible at these frequencies.
The Friis equation relates the power received (Pr) to the
transmitted power (Pt) in a lossless medium at a given
wavelength. For two identical antennas, separated by a dis-
tance d, it becomes

Pr =
G2

aλ
2

(4π)2d2
=

P0

d2
(3)

where Ga is the intrinsic gain of the antenna and λ is the
electromagnetic wavelength. The factor P0 can be treated
as a constant at each frequency for all configurations since
the variation in LPDA intrinsic gain is small for the fre-
quency interval of this study. P0 was determined from the
short distance configuration with the antennas rotated to
point toward each other. To account for absorption losses
and possible losses upon reflection, the Friis equation is
modified to

Pr =
P0RG2

d2
exp

(
−2 d

〈Lα〉

)
(4)

The factor R is the reflection coefficient, defined for power.
The factor of 2 is required in the exponential if 〈Lα〉 is the
electric field attenuation length, rather than a quantity asso-
ciated with the power. The brackets around 〈Lα〉 indicate
that the attenuation length is averaged over the full depth of
the ice, and thereby integrated over the temperature depen-
dence of the path1. Following convention, the reflection
coefficient for the electric field is then R1/2. The factor
G2 accounts for the difference in relative antenna gain for
each antenna. G is 1 for the direct bounce, where the re-
turned signal is aligned along the receiver boresight. The
orientation of the antennas remained vertical for the angled
bounce configuration, so the signal pulses were emitted and
received at an angle of 49.5◦. At this angle in the H-plane
of the antennas, G = 0.80.

1. This temperature dependence arises from the modest temper-
ature dependence of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant
of bulk ice, which is roughly one part in a thousand.
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Year/site Delay (ns) Depth (m)
2006 [11] 6783 ± 10 577.5 ± 10
2009 [12] 6745 ± 15 572 ± 6

2010 [this work] 6772 ± 15 576 ± 10

Table 1: The result from this work was produced using the
same n(z) model as the result in the first row. The larger
final uncertainties come from using slightly larger uncer-
tainties on the index of refraction of bulk ice.

Figure 2: Expected field reflection coefficient R1/2 vs. fre-
quency, for an ideal flat surface. The longest vertical error
bar indicates 95% confidence. The horizontal error bar in-
dicates the range of frequencies used in this analysis.

3 Data and Analysis

3.1 Depth of the Ice Shelf

The thickness of the ice at the ARIANNA site can be deter-
mined by the round-trip travel time and knowledge of the
index of refraction, n(z), as a function of depth. For depths
greater than 65-75 m, the ice is uniform with n = 1.78. At
shallower depths, the mass density of the firn is character-
ized with an exponential dependence [11]. Along with the
linear dependence between index of refraction and mass
density, we have a complete description of n(z) in the firn
ice. Table 1 summarizes the calculations of ice thickness
at the ARIANNA site. The 2009 and 2010 measurements
were performed at the same geographical location on the
ice shelf, whereas the 2006 measurement was performed at
a location about 1 km from the 2009 and 2010 tests. The
round trip travel times agree to within two standard devia-
tions. The uncertainties in the depth measurements include
statistical errors in the round trip travel time and index of
refraction in the uniform ice, and systematic errors due to
the functional variation of n(z). The larger errors asso-
ciated with the 2006 and 2010 depths are due to slightly
larger uncertainties for the index of refraction in the bulk
ice.

R1/2

<L
> 

(m
) Neal (1979)

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550

Dec 2010 [90−180 MHz] 68% C.L.
Dec 2010 [90−180 MHz] 95% C.L.
2006 Data [100,300 MHz]

Figure 3: Contour plot of the depth averaged attenuation
length 〈Lα〉 in (m) vs. R1/2 showing 1 and 2-σ errors.
Dashed curve was obtained from [11], as explained in the
text. Vertical line indicates theoretical expectation of R1/2

= 0.91 from [9].

3.2 Attenuation Length, Reflectivity and Signal
Polarization

After correcting for the geometrical effects of path length
for the three different configurations and relative antenna
gain, the field reflection coefficient R1/2 and 〈Lα〉 are
treated as free parameters in eqn. (4). The statistical er-
rors in Pr were obtained from the rms fluctuation over the
entire frequency band. The 1 and 2-σ contours in figure
3 were obtained from a reduced chi-squared fit. The con-
tours match the dashed curve, which was derived by vary-
ing the reflection coefficent R1/2 assumed in [11] for the
quoted attenuation lengths at 100 and 300 MHz. The atten-
uation length is determined to be 495± 15 m at 68 % C.L.,
in agreement with previous values from 2006 [11], and the
field reflection coefficient R1/2 = 0.80±0.08 at 68% C.L.,
in agreement with a theoretical expectation (R1/2 = 0.91)
for an ideal ice-saltwater interface [9].
Our measurements indicate that the field reflection coeffi-
cient at the ARIANNA site is compatible with an ideal flat
surface, although values as small as 0.7 are also permitted.
The reflection coefficient is not expected to vary signifi-
cantly with frequency for specular reflection, as shown in
figure 2. If the permittivity of sea-water is assumed to be
very large for 100-1000 MHz, then the field reflection co-
efficient is 1 with no frequency dependence (the upper hor-
izontal line in figure 2) [12]. In addition, muli-path effects
are safely ignored in this analysis because the maximum
duration of our signal pulses (100 ns) is small compared to
the total propagation time.
The radio pulse from the neutrino interaction is perfectly
linearly polarized, with the orientation perpendicular to the
direction of the propagation of the pulse. It lies in the plane
defined by the neutrino direction vector and propagation
vector. Therefore, the polarization information helps to de-
termine the direction of the neutrino, and reflected signals
must retain a known correlation with the intial polarization.
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Figure 4: Polarization fraction, F, is shown as a function
of frequency for transmission through air (dashed line) and
for the angled bounce configuration at the ARIANNA site
(solid line).

We investigate this by compariing the co-polarized power,
P||, to the cross-polarized power, P⊥ for the angled bounce
configuration. The fraction of cross-polarized power to to-
tal power is

F =
P⊥

P‖ + P⊥
(5)

Figure 4 compares F for the angled bounce configuration
(solid curve) to a study performed in air (dashed curve).
Due to imperfections in the LPDA antennas, some power
will leak into the cross-polarized configuration, represent-
ing a lower limit to F . This is estimated by air measure-
ments with the LPDA antennas oriented to point toward
each other, and separated by 10 m to avoid near-field ef-
fects. The sudden rise to a value of 0.5 (the value of F for
unpolarized noise) at frequencies below 105 MHz is due to
the antenna response. In air, the VSWR of the LPDA in-
creases dramatically below 105 MHz, whereas the VSWR
for LPDAs buried in snow remains low down to 80 MHz
[5]. The good agreement between the angled bounce con-
figuration and the air studies suggests that little power is
transferred from the co-polarized direction to the cross po-
larized direction after reflection from the water-ice bound-
ary.

4 Conclusion

Preliminary studies of the site properties in the frequency
band 90-180 MHz confirm large field attenuation lengths
(495 ± 15 m), and show that the reflection coefficient
is compatible with theoretical expectations for a smooth
saltwater-ice interface (R1/2 = 0.80±0.08), and signal po-
larization is preserved. Further work is required over mul-
tiple baselines to distinguish the smooth water-ice hypoth-
esis from potential small losses due to surface roughness

at the ARIANNA site. We note that Neal [9] reported very
small levels of surface roughness at sites in the RIS char-
acterized by large reflection coefficients at 60 MHz. Such
small effects will have little, if any, impact on signal atten-
uation and time profiles if similar values for vertical rms
fluctuations from flatness and horizontal correlation lengths
are found at higher frequencies.
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Abstract: KM3NeT will be a multi-cubic-kilometer neutrino telescope, to be deployed in the near future in the Medi-
terranean Sea. The KM3NeT design is based on the previous experience of the ANTARES, NEMO and NESTOR 
projects, and brings many innovative solutions, amongst which is the concept of a digital multi PMT optical module. 
We intend to soon test a prototype of such a module at the ANTARES site. We report on the technical aspects of the 
integration of a multi PMT optical module for evaluation within the operating ANTARES deep-sea infrastructure and 
discuss the status of the KM3NeT project. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Neutrino astronomy, the missing link in reaching the 
multi-messenger astronomy goal, justifies the efforts to 
build very large volume neutrino telescopes in both Earth 
hemispheres.  Today there are two such instruments: 
IceCube, at the South Pole – with an instrumented vo-
lume approaching one cubic kilometer - and a smaller 
one in the Mediterranean Sea, ANTARES. KM3NeT will 
be the next very large volume neutrino telescope (about 6 
km3) in the Mediterranean Sea, with the main role to 
search for neutrino point sources in the Southern sky, 
including the Galactic Plane. The E.U. FP6-funded 
KM3NeT Design Study has been completed with the 
publication of a conceptual design report [1] and a tech-
nical design report [2]. The E.U. FP7-funded Preparatory 
Phase will end in February 2012.  The next step is the 
construction and deployment of a prototype of a full size 
KM3NeT detection unit, with only the two uppermost of 
the 20 storeys active. KM3NeT will implement various 
innovative solutions with respect to its predecessors, 
among them the multi-photomultiplier Digital Optical 
Module (DOM). We report on our intention to deploy a 
hybridized optical module which can operate with the 
existing ANTARES readout system, and discuss the 
reasons and means to do that. 
 
 
 

2  KM3NeT optical modules and 
layout.  

 
Neutrino telescopes are designed to detect the Cherenkov 
light emitted by relativistic charged particles (muons) in 
water or ice. The common choice is to use large photo-
multipliers (PMTs), each one in its own optical module 
(OM). As an example, Fig. 1 shows a detail of part of an 
ANTARES line. Three “storeys” are visible. Each storey 
is 
 

 
 

Figure 1. An image of ANTARES OMs mounted on 3 
storeys. The large PMTs are visible inside the glass 
spheres. The LCMs (the cylinders) are also visible. 

                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/0386
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made of 3 OMs, each containing a 10” PMT, and a Local 
Control Module (LCM) housing the electronics.  
The KM3NeT structure will be completely different. Each 
DOM (Digital Optical Module) will house 31 3” PMTs, 
the calibration instrumentation and all acquisition elec-
tronics [3], all inside a 17” pressure glass sphere. Fur-
thermore, the PMT signals will be digitized inside the 
PMT bases (developed by NIKHEF, Amsterdam) [4, 5]. 
Fig. 2 shows a prototype of a KM3NeT digital optical 
module. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. View of a KM3NeT prototype DOM. 
 

 
The multi PMT digital optical modules will be mounted 
on 6 meter long bars (the equivalent of the ANTARES 
storeys), as shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The final design of a KM3NeT bar, supporting 2 
DOMs; also showing the central syntactic foam buoyancy 

device and cable spools. 
 
 
 

Each “detector unit” (DU) consists in a flexible tower of 
880 m height, made of 20 bars (storeys) with 40 m space 
between them. Each bar will be oriented perpendicular to 
its neighbors. Fig. 4 suggests the KM3NeT DU geometry. 
The detection units will be grouped in “building blocks”. 
A building block will represent about one third of the full 

detector. A possible footprint of such a building block is 
presented in Fig. 5. This is one of the layouts under inves-
tigation, the final choice is due in the near future. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. A sketch (not in scale) showing the orthogonal 
layout of a KM3NeT DU. Only 3 of the 20 storeys (in an 

intermediate design) are represented. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. A possible layout of a building block. The 
primary junction box (PJB) is at the center of the struc-

ture, and secondary JBs (SJBs) are distributed in a 
star geometry. 7 DUs are connected to each SJB. The 

main electro – optical cable (EOC) connecting the build-
ing block to the shore station is also visible. 
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3 Testing a multi-PMT digital optical 

module in ANTARES 
 
 
The task of KM3NeT software development (Monte Car-
lo simulations, reconstruction algorithms, etc.) needs as 
crucial input the knowledge of the response of the multi-
PMT DOMs to the environmental background (40K ra-
dioactivity and bioluminescence).  The precursor experi-
ments, ANTARES [6], NEMO [7] and NESTOR [8] used 
large PMTs, so local background coincidences were seen 
as large pulse signals. The recovery and redeployment of 
the ANTARES instrumentation line would offer the op-
portunity to test a multi – PMT digital optical module in 
the ANTARES site. The main motivation of this project is 
to measure the hit coincidence rates as a function of the 
space angle between the axes of the PMTs. This will be 
achieved by selecting / deselecting various PMTs inside 
the hybridized OM through software commands from the 
shore counting room. It will ease the KM3NeT software 
development prior the prototype deployment.  
The multi-PMT DOM used for this purpose should be a 
hybridized one. Signals delivered by the PMT bases are 
already digitized, whereas the ANTARES data acquisition 
system (DAQ) is conceived to collect analog signals from 
the OMs and digitize them inside the LCMs, using “Ana-
logue Ring Samplers” (ARS) custom ASICs [9] which 
sample the PMT pulses in amplitude and produce the 
digital signal sent to the shore station.  
The hybridized DOM contains only eight 3” PMTs, all 
mounted in the lower hemisphere of the module. The 
compatibility with the ANTARES DAQ is ensured by a 
specially designed summing board, developed at ISS, 
Bucharest. This board has multiple tasks: 

� to combine the digital signals from two or more 
PMTs in the DOM and deliver an “analog” out-
put signal compatible with the ARS input; 

� to ensure the “slow control” of the device (to re-
ceive commands from the shore station concern-
ing the PMT combination for each run, to trans-
mit information on the acquisition status and 
control of the PMT high voltage); 

� to ensure the power to all components inside the 
DOM. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the principle of the analogue summing 
process. For simplification, only three PMTs are 
represented here.  
 

 
Figure 6. The principle of the analogue summing board. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
While this paper was being written, various components 
of the hybrid multi-PMT digital optical module were in 
the final stage of development and testing. We intend to 
integrate the device on the ANTARES instrumentation 
line, to be redeployed on the ANTARES site (2500 m 
depth, about 40 km South of Toulon, France) later this 
year. The complexity of the instrumentation line redip-
loyment as well as the time constraints imposed by the 
sea operations might limit our window of opportunity at 
the ANTARES site. With this in mind we are considering 
an alternative integration of the hybrid optical module 
into an ANTARES line which is being independently 
prepared for deployment to test the recently deployed 
deep sea infrastructure at the NEMO site (near Capo 
Passero, Sicily), later this year. 
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collapse Supernovae
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Abstract: Transient neutrino sources such as Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) and Supernovae (SNe) are hypothesized to
emit bursts of high-energy neutrinos on a time-scale of � 100 s. To increase the sensitivity to detect those neutrinos
and identify their sources, an optical follow-up program for neutrinos detected with the IceCube observatory has
been implemented. If a neutrino multiplet, i.e. two or more neutrinos from the same direction within 100 s, is found
by IceCube a trigger is sent to the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment, ROTSE. The 4 ROTSE telescopes
immediately observe the corresponding region in the sky in order to detect an optical counterpart to the neutrino events
of IceCube. Data from the first year of operation of the optical follow-up program have been searched for a signal
from supernovae. No statistically significant excess in the rate of neutrino multiplets has been observed and further no
coincidence with an optical counterpart was found during the first year of data taking. This allows us to restrict current
models predicting a high-energy neutrino flux from soft jets in core-collapse SNe. For the first time a stringent limit on
the hadronic jet production in core-collapse SNe is derived.
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1 Introduction

High-energy astrophysical neutrinos are produced in pro-
ton interactions of charged cosmic rays with ambient pho-
ton or baryonic fields (for reviews see [1]). Acceleration
of protons to very high energies takes place in astrophys-
ical shocks. Neutrinos escape the acceleration region and
propagate through space without interaction, while protons
are deflected in magnetic fields and no longer point back
to their source. Unlike gamma-rays, neutrinos are solely
produced in hadronic processes and could therefore re-
veal the sources of the highest energy charged cosmic rays.
Gamma-ray bursts could provide the environment and the
required energy to explain the production of the highest en-
ergy cosmic-rays and hence are a plausible candidate. Re-
cent observations imply a common physical origin of long
GRBs and core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe): a massive
stellar explosion (see [2] for a review). According to the
collapsar model [3], long GRBs (duration � 2 s) have their
origin in the collapse of a massive, rapidly rotating star into
a black hole surrounded by an accretion disk. Relativistic
jets with Lorentz boost factors of 100-1000 form along the
stellar axis. This GRB-SN connection gives rise to the idea
that GRBs and SNe might have the jet signature in com-
mon and a certain fraction of core-collapse SNe might host
soft relativistic jets. SN jets are suggested to be equally en-

ergetic and more baryon-rich, hence they are only mildly
relativistic. Such soft relativistic jets would become stalled
in the outer layers of the progenitor star, leading to essen-
tially full absorption of the electromagnetic radiation emit-
ted by the jet and at the same time an efficient production
of high-energy neutrinos [4, 5]. This motivates a search
for neutrino emission, as neutrinos would be able to escape
from within the star.
The IceCube neutrino detector, located at the geographic
South Pole, is built to detect high-energy astrophysical neu-
trinos [6]. So far GRB neutrino searches have been per-
formed offline on AMANDA [7] and IceCube [8] data, trig-
gered by gamma-ray satellite detections. Furthermore, a
dedicated search for a neutrino signal in coincidence with
the observed X-ray flash of SN 2008D has been conducted
by IceCube [9] in order to test the soft jet scenario for CC-
SNe. Neither the GRB nor the SN neutrino searches led to
a detection yet, but set upper limits to the possible neutrino
flux.
Early SN detections, as in the case of SN 2008D, are very
rare since X-ray telescopes have a limited field of view.
However, neutrino telescopes cover half of the sky at any
time. If neutrinos produced in soft relativistic SN jets are
detected in real time, they can be used to trigger follow-up
observations [10]. This is realized with the optical follow-
up program presented here. Complementary to the offline
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searches, the optical follow-up program is an online search
independent of satellite detections. It is sensitive to tran-
sient objects, which are either gamma-dark or missed by
gamma-ray satellites. In addition to a gain in significance,
the optical observations may allow to identify the transient
neutrino source, be it a SN, GRB or any other transient phe-
nomenon producing an optical signal. Hence it enables us
to test the plausible hypothesis of a soft relativistic SN jet
and sheds light on the connection between GRBs, SNe and
relativistic jets.
In order to implement the optical follow-up program an on-
line neutrino event selection was developed at the neutrino
detector IceCube. The data are processed online by a com-
puter farm at the South Pole. A multiplicity trigger selects
neutrino burst candidates and the directional information is
transferred to the four ROTSE telescopes, which start the
follow-up immediately and continue observations for sev-
eral days. The obtained optical data are analyzed in order
to search for an optical supernova counterpart.

2 IceCube

The IceCube neutrino telescope has been under construc-
tion at the geographic South Pole since 2004 and was com-
pleted in the Antarctic summer of 2010/11. It is capa-
ble of detecting high energy neutrinos with energies above
100GeV and is most sensitive to muon neutrinos within the
energy range from TeV to PeV. High-energy muon neutri-
nos undergoing charged current interactions in the ice or
the underlying rock produce muons in neutrino-nucleon in-
teractions. The muon travels in a direction close to that
of the neutrino and emits Cherenkov light. The deep ultra
clear Antarctic ice is instrumented with light sensors thus
forming a Cherenkov particle detector. After its completion
it comprises a volume of 1 km3 with 5160 digital optical
modules (DOMs) attached to 86 vertical strings at a depth
of 1450m to 2450m [6]. Each DOM consists of a 25 cm
diameter Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (PMT) and sup-
porting hardware inside a glass pressure sphere. Here we
present the analysis of the data taken from the start of the
follow-up program on 2008/12/16 to 2009/12/31. Initially
40 IceCube strings were taking data. In May 2009 an ad-
ditional 19 strings were included. This corresponds to an
uptime of 121 days with 40 and 186.4 days with 59 strings.
In the following the deployment stages will be referred to
as IC40 and IC59.

2.1 Online System

In order to rapidly trigger optical telescopes the first online
analysis of high-energy neutrinos detected by IceCube was
developed and implemented. Unlike in the offline analyses,
which are performed on an entire dataset (usually ∼ 1 year
of data) with time consuming reconstructions on a large
computer cluster, the data are processed online by a com-
puter cluster at the South Pole. The processing includes
event reconstruction and basic event selection. The first

year of data presented here was taken with a latency of 6-
8 h. With the start of operations with 79 strings the pro-
cessing was upgraded reducing the latency to a few min-
utes. After the parallel processing the data arrive on a dedi-
cated machine (analysis client), where a sophisticated event
selection is applied based on the reconstructed event pa-
rameters. A multiplicity trigger selects neutrino burst can-
didates (see section 2.2). No further reconstruction algo-
rithms need to be applied at the analysis client allowing a
very fast filtering of the events (� 1 s). The directional
information is transferred to Madison, Wisconsin, via the
Iridium satellite network within about 10 s. From there the
message is forwarded to the four ROTSE telescopes via the
internet through a TCP-socket connection for immediate
follow-up observations. The stability and performance of
the online system is constantly monitored in order to allow
a fast discovery of problems. To achieve this, test alerts are
produced at a much higher rate (∼ 100 test alerts per day
compared to 25 real alerts per year) by the same pipeline
and are also send to the North. Their rate and delay time
distributions are monitored using an automatically gener-
ated web page.

2.2 Neutrino Event Selection

The background in a search for muon-neutrinos of astro-
physical origin can be divided into two classes. One con-
sists of atmospheric muons, created in cosmic ray air show-
ers, entering the detector from above. The other is given
by atmospheric neutrinos which have their origin in meson
decays in cosmic ray air showers. The expected neutrino
signal according to the soft jet SN model can be calculated
as a function of two model parameters: the boost Lorentz
factor Γ and the jet energy Ejet [9]. Signal events are simu-
lated following the predicted neutrino flux spectrum in or-
der to develop and optimize selection criteria to distinguish
signal and background events. Restricting the search to
the Northern hemisphere and imposing requirements on the
event reconstruction quality (e.g. the number of hits with
small time residual or the likelihood of the reconstruction)
allows a suppression of the mis-reconstructed muon back-
ground. To suppress the background of atmospheric neutri-
nos, which we cannot distinguish from the soft SN neutrino
spectrum, we require the detection of at least two events
within 100 s and an angular difference between their two
reconstructed directions of ΔΨ ≤ 4◦. The choice of the
time window size is motivated by the jet penetration time.
The observed gamma-ray emission from long GRBs has
a typical length of 50 s, which roughly corresponds to the
time for a highly relativistic jet to penetrate the stellar en-
velope. The angular window ΔΨ is determined by the an-
gular resolution of IceCube and was optimized along with
the other selection parameters. The final set of selection
cuts has been optimized in order to reach a multiplet rate
of ∼ 25 per year corresponding to the maximal number of
alerts accepted by ROTSE. The final data stream consists of
37% (70%) atmospheric neutrinos for IC40 (IC59). Com-
bining the neutrino measurement with the optical measure-
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ment allows the cuts to be relaxed yielding a larger back-
ground contamination and at the same time a higher signal
passing rate. A doublet is not significant by itself, but may
become significant when the optical information is added.
Each multiplet is forwarded to the ROTSE telescopes. The
doublet direction is calculated as a weighted mean from
the single reconstructed directions comprising the multi-
plet. The single events are weighted with 1/σ2, where σ
is the reconstruction error estimated by the paraboloid fit,
which fits a paraboloid to the likelihood landscape around
the minimum defined by the best fit. The resolution of the
doublet direction is ∼ 0.8◦.

3 Search for Optical Counterparts

The IceCube multiplet alerts are forwarded to the robotic
optical transient search experiment (ROTSE), which con-
sists of four identical telescopes located in Australia, Texas,
Namibia and Turkey [11]. The telescopes stand out because
of their large field of view (FoV) of 1.85◦ × 1.85◦ and a
rapid response with a typical telescope slew time of 4 sec to
move the telescope from the standby position to the desired
position. The telescopes have a parabolic primary mirror
with a diameter of 45 cm. To be sensitive to weak sources
no bandwidth filter is used. ROTSE is most sensitive in the
R-band (∼ 650 nm). The wide field of view is imaged onto
a back-illuminated thinned CCD with 2048×2048 13.5μm
pixels. For a 60 sec exposure at optimal conditions the lim-
iting magnitude is around mR ≈ 18.5, which is well suited
for a study of GRB afterglows during the first hour or more
and SN light curves with peak magnitude ≤ 16. The cor-
responding FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the
stellar images is less than 2.5 pixels (8.1 arcseconds). Ob-
servations are scheduled in a queue and are processed in
the order of their assigned priority. IceCube triggers have
second highest priority after GRB follow-ups triggered by
the GRB Coordinate Network (GCN).
Once an IceCube alert is received by one of the tele-
scopes, the corresponding region of the night sky will be
observed within seconds. A predefined observation pro-
gram is started: The prompt observation includes thirty ex-
posures of 60 seconds length. Follow-up observations are
performed for 14 nights. This was extended on 2009/10/27
to 24 nights, with daily observations for 12 nights and then
observations during every second night up to day 24 after
the trigger was received. Eight images with 60 seconds ex-
posure time are taken per night. The prompt observation is
motivated by the typical rapidly decaying light curve of a
GRB afterglow, while the follow-up observation of 14 (or
24) nights permits the identification of a rising SN light
curve. In the initial phase with IC40 and IC59, the online
processing latency of several hours made the search for an
optical GRB afterglow unfeasible. We therefore focus on
the SN light curve detection in the ROTSE data.
Image correction and calibration are performed at the tele-
scope sites. The images of each night are combined in order
to obtain a deeper image. A reference image is subtracted

from each combined image using the algorithm developed
by [12]. As deep images are usually not available for the
positions we would like to observe, we initially choose the
deepest image of our observing sequence as the reference
image. In 40% of the alerts we took another deep image
roughly one year later. Both SN light curves and GRB af-
terglows would have faded after a few weeks, and would
not be present in the newly taken reference image.
All extracted objects found in the subtracted images are
candidates for variable sources. However, bad image qual-
ity, failed image convolution, bad pixels and other effects
frequently cause artifacts in the subtraction process, requir-
ing further selection of the candidates. A candidate identi-
fication algorithm including a boosted decision tree is ap-
plied to classify sources according to geometrical and vari-
ability criteria. The final candidates are summarized on a
web page and are inspected visually by several trained per-
sons, who have to classifly the candidate as a SN, a variable
star or a subtraction artifact. SN candidate identification by
the human eye works well as shown in the galaxy zoo SN
project [13]. The visual scanning was performed by three
individual persons to ensure no good candidate was missed
and to avoid false positives.

4 Results

This paper presents the results from the analysis of data
taking in the period of 2008/12/16 to 2009/12/31. Ta-
ble 1 shows the number of detected and expected doublets
and triplets for the IC40 and the IC59 datasets as well as
the number of detected and expected optical SN counter-
parts. The IceCube expectation based on a background
only hypothesis was obtained from scrambled datasets.
To correctly incorporate detector asymmetries, seasonal
variations and up-time gaps we used the entire IC40 and
IC59 datasets and exchanged the event directions ran-
domly while keeping the event times fixed. The number
of doublets shows a small excess, which corresponds to
a 2.1σ effect and is thus not statistically significant. The
expected number of randomly coincident SN detections,
N bg

SN = 0.074, is based on an assumed core-collapse SN
rate of 1 per year within a sphere with radius 10 Mpc, i.e.
2.4 · 10−4 y−1 Mpc−3, and a Gaussian absolute magnitude
distribution with mean of −18mag and standard deviation
of 1mag for CCSN [14]. In total 31 alerts were forwarded
to the ROTSE telescopes. Five could not be observed be-

Table 1: measured and expected multiplets

SN Doublets Triplets
IC40 IC59 IC40 IC59

measured 0 15 19 0 0

expected 0.074 8.55 15.66 0.0028 0.0040
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Figure 1: Limits on the choked jet SN model [5] for dif-
ferent boost Lorentz factors Γ as a function of the rate of
SNe with jets ρ and the jet energy Ejet (colored regions are
excluded at 90% CL). Horizontal dashed lines indicate a
fraction of SNe with jets of 100%, 10% or 1%.

cause they were too close to the sun. For two alerts no good
data could be collected. Seven alerts were discarded be-
cause the corresponding fields were too close to the galac-
tic plane and hence too crowded. Thus 17 good optical
datasets remained for the analysis. The data were pro-
cessed as described above. No optical SN counterpart was
found in the data.
We obtain the confidence level for different combinations
of SN model parameters [5] by using a pre-defined test
statistic based on a likelihood function. The limit is cal-
culated for the jet boost Lorentz factors Γ = 6, 8, 10 as
a function of the rate of SNe with jets ρ and the jet en-
ergy Ejet. Systematic errors related to the simulated neu-
trino sensitivity and the SN sensitivity are included in the
limit calculation. The 90% confidence regions for each Γ-
value are displayed in the Ejet-ρ-plane in figure 1 (colored
regions are excluded at 90% CL). Including the optical in-
formation into the limit calculation improved the limit and
allows tests of 5-25% smaller CCSN rates. The largest
improvement is obtained for small jet energies and large
CCSN rates. The most stringent limit can be set for high
Γ-factors. Less than 4.2% of all SNe have a jet with Γ = 10
and a typical jet energy of Ejet = 3 · 1051 erg. This is the
first limit on CCSN jets using neutrino information.

5 Summary and Outlook

The optical follow-up program of IceCube neutrino mul-
tiplets realized by the four ROTSE telescopes proves the
feasibility of the program. The technical challenge of an-
alyzing neutrino data in real time at the remote location of
the South Pole and triggering optical telescopes has been
solved. First meaningful limits to the SN slow-jet hypoth-
esis could be derived already after the first year of oper-
ation. Especially in cases of high boost Lorentz factors
of Γ = 10 stringent limits on the soft jet SN model are

obtained. Soderberg et al. [15] obtain an estimate on the
fraction of SNe harboring a central engine from a radio sur-
vey of type Ibc SNe. They conclude that the rate is about
1%, consistent with the inferred rate of nearby GRBs. Our
approach is completely independent and for the first time
directly tests hadronic acceleration in CCSN, while the ra-
dio counterpart is sensitive to leptonic acceleration.
The volume of the IceCube detector has now increased
to a cubic kilometer yielding a larger sensitivity to high-
energy neutrinos. In addition the acquired uptime is grow-
ing continuously. The delay of processing neutrino data at
the South Pole has been reduced significantly from several
hours to a few minutes. This results in the possibility of a
very fast follow-up and allows the detection of GRB after-
glows, which fade rapidly below the telescope’s detection
threshold.
Because of the successful operation of the optical follow-
up program with ROTSE, the program was extended in Au-
gust 2010 to the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) [16],
which will provide deeper images and a fast processing
pipeline including a spectroscopic follow-up of interesting
SN candidates. Furthermore an X-ray follow-up by the
Swift satellite of the most significant multiplets has been
set up and started operations in February 2011 [17].
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Abstract: The Large Volume Detector (LVD) in the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy, is a 1
kt liquid scintillator neutrino observatory mainly designed to study low energy neutrinos from gravitational
stellar collapses in the Galaxy. The experiment has been taking data since June 1992, under increasing
larger mass configurations. The telescope duty cycle, in the last ten years, has been greater than 99%. We
have searched for neutrino bursts analysing LVD data in the last run, from May 1st, 2009 to March 27th,
2011, for a total live time of 696.32 days. The candidates selection acts on a pure statistical basis, and it
is followed by a second level analysis in case a candidate is actually found in the first step. We couldn’t
find any evidence for neutrino bursts from gravitational stellar collapses over the whole period under study.
Considering the null results from the previous runs of data analysis, we conclude that no neutrino burst
candidate has been found over 6314 days of live-time, during which LVD has been able to monitor the whole
Galaxy. The 90% c.l. upper limit to the rate of gravitational stellar collapses in the Galaxy results to be
0.13 events / year.

Keywords: Supernova - Neutrino - Core collapse - Neutrino detection

Gravitational stellar collapses (GSC) are astrophysical
events of great interest. The modeling of the physical
processes is still in evolution, but it is in general ac-
cepted that the role of neutrinos is critical to allow the
supernova to form out of a collapse [1].
The confirmed detection of the neutrino signal from
the SN1987A, which was located in the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud, marked the beginning of a new era in
neutrino astrophysics [2, 3, 4] and, in spite of some
unresolved controversies [5], opened the way to neu-
trino astronomy. Even in the lack of a complete theory
of the core collapse supernova explosion the correlated
neutrino emission is believed to be well established and
should be detected with different active detectors at
the time next event will occur within the Milky Way
boundaries.

All the experiments aiming at the detection of neutrino
bursts from core collapse supernovae have to face the
extremely low frequency of this events. One core col-
lapse supernova is expected to happen within the bor-
ders of the Galaxy every 30-50 years [6]. This implies
the ability to set up detectors which last several years
with a very high duty cycle. Another crucial point is
that, in the absence of others detectable signals, neu-

trino telescopes must be able to recognize the neutrino
burst from the background with very high reliability.

1 The Large Volume Detector (LVD)

The Large Volume Detector (LVD), located in the hall
A of the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy,
is a neutrino observatory with 1000 tons of liquid scin-
tillator as an active target. The major purpose of LVD
is the search for neutrinos from GSC in our Galaxy [7].
The detector consists of an array of 840 scintillator
counters, 1.5 m3 each, organized in a compact struc-
ture (dimensions 13 × 23 × 10 m3). The whole array
is divided in three identical towers with independent
power supply, trigger and data acquisition. In turn,
each tower consists of 35 modules hosting a cluster of
8 counters. Each counter is viewed from the top by
three photomultipliers (PMTs).

The main interaction expected in the liquid scin-
tillator, at the typical energies of neutrino from
GSC (some tens of MeV), is the inverse beta decay
(IBD): ν̄ep, e

+n. It gives two detectable signals:
the prompt one due to the e+ (visible energy
Evis � Eν̄e

− Q + me = Eν̄e
− 0.789 MeV ), followed
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by the delayed one from the neutron capture on
proton, Eγ = 2.23 MeV, with a mean capture time,
in one LVD counter, of τ = 185 ± 5μs. The trigger
condition for the experiment is the coincidence above
threshold H of all three PMTs of any counter. If a
trigger occurs, the threshold is lowered to a level L for
∼ 1 ms in all the counters of the same module of that
which gave the trigger, in order to look for the delayed
γ pulse from neutron capture on proton. The energy
release in one counter to get a 50% probability to
generate a H trigger is EH = 4 MeV, if the average
over all the counters is considered. For the L triggers
it is EL < 0.5 MeV.

The duty cycle of LVD has been on average ≥ 99%
since 2001. It is shown in figure 1 (in black) together
with the active mass (in red). Beyond the active
scintillator (M = 1 kt) the iron supporting structure
of the detector (M = 0.85 kt) can also act as a passive
target for neutrino and products of the interactions
can be detected.
Besides interactions with free protons LVD is also
sensitive to charged current interactions with carbon
and iron nuclei through:
- νe

12C,12N e−, (physical threshold Eνe
> 17.3 MeV )

observed through two signals: the prompt one due to
the e− (Ed � Eνe

− 17.3MeV) followed by the signal
from the β+ decay of 12N (mean life τ = 15.9 ms);
- ν̄e

12C,12B e+, (physical threshold Eν̄e
> 14.4 MeV )

observed through two signals: the prompt one due
to the e+ (Ed � Eν̄e

− 14.4MeV + 2mec
2) followed

by the signal from the β− decay of 12B (mean life
τ = 29.4 ms);
- νe

56Fe,56Co e−, where the mass difference between
the nuclei is Δmn

= mCo
n − mFe

n = 4.055 MeV,
and the first Co allowed state at 3.589 MeV; the
efficiency for electron and gammas, also produced in
the interaction, to reach the scintillator with energy
higher than EH has been simulated [8]; on average,
the detectable electron energy is Ed � 0.45× Eν .
- ν̄e

56Fe,56Mn e+.
And neutral current interactions through:

-
(−)

ν �
12C,

(−)

ν �
12C∗ (� = e, μ, τ), (physical threshold

Eν > 15.1 MeV ), whose signature is the monochro-
matic photon from carbon de-excitation (Eγ = 15.1
MeV);

-
(−)

ν �
56Fe,

(−)

ν �
56Fe∗ (� = e, μ, τ), (physical threshold

Eν > 7.6 MeV );

-
(−)

ν � e−,
(−)

ν � e−, which yields a single signal due to
the recoil electron.

To evaluate the number of detected events in LVD for a
neutrino burst from GSC we consider a parameterized
model, whose parameters have been determined by a
maximum likelihood procedure on the data from SN
1987A [9]. From this model the average ν̄e energy is
Ēν̄e

=14 MeV, the total radiated energy Eb = 2.4·1053

erg, assuming energy equipartition and normal mass
hierarchy for neutrino oscillations. If we set the dis-
tance of the collapsing star to D =10 kpc, we get that
a total of 300 triggers are expected in LVD with a 1 kt
active mass, 85% of which are due to IBD. The energy
spectrum would have a mean value of 18 MeV.

2 The search for supernova neutrino
bursts

The analysis presented here considers the period from
May 1st, 2009 to March 27th, 2011, for a total live
time of 696.32 days. All the triggers with energy in
the interval 7-100 MeV are selected. A cut on crossing
muons is applied excluding the triggers in different
counters in coincidence within 250 ns. Some quality
cuts are included to avoid electronic noise that can
affect data and to exclude counters with unstable
counting rate. They are described in detail in [10].
The total rate after these selections is 0.2 s−1.

The neutrino burst candidates selection acts on a pure
statistical basis. The algorithm is based on the search
for clusters of triggers within a fixed time window,
Δt = 20 s. The candidate is simply characterized by
its multiplicity m, i.e., the number of pulses detected
in Δt. All the other characteristics of the cluster, de-
tailed time structure, energy spectra, ν flavor content
and topological distribution of signals inside the de-
tector are left to a subsequent independent analysis.
In detail, the time sequence of total duration T, is
scanned through a sliding window of duration Δt = 20
s, that is, it is divided into N = 2 · T

Δt − 1 intervals,
each one starting in the middle of the previous one (in
this way the maximum unbiased time window is 10 s).
The frequency of clusters of duration 20 s and multi-
plicity ≥ m, i.e., the imitation threshold due to back-
ground, is:

Fim(m, fbk) = N ·
∞∑

k≥m

P (k;
20 · fbk
s−1

) ev · day−1 (1)

where: fbk is the background counting rate of the
detector for E≥Ecut; P (k, fbkΔt) is the Poisson prob-
ability to have clusters of multiplicity k if (fbkΔt) is
the average background multiplicity, and N =8640 is
the number of trials per day. This search for neutrino
burst candidates is performed simultaneously for
trigger energies E > 7 MeV (fbk = 0.2 Hz) and E >
10 MeV (fbk = 0.03 Hz), being N

′
= 2N the effective

number of trials.

We can choose different values of Fim, to which a
different minimum multiplicity of the cluster corre-
sponds. We check, for various Fim, the delay between
a selected cluster and the following one. Then we
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Figure 1: Duty cycle (in black) and active mass (in red) as a function of time, updated to March 27th 2011.
The 300 t mass level is marked by the blue horizontal line.

compare the resulting distribution with the expecta-
tions from Poisson statistics (figure 2). At the level
of Fim < 1 year−1 we found two clusters, and both of
them had a Fim ∼ 1 y−1.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the observed time delay be-
tween alerts selected at different imitation threshold
(Fim) from 1 hour−1 up to 1 month−1 , compared with
the expected distribution (dashed lines)at the corre-
sponding threshold. A the level of Fim < 1 year−1 we
found two clusters (observed Fim ∼ 1 y−1).

The good agreement among predicted distributions
and results from data means that the background is

understood and under control. Given this condition we
may define as neutrino burst candidates those clusters
which would be produced by background fluctuations
less than 0.01 year−1.

After this pure statistical selection a complete study
of selected clusters is planned, to test their consistency
with the expectations for real GSC neutrino bursts. In
particular this second level analysis focuses on:

1. The topology of the cluster, i.e., how the events
of the cluster are distributed inside the detector.
LVD can identify the counter where an event oc-
curred. We expect that a neutrino burst would
distribute uniformly in the detector, while events
from the background favour external counters
over the internal, more shielded, ones.

2. The number and temporal distribution of n-
captures signal. As a real GSC neutrino burst
would mainly interact through IBD, we do ex-
pect that n-capture signals after the triggers are
actually present. Moreover, their temporal dis-
tribution should be exponential decreasing with
a mean time τ ∼ 185μs.

3. The energy spectrum. Events from a GSC neu-
trino burst peak at around 20 MeV, while the
events from the background reach their maxi-
mum just at the energy threshold (7 MeV or 10
MeV).

We applied the statistical selection of clusters with
Fim < 0.01 year−1. We couldn’t select any over
the whole period under study, so no evidence for a
neutrino burst from GSC is found.
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Run Start End Time (days) Mass (t)
1 Jun.6th 1992 May 31st 1993 285 310
2 Aug.4th 1993 Mar.11th 1995 397 390
3 Mar.11th 1995 Apr.30th 1997 627 400
4 Apr.30th 1997 Mar.15th 1999 685 415
5 Mar.16th 1999 Dec.11th 2000 592 580
6 Dec.12th 2000 Mar.24th 2003 821 842
7 Mar.25th 2003 Feb.4th 2005 666 881
8 Feb.4th 2005 May 31st 2007 846 936
9 May 31st 2007 Apr.30th 2009 699 967
10 May 1st 2009 Mar.27th 2011 696 981
Σ Jun.6th 1992 Mar.27th 2011 6314 721

Table 1: LVD data runs

3 Discussion and conclusions

We may consider the null results for the search of GSC
neutrino bursts over the whole period of data taking
of the experiment, from June 6th, 1992 to March 27th,
2011, for a total of 6314 days live-time. It results that
the 90% c.l. upper limit to the rate of gravitational
stellar collapses in our Galaxy is 0.13 events/year. The
summary of the features of all LVD data runs is re-
ported in table 1.

The selection method, as it follows from equation 1,
defines a candidate as any cluster of m ≥ mmin sig-
nals within a window of Δt = 20s. For a known back-
ground rate, mmin − fbkΔt is the minimum number
of neutrino interactions required to produce a super-
nova alarm at a selected Fim threshold. We consider
the number of signals expected from a SN1987A-like
event occurring at different distances, for Ecut = 7 and
Ecut = 10 MeV and for two values of the detector ac-
tive mass, Mact = 300 t and Mact = 1000 t. Taking into
account Poisson fluctuations in the cluster multiplic-
ity, we derive the detection probability as a function
of the distance shown in figure 3 (lower scale) for LVD
working stand-alone. The detection probability as a
function of neutrino luminosity in terms of percentage
of SN1987A at the distance of 10 kpc is shown in the
upper scale (see details in [10]). It results that LVD
is able to monitor the Galaxy (D ≤ 20kpc) at full
efficiency for both energy thresholds (7 MeV and 10
MeV) when the active mass is greater than 300 t.

In conclusion, LVD has been monitoring the Galaxy
since 1992 in the search for neutrino bursts from
gravitational stellar collapses with an high duty cycle
(greater than 99% in the last ten years). No GSC neu-
trino burst candidate has been found over 6314 days of
live-time, the resulting 90% c.l. upper limit to the rate
of gravitational stellar collapses in the Galaxy (D ≤ 20
kpc) is 0.13 events / year.
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Figure 3: Detection probability versus distance (lower
scale) and percentage of SN1987A signal at 10 kpc
(upper scale) for Ecut = 7-10 MeV (light green and
dark blue lines, respectively) and M = 300 t (dotted)
and 1000 t (continuous) for LVD stand alone.
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Abstract: The search for neutrinos of astrophysical origin is among the primary goals of the IceCube neutrino telescope.
Point source candidates include galactic objects such as supernova remnants (SNRs) as well as extragalactic objects
such as Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), Supernovae (SNe) and Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs). To increase the sensitivity
of the search for high-energy neutrinos from SNe and especially GRBs an X-ray follow-up with the Swift satellite has
been developed. Upon the detection of two or more neutrinos from a common direction and within a short span of
time, IceCube will trigger the satellite to scan the same direction for a transient X-ray counterpart, e.g. an X-ray GRB
afterglow. In addition to typical GRBs the program is sensitive to SN shock breakouts, slightly off-axis GRBs and
orphan GRB afterglows. The online event selection in IceCube as well as the X-ray observation strategy will be presented.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Scientific Motivation

It may be possible to observe high energy neutrinos from
astrophysical sources similar to GRBs that are not de-
tectable via prompt electromagnetic emissions. Such ob-
jects could be GRBs with narrow jets that don’t point di-
rectly towards earth [2] or choked GRBs [3] for which the
jet may fail to penetrate the stellar envelope. In these cases,
despite the lack of prompt γ-rays, the source is likely to be
visible in X-rays from shock breakout after 103 s, and to
exhibit an optical counterpart similar to that seen in core
collapse supernovae [4]. While no firm estimate exists, the
number of these dark bursts might be up to 100 times larger
than γ-bright bursts [5]. Therefore, the search for transient
neutrino sources can play an important role in the search for
(γ-dark) GRBs, and may provide insights into the origin of
the high energy cosmic rays. While an optical follow-up
can be conducted by ground based telescopes (e.g. ROTSE
[6]), satellites such as Swift are uniquely capable of rapid
follow up with X-ray observations.
NASA’s Swift Explorer Mission is ideally suited for study-
ing the electromagnetic radiation from violent astrophysi-
cal events, such as GRBs. Three telescopes are supported
by the Swift platform. A wide field of view instrument,
the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT), monitors for the prompt
γ-rays from a GRB. In response to a burst, Swift will slew

into position to image the BAT error region with the X-Ray
Telescope (XRT) and UltraViolet and Optical Telescope
(UVOT). In this program the XRT will be used.

1.2 Overview of the program

The X-ray Follow-Up with Swift is a multimessenger ap-
proach developed by the Swift and the IceCube collabora-
tions to detect GRBs. It uses the IceCube neutrino tele-
scope at the South Pole to look for signal-like neutrino-
multiplets (i.e. at least two neutrinos from the same direc-
tion within 100 seconds) to trigger follow-up observations
with the Swift satellite in the X-ray band. The implementa-
tion of the program makes use of the existing neutrino event
selection of the Optical Follow-Up Program [7] (OFUP)
at the South Pole. Neutrino multiplets are reconstructed
and identified online in quasi-real time with a typical la-
tency of about 5 minutes. This low latency opens the pos-
sibility to search for fast decaying X-ray afterglows from
(GRBs). Additional latency is expected on the Swift side,
due to communication constraints with the spacecraft, the
orbital position of Swift, and human-in-the-loop require-
ments for spacecraft commanding. Depending on the visi-
bility of Swift to a ground relay station, the additional delay
will be between 30 minutes to 4 hours. It is worth noting
that the typical X-ray afterglow associated with long GRBs
is visible to Swift for days and sometimes weeks.

                                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/0535
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2 Alert chain

Swift is in high demand amongst the scientific community.
Hence only limited observing time is available for the Ice-
Cube follow-up program. The current implementation of
the OFUP program results in about 25 neutrino-multiplet
triggers per year in IceCube. Most of these are due to back-
ground consisting of atmospheric neutrinos and about 25 %
atmospheric muons. For short Swift follow-ups, the num-
ber of IceCube alerts can be decreased to approximately
7/year with very little loss in signal efficiency. This is
achieved by using a likelihood method, as described in sec-
tion 2.1. Extensive follow-ups over a time span of at least a
week can then be performed at a rate of about one per year
based on a quick evaluation of the first available X-ray data,
as described in section 3.1.

2.1 IceCube candidate event selection

For the optical follow-up program, the singlet data rate
achieved by the OFUP filter [7] is Rs ≈ 2mHz, reaching
a 75% pure (atmospheric) neutrino sample. Using this data
sample, multiplets are selected if more than one neutrino
is detected within Δt = 100s and from the same direc-
tion within the reconstruction uncertainty of ΔΨ = 3.5◦.
These two conditions reduce the detected number of co-
incident neutrinos from the isotropic background of atmo-
spheric neutrinos to about 25 false positives per year.
Given the limited observing time available with Swift, an
additional test-statistic was developed to select the subset
of these multiplet triggers which are most likely to have
astrophysical origins and be detectable by Swift follow-up
observations. As the derivation is beyond the scope of this
paper, it is only described and motivated here. We begin
with the following definitions:

σ2
q = σ2

1 + σ2
2

σ2
w =

(
1

σ2
1

+
1

σ2
2

)−1

cosψ = r̂1 · r̂2 (1)

where σ1/2 are the reconstruction uncertainties of the par-
ticipating neutrinos that arrive from the (reconstructed) di-
rections r̂1/2 with an angular difference of ψ. Assuming a
circular follow-up region, the test statistic
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+2 ln(2πσ2
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)
+2 ln

(
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100s

)

(2)
tends to small values for signal-like doublets and larger val-
ues for background-like events (figure 1). It takes various
effects into account.

• The first two terms act together. While the first term
favors events with a small angle ψ, indicating neu-
trinos from the same direction and possibly source,
it also introduces a penalty for small reconstruction
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Figure 1: The distribution of the test statistic used for
down-selection of OFU alerts, shown here for signal from
astrophysical sources with an E−2 spectrum (solid line)
and background doublets (dashed line). For background,
Δt is assumed to be evenly distributed over 0 - 100s while
a signal with Δt = 50 s is assumed.

uncertainties. The qualitative explanation is that two
neutrinos for which the error regions do not overlap
are more likely background than signal. As a con-
sequence the first term tends also to small values
for large combined reconstruction uncertainties σq .
The second term counteracts this effect, introducing
a penalty for large uncertainties. Thus, the two first
terms favor well reconstructed events from the same
direction.

• The third term introduces the tiled Swift field of view
with a radius of θA ≈ 0.5◦. It favors those events
with small errors for which, in the case of a sig-
nal, the reconstructed doublet direction is expected
to be relatively close to the source direction, thus
minimizing the possibility of observing a region of
space during a follow-up which does not include the
actual source within the FoV and supporting the first
two terms in selecting well reconstructed events. The
value of θA reflects a tiled field of view of Swift (sec-
tion 2.2).

• The time difference Δt between two neutrinos is
considered in the fourth term. Normalized to the
100 s time window of the trigger, small values are
reached for small time differences assuming they are
an indicator for a neutrino bundle of an astrophysical
source.

2.2 Swift Follow-Up

IceCube provides a median position resolution for selected
events of less than one degree. However, the XRT field of
view is only 0.4o in diameter, which will cover only a frac-
tion of the IceCube space angle distribution. Due to this
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Figure 2: Displayed on the y-axis is the signal efficiency
with which a real E−2 source that passed the OFUP selec-
tion criteria will pass the test statistic and lie within Swift’s
FoV. This is plotted vs the estimated number of doublet
triggers per year. The effect of the Swift field of view is
included, only accepting events within the FoV and reduc-
ing the acceptance to a maximum of 63%. It is displayed
for four different cases assuming a signal with a time dif-
ference between the arriving signal neutrinos of Δt. The
aim is to reduce the background to seven alerts per year.

limited coverage by the XRT field of view, we are forced
to tile the follow-up region with seven pointings of Swift,
thus creating an artificially larger field of view. Assuming
a neutrino signal following an E−2 spectrum and centering
the telescope pointings on the reconstructed direction, the
fraction of sources that are actually positioned in the ob-
served tiled field of view if is found to increase thus from
only about 20% to 63% by tiling the follow-up region. At
the same time the observation time for one pointing is re-
duced limiting the search to bright sources that are easily
discovered in less than 1000 sec.
Figure 2 shows the signal efficiency for an astrophysical
source with an E−2 spectrum relative to the optical follow-
up filter as a function of the estimated number of doublet
triggers per year. Starting with loose cuts on the test statis-
tic (high positive values in figure 1) and 25 false positives a
year, one can see the drop in the number of false positives
as well as signal efficiency for tighter cuts (lower values of
d in figure 1) reducing the background to zero doublets per
year.
Based on figure 2 we decided to aim for triggering seven
observable alerts for follow-up per year as the best compro-
mise between background reduction and signal efficiency.
This reduces the background by 72% while, in the case of
an E−2 spectrum, there is only a loss of 10% (14%) for
events arriving with a time difference of 50 (100) seconds
relative to the maximum acceptance. Almost all doublets
with a shorter time difference will pass the cut.

3 Expected Results

Swift orbits the Earth every 96 minutes, with the IceCube
trigger region becoming visible each orbit for approxi-
mately 2000 sec. The spacecraft will be commanded to
automatically observe the seven tiled fields as soon as they
rise above the Earth limb, providing approximately 285 ev-
ery orbit until a total of approximately 2000 sec per tile is
achieved, typically taking between 12 hours and a full day
to complete. In this way, any X-ray sources visible to Swift
will be observed multiple times, generating a light curve.
This information is critical for interpreting the nature of
the source, possibly identifying a GRB via a typical GRB
afterglow.
Two different significance tests are proposed. The level 1
test (section 3.1) provides a relatively quick test on the first
day of data collected by Swift, to decide whether to initi-
ate a multi-day follow-up program. The level 2 test (sec-
tion 3.2), made on the full data set, provides a threshold for
claiming a joint Swift-IceCube discovery of an X-ray after-
glow in coincidence with an astrophysical neutrino source.
The level 1 test is presented in its final form here, while the
level 2 test is still under development.

3.1 Level-1 Significance Test

After several orbits, Swift may have detected one or more
X-ray sources, with a position uncertainty that is typically
on the order of a few arcsec, limited by the Swift XRT
point spread function. The source position and an initial
measurement of the flux are used to assess whether this is
significantly above the expected X-ray background. The
expected number of background X-ray sources depends
strongly on the flux threshold. We will consider an X-ray
source to have passed the level 1 significance test if it sat-
isfies any of the following criteria for an (extra) galactic
search.

A Uncatalogued Sources: The level 1 source is not
in proximity to a catalogued X-ray object (i.e. not
within Nσ (N = 3) of the combined Swift and
catalog position uncertainty), is brighter than a flux
threshold SA = (5 · 10−12)1 · 10−10 erg/(cm2 s),
and occurs in a region of the sky where the ROSAT
Bright Source Catalog would have observed it had it
been in its current state when surveyed.

B Variable Sources: The source is brighter than a flux
threshold SB = (5 · 10−13)1 · 10−11 erg/(cm2 s)
and exhibits significant variability across the first
day of Swift data, with the p-value of a fit to a
flat light curve being lower than some critical value
P = 0.001.

C Active Catalogued Sources: The level 1 source is
within N = 3 σ uncertainty of the position of a cata-
logued object but the new measurement isM = 10×
brighter than it appears in the catalog.
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D Poorly Catalogued Sources: A source lies outside
of the region covered by the ROSAT Bright Source
Catalog (due to the low exposure time of ROSAT in
that region) but is observed to be M = 10× brighter
than the threshold set by ROSAT for that region.

It is noted that there are significantly more serendipitous
X-ray backgrounds in proximity to the galactic plane. As
such, the analysis is carried out with different thresholds
depending on galactic latitude (GL). Specifically, a higher
threshold is used if |GL| < 20◦.
Our intended goal is that the level 1 test will allow no more
than one false positive per year. If an X-ray source passes
the level 1 test, then additional Swift data is accumulated
over the following≈ 1 week, to determine a light curve and
spectrum for the source. The full data set is then utilized
for the level 2 test.
The level 1 tests will first be applied once two observations
have been made on each tile (i.e. after two Swift orbits).
The analysis will continue on the accumulating data until
the level 2 observations are triggered or a total of 2000 sec
have been observed for each tile. Otherwiese no further
obserations or analysis will be carried out.

3.2 Level-2 Significance Test

Should an X-ray source be discovered that passes the level
1 test described above, a dedicated observing program will
be initiated for that source. The tiled observations will be
discontinued and Swift will take up a pointed observing
mode, with the source at the center of a single XRT field
of view (0.4◦ diameter). The level 2 test will determine the
significance of all data accumulated over≈ 1 week, in con-
junction with the IceCube trigger data. Backgrounds will
be significantly reduced from level 1 to level 2 by exam-
ining the larger data set, looking at additional features for
transient behavior like the slope of the light curve.
It is anticipated that, for a given class of transient X-ray
sources (GRB afterglow, AGN activity, etc), unambiguous
identification of a source will be limited by an irreducible
background of similar but unrelated events. A first esti-
mate, based on the rate of BAT-triggered GRBs and the av-
erage light curve behavior, predicts that serendipitous GRB
afterglows will be discovered only once per 3000 years
with the Swift-IceCube program.
Numerous studies have placed limits on the number of un-
triggered GRBs, typically of order 100 times the rate of
regular GRBs [5, 8, 9]. This would place a limit on the
Swift-IceCube level-2 false positive rate of once per 30
years.

4 Current Status and Outlook

The program was approved by the IceCube collaboration at
the beginning of 2011 and is running since February, 11th.
Until the middle of May, one alert has been forwarded to

Swift. The total latency between the neutrino events and
the first observation by Swift was 90 minutes. All steps
in the alert chain worked as planned and the event will be
included in the final analysis of the program.
In the full km3 sized IceCube detector a mean of about
10 neutrinos from GRBs per year and hemisphere are pre-
dicted to be detectable [10]. If the neutrino flux is equally
distributed amongst the GRBs, then we estimate a com-
bined Swift and IceCube detection rate for γ-bright GRBs
of 0.013 per year. This number was derived by folding in
various detection efficiency factors like, for example, the
filter efficiency of the OFU program and the probability to
classify the source with Swift. In the case where a 2-year
joint Swift-IceCube program results in no detection, a con-
servative upper limit on the γ-dark GRB rate of 90 times
the γ-bright GRB rate (90% c.l.) can be placed. This upper
limit will improve significantly for model dependent analy-
sis where a large fraction of the neutrinos are concentrated
in a subset of the bursts [11].
A future extension to single neutrino events, applying
a stringent high energy cut, is planned as an additional
stream. Avoiding the doublet criteria for triggering a
follow-up leads to an improved signal efficiency. Initial
estimates suggest a detection rate of 0.25 γ-bright GRBs
per year and a 2-year upper limit on the γ-dark GRB rate
of 4.5 times the γ-bright GRB rate (90% c.l.). This limit is
within the current theoretical prediction given in [5].
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Abstract: Measurement of the atmospheric muon neutrino spectrum is important since it is a test on the expected con-
ventional atmospheric neutrino fluxes as well as on the prompt contribution from charm decay. In addition to that, it
forms the irreducible background for high energy cosmic neutrinos searches. A number of methods have been developed
within the ANTARES collaboration for the estimation of the energy of muon tracks traversing the detector. These include
a maximum likelihood method, an approach based on neural networks as well as an estimator based on the energy loss of
the muon along its track. The reconstructed muon energy can be used to calculate the energy spectrum of the atmospheric
neutrinos by using a singular value decomposition approach on regularized unfolding. The most recent results on the
energy reconstruction and spectrum deconvolution will be presented.

Keywords: Neutrino telescope, atmospheric neutrinos, energy reconstruction, unfolding

1 Introduction

TheANTARES detector is a high energy neutrino telescope
deployed in the Mediterranean sea, 40 km off the coast of
Toulon in France. It consists of a three dimensional array
of photomultiplier tubes designed to detect light produced
by charged particles crossing the instrumented volume. Its
main scientific goal is the detection of astrophysical high
energy neutrinos.
When a neutrino interacts with a nucleon in the area
close to or inside the instrumented volume, it produces
a detectable signature. ANTARES is optimized to detect
muons produced by the charged current neutrino interac-
tion with nuclei in the surrounding medium. The detec-
tion principle is based on the Čerenkov light produced by
charged particles when they traverse a medium with a ve-
locity higher than the speed of light. This light is detected
by the photomultiplier tubes, housed into glass spheres
called optical modules (OMs). The OMs record informa-
tion about the charge and time of each hit. The position
of each OM is provided by an acoustic positioning system.
This information allows for both directional [1, 2] and en-
ergy reconstruction.
The majority of neutrino candidate events detected with
ANTARES is expected to be due to atmospheric neutrinos,
coming from the decay of pions and kaons produced by
cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere. Neutrinos pro-
duced by this mechanism constitute the so-called “conven-
tional” component of the atmospheric neutrino spectrum.
At higher energies, the decay lengths of these mesons are

longer than their path lengths in the atmosphere thus lead-
ing to a suppression of produced neutrinos. The “prompt”
decay of charmed mesons, produced at high energies, pro-
vides an additional contribution to the atmospheric neu-
trino flux at the higher energies end of the spectrum [3].
The prompt neutrino spectrum is less steep than the con-
ventional atmospheric neutrino spectrum. Measurement of
the atmospheric neutrino spectrum can therefore provide
valuable information on the prompt component which is
expected to dominate the atmospheric neutrino flux at en-
ergies above ∼ 10TeV. Downgoing atmospheric muons,
produced by cosmic rays interactions in the atmosphere
constitute an enormous background to neutrino candidate
events. This background is reduced by selecting well-
reconstructed upgoing events since the muons cannot cross
the Earth. The atmospheric neutrinos cannot be rejected
this way, resulting in an irreducible background for high
energy neutrino searches of galactic or extragalactic ori-
gin. Fortunately, a cosmic diffuse neutrino flux is expected
to fall as E−2

ν while the atmospheric neutrino spectrum is
steeper, proportional to E−3.7

ν . This allows the extraction
of the cosmic neutrino flux statistically by measuring even-
tual changes in the slope of the measured neutrino energy
spectrum. The presence of a prompt component can be es-
tablished in the same way.
In the present paper, three methods developed within the
ANTARES collaboration aiming at the reconstruction of
the muon energy are presented in section 2. At the end of
this section their performance is presented and discussed.
Section 3 contains a description of the unfolding procedure
that will be used to reconstruct the atmospheric neutrino
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energy spectrum. A test of the method on a neutrinoMonte
Carlo sample is performed.

2 Energy reconstruction

Relativistic muons passing through matter lose energy by
means of various processes. The most common one is ion-
ization of water molecules. Above 1TeV radiative pro-
cesses start dominating, leading to an almost linear depen-
dence of the energy loss per unit length on the energy of the
muon. Pair production, bremsstrahlung radiation and pho-
tonuclear interactions are the processes that are responsible
for the increase of energy losses at higher energies. The
stochastic nature of these phenomena requires the use of a
mean energy loss per unit length approximation described
by

−dE

dx
= a(E) + b(E)E. (1)

The first term in this equation is almost constant and ac-
counts for the ionization energy losses while the second
term describes the stochastic energy loss phenomena that
dominate the energy losses above 1TeV.
The three strategies presented in the following are attempt-
ing to reconstruct the muon energy by basically inverting
numerically equation 1 and using the amount of light de-
tected by the telescope as an estimate for the muon en-
ergy loss. Technically, the first strategy uses a maximum
likelihood method, the second a neural network, whereas
the third uses only analytical approximations. In addi-
tion to these three energy reconstruction strategies, an en-
ergy estimator based on the average number of multiple
hits recorded on the same OM during the event has been
used for the diffuse flux search by the ANTARES collabo-
ration [4, 5]. The results presented in this section are expec-
tations from a realistic simulation of the detector, including
detailed OM electronics response, photon tracking and op-
tical background generation.

2.1 Maximum likelihood method

The first method presented here is based on a maximum
likelihood estimation of the energy of the muon. We define
a functionwhich gives the likelihood that the observed time
t and amplitude A of each hit on the OMs are the result of
a given muon track. The likelihood function is defined as

L(E) =

NOM∏

i

Pi(E), (2)

with the product running over all OMs within 300m from
the track and Pi(E) the probability for individual OMs to
record a hit of a certain amplitude or not. The form of
Pi(E) is given by

P (A; 〈n〉) =

nmax∑

n=1

Pp(n; 〈n〉) · Pg(A;n), (3)

P (0; 〈n〉) = e−〈n〉 + Pthreshold(〈n〉). (4)

Equation 3 describes the probability of observing a certain
amplitudeA, given that the expected number of photoelec-
trons is 〈n〉. Pp(n; 〈n〉) is the Poissonian probability of
having n photoelectrons given that the expectation is 〈n〉,
while the probability of n photoelectrons in the photocath-
ode producing an amplitude A is given by Pg(A;n) and
is assumed to be a Gaussian. Equation 4 represents the
Poissonian probability of having no photoelectrons, when
the expectation is 〈n〉 photoelectrons, to which the prob-
ability Pth that the produced photoelectrons give ampli-
tudes below the threshold of the electronics is added. The
best energy estimate Ê is found by minimizing the nega-
tive logarithm of the likelihood function L(E). The energy
dependence of the likelihood function is included in the ex-
pected number of photoelectrons 〈n〉 (E), which is calcu-
lated using the probability density functions of the photon
arrival times on the OMs. In addition to the muon energy,
these density functions depend on the track geometry i.e.
distances of each OM to the track and the OM orientation
compared to the track. A linear fit is applied to determine
the relation between the energy estimate Ê and the true
muon energy Eμ.

2.2 Artificial neural networks

A second method used to determine the muon energy is
based on neural networks. An artificial neural network
(ANN) is a simulated collection of interconnected nodes
where each node produces a certain response to a set of
input signals. A number of input parameters xi are given
to the input layer of the network. The values of the input
parameters are transmitted to the nodes of the next layer,
where a connection weight wij is assigned for each input
xi connected to a node j. The method described here im-
plements a feed-forward neural network i.e. the nodes are
grouped in layers and information flows only in one direc-
tion, from the input layer to the output node. Three hid-
den layers are being used in the ANN energy reconstruc-
tion method. The input to the jth node of a layer is given
by

zj =
∑

i

wijxi + w0, (5)

where w0 is the bias of the node. The summation is per-
formed on the nodes of the previous layer, and its output
is given by an activation function gj(zj). The back propa-
gation algorithm is used to determine the weights wij and
the biasw0 that optimize the performance of the neural net-
works method by minimizing an error function. The train-
ing is performed on Monte Carlo simulation samples. The
network is a mapping from the space of input variables xi

onto a space of output variables yi. The only output in the
present method is the energy of the muon. The space, time
and charge distributions of the recorded hits, the number
of hits per OM at different distances from the muon track
as well as various geometrical parameters such as the track
direction and the distance from the track to the center of
gravity of the detector are used as input parameters. The
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optical background rate has also been proven to be a useful
input parameter. The ANN energy reconstruction method
uses a total of 56 input parameters.

2.3 dE/dx estimator

This method [6] is based on the construction of an energy
loss dE/dx estimator ρ. The estimator is constructed as

ρ =

Nhits∑
i=1

Ai

Lμ · ε
, (6)

where the sum of all hit amplitudes in the event is divided
by the muon path length Lμ in the detector sensitive vol-
ume and the detector acceptance ε. The sensitive volume
extends 2.5 effective attenuation lengths λ away from the
instrumented volume. The acceptance ε is given by

ε =
1

NOM

NOM∑

j=1

α(θ)

rj
e
−rj
λ , (7)

whereNOM is the number of OMs in the detector and α(θ)
is the photomultiplier tube’s angular efficiency. The term
1
rj
e
−rj
λ describes the number of photons reaching the OM

after traveling distance rj in water. The detector acceptance
ε measures the fraction of light which can be seen by the
OMs. An interpolation between tabulated values of the es-
timator ρ and the true muon energyEμ is used to determine
the relation between them.

2.4 Energy reconstruction performance

In order to study the performance of an energy reconstruc-
tion algorithm, one has to look at the mean and standard
deviation of the log10Ereco

Etrue
distribution. Since the perfor-

mance is dependent on the muon energy these distributions
are examined as function of the true energy. For all three
methods presented here, these distributions are well de-
scribed by a Gaussian fit. The mean of the Gaussian fit
shows how far away is the energy estimate from the true
energy while the standard deviation represents the resolu-
tion. A mean of the fit very close to zero and a small stan-
dard deviation indicate a high performance of the method.
The bias and the resolution of the three methods as a func-
tion of the muon energy are shown in figures 1 and 2. For
this study the true Monte Carlo track has been used, in
an attempt to decouple the performance of the energy re-
construction from the quality of the track fit. The over-
estimation of the true energy by the maximum likelihood
and dE/dx methods for lower energies, as shown in fig-
ure 1, is due to the fact that for muon energies lower than a
few TeV the energy loss is almost constant, making it dif-
ficult to distinguish between e.g. a 100Gev and a 500GeV
muon. The optical background from potassium decay in
sea water and bioluminescence can affect the performance
below the critical energy since these low energy events
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tion as a function of the true muon energy for the differ-
ent methods. A perfectly unbiased energy reconstruction is
characterized by zero mean.
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do not produce sufficient light and the effect of the opti-
cal background noise is more pronounced. The resolution
of the energy reconstruction methods presented here is be-
low 0.5 in log10E [GeV ] at energies above 5-10TeV. The
maximum likelihood and artificial neural networks meth-
ods have a more stable behavior with the neural network
approach reaching as low as 0.25 at higher energies.
The impact of using the reconstructed track was estimated
for the maximum likelihood method, using tracks recon-
structed with the standard ANTARES reconstruction strat-
egy [2] and selected to increase the population of well
reconstructed tracks and minimize the atmospheric muon
background events. The selection efficiency, estimated
from simulation, varies between 10% at 1 TeV and 20% at
100TeV with almost 99% purity. The median angular reso-
lution is 0.25◦ above 1 TeV. The performance of the energy
reconstruction using the reconstructed track is shown in fig-
ures 1 and 2, indicated as “ML after cuts” in the legend.
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3 Atmospheric neutrino spectrum deconvo-
lution

The atmospheric neutrino spectrum cannot be recon-
structed by just assigning each event to the corresponding
estimated energy bin. This is due to the limited resolu-
tion of the energy reconstruction. The atmospheric neu-
trino spectrum is steeply falling so events with overesti-
mated energy will introduce a large distortion on the spec-
trum at high energies. This can be overcome by the use
of unfolding techniques [7]. The unfolding is performed
following the method presented in [8], using the package
RooUnfold [9].
The unfolding problem can be formulated as follows. The
true neutrino spectrum x(E) is distorted by a number of
different factors. The energy that is measured is only part
of the muon energy, depending on the part of its track that
is visible by the detector. An additional distortion comes
from the fact that the muon carries only a fraction of the
parent neutrino energy. Finally, the limited resolution of
the energy reconstruction itself contributes further to the
distortion of the spectrum. Let y(E) be the vector of the
measured spectrum, then in matrix notation the problem
is expressed as y(E) = Rx(y). R is called the response
matrix and describes the effect of the detector and the re-
construction on the true spectrum. The response matrix is
constructed by means of Monte Carlo simulation. A sim-
ple matrix inversion turns out to be a naive attempt to solve
the problem since statistical fluctuations in the data vec-
tor x(E) will give a highly oscillating solution y(E) with
large errors. The problem can be located and addressed by
performing a singular value decomposition on the matrix
R = USV T . This is equivalent to expressing the solution
vector as a sum of terms weighted by the inverse singu-
lar values of the matrix S. The small singular values are
responsible for enhancing the statistically insignificant co-
efficients in the solution. These coefficients can be damped
out by imposing an additional constraint on the smoothness
of the solution y(E). Since there is no reason to expect
abrupt irregularities in the spectrum, the solution is not al-
lowed to exhibit significant bin to bin variations. Various
methods exist to decide the amount of regularization one
should impose on the solution in order to have the optimal
trade off between bias towards the expected solution and
the size of the covariance matrix.
The unfolding method was tested using the results from
the maximum likelihood energy reconstruction on a real-
istic 12 line configuration Monte Carlo dataset, equivalent
to 3 years of data taking livetime. The response matrix
was constructed assuming the atmospheric neutrino flux
parametrizations from [10, 11] while the fluxes used to
generate the test data are taken from [12, 13]. After un-
folding to the neutrino spectrum at the detector level, the
atmospheric neutrino flux (figure 3) can be determined by
including the effects of neutrino propagation through the
Earth and detector efficiency. The method succeeds in re-
constructing the “true” Monte Carlo neutrino spectrum.
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Figure 3: Application of the unfolding method on a realis-
tic Monte Carlo dataset for the determination of the atmo-
spheric neutrino flux weighted with E2

ν . Systematic effects
are not included. See text for explanation of the fluxes.

4 Conclusions

Three different methods for muon energy reconstruction
currently under evaluation in ANTARES have been de-
scribed. Their precision varies from 0.25 to 0.5 in
log10E [GeV ] above 5-10TeV when the true track geom-
etry is used as an input. This resolution may be improved
for particular classes of events, especially in the case of the
maximum likelihood and dE/dxmethods. The results of the
maximum likelihood reconstruction on a simulated dataset
have been used to test the unfolding method. Systematic
uncertainties are under study and have not been included in
these proceedings.
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Search for point sources with the ANTARES neutrino telescope using the EM algorithm
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Abstract: The ANTARES detector, currently the largest deep-sea neutrino telescope in the Northern Hemisphere, con-
sists of a three-dimensional array of 885 optical modules arranged over 12 detection lines anchored at a depth of 2475 m
in the Mediterranean Sea, 40 km offshore from Toulon (France). The photomultiplier tubes detect the Cherenkov light
induced by the charged particles produced in the interaction of cosmic neutrinos with the matter surrounding the detector.
The trajectories of the resulting muons are reconstructed with high precision, revealing the direction of the incoming
neutrinos. The main scientific goal of ANTARES is the search for high energy neutrinos coming from astrophysical
sources. This contribution describes a point source search using a dedicated clustering algorithm, based on the analytical
maximization of the likelihood. The results of shuch analysis using four years of data will be presented.

Keywords: ANTARES, neutrino telescopes, point source search, EM algorithm.

1 Introduction

The ANTARES neutrino telescope [1] started data taking
in 2007 and is fully operational since 2008. Located at
40 km off the coast of Toulon it consists of 12 detection
lines anchored to the seabed at a depth of 2475 m and sus-
tained vertically by means of buoys. Each line has 25 floors
(or storeys) composed by a triplet of photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) housed in pressure resistant glass spheres called
optical modules (OMs). The OMs are facing downward at
45◦ from the vertical for an increased detection- efficiency
for up-going neutrinos.
This three-dimensional photo-detector array detects the
Cherenkov light emitted by the charged leptons originated
in the interaction of high energy neutrinos with the mat-
ter surrounding the detector. The tracks of the produced
muons can be reconstructed using the position and timing
information of the hits arriving to the PMTs. An accurate
timing and position calibration [2] of the detector OMs is
necessary in order to achieve the best attainable angular
resolution.
The main goal of the experiment is the detection of high
energy neutrinos from extraterrestial origin, and one of the
most promising ways of establishing their existence is the
search for point sources. Here, we present such a search us-
ing data collected between years 2007 and 2010 for a total
of 813 days of livetime. In section 2 the track reconstruc-
tion method and data selection criteria are described. The
detector performance is reviewed in section 3. The cluster-

ing algorithm applied in this analysis is explained in section
3. Finally the search results are presented in section 4.

2 Data selection and track reconstruction

Data runs used in this analysis were recorded in the first
four years of detector operation. Taking into account the
time spent on sea operations (like the deployment of new
lines) and sporadic data taking problems of the detector,
the total livetime of the analysis is 813 days; about 77% of
this data were collected using 9, 10 and 12 detection lines,
while the remaining 183 days correspond to data gathered
with the initial 5-lines configuration.
The reconstruction method [3] is based on the maximiza-
tion of the likelihood function describing the probability
density function (PDF) for the residuals, defined as the d-
ifference between the measured hit time and the expected
arrival time of the hits. The goodness of the track recon-
struction is described by the Λ parameter, which is basical-
ly the log-likelihood of the fitted track. This parameter can
be used to eliminate badly reconstructed tracks by selecting
an appropriate cut on the Λ value. The corresponding cu-
mulative Λ distribution for events reconstructed as upgoing
is shown on Figure 1. The contribution from the different
components of the expected background is also included.
The simulation reproduces well the data.
For this analysis atmospheric muons were simulated using
the MUPAGE package [4], while the atmospheric neutrinos
were generated with the GENNEU [5] package according
to the Bartol model [6].
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A cut on the quality of the reconstruction at Λ ≥ -5.2 was
found to be the optimal for the search discovery potential
using muon tracks recostructed as upward going (θ < 90◦).
Additionally, the uncertainty on the muon direction esti-
mated from the fit is required to be≤ 1◦. The selected sam-
ple contains 3058 events, out of which it is estimated from
MC simulations that about 84% are neutrino events and on-
ly 16% downgoing atmospheric muons mis-reconstructed
as upgoing.

3 Detector performance

The two main parameters describing the performance
of a neutrino telescope are the angular resolution and
the acceptance. Both parameters are estimated from
simulations. Figure 2 shows the cumulative angular
resolution for upgoing neutrino events following an E−2

spectrum and complying the selection criteria described in
Section 2. The plot shows that roughly 80% of the signal
events are reconstructed with an angular error less than 1◦,
being the median value of the reconstruction error equal
to 0.46 ± 0.1◦. The uncertainty on this value has been
computed considering all the effects leading to a deteri-
oration of the detector timing resolution [7]. In addition,
the uncertainty on the absolute orientation of the detec-
tor, which is estimated to be of the order of 0.1◦, is also
taken into account in the limits computation (see section 4).

The acceptance allows us to relate the detected event-
rate with the neutrino flux of the source at the Earth,
and it is shown on Figure 3 as a function of the sinus
of the declination considering a flux normalization φ =
10−8GeV −1cm−2s−1. Based on the agreement between
data and simulations a 15% systematic error on the detec-
tion efficiency has been considered for the limits calcula-
tion.
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4 Clustering method

Point source clustering techniques try to identify and sep-
arate events coming from real sources from background
events. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
[8] used in this analysis is a pattern recognition algorith-
m that analytically maximizes the likelihood in finite mix-
ture problems. These mixture models are different groups
of data described by different density components. In the
case of a search for neutrino point sources [9] the mixture
problem can be expressed as:

p(x) = πbgPbg(δ) + πsgPsg(x;μ;Σ) · (Pnhits
sg /Pnhits

bg )
(1)

where πbg and πsg are the so-called mixing proportions,
x = (α, δ) is the position of the signal event in equatorial
coordinates, μ = (μα, μ) and Σ = (σα, σ) are, respec-
tivly, the mean and the covariance vector of the Gaussian
distribution, and Pnhits is the probability for an event to be
reconstructed using nhits number of hits.
In this analysis the expected density distributions of back-
ground and signal events are parametrized. The pdf de-
scribing the background is obtained from the declination
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Figure 4: Skymap with the equatorial coordinates of the
3058 events selected. The position of the most significant
cluster is denoted by the green circle and the coordinates of
the candidate list sources are indicated with the stars.

distribution of data events, while the source signals are sup-
posed to follow a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
The EM algorithm works in two steps. In the first step
called “Expectation” the expected value of the complete
data log-likelihood is computed for a given set of parame-
ters. In the “Maximization” step a new set of parameters
that maximizes the likelihood is found. In our case, the pa-
rameters to be maximized are the two components of the
Gaussian width, the expected number of signal events and,
in the full sky search (see next section), the coordinates of
the signal source.
After likelihood maximization the so called test-statistic,
defined as the likelihood ratio of the two mixture models,
is computed. Lower values of this quantity indicate that
data is more likely to be produced by the background, while
larger values are more likely to be produced by the presence
of the searched signal.

5 Results

Two different searches for point sources have been consid-
ered in this analysis. In the first approach a blind survey is
done looking everywhere in the whole ANTARES visible
sky. The second search used a catalog of candidate sources
to look for presence of signal at particular locations in the
sky. The candidate list of sources includes both galactic
and extra-galactic sources known to be gamma-ray emitter-
s. The detector visibility and PSF was taking into account
when defining the list.
No significant excess of events was found neither in the
full sky search, nor in the candidate list search. The most
signal-like cluster was found at (δ = −64.87◦, α =
−46.49◦) in the all sky survey. For this cluster a 2.6% ex-
cess p-value is found.
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Figure 5: Limits on the E−2
ν flux for the 51 sources in the

candidate list search. Upper limits previously reported by
other neutrino experiments for both Northern and Southern
sky are shown. The ANTARES sensitivity computed in this
analysis is also included.

The locations (in equatorial coordinates) of the most signif-
icant cluster, the 3058 events selected and the 51 candidate
sources are shown on figure 4. Upper limits 1 on the E−2

neutrino flux spectrum are reported in table 1 and in fig-
ure 5 as a function of the declination for the sources in the
candidate list. The ANTARES sensitivity (defined as the
median value of the expected limit) it is shown, as well as
limits reported by other neutrino experiments included for
comparison.

6 Conclusions

This contribution presented the analysis of 813 days of
livetime using data collected in the first four years of the
ANTARES neutrino telescope operation. No statistical-
ly significant excess of events has been found neither in
the search using a candidate list of interesting sources, nor
in the full sky search. The most significant cluster, with
a post-trial probability of 2.6 % was found at coordinates
δ = −64.87◦, α = −46.49◦. Some of the most stringent
limits to E−2

ν flux were obtained for sources located in the
ANTARES field of view. Using a different search method
the results presented here are consistent with the main anal-
ysis [10] reporting upper limits for the 51 candidate sources
using the Feldman-Cousins prescription.
I greatfully acknowledge the financial support of
MICINN (FPA2009-13983-C02-01 and MultiDark
CSD2009-00064) and of Generalitat Valenciana (Prome-
teo/2009/026).

1. Here we follow the Neyman prescription.
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Source ra (◦) δ (◦) Q p-value φ90CL

3C 279 -165.95 -5.79 1.97 0.04 9.1
GX 339-4 -104.30 -48.79 1.62 0.06 5.4
HESS J1023-575 155.83 -57.76 1.49 0.07 5.4
MGRO J1908+06 -73.01 6.27 1.12 0.09 8.5
RGB J0152+017 28.17 1.79 1.16 0.09 8.3
ESO 139-G12 -95.59 -59.94 1.02 0.11 5.0
ICECUBE 75.45 -18.15 0.74 0.14 6.8
PSR B1259-63 -164.30 -63.83 0.63 0.16 4.6
PKS 0548-322 87.67 -32.27 0.41 0.19 5.9
PKS 1454-354 -135.64 -35.67 0.39 0.20 5.6
1ES 1101-232 165.91 -23.49 0.35 0.21 6.0
Cir X-1 -129.83 -57.17 0.30 0.22 4.1
Geminga 98.31 17.01 0.25 0.22 7.1
H 2356-309 -0.22 -30.63 0.02 0.34 4.7
PKS 0454-234 74.27 -23.43 0.00 1 4.3
HESS J1356-645 -151.00 -64.50 0.00 1 2.6
HESS J1837-069 -80.59 -6.95 0.00 1 2.0
PKS 2005-489 -57.63 -48.82 0.00 1 1.8
HESS J1616-508 -116.03 -50.97 0.00 1 3.0
HESS J1503-582 -133.54 -58.74 0.00 1 2.6
HESS J1632-478 -111.96 -47.82 0.00 1 1.1
MSH 15-52 -131.47 -59.16 0.00 1 2.3
Galactic Center -93.58 -29.01 0.00 1 1.7
HESS J1303-631 -164.23 -63.20 0.00 1 3.3
HESS J1834-087 -81.31 -8.76 0.00 1 4.7
PKS 1502+106 -133.90 10.52 0.00 1 2.2
SS 433 -72.04 4.98 0.00 1 2.1
HESS J1614-518 -116.42 -51.82 0.00 1 1.1
RX J1713.7-3946 -101.75 -39.75 0.00 1 1.5
3C454.3 -16.50 16.15 0.00 1 2.5
W28 -89.57 -23.34 0.00 1 2.4
HESS J0632+057 98.24 1.81 0.00 1 2.3
PKS 2155-304 -30.28 -30.22 0.00 1 3.2
HESS J1741-302 -94.75 -30.20 0.00 1 3.2
Centaurus A -158.64 -43.02 0.00 1 2.5
RX J0852.0-4622 133.00 -46.37 0.00 1 2.1
Vela X 128.75 -45.60 0.00 1 1.2
W51C -69.25 14.19 0.00 1 3.6
PKS 0426-380 67.17 -37.93 0.00 1 3.4
LS 5039 -83.44 -14.83 0.00 1 3.2
W44 -75.96 1.38 0.00 1 3.4
RCW 86 -139.32 -62.48 0.00 1 2.1
Crab 83.63 22.01 0.00 1 4.9
HESS J1507-622 -133.28 -62.34 0.00 1 1.1
1ES 0347-121 17.35 -11.99 0.00 1 3.9
VER J0648+152 102.20 15.27 0.00 1 5.0
PKS 0537-441 84.71 -44.08 0.00 1 2.4
HESS J1912+101 -71.79 10.15 0.00 1 3.7
PKS 0235+164 39.66 16.61 0.00 1 1.2
IC443 94.21 22.51 0.00 1 1.7
PKS 0727-11 112.58 -11.70 0.00 1 4.6

Table 1: Results for the 51 sources used in the candidate list
search. The equatorial coordinates of the sources, Q values,
number of fitted signal events, pre-trial p-values and upper
limits on the E−2

ν flux (10−8GeV −1cm−2s−1) are shown.
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Studying Cosmic Ray Composition around the knee region with the ANTARES Telescope.
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Abstract: The composition of the cosmic rays in the ”knee” region (≈ 104 TeV/nucleus) of the all particle spectrum is
considered to be the result of the particle acceleration and propagation from the astrophysical sources. The steeply falling
CR spectrum makes a direct measurement of the composition difficult, but it can be inferred from the measurements of the
showers generated by the interaction of the primary cosmic ray with the Earth atmosphere. In particular the characteristics
of the muon bundles produced in the showers depend on the primary CR nature. The ANTARES telescope is situated 2.5
km under the Mediterranean Sea off the coast of Toulon, France. It is taking data in its complete configuration since May
2008 with nearly 900 photomultipliers installed on 12 lines. The trigger rate is a few Hz dominated by atmospheric muons.
A method using a multiple layered neural network as a classifier was developed to estimate the relative contribution of
proton and iron showers to the CR spectrum from the energy and multiplicity distribution of the muon tracks reaching the
ANTARES detector. The performance of the method estimated from simulation will be discussed.

Keywords: Cosmic Ray, Knee, Composition, Antares

1 Introduction

Although the main goal of ANTARES telescope is to look
for high energy neutrinos coming from the deep space, it
also provides us opportunities to study cosmic ray physic-
s. One of the most important topics is to distinguish the
different chemical compositions around knee region of its
spectrum. The cosmic ray spectrum is known as a pow-
er law with power index about -2.7 up to few PeV. Then
the slope changes to -3.1 until the energy around 4×1018

eV [1]. The knee was first observed by the MSU group in
1970s, then has been confirmed by many groups afterward.
The origin of the knee could be generally summarized into
either astrophysical origin or particle physics origin. Nev-
ertheless it is still a puzzle and generally believed to be a
key issue to the problem of the origin of galactic cosmic
rays.
Most people attributed the knee to the sudden reduction in
Galactic trapping efficiency. A popular explanation is that
the knee is associated with an upper limit of acceleration
energy by galactic supernovae. Another popular scenario is
the leakage of particles from the Galaxy, since the Larmor
radius of a proton in the galactic magnetic field increas-
es with its energy and finally exceeds the thickness of the
galactic disk. Additionally, there are a minority of theorists
who proposed that the knee is due to a single, recent and
local supernova remnant (SNR) or a rapidly rotating pulsar
interacting with radiation from its parent SNR.[2]
If the knee is caused by the maximum energy attained dur-

ing the acceleration process or it is due to leakage from
the Galaxy, the energy spectra for individual elements with
charge Z would exhibit a cut-off at an energy EZ

c = Z ×Ep
c

, where Ep
c is the cut-off energy of protons. The sum of the

flux of all elements with their individual cut-off makes up
the all-particle spectrum. In this picture the knee is relat-
ed to the proton cut-off and the steeper spectrum above the
knee is a consequence of the subsequent cut-off of heavier
elements, resulting in a relatively smooth spectrum above
the knee [3].

2 Composition Model

In the so-called polygonato model, the general form for the
flux of primary nuclei of charge Z and energy E0 is

dφZ

dE0
= φ0

Z [1 + (
E0

Etrans
)εc ]

−Δγ
εc

where the transition energy Etrans could be determined
according to three different scenarios. The parameter εc
determines the smoothness of the transition, and γc is the
hypothetical slope beyond the knee. Etrans is the cut-off
energy. Under the polygonato model: three different sce-
narios are proposed :

• Rigidity dependent: From the astrophysical point of
view, a rigidity dependent cut-off Etrans = Êp · Z
is the most likely description if we take into account
the acceleration and propagation of the cosmic rays.
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• Mass dependent: This model predicts that the change
in the power law index depends on the mass Etrans

= Êp × A instead of the charge. This scenario leads
to a steeper energy spectrum after the cut-off. The
sharp cut-off would be hard to explain on astrophys-
ical reasons. Maybe a nearby source or a new type
of interaction in the atmosphere could yield such cut-
off [3].

• Constant Composition: Etrans = Êp. The knee is
explained by a common steepening in the energy
spectrum; it occurs for all the particles at the same
energy.

So far, the best measurement of the compositions around
the knee region was done by KASCADE [4]. The mea-
sured primary energy spectra show that the knee in the all
particle spectrum is due to a steepening of the light ele-
ments spectra.

3 Analysis Strategies

The ANTARES detector is located at 40 km off the coast of
Toulon, France, at a depth of 2475 m in the Mediterranean
Sea. It consists of 12 exible strings, each with a total height
of 450 m, separated by about 60 m. They are anchored to
the sea bed and kept near vertical by buoys at the top of
the strings. Each string carries a total of 75 10-inch Hama-
matsu photo multipliers (PMTs) housed in glass spheres,
the so-called optical modules (OM) [5]. The OMs are ar-
ranged in 25 storeys (three optical modules per storey) sep-
arated by 14.5 m. The detector was starting taking data in
2007 and was fully completed in May 2009.
Since ANTARES is deeply buried under the sea, only the
muon components from the air shower will survive at de-
tector level. The muons will emit Cherenkov radiation on-
ly when passing through the sea water, which can be de-
tected using photomultiplier tubes. To be registered by
the ANTARES detector, muons have to travel at least 2.5
km of sea water and still be energetic enough to trigger
the detector. The energy threshold for vertical down-going
muon is around 500 GeV. At large zenith angles, the thresh-
old increases because of the increasing depth of the sea
water. The muon bundles properties (such as multiplici-
ty) is strongly related to the primary energy and species
of the nuclei. However, the ANTARES detector cannot
resolve individual muons from a muon bundle. Hopeful-
ly, the topology of the hit distributions in space and time
could give pertinent information about the properties of the
muons in the bundles. Two useful analysis methods are
combined and then applied on MC samples in this analysis.
The first one is a cluster finding algorithm, and the second
one is an electromagnetic shower searching algorithm[6].
In both analysis methods, we rotate our coordinate system
such that the z axis is along the reconstructed muon track
axis. We define the plane which is passing through the de-
tector center and perpendicular to the reconstructed track
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−50
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100

150 hits in clusters
cluster cogs
mc muon
mc muon cog

recon muon
all clusters cog

Event Display on Detector Plane

Figure 1: Typical patterns produced by muons bundles o-
riginating from primary protons(left) and iron nuclei with
the same energy of muon bundle pattern on the detector
plane.

as detection plane. Fig. 1 shows the snapshot of muon bun-
dle patterns on the detector plane from the same primary
energy of proton and iron nuclei. The projections of all
the hits positions on the detection plane are also calculated,
including the time correction information.
In the cluster finding algorithm, the clusters are formed if
the hits fulfill the following three conditions:

• | Ti - Tj | ≤ | ri - rj | /C/ng where Ti and Tj are the
time for any two hit pairs in the hit cluster. ri and rj
are the associated positions of these two hits.

• Any two hits within clusters should be in the same or
neighboring strings or floors.

• | Ti - Tj | ≤ |(zi - zj)|/C + d × tanθc /c + Text, where
Text are maximum extra time, here we set 20 ns; Ti

and Tj are again time informations of two hits. zi
and zj are the rotated Z positions of two hits.

In order to quantify the cluster patterns from cosmic show-
ers initiated by different groups of elements, we try to
parametrize the hit patterns. There are two kinds of pa-
rameters in our analysis:

• Cluster-wise parameters: The parameters which are
related to each individual clusters, for instances, the
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Figure 2: The hit patterns projection on the detector plane
and then parametrized by cluster algorithm.

”Size” (total number of photoelectrons in one clus-
ter), the Area: the area which contains 90 % of the
hits...

• Event-wise parameters: The parameters which are
related to all different clusters within one event, such
as the Center of Gravity(C.O.G.) of all the clusters,
XCOG, total number of clusters Ncluster ...

In total, we have about 25 event-wise parameters and 12
cluster-wise parameters. One example of pattern after
parametrization superimposed with reconstruction position
of the muon tracks(bundles) is presented in Fig 2.
On the other hand, the ANTARES electromagnetic shower
searching method gives us additional information about the
muon bundles. The high energy muons suffer from catas-
trophic energy losses. Once it happens, electromagnetic
showers are initiated either by γ or e+ and e− pairs. The
radiation length of the electron is about 30 cm/gm2. The
spacing between optical modules and strings is large com-
pared to the shower extent. Instead of projection hits in-
formation on the detector plane, we project all the hits on
the reconstructed axis and search for the peak using the T-
Spectrum function in ROOT package. The details of the
algorithm could be found in [6]. Two more parameters are
obtained by this methods. They are the number of showers
Nshower and the amplitude of the baseline Nbaseline from
the algorithm.
Combining the cluster-finding and shower-finding algo-
rithms, we have in total 37 parameters. Each parame-
ter gives different discrimination powers for the chemical
species. To achieve multi-dimensional comparisons, we
use the existing package ”TMVA” (Toolkit for Multivariate
Data Analysis with ROOT ) for this analysis [8]. TMVA is
a toolkit which hosts a large variety of multivariate classi-
fication algorithms. Training, testing, performance evalua-
tion and application of all available classifiers is carried out
simultaneously.
Several methods are implemented inside TMVA packages.
In order to cross check the results, four different meth-
ods were chosen for this analysis. They are Multilay-
er Perception (MLP), (MLPBNN), (TMlpANN) and k-
Nearest Neighbour (k-NN). The performances of multi-

Efficiency P Purity Fe Purity P eff. Fe eff.
30%-70% 0.7 0.66 0.68 0.77
1.8%-92.8% 0.76 0.62 0.61 0.81

Table 1: The estimated purity and rejecting efficiency for
two different combinations of pseudo-data sets.

variate analysis are sensitive to correlation of the training
parameters. Thus, to reduce the un-important parameter-
s is necessary. We input each parameter into the analysis
individually and then we kept only the top five rank of the
parameters which gave us the most distinguished power.
These five parameters are Nhit, Ncluster and Nnpe, repre-
senting number of hits, clusters, and photoelectrons from
cluster-finding algorithm. Nshower and Base are the num-
bers of showers and the number of photoelectrons of the
baseline from EM shower-finding algorithm.

4 Analysis on MC samples

A full MC simulation was adopted in this analysis. The air
showers induced by the primary nuclei with energy ranging
from 1 to 105 TeV /nucleon and zenith angle between 0◦

and 85◦ using the CORSIKA software (Version 6.2) [7] and
the hadronic interaction model QGSJET.01c. All muons
reaching the sea level, with energies larger than threshold
energy, are propagated through sea water to the detector.
At last, muons are transported through the ANTARES sen-
sitive volume, Cherenkov light is produced and the detec-
tor response is simulated. Background noises were added
afterward. The trigger is done by standard ANTARES trig-
ger. The muon direction and position are reconstructed us-
ing a multi-stage fitting procedure, which basically maxi-
mizes the likelihood of the observed hit times as a function
of the muon direction and position[9].
We further divide the MC samples into 3 independent sub-

sets for training, testing and evaluating in TMVA analysis.
The relative sizes of the three subsets are 40%, 30% and
30%. Each event is with proper weight according to dif-
ferent spectrum models. The iron component is selected
as source of signal and the rest of the four groups of el-
ements are tagged as sources of background. The ”pure”
signal distributions are obtained, if we assume that the all
coming cosmic rays are iron. On the other hand, the souces
of the background samples are coming from the superpo-
sition of the rest of four groups of elemetns assuming all
cosmic rays are from individual element. The distributions
of Nshower and Ncluster assuming the all particle spectrum
are proton and iron are shown in Fig 3.
We carefully checked the output of neural network from
test samples in order to avoid the over-training effects.
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Figure 3: The relative distribution of Nshower and Ncluster parameters after the reconstruction quality cut assuming that
all the particles from cosmic rays are proton and iron.

5 Results and Conclusions

The training and test events fed into the neural network
were subjected to a series of cuts. The main quality cut
is the so-called Λ cut [9] in order to keep good quality on
reconstructed events. For testing the method, we mixed
proton and iron components from our pseudo-data set with
≈ 30%-70% and 1.8%-98.2%, individually. All the train-
ing, testing and psedo-data are applied on the same analy-
sis chains and cuts. The output of neural network training
on the proton and iron components is shown on the Fig 4.
The green curve region (left) corresponds to the true pro-
ton events, while the red curve region (right) corresponds
to the true iron events. The blue curve in the plot shows
the psedo-data events with the 1.8%-98.2% configuration.
The purity and rejecting efficiency for proton and iron are
listed in the Table 1 if we cut on the MLP output value at
0.45, where the S/

√
S +B is maximized. In addition, in-

stead of applying a cut on the MLP output value. we adjust
proton and iron distibutions as a whole to fit the psedo-
data distribution (”Template fitting” in roofit). We found
that the χ2/ndf are 23.6/21 and 18.1/21 for the two con-
figurations, respectively. The fitted numbers from the two-
component model are satisfatory. In the future, we are plan-
ing to add more chemical compositions in the backgrounds
and add magnesium in the source category. We have de-
veloped a method to estimate the ratio of the heavy ele-
ments in the triggered cosmic ray events based on the infor-
mation from the muon tracks and electromagnetic showers
in ANTARES detector. To combine all the discrimination
powers from established multi-parameters needs the help
from multi-variate analysis (neural network). The estimat-
ed ratio from heavy elements will be used as an input for
calculating the true ratios between elements in original cos-
mic ray spectra. Further calculating the efficiencies from
triggers, combinations of different cuts and effective areas
are necessary and will be done. The analysis of ANTARES
real data with the goal of deriving ratio between differen-
t groups of elements in the cosmic ray spectra is ongoing
and will yield results in the near future.
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Figure 4: Output computed by the neural network in the
presence of a mixture of proton and iron components from
the pseudo-data sets. The green curve region (left) corre-
sponds to the true proton events, while the red curve region
(right) corresponds to the true iron events. The artificial
mixture of pseudo-data is in blue.
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Abstract: With the Surface Detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory, we can detect ultra-high energy neutrinos in the
sub-EeV energy range and above. Neutrinos of all flavours can interact in the atmosphere and induce inclined showers
close to the ground (down-going). The sensitivity of the Surface Detector to tau neutrinos is further enhanced through
the “Earth-skimming” mechanism (up-going). Both types of neutrino interactions can be identified through the broad
time structure of the signals induced in the Surface Detector stations. Two independent sets of identification criteria were
designed to search for down and up-going neutrinos in the data collected from 1 January 2004 to 31 May 2010, with no
candidates found. Assuming a differential flux f(Eν) = kE−2

ν , we place a 90% CL upper limit on the single flavour
neutrino flux of k < 2.8× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 in the energy interval 1.6× 1017 eV − 2.0× 1019 eV based on
Earth-skimming neutrinos and k < 1.7× 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 in the energy interval 1× 1017 eV− 1× 1020 eV
based on down-going neutrinos. We also show that the Auger Observatory is sensitive to ultra-high energy neutrinos from
a large fraction of the sky, and we place limits on the neutrino flux from point-like sources as a function of declination,
and in particular from the active galaxy Centaurus A.

Keywords: UHE neutrinos, cosmic rays, Pierre Auger Observatory

1 Introduction

Essentially all models of Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray
(UHECR) production predict neutrinos as the result of the
decay of charged pions, produced in interactions of the cos-
mic rays within the sources themselves or in their propaga-
tion through background radiation fields [1, 2]. Neutrinos
are also copiously produced in top-down models proposed
as alternatives to explain the production of UHECRs [1].
With the surface detector (SD) of the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory [3] we can detect and identify UHE neutri-
nos (UHEνs) in the 0.1 EeV range and above. “Earth-
skimming” tau neutrinos [4] are expected to be observed
through the detection of showers induced by the decay
products of an emerging τ lepton, after the propagation and
interaction of a ντ inside the Earth. “Down-going” neutri-
nos of all flavours can interact in the atmosphere and induce
a shower close to the ground [5].
This contribution updates both, Earth-skimming [6, 7, 8]
and down-going [8] analyses with data until the 31 May
2010 and shows, for the first time, the sensitivity of the
Pierre Auger surface detector to neutrinos from point-like
sources.

2 Identifying neutrinos in data

Identifying neutrino-induced showers in the much larger
background of the ones initiated by nucleonic cosmic rays
is based on a simple idea: neutrinos can penetrate large
amounts of matter and generate “young” inclined show-
ers developing close to the SD, exhibiting shower fronts
extended in time. In contrast, UHE particles such as pro-
tons or heavier nuclei interact within a few tens of g cm−2

after entering the atmosphere, producing “old” showers
with shower fronts narrower in time. In Fig. 1 we show
a sketch of these two kinds of showers together with an
Earth-skimming shower and a ντ interacting in the Andes,
which can also be identified.
Although the SD is not directly sensitive to the nature of the
arriving particles, the 25 ns time resolution of the FADC
traces, with which the signal is digitised in the SD stations,
allows us to distinguish the narrow signals in time expected
from a shower initiated high in the atmosphere from the
broad signals expected from a young shower. Several ob-
servables can be used to characterise the time structure and
shape of the FADC traces. They are described in [9] where
their discrimination power is also studied.
In this work we use two different sets of identification
criteria to select neutrinos. One is used to define Earth-
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Figure 1: Sketch of different inclined showers which can be detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory. (1) An inclined
shower induced by a proton interacting high in the atmosphere whose electromagnetic component is absorbed and only
the muons reach the detector. Inclined showers presenting significant electromagnetic component at the detector level:
(2) a deep down-going ν shower; (3) an Earth-skimming ντ shower; (4) and a ντ interacting in the mountains.

skimming tau neutrinos and the other for down-going neu-
trinos. They are given in Table 1 and described in the fol-
lowing.

Table 1: Criteria to select Earth-skimming ντ and down-
going ν. See text for details.

Earth-skimming Down-going
N◦ of Stations ≥ 3 N◦ of Stations ≥ 4

L/W > 5 L/W > 3

Inclined 0.29mns < V < 0.31mns V < 0.313mns
Showers RMS(V )< 0.08mns

RMS(V )
V < 0.08

- θrec > 75◦

Young ToT fraction>0.6 Fisher discriminator
Showers based on AoP

The analyses start with the inclined shower selection
(down-going:θ > 75◦ and Earth-skimming θ < 96◦).
These showers usually have elongated patterns on the
ground along the azimuthal arrival direction. A length L
and a widthW are assigned to the pattern and a cut on their
ratio L/W is applied. We also calculate the apparent speed
V of an event using the times of signals at ground and the
distances between stations projected onto L. Finally, for
down-going events, we reconstruct the zenith angle θrec.
Once we have selected inclined showers we look for young
showers. A station having signals extended in time usu-
ally has a Time over Threshold (ToT) local trigger while
narrow signals have other local triggers [3, 10]. The Earth-
skimming analysis identifies young showers placing a cut
on the fraction of ToT stations (ToT fraction). For down-
going events, to optimize the discrimination power, we
use the Fisher discriminant method using AoP (area of the
FADC trace over its peak value, which gives an estimate
of the spread in time of the signal) as input variables. The
advantage of the Fisher discriminant is that it allows us to
place an optimized cut to reject backgrounds from regular
hadronic showers, and that it provides an a priori measure
of how neutrino-like a possible candidate is.

3 Exposure and limit on the diffuse flux

The Earth skimming and down going criteria are applied to
data collected from 1 Jan 04 to 31 May 10, and from 1 Nov
07 to 31 May 10, respectively. The down-going sample
is smaller than the Earth-skimming one because data from
1 Jan 04 to 31 Oct 07 was used as a training sample for
the Fisher discriminator 1. Due to the fact that the Obser-
vatory was continuously growing during the construction
phase (2004 - 2008) and that the SD is a dynamic array
(some stations can occasionally be not operative), the pre-
vious periods correspond to 3.5 yr (Earth-skimming) and
2 yr (down-going) of data of a full SD array. No neutrino
candidates were found and an upper limit on the diffuse
flux of ultra-high energy neutrinos can be placed.
For this purpose the exposure of the SD array to UHE neu-
trinos is calculated. For down-going neutrinos, this in-
volves folding the SD array aperture with the interaction
probability and the identification efficiency, and integrat-
ing in time, taking into account changes in the array con-
figuration due to the installation of new stations and other
changes. The identification efficiency ε for the set of cuts
defined above depends on the neutrino energy Eν , the slant
depth D from ground to the neutrino interaction point, the
zenith angle θ, the core position �r = (x, y) of the shower in
the surface S covered by the array, and the time t through
the instantaneous configuration of the array. Moreover it
depends on the neutrino flavour (νe, νμ, or ντ ), and the
type of interaction – charged (CC) or neutral current (NC)
– since the different combinations of flavour and interac-
tion induce different types of showers. The efficiencies ε
were obtained through MC simulations of the first inter-
action between the ν and a nucleon with HERWIG [11],
of the development of the shower in the atmosphere with
AIRES [12], and of the response of the surface detector
array, see [9] for more details. Assuming a 1:1:1 flavour

1. In the case of Earth-skimming analysis, data from 1 Nov to
31 Dec 04 was used as a test sample and excluded from the search
sample.
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Figure 2: Exposure of the surface detector of the Pierre
Auger Observatory for Earth-skimming neutrino initiated
showers (3.5 yr of full Auger) and for down-going neutrino
initiated showers for all the considered channels as a func-
tion of neutrino energy (2 yr of full Auger).

ratio, the total exposure can be written as:

EDG(Eν) =
2π

m

∑

i

[
σi(Eν)

∫
dt dθ dD dS

sin θ cos θ εi(�r, θ,D,Eν , t)
]
(1)

where the sum runs over the 3 neutrino flavours and the CC
and NC interactions, m is the mass of a nucleon, and σi is
the ν cross section with a nucleon. For ντ we have taken
into account the possibility that it produces a double shower
in the atmosphere triggering the array – one in the ντ CC
interaction itself and another in the decay of the τ lepton.
Furthermore, we consider the possibility of a ντ interacting
in the Andes inducing a shower through the decay products
of the τ lepton.
For the Earth-skimming neutrinos the procedure is de-
scribed in Ref [7].
In Fig. 2 we show both the Earth-skimming and down-
going exposures for the respective search periods.
Several sources of systematic uncertainties have been taken
into account and their effect on the exposure evaluated.
For down-going neutrinos there is [−30%, 10%] system-
atic uncertainty in the exposure due to the neutrino-induced
shower simulations and the hadronic models. Another
source of uncertainty comes from the neutrino cross section
which is ∼ 10% [13]. For the Earth-skimming showers the
systematic uncertainties are dominated by the tau energy
losses, the topography and the shower simulations [7].
Using the computed exposures and assuming a typical
f(Eν) = k · E−2

ν differential neutrino flux and a 1:1:1
flavour ratio, an upper limit on the value of k can be ob-
tained. We use a semi-Bayesian extension [14] of the
Feldman-Cousins approach [15] to include the uncertain-
ties in the exposure. The updated single-flavour 90%
C.L. limit based on Earth-skimming neutrinos is: k <
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Figure 3: Differential and integrated upper limits (90%
C.L.) from the Pierre Auger Observatory for a diffuse flux
of down-going ν (2 yr of full Auger) and Earth-skimming
ντ (3.5 yr of full Auger). Limits from other experiments
are also plotted [16]. Expected fluxes are shown for cosmo-
genic neutrinos [17] and for a theoretical exotic model [18].

2.8 × 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 in the energy interval
1.6 × 1017 eV − 2.0 × 1019 eV and the updated single-
flavour 90% C.L. limit based on down-going neutrinos is:
k < 1.7×10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 in the energy interval
1×1017 eV−1×1020 eV. These results are shown in Fig. 3
including the limit in different bins of width 0.5 in log10 Eν

(differential limit) to show at which energies the sensitivity
of the Pierre Auger Observatory peaks. The expected num-
ber of events from a cosmogenic [17] (neutrinos produced
by the interaction of cosmic rays with background radia-
tion fields) and an exotic model [18] (neutrinos produced
due to the decay of heavy particles) are given in Table 2.

4 Limits to point-like sources

As we found no candidate events in the search period, we
can place a limit on the UHE neutrino flux from a source at
declination δ.
A point source moves through the sky so that it is visible
from the SD of the Pierre Auger Observatory with zenith
angle θ(t) which depends on the sidereal time t. For an
observatory located at a latitude λ the relation between the
zenith angle and the declination of the source δ is given by:

cos θ(t) = sinλ sin δ + cosλ cos δ sin(ωt− α0) (2)

with ω = 2π/T , where T is the duration of one sidereal
day and α0 depends on the right ascension.
The sensitivity to UHEνs is limited to large zenith angles
so the rate of events from a point source in the sky de-
pends strongly on its declination. The point-source expo-
sure EPS(Eν , δ) can be obtained in a similar way as the
diffuse exposure but avoiding the integration in solid an-
gle and taking into account that the probability of neutrino
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Figure 4: Neutrino flux limits to aE−2 differential neutrino
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the source, as obtained with the SD of the Pierre Auger
Observatory for 1.6 × 1017 eV − 2.0 × 1019 eV (Earth-
skimming) and 1× 1017 eV− 1× 1020 eV (down-going).
Also shown is the limit obtained by IceCube [19] that ap-
plies below 1017 eV (or lower depending on declination).

identification ε depends on θ, while the θ of the source de-
pends on sidereal time through Eq. (2). Also ε itself de-
pends explicitly on time because the configuration of the
SD array changes with time.
We perform the integration over time and we obtain the
point source exposure which depends not only on Eν but
also on δ. Assuming now a point source flux which de-
creases in energy as g(Eν) = kPS ·E−2

ν and a 1:1:1 flavour
ratio, we can obtain a point source upper limit kPS(δ).
In Fig. 4 we show the value of kPS as a function of the dec-
lination of the source. In both Earth-skimming and down-
going analyses the sensitivity has a broad “plateau” span-
ningΔδ ∼ 100◦ in declination. We also show the sensitiv-
ity of IceCube which is at a lower neutrino energy.
In Fig. 5 we show the constraints on k for the case of the ac-
tive galaxy Centaurus A (CenA) at a declination δ ∼ −43◦.
We also show three models of UHEν production in the
jets and the core of CenA [21]. The expected number of
events from each of these models with the current exposure
is given in Table 2.

Table 2: Expected number of events for two diffuse neu-
trino flux models and two CenA neutrino flux models.

Diffuse flux model Earth-skimming Down-going
Cosmogenic 0.71 0.14
Exotic 3.5 0.97

CenA flux model Earth-skimming Down-going
Cuoco et al. 0.10 0.02

Kachelriess et al. 0.006 0.001
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and VIRGO/LIGO detectors
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Abstract: Cataclysmic cosmic events can be plausible sources of both gravitational waves (GW) and high-energy neu-
trinos (HEN). Both GW and HEN are alternative cosmic messengers that may traverse very dense media and travel
unaffected over cosmological distances, carrying information from the innermost regions of the astrophysical engines.
Such messengers could also reveal new, hidden sources that were not observed by conventional photon astronomy.

A neutrino telescope such as ANTARES can determine accurately the time and direction of high energy neutrino events,
and a network of gravitational wave detectors such as LIGO and VIRGO can also provide timing/directional information
for gravitational wave bursts. Combining these informations obtained from totally independent detectors can provide
original ways of constraining the processes at play in the sources, and also help confirming the astrophysical origin of a
HEN/GW signal in case of concomitant observation.

This contribution describes the first GW+HEN joint search conducted with the ANTARES and LIGO/VIRGO detectors
using concomitant data taken in 2007 during the VIRGO VSR1 and LIGO L5 science runs, while ANTARES was operat-
ing in a 5-line configuration. The specific strategies developed in ANTARES for the selection of HEN candidates used in
the joint search will be discussed, together with the possible methods for the combination of HEN and GW data currently
under investigation. Perspectives will also be given for the analysis of the data taken during the 2009 VIRGO/LIGO sci-
ence run conducted with upgraded detectors (VIRGO+, eLIGO and ANTARES 12-lines) providing enhanced sensitivity
both to HENs and GWs.
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Search for a diffuse flux of astrophysical muon neutrinos with the IceCube Detector
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Abstract: The discovery of a cumulative flux of high-energy neutrinos from the sum of all cosmic sources in the U-
niverse is one of the central goals of the IceCube experiment. The experimental signature of isotropically distributed
astrophysical sources is an excess of high-energy neutrinos with a characteristic angular distribution over the background
of less energetic neutrinos produced when cosmic rays interact with the Earth’s atmosphere. Such searches are chal-
lenging because of systematic uncertainties in these fluxes and the detector response. The distribution of reconstructed
neutrino energies is analyzed using a likelihood aproach that takes into account these uncertainties and simultaneously
determines the contribution of an additional diffuse extraterrestrial neutrino component. This analysis is applied to the
data measured with the IceCube detector in its 40 and 59-string configurations, covering the period from April 2008 to
May 2010. No evidence for an astrophysical neutrino flux was found in the 40-string analysis. The upper limit obtained
for the period from April 2008 to May 2009 is dΦ/dE ≤ 8.9 ·10−9 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 at 90% confidence level in
the energy region between 35TeV and 7 PeV. For the 59-string data from May 2009 to May 2010, an improved anal-
ysis technique including the angular distribution in the likelihood approach is presented. The preliminary sensitivity is
dΦ/dE ≤ 7.2·10−9 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
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1 Introduction

The study of cosmic rays is one of the main aspects of cur-
rent research in astroparticle physics. Despite all efforts,
charged cosmic rays have not yet revealed their sources.
A candidate source class is active galactic nuclei, which
are believed to accelerate particles up to energies of several
EeV by the mechanism of Fermi acceleration, e.g., in the
vicinity of their central supermassive black holes. Through
hadronic interactions with the surrounding matter and ra-
diation, high-energy neutrinos can be produced. Unlike
charged cosmic rays and photons, neutrinos propagate al-
most unaffected by magnetic fields or intervening matter
through the universe. This makes them an ideal messenger
particle for astrophysics.
The neutrino telescope IceCube was built at the geograph-
ic South Pole with the purpose of detecting neutrinos with
energies from several tens of GeV to EeV [1]. It consists
of 86 strings each equipped with 60 optical sensors, dis-
tributed over an area of roughly 1 km2 and instrumented in
depths from 1.5 to 2.5 km in the Antarctic ice. This huge
volume is necessary to compensate for the very low interac-
tion probability of neutrinos with matter. After seven years

of construction, the IceCube telescope was completed in
December 2010 and is currently the largest detector of its
kind in the world.
The detection principle is based on the observation of sec-
ondary charged leptons and hadrons produced in interac-
tions of neutrinos in the surrounding ice and rock. These
emit Cherenkov light which is detected by IceCube’s opti-
cal sensors. From the number of photo-electrons and their
arrival times, detected by the optical sensors, the neutrino’s
initial direction and energy are reconstructed. Although
no specific neutrino emitting sources have been discovered
yet, it is believed that the combined flux of many weak
sources distributed all over the sky could be detected with
IceCube. This flux would exceed the flux of cosmic ray in-
duced atmospheric neutrinos at high energies and would ar-
rive almost isotropically from all directions. Since it would
not be possible to identify individual neutrino sources, this
analysis is known as a search for a diffuse neutrino flux.

2 Neutrino Event selection

The first step in the searches for a diffuse astrophysical neu-
trino flux is to select a sample of neutrino events with high
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Figure 1: Reconstructed zenith angle distribution of one
day of experimental data, and of simulated muons from
air showers and neutrino-induced muons with the 59-string
configuration at trigger level. The distribution of astrophys-
ical neutrinos is normalized to the 40-string analysis upper
limit.

purity. This contribution presents two searches for a diffuse
neutrino flux with data from two consecutive years during
the construction of IceCube. Both analyses focus on the
selection of high-energy secondary muon tracks. Data was
taken from April 2008 to May 2009 in the 40-string config-
uration and from May 2009 to May 2010 with 59 deployed
strings. The event selections and analysis techniques are
very similar. The analysis of the 59-string sample has not
been finalized.
The reconstructed zenith angle distribution of detected
events is shown in Fig. 1. The dominant background in this
analysis are muons from cosmic-ray air showers. At trigger
level, they outnumber the detected neutrino-induced muon-
s by several orders of magnitude. In contrast to neutrinos,
muons are easily absorbed by the Earth. Therefore, muons
produced in the atmosphere enter the detector from above
and are primarily reconstructed as downward going track-
s, while muons originating from neutrinos interacting with
the matter surrounding the detector come from all direc-
tions.
To reject a large amount of air shower background the
analysis is restricted to upward reconstructed muon tracks.
The remaining background is misreconstructed air-shower-
induced muon tracks, containing a large fraction of muons
arriving from coincident but independent air showers. For
the further selection, an algorithm searches for pattern-
s separated in space and time in the ensemble of record-
ed light-sensor pulses. This allows rejection of coincident
events as well as tracks associated with random noise hits.
For the selection of a high-purity upward-going neutrino
sample, the remaining data is reduced by a series of quality-
criteria applied to reconstructed variables like the direction-
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Figure 2: Distribution of the reconstructed muon energy
loss for 10% of the 59-string data after neutrino selection.

al estimate of the reconstruction. They are described in de-
tail in [5]. The final event sample consist of 12877 neutrino
candidate events for the 40-string configuration and about
25000 expected events for the 59-string configuration after
finalization of the analysis. Based on Monte Carlo simula-
tion, the expected contamination of remaining background
events is less than 1%.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the reconstructed average
energy losses for the selected muon tracks along their path
in the detector. The experimental data is largely consisten-
t with the expectation from atmospheric neutrinos. Most
interesting for this analysis are events with high energy de-
positions.

3 Analysis method

The irreducible background for astrophysical neutrino
searches consists of conventional atmospheric neutrinos.
These neutrinos are produced in the decay of pions and
kaons in cosmic-ray air showers in the Earth’s atmosphere.
They are described by an energy spectrum following a pow-
er law of about dΦ/dE ∝ E−3.7 and by a characteris-
tic zenith angle distribution related to the meson’s path
through the atmosphere. Another – not yet observed – type
of atmospheric background are so called prompt neutri-
nos. Prompt neutrinos originate from the decay of heavier
mesons, typically containing a charm quark[3]. They are
produced at a higher cosmic-ray energy threshold and be-
cause of their comparably short lifetimes their energy dis-
tribution is predicted to follow a harder energy spectrum of
dΦ/dE ∝ E−2.7 with an almost isotropic angular distribu-
tion.
The aim of this analysis is to identify a possible astrophys-
ical component in the neutrino sample. An astrophysical
flux can be distinguished from a conventional atmospheric
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prompt fluxes have been renormalized for better visualization.

flux by its harder energy spectrum. Assuming shock accel-
eration in the extragalactic sources, an astrophysical neu-
trino flux would follow a dΦ/dE ∝ E−2.0 power law (see
Fig. 3). With the presumption of isotropically distributed
sources over the whole sky, the arrival directions of these
neutrinos would be isotropic. Their energy spectrum be-
ing harder than that of conventional atmospheric neutrinos,
prompt neutrinos are an important background in a search
for a diffuse flux.
Relative to the 40-string analysis[5], the ongoing 59-string
analysis improves the sensitivity to an astrophysical flux by
considering directional information in addition to energy.
Figure 3 shows the expected zenith angle distribution of ar-
rival directions when considering the energy-dependent ab-
sorption in the Earth, the angular detector acceptance and
event selection efficiency. The significant differences in an-
gular distribution for neutrinos of different origin adds sep-
aration power between the three components.
A likelihood method is applied to the experimental data to
fit for the contributions of conventional atmospheric neutri-
nos, prompt atmospheric neutrinos and astrophysical neu-
trinos. In the 40-string analysis, the corresponding one-
dimensional probability density functions (pdf) of the re-
constructed energy are used to determine the probability
for an astrophysical and prompt component. For the 59-
string analysis, two-dimensional pdfs of reconstructed en-
ergy loss and zenith angle are used to account for both pa-
rameters and their correlation. Systematic uncertainties are
taken into account by incorporating nuisance parameters in
the likelihood function. These uncertainties are discussed
in the next section.
The test statistic is a profile likelihood based on a likelihood
ratio of the best fit of all physics and nuisance parameters to
the experimental data compared to a fit of only the nuisance
parameters for each point in the physics parameter space.

Confidence regions are constructed according to the Feld-
mann & Cousins approach by generating a large number of
random experiments based on Monte Carlo simulations[7].
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the analysis to a sig-
nal of diffuse astrophysical neutrinos, random experiments
assuming the zero-signal hypothesis are generated.

4 Systematic uncertainties

A challenge in the search for a diffuse neutrino flux is the
treatment of systematic uncertainties. Unlike other analy-
ses of IceCube data, the background cannot be estimated
from an off-source region in the experimental data. There-
fore, the background estimation relies on a full-chain de-
tector simulation. Inputs are, amongst others, air showers
simulated with CORSIKA [4] and atmospheric neutrinos
based on [2, 3]. More details can be found in [5, 6].
Main uncertainties at high energies are the conventional
and prompt atmospheric neutrino flux predictions, the cal-
culated neutrino cross sections and in particular the mod-
eling of the detector response. Examples for the latter are
the optical properties of the Antarctic glacial ice and the
absolute efficiency of the optical sensors. The influence
of these uncertainties on the final result is determined by s-
tudying simulations with different settings of these parame-
ters. Some uncertainties, such as in the spectral index of at-
mospheric neutrinos, are taken into account with nuisance
parameters in the likelihood fit. Additional information on
the sytematic uncertainties can be found in [5, 6].
One possibly significant uncertainty not taken into accoun-
t in the 40-string analysis is the effect of the knee in the
cosmic-ray spectrum on the energy spectrum of conven-
tional atmospheric neutrinos. This leads to an expected s-
teepening of the neutrino spectrum above several tens of
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TeV, which is within the energy range relevant for this anal-
ysis but which has so far not been included in our simula-
tions. The systematic uncertainties related to such a neu-
trino knee will be incorporated into the 59-string analysis
using parameterizations of the measured cosmic-ray spec-
tra.

5 Results

The result of the 40-string diffuse neutrino search has been
published in [5]. The measured energy distribution is con-
sistent with the expectation from conventional atmospher-
ic neutrinos only. No prompt atmospheric nor astrophys-
ical flux component was found. A small underfluctua-
tion relative to the expectation was observed in the high-
energy tail. This results in an upper limit on an astro-
physical neutrino flux dΦ/dE ∝ E−2.0 of dΦ/dE ≤
8.9·10−9 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 integrated over the energy
range between 35 TeV and 6.9 PeV with 90% confidence.
This is currently the most constraining limit on a diffuse
astrophysical neutrino flux and about a factor of two be-
low the Waxman-Bahcall upper bound for an astrophysical
neutrino flux [10]. At the same confidence level, a prompt
atmospheric flux at 70% of the most probable flux predict-
ed by Enberg et al.[3] was ruled out.
The higher statistics of the neutrino sample from the larg-
er 59-string detector improves the sensitivity to astrophys-
ical fluxes by about 35% compared to the 40-string anal-
ysis. The additional gain from using directional informa-

tion is about 10% and results in a sensitivity of dΦ/dE ≤
7.2·10−9 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (Fig. 4). A further gain of
roughly 10% in sensitivity for astrophysical fluxes is ex-
pected when taking into account the effect of the knee in
the cosmic-ray spectrum.
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Search for astrophysical neutrino-induced cascades using IceCube-40

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings

Abstract: IceCube is the first cubic-kilometre scale neutrino observatory dedicated to detecting astrophysical neutrinos.
A large contribution to the expected neutrino signal is from electromagnetic and hadronic showers (cascades) initiated
by charged current νe interactions, and neutral current νe, νμ and ντ interactions. Cascade energy is reconstructed with
better resolution than muons, and the atmospheric background is lower. The energy spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos
is expected to be harder than that of atmospheric neutrinos, so an astrophysical neutrino signal could be observable as a
break in the cascade energy spectrum.
Cascades are difficult to detect due to a large background coming from atmospheric muons and muon bundles, many
orders of magnitude larger than the cascade signal. Large statistics, advanced reconstruction methods and machine
learning techniques are required to isolate cascade events within the data. There is growing evidence for neutrino-induced
cascade events in IceCube in several analyses that were carried out using data from April 2008 to May 2009, when 40
IceCube strings were operational. This is the largest instrumented volume, and yields the most sensitive search for a
diffuse flux of astrophysical neutrinos using cascades to date.
Two of the IceCube-40 analyses are described in these proceedings. The high energy analysis measures four background
events, and sets a 90% confidence level limit for all flavour astrophysical neutrino flux of 9.5×10−8 GeVsr−1s−1cm−2

over the energy range 89 TeV to 21 PeV. The mid energy analysis observes 14 cascade candidate events. The background
to these events is under investigation. Three of the observed events have reconstructed energies above 100 TeV.
Corresponding authors: Stephanie Hickford2 (stephanie.hickford@pg.canterbury.ac.nz), Sebastian Panknin3 (sebas-
tian.panknin@icecube.wisc.edu)
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3Institut für Physik, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Newtonstr. 15, 12489 Berlin
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1 Introduction

High energy neutrino production is predicted to occur in re-
gions of the universe containing astrophysical objects that
emit large amounts of energy [1]. The same regions are
predicted to emit the highest energy cosmic rays, whose
origins are yet unknown. These are dense regions where
large gravitational forces generate relativistic jets, accel-
erating charged particles. This is associated with objects
such as supernovae, gamma ray bursts, and active galactic
nuclei. High energy neutrinos originating from these ob-
jects may be observed as a diffuse flux by detectors such as
IceCube.
A large proportion of the expected diffuse flux which inter-
acts with nucleons in the detector results in particle showers
(cascades). IceCube is capable of detecting cascades pro-
duced from all flavours of neutrinos. Cascade energy is re-
constructed with better resolution than that from track-like
particles such as muons, since cascades are fully contained
in the detector. Also cascades have lower atmospheric neu-
trino background flux. The astrophysical flux has a harder

energy spectrum than that of atmospheric neutrinos, which
makes diffuse searches a promising route for observing a
break in the energy spectrum of neutrinos from astrophysi-
cal sources. A previous cascade analysis in IceCube [2] has
shown progress towards a detection of atmospheric neutri-
nos, and set a limit of 3.6×10−7 GeVsr−1s−1cm−2 on as-
trophysical neutrinos (assuming a 1:1:1 flavour ratio) for
the energy range 24 TeV to 6.6 PeV, using the 22 string
IceCube detector. There are several cascade analyses us-
ing the larger 40 string IceCube detector: two low energy
analyses described in other proceedings at this conference
[3, 4], and the two high energy analyses described here.
The goal of these high energy analyses is to search for as-
trophysical neutrino-induced cascades.

2 IceCube-40 Data

IceCube is a Cherenkov neutrino detector located at the
South Pole. The detector is comprised of Digital Opti-
cal Modules (DOMs) [5] situated on strings deployed deep
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in the Antarctic ice. The DOMs house photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs) [6], along with data acquisition software,
in a pressure vessel. There are 60 DOMs on each string
which detect Cherenkov light from charged particles trav-
eling through the ice. The analyses described here uses
data from when the detector was still under construction,
when 40 strings were deployed and acquiring data. Figure
1 shows the IceCube-40 detector configuration.
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Figure 1: IceCube-40 detector configuration.

The IceCube-40 detector was operational from 6th April
2008 to 20th May 2009. During physics runs all event in-
formation was sent from DOMs to the surface for process-
ing if the trigger condition was met. The trigger condition
requires 8 DOMs to be hit within 5000 ns. The IceCube-40
physics dataset contains 374 days of data.

3 Analysis

The analyses presented here [10, 11] search for an E−2

neutrino flux within the IceCube-40 dataset. These
searches use cuts on reconstructed event variables, reduc-
ing the background from atmospheric muons to isolate cas-
cade events originating from astrophysical sources.
Neutrino interactions of all flavours were simulated to pre-
dict the expected signal. This was done using Monte Carlo
simulations with an energy spectrum of E−1. These simu-
lated events were then re-weighted for atmospheric and as-
trophysical neutrino spectra. The atmospheric re-weighting
uses the Bartol model [7] for the conventional neutrino flux,
and the Sarcevic model [8] for the prompt neutrino flux.
The astrophysical re-weighting uses an E−2 spectrum.
The dominant background to these analyses comes from at-
mospheric muons, simulated usingMonte Carlo techniques
with CORSIKA [9]. The simulation was used to train ma-
chine learning algorithms to develop cuts to separate signal
from background.

3.1 Filter Levels of Mid Energy Analysis

The first level of filtering is run online at the pole in order
to reduce the data volume to an acceptable level for transfer

via satellite. The pole filter for the cascade stream during
IceCube-40 consisted of two cuts placed on reconstructed
variables. The first variable is a fit to the hit timing, and is
placed to reject track-like events with a high velocity, and
keep cascade-like events with low velocities. The second
variable uses the hit topology of the event defined by Ten-
sor of Inertia eigenvalues. The cut rejects elongated track-
like events, and keeps highly spherical cascade-like events
by cutting on the ratio of lowest eigenvalue to the sum of
the three. After the data is transferred, level 2 process-
ing is run, which consists of further reconstructions used
in higher level filtering.
The level 3 filter reduces the background further in order
to run more advanced reconstruction algorithms. This fil-
ter was applied only to events with a reconstructed cascade
energy below 10 TeV, where the background is most domi-
nant. The first cut variable is the reconstructed zenith direc-
tion assuming a plane-wave track topology. Events coming
from above the horizon (θz < 80◦) are removed. The sec-
ond cut variable is the reduced log likelihood. This variable
is derived from the likelihood that an event is a cascade,
based on the hit pattern in the detector. Events less likely
to be cascades are removed.
The level 4 filter reduces the background further to run
more sophisticated reconstructions with better variable res-
olutions. There are three cuts at this level. The first cut
is on the reconstructed energy, placed at 2.5 TeV. The two
further cuts at this level are on Spatial Distance and Fill
Ratio reconstructions. The Spatial Distance cut splits the
event into two parts based on the timing of hits, with the
vertex position from each half reconstructed separately. If
the event is a spherical cascade-like event the two vertex
positions are expected to be at the same location in the de-
tector. If the event is an elongated track-like event the two
vertex positions will be located far apart. This cut requires
that the two reconstructed vertex positions be within 40 m
of each other. The Fill Ratio cut defines a sphere based
on the radius from the mean position of hit DOMs around
the reconstructed vertex of an event, and looks at the ratio
of DOMs hit within this sphere over the total number of
DOMs. If the event is a spherical cascade-like event the fill
ratio is expected to be close to one. If the event is an elon-
gated track-like event the fill ratio will be much less than
one. This cut requires at least 40% of DOMs within the
sphere to have hits.
The level 5 filter consists of containment cuts. These cuts
are necessary as most of the remaining background events
are located at the edges of the detector. The first contain-
ment cut is on the reconstructed vertex position. This cut
requires that the vertex of the event be more than 50 m in-
side the top and bottom of the detector, and inside the outer
ring of strings (string containment). The second contain-
ment cut is on the charge received by each DOM. This cut
requires that the DOM with the largest charge be located
on an inner string (DOM charge containment). The effect
of these containment cuts is shown in Figure 2. After these
cuts are applied, background and signal simulation are fed
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Figure 2: IceCube-40 detector in xy coordinates, black dots are the string positions. Each figure shows the reconstructed
vertex for simulated E−2 signal. a) Before containment, b) after string containment, c) after DOM charge containment.

into a machine learning algorithm. Multivariate analysis
(TMVA) [12] is used, which assigns a boosted decision
tree (BDT) response score to each event. This BDT re-
sponse has a strong separation power. The variables used
for machine learning are:

• Z vertex position Reconstructed event depth.
• Zenith track direction Reconstructed zenith angle.
• Log likelihood Likelihood event arises from a muon.
• Linefit velocity Particle speed to create hit pattern.
• Eigenvalue ratio Topology of event.
• Fill ratio Ratio of DOMs hit in sphere around vertex.
• Time split Difference in time of two halves of event.
• Containment Event distance from detector centre.

The level 6 filter is the final level of cuts. There are two cuts
at this level: the BDT response from multivariate analysis,
and the reconstructed energy. These cut values are opti-
mised using the Feldman-Cousins [13] method. The BDT
response cut is 0.2, and the energy cut is 25 TeV.

3.2 Filter Levels of High Energy Analysis

This analysis was designed to quickly reach a result, and
thus accepted a higher energy threshold [11]. It follows
the mid energy analysis to level 3, then a BDT was trained
using ten variables connected to shape, fit quality and po-
sition of the event. Each variable has a correlation of less
than 30% to reconstructed energy, so BDT score and en-
ergy can be used as quasi-independent variables to suppress
background in the final level. These cuts were optimised
for sensitivity [14], based only on simulation. The back-
ground is very sensitive to cosmic ray composition, ice and
detector properties. In addition, limited statistics for rare
events made the background prediction fragile. The atmo-
spheric muon prediction is 0.72±0.28(stat)±1.54

0.49 (sys)
events, with a large systematic error that is based on a de-
tailed comparison of simulation with data. The system-
atic uncertainty will be reduced with future simulation.
The signal prediction for an all flavor E−2 flux of 10−7

GeVsr−1s−1cm−2 is 7.93±0.13(stat)± 1.47(sys) events
(assuming a flavor ratio of 1:1:1).

4 Results

4.1 High Energy Analysis

In the high energy analysis four events were found. After
careful inspection, all events look similar to background
from atmospheric muons. Due to the systematic error this
result is compatible with a null hypothesis. A limit at 90%
confidence level on the astrophysical neutrino flux was set
using the method of Rolke et. al. [15]:

ΦlimE
−2 ≤ 9.5× 10−8GeVsr−1s−1cm2. (1)

The energy range containing 90% of the signal is 89 TeV
to 21 PeV. A comparison with model predictions and other
analyses limits is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Limits and flux predictions for an all flavor dif-
fuse flux. Black lines indicate limits, this high energy anal-
ysis is the solid line. The current best limit is given by
the IceCube-40 diffuse search using muon neutrinos [16].
Theoretical models are thin grey lines.

4.2 Mid Energy Analysis

In the mid energy analysis a total of 14 events were ob-
served. Of these, four events contained early hits, with
timing from before the cascade. This could indicate a back-
ground event due to an atmospheric muon interaction, a
muon neutrino interaction, or muon production within the
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cascade. The background prediction is under investigation.
The remaining events contain no evidence of early hits, and
after visual inspection appear to be high quality cascade
candidate events, including three that have reconstructed
energies above 100 TeV.
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Figure 4: Distributions with final cut values shown by the
vertical lines. a) BDT response, b) Energy spectrum.

Figure 4 shows the BDT response and energy spectrum dis-
tributions. Experimental data, E−2 signal prediction, and
expectation from atmospheric cascades are shown. E−2

signal assumes a flux of 3.6×10−7 GeVsr−1s−1cm−2, the
limit set by previous IceCube-22 cascade analyses [2]. The
vertical line on these distributions indicates the cut value of
0.2 for BDT response and 25 TeV for reconstructed energy.
On the right hand side of these cut values are the 14 events,
which lie above the prediction from atmospheric cascades.
Figure 5 shows a cascade event in IceCube-40 observed by
the mid energy analyses. This event has a BDT response of
0.236, and a reconstructed energy of 144 TeV.

5 Summary

Results of the searches for an E−2 astrophysical neutrino
flux with IceCube-40 are presented. The high energy anal-
ysis observed four background events and set a limit of
9.5×10−8 GeVsr−1s−1cm−2. The mid energy analysis
observed 14 events. The majority of these events appear
to be good cascade candidates, while four contain evidence
of muon tracks. These four events could be background

Figure 5: Cascade event in IceCube-40. Small dots are
position of DOMs, circles show light received, where size
indicates number of photons.

events, or muons from muon neutrino interaction or within
the cascade. Using atmospheric neutrino models Bartol and
Sarcevic, 1.8 conventional events and 2.1 prompt events
are predicted from atmospheric neutrinos. The events are
currently being investigated by performing more extensive
background simulations.
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Limits on Neutrino Emission from Gamma-Ray Bursts with the 59 String IceCube Detector

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1see special section in these proceedings

Abstract: IceCube is the first neutrino telescope that has sensitivity to the TeV neutrino flux from GRBs below
theoretical predictions and hence is able to put constraints on the model parameters and the cosmic-ray flux from GRBs
above 1018 eV. The analysis of data from the IceCube 59-string configuration presented here is a dedicated search for
neutrinos produced via pγ-interactions in the prompt phase of the GRB fireball. Yielding no significant excess above the
background, the result from this analysis is then combined with the IceCube 40-string configuration result and a stringent
limit on the model is set. The combined limit is 0.22 times the predicted neutrino flux. Finally, the implications for the
fireball model are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Gamma-ray Bursts (GRBs) are prime candidates for the
production of the highest energy cosmic rays because of
the enormous energy that is released in such an event [1]
(O(1051 − 1054erg × Ω�4π) in gamma rays, where Ω is
the opening angle of a possible beamed emission). If the
prime engine accelerates protons and electrons with simi-
lar efficiencies this would be sufficient energy to account
for the observed ultra high energy cosmic rays. The ob-
served gamma-rays would originate from high energy elec-
tron synchrotron emission and inverse Compton scatter-
ing, while high energy neutrons would escape the fireball’s
magnetic field and later decay to protons, which would be
responsible for the high energy cosmic ray flux seen on
Earth. The observation of high energy gamma-rays con-
firms the presence of high energy electrons in the fire-
ball; however, because high energy protons are deflected in
inter-galactic and the Galactic magnetic fields no direct ob-
servation of protons from GRBs is possible. Nevertheless,
if high energy protons are present in the fireball along with
high energy electrons it is reasonable to assume that pions
will be produced through pγ interactions near the source,
which would give rise to neutrinos. Guetta et al. [2] gives
a detailed account of the expected neutrino flux from such
interactions and is the model that is used for the theoreti-
cal neutrino prediction in this paper. Previous searches with
IceCube and other experiments have given null results, with
the most recent search done in IceCube achieving a 90%
upper limit that is slightly below the predicted model flux

[3]. In this contribution, a further improved limit is pre-
sented, which is then combined with the previous one.

2 IceCube

IceCube is a km3-scale neutrino detector at the South Pole
sensitive to TeV-scale neutrinos and above. Construction
of the detector finished in December, 2010. IceCube de-
tects Cherenkov light emitted by secondary charged par-
ticles produced in neutrino nucleon interactions and uses
that information to reconstruct neutrinos. The finished de-
tector is made up of 5160 optical modules (DOMs), with 60
optical modules placed on each of the 86 strings. The re-
sults presented here were obtained with the 59-string con-
figuration of IceCube, which took data from 05/20/09 to
05/31/10. IceCube is able to detect all known neutrino fla-
vors; however, in this analysis the focus was on νμ. Fur-
thermore, IceCube is sensitive to the entire sky; however,
because of the large cosmic-ray muon background in the
southern sky, this analysis only considers events that were
reconstructed as coming from the northern sky and con-
sequently, only GRBs in that part of the sky were anal-
ysed. In this region, the best sensitivity for νμ can be
achieved in part because of the good angular resolution for
muons (0.7◦ for Eν � 10 TeV) and the low background.
The background consists of mis-reconstructed muons (a
reducible background) and atmospheric neutrinos (an ir-
reducible background). Both backgrounds have a softer
spectrum than the predicted neutrinos from GRBs so event

                                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/0764
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energy information can be used to improve the signal to
background ratio.

3 Event Reconstruction

Events in IceCube are reconstructed by fitting the spa-
tial and temporal Cherenkov light hit pattern observed by
the DOMs in a muon event using a maximum likelihood
method [4][5]. In the energy range that IceCube is sensitive
to, neutrinos have sufficiently high energy for the charged
current interaction between the neutrino and the nucleon
to be forward and hence the muon and neutrino move in a
nearly collinear manner, which enables the determination
of the neutrino direction from the reconstructed muon. The
shape of the likelihood space near the maximum gives an
estimate of the reconstruction error of the fit [6]. In ad-
dition to knowing the direction of the neutrino, knowing
the energy helps to separate signal from background. The
stochastic nature of the muon energy loss in the ice, and
the fact that many tracks originate outside of the detector
makes it impossible to measure the energy of a muon at
the neutrino-interaction point directly. Nevertheless, it is
possible to measure the energy loss rate of a muon as it
traverses the detector, which is correlated to the energy of
the muon inside the detector for energies � 1 TeV [7].
The energy resolution achieved in this way is 0.3 to 0.4 in
log10(E).

4 The GRB sample

During the IC59 data taking period, 105 GRBs were ob-
served in the northern sky and reported via the GRB Co-
ordinates Network (GCN) [8]. Of those GRBs 9 had to
be removed, because IceCube was not taking physics data.
GRB090422 and GRB090423 happened during 59-string
test runs before the official start of the IceCube-59 runs and
were included in the final GRB list as well, which brings
the final catalog to 98 GRBs. The GRB localization is taken
from the satellite that has the smallest reported error. The
start (Tstart) and stop (Tstop) times are taken by finding the
earliest and latest time reported for gamma emission. The
fluence, and gamma-ray spectral parameters are taken pref-
erentially from Fermi (GBM), Konus-Wind, SuzakuWAM,
and Swift in this order. The gamma-ray spectra reported by
the satellites were used to calculate the neutrino spectra and
flux as outlined in Appendix A of [2]. The neutrino energy
spectrum was calculated as a power law with two breaks,
with the first break corresponding to the break in the pho-
ton spectrum and with the second break corresponding to
synchrotron losses of muons and pions (Fig 1). GCN does
not always report values for all of the parameters used in
the neutrino spectrum calculation. In that case average val-
ues are used for the parameters not measured by the satel-
lites. GRBs are classified into two groups: long soft bursts,
which are all bursts with a duration longer than 2 seconds
and short-hard bursts, which are all bursts with a duration

of less than 2 seconds. Average parameters from [3] were
used.
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Figure 1: Neutrino spectra of the GRBs used in this anal-
ysis. The thin lines represent the individual bursts while
the solid thick line represents the sum of all bursts. Finally,
the dashed line shows theWaxman 2003 [9] prediction nor-
malized to the number of GRBs observed.

5 Analysis

The analysis presented here was designed to be sensitive
to neutrino production from pγ interactions in the prompt
phase of the fireball. To separate signal from background a
Boosted Decision Tree [10] was trained. The analysis was
then optimized for discovery with respect to the Boosted
Decision Tree score. The optimized value resulted in a fi-
nal data sample of 85% atmospheric neutrinos and 15%
miss-reconstructed cosmic ray muons in the off time data
sample (any events not within ±2 hours of a GRB). An
unbinned maximum likelihood search [11] was performed
and each event passing the boosted decision tree cut was
assigned a probability of being a signal event from a GRB
or a background event. The final likelihood is the product
of three PDFs based on the location of an event with re-
spect to a GRB, the timing information of the event with
respect to the prompt gamma-ray emission, and the energy.
The directional signal PDF is a two-dimensional Gaussian:

PDFSi (�x) =
1

2π(σ2
i + σ2

GRB)
e
|�xi−�xGRB |2
2(σ2

i
+σ2

GRB
) (1)

where σi is the directional uncertainty for the ith event
and σGRB is the uncertainty of the GRB location as re-
ported by GCN. |�xi − �xGRB| is the angular difference
between the reconstructed muon direction and the GRB
location reported by GCN. The background spacial PDF
was constructed from off-time data, taking into account the
direction-dependent acceptance of the detector.
The time PDF is flat over the duration (T100) of the burst
and falls off smoothly as a Gaussian on either side. The
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width, σ, of the Gaussian is equal to the T100 of the burst
with a minimum of 2 s and a maximum of 25 s .
The third component of the likelihood is an energy PDF.
In previous analyses, a single energy PDF for the whole
northern sky was used [3, 11]. However, because the Earth
is opaque to neutrinos above ∼ 100 TeV, the northern sky
was split into three zenith regions in order to account for
this effect. The signal energy PDFs were computed from
the reconstructed muon energy-loss (dE/dx) from signal
simulation and averaged over all GRBs in a region. The
energy background PDF was computed from the dE/dx
distributions of all off-time data in each region.
The final likelihood is maximized by varying the assumed
number of signal events ns and a test statistic λ is com-
puted from the likelihood ratio L(ns = n̂s)/L(ns = 0),
where n̂s is the number of signal events for the maximized
likelihood. A distribution, λ, for the background-only case
is constructed from off-time data by scrambling it in time
a sufficient number of times. By comparing the λ value
for the on-time data with the background-only distribu-
tion a p-value for the measurement is derived, which is a
measure for the compatibility of the measurement with the
background-only hypothesis.

6 Result

No events were found in the on-time data to be on-source
(within 10◦ of a GRB) and on time with a GRB and the
likelihood maximization yielded λ = 0. In total 24 back-
ground events (not necessarily on source) were expected to
be in the total time window and 21 were observed (none
on-source). From the Guetta et al. model [2] 5.8 sig-
nal events were predicted and a final upper limit of 0.46
times the predicted flux can be set. This limit includes a
6% systematic uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty is
estimated by varying parameters in the signal simulation
and recomputing the limit, with the dominant factor being
the efficiency of the DOMs (the uncertainty of the DOM-
efficiency is ∼ 10 %).
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Figure 2: This plot shows the result of this analysis along
with the result of the previous analyses. The flux lines from
the predictions fromGuetta et al. [2] andWaxman 2003 [9]
are shown as well.

The corresponding model dependent result presented in a
previous analysis [3] sets a limit of 0.82 of the model flux.
This limit was obtained using data from the IceCube detec-
tor in the 40-string configuration. It is possible to combine
this limit with the limit presented in this paper [3], because
both analyses obtain a null result. The limits are combined
by using signal simulation from each analysis and com-
bining them into one signal simulation data set. From the
combined signal data set a new limit is calculated by find-
ing the fraction of total signal flux that would have yielded
a test statistic that was greater than zero in either analy-
sis in 90% of the cases. This new fractional signal flux is
the combined limit and is 0.22 times the flux calculated ac-
cording to Guetta et al. [2]. Systematic uncertainties were
handled by combining the worst limit from each analysis
which makes the combined limit conservative with respect
to systematic uncertainties. Figure 3 shows the combined
limit from these two analyses.
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Figure 3: The combined limit of the IC40+59 analysis is
shown in addition to the limits and flux predictions dis-
played in Fig.2.

7 Discussion

Previous results have excluded the neutrino production
models outlined in [2] and [9] at a level where it may still
have been explained by statistical fluctuations. This analy-
sis is able to exclude the models with high confidence and
if the result is combined with the previous result the model
in question is strongly disfavored. The caveat is that there
are parameters in the model for which average values, or
theoretically calculated values are used, because they are
not measured (or rarely measured) by the satellites. The
bulk Lorentz Factor Γ is one of these values. The lower
limit on this value is established by pair production argu-
ments [2], but the upper limit is less clear. Recent pa-
pers [12, 13, 14] suggest that Γ can take values of up to
1000 (316 was used in this analysis as well as in [11, 3]).
Γ is an important parameter, because in this analysis the
GRBs that have the highest neutrino expectation also have
the highest energy gamma-rays observed by Fermi’s LAT
[15]. Because of pair production arguments [2], this indi-
cates higher Γ factors, which implies that the theoretical
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brightest GRBs in the neutrino sky would be suppressed
in practice. Another unmeasured parameter that could con-
tribute to the non-detection of a neutrino flux from GRBs is
the variability of the observed γ-ray light curve, tvar. This
parameter is assumed to be the characteristic time scale be-
tween the collision of different shock fronts in the GRB
fireball. Conceptually, if this time is shorter, shock fronts
will collide more frequently, causing a greater number of
accelerated particles and therefore more neutrinos. Recent
limits on tvar indicate that if tvar is varied by a factor of 10
(either higher or lower) UHECR could still be explained as
originating from GRBs [16]. Therefore, tvar was varied by
a factor of 10 and the limit was recomputed in incremental
steps from 0.1 − 10 times the standard tvar value. In Fig.
4 the limit of this analysis is plotted as a function of Γ and
tvar. It is also useful to ask, how well IceCube will do in
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Figure 4: Limit set by the IC59 analysis as a function of
the tvar multiplication factor and Γ assuming the Guetta et
al. model [2]. The gray scale indicates the fraction of the
model flux that can be excluded at each point of the phase
space at 90% CL. The thick black line indicates where 1×
the model can be excluded at 90 % CL, while the dashed
lines indicated the standard values used in this analysis.
The excluded region is the region found to the left and be-
low the exclusion line.

the 86-string configuration with respect to constraining this
parameter space. To get a handle on this the GRB catalog
from the 59-string configuration was used to estimate the
86-string sensitivity from Monte Carlo simulations. The
result for 3-years of 86-string operation is plotted in Fig. 5.
As seen from the plot, 3-years of IceCube-86 can exclude a
large portion of the allowed parameter space with the por-
tion that is not excluded being disfavored by theory. The
parameters that are treated here are not the only variable
parameters in the model that are important to the neutrino
flux. However, the above parameters alone could account
for the null result seen in IceCube so far. Future observa-
tions with the completed IceCube detector will be able to
exclude or confirm GRBs as the major sources of UHECR
production in a few years.
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Figure 5: Projected sensitivity of IC86 after 3 years of op-
eration with respect to Γ and tvar.
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New Background Rejection Methods for the GZK Neutrino Search with IceCube

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1 see special section in these proceedings

Abstract: The detection of cosmogenic (GZK) neutrinos with IceCube requires the ability to discriminate very rare and
energetic signal events from an abundant background of cosmic ray induced muons. High energy cosmic ray air showers
produce high numbers of muons densely packed around the shower core trajectory. These bundles of muons emit large
amounts of Cherenkov light in the ice that constitutes the detection volume. We present several techniques to improve
background rejection while keeping a large fraction of the GZK neutrino signal. The differences in the light distributions
around a neutrino-induced muon track and a muon bundle are exploited. The photon hit-time pattern in the detector
differs slightly for the two event types and is used for identification of muon bundles. The surface array, IceTop, is used
to tag the background with high efficiency but limited zenith range. The efficiency of this method was studied using data
from the partially completed detector.
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1 Introduction

Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs) with en-
ergies above 1011 GeV have been observed by several
experiments[1, 2]. The origin of UHECRs remains un-
known, though there may be indications of a correlation
of incoming directions with the close-by extra-galactic
source distribution [3]. The elucidation of the origin has
been longed for from the first detection. UHECRs interact
with cosmic microwave background photons and necessar-
ily generate neutrinos with energies in excess of 107 GeV
through secondary pion decays (GZK effect). Therefore,
the detection of such Extremely High Energy (EHE) neu-
trinos can shed light on the UHECR origin.
The IceCube detector [4], completed in Dec. 2010, instru-
ments a huge volume of 1 km3 ultra transparent glacial ice
and is suitable to search for rare EHE neutrino events.
The GZK neutrino flux prediction depends on the cosmo-
logical source evolution, the source injection spectra and
the cosmic ray composition [5]. The expected GZK neu-
trino event rate in IceCube is about one event per year
[5, 6].
The main background for EHE neutrino search comes
from muon bundles induced by cosmic ray interactions in
the atmosphere. While bundles are much more abundant

compared to the expected neutrino signal, their flux de-
creases steeply with increasing energy. Therefore signal,
expected to have a harder energy spectrum, may emerge
from the background above a certain critical energy. In ad-
dition, muon multiplicity in bundles increases with the pri-
mary cosmic ray energy, which leads to more pronounced
background-event signatures and to increasing rejection ef-
ficiency. Another difference between neutrinos and muon
bundles is their arrival direction. While the muon bundle
rate decreases with increasing zenith angle, near horizon-
tal directions are favored for GZK events because of the
increase of the neutrino cross section at high energies.
The energy and arrival direction information has been used
in several EHE neutrino searches [7, 8] producing the best
upper limit for EHE neutrinos in the relevant energy range
around 109 GeV.
In this paper we present methods which are being de-
veloped to achieve higher signal efficiency and high-
multiplicity muon bundle background rejection using the
characteristic differences between the two.

2 Muon Bundle Rejection Techniques

In Extensive Air Showers (EAS), more than thousands of
muons can be generated and reach the IceCube detector

                                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/0778
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Figure 1: Top: Average number of recorded pulses as
a function of the time residual for events with 10,000
<NPE< 30,000. Bottom: negative time residual likelihood
ratio distribution for the same events. Dashed red: νμ sig-
nal simulation, dotted blue: background simulation, black:
experimental data.

depth, under an ice overburden of about 1500 m. Most
of these muons are concentrated in a dense core, but some
may have relatively high transverse momenta pt and are
therefore separated from the core of the bundle at the depth
of IceCube by a distance∝ pt/Eμ. Multiple scattering and
deflection due to the Earth’s magnetic field can increase
the separation for near-horizontal events [9]. Observing the
separation of single muons within the bundle core is not
possible in IceCube as the photon scattering length in ice
is too short and the detector’s string spacing is too large for
this purpose. However, differences in the light distribution
around the bundle core compared to that around a single
muon can be used to distinguish the two event classes.

2.1 Early Photon Hit Times

The application of a single muon hypothesis track recon-
struction [10] to a muon bundle event gives the location and
direction of the bundle axis. For each detected Digital Op-
tical Module (DOM) pulse and a given reconstructed track
we define the time residual tres as the difference between
the measured pulse time and the expected arrival time of
an unscattered Cherenkov photon from the single track hy-
pothesis. In the muon bundle case, the light generated by
outlying muons may result in pulses with negative tres val-
ues, indicating photon arrival times inconsistent with the
single track hypothesis. We exploit the density of nega-
tive tres pulse distribution by means of a likelihood analysis
where signal and muon bundle background hypotheses are
compared. The distribution of number of pulses with nega-
tive tres values for simulated signal and background, com-
pared to experimental data events for the IceCube 40 string
configuration is shown in Fig. 1 (top). The observable NPE
refers to the total Number of Photo-Electrons collected in
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Figure 2: Top: Distribution of detected light perpendicu-
lar to a simulated neutrino-induced single muon track (red
markers) and the fitted μ function (black) for an event with
100,000 NPE. Bottom: light distribution likelihood param-
eter ratio distribution for events with 10,000 < NPE <
30,000.

an event by the IceCube DOMs. The resulting likelihood
parameter distributions are shown in Fig. 1 (bottom).

2.2 Perpendicular Light Distribution

The amount of detected light at perpendicular distances
from a single muon track is a function of the muon energy,
ice properties and the detector noise level due to DOM
electronics. Its parameterization is described in [11] and
is given by

μ(d, θ, E) = a(θ,E)ω−d/d0 + bnoise (1)

with d: DOM-track distance, θ: string axis-track opening
angle, E: energy of the track and d0 = 1 m. Parameter
a (in units of NPE) represents the light normalization and
is dependent on energy of the track in IceCube, the dimen-
sionless parameter ω describes the shape of the falling light
curve and bnoise (in units of NPE) gives the expected noise
level of the DOMs. Parameters a and ω are both dependent
on ice properties which vary with depth [12]. However,
it is difficult to resolve the dependency as for each event
light is emitted and detected at different ice depths and the
dependency is averaged in the fitted parameter values.
Examples for the detected light distribution around a sin-
gle muon neutrino event and the fitted μ(d, θ, E) function
are given in Fig. 2 (top). The radial spread of the muons
inside the bundle can be up to ∼ 50 m, so the perpendic-
ular light distribution at small distances is flatter around
a bundle compared to a single muon track. The amount of
detected light at larger distances is higher for a single muon
track compared to a bundle. This could be because muons
in the bundle range out and do not reach the clearest ice at
the bottom of the detector and because of large stochastic
energy losses in the single muon case. These differences
appear mostly in the value of the fitted ω parameter. For
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Figure 3: CombinedΔln(L) cut signal efficiency vs. back-
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background rejection efficiency ranges from 90%-98% for
neutrino energies of 106.5 − 1011 GeV. The curves refer to
samples of events with increasing amount of light detected
with the IceCube 40 string detector.

signal and background events in a GZK neutrino search the
obtained 2-dimensional distributions of fitted ω versus a
values occupy different areas of the phase space. A likeli-
hood parameter comparing signal and muon bundle back-
ground hypotheses is constructed and its distributions for
the IceCube 40 string configuration simulated and experi-
mental data events are shown in Fig. 2 (bottom).

2.3 Results

The bundle rejection observables described in sections 2.1
and 2.2 were combined in a single likelihood parameter.
Background vs signal efficiency is shown in Fig. 3 as a
function of a cut on the combined likelihood ratio Δln(L)
defined as ln(Lsig) − ln(Lbg). In order to assess the
strength of the combinedΔln(L) observable, a cut was set
at a fixedΔln(L) value which gives signal passing rates of
88% − 97% depending on NPE range. A signal selection
NPE threshold was then calculated using the MRF tech-
nique [14] on simulated and experimental data that passed
both the EHE event filter (NPE > 630) and the combined
Δln(L) cut. The resulting effective areas are shown in
Fig. 4.

3 IceTop Veto on Cosmic Ray Showers

An EAS event in the IceCube detector may be preceded
by hits recorded in the surface detector IceTop. Therefore
another promising technique to discriminate muon bundles
from EHE neutrinos is to use IceTop to veto muon bundles.
IceTop uses the same DOMs as IceCube to detect the elec-
tromagnetic and muonic part of EAS. For the IceTop veto
the electromagnetic part plays only a minor role. Inclined
EAS are mostly tagged by detection of high pt muons far
away from the shower core.
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Figure 4: νμ effective areas for a simple analysis using a
combined Δln(L) cut on MC simulation of IceCube 40
string configuration. Full red: IceCube EHE events fil-
ter level, dotted purple: MRF cut calculated on filter level
event sample, dashed blue: MRF cut calculated after ap-
plying a combined Δln(L) cut.

An efficient IceTop veto against high energy EAS will im-
prove the signal efficiency in a GZK neutrino search. The
three main parameters determining the EAS veto efficiency
are:
Primary Energy and Composition: The higher the pri-
mary energy of the EAS, the higher the probability to see a
signal in IceTop, as the number of secondary particles and
the lateral extension increases. A higher veto probability
for heavier primary particles is expected due to more sec-
ondaries.
Distance to IceTop: The shorter the distance of the shower
core from IceTop, the higher the probability to detect the
event by IceTop. The distance of the shower core can be
up to several km, depending on the geometrical hit posi-
tion in IceCube. This parameter is closely related to the
inclination.
Inclination: With increasing inclination the air shower
propagates through more atmosphere where the electro-
magnetic shower component gets attenuated more than the
hadronic component. Thus for near-horizontal showers we
expect IceTop to detect mainly muons.
Single tank hits in IceTop are used to establish the IceTop
veto [13]. These IceTop hits have to be within the time
window of several μs of a high energy event that triggered
IceCube. In order to find hits in coincidence with the air
shower front, we reconstruct the shower front in time and
space. Here the center of gravity of the IceCube event and
the direction from the track reconstruction are used. A pla-
nar shower front is a good approximation to find coinci-
dent hits and can be corrected by a parameterization of the
shower front curvature. Fig. 5 shows the principal idea of
the IceTop veto.
The distribution in Fig. 5 is used to fix the size of the veto
time window to 400 ns covering the coincidence peak. For
comparison, we take a background time window of the
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Figure 5: Sketch illustrating the veto principle. The right
plot shows the IceTop hit distribution over time relative to
the shower front. The sharp peak at T = 0 in the plot is
caused mainly by coincident IceTop hits. The second peak
after the shower front has passed is caused by after-pulses
of the photomultipliers.

same length before the shower front reaches IceCube so
that only hits from uncorrelated cosmic ray showers are in-
cluded. The upper plot of Fig. 6 shows the time window
selection strategy. The lower plot shows the number of
events as a function of hits for both the random and real co-
incidence time windows. The ratio of the number of events
in the real coincidence time window over the number of
events in the random coincidence time window for a given
number of hits gives the probability of the event to have
correlated hits. Due to the low statistics of the available
test data (10% of IceCube data taken in 2010 with 79 string
configuration), no detailed systematic analysis of the veto
efficiency is possible yet. The random coincident back-
ground is following Poisson statistics and is independent
of the coincident hits. We assume that our data contains
exclusively cosmic ray induced events and neglect all other
background contributions. Estimates of the veto efficiency
have to take into account the full dependences on energy,
inclination, and distance to IceTop. All events with an NPE
value exceeding 105 in the IceCube 2010 test data fulfill the
99.99% coincidence probability (5 hits in the coincidence
time window). We conclude that the high veto efficiency
at very high energies makes the IceTop veto a powerful in-
strument for GZK and diffuse neutrino searches.

4 Possible Future Improvements

Other variables are under investigation with the aim of fur-
ther improving the sensitivity to EHE neutrinos. The longi-
tudinal distribution of the amount of detected photons has
been found to differ between a single muon derived from
a neutrino and muon bundles [15]. The observed distribu-
tion along muon bundles is rather smooth while the one
around single muons fluctuates much more and exhibits
DOMs that detect very low PE values, which do not exist in
the bundle case. It is important to separate EHE neutrinos
passing far away from the detector center from the abun-

Figure 6: Top: Illustration of the chosen coincidence time
windows for events with NPE > 30,000. The background
time window contains hits due to background from uncor-
related cosmic ray showers. Bottom: The number of events
in the background time window falls steeply as a function
of IceTop hits. The distribution for events in the coinci-
dence window is significantly flatter, indicating a prelim-
inary veto efficiency higher than 85% for NPE > 30,000.

dant lower energy muon bundles passing well within the
fiducial detector volume since both of them yield similar
NPE. Time-over-threshold of the recorded charge for each
DOMwas found to be a good proxy for the distance of light
source from the DOM. This information will be used in a
future EHE neutrino search as well as utilizing the IceTop
veto power.
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Search for astrophysical neutrinos from extended and stacked sources with IceCube

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings

Abstract: The combined data of IceCube’s 40-string and 59-string configurations spanning over 700 days are used to
search for astrophysical neutrinos originating from sources listed in several catalogs. A stacking method which stacks
sources and searches for an integrated signal above the estimated background is employed. Very large scale sources such
as neutrino emission from the galactic plane and the Fermi bubble region are also used as extended source hypotheses. To
perform these searches, a likelihood method that tests the presence of signal using the shape of such sources, their energy
spectra and the angular distribution of events is employed.
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1 Introduction

A search for astrophysical neutrinos originating in galactic
and extragalactic sources using a likelihood (LH) method
extensively described in [1, 2] has been performed re-
cently on IceCube data and is reported in [3]. This method
uses energy and directional information that distinguish the
softer backgrounds of atmospheric muons and neutrinos
from the harder astrophysical neutrinos. Such neutrinos,
yet to be observed, could originate in jets and shocks via
Fermi acceleration. The background is estimated by scram-
bling real events in their arrival times (or right ascensions)
in the LH method. In this way, the p-value (the fraction of
randomized data sets with higher test-statistic values than
the real data) comes only from data and has no dependency
on the accuracy of the simulation [1]. While Ref. [3] is
focused on the LH search for steady emissions from point
sources from the whole sky and from selected sources of
interest, the work reported in [4] and [5] is focused on
extending the likelihood method by utilizing time depen-
dence of emissions (GRBs and AGN flares). The work
presented here extends the LH method to the stacking of
sources belonging to the same source class and to very ex-
tended sources that cover a large fraction of the sky. In
this work, as in [1, 3], the median sensitivity and upper
limits at a 90% confidence level (CL) are calculated ac-
cording to teh classical (frequentist) construction of upper
limits (Neyman 1937). The discovery potential is the flux
required for 50% of trials with simulated signal to yield
a p-value less than 2.87 × 10−7 (i.e. 5σ significance if

expressed as the one-sided tail of a Gaussian distribution)
unless stated otherwise.
The data sample and its selection is described in [3]. For
the first time the LH method has been adapted to combine
data belonging to different configurations. We combine the
data sample collected for 375.5 d in the 40-string configu-
ration of IceCube during the period from 2008 April 5 to
2009 May 20 [1] and data collected during the 59-string
configuration for 348.1 d from May 20, 2009 to May 30,
2010 [3]. The total data sample consists of 43,339 (64,230)
events with 59 strings in the upgoing (downgoing) hemi-
sphere and 14,121 (22,779) for 40 strings. Hence the total
number of events on which this search is performed in the
whole sky is 144,469. As shown in [3], depending on the
declination the sensitivity of the 40+59-string sample with
respect to the 40-string sample published in [1] improves
by about a factor of 2.5. A factor of about 4 is achieved
in the downgoing vertical region where use of the IceTop
detector as a veto for muons leads to a more significant
improvement [3]. It is to be noted that the search for astro-
physical sources in IceCube extends to the entire sky but
the sensitivity is different in the upgoing (Northern sky)
and in the downgoing (Southern sky) regions. As a matter
of fact, as explained in [1], the upgoing region is domi-
nated by atmospheric neutrinos since muons are filtered by
the Earth, while we select high energy muons in the down-
going region since we look for a clustering of astrophysical
events characterized by a harder spectrum than atmospheric
events.

                                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/0796
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All searches shown in this proceeding will be unblinded by
the time of the conference, hence here we indicate prelim-
inary sensitivities. P-values and corresponding fluxes will
be given at the conference.

2 Stacking searches

Stacking multiple sources in neutrino astronomy can en-
hance discovery potential and further constrain astrophysi-
cal models for uniform populations of sources. The stack-
ing method is described in detail in [1] where it is explained
how the signal and background are integrated over a set of
sources using the same weight for all sources or a weight-
ing scheme from models for specific tests. As shown in [1],
the fractional flux needed for discovery for stacked sources
compared to single sources at 5σ CL is very close to the in-
verse of number of stacked sources. The stacking searches
we perform were also performed in [1] on the 40-string
sample with the exception of one catalog. We perform:

1. A stacking search for 17 Milagro TeV gamma
ray sources, 9 of which have been reported as
high significance-detections and another 8 which are
lower in significance but also confirmed by Fermi[6,
7]. The sources include supernova remnants, pulsars,
pulsar wind nebulae, and one unconfirmed hot-spot;

2. It was noticed with an a posteriori search [1], that
some of the 6 supernova remnants (SNR) observed
by Milagro at energies > 1TeV and considered in
[8] as interesting potential neutrino emitters are the
most significant in the previous list above. When
these 6 sources are analyzed as a single sub-group,
an a posteriori p-value of 0.02 was found with best
fit parameters ns = number of signal events = 15.2
and γ = spectral index = 2.9. The true trial factor
is incalculable from this search with 40 strings since
this was done after unblinding. Hence we perform a
search for these 6 sources using only the sample of
59-strings in order not to bias the final result;

3. a stacking search for 127 local starburst galaxies [9];

4. a stacking search for five nearby galaxy clusters
(GCs), testing four different models for the CR spa-
tial distribution [10]. The GCs we considered are
Virgo, Centaurus, Perseus, Coma and Ophiuchus.
The parameterization of the models, taken from [10]
and described in detail in [1], consider scenarios
where CRs are uniformly distributed within the clus-
ter shock radius or the virial radius (Models A and B
respectively), an Isobaric Model in which CRs fol-
low the distribution of thermal gas, and a Central
AGN Model in which CRs are accelerated in a cen-
tral AGN. This last case is treated as a point source
while other models include the extension of sources
in the LH.

5. a stacking search of ultra-high energy cosmic rays
(UHECRs) assuming the sources of these UHECRs
are also neutrino sources. We include UHECRs ob-
served by the Auger Observatory [11] and the HiReS
[12] collaboration.

The UHECR search presented here looks for neutrinos
originating from the same direction as observed UHE-
CRs. However, for this search, we fit for the ‘extension’
of the sources in maximizing the LH. The ‘extension’ of
the sources here represent the possible deflection of the
UHECR from their sources which depends on the UHE-
CRs energy and the distance and magnetic field strength
they propagate through. The observation of a correlation
between UHECR and neutrinos is only possible in proton
dominated scenarios since heavy elements would be de-
flected too much by magnetic fields. This search fits for an
average deflection of all events stacked. The average can
still be insightful given the similar energies of the UHE-
CRs. Furthermore, the width of a Gaussian centered at the
UHECR directions is used as the fit variable, accounting for
the possible event-by-event directional variation between
the UHECRs and neutrinos. This search, like all other LH
searches performed, incorporates the neutrino event point
spread function of the IceCube detector as well. After fit-
ting for the ‘extension’ of sources, we test a model describ-
ing the deflections of UHECRs in extragalactic magnetic
fields [13] and constrain the degenerate parameter space
of distance and B-field intensity assuming that UHECRs
are protons. The Auger sample contains 69 events with
reconstructed energy above 55 EeV [11] with angular res-
olution better than 0.9◦ for events that trigger more than 6
stations, and the HiRes sample contains 13 events [12] in
the same energy range with angular resolution of 0.8◦ in
stereo mode. The energy scale for these events is known at
the level of 20%. In order to reduce the galactic magnetic
field contribution, expected to be larger than the intergalac-
tic one, UHECR events that cross the galactic plane are
removed so the fitted extension represents the intergalactic
magnetic deflection alone.
The sensitivities for these searches are shown in Tab. 1.

3 The Galactic plane

Neutrinos and photons are expected to be produced in the
galactic plane via interaction of cosmic rays with the inter-
stellar medium (ISM). Diffused cosmic rays are confined
for million years in the galaxy and their spectrum is hence
expected to approach E−2.7 with a composition that be-
comes heavier above the knee at a few PeVs. The low den-
sity of the ISM allows secondary mesons to decay before
reaching their interaction length, thus preserving the cos-
mic ray spectrum in their decay products and also fixing
the ratio of neutrinos to photons. The Milagro collabora-
tion have reported observation of TeV gamma-rays from
the galactic plane [19], showing good agreement with the
GALPROP model. The GALPROP code propagates cos-
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Catalog Data sample Fit par. Sensitivity Disc. Pot.
Milagro 17 I+II γ+ns 0.28 × E2 1.05 ×E2
Milagro 6 II γ+ns 0.66 × FM 3.20 ×FM

Starbursts 127 I+II γ+ns 0.96 × E2 3.44 ×E2
GC - Model A I+II γ+ns 1.39 × FM 4.85 ×FM
GC - Model B I+II γ+ns 2.58 × FM 8.98 ×FM
GC - Isobaric I+II γ+ns 1.26 × FM 4.84 ×FM
GC - AGN I+II γ+ns 0.63 × FM 2.36 ×FM
UHECR I+II γ+σ+ns 4.01 × E2 12.8 ×E2∗

Table 1: Median sensitivities of the stacking searches (90% CL) and the discovery potentials (p-value < 2.87 × 10−7)
given as a sum of flux required from the sources in each catalog. Data sample I (II) represents data taken with the 40-string
(59-string) configuration. Fit parameters are the spectral index γ, the extension of the sources σ, and the number of signal
events ns. E2 indicate units of E2dN/dE [10−11 TeV cm−2 s−1], while FM indicates the scaling to the predicted flux
profile. ∗For UHECR, p-value < 1.35 × 10−3 (3σ significance of one-sided Gaussian) is used for discovery potential
calculation.

mic rays in the galaxy with assumptions of the distribution
of cosmic ray sources [15]. The Fermi telescope has prod-
cued a detailed map of the observed gamma-ray emission
from the galactic plane region [17]. The GALPROP code
and a fit for the cosmic ray flux are then used to separate the
contribution from neutral pion decays, which the neutrino
emission map should closely follow. We use this Fermi
model of the relative flux of pion decays as the spacial
template in the LH analysis for neutrinos from the galac-
tic plane. Fig. 1 shows the relative neutrino signal strength
expected in the 59-string IceCube configuration assuming a
source emission pattern of the Fermi model. The strongest
emission is expected near the galactic center and extends
along the plane. However, because the center belongs to
the Southern (downgoing) hemisphere, the signal strength
is expected to be highest at the closest region on the plane
to the galactic center that belongs to the Northern (upgoing)
hemisphere, due to IceCube’s background and event selec-
tion as described in the Introduction section. The LH anal-
ysis will combine data from both the 40 and 59-string con-
figurations. One noteworthy issue is that while the Fermi
model used here provides a relative flux expected from dif-
ferent regions of the sky, it does not provide the absolute
scale of the predicted flux. Therefore, a detailed calcula-
tion of the neutrino flux must be made, or older flux predic-
tions [16] must be used to translate event counts in IceCube
into fluxes. The flux calculations of [16] predict 21 neu-
trino events in the combined 40-string and 59-string data.

4 The Fermi Bubbles

Recently evidence has emerged of enormous features in
the γ-ray sky observed by the Fermi-LAT instrument: bi-
lateral “bubbles” of emission centered on the core of the
Galaxy and extending to around 10 kpc from the Galactic
plane. These structures are coincident with a nonthermal
microwave “haze”’ and an extended region of X-ray emis-
sion [18]. The bubbles γ-ray emission is characterized by
a hard and relatively uniform spectrum, relatively uniform
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Figure 1: Relative signal strength from different parts of
the sky expected from the galactic plane to be seen with
the 59-string IceCube detector, plotted in galactic coordi-
nates (preliminary). The center belongs in the Southern
(downgoing) hemisphere, so the signal strength is highest
at the closest region on the plane to the galactic center that
belongs to the Northern (upgoing) hemisphere as expected.

intensity, and an overall luminosity of ∼ 4 × 1037 erg/s.
The γ-ray luminosity between 1-100 GeV is measured to
be around an order of magnitude larger than the microwave
luminosity and more than an order of magnitude lower than
the X-ray luminosity. In [20] the bubbles are explained as
due to a population of relic cosmic ray protons and heav-
ier ions in the energy range of 10 − 1000 GeV trapped for
timescales of about 1010 yrs undergoing pp collisions on
the bubbles low density plasma that produce secondaries
which in turn produce γ-rays and neutrinos. Accounting
for ionization losses by sub-relativistic protons and adia-
batic energy losses at all energies, bubble protons lose a
total of about 1039 erg/s in steady state, precisely account-
ing for the CR power injected at the galactic center. This
is compatible with observations in γ-rays around the galac-
tic center by Fermi and at higher energies by HESS [20].
While in the galactic plane diffusive confinement of the
CRs leads to a steepening of the steady-state spectrum to
∝ E−2.7, in the bubbles there is no energy-dependent con-
finement effect. So, given the almost energy-independent
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Figure 2: Relative signal strength expected from Fermi
bubbles with the 59-string IceCube detector, plotted in
galactic coordinates (preliminary). Most of the signal is
expected from the corner of the bubble that is in the North-
ern (upgoing) hemisphere when transformed to equatorial
coordinates.

pp loss time, the observed spectrum of the CRs is as at
the injection at their acceleration sites (evidently ∝ E−2.1)
mirrored by the bubble γ− rays. If the bubbles are a reser-
voir of CRs it is possible to think that the primary spectra
reach energies above the knee and with a very hard neutrino
spectrum. This makes these sources extremely interesting
for neutrino telescopes.
The bubbles are parameterized as circular regions of 25◦
radii emitting a uniform flux of neutrinos per steradian. In
Fig. 2, the relative signal strength expected from each re-
gion is simulated using the 59-string configuration of the
IceCube detector. As expected, a part of one bubble that
dips below the horizon in equatorial coordinates as seen
by IceCube (upgoing hemisphere) has the largest expected
signal. Thus the exact sensitivity of IceCube to the Fermi
bubbles depends on the characterization of the shape of the
bubbles. However, despite the extensive shape-fittings of
the gamma emission performed in [18], due to the intrin-
sic haziness of the structure, the dependence on the fit-
ting of other emission mechanisms contributing to the ob-
served gamma-ray structure, and the unknown energy de-
pendence of the shape at the high-energy region of our in-
terest, we conclude that using a simple model of two cir-
cular neutrino-emission regions is adequate for an initial
LH analysis. The LH analysis will combine data from
both the 40 and 59-string configurations. Using this cir-
cular parameterization and assuming a continuous flux of
3.5× E2dN/dE [10−10 TeV cm−2 s−1], motivated by an
optimistic gamma-ray flux calculation [20], 164 events are
expected in the combined 40 and 59-string configuration of
IceCube.
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Abstract:
The Antares observatory is currently the largest neutrino telescope in the Northern Hemisphere. Located at a depth of 2.5
km in the Mediterranean Sea, it aims to detect high energy neutrinos that are expected from cosmic ray acceleration sites.
The status of the experiment will be discussed, including a broad target-of-opportunity program. The latest results will
be presented, including searches for a diffuse high-energy cosmic neutrino flux, neutrinos from Gamma Ray Bursts, and
for (galactic) point-like sources.
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1 The Antares Neutrino Detector

Cosmic Rays are thought to originate in Galactic and extra-
Galactic sources that accelerate protons and other nuclei
up to high energies. Identification of the responsible ob-
jects could be achieved by detecting the distinct signatures
of these cosmic accelerators, which are high energy neu-
trinos and gamma rays produced through hadronic interac-
tions with ambient gas or photoproduction on intense pho-
ton fields near the source. While gamma rays can be pro-
duced also by directly accelerated electrons, the detection
of high-energy neutrinos from these objects would provide
unambiguous and unique information on the sites of the
cosmic accelerators and hadronic nature of the accelerated
particles.
The ANTARES Collaboration has constructed a neutrino
telescope [1] at a depth of about 2475 meters deep, offshore
Toulon, France. Neutrinos are detected by Photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs), housed in pressure resistant glass spheres,
which are regularly arranged on 12 detection lines. Each
line accommodates up to 25 triplets of PMTs, located be-
tween 100 and 350 m above the sea bed. The lines are
connected to the shore via a central junction box and a
single, 40 km electro-optical cable, which provides both
power and an optical data link. On shore, a computer farm
runs a set of trigger algorithms to identify events containing
Cherenkov light from high energy muons within the data
stream, which otherwise consists mostly of signals from ra-
dioactive decay and bioluminescence. The selected events
are stored for offline reconstruction. In 2007, the first 5 de-
tector lines became operational, followed, in May 2008, by
the completion of the full 12-line detector.

The reconstruction of muon tracks is based on the arrival
time of the Cherenkov photons on the PMTs. For high
energy neutrinos, the angular resolution is determined by
the timing accuracy, which is limited by the transit time
spread of the PMTs (1.3ns). Time calibration is performed
by a number of independent systems, including LED and
laser beacons [2] located throughout the detector. The rel-
ative inter-line timing has been calibrated using the time
residuals measured in a large number of down-going re-
constructed muon events, in addition to the optical beacon
systems. The positions of the PMTs vary with time because
of the sea currents. Using an acoustic positioning system,
combined with information from internal compasses and
tiltmeters, the positions of the PMTS are determined every
2 minutes with an accuracy of ∼ 10 cm.
Most of the analyses described here use a muon track re-
construction algorithm (based on [3]) that consists of mul-
tiple fitting steps. The final step is based on a full likelihood
description of the arrival times of the detected Cherenkov
photons, which also accounts for background light. The
achieved angular resolution is, by necessity, determined
from simulations. However, several aspects of the sim-
ulations were confronted with data in order to constrain
the possible systematic effects in the timing resolution that
would result in a deteriorated angular resolution. The angu-
lar resolution (i.e. the median angle between the neutrino
and the reconstructed muon) was found to be 0.4±0.1 (sys)
degrees for the detector with all 12 lines operational. Stud-
ies of the detector and the optical water properties [4] are
ongoing and may help to further improve and constrain the
angular resolution in the near future. Moreover, a study to
observe the shadow of the moon using down-going muons
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Figure 1: Upper limit on the diffuse neutrino flux of HE
neutrinos obtained from the 2007-2009 ANTARES data,
compared to theoretical predictions 6 and to limits set by
other neutrino telescopes. (see [5] for references).

might in the future provide additional information on the
(absolute) pointing accuracy [19].
In the following, a selection of results recently obtained by
the Antares experiment will be summarized; many of them
are discussed in more detail in dedicated contributions to
this conference.

2 Searches for high energy cosmic sources

Searches for cosmic neutrinos and their sources comprise a
main goal of the Antares experiment. Various searches for
high energy cosmic neutrinos have been performed using
the first years of data.

2.1 Search for a diffuse neutrino flux

A search for a diffuse cosmic neutrino flux has been con-
ducted using 334 live-days of data collected in 2008 and
2009 [5]. Such a flux results in an excess of high energy
events over the irreducible background of atmospheric neu-
trinos. A measure of the energy is provided by an observ-
able R, which measures the number of PMTs that detect
multiple photons separated in time. The distribution of the
R variable agrees well with the background-only simula-
tions and shows no evidence for a contribution from a cos-
mic diffuse E−2 flux, which would result in an excess of
high-R events. Consequently, a 90% C.L. limit on such
a flux is obtained in the energy range 20 TeV - 2.5 PeV.
The limit is shown in figure 1 together with previously pub-
lished limits from other experiments.

2.2 Point source search

Cosmic point-like source of neutrinos have been searched
for using 813 live-days of data from 2007 up to and in-
cluding 2010 [17]. An earlier version of the analysis is de-
scribed in [18]. Event selection criteria have been applied
which optimize both the sensitivity and the discovery po-
tential. Events are required to be reconstructed as upward-
going and to have a good reconstruction quality, quanti-
fied by a variable based on the reduced log-likelihood of
the track fit, and an angular error estimate better than 1◦.
The resulting event sample consists of 3058 neutrino candi-
dates, of which ∼ 84(16)% is expected to be atmospheric
neutrinos (muons misreconstructed as upward-going). To
search for point sources, the analysis uses an unbinned
maximum likelihood method, which exploits the knowl-
edge on the angular resolution1 of 0.5◦ and the rate of back-
ground events as a function of the declination.
Two different versions of the search were conducted: in the
’full-sky’ search, the full visible sky is searched for point
sources. In the ’candidate search’, neutrinos are searched
for only in the direction of 24 a-priori selected candidate
source-locations, corresponding to know gamma ray ob-
jects of interest. Neither search yields a significant excess
of events over the background: the post-trial p-values are
2.5% (for a cluster of events at α, δ = (−46.5◦,−65.0◦)
for the full sky search and 41% for the most signal-like
source in the candidate source list (HESS J1023-575).
Limits have been extracted on the intensity2 of an assumed
E−2 neutrino flux from the candidate sources. They are
shown in Figure 2. The limit computation is based a large
number of generated pseudo experiments in which system-
atic uncertainties on the angular resolution and acceptance
are taken into account.
These limits are more stringent than those from previous
experiments in the Northern hemisphere (also indicated in
the figure) and competitive with those set by the IceCube
observatory [8] for declinations < −30◦. The various ex-
periments are sensitive in different energy ranges, even
though they all set limits on E−2

ν spectra. For this spec-
trum, ANTARES detects most events at energies in a broad
range around 10 TeV, which is a relevant energy range for
several galactic source candidates.
An independent point source analysis was performed using
a different search method based on the ’EM-algorithm’ [9].
This cross-check yielded similar results as the likelihood
based analysis described above.
The sample of neutrino candidates from the previous search
[18] has been used for additional studies, which are also
reported on at this conference:

1. Since part of the data in this analysis was taken by a 5-line
detector, the resolution is slightly worse than the 0.4◦ mentioned
earlier for the full detector.
2. The limits are on φ, which is defined by the the fol-

lowing expression for the neutrino flux: dN/dE = φ ×
(E/GeV)−2 GeV−1cm−2s−1.
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Figure 2: Limits set on the normalisation of an E−2
ν spec-

trum of high energy neutrinos from selected candidates.
Also shown is the sensitivity, which is defined as the me-
dian expected limit. In addition to the present result, sev-
eral previously published limits on sources in both the
Southern and Northern sky are also shown (see [17] for
references).

• An auto-correlation analysis [6] was performed in or-
der to test for unexpected (larger scale) structures in
the neutrino candidate sample. No such structures
were found.

• An analysis has been performed to search for direc-
tional correlations between the neutrino candidate
events and 69 published ultra-high energy cosmic
rays events detector by the Pierre Auger Observatory
[7]. The data were found to contain no such correla-
tions.

3 Multi-messenger Astronomy

Several analyses are performed in ANTARES, which focus
on coincident measurement of neutrinos with a variety of
external measurements. A selection is described below.

3.1 Neutrinos from flaring blazars

In addition to the time-integrated searches described above,
a time-dependent point source search has been conducted
to looks for neutrinos in correlation to the variable gamma-
ray emission from blazars measured by the LAT instrument
on-board the Fermi satellite. By restricting the search to the
’high state’ (typically 1-20 days) of the gamma emission,
the background is reduced compared to the time-integrated
point source search. An analysis using 60 days of live time
collected during 2008 is presented in [11]; no significant
excess above the expected background was observed.
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Figure 3: The upper limits (solid lines) for 37 GRBs ob-
tained by the muon track search for the specified neutrino
flux models (dashed lines) of gamma-ray bursts. The limits
were placed using data taken during 2007, when the tele-
scope consisted of 5 detector lines.

3.2 Neutrinos from GRBs

Various models predict high energy neutrinos to be emit-
ted by Gamma Ray Burst events. Restricting the neutrino
search to the duration (i.e. T90) of the GRB virtually elim-
inates all background events. Hence, the detection of only
a few events could already constitute a discovery. Two
such searches [12] have been performed. The first uses the
muon-neutrino channel, exploiting the good angular reso-
lution of the detector to demand directional correlation in
addition to the time. This search has so far been performed
using 37 GRBs and ANTARES data from 2007 (5 detec-
tor lines). No neutrino events were found in the a-priori-
defined search cone and limits on the neutrino flux were
obtained; see figure 3.
The second search is ongoing and searches for ’shower’
events, which are the result of a localized energy deposition
in the detector. These events can be produced by e.g. elec-
tron neutrinos which produce an electromagnetic shower,
or by neutral current interactions of all neutrino flavours.
A reconstruction algorithm for these events has been de-
veloped. The sensitivity of this analysis to GRB neutrinos
of all flavours is presented in [12].

3.3 Optical follow-up of ANTARES events.

To search for transient sources of neutrinos with an optical
counterpart, a system has been setup to enable fast optical
observations in the direction of detected neutrino events. A
reconstruction algorithm that does not require full align-
ment information [10] is run online and alerts are pro-
duced for network of small automatic optical telescopes.
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Figure 4: Flux upper limit (90 % C.L.) on up-going mag-
netic monopole for relativistic velocities (0.55 ≤ β ≤
0.995) is compared to the published upper limits set by
other experiments are also shown (see [14] for references)
as well as the theoretical Parker bound.

Such alerts are produced for very high energy neutrinos or
for multiple neutrinos that coincide in time and direction.
Since February 2009, ANTARES has sent 37 alert triggers
to the TAROT and ROTSE telescope networks, 27 of them
have been followed. First results on the analysis of the re-
sulting optical images to search for GRB and core-collapse
SNe will be shown at the conference [11].
Another combination of measurements consists of correlat-
ing neutrino events with the signals from the gravitational
wave detectors LIGO and VIRGO. A joint analysis is be-
ing performed that searches for a gravitational wave signal
in coincidence with a sample of neutrino candidate events
detected by ANTARES in 2007 [13].

4 Searches for Exotic physics

Antares is also searching for signatures of physics beyond
the Standard Model. An analysis is performed that looks
for neutrinos produced by Dark Matter particles annihilat-
ing in the Sun and the Galactic center [15].
Magnetic Monopoles with masses between 1010 and 1014
traversing the detector volume would be detected as a very
bright track. A search for this signature has been conducted
[14] and a limit on the flux of monopoles with β > 0.55 has
been obtained; see Figure 4. This limit is more stringent
than those from previous experiments.
Another hypothetical form of matter is formed by Nucle-
arites: particles composed of strange quark matter. The sig-
nature is a slow-moving (e.g. 10−3c) bright point travers-
ing the detector. The searches are described in [16].

5 Conclusion

The first deep-sea neutrino telescope, ANTARES, has been
taking data for four and a half years now. A large num-

ber of analysis are being performed, looking for astrophys-
ical signals of neutrinos, either stand-alone or by looking
for coincident observations with a variety of other experi-
ments. The geographical position, combined with the good
angular resolution allow ANTARES to explore, in particu-
lar, Galactic neutrino sources in the relevant energy range.
In addition, several analyses are aimed at detecting signals
from non-standard model particles.
The successful operation of ANTARES, and analysis of
its data, is an important step towards KM3NET [20] a fu-
ture km3-scale high-energy neutrino observatory and ma-
rine sciences infrastructure planned for construction in the
Mediterranean Sea.
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Abstract: Astrophysical neutrinos are expected to be produced in the interactions of the ultra-high energy cosmic-ray
protons with surrounding photons. Therefore astrophysical neutrino model fluxes are highly dependent on characteristics
of the cosmic-ray sources, such as their cosmological distributions and the photon field in each sources. We study possible
constraints on the properties of cosmic-ray sources in a model-independent way using the recently obtained upperlimit
on the diffuse flux of neutrinos with energies above 100 PeV by the IceCube detector. The semi-analytic formula is
derived to estimate the fluxes of cosmogenic neutrinos as functions of source evolution parameter and source extension
in redshift. Then the obtained formula enables us to convert the upperlimits on the neutrino fluxes into the constraints on
the cosmic-ray sources. It is found that the recently obtained upperlimit on the cosmogenic neutrinos by IceCube tightly
constrains the very high source evolution scenarios. The derived analytic formula also shows that the future limits from
the 1km3 scale detectors such as IceCube and KM3NET are able to further constrain the the ultra-high energy cosmic-rays
sources with evolutions comparable to the cosmic star formation rate.

Keywords: Ultra-high energy cosmic rays; neutrinos

1 Introduction
The origin of the ultra-high energy cosmic-rays (UHE-
CRs) has still been a long-standing puzzle in astro-particle
physics. The recent observations by the Auger collabo-
ration [1, 2] and by the HiRes collaboration [3] indicated
that the most energetic population seems propagating from
extra-galactic space, but identification of the astronomical
object classes responsible for UHECR emission is far from
being established. A part of the difficulties arises from
our poor knowledges about mass composition of UHE-
CRs and (inter-)galactic magnetic field configuration, both
of which strongly influences UHECR particle trajectories
from their origin to the earth. From this view point, neu-
trinos secondary produced by UHECR nucleons provide
complementary informations on the UHECR origin. They
are penetrating over cosmological distances without being
deflected by cosmic magnetic field. The intensity of the
“cosmogenic” neutrino [4] produced by the GZK mecha-
nism, the collisions of UHECR nucleons with the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) photon via photo-produced
π meson decay as π± → μ±νμ → e±νeνμ, carries infor-
mation on distribution of the UHECR sources [5]. Mea-
surement or upperlimit of these ultra-high energy neutrino
flux leads to direct constraints on UHECR origin with-
out relying on uncertain estimation of magnetic fields and
extra-galactic background light (EBL), in contrast to the
constraints by the diffuse photon flux [6]. Estimations of

the neutrino fluxes with the entire parameter space of cos-
mogenic neutrinos are able to convert the observationally
obtained upperlimits of neutrino flux into the constraints
on the UHECR sources.
In this work, we derive the analytical formula to approxi-
mately calculate intensities of the secondary produced neu-
trinos such as the cosmogenic neutrinos. The comparison
of the predicted intensity assuming various parameters on
the UHECR source distribution such as its evolution to the
recently published upperlimit [7] and the future sensitiv-
ity [8] on detection of cosmic neutrino flux in energy range
around EeV (= 109 GeV) by the IceCube neutrino obser-
vatory then conduces to model independent constraints on
the UHECR origins. Our approach aims at bounding the
UHECR source evolution and its redshift dependence in
as much comprehensive way as possible without introduc-
ing any models on specific astronomical objects such as
the star formation evolution. Using the analytical formula
is especially suitable for this purpose as it allows to calcu-
late neutrino intensities in the full phase space of the source
evolution without an intensive computational task. It also
provides an easy-to-handle tool to approximately calculate
neutrino intensity as benchmark estimation to interpret the
present and future results of ultra-high energy cosmic neu-
trinos by IceCube and KM3NET [9].
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2 Analytical function to calculate ν flux
2.1 Formulation
The neutrino flux per unit energy dJν/dEν is generally ob-
tained by

dJν
dEν

=
c

H0
n0

zmax∫

0

dz
ψ(z)

(1 + z)
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 +Ωλ

z∫

0

dzν
dNp→ν

dEνdL
(Eν(1 + zν), zν , z)

dtν
dzν

. (1)

The first integral adds neutrinos generated by cosmic ray
protons emitted from sources at redshift z. ψ(z) represents
the cosmic evolution of the spectral emission rate per co-
moving volume. The second integral calculates total neu-
trino flux originated in a single source at redshift z by sum-
ming up neutrinos generated by the UHECR interactions at
redshift zν(≤ z). dNp→ν/dEνdL is the yield of produced
neutrinos with energy of Eν per unit UHECR propagation
length. It is determined by the UHECR intensity from the
source at z, the CMB photon density, and the photo-pion
interaction dynamics, for example, in case of the cosmo-
genic neutrino production. H0 is the Hubble constant, c is
the speed of light, n0 represents the UHECR local source
density at the present universe, i.e., z = 0, which is deter-
mined by the observed UHECR flux in the end. Following
our policy of the present analysis valuing comprehensive-
ness and simplicity, we parameterize ψ(z) as (1 + z)m so
that the parameter m can represent “scale” of the cosmic
evolution often used in the literature.
The integrations in Eq. 1 are found to be semi-analytically
computable for the cosmogenic neutrino model when the
following approximations are introduced.

1. neglect the contribution of UHECR colliding with
IR/O background.

2. consider photo-pion production only from theΔ res-
onance region.

3. simplify the kinematics of the photo-pion production
as a single pion production.

4. approximate the energy attenuation length, λGZK, of
UHECRs as a constant with energies above 1020 eV.

Then we get

dJν

dEν
= (α− 1)Eα−1

GZKFCR
c
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kBT

8π2h̄2c3

(
sR −m2

p

4kBT
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sRΔsR√
(sR +m2

π −m2
p)2 − 4sRm2

π

3

1− rπ
ζ, (2)

as the neutrino all-flavor intensity. Here FCR is the
UHECR intensity with energy above the reference GZK
energy EGZK = 1020eV, α is the spectral index of UHE-
CRs, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the CMB temper-
ature, sR = 1.47 GeV2 is the Lorentz-invariant Mandel-
stam variable, the square of invariant mass, at the Δ reso-
nance, ΔSR = 0.6 GeV2 is the width of the Δ resonance,

σR
γp = 2.1× 10−28cm2 is the photo-pion production cross
section of channel γp→ nπ+, rπ = m2

μ/m
2
π � 0.57 is the

muon-to-pion mass squared ratio. ζ is the term to account
the evolution dependence and given by

ζ = e−2 1
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Here x0 = 0.275, and x1 = 0.16 are the numerical con-
stants. The bounds of the redshifts, zup, and zdown are as-
sociated with zmax in Eq. 1, the maximum redshift of the
UHECR sources, but depend also on neutrino energy Eν
due to kinematics of the π decay and the redshift energy
loss. They are given by

zup =
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(5)

The UHECR intensity FCR in Eq. 2 is taken from the mea-
surement of the HiRes experiment [3] in the present study
and obtained to be 1.76 × 10−21 cm−2 sec−1 sr−1. Note
that the case when the evolution function ψ(z) becomes
constant above a certain redshift can be also analytically
calculated with a minor modification into ζ.

2.2 Validity assessment of the analytical method
The introduced approximations to derive the analytical for-
mula induce a certain inaccuracy. Nevertheless we illus-
trate a key point that the formula reasonably describes the
flux in energy regime from ∼ 100 PeV up to ∼ 10 EeV,
the central energy range of the IceCube cosmogenic neu-
trino search [7, 10]. The contribution of neutrino gener-
ation by UHECR colliding IR/O becomes only sizable in
energy region below 100 PeV [11]. The neutrinos from
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photo-produced pions above the Δ resonance are mostly
visible only in the lower energy range below 100 PeV [12],
and the single pion production is the most dominated chan-
nel in the Δ resonance. The detailed behavior of UHECR
proton propagation in extra-galactic space is not a decid-
ing factor in neutrino intensity below 10 EeV because
these neutrinos are mostly generated at cosmological dis-
tances away, which is substantially much longer than the
UHECR proton energy attenuation length in the CMB field.
This fact deeply involves the well known findings that the
cosmogenic flux above 10 EeV is sensitive to Emax, the
maximal injection energy of UHECR protons from their
sources, and the spectral index of UHECR spectrum α,
but the flux below 10 EeV is rather insensitive to these
parameters, but mostly determined by the source evolu-
tions which describes history of the UHECR emissivity
in the cosmological time scale [5, 13]. Reference [11]
has extensively scanned many parameter space of the cos-
mogenic neutrinos with a numerical Monte-Carlo method
and shown that the intensity around 1 EeV is indeed ro-
bust against Emax and models of transition between the
Galactic and extra-galactic cosmic-ray components. Ref-
erence [6] has also calculated ν fluxes under the various
parameter space that is consistent with the UHECR ob-
served spectrum and exhibited that the neutrino intensi-
ties below 10 EeV for the similar source evolutions agree
each other well within a factor of two in various α and the
different transition scenario unless one does not make ex-
treme assumption (for example, very hard UHECR spec-
trum with transition to extra-galactic component in higher
energies). These observations are also suggested by the fact
that the neutrino intensities at O(EeV) predicted by the rel-
atively old works [5, 12] assuming harder UHECR spec-
trum of α = 2.0 and higher Emax, and those by the recent
works [6, 11] giving the nod to α ∼ 2.5 are consistent
within a factor of two for comparable scale of the source
evolution.
For further demonstration, we compared the cosmogenic
neutrino integral flux above 1 EeV obtained by the full
numerical calculations with that given by the present an-
alytical formula with the same/comparable source evolu-
tion parameters. The results are listed in Table 1. We use
α = 2.5 in the analytical formula. They are comparable
each other for wide range of parameters mostly within a
factor of two. The similar agreement is found in the in-
tensity at 100 PeV. It is confirmed that the present formula
provides a reasonable estimate of the neutrino flux from ∼
100 PeV to ∼ 10 EeV with uncertainty of factor of two.
This uncertainty reflects the possible range of intensity of
the extra-galactic UHECR component allowed by the ob-
served UHECR spectrum, and the accuracy of the approxi-
mations in derivation of the analytical formula.

3 Constraints on UHECR origin with the
IceCube diffuse neutrino flux limit

We estimate expected event rate with the IceCube neutrino
observatory by using the derived formula. The analytical
function is valid in the IceCube cosmogenic neutrino detec-

ν Flux Model Integral Flux
F(Eν ≥ 1 EeV) [/cm2 sec sr]

Ahlers et al. [6]
m = 2.0, zmax = 2.0 1.85× 10−18

The analytical formula
m = 2.0, zmax = 2.0 4.50× 10−18

Kotera et al. [11]
SFR1 1.07× 10−17

The analytical formula
m = 3.4(z ≤ 1.0)
const. (1 ≤ z ≤ 4) 1.02× 10−17

Ahlers et al. [6]
m = 4.6, zmax = 2.0 3.39× 10−17

The analytical formula
m = 4.6, zmax = 2.0 3.88× 10−17

Kalashev et al. [13]
m = 5.0, zmax = 3.0 7.38× 10−17

The analytical formula
m = 5.0, zmax = 3.0 1.04× 10−16

Kotera et al. [11]
FR II 6.74× 10−17

The analytical formula
m = 5.02(z ≤ 1.5)
const. (1.5 ≤ z ≤ 2.5) 5.04× 10−17

Table 1: Cosmogenic ν fluxes predicted by the model-
dependent full numerical calculations and those given by
the present analytical formula with the corresponding pa-
rameters on source evolution.

tion energy range distributed around 1 EeV [7] . Convolu-
tion of Eq. 2 and the IceCube neutrino effective area [7, 8]
gives the event rate for the entire phase space of the evo-
lution parameter m and the maximal redshift zmax. The
Feldman-Cousins upper bound [14] then defines the ex-
cluded region on the m-zmax plane at a given confidence
level. Figure 1 displays the resultant constraint. The shaded
region represents the factor of two uncertainty in the ana-
lytical estimation discussed in the previous section. The
IceCube 2008-2009 observation has already started to limit
UHECR source class with strong evolution m ≥ 4.5. This
bound may be still weaker than that by the Fermi diffuse
γ-ray flux measurement [6], but the limit by neutrinos is
more solid against uncertainty of the assumptions ofEmax,
inter-galactic magnetic field, and the EBL intensity, while
the Fermi limit strongly depends on these parameters and it
is more difficult to extract constraint on the UHECR source
evolution. The full IceCube 5 year observation would cer-
tainly probe the most interesting region of the source evolu-
tion phase space where the powerful astronomical objects
like radio galaxies and GRBs are included.

4 Discussion
The present analysis indicated that five year observation
by the IceCube observatory would fully scan the param-
eter space on the source evolution in which many of the
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Figure 1: Constraints on the UHECR source evolution m and zmax by the IceCube 2008-2009 flux limit [7] (left) and
by the full IceCube 5 year sensitivity [8] (middle). The upper right region is excluded by null detection of ν events. The
shaded regions represent uncertainties in the present analytical estimation. The right panel shows the full IceCube 5 year
constraint when the emission rate per comoving volume becomes constant above z ≥ 1.0.

proposed UHECR astronomical sources are distributed. A
null neutrino observation would imply that either UHECR
sources are local with zmax ≤ 1, or only very weakly
evolved with m ≤ 3, or the UHECRs are not proton dom-
inated but heaver nuclei like irons after all. The first two
possibilities may lead to speculation about the highest en-
ergy particle radiation from an entirely different and prob-
ably dimmer class of objects. The last possibility has al-
ready been suggested by the measurement of the depth of
maximum of airshowers by the Auger collaboration [15].
Neutrino search in ultra-high energies provides a comple-
mentary constraint on the proton fraction of UHECRS in
this case [16].
The largest uncertainty in the present analytical formula at
the lower energy range (∼100 PeV ≤ Eν ≤ ∼ 1 EeV)
arises from our neglect of the IR contribution to the cos-
mogenic neutrino production. While photo-produced pions
from UHECRs interaction with the IR background are ma-
jor origin of neutrinos with energies below 10 PeV, they are
relatively minor contribution in the higher energies we have
mainly discussed from aspect of the cosmogenic neutrino
detection by IceCube. Size of the IR contribution has been
different among the various numerical calculations in the
literature, indicating that prediction of the IR contributions
above 100 PeV is not very straightforward. For example,
the calculation in Ref. [11] exhibits higher contribution of
the IR background, while the effect is very suppressed in
Ref. [6] mainly due to the introduction of the minimal en-
ergy of extra-galactic UHECR population. The variance is
consistent with the factor of two uncertainty we assigned to
the intensity predicted by the analytical formula. Note that
the neglect of the IR background always leads to conserva-
tive constraint on the UHECR source evolution and that the
IR background yield itself is not firmly understood [17].
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Abstract: Neutron tagging in water Cherenkov detectors like Super-Kamiokande has enormous advantages, e.g. in the
detection of galactic supernovae and the diffuse supernova neutrino background [DSNB]. For DSNB, where the signal
measurement is limited by large backgrounds, neutron tagging is indispensable. Gadolinium, with its large neutron
capture cross section and the resulting delayed 8 MeV gamma cascade has been proposed in GADZOOKS! and would
make it possible. However, the addition of a gadolinium compound has potential effects that are being evaluated at
EGADS, a dedicated gadolinium R&D facility at the Kamioka Observatory. EGADS features a 200 ton tank, water
filtration systems, transparency measuring equipment, and 240 50-cm PMTs.

Keywords: Super-Kamiokande, neutron tagging, Cherenkov detector, supernova, neutrino, gadolinium

1 Introduction and Motivation from Diffuse
Supernova Neutrino Background

The SK detector is a very versatile detector. It has the
best proton lifetime limit, observed atmospheric and solar
neutrino oscillations and accelerator neutrinos [1, 2, 3, 4].
Studies on the Diffuse Supernova Neutrino Background
(DSNB), neutrinos from all previous core-collapese super-
novae in the universe, have also been performed and SK
also has the best limit [5]. Here, the inverse beta decay
(IBD):

ν̄e + p → e+ + n (1)

plays a central role, since ν̄e has a cross section two orders
of magnitude larger than for νe elastic scattering. At SK we
can currently detect effectively the positron only. The ob-
servation of the DSNB is limited by two irreducible back-
grounds: at low energies by invisible muon decay (muons
below Cherenkov threshold that decay into electrons) and
at high energies by atmospheric neutrinos. The lower en-
ergy threshold is defined by our ability to remove spallation
events.

In pure water, the neutron from the IBD is captured by hy-
drogen and yields a 2.2 MeV gamma, which is very dif-
ficult to detect. However, if we could detect the neutron
capture, the coincidence detection of positron and neutron
(delayed) would enormously reduce those backgrounds. In
2003, John F. Beacom andMark R. Vagins proposed the ad-
dition of gadolinium in GADZOOKS! [6]. The cross sec-
tion for neutron capture on Gd is about 5 orders of magni-

tude larger than on hydrogen and yields an 8 MeV gamma
cascade. Because of the much larger cross section, with the
addition of just 0.2% of gadolinium sulfate, Gd2(SO4)3,
about 90% of the neutrons would be captured on Gd.

Another very important feature is that this is the only tech-
nique that can be used in large detectors while keeping
costs relatively low.

Galactic Supernova Neutrinos

The benefits of neutron tagging are of course applicable to
galactic supernova neutrinos. Adding 0.2% of gadolinium
sulfate will make it possible to tag IBD events individually
and extract their spectrum. Since this is the most numer-
ous reaction, being individually tagged implies that we will
reduce the background for other reactions. An important
consequence of this is that now, our supernova pointing ac-
curacy from neutrino elastic scatters is expected to increase
by a factor of about 2 [7].

Another benefit of the background reduction will be that it
will allow us to observe neutrinos from the cooling phase
of the supernova to much later times.

Reactor Neutrinos

Reactor ν̄e neutrinos are observed from the IBD reaction
too. Since the reactor signal dies away above 8 MeV, the
DSNB signal above 10 MeV will unaffected by the reactor
flux. The great advantage of SK compared to KamLAND
is its larger fiducial volume which translates into a much
larger statistics.

It has been calculated [8] that we could achieve a high pre-
cision of the solar neutrino mixing parameters within a few
years measuring reactor antineutrinos. SK with Gd would
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dramatically improve the precision inΔm2
12, while the im-

provement in sin2θ12 although not as substantial, would be
significant.

2 EGADS R&D Project

Given the added value that this technique would mean to
water Cherenkov detectors and specifically the tremendous
improvement that it would mean to SK, many efforts have
been invested in making it possible. Shortly after the GAD-
ZOOKS! paper appeared, tests on the filtration system and
materials aging started. Since 2009 a new project has been
funded to build a facility that mimics the SK conditions and
has given more momentum. This project is called EGADS,
Evaluating Gadolinium’s Action on Detector Systems, and
aims to show that the idea works.

Since the project was funded in 2009 a new hall near the
SK detector has been built. Here, a 200 ton stainless steel
tank is now in place with its own water system and other
ancillary equipment. This water tank has been filled with
pure water and under these conditions the water filtration
system has been tested. In the near future, we plan to in-
stall 240 50-cm PMTs and its own data acquisition system,
see Figure 1. After all the equipment has been deployed
we will be able to answer all the questions related to: Gd
loaded water filtration system, material effects, Gd loaded
water transparency, neutron background and techniques on
how to add or remove Gd. I will briefly discuss them here.

Figure 1: Schematic view of EGADS (Evaluating Gadolin-
ium’s Action on Detector Systems), from left to right: se-
lective filtration system, pre-treatment system, water tank
and UDEAL.

Water Transparency: the water transparency is a very
important parameter in a water Cherenkov detector. Be-
cause dissolved substances may reduce the transparency
directly or indirectly (by degrading detector materials), it
is necessary to monitor it continuously. A device to mea-
sure the water transparency had been developed first at the
University of California, Irvine (UCI), and now a similar
device, UDEAL (Underground Device Evaluating Attenu-
ation Length) has been installed at EGADS, see Figure 2.

This device consists of three basic components: a beam in-
jector and intensity monitor (upper part), pipe (middle) and

Figure 2: Schematic view of UDEAL (Underground De-
vice Evaluating Attenuation Length): beam injector and
intensity monitor (top), pipe (middle) and transmitted light
measurement instrument (bottom).

transmitted light instrument (below the pipe). The beam
injector has seven different wave lengths (λ = 337nm,
375nm, 405nm, 445nm, 473nm, 532nm and 595nm). One
wave length is used at a time. Part of the beam is di-
rected through the pipe, while part of it goes into an in-
tegrating sphere with UV enhanced photodiode. The pipe
is filled to a given height with water and therefore, when
the beam reaches the lower integrating sphere, its intensity
changes. Measurements of the beam intensities at differ-
ent wave lengths and water heights enables us to measure
the water transparency and its dependence with the wave
length.

The pure water in the 200 ton tank has been circulated
through the water system for months andmonitored at three
different positions of the 200 ton tank (bottom, centre and
top) with good quality transparency data and very consis-
tent results from UDEAL. These data show that the pure
water has a good transparency and comparable to the pure
SK water. One example can be seen in Figure 3. These data
were taken from the 200 ton tank bottom for three wave
lengths: 337nm, 375nm and 405nm. The 200 ton tank was
filled with pure water and soon the water attenuation length
started to decrease. As soon as the water filtration system
ran continuously the water attenuation length increased and
became stable.

Selective Water Filtration System: Since the water qual-
ity is of major importance in water Cherenkov detectors
this is the pillar of the EGADS project. In order to ensure a
good water transparency, the water filtration system should
remove all impurities in water except Gd. Long before the
EGADS project started, a prototype had been developed
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Figure 3: Water attenuation length for pure water from
the 200 ton tank (bottom) for three wave lenghts: 337nm,
375nm and 405nm. The water attenuation length decreases
first and then increases as soon as the water filtration sys-
tem ran continuously.

and tested at UCI. The water system achieved a good trans-
parency while retaining almost all the Gd (over 99.9% per
pass). The strategy is to filter out all the impurities in wa-
ter larger and smaller than Gd, thus creating a band-pass
filter, that removes everything but Gd. This is achieved by
filtering first with an ultra-filter which removes impurities
larger than Gd. Its product goes then to nano-filters where
their reject collects particles of about the size of Gd while
the product goes through a reverse osmosis (RO) filter to
remove smaller impurities. Finally, the RO product (pure
water) and the nano-filter reject (Gd and any similar-sized
impurities) are then returned to the tank.

The water system for EGADS was installed last January
and has been running since then, keeping the water quality
high and comparable to the SK pure water, i.e. the wa-
ter attenuation is similar although slightly smaller than the
ultra-pure SK water.

Material Effects: adding Gd can influence the material
ageing. We need to ensure that adding a Gd solution will
not corrode or easily age detector materials. Metallic Gd is
not soluble in water and gadolinium(III) chloride, GdCl 3,
was proposed in the past. However, a test with one kilo-
ton water tank with 0.2% of GdCl3 showed that although
GdCl3 did not decrease water transparency, chlorine lifted
old rust already present in the one kiloton tank. Our best
candidate now is gadolinium sulfate, Gd2(SO4)3.

Studies at the Okayama University have tested Gd2(SO4)3
with several materials under different conditions, e.g. pH
and temperature, with promising results.

Neutron Background: currently at SK neutrons are in-
visible but once we add Gd ambient neutrons will become
visible. The present amount of neutrons at SK is very low.
However, adding a Gd solution has to be done with care
since it may add neutron background, specially important

are those produced in the fiducial volume. It is therefore
very important to keep this background under control since
it would affect the trigger rates and current analyses.

A Gd batch has been sent to the Laboratorio Subterraneo
de Canfranc (LSC), Spain, and measured with a very low
background germanium detector. Concentrations of 15 and
1 ppb of uranium and thorium, respectively, were found. A
detailed analyse shows that the largest neutron source is the
238U chain and specially its spontaneous fission. This chain
represents ≈ 70% of the neutron background. Its neutron
production spectrum is shown in Figure 4. Therefore, if we
could remove uranium efficiently we would greatly reduce
the neutron background.

Figure 4: Neutron background per cubic centimetre spec-
trum for the 238U chain (15ppm). The spontaneous fission
(dash-doted line) is the largest contribution.

From the other chains, 235U and 232Th, the 235U chain is
the next most important contribution. However, removing
uraniumwould not substantially decrease the neutron back-
ground for this chain because, the 235U spontaneous fission
is not the main source of neutrons here and the 235U chain
activity would be sustained by protactinium (231Pa).

Taking into account the U/Th chains with the above con-
centration, the total neutron yield in the SK inner detector
is ≈ 1800/day. To reduce it, tests with the resin Amber-
jet4400 (AJ4400) have been done. This resin can reduce
the amount of U and Th. However, it has been seen that
after an extensive use of AJ4400 the Th concentration is
not significantly reduced, while the U concentration drops
to less than 1% of the original concentration.

With the resin AJ4400 and taking into account the capa-
bilities of the SK water system to reduce U/Th and Rn we
estimate that the neutron yield can be reduced at least to
about 600 neutrons/day.

How to Add/Remove Gd: a pre-mix 15 ton tank has also
been installed together with a pre-treatment system. The 15
ton tank has a stirrer to facilitate the dissolution of gadolin-
ium sulfate in water. The pre-treatment system includes the
AJ400 resin to reduce U concentration. The dilution of Gd
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into water is easier if the pH is lowered. For this purpose,
a relatively small amount of sulfuric acid, H2SO4 will be
used to facilitate its dilution.

It is also important to monitor how uniformly can we dis-
solve Gd. For this purpose, samples will be taken at several
locations and the Gd concentration will be measured. The
concentration can be measured with an atomic absorption
spectrometer (AAS) with a precision of ≈ 5%.
Techniques to efficiently remove Gd from water have also
been studied as we must not release Gd into the environ-
ment. Currently, we use a resin that is capable of removing
Gd. Detailed studies about the efficiency of this method are
being carried out. So far, we know that the Gd concentra-
tion after processing a 0.2 % Gd2(SO4)3 solution is below
the ppm level.

3 EGADS Schedule

In the next few months we will make very decisive steps.
Very soon we will circulate Gd in our system. The wa-
ter filtration system has proven to keep a high pure wa-
ter quality. We expect this to be the case when we add
gadolinium sulfate into the water once we retune it to the
new situation. Preparations for PMT installation are being
done too: installation and PMT structures, wiring, PMT
pre-calibration, etc.

4 Summary

Many advantages are expected from neutron tagging in a
light water detector. Being able to clearly identify ν̄e from
the coincidence detection of positron and neutron from ν̄ e+
p → e+ + n reactions (and similarly for ν̄μ) would allow
us to start new studies in antineutrino spectroscopy. This
will have dramatic implications in Supernova, reactor and
solar neutrinos.

This has motivated a very intensive R&D program to study
the feasibility of antineutrino tagging in SK. The coinci-
dence detection in ν̄e + p → e+ + n reactions will be pos-
sible by adding 0.2% of gadolinium sulfate. The decisive
test is being now performed using a 200 ton tank, EGADS
project. This includes: the water filtration system, ageing
test of detector systems in presence of Gd, its impact on the
water transparency and the uniformity of the solution.

Once this program is completed we will be prepared to add
Gd into SK and start a new era in many fields of neutrino
physics.
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Abstract: Dedicated high-energy neutrino telescopes based on optical Cherenkov techniques have been scanning the cosmos for 
about a decade.  Consequently, neutrino flux limits have improved by several orders of magnitude in the TeV-PeV energy interval. 
At higher energies, detectors using radio Cherenkov techniques have produced aggressive limits on the neutrino flux.   In this paper,  
we describe a novel concept for the next generation of astrophysical neutrino detection, called ARIANNA, which takes advantage of 
unique geophysical features of the Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica.  ARIANNA, based on the radio Cherenkov technique, is designed to 
improve the sensitivity to neutrinos with energies in excess of 1017 eV by at least a factor of 10 relative to current limits.  We de-
scribe the physics motivation for ARIANNA, which includes a measurement of the GZK neutrino flux, whose existence is relatively 
secure but frustratingly small,  and the search for non-standard particle physics.  We outline our plans to construct the Hexagonal 
Radio Array, the first stage of ARIANNA that was approved by the US NSF in mid 2010. 
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1 Detector Description  
 

 
Figure 1: Prototype ARIANNA station deployed in An-
tarctica in December 2009.  Radio receivers and electron-
ics (marked by flags) are buried under snow and not 
visible. 
 
The primary mission of the ARIANNA array will be to 
establish the absolute cosmogenic neutrino flux produced 
by the interaction of cosmic rays with CMB. The ex-
treme energies and solely weakly-interacting nature of 
cosmogenic neutrinos (from this perspective, neutrinos 
are the purest of nature’s known particles) provides a 

wonderful laboratory to search for new physics beyond 
the scope of the standard model of particle physics. The 
goals of this project also provide a complementary strat-
egy to those adopted by the teams of researchers who are 
now using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to search 
for new physics.      

The idea of using a surface array of radio re-
ceivers to search for astrophysical sources has a long 
history [1].  The ARIANNA (Antarctic Ross Iceshelf 
ANtenna Neutrino Array) concept [2,3] utilizes the 
enormous Ross Ice Shelf near the coast of Antarctica to 
increase the sensitivity to ultrahigh energy cosmogenic 
neutrinos by roughly an order of magnitude when com-
pared to the sensitivity of existing detectors and those 
under construction. ARIANNA exploits a fortuitous 
natural phenomenon: the water-ice interface at the bot-
tom of the Ice Shelf reflects radio signals with remarka-
ble fidelity [4].  Consequently, the reflected conical Che-
rekov pulses can be detected from neutrinos traveling in 
any downward direction that interact in the ice.  The 
reflected (and direct) radio pulses are detected by auto-
nomous antenna stations located near the top of the ice 
surface, which greatly simplifies deployment of a large 
array.  Moreover, shadowing produced by the gradient in 
the index of refraction near the surface is mitigated by 
the mostly vertical paths taken by the reflected pulses.  

ARIANNA capitalizes on several additional fea-
tures of the site itself: it is geographically close to 
McMurdo, the major US base in Antarctica, and it exhi-
bits low levels of anthropogenic radio noise. Simulation 
tools were developed from a relatively mature simulation 
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package utilized by the ANITA collaboration [5]. Radio 
emission is estimated via standard parameterizations that 
were validated at accelerators. For concreteness,  each 
station consists of 4-8 single-polarization log-periodic 
dipole antenna (LPDA) with gain (~7), bandwidth (108 
MHz-1.3 GHz) and angular sensitivity specified by the 
manufacturer. The receiver antennas are arranged sym-
metrically with a diameter of 6m, point vertically down, 
and embedded in the topmost several meters of the ice 
shelf with a surface density of 0.3 g/cm3. As discussed in 
the next section, due to theoretical imprecision we must 
allow for substantial flexibility in detector sensitivity.  
Initially, ARIANNA stations can be deployed on a sparse 
31x31 grid with 1 km spacing to maximize collecting 
power – viewing ~0.5 Teraton of ice -  and since they are 
located on the surface, can be redeployed with a smaller 
separation ( ~0.3km) to maximize angular and energy 
resolution once the flux is known.   The surface area and 
configuration of the array can be adjusted to follow 
science.  

The high sensitivity of ARIANNA results from 
nearly six months (or possibly more with the addition of 
wind power or fuel-based electric generators) of conti-
nuous operation, low energy threshold (~3x1017 eV), and 
a view of more than half the sky (declination +20 to -90 
degrees).  

2 Science Motivation 
 
Somewhere out in space, cosmic rays are born at ex-
tremely high energy. During their travels from the most 
distant recesses of the Universe, the highest energy cos-
mic rays collide with photons [6] in the microwave back-
ground to create “cosmogenic” or “GZK” neutrinos [7]; 
potent new messengers with remarkable properties. They 
provide a novel opportunity to help unravel the origins of 
the cosmic rays [8].  More dramatically, the neutrino 
“beam”, which interacts solely by the weak force, can be 
exploited to attack the question of what lies beyond our 
current understanding of the physical world, as defined 
by the standard model of elementary particle physics. 
ARIANNA can probe for physics beyond the standard 
model [2] by measuring the neutrino cross-section at 
center of mass energies near 100 TeV with good preci-
sion. Unfortunately, despite tremendous growth in in-
strumental sensitivity over the past decade,  no detector 
has yet observed a source that emits neutrinos with ener-
gies above 100 GeV due their small fluxes and incredibly 
weak interaction with matter. We believe that the 
ARIANNA concept has sufficient power to dramatically 
improve the odds of success at cosmogenic energies.   

During the past decade, Antarctica has emerged 
as one of the preferred locations to construct and operate 
high energy neutrino telescopes.   Neutrinos interact so 
infrequently that a realistic detector must encompass or 
survey an enormous number of target nuclei, and the 
target medium must be transparent to the electromagnetic 
signals generated by the interaction.  Several large 
projects (AMANDA [9], ANITA [10], IceCube [11], and 
RICE [12] and newer proposals such as ARA[29]) ex-
ploit the fact that Antarctic ice is transparent to radio and 

optical emission. At the very highest energies, the most 
secure prediction for a measurable flux of neutrinos aris-
es from the “GZK mechanism” [6], which involves the 
collision between cosmic rays and cosmic microwave 
photons. The subsequent neutrino production at energies 
between 1017eV-1020eV from the GZK mechanism is 
called “GZK neutrinos” or “cosmogenic neutrinos” [7]. 
Recently, the Auger [13] and HiRes [14] collaborations 
have reported strong evidence for GZK suppression in 
cosmic ray spectra, thereby increasing confidence in the 
existence of cosmogenic neutrinos.  

Since the now confirmed GZK mechanism is 
based on widely accepted tenets and measurements, the 
predictions for the neutrino flux is perhaps the most se-
cure of any in high energy neutrino astronomy.  Neutri-
nos are uncharged and only interact weakly.  Conse-
quently neutrinos can travel unimpeded from the most 
distant sources and point back to their origin. In particu-
lar, GZK neutrinos are produced within a few tens of 
Mpc of the cosmic ray source, so it is expected that GZK 
neutrinos will point back with sub-degree accuracy.  
Moreover, the neutrino energy spectrum helps to break 
model degeneracy between source distribution and evo-
lution [8]. Thus, the scientific promise of high energy 
neutrino astronomy remains as exciting, compelling and 
elusive as ever. 

Despite the recent exciting developments from 
Auger and HiRes, there remains significant theoretical 
imprecision in the estimating the energy spectrum of 
cosmogenic neutrinos due to uncertainty associated with 
the elemental composition and injection spectra of the 
cosmic rays, source evolution, and cosmology. Repre-
sentative) predictions for the cosmological neutrino flux 
are shown in Table 1. Many authors assume pure proton 
composition injected with an energy spectrum propor-
tional to E-2. Different assumptions for source evolution, 
injected energy spectrum and cutoff at high energies 
account for the variation, and predictions almost 1 order 
of magnitude higher exist [18]. Given the current level of 
uncertainty, it is plausible that the flux is too low for 
currently operating instruments.  The next generation of  
UHE neutrino telescopes must be flexible and powerful 
enough to observe potentially very small fluxes. 

When ultra-high energy neutrinos interact in a 
dense medium, such as the ice in the Ross Ice Shelf, the 
enormous cascade of secondary particles emit an intense 
sub-nanosecond pulse of coherent Cherenkov radiation at 
radio wavelengths. This emission mechanism,  known as 
the Askaryan effect [15], was experimentally confirmed 
in ice and other media less than a decade ago [16,17].  
The effect arises from the excess of negative charge that 
builds up as electrons are swept out by the development 
of the cascade. The longer wavelengths of the broadband 
emission from the collective motion of the net charge 
will add coherently, producing a short duration, intense 
radio pulse.  The shower dimensions determine the wave-
lengths of coherent emission, typically less than 5 GHz, 
but absorption in the media tend to limit the upper fre-
quencies to ~1 GHz.  

Cosmogenic neutrinos, which can be thought of 
as a “beam” that interacts solely by the weak force,  
collide with nuclei in the ice with center of mass energies 
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at ~100 TeV, and thereby provide an opportunity to study 
physics at energies above that which is available at cur-
rent or planned accelerator facilities. Several ideas exist 
in the literature to measure the neutrino cross-section at 
extremely high energy [19], but in practice, suffer from 
limited statistical precision. ARIANNA has sufficient 
collecting power to ensure adequate statistics to deter-
mine the cross-section from the angular dependence of 
the measured flux near the horizon [9] using the opacity 
of the ice and earth.  Thus, ARIANNA is sensitive to 
models incorporating extra dimensions and other pro-
posed extensions to the standard model that impact the 
interaction length of the neutrino.   

�� Model N��� MRF 
Cosmogenic(GZK): 
ESS-Fig 9   [20] -p 
Y-QSO       [23] -p 
Y-GRB       [23] -p 
WB              [24] -p 
Ahlers et al. [25] -p 

Ave et al. -max  [26]- Fe 
Non-cosmogenic: 
AGN-MPR [27] 

AGN-M [28] 

 
40 
23 
51 
16 
12 
3 
 

154 
62 

 
0.05 
0.1 

0.044 
0.14 
0.19 
0.75 

 
0.015 
0.037 

Table 1: ARIANNA event rates (Nv) and MRF for cos-
mogenic flux models that span the range of flux predic-
tions. We also include a short, representative set of AGN 
and GRB models.  MRF computed assuming zero neutri-
nos observed.  Predictions are excluded for MRF<1. 
Computed for 1 year.  HRA event rate (see section 3)  is 
factor 400 smaller. 

 
Although we have focused on cosmogenic neu-

trino production,  it is not the only potential source of 
neutrino messengers at ARIANNA energies. The sources 
of cosmic rays may also produce neutrinos directly. 
ARIANNA can survey the southern half the sky for point 
sources of high-energy neutrinos from AGN or GRB 
with unprecedented sensitivity (see Table 1) for energies 
between 1017-1019 eV. It would also be sensitive to novel, 
if somewhat unlikely, components of cosmology such as 
topological defects produced in the Big Bang.  Of course, 
we recognize that the study of ultrahigh energy neutrinos 
with a uniquely sensitive instrument could reveal com-
pletely unexpected phenomena. 

The scientific advantages of ARIANNA are 
summarized as follows: 
(1) ARIANNA increases the sensitivity for the detection 
of GZK neutrinos by more than an order of magnitude 
when compared to present limits. Simulations indicate 
that the full ARIANNA detector can observe ~40 events 
per year of operation based on a widely-used prediction 
for the GZK neutrino flux (Fig. 9 of Ref [20]).  
(2) The “low” energy threshold of ARIANNA, combined 
with high statistics, provides an unparalleled opportunity 
to measure the flux over a broad interval of the GZK 
neutrino energy spectrum, rather than just the low energy 
or high-energy tail of the spectrum. Neutrino energy 
spectra provide critical constraints on source evolution, 

distribution, and cosmic ray injection spectra.  ARIAN-
NA can test models that assume that the extragalactic 
cosmic rays are mixed elemental composition [26].  
(3) Point source sensitivity is expected to reach 
E2(dN/dE)~ 3x10-9 GeV/cm2/s after one year, and uni-
quely test some models with spectra that strongly deviate 
from E-2 power laws. 
(4) As mentioned, ARIANNA can probe for physics 
beyond the standard model by measuring the neutrino 
cross-section at center of mass energies of 100 TeV,  a 
factor 10 larger than available at the LHC [2]. Prelimi-
nary studies indicate that the cross-section can be meas-
ured with a precision of 25%, benefiting from the large 
statistical sample of 400 events spanning >2� solid angle. 
In another example, recent papers [30, 31] have pointed 
out that small violation of Lorentz-invariance can dra-
matically impact the energy spectrum of cosmogenic 
neutrinos, emphasizing the need for a high statistics mea-
surement of the energy spectrum.  

3 Hexagonal Radio Array (HRA) 
 
In September 2010, NSF agreed to support the construc-
tion of seven ARIANNA stations arranged in a hexagonal 
pattern (plus one in the center) over a period of four 
years. The separation between stations in the hexagonal 
radio array (HRA) is 1 km. NSF also agreed to operate a 
long-range wireless link to transfer data from the 
ARIANNA site to the northern hemisphere. We plan to (1) 
continue to investigate physics and anthropogenic back-
grounds over a two year period, (2) improve our know-
ledge of the attenuation and reflection properties of the 
ice shelf, (3) procure station components, (4) integrate 
subsystems, (5) deploy and commission the autonomous 
stations, and (6) evaluate the performance of the data 
acquisition and control systems based on the “advanced 
ATWD” integrated circuit [21]. The advanced ATWD 
combines trigger decisions in the time domain with high 
speed digitiziation that requires relatively low power and 
provides good dynamic range and linearity.   

A prototype single-channel waveform capture board  
incorporating the new digitizer was successfully tested at 
the ARIANNA site in 2010. The fidelity and functionali-
ty of the prototype DAQ electronics meets project re-
quirements. Our plan to develop the 8-channel data ac-
quisition electronics, and communication and calibration 
subsystems build upon the successful development and 
testing of the existing single-channel waveform capture 
system, thus minimizing the chance of inadvertent incor-
poration of hardware and software design errors. Stations 
will be deployed in a phased approach with sufficient 
time to evaluate and iterate between deployment seasons. 
 
3.1 Prototype station 
The ARIANNA concept was initially validated by in situ 
measurements of the radio properties at the site in 
Moore’s Bay, Antarctica [22]. Following concept valida-
tion, the ARIANNA team deployed a prototype station 
(see ref. [3] for technical specifications) - the primary 
technical component of the array- in December 2009 
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(shown in Fig. 1) to assess the mechanical and electrical 
robustness of the electronic components, especially dur-
ing the sunset and sunrise periods of the Antarctic year. 
The prototype station collects waveform data and auto-
nomously transmits housekeeping information to 
ARIANNA collaborators using an Iridium modem and 
high-speed wireless internet installed by Raytheon Polar 
Services. It consists of 4 log-periodic dipole array 
(LPDA) antennas and provides a wealth of information 
on technical issues associated with the ARIANNA con-
cept. The station computer controlled a set of relays to 
turn on the various systems in the station. When fully 
operational, the station consumes 25W of power, but 
near sunset, it was reduced to 14W by operating commu-
nication systems only when required. 
 

 
Figure 2: Planarity for simulated signal (filled histogram) 
and data events as a function of selection criteria.  At the 
final cut level (stripe), no events remain. 
 
  We summarize the key findings:  
(1) The ambient RF noise conditions are excellent.  In 
over one month of data collected between Jan. 5, 2010 
and Feb. 16, 2010 there are no events that were confused 
with neutrino signal (Fig. 2).  After minor cleaning, the 
triggered events are distributed randomly in time and 
completely consistent with thermal noise in the ice.  The 
average rates for the trigger condition of 2 of 3 antennas 
with amplitudes greater than a factor 5 above the rms 
noise fluctuations were measured to be 10-2 Hz.  
(2) During Austral summer, solar power is sufficient to 
operate the station.  During the continuous night of win-
ter, wind and/or electric generators may supply power. 
The measured average wind speed was typically 5-10 
knots, with only sporadic periods of winds over 20 knots, 
typically every 10 days.  We installed a larger wind gene-
rator (Aerogen-612-F) in December 2010 to continue to 
evaluate wind as a possible source of power during the 
winter months. 
(3) In Fig. 2, the planarity variable P sums the time dif-
ferences for the four baselines between neighboring an-
tennas (the diagonal baselines were not used in this anal-
ysis).  The nearly planar wavefront expected from a neu-
trino signal would sum to approximately zero in this 
variable as shown by the solid black histogram. The P 
values for triggers from thermal noise are more diffusely 
distributed. The event cleaning removes a small sample 
of events with periodic time structure associated with 

Iridium communication and writing events to flash drive 
memory. Selection criteria based on straightforward 
timing causality and amplitude minimums remove all but 
2 events and none in the signal region.  The analysis of 
the triggered events indicate that the ARIANNA site has 
low anthropogenic sources of RF noise that mimic neu-
trino signals, which is expected because the site is 
shielded from narrow band transmitters at McMurdo by a 
high ridge known as Minna Bluff.  
(4) A heartbeat and calibration transmitter demonstrated 
timing resolutions of 0.1ns per receiver channel and 
monitored slow drifts of absolute time delays.  
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Abstract: Multiple searches for neutrinos in correlation with gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) using data from the ANTARES
neutrino telescope have been performed. One search uses data taken during 2007, at which time the telescope consisted
of 5 detector lines, to measure the number of neutrino-induced muons in correlation with 37 GRBs that occurred during
the data-taking period. While no correlations are observed, upper limits have been placed on the flux of neutrinos for
different GRB models. A second search uses an alternative method to identify the shower at the neutrino-interaction
vertex. This search is particularly sensitive to electron-neutrinos, but is able to observe neutrinos of any flavor. The
sensitivity of this method to measure correlations between neutrinos and prompt photons emitted by GRBs is presented
for a typical neutrino flux model.

Keywords: ANTARES, neutrino, telescope, gamma-ray burst, GRB

1 Introduction

First discovered in the 1960’s, a gammy-ray burst (GRB) is
observed as an extremely luminous flash of photons from
a seemingly random point in the sky. The energy spec-
trum of these photons can be parametrized by a broken
power law of the form dN/dE∝Eα, where α ≈ −1 below
the break energy (typically around an MeV) and α ≈ −2
above it [1]. The large energy output of a typical GRB,
around 1052 erg, combined with the GRB occurrence rate,
about one per galaxy per million years, makes gamma-ray
bursts a candidate source of high energy cosmic rays [2]. If
GRBs are indeed accelerating hadrons, then these hadrons
can be expected to suffer inelastic collisions with particles
found in the acceleration regions, typically shock waves in
relativistic jets [3, 4, 5]. Such hadronic interactions would
ultimately yield mesons that decay to produce high-energy
neutrinos.
The ANTARES telescope seeks to observe such cosmic
neutrinos. For this purpose, the sea water of the Mediter-
ranean Sea is used both as a target and Čerenkov medium.
Neutrinos interacting with a nucleus in or around the in-
strumented volume will produce a hadronic shower at the
collision vertex and will also produce an energetic lepton
in the case of a charged-current interaction. These rela-
tivistic charged particles will produce Čerenkov radiation
which can then be measured by photo-sensitive detection
units in the ANTARES telescope. Neutrinos with an en-
ergy of around 10 TeV or higher will yield leptons travel-
ing along the same trajectory as the neutrino. The source
of such a neutrino can then be identified through its corre-
lation with the neutrino’s arrival time and/or direction.

To measure the light produced by charged particles gen-
erated in neutrino interactions, the ANTARES telescope
consists of 12 detector lines that hold photo-sensitive units.
Each line is anchored to the sea floor at a depth of 2475 m
and supports 25 triplets of photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs)
spaced evenly along the line in 14.5 m intervals. Fur-
ther details of the detector configuration can be found in
Ref. [6]. The detector lines are not rigid and are therefore
affected by sea currents. The position and orientation of
each PMT is determined by multiple positioning systems,
described in reference [7].
While the sea water around the telescope is extremely dark,
ANTARES can and does detect photons that are not due
to neutrino interactions. The main sources of such back-
ground signals are (a) down-going muons produced by the
interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere,
(b) the decay of the radioactive isotope 40K present in the
sea water and (c) light emitted by living organisms in the
water. The latter two sources produce random signals in
each photo-detection unit at a rate which varies with the
sea current and is around 60-150 kHz per PMT. This back-
ground is reduced through the application of triggering al-
gorithms that select potential neutrino events [8]. The so-
called atmospheric muons form a background which is re-
duced after the trigger as part of a neutrino analysis pro-
cedure, as described in the following sections. With the
search for transient sources such as gamma-ray bursts, the
vast majority of the atmospheric-muon background can
be reduced simply by demanding that a potential neutrino
event correlates in time to the a priori known time of the
source flare.
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Figure 1: The angular resolution for muon tracks passing
the selection described in the text, as a function of the neu-
trino energy.

2 Muon Track Search

Data taken by the ANTARES telescope during 2007 has
been analyzed to search for neutrino-induced muons arriv-
ing in correlation with prompt photons from gamma-ray
bursts. The prompt photon signals were detected by ex-
ternal satellite experiments, and were mainly long-duration
GRBs detected by Swift [9, 10]. During this data-taking
period, the ANTARES telescope was still under construc-
tion and consisted of only 5 detector lines. Muon can-
didates are extracted from raw data using a trigger algo-
rithm that searches for a collection of causally-connected
hits consistent with photons emitted by a muon traversing
the detector [8]. The average trigger rate during the data-
taking period was 1 Hz.
The muon trajectory is determined by a reconstruction
package that uses probability density functions (PDFs) de-
scribing the expected photon arrival times, of both signal
and background photons, to find the local muon position
and direction that maximizes the likelihood that the ob-
served hit times correspond to the expected times [11, 12].
Potential neutrino- induced muons are required to have
an up-going trajectory (to reject muons from atmospheric
cosmic-ray showers) and to have a good fit quality. The
fit quality is estimated using two parameters, one based on
the (log of the) value of the likelihood function, Λ, and one
based on the angular precision calculated by the fit proce-
dure, σf .
The distribution of these parameters observed in the data is
well reproduced by simulations of the background due to
atmospheric muons and neutrinos. While signal neutrinos
have been simulated for several different spectra, a single
set of cuts on the quality parameters is found to provide
a good separation of signal from background events. The
angular resolution for simulated muons passing these cuts
is shown in Fig. 1.

The good angular resolution for muon tracks allows the di-
rection, in addition to the time, of neutrino candidate events
to be used in the search for correlations with gamma-ray
bursts. The candidate tracks are required to point back to
the GRB position to within 2◦, and to occur during the ar-
rival of prompt photons, i.e. during the T90 observed by
the satellite. With these criteria, the expected background
rate is found to be about 1.0 × 10−7 Hz. Of the remain-
ing background events, 90% are due to (misreconstructed)
atmospheric muons from showers above the detector and
10% to atmospheric neutrinos producing up-going muons.
This search for muons produced by neutrinos in correla-
tion with gamma-ray bursts has been applied to the data
taken during the flares of 37 GRBs that occurred during
2007. No neutrino candidate events are observed in cor-
relation with the GRBs. The limits placed on the total
νμ + ν̄μ flux of these bursts at the 90% confidence level,
using the Feldman-Cousins recipe [13], for three different
GRB models are presented in Fig. 2. In addition to a gen-
eral E−2 spectrum, two GRB neutrino spectra have been
explored, both based on the fireball model. The Waxman-
Bahcall model is that described in Ref. [14], and all GRBs
are assumed to follow the same spectrum. The model of
Guetta et al. is described in Ref. [15]. For this model, the
neutrino spectrum of each GRB has been calculated sepa-
rately using the (satellite) measured GRB parameters.
The reliability of the simulations used in this analysis has
been studied in depth. The uncertainty with the largest im-
pact arises from the efficiency and angular acceptance used
for PMTs in the simulations. Reducing the efficiency of the
tubes by 15% results in a 12% reduction of the acceptance
of the telescope to E−2 muon-neutrinos, without affecting
its angular resolution. A degradation of the PMT timing of
only a few nanoseconds in the simulations is found to be
incompatible with muon data. Such studies allow a con-
servative estimate of 15% to be placed on the uncertainty
of the angular resolution of the telescope. Uncertainties
on PMT timing can also reduce the acceptance of the tele-
scope. The aggregate effect of the PMT timing and effi-
ciency results in an uncertainty of 15% on the relative ac-
ceptance of ANTARES to cosmic muon-neutrinos.

3 Collision Vertex Shower Search

An additional search method has been developed to search
for neutrinos of any flavor in correlation with gamma-ray
bursts. This is done by locating the shower(s) produced
at the vertex of the collision between the neutrino and a
nucleus in or around the detector. Such a deep inelastic
scattering will produce a hadronic shower irrespective of
the neutrino flavor. In the case of electron neutrinos un-
dergoing a charged current interaction, an electromagnetic
shower is also produced at the vertex by the resulting elec-
tron or positron. Such showers occurring during the prompt
photon emission of a GRB are then sought. This analysis
is the first to seek to measure neutrinos of multiple flavors
in the ANTARES data.
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Figure 2: The upper limits on the total νμ + ν̄μ flux of
37 GRBs, obtained by the muon track search, are shown
by the solid lines for different flux models. Two of the
flux models are shown by the dashed lines. The expected
Waxman-Bahcall flux [14] is shown in black and the ex-
pected Guetta et al. flux [15] is shown in gray. The limits
have been placed using data taken during 2007, when the
telescope consisted of 5 detector lines.

As the extent of the vertex shower is small compared to
the spacing between detection units in the telescope, pho-
tons radiated by charged particles in the shower appear to
originate from the same point in space and time. A simple
procedure to reconstruct the position and time of the ver-
tex shower has been developed. This reconstruction is ap-
plied to candidate neutrino events that have passed at least
one trigger criteria. In addition to the trigger algorithm de-
scribed in Sect. 2, a second trigger condition in which clus-
ters of time-correlated hits in neighboring PMT triplets are
sought has been applied. This second trigger algorithm was
implemented during the 2008 data taking period.
The shower vertex position and time is then determined by
minimizing the difference between the expected photon ar-
rival times and the measured hit times. The arrival time
of photons is assumed to depend only on the distance trav-
eled from the shower vertex. The resolution of this recon-
struction procedure has been studied using special calibra-
tion data taken by ANTARES in which LED beacons were
used to obtain a burst of photons originating from a single
point. The spacial resolution of the shower reconstruction
is found to be around 1 m, as shown in Fig. 3, and the tim-
ing resolution around 2.4 ns.
A sample of reconstructed showers from triggered events
will contain many electromagnetic showers produced by
the stochastic energy loss of atmospheric muons travers-
ing the telescope. Neutrino-induced showers are extracted
from this background by placing cuts on quality parame-
ters. The most discriminating variable is found to be the
number of direct hits, NDirHits: the number of selected
hits having a time residual better than 15 ns. In addition,
requiring the number of detector lines used in the fit to be
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Figure 3: The spacial resolution of the shower reconstruc-
tion algorithm, determined using special calibration data in
which LED beacons were flashed.

greater than two is found to further reduce the atmospheric
muon background. The cut on NDirHits has been deter-
mined by finding the value that minimizes the flux of a
GRB required to discover a source with T90 =100 s at the
5σ level in 50% of test cases. The GRB flux used during
cut optimization is assumed to follow the Waxman-Bahcall
flux [14].
While a rare occurrence, a sparking PMT could produce a
signal with a similar profile to that of a neutrino-induced
shower. To eliminate such events, showers are rejected if
they are reconstructed too close to any PMT. This cut ef-
fectively reduces the fiducial volume of the telescope by
about 2%, but since the detector is capable of measuring
high-energy neutrino-induced showers from far outside the
instrumented volume, the ultimate effect on the sensitivity
is much less.
The expected rate of background events passing the full set
of quality cuts has been estimated from data taken during
2007-2008 in which no GRB was observed by a satellite ex-
periment. During this time, the ANTARES telescope was
under construction and data was taken while the telescope
consisted of 5, 9, 10 and 12 detector lines. The average rate
of surviving background events over the 2007 (5 line) and
2008 (9-12 lines) periods are found to be 4.4 × 10−5 Hz
and 6.8× 10−5 Hz, respectively. Note that the background
is much larger than that obtained by the muon track search
method described in Sect. 2, due to the lack of directional
information. With the simple shower reconstruction, the
field of view of the telescope cannot be restricted to the
region of sky around the GRB.
The (Neyman) sensitivity of the vertex shower search
method to observe the total flux of neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos of all three flavors from GRBs [14] has been cal-
culated. The sensitivity obtained for the 2007 and 2008
data taking periods, averaged over the viewable sky, is
shown in Fig. 4. For the 2007 period, the detector con-
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Figure 4: The sensitivity of the shower vertex search
method applied to the average ANTARES detector as it
was during the 2007 and 2008 data taking periods to the
total neutrino and anti-neutrino flux of GRBs. The neu-
trino spectra are assumed to follow the Waxman-Bahcall
spectrum [14].

sisted of 5 lines and the sensitivity is shown for the same
37 GRBs studied in Sect. 2. For the 2008 period, the sen-
sitivity is shown for 65 GRBs and averaged over the 9, 10
and 12 line detector configurations.
The impact of systematic uncertainties in the detector sim-
ulations are under study. A significant effect comes from
the possibility that the efficiency of each PMT is not accu-
rately reproduced in the simulations. This is being studied
by reducing the efficiency with which signal photons are
converted to hits. Other simulation properties have also
been studied by varying the Čerenkov light propagation,
altering the high energy shower generation and using dif-
ferent models of the neutrino-nucleus cross sections. These
effects lead to a reduction of the sensitivity of the shower
analysis that is currently estimated to be 10-20%.

4 Summary

Two methods have been developed that can be used to
search for a detectable flux of neutrinos emitted by gamma-
ray bursts. Both methods attempt to measure neutrinos ar-
riving at the Earth in conjunction with the prompt photons
emitted by GRBs (as observed by external satellite experi-
ments). For both methods, muons and neutrinos generated
by the interaction of cosmic-rays with the Earth’s atmo-
sphere form a substantial background that must be reduced.
The first method reduces this background by measuring the
trajectory of the muon produced by muon-neutrino interac-
tions. The muon is demanded to be well reconstructed and
to come from within 2◦ of the GRB. It has been applied to

data taken by the ANTARES telescope during 2007, when
the experiment consisted of 5 detector lines. No neutrino
events are observed in correlation with 37 selected GRBs
of 2007. Limits on the maximum flux that would have only
a 10% chance to produce no events in the telescope have
been calculated.
The second method seeks to measure the shower generated
at the neutrino collision vertex and is the first analysis of
ANTARES to be sensitive to neutrinos of any flavor. Show-
ers produced by the stochastic energy loss of atmospheric
muons are rejected by studying the topology of the shower
event. Due to the lack of directional information available
from the shower reconstruction, the background rate of this
method is higher than that of the muon analysis. The sen-
sitivity of the ANTARES telescope as it was during 2007-
2008 to showers from a flux of neutrinos from GRBs has
been determined.
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Search for atmospheric neutrino induced particle showers with IceCube 40

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1
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Abstract: One of the guaranteed fluxes under study by the IceCube neutrino telescope are neutrinos originating from
cosmic ray induced air showers. These neutrinos come from the decay of π and K mesons (the conventional flux) and
from the decay of charmed mesons (the prompt flux). Although several flux predictions exist, the electron neutrino flux
has been measured only up to GeV energies. At TeV energies, where atmospheric neutrinos are an inevitable source
of background events for astrophysical neutrino searches, the prompt flux becomes important and the flux predictions
vary greatly. The detection of electromagnetic and hadronic particle showers, which are not only produced by electron
neutrinos but which can be found in the final states of charged and neutral current interactions of all neutrino flavours,
remains challenging. Given the sensitivity to all neutrino flavours, the good energy resolution that will be possible with
fully contained shower events and the possibility to isolate the prompt from the conventional flux, the prospects of this
detection channel are very promising. This poster will present an analysis done on a data sample collected with IceCube
in its 40 string configuration as it was running from 2008 to 2009. The development of the event selection on a small part
of the sample will be discussed.
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1 Observing Neutrinos at the South Pole

The possibility to measure or constrain the flux of astro-
physical neutrinos could help to solve a number of ques-
tions of which one of the most prominent, the question
of the origin of cosmic rays, remains unanswered nearly
a century after their discovery. Experiments that aim at the
detection of these neutrinos must compensate for the small
interaction cross sections and the low expected fluxes with
increased size. With this year’s completion of IceCube [1],
the biggest neutrino detector to date, such an experiment
is now available. For the experiment a cubic kilometer of
glacial ice below the geographical South Pole was instru-
mented with photomultiplier tubes in order to detect the
Cherenkov light of charged secondaries generated in neu-
trino interactions.
During the last 7 austral summers 86 holes were melted
2.5 km deep into the ice and into each a cable holding 60
so-called Digital Optical Modules (DOMs) has been de-
ployed. The light sensors on 78 of these strings form a
grid with a horizontal spacing of 125m and a vertical dis-
tance of 17m. As the spacing basically determines the en-
ergy threshold, the detector center was augmented with the
denser DeepCore infill array between 2009 and 2010. The
data-taking started already during the construction phase.

This work uses data recorded between April 2008 and May
2009 when 40 strings were operational (IceCube 40).
IceCube’s main physics goal is the detection of astrophys-
ical neutrinos at energies above 100GeV. These neutrinos
must be isolated from the much larger flux of leptons cre-
ated in cosmic ray induced air showers [2]. Among these
a huge number of muons originating mostly from pion and
kaon decays form the biggest part of the background. In
the same air showers also atmospheric neutrinos are cre-
ated [3]. In order to separate them from the astrophysical
neutrinos a good understanding of their energy spectrum,
flavour ratios and angular distribution will be helpful. This
in turn is tightly coupled to our knowledge of the cosmic
ray composition and hadronic interactions at energies that
are out of reach of accelerator experiments.
The atmospheric neutrino spectrum is expected to consist
of two components, the conventional flux from decaying
pions and kaons [4, 5] and the prompt neutrinos from de-
cays of short lived charmed mesons [6, 7]. The existing
flux predictions for the latter vary widely and current mea-
surements of the muon neutrino flux [8] are not yet able
to resolve any prompt from the conventional component
(see Fig. 1). Compared to muon neutrinos the flux of at-
mospheric electron neutrinos is lower and falls with a sim-
ilar steep power law. Taking advantage of the lower en-
ergy threshold of the DeepCore array, IceCube has recently

                                                                        DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/1097
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Figure 1: Different flux predictions for atmospheric neutri-
nos (taken from [4]-[7]) compared to a measurement of the
atmospheric νμ-flux with IceCube 40 [8].

detected atmospheric neutrino induced showers around a
mean energy of 40GeV [9]. However, at TeV energies
this measurement remains challenging, and only recently
an analysis on the same IceCube 40 dataset started to find
several promising candidate events [10]. In the energy
spectrum of neutrino induced particle showers the prompt
component is expected to emerge from the conventional at
about 105 GeV which is about an order of magnitude lower
than for muon neutrinos (see Fig. 1 and [11]). This makes
shower events a suitable tool to isolate the prompt compo-
nent.

2 Neutrino Induced Particle Showers

The events of interest in this study are particle showers
emerging from deep-inelastic neutrino nucleon scattering.
Particle showers can be found in the final states of charged
current (CC) electron and tau neutrino interactions and in
all neutral current (NC) interactions. Since IceCube can-
not distinguish νe and low-energy ντ CC interactions from
all-flavour NC interactions, analyses tailored to this event
signature are effectively sensitive to all neutrino flavours.
In NC interactions neutrinos deposit only parts of their en-
ergy so they show up as less energetic cascades. This leads
to a lower effective area for muon neutrinos.
At TeV energies the particle showers have lengths of a few
meters. But due to the large DOM spacing and the scatter-
ing of light in the ice showers appear as nearly point-like
light sources. This results in spherical hit patterns which at
higher energies appear significantly different from the hit
patterns of muon tracks.
The separation from the muonic background is mostly im-
peded by the fact that high energetic muons stochasti-
cally undergo catastrophic energy losses in the form of

bremsstrahlung showers along the track. Because of the
considerable energy deposition these bright electromag-
netic showers change the appearance of the track and make
them less distinguishable from the searched signal. This
has also a connection to the cosmic ray composition be-
cause proton air showers produce more often single highly
energetic muons than for e.g. iron showers. From the lat-
ter often whole bundles of muons reach the detector and
traverse the detector nearly in parallel. As the individual
muons will have their stochastic energy losses at different
positions, the whole bundle appears sufficiently different
from a single particle shower and is easier to reject. Exten-
sive simulations performed in the context of similar anal-
yses done on the IceCube 22 dataset confirmed this effect
albeit with low statistics. Those muons which passed all
cuts were originating from proton air showers [12].
For electromagnetic showers the light yield scales lin-
early with energy. It has been shown in a Monte Carlo
study that for electron neutrino interactions with energies
of 10TeV-1PeV and well contained interaction vertices
the energy may be reconstructed with a precision of about
Δlog10(Eν) = 0.13 [17].

3 Event Selection

In order to minimize statistical bias a blind analysis is per-
formed. From the 364 days of usable data, 32 days are
chosen to develop the event selection. The data was sam-
pled uniformly over the year in order to reflect seasonal
variations in the muonic background rate. Secondly, a
large background sample of simulated muons from more
than 1012 air showers were generated. A version of COR-
SIKA [13] with the Sibyll interaction model was adapted
for IceCube and used to simulate the Hörandel polygonato
cosmic ray spectrum [14]. Additionally more statistics of
protons are currently produced in order to study the impact
of composition uncertainties on the background prediction.
For the expected signal interactions electron, muon and tau
neutrinos were generated with a collaboration-internal sim-
ulation package that is based on ANIS [15].
The IceCube 40 detector operated at a trigger rate of about
1300Hz. An online event selection based on two quickly
calculable variables selected events at a rate of 16Hz. A
straight line fit through all hit DOMs at position �xi and
time ti yields a parametrization of the form �xi = �x0 +
�v · (ti − t0) where the parameter |�v| denotes how fast the
hit pattern evolves. The second variable uses an analogy
to classical mechanics in which it interprets the hit pattern
as a rigid body and the recorded amount of light in each
DOM as a mass. Spherical hit patterns can then be selected
by calculating the eigenvalues of the tensor of inertia and
requiring that all three eigenvalues are nearly of the same
size. This online filter starts to get efficient above an energy
threshold of about 1TeV and is optimized for the search for
the expected astrophysical E−2 flux for which it yields an
efficiency of about 73%. For the less energetic atmospheric
electron neutrino flux the efficiency is only about 35%.
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The selected events were transmitted via satellite to insti-
tutes in the North where more elaborate track and vertex
likelihood reconstructions can be performed. They provide
a sufficient angular resolution for incident muons and with
the likelihood value of the vertex reconstruction a quality
parameter to select particle showers. Based on the vertex
reconstruction also an energy estimator that considers the
depth dependent optical properties of the ice [16] is run.
Cuts based on these variables reduce the data rate to 2Hz
while keeping about 60% of the atmospheric νe signal. Ac-
cording to a predicted atmospheric neutrino flux [5] the
sample contains at this point about 1200 νe and 10000 νμ
(CC+NC) events which are still buried below 50 · 106 at-
mospheric muon events. The effective areas up to this cut
level are shown in Fig. 2.
All passing events are fed into a more elaborate likelihood
reconstruction [17]. This takes into account the full timing
and amplitude information of the recorded light as well as
tabulated results of detailed simulations of how light prop-
agates in the ice [18]. For showers this provides estimates
for the time and position of the interaction as well as the
amount of deposited energy. Also the track reconstruction
is repeated with an iterative optimization strategy in order
to avoid local minima of the likelihood and to improve the
angular resolution for background events [19].
So-called split reconstructions, which split the recorded
photons by time into two sets and reconstruct each set indi-
vidually, provide further information about the event due to
the different timing behaviour of tracks and showers. For
a track, later hits are downstream along the track while for
particle showers they are centered around the vertex but at
larger distance.
Based on an argument that shower induced hit patterns
should be spherical another cut variable can be constructed.
For an imaginary sphere with a given radius and centered
at the reconstructed vertex one can calculate the fill ra-
tio Nhit/Nsphere, where Nsphere denotes the number of
all DOMs in the sphere and Nhit the number of triggered
DOMs. This is especially useful to reject events containing
several coincident atmospheric muons because the hit pat-
terns of e.g. two coincident but well separated tracks can
have many untriggered DOMs in between.
In order to further reduce the muonic background, DOMs
at the surface of the instrumented volume are used to veto
tracks that appear to enter and traverse the detector. Events
for which the first triggered light sensor is located on the
outer layer of the detector are rejected. Together with the
requirement that the reconstructed vertex is located inside
the fiducial volume, this forms a strict containment cut.
Finally those variables that still provide separation power
are combined with a machine learning algorithm. In the
TMVA framework [20] a boosted decision tree is trained
which provides a final cut variable to select particle show-
ers. Current investigations suggest that this event selection
is able to remove the remaining background while keep-
ing the prospect to find a few atmospheric neutrinos in the
whole sample.
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Figure 2: Effective areas for electron and muon neutrinos
for the early stages of the analysis. The width of the bands
denotes the statistical error. This differs between cut levels
because datasets of different size have been used. The peak
at 6.3PeV for electron neutrinos is due to the Glashow res-
onance. The drop in effective area for muon neutrinos be-
tween trigger and online filter level illustrates the effect of
tailoring the analysis to neutrino induced particle showers.
At the presented cut levels the contribution of muon tracks
from charged current interactions is still present. Therefore
the effective area is still higher for muon than for electron
neutrinos.

However, this statement relies on the Monte Carlo back-
ground prediction which has to be scrutinized before un-
blinding. Accordingly, studies of the systematic uncertain-
ties in the simulated background sample (like for example
a lighter cosmic ray composition) are ongoing and will be
presented together with the final event selection at the con-
ference.
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Supernova detection with IceCube and beyond

THE ICECUBE COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings

Abstract: In its current configuration, IceCube is a formidable detector for supernovae. It can detect subtle features
in the temporal development of MeV neutrinos from the core collapse of nearby massive stars. For a supernova at
the galactic center, its sensitivity matches that of a background-free megaton-scale supernova search experiment and
triggers on supernovae with about 200, 20, and 6 standard deviations at the galactic center (10 kpc), the galactic
edge (30 kpc), and the Large Magellanic Cloud (50 kpc). Signal significances are reduced due to the noise floor and
correlations between background hits. In this paper we discuss ways to improve the signal over background ratio with
an improved data acquisition. We also discuss methods to track the average neutrino energy by multiple hit detec-
tion from individual interacting neutrinos. The latter relies on the ability to reject coincident hits from atmospheric muons.
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1 Introduction

It was recognized early by [1] and [2] that neutrino tele-
scopes offer the possibility to monitor our Galaxy for su-
pernovae. IceCube is uniquely suited for this measurement
due to its location and 1 km3 size. The noise rates in Ice-
Cubes photomultiplier tubes average around 540Hz since
they are surrounded by inert and cold ice with depth de-
pendent temperatures ranging from −43 ◦C to −20 ◦C. At
depths between (1450 − 2450)m they are partly shielded
from cosmic rays. Cherenkov light induced by neutrino in-
teractions will increase the count rate of all light sensors
above their average value. Although this increase in indi-
vidual light sensor is not statistically significant, the effect
will be clearly seen once the rise is considered collectively
over many sensors.
The 5160 photomultipliers are installed in modules called
digital optical modules (DOMs) and arranged in two con-
figurations: IceCube, with 17m (125m) vertical spac-
ing between DOMs (horizontal spacing between strings),
and DeepCore with 7m (72m) spacings and equipped
with high quantum efficiency DOMs, where εDeepCore =
1.35εIceCube [3, 4]. With absorption lengths exceeding
100m, photons travel long distances in the ice such that
each DOM effectively monitors several hundred cubic me-
ters of ice. The inverse beta process ν̄e+p→ e++n domi-
nates supernova neutrino interactions withO(10MeV) en-

ergy in ice or water, leading to positron tracks of about
0.55 cm · Eν/MeV length for Eν ≤ 10MeV. Considering
the approximate E2

ν dependence of the cross section, the
light yield per neutrino roughly scales with E3

ν . The detec-
tion principle was demonstrated with the AMANDA exper-
iment, IceCubes predecessor [5]. Since 2009, IceCube has
been sending real-time datagrams to the Supernova Early
Warning System (SNEWS) [6] when detecting supernova
candidate events.
Currently, the supernovae search algorithms are based on
count rates of individual DOMs stored in 1.67ms time bins.
We plan to introduce an improved data acquisition system
that will allow to store all IceCube hits for supernova candi-
dates. We discuss below some of the improvements that we
expect to be achieved using this additional information. In
addition, the collaboration is discussing future extensions
of the detector that would also improve the supernova de-
tection capacity.

2 Current performance

IceCube is the most precise detector for analyzing the neu-
trino lightcurve of close supernovae. A paper, discussing
the detector and physics performance, is close to being pub-
lished. Figure 1 shows the expected significance for the
detection of a supernovae as function of distance (left) and
presents the expected rate distribution for the Lawrence-
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Figure 1: Left: Expected significance versus distance assuming the Lawrence-Livermore model [9] for three oscillation
scenarios. The significances are increased by neutrino oscillations in the star by typically 40% in case of an inverted
hierarchy. The Magellanic Clouds as well as the center and the edge of the Milky Way and various trigger thresholds
are marked. For the Milky Way, the supernova progenitor distribution follows the prediction from [7], for the Magellanic
Clouds it is assumed to be uniform. Right: Expected rate distribution at 10 kpc supernova distance assuming normal and
inverse hierarchies.
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Figure 2: Left: Measured probability density distribution of time differences between pulses for noise (bold line) and the
expectation for a Poissonian process fitted in the range 15ms < ΔT < 50ms (thin line). The excess is due to bursts
of correlated hits, as indicated by the 50ms long snapshot of hit times shown in the inset. Right: Measured width of
the significance distribution as function of time during IceCube construction with 40 (left), 59 (middle) and 79 (right)
deployed strings. The inset shows the significance distribution before (wide distribution) and after (narrow distribution)
suppression of hits due to atmospheric muons (79 strings). The current trigger threshold for SNEWS alarms is indicated
by a dashed line.

Livermore model [9] (right). The rate distribution demon-
strates the excellent resolution of details in the neutrino
light curve. This includes the possibility to distinguish the
neutrino hierarchy, provided that the astrophysical model
is well known and sin2 Θ13 > 1 ◦[7]. The present noise
floor is indicated in Fig. 1 (right) which leads to a fast de-
terioration of the signal significance particularly at larger
distances. In addition, the expected signal significance in
IceCube is somewhat reduced due to two types of correla-
tions between pulses that introduce supra-Poissonian fluc-
tuations. The first correlation involves a single photomul-
tiplier tube. It comes about because a radioactive decay
in the pressure sphere can produce a burst of photons last-
ing several μs. The second correlation arises from the cos-
mic ray muon background; a single cosmic ray shower can

produce a bundle of muons which is seen by hundreds of
DOMs. The observed time difference between noise hits
deviates from an exponential distribution expected for a
Poissonian process (see Fig. 2, left). The inset shows a
hit sequence from a single DOM, clearly indicating the
bursting behavior. A significant fraction of these bursts
can be rejected by an artificial non-paralyzing deadtime,
currently adjusted to τ = 250μs, which decreases the av-
erage optical module noise rate to 285 Hz, while keeping
≈ 87%/(1 + rSN · τ) of supernova induced hits with rate
rSN.
Due to remaining correlated pulses from radioactive decays
and atmospheric muons, the measured sample standard de-
viation in data taken with 79 strings is ≈ 1.3 and ≈ 1.7
times larger than the Poissonian expectation for 2ms and
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6.7 (white line). Right: Energy resolution ΔE as a function of distance d and average energy of the emission spectrum
〈E〉. The white line show several ΔE/E contours.

500ms time bins, respectively. For the analysis, we de-
fine the significance ξ = Δμ/σΔμ , where Δμ is the most
likely collective rate deviation of all optical module noise
rates from their running average. σΔμ is the correspond-
ing deviation calculated from the data, thus accounting for
non-Poissonian behavior in the dark rates. The signifi-
cance should be centered at zero with unit width. Fig. 2
(right plot) shows that this is not the case; instead the width
changes with the season and increases with the size of the
instrumented detector. This behavior is linked to the sea-
sonal change of the muon flux. While atmospheric muons
contribute to the count rates of individual DOMs by only
3%, these hits are correlated across the detector, thus broad-
ening the significance distribution and giving rise to a sea-
sonal dependence of the trigger rate. At present, it is possi-
ble to subtract roughly half of the hits introduced by atmo-
spheric muons from the total noise rate offline, as the num-
ber of coincident hits in neighboring DOMs is recorded for
all triggered events. The width of the significance distribu-
tion then decreases to about 1.06, close to the expectation
(see inset of Fig. 2 (right plot)).
A data acquisition that records all hits in case of a super-
nova trigger will permit further improvements. The time
resolution on the onset of the burst will no longer be re-
stricted by the 1.67ms time bins in which the rates are

recorded, hits associated to triggered atmospheric muons
can be fully rejected, and more sophisticated methods to
minimize correlated pulse bursts, e.g. by eliminating the
initial hits of the bursts while keeping photomultiplier re-
lated afterpulses, can be applied. However, as the signifi-
cance improves only with 1/

√
Nbackground, a much more

drastic reduction of background is required in order to im-
prove the detection significance at the edge of our galaxy,
to track the average neutrino energy and maybe even pro-
vide some directional capability. This can only be achieved
by detecting more than one Cherenkov photon from an in-
teraction and applying a coincidence condition.

3 New opportunities from coincidence rates

The study in this section is motivated by an analytical
framework that explores the potential of coincident hit
modes [11]. Here, we investigate the ”nearest neighbor co-
incidence hits” mode, with a hybrid GEANT-4/toy Monte
Carlo simulation. We chose this mode from other possible
multi-hit modes such as multiple hits in one DOM or co-
incident hits between any DOMs, because it has the best
noise suppression potential by requiring a very short time
window around the two coincident hits.
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Figure 3 shows the positron effective volume per module
and positron energy for the two detector configurations and
two detection modes: single hits and nearest neighbor co-
incidence hits. The effective volumes given in the legend
are calculated according to the ”Sf” model from [12] with
an integration time of 4 s. Both modes have a very different
energy dependence, which makes the ratio Ncoinc/Nsingle

an observable of the average energy 〈E〉 of the emission
spectrum.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows the smallest time difference be-
tween hits in neighboring DOMs for both detector configu-
rations. A cut on this time distribution was found by calcu-
lating the detection significance as a function of the super-
nova distance and the time window, as is shown in Fig. 4
for DeepCore. Applying a time cut of ±25 ns around the
most probable time difference of T0 = 25 ns, a maximum
distance of 10 kpc can be reached with the DeepCore DOM
separation. A similar cut yields a smaller reach for IceCube
due to the larger DOM separation.
To estimate the energy resolution of the energy observable
Ncoinc/Nsingle, the ratio was calculated using spectra ac-
cording to the ”Sf” model with average energies between
2 − 30MeV. In Fig. 4 (right plot), the deviation ΔE is
shown as a function of the supernova distance and the av-
erage 〈E〉. For distance smaller than the trigger threshold
(≈ 10 kpc), a resolution of around 5% can be achieved for
spectra with an average energy of 10− 15MeV.
The energy resolution depends on the expected noise level
for the chosen selection mode. Above, the Poissonian noise
levels were scaled up by 1.3, as mentioned in Sec. 2. It
is possible that this underestimates the average hit prob-
ability for DOMs that were close to atmospheric muons.
Preliminary studies show that light from muons can be sup-
pressed by considering only DOMs that were around 300m
or further away from the reconstructed track position. In
the worst case, when a track traverses the whole detector
volume vertically, this cut reduces the usable volume by
≈ 30%. Alternatives to such a cut are being investigated.

4 Possible extensions of IceCube/DeepCore

Discussions on an extension of IceCube/DeepCore have
started, which would also improve the supernova detection
capability. We used a GEANT-4 simulation to estimate the
capabilities of a hypothetic 18 string detector with IceCube
DOMs spaced apart a few meters. Fig. 5 shows the effec-
tive volumes of single and multiple hits as function of dis-
tance between the DOMs. The sizable increase in the active
volume of coincidence hits would strongly improve the sig-
nal over noise ratio and lead e.g. to a substantial improve-
ment of a supernova detection at the Magellanic cloud.

5 Conclusion

As a supernova detector, IceCube already offers an un-
matched ability to establish subtle features in the tempo-
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Figure 5: Effective volumes per DOM for multiple hits
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DOMs. The same neutrino spectrum was used as in Fig. 3

ral development of the neutrino flux by tracking the overall
count rates of its DOMs. The correlated noise background
remains one of the big challenges. The new data acquisi-
tion will permit the recording of all hits in case of a trigger
signal, thus greatly improving the rejection of correlated
noise sources such as atmospheric muons. It will also allow
to study the influence of the correlated noise on multiple hit
detection modes.
One such mode, nearest neighbor coincident hits, was in-
troduced in this paper and shows great potential to extent
the existing capabilities of IceCube by measuring the aver-
age neutrino energy. This mode also has the potential to be
sensitive to the neutrino direction. Other multi-hit modes
will be studied next. All these modes would greatly bene-
fit from a very dense sub-array with inter-DOM and inter-
string distance of a few meters only, extending their reach
to several tens of kilo parsec and possibly beyond.
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Abstract: The Large Volume Detector (LVD) in the INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS), Italy,
is a ν observatory which has been monitoring the Galaxy since June 1992 to study neutrino bursts from core
collapse supernovae. We evaluate how its sensitivity to such events would change if all its liquid scintillator
was doped with a small amount of Gadolinium. It results a 90% detection efficiency at the distance of the
Large Magellanic Cloud (50 kpc).

Keywords: Neutrino detection - Supernova - Gadolinium doping

1 Introduction

The Large Volume Detector (LVD) [1] is a 1 kton liq-
uid scintillator neutrino telescope located in the INFN
Gran Sasso National Laboratory, Italy. The main goal
of LVD is the detection and study of neutrino bursts
from core collapse supernovae.

LVD consists of an array of 840 scintillator counters,
1.5 m3 each, filled with 1.2 tons of liquid scintillator.
The main interaction expected in the liquid scintilla-
tor, at the typical energies of neutrino from core col-
lapse supernova (some tens of MeV), is the inverse beta
decay (IBD):

ν̄e + p→ e+ + n (1)

which gives two detectable pulses: the prompt one
due to the e+ (visible energy Evis � Eν̄e

− Q +me =
Eν̄e

− 0.789 MeV ), which acts as the trigger for the
experiment, followed by the delayed one from the neu-
tron capture on proton, Eγ = 2.23 MeV, with a mean
capture time, in one LVD counter, of τ = 185 ± 5μs.
Like other experiments which look for neutrino bursts
from core collapse supernovae, LVD has to be able
to extract the neutrino burst signal from the back-
ground even without the aid of an external trigger.
This capability is determined by the signal to noise
ratio S/N . It is possible to try to increase S/N by se-
lecting only those triggers which are followed, within

a defined time window, by a delayed pulse in the same
counter where the trigger itself took place, a condi-
tion which allows to extract the IBD. As the detection
efficiency of the γ from neutron capture in LVD is
relatively low, applying this technique to the present
LVD counters would not lead to significant improve-
ments in the sensitivity to supernova neutrino bursts,
as discussed in [2]. A possible improvement could be
achieved if the liquid scintillator was doped with a lit-
tle amount of Gadolinium. Two isotopes of this ele-
ment (155Gd and 157Gd) have a huge cross section for
neutron capture (104 times that of the proton) and
generate a γ photons cascade that can reach energies
up to 8 MeV. We want here to discuss how the sensi-
tivity of LVD would change as a detector for ν̄e from
core collapse supernovae if all its counters were doped
with Gd.

2 Neutron capture detection efficiency

A Monte Carlo simulation allowed us to evaluate the
efficiency in detecting neutrons from interaction 1 in-
side one LVD counter both for normal liquid scintilla-
tor and for doped one. We found that, in the case of
liquid scintillator without Gd doping:
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Eth [MeV] ηn (Eth) [%] R(Eth) [s
−1] δt(μs) P (Eth) S/N∗

No Gd doping [2]
0.5 58 200 0.2 - 650 0.13 1.0

With Gd doping
0.5 80 200 0.2 - 85 0.0168 3.8
1.0 77 91 ” 8·10−3 5.3
1.5 72 42 ” 4·10−3 7.1
2.0 67 19 ” 2·10−3 9.3
2.5 61 9 ” 8·10−4 13.4
3.0 55 4 ” 3 ·10−4 19.7

Table 1: Neutron capture detection efficiency, ηn, background rate in one LVD counter, R, time window δt to
search for the delayed pulse, probability P of a background delayed pulse after a trigger in the time window δt
and signal to noise relative to the case of no Gd doping, S/N∗, as a function of the energy threshold Eth imposed
on the delayed pulse. For the average undoped LVD counter in the first row, for Gd doped liquid scintillator in
the following six rows.

1. 17% of neutrons leave the counter without being
captured;

2. 20.5% are captured, but the 2.23 MeV gamma
quantum leaves the counter without interactions.

Taking also into account all the current features of
LVD in terms of trigger condition and considering
the finite time window to search for delayed pulses,
δt = 0.2μs − 3.5 · τ (where 0.2 μs is the time needed
to collect photons released in the scintillator [3] and
τ = 185± 5μs is the mean capture time in LVD coun-
ters without Gd), it results that the total efficiency
for neutron capture detection without Gd doping is
ηn = 58%.

When considering in the simulation the liquid scintil-
lator doped with a small (∼ 0.14% in weight) amount
of Gd, we get that:

1. 10% of neutrons leave the counter without being
captured;

2. 5% are captured, but the gamma cascade leaves
the counter without interactions.

The mean neutron capture time is τGd = 24.5± 0.5μs,
7.5 times shorter than the mean neutron capture time
of the same counter filled with the undoped liquid
scintillator. The considered time window to look
for delayed pulses in the case of Gd doping is then
δt|Gd = 0.2μs− 3.5 · τGd. Taking into account this fi-
nite time window, together with the trigger conditions
and PMT’s quantic efficiency, the total efficiency for
neutron capture detection with liquid scintillator Gd
doping results to be ηn|Gd = 80%.

The first clear result is that Gd doping one LVD
counter raises the neutron detection efficiency by a
factor 1.4 (from 58% to 80%) with respect to the un-
doped one. Moreover, the mean neutron capture time
shorten of a factor 7.5. This implies a reduction of
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Figure 1: Detected energy distribution, as resulting
from the simulation, for neutron capture after an in-
verse beta decay interaction occurring inside the LVD
counter filled with ”normal” (red) or Gd doped LS
(black).

the same factor of the time window in which we look
for the pulse in coincidence, and finally brings to a re-
duction of background counting rate

√
Rbk of a factor

(7.5)1/2. The total gain we get when looking for in-
verse beta decay signals is of a factor 3.8 in the S/N
ratio.

The shape of the spectrum detected for γ emission af-
ter neutron captures on Gd (figure 1, black line) sug-
gests the possibility to add a further cut which only
accepts delayed pulses with energy greater than a cer-
tain energy threshold Eth. In order to evaluate the
advantages of this selection criterion we considered the
neutron capture detection efficiency, ηn|Gd, as a func-
tion of the imposed Eth as obtained by the simulation.
It is reported in table 1 as ηn(Eth). Combining these
values with the background counting rate over Eth in
one average LVD counter (third column in the same
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Figure 2: Neutrino burst detection probability versus distance for Ecut=7 (light green) or 10 MeV (dark blue)
and standard LVD counters (dotted) or Gd doped counters (continuous), with a target mass of M = 1 kton and
imitation frequency 1/(100 years).

table, R(Eth)) we can calculate the probability that a
trigger is followed in the time window δt by at least
one delayed pulse due to background, so to mimic a
ν̄e interaction, P (Eth) = 1 − e−R(Eth)·δt. We obtain
in this way the signal to noise values relative to the
signal to noise we get for the case of no Gd doping,
(S/N)∗ last column of table 1.

3 Trigger rate increasing

We evaluated how the background counting rate at en-
ergies greater than 7 MeV in LVD changes due to Gd
doping. Neutrons from natural radioactivity in the
rock may be captured on Gd and generate high en-
ergy pulses in the detector. We referred to the neutron
flux measured in the underground Gran Sasso Labo-
ratory [4]. We simulated the response of one module
of LVD, that is a group of eight tanks, to such a neu-
tron flux. The liquid scintillator in the simulation was
doped with Gd at 0.14% level, and all neutron interac-
tions, quenching of the liquid scintillator as reported
in [5] and energy resolution of LVD counters [6] were
taken into account.

In this way we found f7|Gd = 1.1 s−1 and f10|Gd =
0.075 s−1, for the induced counting rate above 7 and
10 MeV respectively. Considering the present count-
ing rates above the same thresholds over the whole
experiment, which are equal to f7 = 0.2 s−1 and
f10 = 0.03 s−1 [2], we obtained that the total back-
ground rate, considering the effect of neutron cap-
tures on Gd, should raise to f7|tot ≤ 1.3 s−1 and
f10|tot ≤ 0.105 s−1.

4 ν̄e burst sensitivity

It is possible to calculate the sensitivity to neutrino
burst that LVD would achieve if all its liquid scin-
tillator was doped with Gd at a level of 0.14%. We
refer for this calculation to the method for neutrino
bursts selection described in [2], which relies on the
fact, widely discussed in that paper, that the back-
ground behaviour in LVD is well described by Poisson
statistic. When LVD is operating as a stand-alone
detector, the choice is to select as neutrino burst can-
didates only those clusters which could be produced
by background fluctuations less than 0.01 y−1. We
took into account that two searches are performed si-
multaneously, one for the triggers with energy above
Ecut = 7 MeV, and another one for triggers with en-
ergy above Ecut = 10 MeV. We fixed the total number
of detectable IBD interactions for a supernova at a
distance of D = 10 kpc to N0

ν ∼ 230, referring to a
conservative model of neutrino emission from a super-
nova [7].

We performed the calculation of the sensitivity for
both possible trigger selection, Ecut =7 MeV and
Ecut =10 MeV, requesting that a trigger is followed,
in the same counter where the trigger itself happened,
by a signal in the time window δt = 0.2 − 85μs. We
also considered the different possible Eth on the de-
layed pulse, as listed in table 1. We found that the
best case for Ecut = 10 MeV is that with Eth = 2.5
MeV, when the detection probability drops below 50%
when the supernova is more than 72 kpc away. In case
Ecut = 7 MeV we found that the best result (de-
tection efficiency of 50% for supernova at 58 kpc) is
obtained when Eth = 2.0 MeV. The full detection effi-
ciency curves corresponding to these two selections are
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drawn in figure 2, in green for Ecut = 7MeV, Eth = 2.0
MeV and in blue for Ecut = 10 MeV, Eth = 2.5 MeV.
The dotted curves in the same figure are taken from [2]
and represent the current detector sensitivity with 1
kton non doped liquid scintillator (green for Ecut = 7
MeV and blue for Ecut = 10 MeV).

5 Conclusions

From the results obtained above, it is apparent that
LVD is able to monitor the Galaxy with full efficiency
both for Gd doped and non doped liquid scintillator.
The improvement obtained with Gd doping emerges
when considering the possibility to identify a ν̄e burst
from the Large Magellanic Cloud, about 50 kpc away
from us. While for non doped liquid scintillator the
efficiency is ∼ 50%, and just for Ecut = 10 MeV, dop-
ing with Gd would make it raise to better than 90%,
if Ecut = 10 MeV and Eth = 2.5 MeV (better than
70% if Ecut = 7 MeV and Eth = 2.0 MeV). This sen-
sitivity is comparable to that which we would obtain
by doubling the mass of LVD.

6 Notes

This work is going to be published on JCAP.
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Determining the high energy neutrino flavor ratio at the astrophysical source
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Abstract: We discuss the reconstruction of neutrino flavor ratios at astrophysical sources through the future neutrino-
telescope measurements. We demonstrate by a statistical method the accuracies required in the measurements of energy-
independent ratios R and S, where R is the number ratio between track and shower events. For energy below a few PeV,
shower events consists of electron and tau neutrino events. However, for energies beyond, a tau-lepton behaves like a
track similar to a muon. This motivates a new classification of event types and new definitions for R and S. We present
our analyses in both types of measurements, R and S, at corresponding energy regime.

Keywords: Astrophysical neutrino, neutrino oscillation, neutrino astronomy.

1 Introduction

The operation of IceCube detector [1] and the R&D effort
of KM3Net [2] are important progresses toward a km3-
sized detection capability in the neutrino astronomy [3].
Furthermore the radio and air-shower detectors, such as
ANITA [4] and Pierre Auger detector [5] respectively, are
also taking the data. These detectors are sensitive to neutri-
nos with energies higher than those probed by IceCube and
KM3Net. Finally, the radio extension of IceCube detector,
the ARA [6], is also under consideration. It is expected to
detect a score of cosmogenic neutrinos [7] per year.
Most of the astrophysical neutrinos are believed to be pro-
duced by decays of charged pions and subsequent decays
of muons: π+ → μ+ + νμ → e+ + νμ + νe + ν̄μ or
π− → μ− + ν̄μ → e− + ν̄μ + ν̄e + νμ. This leads to the
neutrino flux ratio φ0(νe) : φ0(νμ) : φ0(ντ ) = 1 : 2 : 0
at the astrophysical source where φ0(να) is the sum of
να and ν̄α flux. Such a flux ratio results from an im-
plicit assumption that the muon decays into neutrinos be-
fore it loses a significant fraction of its energy. However,
in some source the muon quickly loses its energy by inter-
acting with strong magnetic fields or with matter [8, 9, 10].
Such a muon eventually decays into neutrinos with ener-
gies much lower than that of νμ(ν̄μ) from π+(π−) decays.
Consequently this type of source has a neutrino flavor ratio
φ0(νe) : φ0(νμ) : φ0(ντ ) = 0 : 1 : 0, which is referred to
as the muon-damped source. The third type of source emits
neutrons resulting from the photo-disassociation of nuclei.
As neutrons propagate to the Earth, ν̄e are produced from

neutron β decays [11], leading to a neutrino flavor ratio
φ0(νe) : φ0(νμ) : φ0(ντ ) = 1 : 0 : 0.
A natural question in neutrino astronomy is then how well
one can identify and distinguish these neutrino sources.
The answer to this question depends on our knowledge of
neutrino mixing parameters and the achievable accuracies
in measuring the neutrino flavor ratio on the Earth such as
R ≡ φ(νμ)/ (φ(νe) + φ(ντ )) and S ≡ φ(νe)/φ(ντ ). In
this report, we shall provide an answer to this question with
a statistical analysis.

2 Statistical Analysis

Before doing the statistical analysis, we should note that
the observables R and S are energy-dependent since R is
defined as Ntrack/Nshower. In very high energy regime,
i.e., Eν > 33PeV , the tau lepton originated from the tau
neutrino behaves more like a track rather than a shower
while the electron neutrino only give rises to a shower sig-
nature. Therefore the more appropriate flux ratio parame-
ters in such a case are R ≡ φ(νe)/ (φ(νμ) + φ(ντ )) and
S ≡ φ(νμ)/φ(ντ ). For simplicity and clarity, we denote
the measurement in the low and high energy regimes as
conditions I and II, respectively.
To reconstruct the neutrino flavor ratio at the source with a
statistical analysis, we employ the following best-fit values
and 1σ ranges of neutrino mixing angles [12]

sin2 θ12 = 0.29
+0.028, 0.07
−0.024, 0.06, sin

2 θ23 = 0.5
+0.072, 0.18
−0.09, 0.16 ,
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sin2 θ13 < 0.012(0.047), (1)

for our analysis.
The statistical analysis is then performed with the follow-
ing formula

χ2 =

(
Rth −Rexp

σRexp

)2

+

(
Sth − Sexp

σSexp

)2

+
∑

jk=12,23,13

(
s2jk − (sjk)2best fit

σs2
jk

)2

(2)

with σRexp = (ΔR/R)Rexp, σSexp = (ΔS/S)Sexp, s2jk ≡
sin2 θjk and σs2

jk
the 1σ range for s2jk. Here Rth and Sth

are theoretical predicted values for R and S respectively
while Rexp and Sexp are experimentally measured values.
The values for Rexp and Sexp are generated from input true
values of neutrino flavor ratios at the source and input true
values of neutrino mixing parameters as given by Eq. 1.
We assumes that both ΔR and ΔS are dominated by the
statistical errors. In this case, they are related to each other
by [13]

(
ΔS

S

)
=
1 + S√

S

√
R

1 +R

(
ΔR

R

)
. (3)

In our analysis, we scan all possible neutrino flavor ratios
at the source that give rise to a specific χ2 value. Since
we have takenRexp and Sexp as those generated by in-
put true values of initial neutrino flavor ratios and neu-
trino mixing parameters, we have (χ2)min=0 occurring at
these input true values of parameters. Hence the bound-
aries for 1σ and 3σ ranges of initial neutrino flavor ratios
are given by Δχ2 = 2.3 and Δχ2 = 11.8 respectively
whereΔχ2 ≡ χ2 − (χ2)min = χ2 in our analysis.
Let us take the accuracy for measuring R to be ΔR/R =
10% in both low and high energy regimes for the damped-
muon source. The value for ΔS/S can be calculated from
Eq. 3. The reconstruction of neutrino flavor ratio with the
above givenΔR/R and ΔS/S is discussed in the follow.

2.1 The reconstruction of initial neutrino flavor
ratio by measuring R alone

It is instructive to see how well one can determine the initial
neutrino flavor ratio by measuring R alone. We perform
such an analysis by neglecting the second term on the RHS
of Eq. (2). The 1σ and 3σ ranges for the reconstructed
flavor ratios at the source are shown in Fig. 1. It is seen
that, with ΔR/R = 10%, the reconstructed 3σ range of
the neutrino flavor ratio almost covers the entire physical
region in low energy regime. Hence the possibility of a
pion source cannot be ruled out given a true source of the
damped-muon source. Clearly it is desirable to measure
both R and S to rule out the pion source from the damped-
muon source at low energies. On the contrary, we see that
the pion source can be ruled out barely at high energies.

Figure 1: The reconstructed ranges for the neutrino flavor
ratios for the damped-muon source with ΔR/R = 10%.
The left and right panels correspond to low and high en-
ergy regimes respectively. The numbers on each side of
the triangle denote the flux percentage of a specific flavor
of neutrino. The red point marks the damped-muon source
Φ0,μ = (0, 1, 0) and the blue point marks the pion source
Φ0,π = (1/3, 2/3, 0). Gray and light gray areas respec-
tively denote the 1σ and 3σ ranges for the reconstructed
neutrino flavor ratios at the source.

2.2 The flavor reconstruction with measurements
on both R and S

Then, we perform our statistical analysis with respect to
simultaneous measurements of R and S. The accuracy
for the measurements on R is ΔR/R = 10%. Hence
ΔS/S = 13% for condition I and ΔS/S = 9.8% for con-
dition II according to Eq. 3. It is shown, in Fig. 2, that
the pion sources can be ruled out from the damped-muon
source with the assumed accuracies in both the low and
high energy regimes.

Figure 2: The reconstructed ranges for the neutrino flavor
ratios for the damped-muon source with ΔR/R = 10%.
The left and right panels correspond to low and high en-
ergy regimes respectively. The numbers on each side of the
triangle denote the flux percentage of a specific flavor of
neutrino. The red and blue points mark, again, the damped-
muon and pion sources respectively. Gray and light gray
areas respectively denote the 1σ and 3σ ranges for the re-
constructed neutrino flavor ratios at the source.
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3 Discussion and Conclusion

In the tri-bimaximal limit of neutrino mixing parameters
[14], sin2 θ23 = 1/2, sin2 θ12 = 1/3 and sin2 θ13 = 0, we
find RII = SI/2 and SII = 1. For further simplifications,
let us consider astrophysical sources with negligible ντ
fractions so that φ0(νe) : φ0(νμ) : φ0(ντ ) = α : 1− α : 0
with 0α1. Fig. 3 shows the flux ratios on the Earth as
functions of the initial νe fraction α. It is seen that SI and
RII are more sensitive to α while RI and SII is either less
sensitive to α or completely independent of this parameter.

Figure 3: Neutrino flavor ratios on Earth for input sources
with flavor ratios of φ0(νe) : φ0(νμ) : φ0(ντ ) = α : 1−α :
0 with 0α1. The thick and long dashed lines correspond to
RII and SII respectively. The thin and short-dashed lines
correspond to RI and SI respectively. Apparantly, SI and
RII are more sensitive to α.

In this report, we only show ternary diagrams for the as-
sumed damped-muon source due to the limitation of pages.
The occasion should vary for the pion source. We have also
take into consideration nonzero sin2 θ13. Since the best-fit
value for θ13 is non-vanishing suggested by [15], the recon-
structed flavor ratios should also depend on the CP phase.
For the details of these studies, please see also [16] and
[17].
The authors appreciate supports by National Science Coun-
cil, Taiwan, under the Grant No. 96-2112-M-009-023-
MY3, Research and Development Office, National Chiao-
Tung Uni- versity and Leung Center for Cosmology and
Particle Astrophysics, National Taiwan University.
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 Abstract: The Tianshan Radio Experiment for Neutrino Detection (TREND) is a radio array performing the auto-
nomous detection of Extensive Air Showers (EAS). It is being deployed at  2700m asl on the site of the 21CMA radio-interferometer, 
in a remote valley of the Tianshan mountain range (XinJiang province, China). This site benefits from excellent radio conditions, the 
Galactic plane emissions being the dominant background source in the 25-200MHz frequency range, and is surrounded by high 
mountains, peaking at 5 km asl. This topology could be very well suited for the detection of cosmic tau neutrinos of ultra high energy, 
through the observation of the nearly horizontal EAS generated by the decay in the air of the converted tau. In this work, we present 
prospective studies of TREND's sensitivity to such cosmic neutrino fluxes. As a compromise between accuracy and speed, the simu-
lation chain relies on a dedicated hybrid Monte-Carlo scheme for the propagation of the τ through rocks, rendering energy loss fluc-
tuations. Various antenna array layouts are considered. 
 

Keywords: Ultra High Energy Neutrinos; Radio Detection. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
The search for high energy (HE, E > 1012 eV) neutrinos of 
cosmic origin is extremely challenging. The expected 
astronomical fluxes are low [1], and since neutrinos are 
purely weak interaction particles their cross section with 
matter is extremely small even at the highest energies [2]. 
However, if detected, the same purely weak interacting 
nature allows probing the very distant Universe, in the 
light of neutrinos. Various detection techniques have been 
considered over the last decades with a particular interest 
in Ultra High Energies (UHE, E > 1018 eV), where the 
transferred energy to the medium becomes macroscopic, 
allowing for new detection means [3]. In the present work 

we focus on one of these prospective techniques, exploit-
ing the coherent radio emission of extensive air showers 
(EAS), enhanced in the Earth geomagnetic field. 

At UHE, tau neutrinos converting to τ  leptons in 
rock can initiate EAS. Indeed, at those energies the τ  
lepton is long lived enough such that it can escape the 
rocks and disintegrate in the Air. However, this scenario 
is viable only in the case of Earth-skimming neutrinos 
with intercepted rock depths of 10-100 km. For down-
ward going neutrinos, the atmosphere is not deep enough 
to allow neutrino conversion, while for upward going 
trajectories the τ  disintegrates in the rock. Therefore the 
induced EAS will develop following a quasi-horizontal 
trajectory. The recently developed radio detection tech-
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nique [4, 5] is potentially an efficient way to detect such 
EAS, since antenna detectors are able to detect radio 
emission even at large zenith angle. Nevertheless, quasi-
horizontal EAS developing in a constant atmosphere 
density have never been studied experimentally until now 
since most of the radiodetection arrays are particle-
triggered experiments which usually limit the detectable 
EAS to zenithal angle under 60°. 

The TREND experiment is a self-triggering radio de-
tection experiment deployed since 2009 in the Ulastai 
valley (Tianshan Mountains, Xinjiang autonomous prov-
ince, China). The complete setup of the experiment is 
described in another proceeding of this conference [6], 
but as a self-triggering experiment using omni-directional 
antennae, TREND is designed to detect EAS coming from 
all zenithal angle, including the horizon. Moreover, the 
Ulastai valley is surrounded by high mountains, offering 
an additional target for neutrino interaction, as well as 
shielding for high zenithal angle EAS induced by cosmic 
ray particles. Thanks to its remote location in high altitude 
(2650m a.s.l.), the experiment site finally offers a remark-
ably quiet radio environment, and is located in thunders-
torm free area [7]. For all these reasons, TREND can be 
considered as a perfect opportunity to estimate the poten-
tiality of high energy neutrino radiodetection.  

The purpose of this work is to provide an end-to-end 
estimation of the TREND sensitivity to cosmic neutrinos, 
starting from a τ  neutrino down to the electric signal 
recorded at output of the TREND electronics. The compu-
tation is divided in two main steps. First, we consider the 
neutrino converting to τ  in rocks, escaping the latter and 
decaying in air. For this we rely on a dedicated Monte-
Carlo simulation scheme analogous to the one developed 
by the Pierre Auger Observatory in [8]. The simulation is 
based on a C++ high level layer embedding standard 
FORTRAN algorithms. The specific topology of the 
Ulastai valley as well as the Earth curvature is taken into 
account. The second step is purely analytical, and was 
numerically implemented in MATLAB. Candidate τ  
decays are selected from this simulation and the radiated 
electric field from the resulting EAS is estimated on the 
basis of the MGMR radio emission model [9, 10]. The 
simulated antenna response as well as the measured re-
sponse of the whole electronics chain allows the computa-
tion of the output antenna signal. Furthermore, the elec-
tromagnetic background level measured on site is taken 
into account in order to determine a realistic trigger con-
dition on these EAS. 
 
2 Sensitivity Computation 
 
2.1 Monte-Carlo simulation scheme: from 

the neutrino to the EAS 
 
The simulation chain is subdivided in C++ packages 
handling the geometry and physics of the interactions. 
Concerning the geometric description of the rocky detec-
tor medium, the detailed topology of the site is modeled 
according to the data published by the NASA SRTM 
survey [11]. The data point cover a grid of  ~90 m steps 
out of which we selected an area of 200�200 km2, cen-

tered on the TREND setup. We assume standard rock 
composition [12] over the whole area with an average 
density of 2.65 g/cm3. The Earth curvature is taken into 
account by using a Cartesian coordinate frame through-
out the whole simulation. The altitude profile is de-
formed consequently according to the local vertical di-
rection. Candidate neutrinos are injected at the bounda-
ries of the simulation medium, targeting the TREND 
region. Whenever a neutrino trajectory starts in rocks, it 
is back-propagated to the atmosphere. 

The simulation of the physics starts with the neutrino 
interaction in rocks. Interactions length for both Charged 
Current (CC) and Neutral Current (NC) interactions are 
randomized according to the integrated cross-sections 
from [2]. The dynamics of the interaction, and conse-
quently the inelasticity, are delegated to PYTHIA. We use 
PYTHIA 6 [13] together with CTEQ5D (DIS) partons 
distribution functions from “Les Houches Accord PDF” 
(LHAPDF). The native FORTRAN code was interfaced 
to the general simulation scheme as an independent pack-
age by embedding it in a C++ layer. The neutrino is fur-
ther tracked down until (1) its energy falls below a thre-
shold of eV1015

min �E  from NC interactions; (2) it es-
capes the simulation medium or (3) it converts to a τ  
lepton by CC interaction. 

The proper lifetime of newborn τ  leptons is first ran-
domized out of an exponential distribution. Then, the τ  
is propagated through rock and air until (1) it lives its 
whole lifetime –as computed in its rest frame- and disin-
tegrates; (2) its energy falls below the threshold, or (3) it 
escapes the simulation medium. The τ  energy loss and 
proper time spent in rock are simulated with a hybrid 
Monte-Carlo scheme based on parameterizations of statis-
tical distributions obtained from detailed simulations with 
GEANT4 [14]. This method allows rendering fluctuations 
in energy loss while being fast enough. At UHE, photo-
nuclear interactions are the dominant energy loss process 
for τ  lepton. It was coded in GEANT4 following [15]. 
The other processes considered are multiple scattering, 
pair production and bremsstrahlung. Due to the large τ  
mass, they however contribute to lesser extent than pho-
tonuclear reactions.  

We define the energy loss factor, EL , and proper time 

loss factor, TL , as:  
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where 0E  is the initial energy of the τ , )(dE  its energy 
at a depth d in the rocks and )(0 dt  the proper time spent 
in its rest frame. We write 0c  the speed of light in va-
cuum and �� mE /00 �  the initial boost of the τ . For 
travelled depths shorter than 60 km, the energy loss fac-
tors obtained from GEANT4 distributions where found to 
be gamma distributed, as illustrated in Figure 1. The 
distribution parameters a and b for a normalized gamma 
distributions are taken as: 
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Figure 1 – Loss factors for a τ  of primary energy 1019 eV at a rock 

depth of 10 km. Dots are GEANT4 simulation results. The solid line 
stands for the fit of the energy loss factor by a gamma function while 

the dotted one is for the fit of the proper time factor. 

 
They depend on the initial τ  energy, 0E , and the length, 
d, traveled in the rocks. Furthermore the two loss factors 
distributions are almost 100% correlated. Consequently, 
the hybrid simulation scheme resumes to the drawing of 
a single number out of a gamma distribution in order to 
randomize both the energy loss and proper time spent by 
the τ  lepton as it reaches a depth d in the rocks. For rock 
depths larger than 60 km this procedure is repeated itera-
tively by slicing the path in steps of 60 km. Whenever the 
τ  proper lifetime reaches zero or less within the rocks, a 
zero search algorithm is used to locate the τ  decay vertex 
and its energy at decay. 

The τ  decays are simulated using PYTHIA inter-
faced with TAUOLA [16]. Provided that the energy of the 
daughter τ  neutrino is above the energy threshold, it is 
further tracked down (regeneration scenario). In the case 
the decay occurs in air, we record the decay vertex loca-
tion as well as the fraction of energy transferred to sho-
wering daughter particles. Taking into account the loca-
tion of antenna detector elements, a level 0 trigger is then 
applied to the candidate shower. We require at least one 
antenna to be in the line of sight of the decay vertex with 
no rocks in between. We further require this antenna to be 
within an angular acceptance of 30° of the shower direc-
tion of flight, taken from its decay vertex. This allows to 
filter away showers that would obviously not been de-
tected by the antenna array. 
 

2.2 Signal computation: from the radio emis-
sion to the sampled voltage 

 
The estimation of the radio signal radiated by the showers 
induced by τ  decays relies on analytic models imple-

mented in Matlab. The radio signal from the showers is 
computed using the MGRM model with the full formal-
ism described in [10]. We take into account the 3 domi-
nant sources of emission that are the drift current, the 
charge asymmetry and the dipolar momentum. So far we 
however rely on a parameterized description of the longi-
tudinal density, zf , of electrons and positrons in the 
shower, from which the 3 source terms are derived. We 
model zf  by a gamma function, following [17] with 
parameters and normalization taken according to aver-
aged air shower simulation results for primary protons. 
Those are in agreement with recent measurements consi-
dering uncertainties on the extrapolation of hadronic 
models [18, 19]. Averaging over QGSP-II, SIBYLL 2.1 
and EPOS 1.99 we consider )ln(5.27158max EX ��  and 

0142.0
max 47.0/ EEN 	� , where maxX  is in unit -2cmg 	  and 

E in GeV . The longitudinal distribution peak value is 
normalized to maxN  and we further set 0/53.0 Xb �  
which is consistent with simulated air shower profiles in 
the PeV to EeV energy range. The parameter a  falls as 

1max �� bXa . 
The transverse drift distance, dx , and drift velocity, dv , 

at a given shower age are computed following [8], as: 
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with )/( emeBK �� and ��� /)/( 0

2
0

2 XL �� , where 
2

0 mkg367 ��X  is the radiation length in air and   the 
local air density. The air atmosphere was modeled ac-
cording to data from [20] with mid-latitude winter condi-
tions. The magnetic field at Ulastai is T5.56 ��B  
oriented North and making an angle of 26° with the local 
vertical. We further recall that the averages in Eq. 3 run 
over the energy distribution of electrons and positrons in 
the shower with spectrum modeled following [21]. The 
factor e0 MeV/m6.13�� , rendering multiple scattering, 
is set following [17]. Finally, the additional factors 

7.6�xC  and 6.0�vC  are tuned in order to reproduce 
the results of [9] for the quoted conditions. Note that the 
latter relies on Monte-Carlo description of the source 
terms from shower simulation. We achieve agreement on 
electric field amplitude within 10% which is satisfactory 
considering uncertainties introduced by the shower pro-
files and atmosphere model. Further assuming a pancake 
thickness of m9.3�pL  [22] we get a 10-20 % agree-
ment with [23]. 

The charge excess source term was parameterized ac-
cording to [22]. We get perfect agreement with results 
shown in [10, 23] without any tuning. Collecting all 
terms, Figure 2 shows the expected electric field for a 
1017 eV horizontal shower developing at 200 m above 
TREND, at various observation depths down the shower 
axis. It can be seen that for a given distance to the shower 
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axis the signal strength actually increases as one gets 
farther from the shower start, along the shower develop-
ment direction. This result, which is a priori counter 
intuitive, results from the fact that the unfiltered radio 
emission is strongly collimated in the forward region due 
to the strong Lorentz boost of emitters. Hence, the signal 
strength is dominated by the angular aperture from which 
an observer sees the shower axis. 

Comparison of various radio antenna designs is 
beyond the scope of this work. We performed our study 
with the antennas presently used by TREND, and in-
spired by the so-called "Butterfly" antennas designed by 
CODALEMA [24]. The detailed response of theses an-
tennas is simulated with EZNEC, assuming a system 
bandwidth of 25-250 MHz, and is used to estimate the 
EAS induced voltage at antenna level. The signal at ac-
quisition level is determined according to the system 
frequency response, and the standard triggering condi-
tion used in TREND (signal amplitude higher than a 
multiple of the average noise standard deviation)  is fi-
nally applied. If 5 antennas or more trigger on the shower, 
the simulated event is considered as a neutrino radio 
candidate. 

 
 

 
Figure 2 – E-W polarization component of the electric field for a 

shower propagating from South to North 200 m above the TREND 
ground. The observer is located at various depths along the shower axis 
ranging from 0.4 to 3.5 Xmax. The signal amplitude is scaled according-

ly as quoted in the legend. 

 

3 Results for sensitivity estimates 
 
Preliminary sensitivity estimates have been previously 
obtained with the Monte-Carlo simulation scheme de-
scribed in section 2.These results, though very encourag-
ing were obtained with a very crude modelisation of the 
radio signal and antenna response. Current work focuses 
on interfacing the detailed radio signal computation, as 
well as defining an antenna design with optimal sensitivi-
ty along the horizon. In addition to this, we presently 
work at identifying possible sources of background 
events and rejection methods: events generated by human 
activities at ground level and cosmic-ray induced EAS 

reconstructed as coming from the horizon are certainly 
the main sources of concern. For the latter case, moun-
tains act as a screen for EAS with zenith angle larger 
than 70°, and false identification therefore implies a very 
large (>5�� error on the zenith angle reconstruction, 
given the 2-3° angular resolution in TREND [7]. Radius 
of curvature of the radio shower front would also help 
discriminating between (young) neutrino-induced show-
ers and (old) cosmic-ray induced ones. For anthropic 
background, signal polarization may be the key to dis-
crimination, as it is perpendicular both to the direction of 
propagation and the geomagnetic field for EAS. A de-
tailed estimation of the TREND sensitivity taking into 
account these various elements is under progress. It 
would include efficiency studies of the different steps 
implied in the detection of a UHE neutrino and various 
setup configurations would also be investigated. 
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verification of the absolute pointing accuracy of the IceCube detector and the angular resolution of the reconstruction
methods. This Moon shadow in the downward-going muon flux has been observed with a statistical significance of more
than 10 sigma in an initial analysis based on a binned counting approach. An unbinned maximum likelihood method
was developed to reconstruct the shape and the position of this shadow more precisely, to compare the performance of
different reconstruction algorithms and to verify the correctness of the angular error estimate.
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1 Introduction

IceCube [1] is a cubic kilometer scale Cherenkov detec-
tor at the geographical South Pole, designed to search for
muons from high energy neutrino interactions. The arrival
directions of these muons, which are reconstructed with
O(1◦) accuracy, are used to search for point sources of as-
trophysical neutrinos [2], one of the primary goals of Ice-
Cube.
The main component of IceCube is an array of 5160 Dig-
ital Optical Modules (DOMs) deployed in the glacial ice
at depths between 1450 m and 2450 m. During construc-
tion, with the first string of 60 DOMs deployed in January
2005 and the 86th and final string deployed in December
2010, the detector already took high quality data. The
data analyzed and reported here were taken in the 40 and
59 string configurations, which were in operation between
April 2008 and June 2010, with a configuration switch in
May 2009.
For downward-going directions, the vast majority of the de-
tected muons do not originate from neutrino interactions,
but from high energy cosmic ray interactions in the atmo-
sphere. While these cosmic ray muons are the dominant
background in the search for astrophysical neutrinos, they
can be used to study the performance of our detector. In
particular, we can verify the pointing capability of IceCube
by studying the shadow of the Moon in cosmic ray muons.

Cosmic rays at TeV energies propagate through the solar
system nearly uniformly in all directions. TheMoon blocks
some cosmic rays from reaching the Earth. This creates the
shadow of the Moon, a relative deficit of cosmic ray muons
from the direction of the Moon.
The idea of a Moon shadow was first proposed in 1957 [3],
and has become an established observation for a number
of astroparticle physics experiments [4, 5, 6, 7]. Exper-
iments have used the Moon shadow to calibrate detector
angular resolution and pointing accuracy [8]. The shift of
the Moon shadow due to the Earth magnetic field has also
been observed [9].
For an observer at the geographic South Pole, the Moon
rises and sets once per orbital period of 27.32 days. The
number of cosmic ray induced muons reaching IceCube
decreases with increasing declination (i.e. for increasingly
horizontal directions), since the Earth and the Antarctic ice
sheet filter low energy muons. Therefore, the shadow of the
Moon is best observed as far above the horizon as possible,
i.e. at low declinations. However, the minimum declination
of the Moon in an orbital period varies slowly over time
with a period of 18.6 years and is currently increasing. In
April 2008, 2009 and 2010 the minimum declination of the
Moon was −26.89◦, −25.85◦ and −24.47◦, respectively.
Fig. 1 shows the energy spectrum of cosmic ray primaries
that result in one or more muons triggering IceCube. For
the declination greater than −30◦, the energy threshold is
about 2 TeV.

                                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/1235
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Figure 1: The energy spectrum of cosmic ray (CR) pri-
maries with muons triggering IceCube, as simulated using
CORSIKA [10]. Dashed: all events; solid: primaries with
δCR > −30◦.

The Moon shadow in cosmic rays was first observed with
IceCube using data taken during the first 8 orbital periods
in the 40-string configuration, using a binned analysis [11].
In the analysis using the full data sets from the 40-string
and 59-string configurations, a log-likelihood based analy-
sis [12] has now been developed to study the point spread
function of IceCube for muons.
The observed Moon shadow can be characterized with the
following observables:

• The apparent shift of theMoon shadow from its nom-
inal position (as computed from the time at which
each muon event was recorded). A shift of order 0.1◦
is expected due to the Earth’s magnetic field. Other
contributions to a shift could come from e.g. a pos-
sible bias in track reconstruction or an error in the
clock used to record the event times.

• The apparent width and ellipticity of the shadow.
The apparent radius of the Moon is ∼ 0.25◦, sig-
nificantly smaller than the estimated angular resolu-
tion for muon tracks in IceCube. Hence the width
of the shadow provides an experimentalal verifica-
tion of the angular resolution estimate, which could
for instance be different in zenith and azimuth direc-
tions.

• The number of shadowed events should be compat-
ible with the measured flux of cosmic-ray induced
muons (at the declination of the Moon) and the solid
angle subtended by the Moon. Any significantly de-
viating result would be an indication of a systematic
error.

2 Event selection

The trigger rate from cosmic ray muons was about 1.2-
1.3 kHz in the 40-string configuration and close to 2 kHz in
the 59 string configuration. However, most of those muons

detected by IceCube travel nearly vertically, and thus they
cannot have come from directions near the Moon.
The online event selection is defined as follows:

• the Moon must be at least 15◦ above the horizon
• at least 12 DOMs must register each event
• at least 3 strings must contain hit DOMs
• the reconstructed direction must be within 10◦ of the
Moon in declination

• the reconstructed direction must be within
40◦/ cos(δμ) of the Moon in right ascension;
the cos(δμ) factor corrects for spherical projection
effects

where δμ denotes the declination of the reconstructed track.
The online Moon shadow filter was active (i.e., the Moon
was more than 15◦ above the horizon) for 7-9 days during
each 27.3 day orbital period. In that time, between 10M
and 20M events were selected, depending on the number
of active installed strings, atmospheric conditions and de-
tector stability. This is about one percent of all events trig-
gering IceCube during those days.
The event sample that passed online selection is subject to
the same higher level track fitting algorithms as used in the
searches for point sources of astrophysical neutrinos. The
track likelihood function used in the fit is based on a sim-
plified model of the scattering and absorption of light in
ice [13]. In the offline processing, the track fit is repeated
using several different seeds. For the majority of the events,
this leads to a solution which is close to the online fit with a
slightly improved angular resolution, when studied in sim-
ulated data. For a fraction of all events, the track fit is am-
biguous and the iterative fit may yield a completely differ-
ent direction.
In the Moon shadow analysis, we characterize each event
by the zenith angle difference Δθ = θ� − θμ (which is
equivalent to the the declination difference, thanks to the
unique geographic location of the detector) and the azimuth
angle difference Δφ = (φ� − φμ) · sin θμ between the
direction of the offline reconstructed track and the nominal
position of the Moon at the time of the event.
In the analysis, on-source and off-source subsamples are
defined using the offline reconstruction. They are again
defined by an angular window, namely |Δθ| ≤ 8◦ and
|Δφ+ φoff | ≤ 8◦. Here φoff = 0◦ for the on-source sam-
ple, and φoff = ±18◦ for the left and right half of the off-
source sample, respectively. The on-source samples for the
full year data sets of the 40-strings and 59 strings configu-
rations contain 19M and 22M events, respectively.
The per-event directional error estimate is derived from the
variation of the track likelihood function near the solution
obtained with the track fit [14]. It can be characterized ei-
ther by the 3 parameters describing the 1σ error ellipse, or
by a single average angular error estimate. In this work, we
use the latter characterization.
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The reliability of the directional error estimate was studied
in simulated data, and simple quality selection criteria were
developed to ensure that the pull (ratio of real and estimated
angular error) is on average equal to unity. Moreover, for
numerical stability, only events with an error estimate in
the range from 0.075◦ to 1.5◦ were accepted. About half of
the events in the on-source and off-source samples satisfy
all these criteria.

3 Likelihood analysis

An unbinned likelihood analysis was applied to both data
sets, using an approach similar to the likelihood approach
taken for the IceCube point source searches [2]. The like-
lihood for the Moon having shadowed ns events centered
around �xs out of the on-source data sample is expressed as:

L(�xs, ns) =
N∑

i

log
(ns

N
Si + (1− ns

N
)Bi

)
, (1)

where �xs = (Δθ,Δφ) is the position relative to the nom-
inal Moon position, ns is the number of signal events, N
is the total number of events, Si is the signal probability
density, andBi is the background probability density. Note
that Eq. 1 includes no explicit energy-dependent term; this
a major difference between the IceCube Moon analysis and
the IceCube point source searches. For the Moon shadow,
we expect the number of signal events to be negative, as the
Moon produces a deficit.
The signal probability density function Si was assumed to
be Gaussian, with a width given for each event by the esti-
mated error on the reconstructed position [14]. The back-
ground probability density function Bi was estimated by
using the normalized (Moon-centered) declination distri-
bution obtained from the two off-source regions, and by
assuming a uniform distribution in (Moon-centered) right
ascension.
The likelihood (1) was maximized at every point �xs in an
angular grid around the nominal Moon position, allowing
the number of “signal” events ns to vary.

4 Results

The distribution of the reconstructed number of signal
events ns is shown in Figures 2 and 3 as a function of
the offset coordinates of the center of the shadow from the
nominal Moon position. The shadow of the Moon is ob-
served as a significant deficit centered at the nominal Moon
position.
These results are directly compared with the same distribu-
tions from the off-source samples, as shown in Fig. 4. The
distributions of the off-source samples are consistent with
null shadowing effect from the Moon. The RMS values of
the ns distributions obtained for the left and right halves
the off-source are considered as two independent estimates
of the standard deviation of the background fluctuations.
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Figure 2: The Moon Shadow from the 40-string configura-
tion (preliminary). See text for details.
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Figure 3: The Moon Shadow from the 59-string configura-
tion (preliminary). See text for details.
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40 strings 59 strings
orbital periods 15 14
expected deficit 5734± 76 8192± 91
observed deficit 5326± 544± 498 8660± 565± 681
significance 10-11σ 13-15σ
θ offset 0.0◦ 0.0◦

φ offset 0.0◦ 0.0◦

Table 1: Results obtained in the Moon shadow analyses of
the 40-string and 59-string data sets. Note that the two un-
certainties given for the observed deficit are the estimates
for the statistical uncertainty obtained from the left and
right half of the off-source data samples; the numbers do
not specify a systematic error.

The distributions of these values have means compatible
with zero, as expected for the off-source regions. The RMS
values of these distributions are now used as two indepen-
dent estimates of the standard deviation of the background
fluctuations (see Table 1).
The number of shadowed events found through likelihood
maximization are also compared with the expected number
of shadowed events. The expected number is calculated
from the average apparent radius of the Moon and the off-
source flux of downward-going muons from the declination
of the Moon.
The depth of the observed shadow is compatible with the
expected number of shadowed events. The significances
of the shadows shown in Figures 2 and 3 are calculated to
be 10-11σ and 13-15σ, respectively. The results for both
detector configurations are summarized in Table 1.
The larger number of strings is the main reason for the
larger significance of the result with the 59-strings con-
figuration. With more optical sensors, more events are
recorded, which are reconstructed with better angular res-
olution. On the other hand, the minimum declination
reached by the Moon between April 2008 and May 2009
was more than a degree less than between May 2009 and
June 2010. Moreover, the 40-string data sample contains
livetime from one more orbital period.
To further confirm our results, the data from the 40-string
configuration have also been analyzed using a different
track fit algorithm and a corresponding angular error es-
timate. Simulation studies of this different reconstruction
algorithm indicated an average pull of 1.55. Without cor-
recting for this pull, the Moon shadow analysis resulted in
a central ns value of−3574±434, differing by more than 5
standard deviations from the expectation: −6373±80. Re-
doing the analysis with the angular error estimates rescaled
by a factor of 1.55 resulted in a fitted ns value compatible
with expectation.
The log-likelihood-based analysis relies on the error esti-
mate of the reconstructed track direction, ranging in this
data sample from 0.075◦ to 1.5◦. If we were not correctly
estimating the angular errors, then we would find a shadow
depth which is significantly smaller than expectation. The

agreement between expected and observed shadow depth
is a verification of the directional error estimate of the de-
fault track reconstruction algorithm as used in the analyses
of the data taken with IceCube in these configurations.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

The shadow of the Moon in cosmic rays has been observed
with a significance of more than 10σ in IceCube data col-
lected between April 2008 and June 2010. The shadow
depth is compatible with the expected number of shadowed
events and has no significant systematic offset. These re-
sults confirm the pointing capability of IceCube.
We have started performing an observation of the shadow
of the Sun. The shadow depth of the Sun should be com-
parable to that of the Moon, but a larger offset is expected
due to the solar magnetic field. This offset should be corre-
lated to the energy of the observed muons. Furthermore, if
there is a component of high energy antiprotons in cosmic
rays, then this should result in a faint second shadow with
the opposite offset.
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Abstract: In preparation for designing a large scale array sensitive to high energy neutrinos (EeV), several Radio
Frequency (RF) detectors and calibration equipment were installed with the IceCube neutrino detector at the geographic
South Pole between the years 2006–2010. The wide and deep holes drilled for IceCube provided a unique opportunity
for deep-ice RF detection studies at depths never surveyed before. The deployed detectors are installed between 5 to
1400 meters deep in the ice, and are sensitive to frequencies in the range of 200 MHz–1 GHz. We will present results of
ice properties studies (attenuation length and index of refraction) and environmental noise study.
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1 Introduction

The concept of high energy neutrino radio frequency detec-
tor buried in ice at shallow depths or deployed as a surface
array was suggested nearly 30 years ago [1]. The RICE
[2] array and the ANITA experiment [3] are already taking
advantage of the Askaryan effect and the massive volume
of ice in Antarctica for neutrino detection by looking for
the coherent radio Cherenkov emission from charge asym-
metry in high-energy neutrinos cascades. Future experi-
ments include ARIANNA [4], a surface array on the Ross
Ice Shelf, and ARA [5], an in-ice array at shallow depths
near the South Pole. Our unique access to IceCube’s deep
and wide holes have provided us with an opportunity for
deploying radio frequency (RF) detectors in the deep Po-
lar ice. These detectors use the communication and time
calibration systems developed for IceCube and rely on the
experience within the IceCube Collaboration for develop-
ing hardware and software and for building and deploying
highly-sensitive equipment in the extreme South Pole envi-
ronment as well as on radio technology expertise from the
RICE and ANITA Collaborations. IceCube’s deep holes
and well-established data handling system provide a unique
opportunity for deep-ice RF detection studies.

2 Hardware description

2.1 Full digitization detectors

IceCube’s radio extension modules, consisting of several
radio frequency (RF) detectors as well as calibration equip-
ment, were installed on IceCube strings during the austral
summers between 2006 and 2010 at depths of 5 to 1400m.
Each radio module was installed directly above IceCube’s
digital optical modules (DOMs). The RF components were
mechanically attached to the ∼ 3 km-long IceCube main
cable (a 5-cm-diameter cable bundle for communication
and power) which simply served as a mechanical support;
some of the modules, however, were tapped into one of
the auxiliary twisted-pairs within the main cable designed
for specialized device operations. The main cable, being a
massive conducting object, can shadow the RF antennas.
During the first two seasons five detectors capable of ful-
l waveform (WF) digitization were deployed. These so
called “clusters” consist of four receiving channels equal-
ly spaced over ∼ 40m along the IceCube cable, a trans-
mitting channel and a central electronics module. Each re-
ceiver channel consists of a broadband dipole antenna (with
the gain centered at ∼ 400MHz in air and ∼ 250MHz in
ice), and a set of front-end electronics (housed in a met-
al tube), including filters (450 MHz notch filter for reject-
ing constant interference from the South Pole communica-
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tion channel, and 200MHz high-pass filter) and amplifiers
(∼ 50 dB low-noise amplifier). An additional ∼ 20 dB am-
plification is done at a later stage within the electronic mod-
ule for a total amplification of∼ 70 dB. A schematic of the
2006–2007 cluster is shown in Figure 1. Three clusters
were deployed at depth of ∼ 300m , and two at ∼ 1400 m.
A detailed description of the electronics installed inside the
DRM can be found elsewhere [6, 7].

2.2 Transient detectors

The idea of using an array of simple transient sensors to
image the unique spatiotemporal signature of neutrino in-
teractions in Antarctic ice was proposed by Gusev and
Zheleznykh nearly thirty years ago [1]. In this type of
detector system, the pattern of coincident hits among a
large number of sensors provides event confirmation, in-
dication of direction and energy, and information for re-
jecting sporadic noise on the basis of time-of-arrival and
amplitude. Six units of transient-prototype-detector were
deployed in the 2009–2010 season. Each unit consists of
a discone wide-band omni-directional antenna feeding into
a Transient Detector Assembly (TDA), an exploratory de-
vice, whose block diagram is shown in Figure 1. Each unit
is read out using a control motherboard (MB) developed
for the IceCube DOM [8]. The IceCube cable and cali-
bration system also facilitates timing calibration and data
handling. The units were deployed in pairs above three
IceCube strings, with one unit at z = −5m and the other
at z = −35m. The Local Coincidence (LC) capabilities of
the IceCube MB are also exploited; when LC is enabled,
each TDA pair reads out data only if both units in the pair
are triggered in some adjustable time window. The rise-
time of the output pulse from these units is on the order of
10–20 ns and is largely independent of amplitude.

Figure 1: The radio cluster, consisting of the DRM (Digi-
tal Radio Module), 4 receiving antennas and 1 transmitting
antenna (left); Block diagram of the Transient Detector As-
sembly (right).
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Figure 2: Map of the IceCube radio detector deployments,
plotted on top of the full IceCube array. Also shown are the
deployment depth of each unit relative to the surface, and
the location of the RICE transmitters.

Figure 2 summarizes the in-ice locations and depths of the
deployed units.

3 Ice Properties

The properties of ice at radio frequencies determine the
feasibility and design of future GZK neutrino detectors.
Specifically, the attenuation length affects the spacing be-
tween channels and the effective detector volume, whereas
uncertainties in the index of refraction determine the recon-
struction capabilities and simulation quality.

3.1 Attenuation Length

The attenuation length λ is the distance over which the sig-
nal amplitude diminishes by a factor of e due to absorp-
tion and/or scattering. In general, λ varies with the density
and temperature of a medium and with the frequency of the
radiation. In South Pole ice, the density and temperature
vary with the depth z, and so the attenuation length is also
a function of depth.
The previous in-ice RF attenuation data from the South
Pole were obtained by sending signals down into the ice us-
ing a surface transmitter and recording the signals reflected
from the bedrock below. This measurement provided an
average RF attenuation over the round-trip, weighted by
the temperature profile along the path [9].
The IceCube Radio Extension provides us with the first
opportunity to make a point-to-point attenuation measure-
ment independent of the unknown bedrock reflection co-
efficient. Of 20 available receiver channels, we use the 6
which have similar amplifiers and electronics. Our sources
are RICE antennas which transmit signals from a pulser op-
erated in an on-site lab. The pulse power can be varied by
inserting attenuators in the line. The transmitting antennas
are similar to the receiving antennas and are located at var-
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ious depths down to 220m, and up to∼ 1400m away from
the receivers (see Figure 2).
The simplest possible relative attenuation measuremen-
t would involve broadcasting a signal and measuring the
relative power received by antennas at different distances
from the transmitter. However, IceCube Radio Exten-
sion digitizers have insufficient dynamic range for this ap-
proach. Thus, we instead vary the transmitter power, mea-
suring the values which yield the same power at different
receivers. The differences between these values are ΔLtotal,
the total receiver–receiver difference in losses.
We assume that (in a logarithmic scale) ΔLtotal =
ΔLdipole(θ)+ΔLfree space(�r, n(z))+ΔLattenuation(�r, λ). We
use a standard dipole pattern for transmitters and receiver-
s: I(θ) = (3/8π)I0 sin

2(θ). The free space losses,
which for uniform index of refraction would give the in-
verse square law, are calculated using ray tracing sim-
ulation. After obtaining ΔLtotal from measurement and
ΔLdipole and ΔLfree space from simulation, we can calculate
the path-averaged attenuation length 〈λ〉: ΔLattenuation =
10 log10 e

−2Δr/〈λ〉. Figure 3 shows the measurement of
pulses from a RICE transmitter. Deep receiver channels
show a linear response. Shallow receiver channels have a
flatter response for higher power due to saturation; how-
ever, for sufficient transmitter attenuation, they also have a
linear response.
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Figure 3: Measured intensity vs. transmitter attenuation.

A linear fit with a slope of −1 is done for the linear region
on each curve. The difference between the x-intercepts for
any pair of fits is equal to ΔLtotal for that antenna pair. To
date, sufficient data has been taken only with one of RICE
transmitters. Preliminary values obtained from this data
for 〈λ〉 range from 400 to 700 meters. These numbers are
somewhat lower than past results [9]; however, preliminary
systematic error estimates suggest that these results will not
be inconsistent with each other.
This measurement is ongoing. Our simulation of the effect-
s of reflection and shadowing by an IceCube cable in the
vicinity of a broadband dipole antenna is not yet complete.

Other remaining work includes estimating other systemat-
ics such as receiver gain uncertainties; taking data with ad-
ditional transmitters; and combining results for 〈λ〉 with
existing density and temperature measurements to obtain a
model for λ(z).

3.2 Index of refraction

Uncertainties in index of refraction lead to uncertainties
of the order of a few ns in the time difference mea-
sured between two receivers a few meters apart (geometry-
dependent); therefore, a precise knowledge of index of re-
fraction is necessary for a sub-ns-resolution detector. The
latest index of refraction measurement at the South Pole re-
ported in [10] combines results using the RICE array down
to 150m and ice cores down to 240m. The model used is
of the form n(z) = ndeep + (nshallow − ndeep)e

nc·z , where
nc ≈ −0.0132m−1, ndeep ≈ 1.78, and nshallow ≈ 1.35.
The changing index of refraction causes rays to curve in
the ice layers, especially in the soft ice layers on top of
the glacier (firn), and decreases the angular acceptance of
shallow-deployed detectors by causing total reflection of
rays propagating between the layers. When looking at pos-
sible paths connecting a transmitter and a receiver both in
ice there will be either zero or two solutions (direct ray
and reflected ray) to the ray-tracing problem. The reflec-
tion takes place at the ice-air boundary on the surface, as
illustrated in Fig. 4A.
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Figure 4: A. Ray Tracing showing the direct- and reflacted-
rays solutions. The depths and separation between the
transmitter and the receivers in this figure correspond to
the transmitter-recievers used in the analysis. B. Average
WF collected on the top (solid) and bottom (dashed) anten-
nas of the transient detectors. The time delay between the
direct and the refracted ray detected by the bottom antenna
is consistent with simulations (137 ns).

The extremely shallow location of the TDA units makes
them sensitive to small variations in the index of refraction
model, especially to nshallow and nc. Five out of six TDA
units were able to trigger on a calibration pulse transmit-
ted by a calibration antenna from depth of −245m. The
sixth unit that did not see the pulser (Top antenna at hole 8)
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was in the shaded area where no solution exists. Limits on
the ice model parameters can be set by measuring the trig-
ger time differences between different units as well as the
time differences between the direct and reflected ray. This
is illustrated in Fig 4B where an average WF from a pulser
run for the top and bottom detectors is shown. The expect-
ed time delay between the direct and reflected ray for the
top antenna was calculated to be about 14 ns, and the direct
and reflected peaks are not resolvable. For the bottom an-
tenna the simulated time delay was about 137 ns, in good
agreement with the measurement. Figure 5 shows prelimi-
nary constraints on nshallow and nc based on combined time
differences measured between detectors.
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Figure 5: Excluded parameters space for index of refrac-
tion based on time delays between hits. This area includes
systematic uncertainties from the following uncertainties:
timing resolution, slewing, geometry and ndeep.

4 Environmental Noise

We have previously shown that timing of elevated noise
rates coincided with the periods of winds stronger than
∼ 20 knots (see Figure 6). Since the South Pole is elec-
trically insulated, electrostatic charge accumulates easily,
leading to a discharge causing EMI. There are two possi-
ble mechanisms as to how electrostatic charge builds up in
strong winds: “precipitation charging” [11] where blow-
ing snow causes structures to charge up; and “snowstorm
electrification” [12], where charge separation occurs near
the snow surface. A preliminary reconstruction study has
pointed to an area around large structures in the Dark Sec-
tor as the origin of this interference. Preliminary studies
with radio detectors away from the station have shown no
such interference, supporting the assumption that the noise
is originating from structures and not spotaneous charging
of the ice. However, additional data are required since this
analysis was preformed early in the austral winter, using
limited statistics [5].
We were also sensitive to weather balloon launches, hap-
pening twice a day. Since this noise source is well defined
in time and frequency, it will not be a problem for future
detectors.
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Figure 6: Average trigger rate vs. wind speed for the five
clusters described in Section 2.1. The meteorological data
were taken from the “Clean Air” automatic weather station,
operated by The Antarctic Meteorological Research Cen-
ter (AMRC) and the Antarctic Automatic Weather Station
(AWS) Program [13].

5 Summary

IceCube’s mature drilling and data acquisition technology
have facilitated the deployment of the first fully digital ra-
dio test equipment in South Pole ice as well as deploymen-
t to greater depths in South Pole ice than was previously
possible. Using the IceCube radio frequency extension, we
have obtained tighter constraints on the index of refraction
model parameters, and an attenuation length measurement
is also underway. We have also been able to characterize
and understand the RF noise environment at the Pole. This
information will provide a valuable guide for the design of
a future GZK neutrino detector.
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Results from the Askaryan Radio Array Testbed Station

THE ARA COLLABORATION1

1See special section in these proceedings.

Abstract: The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an ultra-high energy neutrino telescope under development consisting
of radio antennas to be deployed in the ice 200 m deep near the geographic South Pole. During the 2010-2011 Austral
summer, an ARA testbed station was deployed, consisting of antennas, trigger and readout electronics, and high voltage
pulsers, with most components at approximately 20 m depth. The first ARA stations will be deployed in the following two
Austral summer seasons. We will present the results from data taken by the testbed this season, including characterizations
of the in-ice noise environment, trigger performance, angular resolution, and measurements of the index of refraction and
attenuation of radio pulses in the ice. We will conclude with implications of the testbed results for ARA design.

Keywords: neutrino antarctic radio cerenkov

1 Introduction

Neutrinos are unique cosmic messengers as they travel cos-
mological distances unattenuated and also do not undergo
deflections in magnetic fields. Thus they would carry valu-
able information complementary to that from charged cos-
mic rays and gamma rays. Apart from solar neutrinos and a
small sample of neutrinos from a singular event, SN1987a,
neutrinos from beyond the earth’s atmosphere remain elu-
sive. However, there is a nearly infallible argument for the
existence of a cosmic neutrino flux in the ultra-high ener-
gy (UHE) regime (above 1018 eV) due to the interaction
of UHE cosmic rays with cosmic microwave background
photons through what is known as the GZK process [1, 2].
Berezinsky and Zatsepin first noted that this process would
produce an observable neutrino flux [3, 4].
Since the expected UHE neutrino flux is rare (of order
10/km2/year), detection volumes of order 100’s of cubic
kilometers are necessary. IceCube and Antares are search-
ing for cosmic neutrinos using the visible Cerenkov tech-
nique in South Pole ice and Mediterranean sea water re-
spectively [5, 6, 7]. The length over which visible light
is scattered or absorbed in these media is on the order of
50 meters. This sets the scale for the sensor spacings,
and so detector scales beyond 1 km3 for that technique
are prohibitively expensive. The radio Cerenkov technique
allows for much larger detection volumes due to attenua-
tion lengths of approximately 1 km in ice [8]. This tech-
nique has been well established over the past two decades
[9, 10, 11, 12] and the ANITA experiment, which search-
es for radio Cerenkov pulses from above the Antarctic ice

sheet, places the strongest constraints on the cosmic neutri-
no flux above 1018.5 eV [13].
The Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) will use the radio
Cerenkov technique to search for UHE neutrinos using an-
tennas deployed in the South Pole ice [14, 15]. It aims
to measure a sample of order 100 neutrinos in the UHE
regime so that their properties, of interest to both particle
physics and astrophysics, can be studied. The proposed
first phase of the detector will consist of an array of 37 s-
tations, with 16 antennas each, at a depth of approximately
200 m. The stations will be arranged on a hexagonal grid
with a 2 km spacing. The antennas will consist of both ver-
tically polarized, V-pol (bicone, 150 MHz) and horizontal-
ly polarized, H-pol (quad-slotted-cylinder, 200-850 MHz)
antennas.

2 The Testbed

In January 2011, a first prototype ‘testbed’ station for ARA
was deployed 1.8 km grid East of the IceCube detector,
at approximately 30 m depth. It included 10 antennas de-
ployed in the ice and an additional six antennas deployed
at the surface. Four V-pol antennas (bicone, 150-850 MHz)
and four H-pol antennas (bowtie-slotted-cylinder, 250-
850 MHz) and two quad-slotted-cylinders (200-850 MHz)
were deployed at approximately 25 m depth. There are al-
so two near-surface discones (150-850 MHz) and two near-
surface “batwing” antennas (250-850 MHz). At the surface
sit two “fat dipole” (30-300 MHz) antennas. These 16 an-
tennas total were deployed in six boreholes with an approx-
imate trapezoidal geometry and spacing at about 10 m.

                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/1237
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The hardware and electronics draws from the strong RICE
and ANITA heritage in the collaboration. A low-noise
preamplifier is inserted close to the antennas to reduce in-
sertion loss and thermal noise. Along with a second stage
amplifier, the total gain is approximately 75 dB. The sig-
nals are split into trigger and waveform paths. Each time
an event passes the trigger requirements, the RF waveforms
for that event are recorded along with associated data such
as temperatures, threshold settings, single antenna trigger
rates, etc. to a single board computer, then transmitted to a
computer at South Pole station over twisted wire pairs via
ethernet modem. The data is then transmitted to the north-
ern hemisphere computer archives via satellite link.
A calibration pulser was deployed near the testbed receiver-
s. It pulses at a rate of 1 Hz during all data taking peri-
ods and is slaved to a high-precision Rubidium clock to
permit signal averaging over multi-km distance scales with
picosecond-scale resolution. This allows us to continuous-
ly monitor the functionality of the trigger while providing
a reference for timing and signal amplitudes.
Three 4 kV, ns-scale pulsers manufactured by FID, Inc.
were deployed in deep ice in two of the final holes drilled
for IceCube. The furthest pulser from the testbed was at
2.01 km distance along the surface and at approximately
2.45 km depth, for a total distance of 3.16 km through the
ice. We took several dedicated runs in mid-January where
all three of the deep pulsers were easily observed in the
testbed data.
An RF trigger requires that 3 waveforms of the 8 bi-
cone and bowtie-slotted-cylinder antennas at depth exceed
a threshold of approximately 3.5 times the RMS thermal
noise voltage. This gives a thermal noise trigger rate of
typically 0.5-1.0 Hz. In addition, the calibration pulser trig-
gered the system once per GPS second.

3 Results

3.1 Thermal Noise

Figure 1 shows the testbed trigger rate as compared with
three different environmental variables which were moni-
tored continuously during take taking. We monitored the
wind speed at the South Pole to check for any correlation
of the noise rates with blowing snow and no such corre-
lation was observed. There is however, a clear correlation
with the temperature of the testbed electronics. Some cor-
relation is expected due to the temperature dependence of
the thresholds. The software has the capability to adjust
the thresholds in real time so as to maintain nearly constant
trigger rates, but this feature has not yet been enabled.
Figure 2 shows the average Fourier power spectra measured
by one of the borehole antennas from a run during a period
in late April 2011. For pure thermal noise, the noise level is
given by kTΔf which is -175dBm/MHz for the electronics
temperature T = 290 K. The average measured thermal

Figure 1: Comparison of trigger rates with environmen-
tal variables during ARA testbed data taking. Top: Wind
speeds recorded at the South Pole near the site of the
testbed. Upper middle: Air temperature near the site. Low-
er middle: Temperature internal to testbed data acquisition
electronics housing. Bottom: Global trigger rate for the
ARA testbed, showing a strong correlation with the elec-
tronics temperature.

noise levels imply a thermal+system noise temperatures of
approximately 325 K.

Figure 2: Noise spectra measured with a horizontally polar-
ized antenna in a borehole in the ARA 2010-2011 testbed.

3.2 Galactic Noise

The two surface antennas (one shown in Figure 3), show an
increase in thermal noise at frequencies below 150 MHz.
This is consistent with being galactic radio noise, whose
sky temperature follows a power law given by Tsky =
800 K(f/100 MHz)−2.5 where f is the frequency. The sur-
face antenna temperatures are an average of the galactic
noise temperatures as seen above and that of the ice below.
Since the two surface antennas are low frequency dipoles
with axis lying parallel to the surface, their nulls sweep the
galactic plane over a period of a day. The galactic plane is
at approximately 63◦ declination at the South Pole. There-
fore, if the low frequency noise increase is galactic in o-
rigin, we should observe a sidereal variation in total noise
power, and this is what is observed in Figure 4 for frequen-
cies below 70 MHz. The phase difference in the sin waves
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Figure 3: Noise spectra measured with a surface antenna in
the ARA 2010-2011 testbed.

from the two antennas is due to an approximately 22◦ offset
in orientation between them.

Figure 4: Noise voltage VRMS below 70 MHz as a function
of time of day, showing a clear sidereal variation due to the
dominance of galactic noise at these frequencies.

3.3 Radio Interference

An important motivation for the testbed was to assess the
potential impact of anthropogenic radio noise on ARA da-
ta taking. Figure 5 shows the hourly trigger rates during a
three month period of ARA testbed data taking. The high
rates that occur twice daily until approximately day 65 and
once per day after that are due to weather balloon launches,
which utilize a ∼400 MHz transponder for data telemetry.
These launches result in about 1/2 hour each of event rate
saturation, for a total loss of livetime of approximately 5%
when the launches occur twice a day. Additionally, incom-
ing and departing aircraft each contribute approximately
20-30 minutes of deadtime. During busy periods with sev-
eral flights per day, this will contribute an additional 5% or
so of deadtime. Other sporadic sources of radio interfer-
ence have minimal effect on the livetime. The reduction is
trigger rates later in the year is due to a migration of trigger
thresholds due to decreased temperatures.

3.4 Timing and Event Reconstruction

The local calibration pulsers allow for a continuous mon-
itoring of the trigger functionality as well as a stable ref-
erence for timing and signal amplitudes. One of their im-
portant functions is to provide a means to determining the

Figure 5: Trigger rates in the ARA testbed by the hour.
Top: rates each hour of each day during a three month pe-
riod in 2011. The regions of white space are times when
data transfer from the South Pole was not possible due to
bandwidth restrictions.

Figure 6: Histogram of delays between pulses received by
two different in-ice V-pol antennas. The horizontal offset
is arbitrary here.

relative locations of the antennas in situ via the relative de-
lays between waveforms at the receivers. Figure 6 shows
the relative delay of a pulse between two in-ice V-pol anten-
nas, showing a standard deviation of 136 ps and a standard
error of 4.5 ps obtained from a fit to a Gaussian in the peak
region. The delays between waveforms were determined
by finding the peak of their cross-correlation function. For
baselines typically 15 m or more, the angular resolution is
of order 0.1◦ for 136 ps timing error, which is more than
adequate for ARA.
For Figure 7, for all of the events on January 29th 2011 we
attempted to reconstruct source locations from measured
waveforms. Not all timing calibration corrections have yet
been implemented. On this day the winds were observed
to be high and the South Pole station was open. When a
thermal noise fluctuation causes a trigger, the event does
not reconstruct to any location because the delays are not
causal. RF triggers from the pulser or any RF background-
s do reconstruct to a particular direction. Figure 6 shows
the reconstructed direction of origin relative to the known
pulser location for all events that reconstruct on that day.
No events were reconstructed beyond the limits shown. Fit-
ting the peak to a Gaussian gives pointing-to-vertex resolu-
tions of 0.27◦ in φ and 0.60◦ in θ, quite acceptable keeping
in mind that the timing calibrations are still in progress and
the testbed sits at a shallow depth where there is a light ve-
locity gradient due a depth dependent index of refraction.
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Figure 7: Direction of reconstructed RF signals relative to
the known location of the calibration pulser.

Figure 8: Attenuation length at 300 MHz at all depths in
South Pole ice. The normalization of the curve is set by
the mean attenuation length measured between the deepest
pulser and the testbed antennas.

3.5 Attenuation Lengths

Due to the distance of deep pulsers from the testbed, they
provide an opportunity to measure RF loss due to attenua-
tion in the South Pole ice over ∼ 3 km. A previous mea-
surement of RF pulses transmitted from the surface and re-
flected from the bedrock below gave attenuation lengths of
order 1 km in the colder ice near the surface [8]. Two of the
deep pulsers at intermediate depths ∼ 1.5 km completely
saturated the amplifiers at the receivers. We therefore used
the deepest pulser at 2450 m depth for this measurement.
The Friis formula relates the power transmitted Pt and
power received Pr between two antennas (both frequen-
cy dependent) Pr(f) = Pt(f) · Gt · Ar

eff/(4πr
2) · e−2r/L

where Gt is the gain of the transmitter, Ar
eff is the effective

area of the receiver (both absorb antenna coupling efficien-
cies), r = 3.14 km is the distance between the antennas,
and L is the field attenuation length.
Due to unexpected difficulties with the high-voltage cou-
pling into the deep pulser transmitters, the received pulse
was spread in time over a ∼ 20 ns window. However, us-
ing lab measurements, we are able to estimate the integrat-
ed power in transmission and reception using the observed
waveforms in the testbed. Accounting for the antenna re-
sponses and beam patterns of the transmitter and receiver,
we find an average attenuation length over the transmission

distance of 670 + 180 − 66 m. Figure 8 shows the attenu-
ation lengths and systematic uncertainty band as a function
of depth, using the models in [16]. In the top 1 km, we find
field attenuation lengths that exceed 1 km.

4 Summary

The ARA 2010-2011 testbed station has undergone sever-
al months of stable data taking with thermal noise triggers
at a rate of a few Hz and deadtime due to RF interference
from known sources at approximately 5-10%. The surface
antenna see galactic noise at low frequencies, reconstruc-
tion has been achieved at the fraction of a degree, and we
observe RF field attenuation lengths in the ice of over 1 km
in the top km of the ice.
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Abstract: The explosions of all core-collapse supernovae in the past can have originated a diffuse neutrino flux pervading
all the universe. The most important factors to weighting this flux are the stellar formation and supernovae occurrence
rates. The expected energy spectrum of these neutrinos differ from those from recent supernova mainly by their energy
red-shift due the expansion of the universe. These neutrinos have never been observed before. Only upper limits on
their fluxes have been reported by the collaborations operating neutrino telescopes. The SNO experiment published an
analysis where the total flux of diffuse νe has an upper limit of φe ≤ (61 − 93) cm−2.s−1, depending on a specific
supernova model. At the present, the best limit for the diffuse flux of non-electron neutrinos is φx ≤ 103cm−2.s−1,
resulted from an analysis of the Super-Kamiokande data. In this work we have extended the SNO analysis including the
elastic scattering on electrons via neutral current interactions to extract information on diffuse flux of the non-electron
neutrino flavors (i.e. muon and tau neutrinos). Our analysis yield as limits to non-electron neutrinos flux above to 21
MeV φx ≤ (2.1− 17)103cm−2.s−1 and φx ≤ (6.5− 23)103cm−2.s−1 as limit to non-electron antineutrinos flux.

Keywords: Supernovae neutrinos, diffuse neutrino background

1 Introduction

The detection of neutrinos from stellar collapses is the
only direct source of information from the star’s innermost
regions. They can yield a lot of astrophysical information
like density and temperature profiles of the stellar core,
mass and radius of the compact object, total binding en-
ergy, time scale of cooling process and characteristics from
the particle itself such as electrical charge, mass and num-
ber of flavors. However, the low rate of supernovae close
enough to the Earth to allow the neutrino detection is an
experimental difficulty imposed by the nature of the phe-
nomenon. The only observation made so far is the tens of
neutrinos gathered from the SN1987A event [1, 2, 3, 4].

One attempt to bypass this difficulty is the proposal to
study the diffuse and steady neutrino flux produced by the
neutrinos from all supernovae already exploded in the past,
different from a single supernova event, characterized by a
neutrino burst. i.e. a transient flux. In the case of the su-
pernovae diffuse neutrino background (SNDB) the expan-
sion of the universe shifts the neutrino spectrum to lower
energies imposing an additional difficulty in their detec-
tion. Additionally to supernovae and particle physics, the
characterization of SNDB have further applications like the
possibility to estimate the rates and evolution of stellar for-
mation (including the sub-class of core-collapsing stars), as
well as the distribution of mass of core-collapsing stars.

Until now only upper limits for the SNDB were estab-
lished by diverse collaborations and authors. Today the
best limits were obtained by Lunardini and Peres [5] from
Super-Kamiokande published data and are close to theo-
retical predictions within a factor 1-4, suggesting the fea-
sibility of the detection of the SNDB at the present or,
more likely, in the next generation of detectors. In this
work we present results obtained from the Sudbury Neu-
trino Observatory - SNO data, by analyzing the neutrino-
electron elastic scattering interaction channel ν(e−, e−)ν.
In the following we discuss some additional ingredients
that must be included in calculations to take into consid-
eration changes in the neutrino spectral characteristics due
the neutrino propagation from the source to the detector.

2 The Expected Signal in Detectors

2.1 Diffuse Flux Spectrum

A core-collapse supernova releases ∼ 99% of its bind-
ing energy in neutrinos, most of them during the colapsed
core cooling phase. The energy spectrum can be aproxi-
mately described as a thermal spectrum, given by the equa-
tion bellow1

1. Other authors suggest a non-thermal behavior with suppres-
sion in both low and high tails of the spectrum [6, 7]. In this work
we have adopted the thermal approach just by simplicity.
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dNν

dEν
= C

E2
ν

1 + e
Eν
kT

(1)

In Eq.1 C is the normalization constant determined by the
total energy carried away by neutrinos.

Despite the debates on energy equipartion among dif-
ferent flavors, flux or luminosities normalizations [8], is
clear that oscillations leading to interchanges of spectral
population among flavors should have impact on the mean
energy of the detectable neutrino spectrum. In this work we
will consider only the two extreme limits, where i) no oscil-
lations takes place or ii) total permutation νx → νe, where
νx denotes (νμ + ντ ) and νx their antiparticles. Both cases
cover interesting combinations of models of stellar matter
density profiles and neutrino oscillations parameters.

The expansion of the Universe reduces the energy of
each one of the neutrinos, then reducing the spectral av-
erage energy. One neutrino with energy E′ν produced in
the past in a red-shift z is observed today with energy
Eν =

E′
ν

1+z . Thus the energy spectrum that should be ob-
served at the present is given by Eq.1 with Eν replaced by
E′ν .

Another issue to take into consideration is an as-
pect linked to stellar evolution. In large time scales the
star formation rate, thus the core-collapse supernovae rate
RSN (z), are expected to change during the evolution of the
Universe. The parametrization we have used in this work
is [9]:

RSN (z) = RSN (0)(1 + z)β z < 1 (2)
RSN (z) = RSN (zp)(1 + z)α z > 1 (3)

where zp is a transition red-shift, here set in zp = 1.

2.2 Number of Interactions

The differential number density of emmited neutrinos
in a supernova with energy between E′ν and E′ν + dE′ν in a
instant between t e t+ dt is [10]:

dnν(E
′
ν) =

dNν

dE′ν
RSN (t)dE′νdt (4)

We can rewrite Eq.4 changing t by z and adopting
the relation between these variables given by the ΛCDM
model with conservative parameters.

dnν(Eν) =
dNν(E

′
ν)

dE′ν
RSN (z)|dz

dt
|−1(1 + z)dz dEν (5)

where dz
dt is given by:

dz

dt
= −H0(1 + z)

√
ΩM (1 + z)3 +ΩΛ (6)

Where H0 = 70.4 km.s−1.Mpc−1 is the Hubble con-
stant, ΩM = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73 are respectively the den-
sity of dark matter and dark energy in the Universe. Thus,
is straightforward to write the expression for the flux of
SNDB:

dΦν(Eν)

dEν
=

c

H0

∫ zm

0

dNν(E
′
ν)

dE′ν

RSN (z)dz√
ΩM (1 + z)3 +ΩΛ

(7)
To calculate the expected number of interactions in a

detector (Nν), generated by neutrinos of the SNDB with
energy between Eν1 and Eν2, producing leptons with en-
ergy between El1 and El2, in a given detection channel
which the cross section is (σ(Eν , El)) and having (NT ) tar-
get particles, within an exposure time te, and considering
the detector efficiency ε(Eν), we use:

Nν = NT te

∫ Eν2

Eν1

∫ El2

El1

σ × ε× dΦν

dEν
dEνdEl (8)

3 Limits Estimation

The limit on the flux was calculated using the formal-
ism described above to evaluate the expected number of
events in SNO within the exposition time of the published
SNO’s data [11]. The steps to set the limits for the flux are
described in the following.

3.1 Renormalization

We assume to have no prior knowledge on the absolute
flux, so we leave the flux normalization constant A as a free
parameter, and the flux from Eq.7 was renormalized to the
unity, leading to a new function Φ1(Eν) which determines
only the neutrino spectral shape.

dΦν

dEν
(Eν)→ A

dΦν

dEν
(Eν)

∫ E2

E1

dΦν

dEν
(Eν)dEν

= AΦ1(Eν) (9)

Now it is possible to rewrite Eq.8, expliciting the con-
stant A:

Nν = A.NT .te

∫ Eν2

Eν1

∫ El2

El1

β(Eν , El) dEνdEl (10)

where β = σ(Eν , El)× ε(Eν)×Φ1(Eν). From Eq.10, for
each observed number of interactions in the detector within
a time te is possible to obtain the proper normalization of
the flux A.

3.2 Data Analysis

The experimental SNO observation was the absence of
electrons with energy 21 ≤ E ≤ 35MeV in the corre-
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sponding exposition time. With this result the SNO Col-
laboration could set the upper limit for the νe flux of the
SNDB, considering the charged current channel νe + d →
e−+ p+ p and assuming a specific parametrization for the
core-collapse neutrino emission [11].

Assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of ob-
served interactions and taking into account that no events
were observed (Nν = 0) we can set the upper limit for the
event rate (90% CL):

P (0, λ) = e−λ ⇒
∫ λ

0

e−tdt < 0.9⇒ λ < 2.3 (11)

Then, the expectation for the number of interactions
consistent with the null result is E(Nν) = λ < 2.3. Since
A is a free parameter, then the upper limit for the normal-
ization of the flux can be obtained :

A <
2.3

NT .te
∫ Eν2

Eν1

∫ El2

El1
β(Eν , El) dEνdEl

(12)

To validate our calculation tools we made a cross-check
with the SNO’s upper limits in the charged current interac-
tion channel, as shown in the Table 1, where is possible to
see the good agreement.

Total Flux Upper Limit
(ν/cm−2s−1)

Tνe (MeV) SNO Collaboration This work Ratio

4 1.1× 104 1.04× 104 0.95
6 1.5× 103 1.45× 103 0.97
8 6.0× 102 5.77× 102 0.96

Table 1: Comparison between the upper limits obtained in
this work and in the SNO Collaboration’s work [11]. Inter-
action channel: charged current.

As discussed in Section 2, only extreme cases of neu-
trino oscillations were analyzed. The most unfavorable sce-
nario which leads to lower event rates, consequently, to
higher upper limits, is obtained by considering total per-
mutation νe ↔ νx or the neutrinospheres having same
temperatures (Tνx

= Tνe
). The opposite case where no

oscillation takes place and the relation between the neutri-
nosphere temperatures is Tνx = 2Tνe leads to higher event
rates and lower limits on the flux. Each case is indicated in
the following summary Tables containing the results.

The main goal of this work was achieved considering
the ν(e−, e−)ν elastic scattering channel. Eq.10 was in-
tegrated over all neutrino energies that can produce lep-
tons with energy in the observed range (21 < Elep <
35MeV ⇒ Eν > 21MeV ), and using the appropriate
cross-section for this interaction. The electron scattering is
sensitive to neutrinos from all flavors, but since the SNO’s
limits are lower, as is possible to be checked from Table1
and by the following discussions, is natural to consider the

results from this work as pertaining only to non-electron
neutrinos (νx). The upper limits to νx and νx for some typ-
ical spectral temperatures are shown in the tables 2 and 3,
respectively. These limits are calculated considering only
the heavy-water SNO’s core as neutrino target.

By using the electron scattering as neutrino interaction
channel, is possible to consider not only the D2O mass,
but also to include the 1.7 kton of ultra-pure water as target
particles, improving the limit by a factor 2.7. The results
for the extended target (heavy-water + ultra-pure water) are
shown in the tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Upper limit on νx flux (D2O core)
(ν/cm−2s−1)

Tνe (MeV) Total permutation No oscillation
νx ↔ νe or Tνe = Tνx 2Tνe = Tνx

4 4.6× 104 2.7× 104

6 3.4× 104 1.9× 104

8 2.7× 104 1.4× 104

Table 2: Upper limits for SNDB νx flux. Detector mass:
D2O core. Interaction channel: electron scattering.

Upper limit on νx flux (D2O core)
(ν/cm−2s−1)

Tνe
(MeV) Total permutation No oscillation

νx ↔ νe or Tνe = Tνx 2Tνe = Tνx

4 6.2× 104 3.5× 104

6 4.6× 104 2.4× 104

8 3.5× 104 1.8× 104

Table 3: Upper limits for SNDB νx flux. Detector mass:
D2O core. Interaction channel: electron scattering.

Upper limit on νx flux (D2O +H2O)
(ν/cm−2s−1)

Tνe (MeV) Total permutation No oscillation
νx ↔ νe or Tνe = Tνx 2Tνe = Tνx

4 1.7× 104 1.0× 104

6 1.2× 104 3.5× 103

8 1.0× 104 2.1× 103

Table 4: Upper limits for SNDB νx-flux. Detector mass:
extended target. Interactions channel: electron scattering

4 Conclusions

We have analyzed published SNO data for the neutrino-
electron elastic scattering interaction channel in the energy
range Eν > 21MeV to set limits for the SNDB flux. The
analysis was done considering two detector configurations:
i) only the heavy-water SNO core; and ii) the so-called ex-
tended target configuration, where we have added in the
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Upper limit on νx flux (D2O +H2O)
(ν/cm−2s−1)

Tνe
(MeV) Total permutation No oscillation

νx ↔ νe or Tνe = Tνx 2Tνe = Tνx

4 2.3× 104 1.3× 104

6 1.7× 104 8.9× 103

8 1.3× 104 6.5× 103

Table 5: Upper limits for SNDB νx-flux. Detector mass:
extended target. Interactions channel: electron scattering.

calculations the 1.7 kton mass of ultra-pure water of the
detector shield.

Considering only the mass of the heavy-water core, we
have set the following limits for the SNDB νx flux:

Φ(νx) ≈ (1.4− 4.6)× 104cm−2s−1 (13)
Φ(νx) ≈ (1.8− 6.2)× 104cm−2s−1 (14)

Considering the extended target configuration, the lim-
its are:

Φ(νx) ≈ (2.1− 17.0)× 103cm−2s−1 (15)
Φ(νx) ≈ (6.5− 23.0)× 103cm−2s−1 (16)

Even in the extended target analysis we have obtained
limits that are one order of magnitude greater than in [5],
as can be seen in table 6 and in the plot of Fig. 1. This
can be considered quite reasonable and consistent if one
compares the difference in mass between the detectors (SK
22.5 kton and SNO 2.7 kton). It is worth to mention that the
most stringent experimental limit for the SNDB νx flux was
obtained by LSD Collaboration [12], which upper value are
greater by a factor ∼ 103 to 104 when compared to the
results of this work (see table 7 and figure 1).

Figure 1: Plot with comparison among different limits for
the SNDB flux [12].

In spite of the low flux indicated by current limits, the
Super-Kamiokande’s limits are greater than some theoreti-

ν Flavor (Eν range) Flux Limits (90%CL)
(cm−2s−1)

νμ + ντ (Eν > 21MeV ) (1.0− 1.4)× 103

νμ + ντ (Eν > 21MeV ) (1.4− 1.8)× 103

Table 6: Best phenomenological limits for the SNDB flux
[5].

ν Flavor (Eν range) Flux Limits (90%CL)
(cm−2s−1)

νe (25 ≤ Eν ≤ 50MeV ) 6.8× 103

νe (20 ≤ Eν ≤ 50MeV ) 8.2× 103

νμ + ντ (20 ≤ Eν ≤ 100MeV ) 3.0× 107

νμ + ντ (20 ≤ Eν ≤ 100MeV ) 3.3× 107

Table 7: Experimental limits from LSD Collaboration.
Adapted from [12].

cal models by a factor 2 to 5. Thus, the scientific expecta-
tions are that some signals from the diffuse flux of neutri-
nos from past supernovae will be observed soon or the lim-
its should be lowered even more, imposing stronger bound-
aries in the theoretical models of the physics related to this
phenomenon.
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The Askaryan Radio Array
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Abstract: Ultra high energy cosmogenic neutrinos could be most efficiently detected in dense, radio frequency (RF)
transparent media via the Askaryan effect. Building on the expertise gained by RICE, ANITA and IceCube’s radio
extension in the use of the Askaryan effect in cold Antarctic ice, we are currently developing an antenna array known
as ARA (The Askaryan Radio Array) to be installed in boreholes extending 200 m below the surface of the ice near the
geographic South Pole. The unprecedented scale of ARA, which will cover a fiducial area of 200 square kilometers, was
chosen to ensure the detection of the flux of neutrinos “guaranteed” by the observation of the GZK cutoff by HiRes and
the Pierre Auger Observatory. Funding to develop the instrumentation and install the first prototypes has been granted,
and the first components of ARA were installed during the austral summer of 2010-2011. Within 3 years of commencing
operation, the full ARA will exceed the sensitivity of any other instrument in the 0.1-10 EeV energy range by an order
of magnitude. The primary goal of the ARA array is to establish the absolute cosmogenic neutrino flux through a modest
number of events. Here we describe the array and the science goals, and describe the current status of the project.

Keywords: ARA, neutrino astrophysics, Askaryan effect, GZK neutrinos
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Ionospheric propagation effects for UHE neutrino detection with the lunar Cherenkov tech-
nique
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Abstract: Lunar Cherenkov experiments aim to detect nanosecond pulses of Cherenkov emission produced during UHE
cosmic ray or neutrino interactions in the lunar regolith. Pulses from these interactions are dispersed, and therefore
reduced in amplitude, during propagation through the Earth’s ionosphere. Pulse dispersion must therefore be corrected to
maximise the received signal to noise ratio and subsequent chances of detection. The pulse dispersion characteristic may
also provide a powerful signature to determine the lunar origin of a pulse and discriminate against pulses of terrestrial
radio frequency interference (RFI). This characteristic is parameterised by the instantaneous Total Electron Content (TEC)
of the ionosphere and therefore an accurate knowledge of the ionospheric TEC provides an experimental advantage for
the detection and identification of lunar Cherenkov pulses. We present a new method to calibrate the dispersive effect of
the ionosphere on lunar Cherenkov pulses using lunar Faraday rotation measurements combined with geomagnetic field
models.

Keywords: UHE Neutrino Detection, Lunar Cherenkov Technique, Detectors - telescopes, Ionosphere, Lunar Polarisa-
tion

The lunar Cherenkov technique [1] uses the moon as a large
volume detector for UHE particles interacting in the lu-
nar regolith. This technique was pioneered by Hankins,
Ekers and O’Sullivan using the 64-m Parkes radio tele-
scope [2] and is currently being used in experiments by
the NuMoon [3, 4], RESUN [5] and LUNASKA [6] col-
laborations. UHE particles interacting in the Moon’s re-
golith cause cascades of secondary particles which, due to
a negative charge excess, produce coherent Cherenkov ra-
diation [7] that may be detected by radio telescopes. The
Cherenkov radiation has a broad spectrum which peaks un-
der a few gigahertz with the exact position of the peak de-
termined by de-coherence and/or attenuation effects in the
regolith and therefore dependent on shower geometry.
In the time domain this produces a very narrow pulse
with no obvious modulation features, however, the pulse
is only narrow before propagation as it becomes dispersed
by the ionosphere before reaching an earth-based detec-
tor. Ionospheric dispersion destroys the coherency of the
pulse which reduces the pulse amplitude and subsequent
chances of detection. Pulse amplitude may be recovered
using dedispersion techniques and this requires an under-
standing of the dispersion characteristic and current iono-
spheric conditions.

1 Effects of Ionospheric Dispersion

The ionosphere is a shell of weakly ionized plasma pri-
marily influenced by ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Its
Total Electron Content (TEC) is subject to a strong diur-
nal cycle and is also dependent on the season, the current
phase of the 11-year solar cycle and the geometric latitude
of observation. The frequency-dependent refractive index
of the ionospheric plasma causes a differential additive de-
lay across the bandwidth of a propagating pulse (Equation
1) which results in a loss of coherency and reduction of the
received pulse amplitude (Figure 1).
This effect is most dramatic for low frequency experiments
such as the NuMoon Westerbork Synthesis Radio Tele-
scope (WSRT) [3] and LOFAR [4] experiments which op-
erate in the 100-200MHz range. The differential delay is
given by

Δt = 0.00134× STEC × (ν−2
lo − ν−2

hi ), (1)

where Δt is the duration of the dispersed pulse in seconds,
νlo and νhi are the receiver bandwidth band edges in Hz
and STEC is the Slant Total Electron Content in electrons
per cm2 which refers to the total electron content along the
line of sight to a particular target object.

                                                             DOI: 10.7529/ICRC2011/V04/1322
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Figure 1: Pulse amplitude loss due to dispersion error for
the NuMoon WSRT and LOFAR experiments and the LU-
NASKA Parkes experiment. This assumes that dispersion
was the only mechanism for loss of sensitivity and does
not account for other effects such as finite sampling (see
[4]) and phase shifts. The Parkes curve assumes downcov-
ersion with a high-side local oscillator at 1555 MHz, while
the WSRT and LOFAR curves assume direct sampling.

A reduction of the received pulse amplitude not only affects
the chances of pulse detection but also the neutrino energy
threshold. The amplitude of the pulse at the lunar surface
is related to the charge excess in the particle shower. This
excess is roughly proportional to the number of particles in
the electromagnetic cascade which in turn is proportional to
the energy of the shower and the energy of the original neu-
trino. Therefore as the minimum detectable pulse height is
increased, the minimum detectable neutrino energy is also
increased.

2 Ionospheric Monitoring

Coherent pulse dedispersion can be used to recover pulse
amplitude. This can be implemented via matched filtering
techniques and requires an accurate knowledge of the cur-
rent ionospheric conditions, particularly the instantaneous
TEC. Current methods of ionospheric monitoring include
using data from Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites
and ground-based ionosondes.
TEC Measurements can be derived from dual-frequency
GPS signals and are available online from several sources.
Until recently these values have not been made available
in real time and we have made use of CDDIS TEC data
[8] which is sampled at two-hour intervals and published
with a few days delay. More recently NASA [9] has made
global near real-time TEC maps available at 15-minute in-
tervals and the Australian Bureau of Meterology [10] has
done likewise for the Australasia region, although only
the latter are also publicly available as data files. Both
of these near real-time services produce estimates derived

from GPS measurements processed with Kalman filters and
combined with the IRI-2007 ionospheric model, which is
driven by real-time foF2 observations from IPS ionoson-
des.
Ionosondes probe the peak transmission frequency (fo)
through the F2-layer of the ionosphere which is related to
the ionospheric TEC squared. Near real-time TEC mea-
surements can also be derived from foF2 ionosonde mea-
surements and are available hourly from the Australian Bu-
reau of Meteorology [10]. However, there are known inac-
curacies in the derivation of the foF2-based TEC estimates
as they are empirically derived. Comparison with GPS data
shows that the foF2-derived TEC data consistently under-
estimates GPS TEC measurements (for e.g. Figure 2). This
may be attributed to the ground-based ionosondes probing
mainly lower ionospheric layers and not properly measur-
ing TEC contribution from the plasmasphere. The error
from this effect is estimated to be 1-2 TECU [11] which
has a minimal effect on high frequency experiments but for
low frequency experiments this corresponds to a reduction
in pulse amplitude of almost 60%.
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Figure 2: Comparison of VTEC data from dual-frequency
GPS and foF2 ionosondes.

Both of the GPS and foF2 TEC products are published
as vertical TEC (VTEC) maps which must be converted
to STEC estimates to obtain the true total electron con-
tent through the slant angle line-of-sight to the Moon. To
perform this conversion, the ionosphere can be modeled
as a Single Layer Model (SLM) [12] which assumes all
free electrons are concentrated in an infinitesimally thin
shell and removes the need for integration through the iono-
sphere. Slant and vertical TEC are related via

STEC = F (z)V TEC. (2)

where F (z) is a slant angle factor defined as

F (z) =
1

cos(z′)
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=
1√

1−
(

Re

Re+H sin(z)
)2

Re is the radius of the Earth, z is the zenith angle to the
source and H is the height of the shell (see Figure 3). The
CDDIS also use an SLM ionosphere for GPS interpolation
algorithms and assume a mean ionospheric height of 450
km. The slant conversion provides a considerable source
of error, however, it is difficult to quantify as it is elevation
angle dependent and influenced by horizontal gradients in
the ionosphere. Combined with interpolation errors and in-
strumental biases this error can be as high as 3-10 TECU
[11].

Infintesimal Layer

Receiver

Source

Ionospheric

Pierce Point

Figure 3: Parameters of the ionospheric Single Layer
Model.

3 A New Technique

New methods of ionospheric monitoring are required par-
ticularly for the current low-frequency lunar Cherenkov ex-
periments and, as the solar cycle enters a more active phase,
accurate pulse dedispersion will become a more important
experimental concern at all frequencies.
We have formulated a technique to obtain TEC measure-
ments that are both instantaneous and line-of-sight to the
Moon. Ionospheric TEC can be deduced from the Fara-
day rotation measurements of a polarised source combined
with a geomagnetic field model, which are more stable than
ionospheric models (IGRF magnetic field values are accu-
rate to better than 0.01% [13]). We propose to use this
method with lunar thermal emission as the polarised source
which is possible since Brewster angle effects produce a
nett polarisation excess in the emission from the lunar limb
[14].
Traditional methods of planetary synthesis imaging and
polarimetry require a complete set of antenna spacings
and enough observing time for earth rotation synthesis.
Faraday rotation measurements obtained through synthesis
imaging will therefore be averaged over the entire observa-
tional period and not contain any information on short-term
ionospheric structure. Depending on the chosen experi-
mental strategy, the lunar imaging baseline requirements
may also conflict with the unique constraints of a lunar

Cherenkov experiment. For UHE particle detection, long
antenna spacings may be preferred to minimize the level
of lunar noise correlation between antennas or short spac-
ings may be used to minimize the relative geometric delays
between antennas. To overcome these limitations we have
a developed a method of obtaining lunar Faraday rotation
estimates in the visibility domain (i. e. without Fourier
inversion to the image plane).
Working in the visibility domain relaxes the array configu-
ration constraints and the need for earth rotation synthesis,
allowing measurements to obtained in real time. This tech-
nique makes use of the angular symmetry in the polarisa-
tion distribution of a planetary object such as the Moon.
The intrinsic thermal radiation of a planetary object ap-
pears increasingly polarised toward the limb, when viewed
from a distant point such as on Earth [14, 15]. The po-
larised emission is radially aligned and due to the changing
angle of the planetary surface toward the limb combined
with Brewster angle effects. The angular symmetry of this
distribution can be exploited by an interferometer so that
an angular spatial filtering technique may be used to ob-
tain real-time position angle measurements directly in the
visibility domain. Measured position angles are uniquely
related to the corresponding uv angle at the time of the
observation and comparison with the expected radial posi-
tion angles, given the current uv angle of the observation,
gives an estimate of the Faraday rotation induced on the
Moon’s polarised emission. Faraday rotation estimates can
be combined with geomagnetic field models to determine
the associated ionospheric TEC and subsequently provide
a method of calibrating the current atmospheric effects on
potential Cherenkov pulses [16].
As a preliminary verification, observations of the Moon
were taken using the 22-m telescopes of the Australia Tele-
scope Compact Array with a center frequency of 1384
MHz. Using the angular spatial filtering technique, instan-
taneous position angle estimates were calculated directly
in the visibility domain of the lunar data. Faraday rota-
tion estimates were then obtained by comparing these to
the expected uv angles and averaged over small time in-
crements to smooth out noise-like fluctuations. Since the
received polarised lunar emission varied in intensity over
time, there were nulls during which the obtained position
angle information was not meaningful. A threshold was
applied to remove position angle measurements taken dur-
ing these periods of low polarised intensity and baseline
averaging was performed as each baseline was affected dif-
ferently by the nulls. The Faraday rotation estimates were
converted to estimates of ionospheric TEC via

Ω = 2.36× 104ν−2

∫

path

N(s)B(s) cos(θ)ds (3)

where Ω is the rotation angle in radians, f is the signal
frequency in Hz, N is the electron density in m3, B is the
geomagnetic field strength in T, θ is the angle between the
direction of propagation and the magnetic field vector and
ds is a path element in m.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of this technique, the derived
TEC estimates were compared against dual-frequency GPS
data (Figure 4 Top). Slant angle factors were used to con-
vert the GPS VTEC estimates to STEC toward the Moon.
Both data sets exhibited a similar general trend, reaching
a minimum around the Moon’s transit (around 16:00 UT)
and rising more rapidly after transit. The steep rise in TEC
after transit corresponds to a more active ionosphere at sun-
rise, as well as an increased path length through the iono-
sphere as the Moon sets. Before transit, the ionosphere
was relatively stable during the night-time hours and it was
mainly only the Moon’s changing elevation angle which
contributed to the changing TEC. The ATCA data under-
estimated the GPS data, particularly around 14:30–17:00
UT where the STEC estimates may have been influenced
by bad data from the shorter baselines (Figure 4 Bottom) or
due to a TEC contribution from the plasmasphere which is
not in the presence of a magnetic field [11]. These observa-
tions were taken when the TEC was very low and therefore
the relative error in the TEC estimates is large.

4 Conclusions

Accurate dispersion calibration can recover pulse ampli-
tude and increase the chances of pulse detection using the
lunar Cherenkov technique. The dispersion effect is fre-
quency dependent and strongest at low frequencies there-
fore low frequency experiments are the worst affected.
However, as the sun enters a more active phase, accurate
ionospheric pulse dispersion is becoming a more important
experimental concern for lunar Cherenkov experiments at
all wavelengths. Several methods of ionospheric monitor-
ing exist including GPS and ionosonde measurements, al-
though these methods include errors which can result in
significant loss of pulse amplitude. We have presented a
new technique for ionospheric calibration which uses Fara-
day rotation measurements of the polarised thermal radio
emission from the lunar limb combined with geomagnetic
field models to obtain estimates of the ionospheric TEC
which are both instantaneous and line-of-sight to the Moon.
Preliminary comparison to GPS data show that both data
sets exhibit similar features which can be attributed to iono-
spheric events, however, more observations are required to
investigate this technique further.
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Abstract: We theoretically illustrate that the possible acceleration of cosmic rays passing through a kind of amplification
channel induced by a system of rotating stars. Our analysis is based on the discrete kinetic model (considering Uehling-
Uhlenbeck collision term) which has been used to study the propagation of plane (e.g., acoustic) waves in a system of
rotating gases.
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1 Introduction

Cosmic rays : Radiation that enhances with altitude in the
atmosphere were discovered by V F Hess in 1912, and it
was clear by the early 1930s that this radiation comes from
outer space. The all-particle energy spectrum of primary
cosmic rays extends from 1 GeV (1012 eV) to above 1020
eV (100 EeV), the highest energies of known individual
particles in the universe [1-3]. The highest-energy parti-
cles are so rare that they are detectable only by means of
the giant cascades or extensive air showers they create in
the atmosphere. Details of how these extensive air show-
ers are observed and of how the parameters of importance
are measured can be found in [3]. In spite of many efforts,
we have still only a limited understanding of, where these
particles are coming from, how they are accelerated to such
extremely high energies, how they propagate through inter-
stellar space [2].
The astrophysical environments that are able to accelerate
particles up to such high energies, including active galactic
nuclei, large scale galactic wind termination shocks, rela-
tivistic jets and hot-spots of Fanaroff-Riley radio galaxies,
pulsars, magnetars, quasar remnants, starbursts, colliding
galaxies, and gamma ray burst fireballs were discussed in
[1]. Many researchers believed that cosmic rays are ac-
celerated in a process called diffusive shock acceleration.
Suitable astrophysical shocks occur in supernova explo-
sions, and ionized nuclei gain energy as they are repeatedly
overtaken by the expanding shock wave. Such mechanisms
lead in fact to a power-law spectrum with a maximum en-
ergy of about Z × 1015 eV (Z : atomic number), which
roughly agrees with the observed steepening (though the
theoretically predicted spectrum proves to be steeper than
actually observed) [2].

In this short paper, the discrete Uehling-Uhlenbeck equa-
tions [4] together with the model of free orientations (θs,
the relative direction of scattering of particles w.r.t. to the
normal of the propagating plane-wave front) are solved to
study the diverse dispersion relations of plane waves in
system of rotating stars (or disk-like gases). Anomalous
amplification channels could occur for diffusion modes of
propagating plane-wave fronts. We propose that the accel-
eration of cosmic rays passing through this kind of channel
might happen.

2 Theoretical Formulations

We make the following assumptions before we investigate
the general equations of our model :
(1) Consider a system of rotating stars (or disks) or a gas
of identical particles of unit mass and a shape of a disk of
diameter d, then each particle (or star) i, i = 1, · · · , N , is
characterized by the position of its center qi and its velocity
ui. We also have the geometric limitations : |qi − qj | ≥ d,
i �= j.
(2) Each particle (or star) moves in the plane with velocity
belonging to a discrete set V of 4 velocities with only one
speed in the plane. The velocity modulus c is a reference
speed depending on the reference frame and specific dis-
tribution of particles. c is normally linked to the internal
energy of the molecules in thermodynamic equilibrium.
(3) The collisional mechanism is that of rigid spheres, that
is, the particles (or stars) scatter elastically and they change
their phase states instantaneously, preserving momentum.
Only binary collisions are considered, since a multiple col-
lision here is a negligible events.
The collisions between two particles (or stars, say i and j)
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take place when they are located at qi and qj = qi − dn,
where n is the unit vector joining their centers. After col-
lisions the particles scatter, preserving momentum, in the
directions allowed by the discrete set V . In other words,
particles change according to

(qi, ui) → (qi, u
∗
i ), (qj , uj) → (qj , u

∗
j ).

The collision is uniquely determined if the incoming veloc-
ity and the impact angle ψ, ψ ∈ [−π/2,π/2], are known,
which is defined as the angle between ui and n or n(ψ) =
(cos [ψ+(k−1)π/2], sin [ψ+(k−1)π/2]), k = 1, · · · , 4
(k = 4 means during binary encounter there are, in gen-
eral, two incoming velocities and two departing velocities).
From the selected velocities we have two classes of en-
counters, i.e. (a) 〈ui, uj〉 = 0 and (b) 〈ui, uj〉 = −c2, re-
spectively.
(a). In the first class momentum conservation implies only
: encounters at π/2 with exchange of velocities

ui = uk → u∗
i = uk+1, uj = uk+1 → u∗

j = uk,

in the case ψ ∈ [−π/2, 0], and

ui = uk → u∗
i = uk+3, uj = uk+3 → u∗

j = uk,

in the case ψ ∈ [0, π/2].
(b) Similarly, 〈ui, uj〉 = −c2;
(i) Head-on encounters with impact angle ψ = 0 such that

ui = uk → u∗
i = uk+2, uj = uk+2 → u∗

j = uk,

(ii) Head-on encounters with impact angle ψ �= 0 such that
if ψ ∈ [−π/2)0] :

ui = uk → u∗
i = uk+1, uj = uk+2 → u∗

j = uk+3,

or if ψ ∈ [0, π/2] :

ui = uk → u∗
i = uk+3, uj = uk+2 → u∗

j = uk+1.

For grazing collisions, that is 〈n, ui〉= 〈n, uj〉 = 0 , we put
u∗
i = ui, u∗

j = uj . Schematic presentation is illustrated
in Fig 1. M andM1 are the associated angular momenta
which have opposite sign.
With general collision rules, we assume that the system
of hard-disk gas (star) is composed of identical particles
(stars) of the same mass. The velocities of these particles
are restricted to, e.g., : U1,U2, · · · ,Up, p is a finite pos-
itive integer. The discrete number density of particles (or
stars) are denoted by Ni(x, t) associated with the velocity
Ui at point x and time t. If only nonlinear binary colli-
sions are considered, and considering the evolution of Ni

(i = 1, · · · , p), we have
∂Ni

∂t
+ ui · ∇Ni =

∑

j,k,l

Aij
kl [NkNl(1 + σNi)(1 + σNj)−

NiNj(1 + σNk)(1 + σNl)]NiNj), (1)

where (k, l) are admissible sets of collisions, i ∈ Λ
={1, · · · , p}, and the summation is taken over all j, k, l ∈

Λ, where Aij
kl are nonnegative constants satisfying A

ji
kl =

Aij
kl = Aij

lk : indistinguishability of the particles in colli-
sion,Aij

kl(ui+uj−uk−ul) = 0 : conservation of momen-
tum in the collision, Aij

kl = Akl
ij : microreversibility condi-

tion. Here, σ is a Pauli blocking parameter [4], and, for
σ < 0 (normally, σ = −1) we can obtain a gas of Fermi-
Dirac particles (or stars); for σ > 0 (normally, σ = 1) we
obtain a gas of Bose-Einstein particles (or stars), and for
σ = 0, we obtain a gas of Boltzmann particles (or stars).
The conditions defined for the discrete velocity above re-
quires that elastic, binary collisions, such that momentum
and energy are preserved.
Considering binary (two-disk encounter each time) colli-
sion only, with σ = 0, the equation of discrete kinetic
models proposed in [4] is a system of 2n(= p) semilin-
ear partial differential equations of the hyperbolic type :
(i = 1, · · · , 2n,)

∂

∂t
Ni +Ui ·

∂

∂x
Ni =

2cS

n

n∑

j=1

NjNj+n −NiNi+n, (2)

where Ni = Ni+2n are unknown functions, and Ui

=c(cos[θ + (i − 1)π/n], sin[θ + (i − 1)π/n]); c is a
reference velocity modulus, S is an effective collision
cross-section for the 2-(rotating)disk system, θ is the
free orientation parameter (the orientation starting from
the positive x-axis to the U1 direction and is relevant
to the (net) induced scattering measured relative to the
sound-propagating direction) which might be linked to the
external field or the angular momentum or the rotation
effects.

u

u*

u1
*

u1 n

M

M1

Figure 1: Schematic plot for a collision.M andM1 are the
associated angular momenta which have opposite sign.

Since passage of the plane (e.g., acoustic) wave causes a
small departure from equilibrium (Maxwellian type) re-
sulting in energy loss owing to internal friction and heat
conduction, we linearize above equations around a uni-
form Maxwellian state (N0) by setting Ni(t, x) =N0 (1 +
Pi(t, x)), where Pi is a small perturbation. (Maxwellian is
referred to an equilibrium state here)
Firstly, we have, (say, i=m)

∂Pm

∂t
+Um · ∂Pm

∂x
+ 2cSN0[(Pm + Pm+n) =

cSN0

n

2n∑

k=1

[(Pk + Pk+n], (3)
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here, m = 1, · · · , 2n. The linearized version of above
equation is (set fp = 2cSN0)

∂Pm

∂t
+Um · ∂Pm

∂x
+fp(Pm+Pm+n) =

fp
n

2n∑

k=1

Pk. (4)

In these equations after replacing the index m with m + n
and using the identities Pm+2n = Pm, then we have

∂Pm+n

∂t
−Um · ∂Pm+n

∂x
+ fp(Pm + Pm+n) =

fp
n

2n∑

k=1

Pk. (5)

Combining above two equations, firstly adding then sub-
tracting, with Am = (Pm + Pm+n)/2 and Bm = (Pm −
Pm+n)/2, we can have (m = 1, · · · , 2n)

∂Am

∂t
− c cos[θ +

(m− 1)π

n
]
∂Bm

∂x
+ 2 fpAm =

2 fp
n

2n∑

k=1

Ak, (6)

∂Bm

∂t
+ c cos[θ +

(m− 1)π

n
]
∂Am

∂x
= 0. (7)

Note that terms of ∂Pm/∂y = 0 as Pm only varies along
the wave propagating direction : x-axis direction. From
Pm+2n = Pm, and with Am = (Pm + Pm+n)/2 and
Bm = (Pm−Pm+n)/2, we can haveAm+n = Am,Bm+n

=−Bm.
After some manipulations we then have
(

∂2

∂t2
+c2 cos2

[
θ+

(m− 1)π

n

]
∂2

∂x2
+4cSN0

∂

∂t

)
Dm =

4cSN0

n

n∑

k=1

∂

∂t
Dk, (8)

where Dm = (Pm + Pm+n)/2, m = 1, · · · , n, since
D1 = Dm for 1 = m (mod 2n).
Now we are ready to look for the solutions in the form of
plane wave Dm= am exp [i(kx − ωt)], (m = 1, · · · , n),
with ω=ω(k). This could be related to the dispersion rela-
tions of 1D forced plane-wave (e.g., ultrasound) propaga-
tion (of dilute monatomic hard-sphere gases) problem. So
we have

(
1 + ih− 2λ2 cos2

[
θ +

(m− 1)π

n

])
am−

ih

n

n∑

k=1

ak = 0, (9)

where λ = kc/(
√
2ω), h = 4cSN0/ω ∝ 1/Kn is the rar-

efaction parameter of the gas; Kn is the Knudsen number
which is defined as the ratio of the mean free path of hard-
disk gases to the wave length of the plane (e.g., acoustic)

wave (herem = 1, · · · , n).
Let am = C/(1+ih−2λ2 cos2[θ+(m−1)π/n]), where C is
an arbitrary, unknown constant, since we here only have in-
terest in the eigenvalues of above relation. The eigenvalue
problems for different 2× n-velocity model reduces to Fn

(λ) = 0, or

1− ih

n

n∑

m=1

1

1 + ih− 2λ2 cos2 [θ + (m−1)π
n ]

= 0. (10)

We solve n = 2 case, i.e., 4-velocity case. The
admissible collision : (1, 3) ←→ (2, 4) for sys-
tem of rotating disks during binary encounter is
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The correspond-
ing eigenvalue equations become algebraic polynomial-
form with the complex roots being the results of λs.

θ X
U1

U2

U3

U4

U1

U2

U3
U4

Figure 2: Schematic plot for the regular scattering and the
orientational scattering. Plane waves propagate along the
X-direction. Binary encounters of U1 and U3 and their
departures after head-on collisions (U2 and U4). Number
densities Ni are associated to Ui. θ is the free orientation
parameter (the orientation starting from the positive x-axis
to the U1 direction and is relevant to the (net) induced scat-
tering measured relative to the plane wave-propagating di-
rection) which might be linked to the external field or the
angular momentum or the rotation effects.

3 Numerical Results and Discussion

Using the mathematical or numerical software, e.g. Math-
ematica or Matlab, and after intensive validations, we can
obtain the complex roots (λ = λr+ i λi) for the polynomial
equations above. The roots are the values for the nondi-
mensionalized dispersion (positive real part) and the atten-
uation or absorption (positive imaginary part), respectively.
We plot those of θ = 0 into Fig. 3. Curves of branch I
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follows the conventional dispersion relation of plane-wave
(e.g., ultrasound) propagation in dilute monatomic hard-
sphere gases [5]. We remind the readers that θ is relevant to
the external field or the angular momentum or the rotation
effects and possible effects of θ �= 0 could be traced in [3].
Curves of branch II, however, show a entirely different
trend. The dispersion part seems to follow the diffusion
mode reported in [5]. It increases but never reaches to a
limit. The anomalous attenuation or amplification might be
due to, if any, the intrinsic resonance (an eigen-oscillation)
or the implicit behavior of angular momentum relation dur-
ing 2-(rotating)disk (or star) encounter (each with opposite-
sign rotating direction or angular momenta so that the total
(net) angular momenta for this two-body encounter is zero)
since the latter is absent or of no need in the formulation
of 2-body collisions. We note that the direction of the rota-
tional axis of each disk (or star) (ready to encounter) for the
collision of 2-(rotating)disk system might be in opposite
sign instead of the same sign. We don’t know yet at present
whether the former or the latter can favor the anomalous
attenuation or amplification?
We noticed that some researchers argue that there must be
some source of free energy to drive the growth. Meanwhile
as argues in [6], the rotational energy of a young pulsar
with period P that remains after the supernova explosion is
estimated to be 2× 1050(10 ms/P )2 erg. It is an additional
energy reservoir for particle acceleration (note that for the
energy in a source capable of accelerating particles to 1020
eV, considering the energy in the magnetic field (< 0.1
G) : � 1057 ergs [3]) and in particular it could be the
source of very high energy electron-positron pairs. How-
ever, the cosmic ray passing through this plane-wave(e.g.,
acoustic)-amplified channel might be accelerated (neutri-
nos included)! In fact it was remarked in [7] : Cosmic
rays must be involved in the general Galaxy rotation · · ·.
Finally the results presented in Fig. 3 shows that the pos-
sible acceleration (due to amplification) is proportional to
h(∝ c S N0) which is also proportional to Z (a nucleus
charge number, considering the effective scattering cross-
section S). The latter matches qualitatively with [8] : The
PAO data strongly favor the nuclei composition getting pro-
gressively heavier at energy  (4− 40) EeV.
Acknowledgements. The only author is partially supported
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Abstract:  Production mechanism for radio emission (RE) from extensive air shower (EAS) in the frequency range 
10 MHz-200MHz is established to be geosynchrotron mechanism with good Monte Carlo codes and solid 
experimental verifications. Several groups are being engaged in extensive studies of RE for frequency >10MHz 
associated with EAS, Extensive Ice Showers (EIS), and Lunar Regolith Showers (LRS). But the region of frequencies 
<10MHz, although having high potential as source of valuable information because of  observation of very high 
fields in the past, much less attention is being paid. The most promising mechanism for this region is the Transition 
Radiation (TR) mechanism. When the EAS particles hit the air-ground interface, the EIS particles hit the ice-air 
interface and the LRS particles hit the LR-vacuum interface, TR is emitted. 

As TR is a phenomenon completely different from the mechanisms considered so far for EAS, EIS and LRS by 
the ongoing project groups, modifications of the existing set up in the light of this mechanism would be beneficial, as 
this would make possible to observe the same original event from two different approaches. 

This paper presents several characteristics of EAS and LRS for different primary particles on the basis of TR 
mechanism. RE model in the framework of TR is found to exhibit significant characteristics for different primary 
particles with respect to frequency, shower-size and zenith angle variation. Hence TR mechanism can be utilized as a 
tool for radio detection of primary particles and ongoing projects may incorporate radio channels for <10 MHz to 
widen the scope of radio detection of high energy particles. 

1 Introduction
         

Detection of radio emission (RE) from Extensive Air 
Showers (EAS) initiated by Cosmic Rays (CR) (of 
primary energy  Ep~1016 eV ) by Jelley et al. in 1965[1] 
opened a new era of cosmic ray studies, with most 
interest centering on the radio detection of high energy 
particles. Theoretical as well as experimental aspects of 
the whole spectrum of the radiation from ~50 kHz to 
~550 MHz (for mean energy of 1016 eV) have been 
studied extensively by different groups all over the 
globe[3][4] in a period of almost five decades since 1965. 
Production mechanism for RE from EAS is now well 
established to be geosynchrotron radiation in the 
frequency band >10MHz [5] and Transition Radiation for 
<10MHz [2]. From the last quarter of the 20th century, 
some laboratories are being engaged in detection and 
investigation of Giant Air Showers (GAS) with Ep > 1019 
eV. 

Amongst a number of aims of CR studies, 
identification of primary particle is of utmost importance 
of current studies. This paper presents several 

characteristics of RE from EAS and Lunar Regolith 
Showers (LRS) for different primary particles on the basis 
of TR mechanism.   

2 Method
For a vertical air shower (zenith angle �=0), the 
magnitude of the vertical component of the field due to 
TR is 
 

�
��

� 2
2

2

cos
2

k
v

NeE a
aV

�
�

�
                                  (1) 

 
Similarly for a vertical LRS (�=0) the magnitude of the 
vertical component of the field due to TR is 
 

�
��

� 2
2

2

cos
2

k
v

NeE v
lV

�
�

�
                                  (2) 

Where  N  = total number of shower particles at the 
boundary surface, 
 

= Excess negative charge,   Ne�
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number wave
c

2
c

k ���
��	

, 

 

�a/v, �g/l are dielectric constant of air/vacuum and 
ground/lunar regolith respectively, 

a, 
g are permeability of air/vacuum air and ground/lunar 
regolith ground respectively, 

 
 
 
a stands for air, v for vacuum, l for lunar regolith and g 
for ground.  
 
 
Z = height of the antenna above the ground (earth/lunar) 
R = distance of the antenna from the shower axis. 
 
For inclined showers, the variation of field strength with 
zenith angle is obtained as[2]: 
 

�� 1.0�
a

Ev

�
                20m � R � 50m                  (5) 

 

�� 1.0�
b

Ev

�
                50m � R � 90m                  (6) 

 
where,  
�=(�Ne�a/vk2/�2v�)cos2	 ; 
 
a=3×10-7N+1.702 
b=4×10-7N-2.36 

3 Results:
For different primary particles (P, He, O, Fe and 
) 
shower size at 872gm cm-2 (AUGER level) are obtained 
from the works of [6,7]. Frequency spectra of vertical 
component of field strength for GAS are presented in 
Fig1 and Fig2 for different particles and energies with 
shower size obtained from ref [6] & [7] respectively. 

The variation of field strength with zenith angle for 
different radial distance of GAS are obtained and shown 
in Fig 3.  
        Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the frequency spectra and the 
variation of field strength with zenith angle for neutrino 
initiated LRS.  

Discussion and conclusion: 
Each characteristic of RE adopting TR model (Fig 1,2,3) 
is found to exhibit distinguishable variations for different 
primary particles of EAS, viz. P, Fe, O, He, and 
-particle 
under investigation. Fig 4 and Fig 5 give different 
characteristics of RE for LRS initiated by � only. For such 
characteristics of LRS initiated by cosmic ray particles, 
theoretical investigations are going on. 

vavavavava k
c ///

2
/2
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lglglglglg k
c ///

2
/2

2
2

/ ; 
��	� ���
As TR is a phenomenon completely different from the 
mechanisms considered so far for EAS, EIS and LRS by 
the ongoing project groups, modifications of the existing 
set up to incorporate an additional radio channel in the 
light of this mechanism would be beneficial, as this would 
make possible to observe the same original primary 
particle from two different backgrounds on the basis of 
production mechanisms, viz., geosynchrotron & TR (for 
EAS), Radio Cherenkov Radiation (RCR) & TR (for EIS 
and LRS).   

� �� �

In view of the above, it is concluded that– 
� TR mechanism can be utilized as a tool, in the 

VLF-LF-MF band, for identification of primary 
CR.

� On-going projects of EAS & LRS may 
incorporate radio channels for <10 MHz to 
widen the scope of radio detection of high 
energy particles.
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Abstract: Up to now the radiation mechanism in Active Galactic Nuclei and Gamma-ray Bursts is not fully understood.
A leptonic or hadronic origin is discussed. With the recent progress in the detection of VHE emission from AGN through
MAGIC, H.E.S.S. and FERMI a large sample to test emission models is available. One major problem in testing hadronic
emission models so far was the lack of a fast method for the computation of photo-hadronic interactions. We present a
scheme derived from first principles to calculate the products of photo-hadronic interaction. The possible applications to
Active Galactic Nuclei and Gamma-Ray bursts are discussed.

Keywords:

1 Introduction

In the past decade the search for extragalactic very-high
energy γ-ray emitters has been booming. With the current
generation of Imaging Air-Cerenkov Telescopes and the
newest gamma-ray satellite Fermi it has been possible to
identify more than 40 extragalactic sources of gamma-rays
above 100 GeV. It is especially interesting to find sources
at very high redshift due to the increased sensitivity. With
this new data available a long standing question has to be
raised again: Is the origin of Active Galactic Nuclei radia-
tion leptonic or hadronic?
The leptonic emission model, usually the SSC model us-
ing electrons as the source of synchrotron radiation and tar-
get for Compton scattering with the very same synchrotron
radiation, was very successful in explaining nearby high-
peak BL Lac objects. The hadronic model, which is as-
suming a nonthermal proton population producing charged
and neutral pions in photo-hadronic interactions, has been
on the market for even longer time, but was rarely used due
to its complexity.
The observations of FSRQs suggest that those sources re-
quire a hadronic component to explain their spectra (cf.
[6]). It is therefore inevitable to provide new numerical
models for hadronic emission. One major demand is the
ability to model also variable sources. This has been a
major problem with the Monte Carlo based models like
SOPHIA [1], which are too slow to produce lightcurves
in short time. One way to circumvent this problem is to in-
troduce parametrization of the photo-hadronic interaction,
as it has been done e.g. by [2]. This parametrization is
still based on the Monte Carlo model used in SOPHIA and

therefore only allows for physical processes described in
the Monte Carlo code. A major problem in this specific
approach is that intermediate unstable particles have been
integrated out.
As the cooling of these intermediate particles may play an
important role especially in sources with a high magnetic
field, we are going to follow a different approach for the
calculation of photo-hadronic products. From first physics
principles an interaction model is derived. A major advan-
tage is the possibility to include new data easily. Interme-
diate particles are included explicitly.

2 The model

The model we are proposing should fulfill a number of re-
quirements:

• It should yield a detailed prediction for π+, π−, and
π0 fluxes separately

• It should be fast enough to be used in time-dependent
calculations

• It should include particle physics properties in a
transparent way

• It should not be limited to specific proton and photon
distributions

• It should yield secondary populations

• It should include the Kaons.
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2.1 Basic principles of particle interaction

Two processes are involved in the description of our model:
Weak decays like π+ → μ+ + νμ and the photo-hadronic
interaction itself. The decay of particle a into species b is
described by the production rateQb(Eb), which is given by

Qb(Eb) =
∑

IT

∫
dEa Na(Ea) Γ

IT
a→b(Ea)

dnIT
a→b

dEb
(Ea, Eb) .

(1)
where Na(Ea) is the differential spectrum of parent parti-
cles and ΓIT

a→b is the interaction or decay rate for the pro-
cess a→ b as a function of energy Ea. As a number of dif-
ferent processes may be involved they are designated with
“IT”.
The function dnIT

a→b/dEb(Ea, Eb) describes the distribu-
tion of daughter particles of type b per final state energy
interval dEb. This function can be non-trivial. It contains
the kinematics of the decay process, i.e., the energy distri-
bution of the discussed daughter particle. If more than one
daughter particle of the same species b is produced, or less
than one (in average) because of other branchings, the func-
tion has to yield the “multiplicity” of daughter particles per
event as a function of energy.
In meson photoproduction, a similar mechanism can be
used. The interaction rate Eq. (1) can be interpreted in
terms of the incident protons because of the much higher
energies in the shock rest frame (SRF). In this case, the
interaction rate depends on the interaction partner, the pho-
ton, as

ΓIT
p γ→p′ b(Ep) =

∫
dε

+1∫

−1

d cos θpγ
2

(1− cos θpγ)×

×nγ(ε, cos θpγ)σ
IT(εr) . (2)

Here nγ(ε, cos θpγ) is the photon density as a function of
photon energy ε and the angle between the photon and pro-
ton momenta θpγ , σIT(εr) is the photon production cross
section and εr = Epε/mp(1− cospγ) is the photon energy
in the nucleon/parent rest frame (PRF) in the limit βp ≈ 1.
The interaction itself, and therefore Ep and ε, is described
in the SRF. The daughter particles b are typically π+, π−,
π0, or kaons. If intermediate resonances are produced, we
integrate them out so that only pions (kaons) and protons
or neutrons remain as the final states.
We will assume isotropy nγ(ε, cos θpγ) � nγ(ε) for the
photon distribution. Arbitrary angular distributions would
require additional integrations. For isotropic photon dis-
tributions the integral over cos θpγ can be replaced by one
over εr, we have

ΓIT
p γ→p′ b(Ep) =

1

2

m2
p

E2
p

∞∫

εthmp
2Ep

dε
nγ(ε)

ε2

2Epε/mp∫

εth

dεr εr σ
IT(εr) .

(3)
In general, the function dnIT

a→b/dEb(Ea, Eb) in Eq. (1) is
a non-trivial function of Ea and Eb. For photo-meson pro-

duction in the SRF, the energy of the target photons is typ-
ically much smaller than the incident nucleon energy. In
this case,

dnIT
a→b

dEb
(Ea, Eb) � δ(Eb − χIT

a→b Ea) ·M IT
b . (4)

The function χIT
a→b, which depends on the kinematics of

the process, describes what (mean) fraction of the parent
energy is deposited in the daughter species. The function
M IT

b describes the multiplicity. For our purposes, it will
typically be a constant number which depends on interac-
tion type and species b.
Using Eqs. (4) and (3) we find for the photoproduction of
pions:

Qb(Eb) =

∞∫

Eb

dEp

Ep
Np(Ep)

∞∫

εthmp
2Ep

dε nγ(ε)Rb(x, y) (5)

with
x ≡ Eb

Ep
, y ≡ Ep ε

mp
, (6)

and the “response function”

Rb(x, y) ≡
∑

IT

RIT(x, y)

≡
∑

IT

1

2y2

2y∫

εth

dεr εr σ
IT(εr)

M IT
b (εr) δ

(
x− χIT(εr)

)
. (7)

εth � 2y = 2Epε/mp � 104GeV corresponds to the
maximal available center of mass energy, and the χIT is
the fraction of proton energy deposited in the secondary.
Note that χIT(εr) andMb(εr) are typically functions of εr,
if they only depend on the center of mass energy of the
interaction.
For a known response function the secondary spectra may
readily be calculated using Eq. (5) for arbitrary injection
and photon spectra. This is so far similar to [2], but as inter-
mediate particles are retained the resulting functionR(x, y)
is much simpler. In Fig. 1 we show the cross section as a
function of εr for these interaction types separately, where
the baryon resonances have been summed up. Naively, one
would just choose the dominating contributions in the re-
spective energy ranges in order to obtain a good approxi-
mation for σIT(εr). However, the different contributions
have different characteristics, such as different π+ to π−

ratios in the final states, and therefore different neutrino-
antineutrino ratios.

2.2 Summary of processes

In summary, we consider the following processes:

Δ-resonance region The dominant resonance process is
theΔ(1232)-resonance (at εr = 340MeV):

p+ γ
Δ(1232)→ p′ + π . (8)
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Figure 1: The total pγ photo-meson cross section as a func-
tion of the photon’s energy in the proton rest frame εr ana-
log to [3] (1μbarn = 10−30 cm2; data, shown as dots, from
[4])). The contributions of baryon resonances (dashed), the
direct channel (dotted) and multi-pion production (brown)
are shown separately.

This process produces neutral (for p′ = p) or charged
(for p′ �= p) pions.

Higher resonances The most important higher resonance
contribution is the decay chain

γ + p
Δ,N→ Δ′ + π , Δ′ → p′ + π′ (9)

via Δ- and N -resonances. Other contributions, we
consider, come from the decay chain

γ + p
Δ,N→ ρ+ p′ , ρ→ π + π′ . (10)

Direct production The same interactions as in Eq. (8) or
Eq. (9) can also take place in the t-channel. This
mechanism is also called “direct production”, be-
cause the properties of the pion are already deter-
mined at the nucleon vertex.

Multi-pion production At high energies the dominant
channel is statistical multi-pion production leading to
two or more pions. In SOPHIA [3] this process is de-
scribed by the QCD-fragmentation of color strings.

The effect of kaon decays is usually small. However, kaon
decays may have interesting consequences for the neutrino
flavor ratios at very high energies, in particular. Therefore,
we consider the leading mode: K+ production (for protons
in the initial state) with the decay channel leading to highest
energy neutrinos.
In Fig. 1 we show the total pγ photo-meson cross section
as a function of εr, analogously to [3]. In order to fully de-
scribe Eq. (7) for each interaction type, we need the kine-
matics, entering χIT, the multiplicitiesM IT

b , and the cross
section σIT.

2.3 Factorized response function

The general expression for the response function eq. 7 may
be simplified to avoid computing two integrals. To achieve
this χIT(εr) andM IT

b (εr) are assumed to be approximately

Figure 2: Cross section for the resonances as a function
of εr. Light gray resonances are Δ-resonances, dark gray
resonances are N -resonances. The total resonance cross
section is shown as thick curve. The simplified model is
depicted by the gray boxes. The dashed curve refers to our
simplified cross section for kaon production “KP”.

constant with respect to εr. Then it is possible to factorize
the response function

RIT(x, y) = δ(x− χIT)M IT
b f IT(y)with

f IT(y) ≡ 1

2y2

2y∫

εth

dεr εr σ
IT(εr) .(11)

The delta-function describes the energy of the secondary
particle andM IT

b is the production rate. It is now relatively
easy to evaluate Eq. (5) with Eq. (11):

QIT
b = Np

(
Eb

χIT

)
mp

Eb

∞∫

εth/2

dy nγ

(
mp y χ

IT

Eb

)
M IT

b f IT(y) .

(12)
The simplicity of this scheme is astonishing, with only a
single integral the production rate can be readily computed.
For the factorization different approaches are possible, the
fastest but still sufficiently accurate model is described here
(see [5] for more detailed models).
The cross section can be divided into two classes of res-
onances: The first peak is dominated by the Δ(1232)-
resonance (lower resonance – LR), whereas the higher res-
onances (HR) contribute at larger energies. In addition, the
kinematics and the multiplicities are very different.
For the resonances, we define two interaction types LR and
HR, as shown in Fig. 2 (boxes). The interaction type LR
corresponds toΔ1(1232), whereas the interaction type HR
contains the higher resonances. The properties of these in-
teraction types are summarized in [5]. The spectra for pi-
ons are then calculated fromEq. (12) with a specific set of
functions (details also in [5]).
Besides the resonances also the direct production has to be
evaluated. Here the same technique applies, but it has to
be taken into account that kinematics plays an important
role. Therefore the delta-approximation is not a sufficient
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approximation, so a broader distribution function is used.
Additionally the direct production is split into 3 different
one pion interactions and 4 different two pion interactions.
A detailed table is shown in [5].

Figure 3: The function Fπ(y) ≡
∑

IT M IT
π f IT(y) for

charged pion production.

Figure 4: The function Fπ(y) ≡
∑

IT M IT
π f IT(y) for neu-

tral pion production.

3 Application to Active Galactic Nuclei

We used our simplified model in a benchmark case which
resembles the situation in Active Galactic nuclei. This
benchmark is adopted from [1]. The photon spectrum is
given by a broken powerlaw with a spectral index −1.6
between 10−3 eV and 140 eV and an index of −1.8 be-
tween 140 eV and 3600 eV. The proton spectrum is given
by powerlaw with index of 2.6 with an exponential cutoff
at 2.4 · 109 GeV.
In Fig. 6 the resulting pion and kaon production rates are
shown. Additionally the neutrino ratios have been calcu-
lated (shown in Fig. 6). A deviation from the SOPHIA
code is visible. This can be easily explained by taking into
account the spin state of the final muon, which is seemingly
not done in SOPHIA.

Figure 5: Comparison among the π+ (upper curve), π0

(middle curve), and π− (lower curve) spectra for the AGN
benchmark. The grey curve shows in addition the K+

spectrum. Computed with model Sim-B.

Figure 6: Ratio neutrinos and anti-neutrinos for the AGN
benchmark. Also plotted is the result of the SOPHIA code.

4 Conclusion

We presented a simplified model which accounts for the
effect of photo-meson production in sources like Active
Galactic Nuclei and Gamma-Ray Bursts. The model is
much more precise than simple resonance models and
much faster than well-known Monte Carlo models.
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Abstract: High-energy neutrinos, arising from decays of mesons produced through the collisions of cosmic ray particles
with air nuclei, form the background in the astrophysical neutrino detection problem. An ambiguity in high-energy
behavior of pion and especially kaon production cross sections for nucleon-nucleus collisions may affect essentially the
calculated neutrino flux. We present results of the calculation of the energy spectrum and zenith-angle distribution of
the muon and electron atmospheric neutrinos in the energy range 10 GeV to 10 PeV. The calculation was performed
with usage of known hadronic models (QGSJET-II, SIBYLL 2.1, Kimel & Mokhov) for two of the primary spectrum
parametrizations, by Gaisser & Honda, and by Zatsepin & Sokolskaya. The comparison of zenith angle-averaged muon
neutrino spectrum with the measurement data in IceCube experiment make it clear that even at energies above 100 TeV
the prompt neutrino contribution is not so apparent because of tangled uncertainties of the strange (kaons) and charm
(D-mesons) particle production cross sections. An analytic description of calculated neutrino fluxes is presented.

Keywords: atmospheric neutrinos, high-energy hadronic interactions

1 Introduction

Atmospheric neutrinos (AN) appear in decays of mesons
(charged pions, kaons etc.) produced through collisions of
high-energy cosmic rays with air nuclei. The AN flux in
the wide energy range remains the issue of the great inter-
est since the low energy AN flux is a research matter in
the neutrino oscillations studies, and the high energy atmo-
spheric neutrino flux is now appearing as the background
noise for astrophysical neutrino experiments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7].
In spite of numerous AN flux calculations are made (for ex-
ample [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], see also [16, 17] for a
review of 1D and 3D calculations of the AN flux) there are
questions concerning to the flux uncertainties originated
from hadronic interaction models as well as from uncer-
tainties in primary cosmic ray spectra and composition in
the “knee” region.
In this work we present results of the atmospheric neutrino
flux calculation in the range 10–107 GeV made with use of
the hadronic models QGSJET-II 03 [18], SIBYLL 2.1 [19]
as well as the model by Kimel & Mokhov (KM) [20] that
were tested also in recent atmospheric muon flux calcu-
lations [21, 22]. We compute here the differential en-
ergy spectrum of the conventional neutrinos averaged over
zenith angles to compare with the data of the Frejus [1],
AMANDA-II [4] and IceCube [5] experiments.

2 Calculations vs. the experiment

The calculation is performed on the basis of the
method [23] of solution of the hadronic cascade equations
in the atmosphere, which takes into account non-scaling
behavior of inclusive particle production cross-sections, the
rise of total inelastic hadron-nuclei cross-sections, and the
non-power law primary spectrum (see also [15, 21, 22]).
Along with major sources of the muon neutrinos, πμ2 and
Kμ2 decays, we consider three-particle semileptonic de-
cays, K±

μ3, K0
μ3, the contribution originated from decay

chains K → π → νμ (K0
S → π+π−, K± → π±π0),

as well as small fraction from the muon decays. One can
neglect the 3D effects in calculations of the atmospheric
muon neutrino flux near vertical at energies E � 1 GeV
and at E � 5 GeV in case of directions close to horizontal
(see [13, 14]). As the primary cosmic ray spectra and com-
position in wide energy range we use the model recently
proposed by Zatsepin & Sokolskaya (ZS) [24], which fits
well the ATIC-2 experiment data [25] and supposedly to be
valid up to 100 PeV. The ZS proton spectrum at E � 106

GeV is compatible with KASCADE data [26] as well the
helium one within the range of the KASCADE spectrum
obtained with the usage of QGSJET 01 and SIBYLL mod-
els. Alternatively in the energy range 10−106 GeV we use
the parameterization by Gaisser, Honda, Lipari and Stanev
(GH) [17], the version with the high fit to the helium data.
Note this version is consistent with the data of the KAS-
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Figure 1: Spectra of the conventional muon and electron
neutrinos calculated for vertical and horizontal directions.

CADE experiment at E0 > 106 GeV that was obtained
(through the EAS simulations) with the SIBYLL 2.1.
Figures 1, 2 display the scale of difference between the con-
ventional (νμ + ν̄μ) spectra and (νe + ν̄e) one, calculated
with usage of QGSJET-II, SIBYLL and KM model for GH
and ZS primary spectra. The difference of neutrino flux
predictions related to choice of hadronic models is clearly
apparent.
Zenith-angle distributions of the conventional neutrinos,
φνμ

(E, θ)/φνμ
(E, 0◦), for the energy range 1-105 TeV are

shown in Fig. 3. Calculations are made with QGSJET-II
and SiBYLL 2.1 models both for GH and ZS (ATIC-2) pri-
mary spectra and composition. As was expected, a shape
of the angle distribution visibly depends on the neutrino
energy (at E < 100 TeV) especially for directions close to
horizontal. The effect of the hadronic models (as well as
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Figure 2: Conventional neutrino flavor ratios calculated
with SIBYLL and QGSJET-II hadronic models for the GH
primary spectrum.
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Figure 3: Zenith-angle enhancement of the (νμ + ν̄μ) flux.
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Figure 4: Conventional (νμ + ν̄μ) spectrum averaged over
zenith angles. Curves: the calculation with usage of
QGSJET-II. Symbols: data of experiments, Frejus [1],
AMANDA-II [4], IceCube [5].

of the primary spectrum) on the angle distribution is rather
weak, while the spectra differences amount to 80% [15].
The calculation of the conventional (νμ + ν̄μ) flux av-
eraged over zenith angles as compared with Frejus [1]
(squares), AMANDA-II [4] (circles), and IceCube [5] (tri-
angles) measurement data is shown in Figs. 4, 5. Figure 4
displays the conventional (νμ + ν̄μ) spectrum (averaged
over zenith angles in the range 0◦−84◦) calculated with us-
age of QGSJET-II model for GH primary spectra and com-
position (solid line) as well as for ZS one (dashed). The
difference in neutrino flux predictions resulted from the
primary cosmic ray spectra becomes apparent at high neu-
trino energies: the flux obtained with QGSJET-II for GH
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Figure 5: Comparison of the (νμ + ν̄μ) spectrum calcula-
tions with QGSJET-II and SIBYLL 2.1

spectrum at 600 TeV is nearly twice as large as that for ZS
spectrum. At 1 PeV this discrepancy increases to the factor
about five. Comparison of QGSJET-II and SIBYLL pre-
sented in Fig. 5 shows that the former seems more prefer-
able to desribe the IceCube measurements at the energies
below 40 TeV (conventional neutrinos).
The usage of QGSJET-II and SIBYLL models leads to ap-
parent difference in the neutrino flux, as well as in the case
of SIBYLL as compared to KM (unlike the muon flux,
where SIBYLL and KM lead to very similar results [21]).
On the contrary, the QGSJET-II neutrino flux is very close
to the KM one: up to 100 TeV the difference does not ex-
ceed 5% for the GH spectrum and 10% for the ZS one at
θ = 0◦. Note that the muon flux discrepancy in QGSJET-II
and KM predictions is about 30% at vertical [21].
Figure 6 shows the sum of the conventional flux (calculated
for GH spectrum with usage of QGSJET-II) and prompt
muon neutrino flux predictions [27] (see also [11, 16, 28])
due to nonperturbative models, the recombination quark-
parton model (RQPM, dotted line) and the quark-gluon
string model (QGSM, dashed line). The case of ZS spec-
trum one can see in Fig. 7. The prompt neutrino fluxes were
obtained [27] with NSU primary spectrum [29], therefore
they can serve here as upper limits for the prompt neutrino
flux due to RQPM and QGSM. It worth noting that evalu-
ation of the prompt neutrino flux obtained with the dipole
model [30] is close to the QGSM prediction [27] above 1
PeV. The prompt neutrino flux due to QGSM in the energy
range 5 TeV ≤ Eν ≤ 5 · 103 TeV was approximated by the
expression

Φpr
ν (Eν) = A(E1/Eν)

3.01[1 + (E1/Eν)
2.01]−0.165, (1)

where A = 1.19 ·10−18 (GeV cm2 s sr)−1, E1 = 100 TeV.
In this range we neglect the weak angle dependence of the
prompt neutrino flux.
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Figure 6: Flux of the conventional and prompt muon neu-
trinos (case of GH spectrum).
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Figure 7: Flux of the conventional and prompt muon neu-
trinos (case of QGSJET-II + ZS spectrum).

3 Approximation formula

Numerical results of the conventional muon neutrino spec-
tra in the energy range 102 − 106 GeV for different zenith
angles can be approximated with accuracy (3÷ 8)% by the
formula:

log10[E
2
νΦν(Eν , θ)] =

4∑

k=0

3∑

n=0

aknx
nyk. (2)

Here Φν(Eν , θ) is the flux with units of GeV−1 s−1 sr−1

cm−2, x = cos θ, y = log10(Eν/GeV). Coefficients akn
are given in Tables 1, 2.
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Table 1: Coefficients akn for the QGSJET+GH choice

n
k 0 1 2 3

akn
0 0.72550 -6.45625 4.10284 -0.87026
1 -3.21166 6.38522 -3.31293 0.38300
2 1.00337 -2.46611 0.99745 0.01675
3 -0.19397 0.35758 -0.07515 -0.04540
4 0.01211 -0.01753 -0.00135 0.00537

Table 2: Coefficients akn for the QGSJET+ZS choice

n
k 0 1 2 3

akn
0 -3.21881 -7.00088 4.64475 -1.07882
1 1.60632 6.92858 -3.87209 0.60250
2 -1.11835 -2.65863 1.20056 -0.06412
3 0.20848 0.38659 -0.10641 -0.03279
4 -0.01577 -0.01909 0.00037 0.00467

4 Summary

The calculations of the high-energy atmospheric muon
neutrino flux demonstrate rather weak dependence on the
primary specrtum models in the energy range 10−105 GeV.
However the picture appears less steady because of sizable
flux differences originated from the models of high-energy
hadronic interactions. As it can be seen by the example of
the models QGSJET-II and SIBYLL 2.1, the major factor
of the discrepancy in the conventional neutrino flux is the
kaon production in nucleon-nucleus collisions.
Comparison of calculated muon neutrino flux with the
spectrum measured by IceCube shows that QGSJET-II
is preferable model irrespective of the primary spectrum
choice. The prompt neutrino contribution due to quark
qluon string model (QGSM) added to the conventional one
lead to better agreement with the IceCube measurement
above 100 TeV.
The work supported by Russian Federation Ministry of Ed-
ucation and Science within the Federal Programs ”Scien-
tific and educational specialists for innovative Russia” un-
der Contracts 14.740.11.0890, P681, P1242, and ”Develop-
ment of scientific potential in Higher Schools” under grant
2.2.1.1/12360.
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Abstract: The LHAASO detectors would be operated at Yangbajing, under the condition of high altitude (4300m, 
0.6atm) and large dynamic temperature variation (from -25°C to 40°C). To keep the gains of the photomultiplier 
tubes used stable within 5%, it is required that the temperature coefficient and ripple index of the power supplies 
should be less than 0.01%/ºC and 0.01%, respectively. Different types of power supplies were tested in an 
environment simulation system, where the temperature and air pressure are controllable, three of which meet the 
requirements and are chosen as the candidates. 
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1 Introduction
 
The Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory 
(LHAASO) project [1] is proposed to study gamma ray 
astronomy from 40GeV to 1PeV by searching for cosmic 
ray sources using gamma rays above 30TeV, survey in 
the whole northern sky for gamma ray sources above 
100GeV and gamma ray source observation using high 
resolution telescopes. Cosmic ray physics from 10TeV to 
1EeV in energy spectrum for individual composition 
above 10TeV and energy spectrum and composition 
above 100PeV will be studied. 
 
Ground-based Extensive Air Shower (EAS) detector is 
the only choice to cover the wide (about 8 orders of) 
energy range. The proposed detector consists of the 
following components[2]: 

 a 1km2 EAS array (KM2A), 
 4 water Cerenkov detector arrays (WCDAs), 
 a 5000m2 shower core detector array (SCDA), 
 a wide field of view (FOV) Cerenkov/fluorescence 

telescope array (WFCA) and 
 2 large imaging Cerenkov telescopes (LIACTs). 

 
A prototype array of 5% size of LHAASO had been built 
at the Yangbajing Cosmic Ray Observatory and used to 
simultaneously measure cosmic rays with the ARGO-
YBJ experiment. 
 

The LHAASO detectors would be operated at 
Yangbajing, under the condition of high altitude (4300m, 
0.6atm) and large dynamic temperature variation (from -
25°C to 40°C). Even under such a condition, PMTs are 
required to be operated stably. To keep the gain 
variations of the photomultiplier tubes within 5%, it is 
required that the temperature coefficient and ripple index 
of the power supplies should be less than 0.01%/ºC and 
0.01%, respectively. To do that, it’s important to choose 
a suitable voltage source from several kinds of high 
voltage source.  
 
Based on the requirement of the LHAASO detectors for 
power supply, two kinds of power supplies can be chosen 
as the candidates. They are linearity power supply and 
switch power supply. Linearity power supply can offer 
stable analogue output. The ripple index is small. 
However, linearity power supply firstly transforms the 
input to AC high voltage through a transformer which 
can increase the bulk and weight of the power supply. 
Moreover, the transfer efficiency is low (only 30%), and 
the dissipation power is large. Comparing with linearity 
power supply, the bulk and weight of the switch power 
supply is small (less 20% ~ 30% than linearity power 
supply), because it doesn’t need any transformer. Its 
dissipation power is small, and the transfer efficiency is 
high (more than 75%). However, the ripple index is large. 
 
Considering energy saving, we chose switch power 
supply as the candidate power supply for LHAASO 
detectors, as the LHAASO detectors will be operated for 
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a long time. Different types of power supplies were 
tested in an environment simulation system, where the 
temperature and air pressure are controllable. They are 
Power supply of CENTRE, LION, and DONGWEN, 
respectively.  Three types of them can meet the 
requirements and are chosen as the candidates. Power 
supply of LION has been adopted to supply power for the 
prototype array of 5% size of LHAASO at the 
Yangbajing Cosmic Ray Observatory. The successful 
function confirmed our choice. 

2 Test System 
 

In order to choose a suitable voltage source from several 
kinds of high voltage sources, different types of power 
supplies were tested in an environment simulation system, 
where the temperature and air pressure are controllable. 
Figure 1 is the experimentation box. 

 

Figure 1. The experimentation box 
 
According to the actual working environment of high 
voltage power supplies, the temperature in 
experimentation box varies from -40 to 50°C. High 
voltage power supplies and PMTs are put into the box. 
At the certain temperature, since it needs several hours 
for the power supplies and PMTs to reach stabilization, 
the output voltage and ripple index of power supplies 
were tested after two hours. Moreover, reading data 
errors had been eliminated through recording data time 
after time. 

3 Test Results 
 

Based on the requirement of the LHAASO detectors for 
power supplies, the outputs of power supplies were 
adjusted to 1500V. Each high power supply needs a low 
voltage DC source to provide energy, and the voltage of 
this DC source should be equal to 24V. 

For the sake of comparing the performance among the 
three types of power supplies, all high voltage sources 
are supplied by the same low voltage DC source, which 
is made by Shanghai Mingwei. 

Figure 2 is the temperature performance of the low 
voltage DC source. It can be seen from the results that 
the variation of output voltage is less than 1V when the 
temperature is changed from -40ºC to 50ºC. That is to 
say this voltage variation can meet the requirement of  
high voltage power supply for low voltage source (DC 
24V 2V).  

        

Figure 2. Temperature performance of the low voltage 
DC source. 

 
3.1 Temperature Coefficient 
 

The CHANGZHOU TONGHUI TH1961 is adopted to 
test the voltage. This is a  high quality digital tabletop 
multimeter. It will provide precise results in its many 
application areas. The display has a resolution of 6½ 
digits (max. count 1.200.000). The DC voltage accuracy 
is 0.0035%. 

The temperature coefficients of three types of power 
supplies were tested in the experimentation box. Figure 3 
is the temperature coefficient. 

 
Figure 3. The temperature coefficient. 

It can be seen from the results that the temperature 
coefficient of every type of power supply is about 
0.01%/ºC. It can satisfy the requirement. 

3.2 Ripple Index 
 

U(V)

Temperature C
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The SUZHOU TONGCHUANG TC2290B is adopted to 
test the ripple index. This is a 2 Channels AC Millivolt 
meter. The measured voltage range is from 30uV~100V, 
the accuracy is +/- 3% of full scale, and the frequency 
response is 5Hz~2MHz. The input resistor and capacitor 
are 2M  and 20PF, respectively. 

The ripple index of three types of power supplies were 
tested in the experimentation box. Figure 4 is the ripple 
index. 

 
Figure 4. Ripple index. 

 
It can be seen from the results that the ripple index of 
CENTRE and LION are less than 0.01%, and 
DONGWEN is less than 0.002%. They can satisfy the 
requirement. 

3.3 Temperature Coefficient and Ripple 
Index at 0.8atm 

 
The temperature coefficient and the ripple index at 
0.8atm are also tested. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are 
temperature coefficient and the ripple index of 
DONGWEN, respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Temperature coefficient of DONGWEN power 
supply at 0.8atm. 

 

Figure 6. Ripple index of DONGWEN power supply at 
0.8atm. 

According to these results, we can see that the 
temperature coefficient is less than 0.008%/ºC, the ripple 
index is less than 0.001% even if the operation 
environment is changed. 

3.4 Performance with Load Variation 
 
Generally, a voltage divider is used for a PMT operation 
to apply interstage voltage to the dynodes of a PMT [3]. 
A voltage divider usually consists of a series of 
connected resistors and some capacitors, it is called 
resistor base. Figure 7 shows its schematic drawing. In 
this figure, symbols of K, Dyn and P mean cathode, 
dynode and anode, respectively. Resistors divide a total 
applied voltage and supply constant voltages to the 
dynodes. Capacitors supply electric charge to each output 
pulse to keep constant interstage voltages in short term. 
 

 
Figure 7. Schematic drawing of a voltage divider. 

The performance with load variation of every power 
supply at 40ºC is also tested. Table 1 is the performance 
with load variation under different operation conditions. 
During the course of testing, DC voltage source, high 
voltage power supply, and PMT are all put into the 
experimentation box, because they will operate together 
when the LHAASO project is running. 

From Table 1, we can conclude that the output voltage 
will fluctuate when the load varies. But the range of 
voltage fluctuation is less than 0.048%, which can be 
accepted. 
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voltage LION(1atm) DWEN(1atm) DWEN(0.8atm) 

open 
circuit 

1498.68966 1499.01759 1498.55852

only 
with 
PMT 

1498.1272 1498.29618 1498.33177

with 
PMT 
and 
photons 

1498.7648 1498.50362 1498.14458

Table 1. The performance with load variation. 

4 Conclusion 
 
The LHAASO project is being built at Yangbajing so 
that the evolution of galaxies and the acceleration 
mechanisms in gamma ray sources can be thoroughly 
understood. It is well known that the altitude is very high 
and the temperature variation is large at Yangbajing. It is 
essential to find out a type of appropriate power supply 
for the LHAASO detectors. So the detectors can be 
operated stably. Different types of power supplies were 
tested in an environment simulation system, where the 
temperature and air pressure are controllable. The 
experimental results show that three types of them meet 
the requirements and are chosen as the candidates. These 
results are advantageous to the in-depth development of 
the LHAASO project and the test of the high energy 
physics. 
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Abstract: We present the “endpoint” formalism for the calculation of electromagnetic radiation and illustrate its applica-
tions in astroparticle physics. We use the formalism to explain why the coherent radiation from the Askaryan effect is not
in general Cherenkov radiation, as the emission directly results from the time-variation of the net charge in the particle
shower. Secondly, we illustrate how the formalism has been applied in the air shower radio emission code REAS3 to
unify the microscopic and macroscopic views of radio emission from extensive air showers. Indeed, the formalism is
completely universal and particularly well-suited for implementation in Monte Carlo codes in the time- and frequency-
domains. It easily reproduces well-known “classical mechanisms” such as synchrotron radiation, Vavilov-Cherenkov
radiation and transition radiation in the adequate limits, but has the advantage that it continues to work in realistic, com-
plex situations, where the “classical mechanisms” tend to no longer apply and adhering to them can result in misleading
interpretations.

Keywords: electromagnetic radiation, modelling, Monte Carlo simulations, cosmic rays, neutrinos

1 Introduction

Processes leading to the emission of electromagnetic radia-
tion can be very complex. To get a grasp of these processes,
physicists often revert to “classical named radiation mech-
anisms” such as synchrotron radiation, transition radiation
or Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation and try to apply these con-
cepts to the problem at hand. However, it turns out that
this strategy can often yield misleading results. Usually,
the classical mechanisms only apply to idealized problems
involving, e.g., infinite particle tracks, and their application
to complex realistic situations can cloud the view for the
complete picture.
Here, we propose a formalism suitable for the calculation
of electromagnetic radiation from any kind of particle ac-
celeration, which lends itself very well to the implementa-
tion in Monte Carlo codes, and necessitates no simplifying
approximations to the underlying processes. In this “end-
point formalism”, presented in detail in Ref. [1], the trajec-
tory of individual particles is described as a series of points
at which particles are accelerated instantaneously, leading
to discrete radiation contributions which can then be easily
superposed.
The endpoint formalism can be applied in both the fre-
quency and time domains, and correctly reproduces the
aforementioned classical named processes. Furthermore,

we demonstrate how the application of the endpoint for-
malism has provided essential insights for radio emission
processes in astroparticle physics.

2 The endpoint formalism

The endpoint formalism relies on the fact that any trajec-
tory of a charged particle undergoing acceleration can be
decomposed into a series of discrete “acceleration events”
joined by straight tracks. The error introduced by this pro-
cedure can be made arbitrarily small by applying the de-
composition on scales as small as necessary.
Furthermore, each of the acceleration events during which
the velocity vector of a charged particle changes, can again
be decomposed into two “endpoints”, one corresponding
to the instantaneous acceleration of the particle from its ve-
locity to rest and the second corresponding to the instanta-
neous acceleration of the particle from rest to its new ve-
locity.
The electromagnetic radiation associated with these end-
points can be calculated with a simple formula, which
lends itself well to application in Monte Carlo simulations.
(For derivations of the stated equations we kindly refer the
reader to [1].)
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2.1 Frequency domain

The electric field seen by an observer at position �x and ob-
serving frequency ν from an individual endpoint is given
by:

�E±(�x, ν) = ±q

c

eikR(t′0)

R(t′0)
e2πiνt

′
0

1− n�β∗ · r̂
· r̂ × [r̂ × �β∗] (1)

where k = 2πνn/c, q denotes the particle charge, n is
the medium refractive index, �r gives the line of sight from
observer to particle, R = |�r| and t′0 corresponds to the (re-
tarded) time at which the endpoint radiates. �β∗ denotes the
non-zero velocity associated with the endpoint. ‘±’ is pos-
itive when the acceleration is from rest to �β∗ and negative
when the acceleration is from �β∗ to rest.

2.2 Time domain

Likewise, the electric field an observer sees from an end-
point in the time domain is given by:

�E±(�x, t) = ±
1

Δt

q

c

(
r̂ × [r̂ × �β∗]

(1− n�β∗ · r̂)R

)
(2)

Here, the result has to be interpreted as the electric field
time-averaged over a time scaleΔt, the adequate choice of
which is dictated by the time resolution of interest.

2.3 Example application

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the electromagnetic radiation asso-
ciated with the acceleration of individual charged particles
as calculated using the endpoint formalism in the frequency
domain. In the figure, the emission from processes such as
the instantaneous acceleration of a particle from rest (‘ac-
celeration’), the deflection of a relativistic electron by 20◦
(‘deflection’), the deceleration of a relativistic electron to
rest (‘slow-down’), and the reversal of direction of a mildly
relativistic electron (‘reversal’), is shown. Typical effects
such as the beaming of radiation for relativistically moving
charges and the shock wave behaviour near the Cherenkov
angle occurring in media with a refractive index different
from unity turn up naturally in this calculation.

3 Application to classical mechanisms

To demonstrate that the endpoint formalism can reproduce
“classical named radiation mechanisms”, we briefly illus-
trate its application to the processes of synchrotron radia-
tion and Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation.

3.1 Synchrotron radiation

While the term “synchrotron radiation” usually implies
relativistic particles revolving continuously in a magnetic
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Figure 1: Electric field magnitude resulting from the accel-
eration of a relativistic electron in four simple cases (see
text) in (top) vacuum and (bottom) a dielectric with refrac-
tive index n = 2, as calculated using Eq. (1).

field, here we look at a particle undergoing precisely one
revolution. To describe this situation using the endpoint
formalism, the helical particle track is decomposed into a
series of straight tracks joined by “kinks” in which the par-
ticle is accelerated instantaneously. As explained earlier,
each kink in turn is represented by two endpoints with con-
tributions �E− and �E+, describing the instantaneous decel-
eration to rest followed by the instantaneous acceleration
to the new velocity (in this case with the same magnitude,
but different direction).
Using either of equations (1) and (2), the emission radi-
ated during the particle revolution can then be calculated
as the superposition of the individual endpoint contribu-
tions. Care has to be taken to describe the particle motion
on a fine-enough spatial scale, as dictated (respectively) by
the maximum frequency/minimum time interval of inter-
est. The results for both the frequency- and time-domain
are shown in Fig. 2. Note that calculating the result for one
domain by an FFT of the result of the other domain yields
the same result, but is usually much more involved than
performing a direct endpoint calculation.
Comparing these results with the established theory of syn-
chrotron radiation confirms that the endpoint formalism
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Figure 2: Time-trace of a synchrotron pulse produced by a single gyration of an electron with β = 0.999 and gyration
radius r = 100 m (top), and power frequency spectrum of the emitted radiation (bottom). In each case, the direct cal-
culations (time- and frequency-domain respectively) are shown in comparison with the results generated by fast-Fourier-
transforming data from the other domain.

can reproduce the well-known theory. (For further details
please refer to Ref. [1].)

3.2 Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation

In the scientific literature, the term “(Vavilov)-Cherenkov
radiation” is often used somewhat imprecisely, but typi-
cally refers to the original calculation of Frank and Tamm
in the case of charged particles propagating through a di-
electric medium along infinite tracks [2]. There is no accel-
eration associated with this particle movement, and there-
fore this “true” Vavilov-Cherenkov emission cannot be de-
scribed with the endpoint formalism discussed here.
However, in realistic situations particle tracks are not infi-
nite. When trying to calculate the emission associated with
particles propagating through a medium on finite tracks, the
emission is usually calculated using “track segments”, and,
as first calculated by Tamm [3], the far-field result near the
Cherenkov angle turns out to be proportionate to the total
length of track traversed.
Using the endpoint formalism, we regard the radiation as
contributions from the endpoints of the track segments.
Calculating the radiation based on equation (1), we can de-
rive (cf. Ref. [1] for details):

�Etrack(�x, ν) ≈ qβ sin θ

c

ei(kR+2πνt1)

R

×
(
1− e2πiν(1−nβ cos θ)δt

1− nβ cos θ

)
Ê (3)

where θ denotes the angle between the particle velocity
vector and the line of sight from observer to endpoint, t1
denotes the (retarded) time of the start of the track, δt is the
track length divided by c, and an approximation was made
for observer distances large with respect to the track length.

This result corresponds (within a factor of 2 arising from
a different definition of the Fourier transform) to the
“Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation formula” of Eq. 12 in Zas,
Halzen, and Stanev [4], with μr = 1 and q = −e. These
authors also show that their result — and, by extension,
ours — produces the same emitted power as Tamm’s cal-
culation. Indeed, it has previously been shown that the ra-
diation from a finite particle track consists of both endpoint
contributions and a “true” Vavilov-Cherenkov contribution
from the track itself, the latter of which is negligible at most
angles in the far-field [5].
In other words, although the ZHS code is commonly un-
derstood as calculating “the Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation”
from a particle cascade in a dense medium, it actually cal-
culates the radiation from the endpoints of finite particle
tracks. As the particle cascade exhibits a variation of the
negative charge excess during its evolution, the endpoint
contributions of the individual tracks do not cancel and
a net contribution arises. This radiation due to the time-
variation of the net charge is a central, yet not generally
appreciated aspect of the Askaryan radiation [6] process of
cascades in dense media. Thus, we expect that the most re-
cent results on “Čerenkov radio pulses” from straight track
segments [7], wherein the authors use a method based on
calculating the vector potential, is generally applicable to
all radiation processes.

4 Applications in astroparticle physics

We have developed the endpoint formalism in the context
of astroparticle physics and hereby illustrate how it has
helped us to achieve a better understanding of radio emis-
sion processes relevant for cosmic ray and neutrino detec-
tion.
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Figure 3: A radio pulse simulated with REAS3 (solid
red line) compared with the radio pulse simulated with
REAS2.59 (blue dashed line). REAS3 is based on the end-
point formalism.

4.1 Radio emission from air showers

Radio emission from extensive air showers has been under
intense study over the recent decade. To interpret the data
gathered by experiments, a good understanding of the un-
derlying emission mechanism is vital. A significant num-
ber of models have been developed in recent years, but dif-
ferent models gave different results. In particular, there was
a discrepancy between microscopic Monte Carlo based ap-
proaches such as REAS2 [8] and the macroscopic MGMR
model [9]. It became clear that in the microscopic time-
domain treatments, a radiation contribution associated with
the time-variation of the number of charged particles had
been neglected. Using the endpoint formalism in the time-
domain in REAS3 [10], it could be understood in detail
how the superposition of the individual particle emissions
can be carried out consistently. Consequently, the differ-
ent models could be reconciled [11] — a breakthrough in
the modelling of radio emission from extensive air show-
ers. The importance of the correction introduced by the
endpoint formalism is illustrated in Fig. 3.

4.2 Radio emission in the lunar regolith

Numerous projects aim at detecting cosmic rays or neutri-
nos via radio emission radiated from showers initiated in
the lunar regolith. For a long time it has been the general
understanding that the radio emission would vanish if the
particle shower occurred close to the surface of the moon
due to the so-called “formation zone effect” (first investi-
gated in this context by Ref. [12]). The argument is that the
refractive index close to the surface effectively approaches
unity and that therefore Vavilov-Cherenkov emission has to
vanish.
As has been argued above, however, the emission pro-
duced by showers in dense media (the Askaryan radiation)
is dominated by radiation from the endpoints of individual

particle tracks. The fact that the shower grows and declines
again means that there is a net radiation contribution due
to the variation of the net charge, which leads to radiation
irrespective of the refractive index of the medium. A sup-
pression of the emission due to the presence of the surface
still occurs due to refractive effects at the surface — how-
ever, this effect applies equally to both shallow and deep
cascades, and is taken into account in experimental simula-
tions.

5 Conclusions

We have developed an endpoint formalism for the calcu-
lation of electromagnetic radiation in arbitrarily complex
radiation processes. The formalism is universally applica-
ble and can be implemented easily in calculations both in
the time and frequency domains.
Classical named radiation processes such as synchrotron
radiation or Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation can be success-
fully reproduced using the endpoint formalism. However,
unlike such descriptions, the endpoint formalism does not
make any simplifying assumptions which often break down
in realistic situations.
We have successfully used the endpoint formalism to ad-
dress problems in astroparticle physics. In particular, we
were able to calculate the radio emission from extensive air
showers using the endpoint formalism, and thereby recon-
cile discrepancies existing between earlier modelling ap-
proaches. Also, the endpoint formalism illustrates that
Askaryan radio emission in the lunar regolith does not van-
ish even if the particle cascade develops close to the sur-
face, as the net growth and decline of the shower will pro-
duce radio emission even for a refractive index approaching
unity.
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Abstract: We report the improvement of the prediction for the lower energy atmospheric neutrino flux ( <∼1 GeV),
with the JAM interaction model, which is used in PHITS (Particle and Heavy-Ion Transport code System). We show that
when a interaction model can reproduce the observed muon flux at the balloon altitude in a good accuracy, it calculate
the atmospheric neutrino flux in the similar accuracy at low energies. When we apply a proper modification to the JAM
interaction model, it can reproduce the muon flux observed by BESS at the balloon altitude.
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1 Introduction

We have calculated atmospheric neutrino fluxes using a 3D
scheme, and refined it in previous works [1, 2]. In those
calculation, we tested the interaction model with the at-
mospheric muon. With the “modified” DPMJET-III con-
structed from the output of DPMJET-III [3], we could re-
produce the observed atmospheric muon spectra quite well
above 1 GeV/c at sea level and mountain altitudes, but the
agreement below 1 GeV/c is not as good. For the “Mod-
ification”, see Ref. [4]. At balloon altitudes, in particular,
the calculated muon fluxes are obviously lower than the ob-
served ones. This seems to be due to the secondary spectra
of DPMJET-III, which our simple modification procedure
cannot correct. The disagreement was not resolved without
violating the agreement at higher momenta.
Instead of a more sophisticated modification method, we
searched for an interaction model which has a better na-
ture at low energies, and found the interaction model called
JAM, which is used in PHITS (Particle and Heavy-Ion
Transport code System) [5]. The JAM interaction model
could reproduce the muon flux at balloon altitude better
than the DPMJET-III after some modification[4]. Apart
from the atmospheric muon flux, it is notable that the
hadronic interactions of protons on thin N2 and O2 tar-
gets have been studied in detail by the HARP experiment,
aiming to improve the calculation of atmospheric neutrino

fluxes [6]. We examine JAM also with the HARP data, and
find the JAM agrees a little better than DPMJET-III.
Constructing “modified” JAM from the output of JAM, we
use it to calculate the atmospheric neutrino flux for pro-
jectile energy below 32 GeV, and the inclusive DPMJET-
III above that. We use essentially the same calculation
scheme with that Ref. [2], including the primary flux and
the geomagnetic models, except for the hadronic interac-
tion model. The change of interaction model does not
change the zenith angle dependence of the atmospheric
neutrino fluxes and the (νμ + ν̄μ)/(νe + ν̄e) ratio visibly
from the previous calculations, but increased the absolute
value of the atmospheric neutrino flux below 1GeV. Note,
we estimate the error of the atmospheric neutrino flux be-
low 1GeV, also using the atmospheric muon flux at the bal-
loon altitude.

2 Calculation of Atmospheric Neutrino Flux

2.1 Interaction Model and Primary Cosmic Ray
Model

For the hadronic interaction model, we used the DPMJET-
III in the former calculation [2], since it reproduce the rela-
tively higher energy muon flux observed at sea level. How-
ever, using this interaction model, we could not reproduce
the observed low energy muon flux by BESS [7] at bal-
loon altitude. Looking for a better interaction model for
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Figure 1: Comparison of the muon flux observed at the
balloon altitudes (5–2 g/cm2) at Fort Sumner and the one
calculated with the modified-JAM in ratio. Dashed lines
are the ratios of calculations with DPMJET-III to the one
with JAM.

the cosmic rays at low energies, we find JAM interaction
model, which is used in PHITS (Particle and Heavy-Ion
Transport code System) [5], and could reproduce the at-
mospheric muon flux at balloon altitude reasonably well
(Fig. 1 ). Note, the JAM interaction model show a little
better agreement with the HARP experiment.
In the comparison of modified-JAM and the modified
DPMJET-III at 10 GeV, we find that modified-JAM shows
slightly higher spectra than modified-DPMJET-III in x(≡
Esecondary/Eprojectile)<∼0.2, where those energies are ki-
netic energy. This is the reason for the higher atmospheric
muon flux below 1 GeV/c with the modified-JAM. And,
our modification method cannot modify DPMJET-III to
have this high x-spectra for x<∼0.2 and also keep the high
spectra for x>∼0.2 required by the observed muon flux
above 1 GeV.
We use the same primary flux model shown in Fig. 2, which
is also used in Refs [1, 2]. It is based on AMS and BESS
data, with a spectral index of −2.71 above 100 GeV for
protons. Note, we also use the US-standard ’76 model
of the atmosphere [9], and the IGRF2005 geomagnetic
model [8], as we estimate the results would not be visibly
different by the change of these to more recent models.

2.2 3D Calculation Scheme

The scheme 3D calculating the atmospheric neutrino fluxes
is almost the same as that for the previous calculations [1,
2], except for the interaction model.
We consider the surface of the Earth is a sphere with a ra-
dius of Re = 6378.180 km. In addition, we assume three
more spheres; the injection sphere, the simulation sphere,
and the escape sphere. We take the radius of the injection
sphere as Rinj = Re + 100 km, the radius of simulation
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Figure 2: Primary flux model for the chemical composi-
tions used in our calculation

sphere as Rsim = Resc = 10×Re = 63781.80 km. Note,
the radius of the simulation sphere is now the same as that
of escape sphere.
Cosmic rays are sampled on the injection sphere uniformly
toward the inward direction, following the primary cosmic
ray model. Before they are fed to the simulation code for
the propagation in air, they are tested to determine whether
they pass the rigidity cutoff, i.e., the geomagnetic barrier.
For a sampled cosmic ray, the ‘history’ is examined by
solving the equation of motion in the negative time direc-
tion. When the cosmic ray reaches the escape sphere with-
out touching the injection sphere again in the inverse direc-
tion of time, the cosmic ray can pass through the magnetic
barrier following its trajectory in the normal direction of
time.
Note, we refined the virtual detector correction [2] a little.
Using the inside of the circle with radius of θd as the virtual
detector, the flux Φθd obtained with the virtual detector and
the flux Φ0 at the real target detector are related by

Φθd � Φ0 +Φ′0θ
2
d , (1)

The term with Φ′0 may be canceled out using two virtual
detectors, with radii of θ1 and θ2, as

Φ0 �
θ21Φ2 − θ22Φ1

θ21 − θ22
=

Φ2 − r2Φ1

1− r2
, (2)

where we assumed θ1 > θ2.
We study the ratio of estimated statistical errors F (r) ≡
ΔΦ0/ΔΦ1 as the function of r, and find that the ratio takes
the minimum value

√
(5) � 2.236 at r = 1/

√
2 � 0.707,

whereas we took r = 0.5 in Ref. [2]. However, the ratio
ΔΦ0/ΔΦ1 is a slowly varying function of r near the mini-
mum, and the ratio at r = 0.5 is not too bad (2.517).
We take r1 = 1113.6 km corresponding to the angle from
the center of the Earth of 10 degrees and r2 = 787.4 km
corresponding to 7.071 degrees. The “virtual detector cor-
rection” is applied up to Eν = 10 GeV, as we find a large
difference between before and after the virtual detector and
correction for some directions.
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√
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√
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0.707 indicated by “Optimized”. The “HKKM06” indi-
cates the r = 0.5 used in Ref. [2], where the F -value is
a little larger than the optimized one (F (0.5) = 2.517).

We show the estimated statistical error of this work, for
near-vertical directions and for near-horizontal directions
averaging over all azimuth angles, in Fig. 4. For the hori-
zontal directions, the opening angle of the virtual detector
decrease with cos θ, where θ is the zenith angle. Therefore,
the statistical error for near-horizontal directions is larger
than that for near-vertical directions. We find the statistical
errors are well below 1 % for the average over the azimuth
angles. For each azimuth bin, however, the statistical errors
reach a few percent for some directions. The largest statis-
tical errors are found at the energy just below 10 GeV, due
to the virtual detector correction applied up to this energy.

3 Calculated Atmospheric Neutrino flux

We show the calculated atmospheric neutrino fluxes with
the modified-JAM in this section. In the left panel of Fig. 5,
the calculated atmospheric neutrino spectra are shown av-
eraged over all directions from 0.1 GeV to 32 GeV for
Kamioka, together with the ones calculated in our previ-
ous work, and those of the Bartol group [10][11], and the
FLUKA group [12]. Above 32 GeV, the 3D calculation
is smoothly connected to the 1D calculation carried out in
the previous work. As the modified-JAM is used below
32GeV, any difference above that is due to the difference
of the calculation scheme between 3D and 1D. However,
the difference between present and previous works [2] is
very small in the figure above 1GeV. On the other hand, the
atmospheric neutrino fluxes calculated with the modified-
JAM show an increase from the previous one below 1 GeV,
as is expected from the increase of atmospheric muon spec-
tra below 1 GeV/c.
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Figure 4: The ratio of statistical errors to the flux value in
this work. We show the statistical errors for near-vertical
directions (0.9 < cos θz < 1) in the upper panel, and for
near-horizontal directions (0.9 < cos θz < 1) in the lower
panel, both averaging over all azimuthal directions.

4 Estimation of Error of the atmospheric
neutrino flux

We have estimated the error of the calculated atmospheric
neutrino flux from the comparison of calculated atmo-
spheric muon flux with the observed one in Ref. [2]. How-
ever, atmospheric neutrinos below 1GeV have little things
to do with the muons observed at sea level, and the flux
error was not estimated there. We show the weights in the
phase space of p+ Air → π interaction responsible to the
production of low energy (0.32 GeV/c) νμ, νe, and for μ at
balloon altitude, and at the sea level in Fig. 6.
The shape of the weight distribution for muons at balloon
altitude is also different from that for atmospheric neutri-
nos, However, we can scan the weight distribution in the
phase space for the low energy atmospheric neutrinos, us-
ing that for the low energy muons at the balloon altitude,
since we could reproduce the observed muon flux within
10% errors in the momentum rage of 0.5 – 2.5 GeV/c for
μ+, and 0.5 – 5.0 GeV/c for μ− in Fig. 1.
We assume variations of the pion production in the the
phase space of p + Air → π, and calculate the ra-
tio Δφν(Eν)/[Δφμ]max for a neutrino energy, where
[Δφμ]max is the maximum variation of muon flux in the
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above momentum range. Taking 1,000,000 set of such a
variation, we summarized the ratios as the accumulation
probability shown in Fig. 7, as the function of neutrino en-
ergy. Note, we sum all the neutrino flux and carried out this
study.
With this study and the residual of the muon flux at the
balloon altitude, we estimate the uncertainty of the at-
mospheric neutrino flux below 1 GeV is around 15% at
0.3 GeV, and 20% at 0.1 GeV.
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Abstract: Future space-based experiments, such as OWL [1] and JEM-EUSO [2], view large atmospheric and terres-
trial neutrino targets. With energy thresholds slightly above 1019 eV for observing airshowers via air fluorescence, the
potential for observing the cosmogenic neutrino flux associated with the GZK effect is limited. However, the forward
Cherenkov signal associated with the airshower can be observed at much lower energies. A simulation was developed to
determine the Cherenkov signal strength and spatial extent at low-Earth orbit for upward-moving airshowers. A model
of tau neutrino interactions in the Earth was employed to determine the event rate of interactions that yielded a tau lepton
which would induce an upward-moving airshower observable by a space-based instrument. The effect of neutrino attenu-
ation by the Earth forces the viewing of the Earth’s limb to observe the ντ -induced Cherenkov airshower signal at above
the OWL Cherenkov energy threshold of ∼1016.5 eV for limb-viewed events. Furthermore, the neutrino attenuation lim-
its the effective terrestrial neutrino target area to ∼3 × 105km2 at 1017 eV, for an orbit of 1000 km and an instrumental
full Field-of-View of 45◦. This translates into an observable cosmogenic neutrino event rate of ∼1/year based upon two
different models of the cosmogenic neutrino flux, assuming neutrino oscillations and a 10% duty cycle for observation.

Keywords: Neutrino, Space-based Measurements, UHECRs, Cherenkov, Simulations

1 Introduction

Future space-based air fluorescence experiments employ
wide field-of-view optics from a orbiting platform(s) to
monitor a vast amount of the atmosphere. For the OWL
(Orbiting Wide-angle Light Collectors) mission, the mass
of the viewed atmosphere corresponds to more than 1013

metric tons (mtons). The design choices for OWL were
driven by the goal to measure the UHECR spectrum, vi-
a the air fluorescence technique, with high statistics above
∼1019 eV. Studies indicated that the ability to measure neu-
trino interactions in the atmosphere via the air fluorescence
signature exists, but the predicted event rate based upon
cosmogenic neutrino flux models [3] is < 1/year (assum-
ing a duty cycle of 10%) due to the paucity of neutrino flux
above 1019 eV. Furthermore, the neutrino event rate quick-
ly diminishes as the energy threshold becomes further away
from the ∼3×1019 eV threshold for full neutrino aperture,
which assumes both OWL satellites stereoscopically view
each event.
Airshowers also produce an intense, beamed Cherenkov
signal. OWL simulation studies indicated that the energy
threshold for observing the optical Cherenkov signal form
a nadir-viewed, upward-moving vertical airshower initiated
by a particle at sea level would be ∼1015.5eV . OWL also
views a large terrestrial area: assuming 1000 km orbits and

the two OWL satellites are tilted to view a common area,
the terrestrial area monitored ranges from 6× 105 km2 for
a 500 km satellite separation to nearly 2 × 106 km2 for a
2000 km satellite separation. These vast areas offer a large
neutrino target, depending upon the depth that provides a
measurable signal. Tau neutrino charged-current (CC) in-
teractions offer a mechanism to exploit this large, terrestri-
al neutrino target: at high energies, the produced tau lepton
has a sufficient Lorentz-boosted length to escape the Earth,
decay in the atmosphere, and create an upward moving air-
shower that could be observed via the Cherenkov signal.
This paper details the calculations used to quantify the sen-
sitivity of measuring the cosmogenic neutrino flux using
space-based measurements, assuming the performance de-
fined by the OWL experiment, of the Cherenkov signal cre-
ated from upward-moving tau neutrino induced airshowers
originating in a terrestrial neutrino target.

2 Optical Cherenkov Signal Simulation

In order to determine the optical Cherenkov signal strength
and profile at a orbiting instrument, a computer-based sim-
ulation was constructed based upon parameterizations de-
scribed by Hillas [4, 5]. The charged-particle density for
an airshower is given by the Greisen parameterization as a
function of shower age, with the airshower electron angu-
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Figure 1: Schematic of the Cherenkov signal generated by
an upward-moving airshower induced by a tau neutrino in-
teracting in the Earth.

lar distribution and the energy-dependent, charged-particle
track length fraction defined by well-behaved mathemati-
cal functions dependent upon shower age. The index of
refraction of air is given as a function of atmospheric gram-
mage, or altitude, which defines the Cherenkov angle and
Cherenkov energy threshold. The latter, combined with
the charged-particle track length fraction, determines the
fraction of the particles in the airshower that contribute to
the Cherenkov signal for a given altitude. The atmosphere
is described by the Shibata parameterization [6], and the
wavelength-dependent attenuation of UV light in the atmo-
sphere is described by a parameterization [7] based upon
more detailed models.
The parameterizations are then used to generate the
Cherenkov signal at an arbitrary altitude for an upward-
moving airshower. The lateral spread of the charged par-
ticles in the shower was not considered since this is a s-
mall effect for large viewing distances. A 100 m airshow-
er step size was used starting at sea level, and the sam-
pling of the electron angular distribution at each step was
≤ 10−3 radians. The charged particle track length fractions
were sampled in decades of energy for each step, from the
Cherenkov energy threshold to a factor of 10 below the to-
tal airshower energy. The Cherenkov light was generated
at each step from 200 nm to 600 nm in increments of 25
nm, but the effects of ozone absorption, in the atmospher-
ic attenuation model, significantly reduces the signal be-
low ∼300 nm. Two numerical azimuthal integrations were
performed: one defined by the Cherenkov angle about the
electron angular sampling vector, and the other by angular
sampling vector about the shower direction.
The effects of the Earth’s curvature were modeled as these
become important for viewing angles away from the nadir
direction. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of this effect in
relation to an upward moving airshower induced by a tau
neutrino interaction in the Earth near the Earth’s limb. The
Cherenkov airshower simulation accounts for this effect by
determined the proper angle, shown as ψ in the figure, at
each shower propagation distance step, relative to the view-
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Figure 2: The radial profile of the simulated Cherenkov
light density at an altitude of 1000 km for upward-moving
1017 eV airshowers viewed at angles of 0◦, 45◦, and 55◦.

ing angle θV . Thus the atmospheric attenuation depth and
the distance from the shower and the UV detector in orbit
can be accurately determined.
The results of the Cherenkov airshower simulation are
shown in Figure 2 for θV = 0◦, 45◦, and 55◦ at an alti-
tude of 1000 km. The curves show the Cherenkov light
density (photons/m2) as a function of radial distance from
the projected location of the airshower core in the plane
perpendicular to the airshower direction at 1000 km alti-
tude. The form of the curves show that the Cherenkov light
cone (illustrated in Figure 1), is approximately uniform in
photon density up to a radius which closely corresponds to
that defined by the Cherenkov angle at shower maximum
and the distance from shower maximum to the measure-
ment. This implies that a good energy resolution can be
achieved by sampling the uniform part of the distribution,
e.g. by one of the two OWL satellites. The lateral size
of the Cherenkov light cone also defines the solid angle:
1.3 × 10−3 steradians for the nadir (θV = 0◦) case and
1.9 × 10−3 sr for θV = 55◦, which corresponds to view-
ing close to the Earth’s limb (at an altitude of 1000 km, the
Earth’s limb is given by θV ≈ 60◦). A comparison of the
results presented in Figure 2, after scaling the energy and
altitude, are in good agreement (30% difference) with re-
sults which employ a full airshower Monte Carlo and more
detailed atmospheric attenuation modeling [8].
The factor of ∼10 decrease in the photon density for θV =
55◦, as compared to the nadir case, is mainly due to the
effect of the Earth’s curvature. A factor of ∼5 reduction
is due to a 1/r2 effect (for 0◦ the distance from 1000 km
altitude to shower max is 990 km while it is 2190 km for
the 55◦ case) and a factor of ∼2 reduction is due to atmo-
spheric attenuation of the Cherenkov signal.
The signal strength in an OWL ’eye’ is defined by the 3
m optical aperture, the optical transmission, and the quan-
tum efficiency of the focal plane detector. When these
are combined, the photo-electron signal strength in an
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Eτ Depth (km) Depth (km) Mass (mtons)
(eV) (ρ = 1 g

cm3 ) (ρ = 2.3 g
cm3 ) for 106 km2

1015 0.05 0.05 1.3× 1014

1016 0.5 0.5 1.3× 1015

1017 5 5 1.3× 1016

1018 29 16 7.6× 1016

1019 18 10 4.8× 1016

Table 1: The terrestrial neutrino target depth for ντ CC
interactions, for water and rock targets, and the target mass
for 106 km2 for rock as a function of energy.

OWL pixel is approximately the photon density in units
of photons/m2, which unit of the ordinate axis in Figure 2.
Thus a Cherenkov signal of 400 photons/m2 corresponds
to a signal in a OWL instrument of ∼400 photo-electrons.

3 Cosmogenic Neutrino Rate Determination

For charged-current tau neutrino interactions in the Earth,
the target depth is estimated by the propagation distance of
the tau lepton: γcτ . At energies above 1016 eV, neutrinos
and antineutrinos have similar cross-sections for neutrino-
quark scattering, and the produced lepton carries ∼75% of
the incident neutrino energy at 1016 eV with the energy
fraction increasing to ∼80% at 1020 eV [9]. Eτ = Eν is as-
sumed for this ICRC paper. At higher energies, catastroph-
ic energy losses (a convenient parameterization is used
[10]) limit the effective depth of the neutrino target above
∼1018 eV. Table 1 details the terrestrial neutrino target
depth for ντ interactions, as a function of Eν , for both wa-
ter and rock and calculates the mass for a target area of 106

km2 assuming rock (ρ = 2.3 g/cm3). Note that tau ener-
gy losses limit the target depth above ∼1018 eV while the
maximum neutrino target mass also occurs at ∼1018 eV.
Assuming a terrestrial neutrino target area of 106 km2, the
rate of cosmogenic neutrino interactions that lead to an
observable tau-induced, upward-moving airshower via the
Cherenkov signal can be calculated by numerically inte-
grating the neutrino flux, cross-section, target mass, . . .,
with respect to the neutrino energy, and accounting for the
solid angle of the Cherenkov signal. Two cosmogenic flux
models were used, the Bartol (ΩΛ = 0.7) model [3] and a
more recent calculation by Scully&Stecker [11]. The mod-
els, both which assume proton dominated UHECRs, pro-
vide the electron and muon neutrino and antineutrino flux-
es. These were summed for each model and divided by 3 to
predict the ντ flux, eg assuming neutrino oscillation yields
equal flavor fractions at Earth.
Figure 3 shows the results presented as observable
events/year per energy decade for the two cosmogenic
models, assuming a solid angle of 1.5 × 10−3 sr, a terres-
trial neutrino target area of 106 km2 and a 100% duty cycle
for the experimental measurement of the Cherenkov signal.
The rate prediction based upon the Bartol flux is given by
the upper curve while that based upon the Scully&Stecker
model is given by the lower curve. An interesting feature is
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Figure 3: The rate of observable tau neutrino interaction-
s via the airshower Cherenkov signal for two cosmogenic
neutrino flux models. The rate is presented in number of
events/year per energy decade.

that the event rate does not become appreciable until above
1016 eV, indicating that the neutrino target mass, and, to
a lesser extent, the neutrino cross-sections, becomes suffi-
ciently large at this energy to yield a significant rate.
While the neutrino rate prediction of > 100 events/year is
encouraging, the calculation does not take into account the
fact that the duty cycle for observation of the Cherenkov
signal is closer to 10% and the Earth is relatively opaque to
these energetic neutrinos. This latter point forces the orbit-
ing instrument to view the limb of the Earth to observe air-
showers induced by neutrinos with sufficiently short path
lengths in the terrestrial target. Figure 4 details the geome-
try: the orbiting detector must be tilted to view the limb of
the Earth, and the effective terrestrial neutrino target is con-
strained to be no larger than an appropriately short neutrino
path length in the Earth.
The problem now effectively becomes one of analytic ge-
ometry. The tilt angle of the instrument is defined by its
FOV and the angle to the Earth’s limb, the calculation of
the viewed elliptical area on the Earth’s surface is deter-
mined by the intersection of the tilted cone defined by the
FOV and a sphere of radius 6378 km. The 2-dimensional
(eg flat) area of the ellipse can be determined using the
conic section relationship between the angle of the plane,

Altitude (km) Full Area (km2) Effective Area (km2)
500 1.7× 106 1.6× 105

1000 3.8× 106 2.6× 105

2000 8.9× 106 3.9× 105

Table 2: The full and effective viewed surface areas for an
45◦ FOV instrument, tilted to view the Earth’s limb, as a
function of altitude. The effective area is constrained by
chord equal to the ν interaction length in Earth at 1017 eV.
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Figure 4: A 2-dimensional schematic of the effective neu-
trino target area constrained by the ν interaction length.
Only those neutrinos with a chord length sufficiently small
will be relatively unattenuated by the Earth. While a tilted
wide FOV UV imager monitors a large, elliptical area of
the Earth, only a small (darkest region) portion samples a
significant neutrino flux.

which defines the ellipse in the cone, and the eccentricity of
the ellipse [12]. The 2-dimensional area of the viewed el-
lipse was then increased by 5% to account for the effects of
the sphere’s (Earth’s) curvature. The effective area (darkest
area in Figure 4) is defined by the chord whose length is the
neutrino attenuation length in Earth, for a particular ener-
gy. This describes a truncated ellipse which is inscribed in
a rectangle of calculable dimensions. Assuming the trun-
cated ellipse can be approximated by a parabola of similar
width, one can use the fact that the area of the parabola is
2/3 that of the bounding rectangle [13] to approximate the
area of the truncated ellipse, which is the effective area of
the terrestrial neutrino target.
Table 2 presents the total, tilted viewed terrestrial area for
an instrument with 45◦ FOV and the effective neutrino tar-
get area at 1017 eV, as a function of altitude, determined
from the analytic geometrical calculation. While the full
area monitored by a tilted instrument is substantial, the ef-
fective neutrino target area available near the Earth’s limb
is reduced by more than a factor of 10, to 2.6 × 105 km2,
assuming a 1000 km altitude.
Combining the energy-dependent effective area results
within the numerical integration using the two cosmogenic
flux models and assuming 10% duty cycle, the predicted
observable tau neutrino event rate is reduced to ∼2 even-
t/year using the Bartol model and ∼1 event/year using that
of Scully&Stecker.

4 Conclusions

Simulation studies of the Cherenkov signal from upward-
moving airshowers indicate that an orbiting experimen-
t with a 3 m optical aperture and UV sensitivity of an OWL

instrument would have an energy threshold of slightly high-
er than 1016 eV for airshowers generated near the Earth’s
limb. This is well-matched for tau-induced airshowers gen-
erated by cosmogenic neutrino interactions in the Earth.
However, the 10% duty cycle inherent for the Cherenkov
observation and the Earth’s attenuation of the neutrino flux
limit the effective terrestrial area, which is estimated to be
∼3 × 105 km2 for Eν = 1017 eV, assuming an instru-

ment with a 45◦ full FOV tilted to observe the Earth’s limb.
Using two different cosmogenic neutrino flux models, the
predicted observable event rate is ∼1 event/year. While
factor of 2 improvements may be available using different
orientations of the two OWL satellites or realizing a gain
in the duty cycle, the net effect of these improvements may
be balanced by potential decreases caused by more realistic
modeling of the energy distribution of the create tau lepton,
the airshower generated by the tau decay, and the inherent
shower fluctuations.
While the tau-induced airshowers could be observed via
the air fluorescence technique, which has a much larger ob-
servational solid angle than that inherent to the Cherenkov
signal, the higher energy threshold of ∼1019 eV (and a
factor of ∼10 higher for viewing near the Earth’s limb),
severely limit the sensitivity to the cosmogenic neutrino
flux. This reinforces a similar result from more detailed
Monte Carlo studies of the ability of OWL to measure air-
showers induced by cosmogenic electron neutrinos in the
atmosphere, which predict < 1 event/year. However, if the
energy threshold for air fluorescence could be reduced to
1018 eV for an OWL-type mission, studies have indicated
that the measurable cosmogenic neutrino event rate would
be ∼50 events/year for the νe atmospheric channel, assum-
ing a 10% duty cycle. There could also be a significant ob-
servable rate from ντ interacting in the Earth observed via
air fluorescence, if the energy threshold could be reduced.
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Abstract: Their capability to penetrate large depths of material renders high-energy atmospheric muons a unique probe
for geophysical explorations. Provided the topography of the target is known, the measurement of the attenuation of the
muon flux permits the cartography of matter density distributions revealing spatial and possibly also temporal variations
in extended geological structures. A Collaboration between volcanologists, astroparticle- and particle physicists, TOMU-
VOL, was formed in 2009 to study tomographic muon imaging of volcanos with high-resolution tracking detectors. This
contribution presents preparatory work towards muon tomography as well as flux measurements obtained after the first
months of data taking at the Puy de Dôme, an inactive lava dome volcano in the Massif Central in south-central France.
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1 Introduction

Cosmic rays impinging upon Earth interact with atoms
in the atmosphere to produce a continuous flux of high-
energy, secondary muons. As these muons are, depending
on their energy, able to penetrate large depths of material,
they can serve as a unique probe for geophysical research.
The idea of using atmospheric muons for probing extended
structures is itself not new. In fact, atmospheric muons
were used to estimate the snow overburden on a moun-
tain tunnel as early as 1955 [1] and the first archaeological
prospection based on muon imaging dates back to the early
1960s, when L.W. Alvarez et al. were searching for hidden
chambers in Chepren’s pyramid [2].
Today, new particle detectors motivate further studies to
exploit the full potential of muon imaging. One of the
most exciting applications is the exploration of volcanos
[3]; this is pursued by the TOMUVOL Collaboration. Initi-
ated in 2009, TOMUVOL is a common project of particle-
and astroparticle physicists and volcanologists who collab-
orate on the development of a robust, portable system for
imaging of volcanos using atmospheric muons. Such a sys-
tem can complement traditional methods (i.e. gravimetric
and electrical resistivity measurements) to improve the un-
derstanding of volcanic structures and might also help to
reduce volcanic hazards.
The basic idea behind muon imaging of volcanos is that
measuring the absorption of the muon flux as function of
the direction at a fixed location permits mapping out the
average column density in the volcano once the topogra-
phy is known. By repeating the measurement from differ-

ent locations, three-dimensional models of the matter den-
sity distribution can then be computed. These models will
be of great interest to volcanologists, as matter density can
readily be interpreted in terms of state and transition.
Presently, the TOMUVOL Collaboration is operating a
muon detector at the flank of the Puy de Dôme, an inactive
volcanic dome in the Chaı̂ne des Puys [4] situated in the
Massif Central (south-central France). In the initial phase
of the project, muon flux measurements were performed
and the data are now analyzed to obtain a first radiographic
image. The next phase is dedicated to taking a detailed
three-dimensional map of the density distribution in the
Puy de Dôme and to validate the results by comparing with
gravimetric and electrical resistivity measurements on the
same site. In the future, after technical enhancements, the
same methodology might be applied to other targets.
In the present paper we report on preparatory work and
measurements taken at the Puy de Dôme in the initial phase
of the project. In Section 2, the detection site and the exper-
imental setup are described in some detail. Important ex-
perimental aspects including detector positioning and track
reconstruction are considered. Preliminary results of the
first months of data taking are then presented in Section 3.
Based on this, we evaluate the prospects of muon imaging
in the concluding section.

2 The Experiment at the Puy de Dôme

Detection Site The Puy de Dôme (alt. 1464 m a.s.l.) is of
volcanic origin and was formed some 11, 000 years ago [5].
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Figure 1: Topography of the Puy de Dôme. The origin in-
dicates the position of the detector during the first months.

It has a remarkable structure with two domes originating
from two subsequent eruptions, which occurred within a
short time interval.
For the first radiographic measurements, a muon detector
has been installed 600 m below the summit at a distance
of 2 km. The detector has been deployed underground in a
basement to reduce the impact of low-energy background.
Figure 1 displays the location of the detector and the topog-
raphy of the surrounding area.

Muon Detector and Data Taking Main requirements on
the muon detector are good resolution, low noise, robust-
ness, portability, and scalability at low cost. The TOMU-
VOL Collaboration has opted for a muon detector based
on three parallel planes of Glass Resistive Plate Chambers
(GRPCs) [6]. A single chamber consists of two parallel
thin glass plates kept at a distance of about 1 mm using tiny
ceramic balls as spacers so that gas can circulate between
the plates. The outer sides of the glass plates are coated
with a thin layer of highly resistive material on which high
voltage, typically 7 kV, is applied. A thin Mylar layer
serves as insulation between the anode and a layer of cop-
per cells of 1 cm2 size assembled on one face of a Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) of 50.0 × 33.3 cm2. On the other
face of the PCB are attached the readout ASICs, named
HARDROC2 [7]. In total 48 HARDROC2 ASICs are con-
nected on one PCB, each of them handling 8 × 8 pads. A
full square meter chamber consists then of three slabs, each
with two PCBs, having in total 9142 readout channels. The
chambers are embedded in steel cassettes and are vertically
mounted onto a movable aluminum support framework.
Charged particles, passing through the chambers, ionize
the gas and produce charge cascades, which in turn induce
charge signals on the copper plates. In its standard configu-
ration, the detector is operated in avalanche mode with high
voltage being adapted to environmental pressure and tem-
perature conditions. The gas is a mixture of forane (93%),
isobutane (5%) and SF6 (2%) regulated to a total through-
put of about 1 liter/h by a gas distribution system.

Figure 2: Acceptance of the initial setup (A = 0.16 m2)
evaluated with a ray-tracing simulation.

For the data readout, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs) implemented on the detection slabs are connected via
their USB interface to a desktop PC. Three independent
comparators in the readout electronics provide amplitude
information. In the data-taking mode the ASICs buffer ev-
ery signal above threshold and send the recorded data upon
arrival of a trigger signal generated at 10 Hz to the PC on
which data acquisition and monitoring software are run-
ning. Run control and monitoring software have been cus-
tomized for the experiment based on the cross-platform ac-
quisition framework XDAQ. The whole setup is controlled
remotely through a long-range WIFI network. This link is
also used to stream the recorded data to a central server. A
video camera surveys the installation at all hours.
To protect the electronics against moisture, the detector has
been installed under a tent of polyethylene foil. Addition-
ally, a dehumidifier ventilates dry air under the tent. En-
vironmental data (i.e. temperature, pressure and humidity)
are recorded every 15 min and are archived in a data base.
From January to April 2011 data have been taken contin-
uously with two 1 m2 chambers supplemented by a third
chamber of 1/6 m2 size. The distance between the first
and the second chamber was 49 cm, the one between the
second and the third, smaller chamber, 9 cm. The geomet-
rical acceptance of this setup, evaluated with a ray-tracing
simulation, is shown as function of the altitude α and the
azimuth β (measured w.r.t. the direction of the summit) in
Fig. 2. During 65.8 days of data taking with the detector
pointing towards the Puy de Dôme, 8 million muon tracks
from the entire sky have been recorded. (See Fig. 3) The
duty cycle in this phase reached almost 90 percent with
only a few short interruptions for detector maintenance op-
erations and systematic tests. After April 6th, the detector
support framework was upgraded and a third 1 m2 cham-
ber replaced the small chamber. A framework for a mobile
1 m2 detector is now under development. In the following,
we will focus on the data obtained with the initial detection
setup.
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Figure 3: Number of recorded tracks as function of the ob-
servation time during the first data-taking phase.

Track Reconstruction The reconstruction algorithm
preselects track candidates by considering straight lines be-
tween all possible hit combinations in the outermost detec-
tion planes in a common time window of 0.4 μs. These
track candidates are then filtered by requiring a matching
hit in the central detection plane within a distance of 3 cm
to the track candidate. For each selected candidate, hits in a
corridor of 3 cm are attributed to the track and merged into
hit clusters on each detection plane. The final track is then
obtained analytically using the method of least squares. Af-
ter removal of the selected hits from the time frame, the
procedure is iterated to identify and reconstruct possible
bundles of charged tracks passing the detector simultane-
ously. The overall quality of the track reconstruction has
been verified by inspecting its χ2-distribution. The χ2 is
defined by the sum of residuals squared divided by the spa-
tial resolution on a 1 cm2 cell. Its distribution agrees well
with the expected exponential form for a straight line fit on
three detection planes with two degrees of freedom. Over-
all, a position resolution of 0.4 cm and an angular resolu-
tion of 0.5 deg in both α and β are achieved.

Terrain Survey and Detector Positioning Accurate to-
pographical data are required to compute density images.
In March 2011 the Puy de Dôme and its surroundings were
mapped precisely with an airborne LIDAR. In this opera-
tion the travel time of the emitted laser beam reflected at the
ground has been measured and the altitude was calculated
with respect to a GPS antenna aboard the aircraft. Analysis
of the recorded data is currently underway and an overall
precision of better than 10 cm on a 0.5 m grid is expected
to be achieved for the final digital elevation model.
To exploit the potentially available precision, the muon de-
tector has been carefully aligned with respect to the vol-
cano. For this purpose GPS based position measurements
of the local surroundings have been made. A reference
frame in the basement has been defined by tachymetric
measurements through the skylights of the basement. Fi-
nally the detection planes were positioned with respect to

Figure 4: Alignment of the z-position of the second detec-
tion plane. The sum of the track χ2 follows a parabola.

this frame. Additionally, the alignment of the detection
planes has been checked with the help of recorded muon
tracks. To this end, the sum of the individual track χ2s is
minimized by varying the alignment parameters. An ex-
ample of this procedure is given in Fig. 4, where the χ2

is shown as function of the z-coordinate of the second de-
tection chamber together with a parabolic fit. Even if the
procedure is limited as the track χ2 stays invariant under
global rescaling of the coordinate axes, it nevertheless pro-
vides an important crosscheck of the detector alignment.

3 First Results

Shadow of the Puy de Dôme With the help of the align-
ment constants obtained as described above, the arrival di-
rections of the recorded muon tracks are transformed into a
global coordinate system whose y-axis (β = 0◦) is pointing
towards the summit of the volcano. Figure 5 presents the
shadow cast in the flux of atmospheric muons by the Puy de
Dôme in this coordinate system. For the flux measurement
the measured event rates have been divided by the detec-
tor acceptance shown in Fig. 2. This preliminary measure-
ment is based on 65.8 days of data taking with an effective

Figure 5: Shadow cast in the atmospheric muon flux by the
Puy de Dôme.
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Figure 6: Estimated muon flux through the ”Puy de Dôme” assuming an homogeneous rock density of 1.66 g/cm3 for
two different detection sites located at the flank of the volcano. The simulation confirms that the upper part (red, yellow
and green regions in the above plots) of the Puy de Dôme will be accessible for muon imaging with an 1 m2 detector.

detection area of A = 0.16 m2. Note that a smoothing
algorithm has been applied to the recorded map in order
to reduce artificial bands (Moiré-patterns) typical of digi-
tal images. Due to the short exposure time of the data set,
the significance of the flux through the volcano is statisti-
cally limited to regions close to the surface. The observed
shape is in good agreement with the actual outline of the
volcano. The full statistics accumulated until July 2011 is
currently being analyzed in order to extract the first radio-
graphic density distributions.

Expected Muon Fluxes and Prospects of Muon Imaging
Detailed measurements of the nearly horizontal muon flux
as function of the muon energy have been carried out
by several experiments (e.g. [8]), so that the atmospheric
muon flux spectrum can be considered sufficiently well
known. Although systematic effects such as altitude de-
pendence and seasonal variations, which, however, mainly
affect the low-energy part of the spectrum, might have to
be considered in practice. Thus, by propagating muons ac-
cording to their physical spectrum through the known to-
pography with dedicated propagation codes (e.g. [9]), reli-
able estimates of the residual muon flux can be derived.
The resulting estimates of the residual muon flux through
the Puy de Dôme at two different detection sites at the flank
of the volcano are shown in Fig. 6. Note that those dis-
tributions are based on an homogeneous rock density of
1.66 g/cm3 corresponding to preliminary density measure-
ments on the volcano. As a result, the simulation confirms
that the Puy de Dôme will be accessible for muon imaging
with an 1 m2 detector.
Besides flux estimates, the simulation also provides a
means to measure density distributions. Indeed, only de-
tailed knowledge of absorption curves as function of the
traversed depth derived from the simulation gives access to
density distributions. Different approaches to compute the
density and the corresponding systematic errors are cur-
rently studied and will be subject of subsequent publica-
tions.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

The TOMUVOL Collaboration explores tomographic imag-
ing of volcanos with atmospheric muons. For this purpose,
a GRPC based detector was installed at the flank of the Puy
de Dôme in January 2011. Preparatory work for the com-
putation of a tomographic density map, including a precise
topographical LIDAR survey of the volcano, have been
performed, and the detector has been carefully positioned
w.r.t. the volcano. Algorithms for track reconstruction, de-
tector alignment and image reconstruction have been de-
veloped and are now applied to first data.
The detector is now going to be relocated to several more
places around the volcano in order to realize a complete,
three-dimensional density map. In parallel, comparisons
with gravimetric and electrical tomographies will be made.
Moreover, technical improvements are on the way to en-
hance the mobility of the detection setup; this should also
facilitate future applications to possibly active volcanos un-
der even more challenging environmental conditions.
From the first data and the performed simulation, we can
conclude that muon imaging proves to be a promising tech-
nique with interesting applications in the near future.

The TOMUVOL Collaboration acknowledges support from the
University Blaise Pascal of Clermont-Ferrand, CNRS, Région Au-
vergne, Conseil Général du Puy-de-Dôme. We also thank Mr.
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Abstract: The Pyramid of the Sun, at Teotihuacan, Mexico, is being searched for possible hidden chambers, by means of
muon attenuation measurements inside the pyramids volume. The muon tracker is located in a tunnel, running below the
base and ending close to the symmetry axis of the monument. This study presents a brief description of the experimental
technique and data analysis, as well as a comparison of the first year preliminary experimental results with physics
simulations using GEANT4.
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1 Introduction

The use of cosmic muons to measure inhomogeneities in
large volumes is a rapidly growing field. A classical ex-
ample of this was the experiment carried out by Luis Al-
varez et al. [1] who measured the attenuation of cosmic
muons in the mass of the Keops Pyramid, in Giza, Egypt,
while searching for hidden empty chambers. Although this
technique has been applied to other practical problems, few
archeological monuments present the necessary conditions
to carry out a muon attenuation inspection of its volume.
Among those exceptions is in the Mexican Pyramid of the
Sun at Teotihuacan, hereafter referred to as Pyramid of the
Sun. In a previous presentation [2] in this conference se-
ries, we described a project aimed at solving important ar-
chaeological questions concerning the Sun at Teotihuacan,
using muon attenuation. Here we present an update on
this project, which began its data-taking few months ago,
including important experimental aspects, and details of
the corresponding GEANT 4 Monte Carlo [3] simulations
which are compared with our first experimental image.

2 Experimental setup

The instrumental array (Fig. 1) consists of four 1m x
1m scintillator planes (SC1, SC2, SC3&SC4), for muon
identification and background-radiation rejection, and six
MWPCs (also having a 1m x 1m sensitive area) for muon-
tracking purposes. The plastic scintillators used were 1.5
cm-thick BC404 read on two opposite its extremes using 1
m x 1cm x 1cm BC484 wavelength-shifting bars (WLSB),

Figure 1: Detector schematic view.

each coupled to photo-multiplier PMT XP2802 tubes on
one of its extremes. The other WLSB-extreme was cov-
ered with a thin aluminum sheet for light- reflection. Two
of the scintillator planes (SC1&SC2), contained in light-
tight aluminum boxes, were placed at the bottom of the de-
tection system, while the other two were placed just below
the upper-most MWPC, for solid-angle maximization pur-
poses. The registration efficiency is fairly independent on
the position of the surface of each plane and is larger than
95%. The usage of 4 scintillator planes allows the estima-
tion of absolute trigger efficiency. The 200-wire MWPC
anode was read using the delay-line method with a 4ns
pitch, using standard copper-layered circuit-board sheets
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Figure 2: DAQ Block diagram.

as cathodes, mounted on CNC-machined aluminum frame
and Lucite spacers, to guarantee a 5mm ± 0.5mm anode-
cathode separation. A fast, low-noise and very high gain
A = 2500 voltage preamplifier was developed [4] by us
for this system. The gas used is a 90% Ar + 10%CO2

mixture, handled through using manual gas flow regulators
and exhaust oil bubblers.

3 Signal processing and DAQ

Standard NIM electronics modules are used to process
the scintillator and MWPC signals according to the cir-
cuit schematically described in Fig. 2. The data acqui-
sition DAQ trigger was obtained by connecting the fast-
logic signals from the two upper scintillators to a fast coin-
cidence unit in OR mode, and similarly for the two bottom
ones (SC3&SC4), then requiring a coincidental AND
signal between the upper and lower scintillator pairs. The
preamplified analogic signals from the two extremes of
each MWPC were digitized using CAEN v1729-VME 4-
channel 12 bit sampling-flash ADC (FADC) similar to
one described in [5].
For rapid off-line efficiency-monitoring, all 12 MWPC
signals are also processed using commercial constant-
fraction discrimination modules, the corresponding logic
signals are connected to a (VME) 16 channel fast input-

Figure 3: Pyramid volume used in Monte Carlo simulation.

output register and a (VME) 16 channel scalar. Both, the
DAQ and the PMT & MWPC HV supplies are remotely
monitored and controlled using an internet data-line. Gas
pressure and flow is also monitored remotely.
The digitized data processing has been carried out using a
single board CPU Concurrent Technology. The read out
is synchronized with the trigger interruption. For each trig-
ger 12-bit 12 time spectra from FADC, counters bit (with
an input output register) and scalar information is reading
through VME bus. The trigger time is fixed using CPU
Unix time, which is saved for each trigger. The busy sig-
nal is organized from the hardware and software buses are
unified as OR and have been used to veto the coincidence
module performing the trigger. The dead time of read-out
is of order of 10ms. For the few Hz trigger rate will not
introduce significant trigger lost. The volume of a week
information is about 100Gb.

4 Simulation

The muon transport through the body of pyramid is simu-
lated using the GEANT4 Monte Carlo package [3]. The
pyramid shape is constructed using an aerial gray-scale
photo taken. The contours of equal gray palette in the photo
have been digitized and used as the contours of the pyra-
mid shape at a given altitude (see Fig 3). There is also
GPS leveling measurements of the gross pyramid struc-
tures. Although these measurements are less detailed, so
that they and cant be used as a base for the construction
of the pyramid shape, nevertheless, they are used to esti-
mate the systematic uncertainties of the used shape. The
comparison of these two alternative methodologies shows
that for the pyramid gross structures lie within 2m of each
other. Approximately the same level of error is observed
in the estimation of the height of the pyramid. The photo-
graphic measurements relative errors depend on the thick-
ness of the lines and are of the order of 1m. The detector
position inside the tunnel is also estimated to be better than
1m. The orientation of the detector main axis is measured
relative to magnetic north pole, and is about 1 degree. Ini-
tial muon energy spectrum and angular distribution simu-
lations are performed as in study [6], where the pyramid
geometry and other details of the simulations can also be
found. The simulation results of the projection angles dis-
tribution is presented in Fig 4. This distribution shape is
easily correlated to the pyramid gross features. For exam-
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Figure 4: 2D-plot of projection angles from Monte Carlo
Simulation.

ple, since the detector location on the z-axes lies close to
the pyramids symmetry center, the θz-profiles should also
show a near-symmetric distribution, reflecting the approx-
imately symmetric shape of the pyramid. The θxprofile is
not symmetric relative to the vertical direction, because the
detector is located farther away from the symmetry center
in that direction. Another observable which can be used to
calibrate the experimental conditions in general is the to-
tal trigger rate, which depends on many parameters, such
as the pyramid shape and density profile, the detector posi-
tion, and the muon detection efficiency.

5 Results

The trigger rate was sufficiently stable during the 6-month
measurement, being 2.7(±0.05)Hz, which is close to the
Monte-Carlo simulation predictions of 2.62, reflecting that
the detector position, pyramid average-thickness and av-
erage density, used in the simulations are consistent with
the observation. The muon-track coordinate correspond-
ing to each chamber has been estimated by means of the
FADC signal shape analysis [4]. For each FADC signal
up to 3 timing candidates are considered, and the best pair
for each chamber is chosen previously by the total time
(200x4ns = 800ns) sum-rule. The tracks have been re-
constructed using 2-, and 3-fired chambers conditions for
each coordinate. In case of 3-fired chambers, the track is
estimated by the linear fit. The shift of the position from
the fit for each chamber, have been used to estimate the co-
ordinate resolution as well as the angular resolution. The
coordinate resolution is almost the same for all chambers,
about 1.0cm, corresponding to an angular resolution for
each projection angle of about 1.1 degree. To be able to
compare experimental data with the simulation one should
also correct the coordinate dependence of the efficiency of
each chamber. The coordinate distributions obtained by the
Monte-Carlo simulation have been used for that purpose.
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Figure 5: Experimental projection angles 2D-plot.
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Figure 6: 2D-plot of bin-by-bin difference betweeen simu-
lation and experimental data.

Efficiency-dependent on the zenith angle location correc-
tions need also be included, since the chamber detection
process is not included the simulations. This is possible due
to the low efficiency of reconstructed tracks (20 − 30%).
Once all those corrections are taken into account for each
chamber, the results of two-dimensional plot on projection
angles is presented in Fig 5, which is seemingly similar to
what is shown in Fig 4, though one can notice a slight dif-
ference in the θx dependence. Other observables, such as
the mean values and the standard deviations are also close
to the values in Fig 4. One also can notice a slight differ-
ence on the maximum position on the θx axes. To make this
difference more visible the bin by bin difference of these
to distributions is presented in Fig 6, in significance units
(defined as bin difference divided on the error of that dif-
ference). Probably this large area mass difference on θx
direction (θx < −20 and θx > 20) is due to the difference
between the assumed pyramid geometry in the simulation
and the real one.
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6 Conclusions

Progress in the muon attenuation experiment carried out
at the Pyramid of the Sun, at Teotihuacan, Mexico, is re-
ported, including experimental and simulation details. Af-
ter 6 months of data taking, experiment-simulation com-
parisons show qualitative and quantitative resemblances.
Given the limited statistics accumulated so far, it is still
early to confirm, or discard, the possibility of a human-size
hidden empty cavity within the pyramids volume.
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Abstract: In this paper we present the fabrication, testing and initial calibration system for scintillator modules to be
used as muon counters for cosmic ray particle shower detection, developed in the ITeDA facilities. Each muon counter
has an area of 30 m2, divided in three scintillator modules of 10 m2, and is made of plastic scintillator strips with doped
optical fibers glued to them, which guide the light to 64 pixel photomultiplier tubes. Each module is buried to detect
only the muon component of the cosmic shower. The scintillator modules are tested with a “scanner” that consists of an
x − y positioning system that moves a 5 mCi 137Cs radioactive source over the module taking data at fixed locations.
The scanner both tests the module for possible fabrication defects and stores the light-attenuation curve parameters. A
complete description and specifications of the fabrication process and materials used for the construction of the scintillator
modules is presented. Also, a complete scanning process of a 64 strip scintillator module is performed and results are
presented and compared with an initial calibration performed with a muon telescope.

Keywords: Particle detectors, Detector design and construction technologies and materials

1 Introduction

This work presents the fabrication, testing and calibra-
tion system of large (30 m2) muon counters, composed of
plastic scintillators used to transform cosmic radiation into
light. These detectors are designed to work buried under-
ground to count muons from radiation showers produced
in the atmosphere by cosmic rays. Among their many re-
quirements, it is only mentioned here those affecting the
mechanical design of the detectors:

• Number of muon counters: ∼ 85 muon counters are
required by the project in which they will be used
[1]. Therefore, they must be easy and fast to manu-
facture, at a production rate of ∼ 2 per month.

• Muon sensitivity: The muon counters need a shield-
ing of ∼ 540 g/cm2 [1] which means that they must
be buried ∼ 2.25 m underground (considering local
soil density of (2.38 ± 0.05) g/cm3 [2]) to provide
shielding from the electro-magnetic component of
the shower. An access pipe of 1.3 m of diameter used
for electronics maintenance will be sealed to the de-
tectors.

• Detection area: The optimum design parameter for
the determination of the number of muons at 600 m
Nμ(600) (shower muon content estimator) is an area
of 30 m2 divided in 192 segments [3]. Thus, the
muon counter is divided in three 10 m2 scintillator
modules of 64 channels each.

• Lifetime: Ageing of the components must be se-
riously considered. Therefore, plastic scintillators
were chosen.

• Modular construction: The scintillator strips must be
assembled into scintillator modules which are easy
to handle, relatively rugged to resist the deployment,
and provide light-tight and water-tight seals.

• Cost and transportation: To minimize cost, PVC
(Polyvinyl Chloride) was chosen for the module cas-
ing. The mechanical design of the modules must al-
low the usage of regular trucks for transportation to
avoid a sensible impact on the costs, since distances
larger than 1000 km must be covered for their de-
ployment.
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Figure 1: Picture of a module being fabricated. Shown are
the 64 scintillators split in two groups of 32, with an optical
connector for the PMT in the middle.

2 The scintillator modules

2.1 Scintillation system

The scintillator modules being described in this work are
composed of 64 extruded plastic scintillator bars with a 41
mm × 10 mm rectangular cross section and 4 m length.
The bars have a white reflective outer layer of titanium
dioxide (TiO2) and a groove, without the TiO2 layer, into
which a wavelength-shifting fiber is glued with optical ce-
ment to match the refraction indexes. The groove is cov-
ered with a reflective aluminium tape to seal the reflective
properties of the scintillator. The attenuation length of the
extruded scintillator bars is (∼ 55 ± 5) mm (with the TiO2

layer), therefore the light pulses must be transported to a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) using an optical fiber.
The fibers chosen for the scintillator modules are 1.2 mm
rounded Saint-Gobain BCF-99-29AMC multi-clad fibers.
They have the same dopant as the BCF-92 fibers (the stan-
dard model catalogued by Saint-Gobain) but at twice the
concentration. These fibers have maximum light absorp-
tion and emission at 410 nm and 485 nm respectively [4],
while the scintillators emit light at ∼ 400 nm. Then the
light pulses are converted into electronic pulses through
a PMT (64 channels Hamamatsu UBA H8804-200MOD)
which has a quantum efficiency large enough at ∼ 485 nm
(∼ 30%, [5]) for this application. An alignment system
between the 64 fibers and each of the PMT’s 64 pixels is
required to minimize the light attenuation and cross talk in
the fiber to PMT transition boundary.

2.2 Modules mechanical design and fabrication

Since the scintillator strips are about 4 cm wide and 4 m
long each, it was decided to split the module in two sections
of 32 channels, with the holding structure for the PMT in
the middle (see Figure 1). This design has the advantages
of a cheaper transportation, less optical fiber wastage due to
a reduced path between the farther scintillator and the PMT
in the middle of the module, and easy access to the mod-
ules for maintenance after deployment because the module

itself can be used as an access platform for the technicians.
This is possible because the PMT sits in the middle of the
module and not aside of it.
The connection between the optical fibers and the PMT
is made through a black Polyoxymethylene (POM) optical
connector, which holds the 64 optical fibers. This connec-
tor is placed at the center of the module and it is held with
a stainless support that gives it a 1 cm freedom of move-
ment for correct coupling with the PMT. The connector is
directly attached to the PMT, which is fixed to the mod-
ules through a couple of springs to hold the connector to
the PMT with a certain pressure. The roughness of the
plastic surface on each fiber termination is minimized with
a diamond polishing tool mounted on a fly-cutter. Opti-
cal grease (BC-630 from Saint-Gobain) is applied to the
PMT window to minimize reflections. The module cas-
ing is mainly formed by a PVC frame made of 1 cm ×
4 cm section bars, closed with 2 mm thick extruded PVC
sheets. All of the module PVC pieces are custom-made
(cut and/or soldered) from extruded PVC bars, sheets, and
tubes (for the electronics dome in the middle of the scintil-
lator module). PVC was chosen because it is cheap, easy
to mechanize and to solder. The manufacturing process of
all the pieces that compose the module (see Figure 2) is
mainly automated by using a 2 m × 3.5 m CNC milling
machine. The electronics dome (Figure 2, right) is built in
two pieces. The lower one is fixed to the PVC casing and
provides the exit for the cabling and the protection for the
optical connector. The higher piece of the electronics dome
is removable and provides access for electronics mainte-
nance or replacement. Both parts of the dome are sealed
together with a rubber O-ring to provide water and light
tightness.
The assembling of the module casing and the scintillators
is mostly performed manually, and all of their components
are glued together to conform a big solid plastic piece. Of
all the critical manufacturing processes, the fiber handling
and the gluing process are the most critical ones. Fiber
damage and non-uniformity in the application of the opti-
cal cement must be avoided. Also, the gluing of the PVC
pieces of the module casing requires extreme care to en-
sure the water-tightness of the scintillator module, which is
verified through a pneumatic testing procedure before the
module is delivered.
The modules are handled during transportation and deploy-
ment with a steel hanger structure that holds the module in
24 points along its top surface throughout 4 “U” profiles
(see Figure 2, left panel). The module is surrounded by
polystyrene foam sheets in order improve its resistance to
bumps and sunlight exposure during transportation and de-
ployment.

3 Testing

The module testing and calibration requires measuring the
mean single photoelectron (SPE) number produced by an
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Figure 2: Blueprints of the PVC casing of the scintillator modules. Left: Longitudinal cut. Right: Electronics dome.

impinging particle (in this work, from the background cos-
mic radiation) on each of the 64 scintillator strips at a given
distance from the PMT, i.e. the light-attenuation curve.

3.1 Module testing system: The scanner

The response of each scintillator strip can be characterized
with a 5 mCi γ-emitter 137Cs radioactive source contained
on a lead cylinder mounted on a x − y positioning system
or “scanner”. The cylinder acts as a shielding according to
safety regulations and provides collimation for the radia-
tion beam. The x− y positioning system has a total effec-
tive displacement of 3.75 m in the x axis and 9.5 m in the
y axis, motorized with two stepping motors. An electrical
current is produced in each PMT channel, as it is gener-
ated by the the flow of light coming from the scintillator
bars through the fibers, excited by the radioactive source
at different points along the scintillator bars. This current
is obtained by averaging the total current value of all the
SPE pulses, and is transformed to voltage via a circuit that
measures the voltage drop on a 220 kΩ resistor. The test-
ing system has an acquisition board that measures the DC
current generated in each of the 64 pixels of the PMT. The
current values do not provide an absolute magnitude of the
SPE number, but they do provide a much faster measure-
ment of the light-attenuation curve if we complement the
current measurement with a SPE coincidence measurement
at a single chosen position, in a preliminary calibration of
the scanner using a muon telescope. The variations in gain
between electrical channels of the PMT [6] and the cur-
rent to voltage converter hardware [7] must be taken into
account.

3.2 Scanner calibration

To calibrate the scanner, an ad-hoc designed muon tele-
scope [7] via a time-coincidence experiment is used. A
charge histogram is produced at specific points along the
scintillator bar and divided by the corresponding gain mea-
surement for each PMT channel (and by the mean SPE
charge) in order to determine the number of SPEs of each
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Figure 3: Superposition of the number of SPEs measured
with the muon telescope together with scanner measure-
ments on the same scintillator-fiber-PMT set up. The x axis
is distance along the fiber from the PMT, the y axes are sig-
nal amplitudes measured in SPE for the coincidence mea-
surements and volts for the scanner measurements. Figure
adapted from [7].

coincidence event. This number is recorded for each posi-
tion along the main scintillator bar and a light-attenuation
curve is thus obtained which acts as a reference for the mea-
surements to be performed with the radioactive source. The
whole setup is assembled separately from the module for
one bar, and is placed in a dark box.
To verify that the scanner calibration method as proposed is
viable, we need to compare the measurements of the muon
telescope with the scanner measurements of current taken
on the same scintillator-fiber-PMT set up. The results of
these measurements, along with the ones of the muon tele-
scope are shown in Figure 3. This figure shows a clear
agreement between scanner and muon telescope measure-
ments. Included in the plot is the double exponential fit per-
formed using the measured data with the muon telescope
(see eq. (10) in [8]). The middle point, at distance 295 cm
from the PMT was picked arbitrarily and used as a refer-
ence to match the tendency curve produced by the muon
telescope measurements with the scanner measurements,
for a relative calibration. The rest of the data set follows
the same tendency of the double exponential fit, either for
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Figure 4: The left panel shows the scanning results for the first 32 channels of the scintillator module tested. The 32 curves
are superimposed, one for each channel. The right panel shows the measurement results for the second 32 channels. The
y axis is a voltage drop. The x axis is the distance along the fiber from the PMT to the point of radiation. Figure adapted
from [7].

the SPE measurements or the voltage measurements vali-
dating our scanner method.

3.3 Scanner measurement results

The scanning was performed in the 9 m long by 1.4 m wide
scintillator module shown in Figure 1. Results are shown in
Figure 4, which reveal significant variations between chan-
nels. The main factors that may produce these variations
are: i) The fiber, which can produce these discrepancies if
one is broken or if there are inhomogeneities in its fabri-
cation. ii) The scintillator, the same argument mentioned
for the fibers also applies to the scintillators. iii) The PMTs
quantum efficiency. The gain non-uniformity was compen-
sated in the plots of Figure 4, leaving only quantum effi-
ciency variations from one pixel to the other as a possible
source of variations from the PMT. iv) Deficiencies in the
fabrication of the scintillator module, which can affect the
collection of light from the scintillator to the PMT: defects
on the fiber-scintillator gluing process, erroneous focaliza-
tion in the optical connector from the fiber to the PMT due
to displacement of the whole set with respect to the pixels,
or defectively applied optical grease.
Module manufacturing defects can be studied in greater de-
tail if we look at channel 40 (in the right panel of Figure 4
channel 40 corresponds to the highlighted line), where a
significant drop in current in the intermediate points along
its corresponding scintillator bar can be clearly seen. This
fact points to a possible defect in the application of the op-
tical cement for that particular channel, as mentioned in iv)
above. Also, there are 5 channels that show a very low sig-
nal (see right panel). These channels are not broken but
they were left intentionally unconnected to scintillators in
order to debug the muon counters emulating different field
conditions that might affect the future module design.

4 Summary

The fabrication process of the plastic scintillator modules,
as well as their testing and a laboratory calibration system
has been outlined. The materials used for their fabrica-
tion, their mounting and mechanical design is provided. A
testing system is described that provides a reliable and fast
way to detect defects in the fabrication process. The agree-
ment between the light attenuation tendency curves gener-
ated by background muons measurements and the scanner
measurements validates the testing procedure and improves
the knowledge of the module behavior.
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Abstract: Multi-anode photo multiplier tubes (PMT) are commonly used in astroparticle physics observatories as well
as in other applications. They need to be automatically tested when they are to be used in large numbers. Such a test
facility has been developed to evaluate multi-anode PMTs. The facility, located at ITeDA in Buenos Aires, is capable of
fully testing a 64 pixel PMT per day. It automatically measures the following parameters for each pixel: gain, dark pulse
rate, single photoelectron distribution, and cross-talk. The test system is able to perform all relevant data analyses both in
pulse amplitude and/or charge. It can also make uniformity plots of relevant parameters for all pixels. Using this facility,
ultra bi-alkali PMTs have already been tested and evaluated. The test results and the schematics of the test system are
presented in this work.

Keywords: test system, multi-anode, photo multiplier tube, PMT, UBA, ultra bi-alkali, cross-talk, spe, darkpulse, gain,
64 pixel, multi-pixel

1 Introduction

The test facility, located at ITeDA (Instituto de Tecnologı́as
en Detección y Astropartı́culas), Buenos Aires, Argenti-
na, was originally developed in order to automatically test
large numbers of different type of photo multiplier tubes
(PMTs). However, the test setup is currently tuned to per-
form multi-anode PMTs testing due to the current scien-
tific projects in which this facility is involved. The sys-
tem is currently dedicated to characterize and ensure the
quality of Hamamatsu H8804-200MOD PMTs for the en-
hancement project called AMIGA (Auger Muons and Infill
for the Ground Array) [1] of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
These PMTs have a built-in R7600 64 channels PMT, ultra
bi-alkali (200) photocathode, standard polarization chain
(like the one for the H7546), and a special casing for align-
ment purposes (MOD).
The PMTs are generally tested for different reasons de-
pending on the phase of the projects in which they are used.
In this case, the aim is: 1) to characterize certain parame-
ters of the PMTs which have incidence on the design and
simulation [2] of the particle detectors where they will be
used, 2) to have a better idea of the capabilities of such
PMTs, and 3) to accomplish the quality assurance plan of
the project.
Testing the 64 channels of a PMT automatically is a chal-
lenging job since it is like testing 64 PMTs at the time,

so it requires novel means to manage the 64 output signal-
s and to perform the automatic control of individual light
injection to the 64 pixels. Furthermore, due to the testing
requirements of different projects, the knowledge of differ-
ent parameters of the signals is required such as the signals
peak, area, rise-time, fall-time, etc. Thus, the test system
must be able to sample the traces with fast digitizers (i.e.
very fast ADCs, analog to digital converter boards) instead
of just sensing the signal charge by using QDCs (charge
to digital converters). The sampling data acquisition sys-
tem imposes a very delicate treatment of many signals to
avoid any external and internal interferences (described in
the following sections). This last characteristic makes a big
difference in increasing the capabilities of the system in re-
spect to other automated PMTs test facilities, such as the
one at the Pierre Auger Observatory [3] which inspired this
work.
Finally, testing multi-anode PMTs has an additional diffi-
culty compared to test regular PMTs. It requires to have
an alignment system to match the light source to the corre-
sponding pixel, to be able to perform the light-injection to
different pixels of the PMT independently. The accuracy
of the alignment system must be of hundredths of mm oth-
erwise, very important tests such as cross-talk (described
later) cannot be performed.
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2 Test Facility

2.1 Setup

As shown in fig. 1, the test system setup is currently tuned
to test one 64 pixels PMT at a time. The light-proof facility
is performed with ”dark-boxes” due to the fact of the re-
duced size of the H8804 PMTs. The external dark-box pro-
vides the required optical shielding and the interlock sys-
tem to automatically shut down the high voltage for safety
reasons.

Figure 1: Simplified test system setup for multi-anode
PMTs.

The light source is made out of 64 blue LED pulsers with
individual intensity controlling. The LED pulsers are suit-
able due to the lack of timing tests requirements. Never-
theless, in order to fulfill the testing requirements for XT
(cross-talk), the light pulses are carried through green WL-
S (WaveLength Shifter) optical fibers which have an emis-
sion wavelength peaked at ∼500 nm. The fibers are pro-
vided by Saint-Gobain, like the ones used in the particle
detectors where the PMTs are going to be used. The com-
plete light source (the 64 pulsers and optical fibers) are op-
tically shielded with an internal ”dark-box” to avoid direct
exposure of the PMT to the LED pulsers. Besides, each op-
tical fiber is covered with an optical absorber to avoid any
possible optical XT between the fibers.
The DAQ (Data Acquisition) system is based on a 4 chan-
nels oscilloscope (a Tektronics DPO7014, 1 GHz and 5
GS/s), because it is very versatile and provides several ad-
vantages to perform manual testing in case of need. How-
ever, it was needed to introduce a 64 to 4 analog multiplexer
since the PMT has 64 output signals and the oscilloscope is
a 4 channel digitizer. This multiplexer has been custom de-
signed at ITeDA so any of the 64 inputs can access to any of
the 4 outputs, with an analog bandwidth up to 1 GHz. Be-
sides, as part of the facility EMC design (Electromagnetic
Compatibility), special care was taken when designing this
multiplexer to avoid introducing either XT between the sig-
nals or any interference.

Due to the the location of this facility, handling high fre-
quency and low level signals is not trivial because the radio
broadcasting is very crowded in the region, and generates a
big EMI (electromagnetic interference). Besides, good ca-
bling shielding is needed to avoid any capacitive/inductive
interaction between the signals. Thus, following the system
EMC design, the cabling for signals carriage is performed
with high quality 50 Ω coax-cables with improved shield-
ing and high density polystyrene core to reduce the signals
attenuation. Gold plated connectors are used for all the sig-
nal cabling connections.
The signals extraction of the H8804 PMT is not trivial ei-
ther, because the 64 outputs are concentrated in a ∼2 cm ×
2 cm array and must feed the 64 coax cables. This opera-
tion is performed through a 4 layer custom designed board
(called socket board) that also supplies the HV to the PMT,
and extracts some monitoring parameters from the system.
Again, this board has an special design to provide good
EMC.
The complete transmission lines from the PMT output to
the oscilloscope input (socket board, cables and connec-
tors, and multiplexer) were characterized with a vector net-
work analyser, and the transmission parameters are used
to compensate the signals measured by the oscilloscope.
Thus, all the results plotted by the system are equivalent to
the results that would be obtained right at the output of the
PMT.

2.2 Methodology

First, the PMTs must be aligned to the optical fibers be-
fore being able to test the PMTs. This alignment must be
very precise because the optical fibers have a diameter of
0.8-1.2 mm (depending on the type of detector being man-
ufactured) and the pixel size of the H8804 PMTs is 2 mm
× 2 mm. Any deviation in the alignment may lead to a
wrong XT measurement. Thus, the alignment of the PMT
to the fibers is performed in the same way than the align-
ment of these PMTs to the AMIGA detector [4], i.e. by
using a floating plastic piece (called ”cookie”) which hold-
s the optical fibers. The cookie has two fixed holes that
match up with two metal pins inserted into the wings of the
PMT case (special case that gives the MOD characters to
the PMT name). The metal pins are previously fixed in the
correct place with respect to the dynode assembly of the
PMT through the usage of a high definition camera and a
micro-meter 3 axes (x-y-w) positioning system.
Thus, the PMT testing procedure consists of the following
steps:

1. Align the PMT to the cookie that holds the optical
fibers.

2. Connect the PMT into the testing dark-box.

3. Wait until the PMT cools down and gain stabilizes.
Currently, it is decided to wait about 24 hs. for all the
PMTs because we know that it is long enough even
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for some atypical PMTs, and because the amount of
PMTs being tested in not large so far. However, this
step can be automatically monitored by the system
and the waiting period can be adjusted automatically
for each PMT.

4. Run the tests. The testing period depends on which
tests are performed, but it generally takes between
12 to 24 hs. for the 64 channels. The testing period
requires absolutely no human intervention.

5. An operator analyses the monitoring parameters and
the test results, and approves the test or re-runs it if
needed. Some of these analyses can be performed
automatically but specification limits are being de-
fined to better set the rejection criteria.

6. Complete the database with the test results. Even
if the system stores most of the data analysis plots,
test system monitoring variables, timestamps, etc.,
the operator must complete a database with the test
results and remarks, as required by the QA (Quality
Assurance) plan of the facility.

The stability of the test system during the testing period
of one complete PMT (about a day or more) is ensured by
the monitoring parameters and the consistency of the test
results, defining the re-test of the PMT if any abnormal sit-
uation is detected. Reference PMTs are used to check the
reproducibility of the measurements by following the test
procedure many times consecutively, and these PMTs are
also used to monitor the mid and long term stability of sys-
tem. However, the reference PMTs may vary their param-
eters with long periods of time so the transmission lines
of the system are also checked periodically with a vector
network analyser to see if there are changes in the system
itself that may lead to a possible misinterpretation of the
reference PMTs long-term parameters.

3 Tests Performed and Results

Every test is performed to each of the 64 channels of the
H8804 PMTs, giving parameters both in signal charge and
peaks. All of the results can be automatically plotted for
each channel individually or they can be presented all to-
gether in 2D or 3D plots as a function of the pixel number
to evaluate the uniformity of the parameters all around the
PMT.
Even if there are many different tests that can be performed
with such a versatile system, only the main tests performed
to the first twelve H8804 tested PMTs are briefly described
bellow. It is worth to mention that some of the plots have
some particular entries that are known to be a little biassed
(at the tails of the distributions) because of the automatic
nature of the test system and the fitting failures that it can
produce. However, the automatically generated histograms
presented below were not used to reject PMTs, they were

used to get the general trend of the parameters. Neverthe-
less, the operator is able to analyse the results individually
and manual fitting or PMT re-testing can be performed if
needed to reject a PMT.

3.1 SPE distribution

The SPE (Single Photo-Electron) distribution for the sig-
nals areas gives the absolute gain of the dynode chain for
each PMT channel.

Figure 2: Gain histogram of the all the channels of the first
twelve H8804-200MOD PMTs tested.

However, because of the particular usage of these PMTs, it
is also important to perform the SPE distribution for signal
peaks. This gives a better idea on how the analog front-end
of the detectors must be designed, and it also gives an esti-
mation of the threshold level to be set in the discriminators.

Figure 3: Average signal peak histogram generated by a
SPE for all the channels of the first twelve H8804-200MOD
PMTs tested. The PMT channels where loaded with 50 Ω.

As shown in fig. 2 and fig. 3, the gain and the average
signal peak produced by a SPE of any pixel of these PMTs
is assumed to be (14.3 ± 2.4) ×106 and (57 ± 10) mV,
respectively.

3.2 Dark-pulse rate

It is the emission rate (in Hz) of pulses at the PMT out-
put that surpasses a determined threshold, with no photo-
cathode excitation. In the case of the H8804, this thresh-
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old is set to 1/3 of the average SPE peak since it is the
approximate threshold to be used in the discriminators at
the analog front-end of the AMIGA detectors. As can be
seen in fig. 4, the average dark-pulse rate of any pixel is
assumed to be (3.5 ± 2.8) Hz. However, care must be tak-
en when using this value in simulations since the distribu-
tion is not symmetric. The average dark-pulse rate is low
because the photo-cathode section corresponding to each
pixel is very small, even if these PMTs have ultra bi-alkali
photo-cathode which seems to be not noisier than regular
bi-alkali photo-cathode.

Figure 4: Dark-pulse rate histogram of all the channels of
the first twelve H8804-200MOD PMTs tested. The thresh-
old has been set to an amplitude of ∼1/3 average SPE peak.

3.3 Cross-talk (XT)

It is the ratio of the currents measured between two differ-
ent channel anodes when the photo-cathode region corre-
sponding to only one of the channels is excited. Because
each pixel can have up to 8 neighbours, it is defined as to-
tal XT to the sum of the XT introduced to any other pixel.
Thus, one pixel is illuminated with a pulse of light and then
the output signal of this pixel is compared with the signal
of all its surrounding pixels. Even if the XT ratio is ba-
sically independent of the type (continuous or pulsed) and
the level of the excitation, the system is tuned to emulate
the behaviour of the AMIGA detector so it generates light
pulses so that a few photo-electrons reach the first dynode
of the channel under test.
In PMTs, XT is caused by several reasons but mainly be-
cause of the numerical aperture of the optical fiber (and its
diameter) and the broadening of the electron flow inside
of the PMT. Therefore, the test-bench uses the same type
of optical fiber and HV (High Voltage) than the ones to be
used in the detectors where the PMTs will be working in.
It is shown in fig. 5 the total XT of each channel using
a Saint-Gobain 0.8 mm optical fiber (69929-MC which is
similar to the BCF92 from [5] but more doped). Thus, the
total XT of any pixel using this fiber can be assumed as
(3.5 ± 0.9) %, to avoid differentiating the pixels with dif-
ferent amount of neighbouring pixels.
Even if it is still not fully analysed, it is believed that the
distribution in fig. 5 has two peaks due to the fact that the

Figure 5: Total cross-talk histogram of all the channels of
the first twelve H8804-200MOD PMTs tested, measured
with a 0.8 mm multi-clad WLS optical fiber at a voltage of
-1000 V.

pixels at the border of the PMT will generate lower XT (left
peak) because they have less neighbours than the pixels at
the middle of the PMT (right peak).

4 Conclusions and future work

Twelve 64 channels Hamamatsu H8804-200MOD PMTs
with ultra bi-alkali were completely tested using this u-
nique and fully automated test facility. All the tested PMTs
were fully operational and the main parameters were in-
side the specifications stated by their datasheets, so there
were no rejections. Characterization of their gain, dark-
pulse rate, SPE peak, and cross-talk, was performed for
each channel of all the PMTs. General trends of these pa-
rameters were successfully obtained and used as data in-
put for the particle detectors design, and to accomplish the
quality assurance plan of the project in where these PMTs
will be used.
Some other tests like after-pulsing and quantum efficiency
are currently being developed, although some preliminary
non-automatic tests were performed. Specification limits
to all of the parameters are also being defined to provide
better order requirements to Hamamatsu for the production
phase of the project.
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Abstract: In LHAASO project, there will be 5137 Electromagnetic particle Detectors (EDs) used to detect the den-
sities and arrival time of secondary charged particles in the extensive air showers (EASs). As one kind of scintillator 
detector, the design of ED and its optimization have been studied in detail, including the optimized sizes of the tiles 
based on two kinds of scintillator types and corresponding scintillation light readout modes, etc. In addition, the criti-
cal times of scintillator tiles and characteristics of the operating photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are also presented, as 
well as the temperature coefficients and ripple indices of the candidate module power supplies. 60 new ED prototypes 
will be assembled and take data at YBJ in the future. 
  
Keywords: scintillator tile, extensive air showers, electromagnetic particle detector, photomultiplier tube 

 

1 Introduction  
 

In the Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory 
(LHAASO) project [1], the whole detector array will be 
built at Yangbajing (YBJ) valley of Tibet with high alti-
tude of 4300m. As a main detector array, one square 
Kilometer extensive air showers (EASs) array (KM2A) 
consists of 5137 electromagnetic particle detectors (EDs, 
15m spacing) and 1209 muon detectors (MDs, 30m spac-
ing) distributing within the region with a radius of 560m 
[2]. Obtaining the highest sensitivity (1%ICrab) at the 
highest Gamma ray energy, it aims at the following tar-
gets, 1) the discovery of the Galactic CR sources; 2) the 
survey of the northern sky, exploring the origin of galac-
tic cosmic rays; 3) the study of Cosmic ray physics, etc. 

Now, as a kind of scintillator detectors and based on 
the requirements of KM2A sensitivity, each ED will have 
an efficient detection area with 1m 1m to measure the 
densities and arrival time of secondary charged particles 
(above 5MeV) in the EASs with time resolution less than 
2ns and detection efficiency better than 95%. Consider-
ing the large dynamic range of the primary cosmic ray 
particles, as well as the sizes and their lateral distribu-
tions of EAS events, it is required each ED should meas-
ure the charged particle densities in a large dynamic 
range from 1particle(25% in resolution) to 4000 par-
ticles(<5% in resolution) per meter square. To realize 
their long-term operation in YBJ environment  (4300m, 
0.6  atm., -25ºC to 40ºC), the critical time of two kinds of 
scintillator tiles and gain variation of the photomultiplier 
tube (PMTs) have also been concerned and studied, as 

well as the appropriate EDs’ inner structures and crusts, 
which should be water-repellent and easy to maintain.  

An ED prototype array, consisting of 42 old scintilla-
tor detectors (used in L3C+Cosmics experiment), has 
been taking data smoothly at YBJ for about one year. 
Compared with the results from ARGO data analysis, the 
performances of ED array have been validated to achieve 
good angular resolution and fine stability. More physics 
results are being studied in detail [3].  

New studies in the design of ED and its optimization 
have been done, mainly concerning the sizes of each 
scintillator tile and scintillation light readout modes, as 
well as the characteristics of the operating PMTs and 
module power supplies, etc. 

 
2 Design of ED and its optimization 
 

Scintillator detectors are applied widely to many 
present cosmic ray experiments in the world, such as AS

experiment [4], YAC and L3C ones [5][6], where the 
scintillation tiles with different sizes are used as detec-
tion effective region to convert the deposit energies of 
the incoming charged particles into scintillation light and 
the light will be collected and transferred to one PMT’s 
photocathode with some wavelength shifting (WLS) 
fibers or an air guide. Based on the above detection and 
readout modes, to obtain new designs of ED, the follow-
ing factors are focused on, such as the characteristics of 
scintillator tiles, optimized tiles’ sizes, readout modes 
(WLS fibers or air guide), the requirements of operating 
PMTs and its power supplies, as well as the crusts of ED, 
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etc. Here, the contents of electronics and DAQ system 
aren’t presented in detail.  

 Two kinds of Chinese scintillator products (their 
sample units are called tiles, light outputs are both about 
40% Anthracene), KEDI type and ST-401 one, are cho-
sen as the candidate detection materials, while three 
types of PMTs, Electron Tubes 9903kB type, HAMA-
MATSU R11102 type and PHOTONIS XP2012B one, 
are chosen to be candidate PMTs used in the ED design 
and its optimization. In addition, WLS fibers (BCF92, Φ
1.5mm) and Tyvek sheet (0.27mm thick) are applied to 
the whole tests, as well as certain kind of silicon oil and 
optical cement (BC600), etc.  

To study the performance of scintillator tile detectors 
composed by the above components, a telescope was set 
up with 2 small scintillator tile detectors (called trigger 
detectors, 10cm 10cm 5cm each, 2 XP2012B PMTs 
are equipped in them) to choose the incoming singly 
charged relativistic particles (minimum ionizing particles 
(MIPs)). The signals from the PMTs are processed with 
an electronics readout system, which is based on one 9U 
VME crate, where one FEE modules with 16 channels 
are used to measure the charge and time message with 
the charge resolution of 20%@1pC and time resolution 
of 0.5ns. 

Furthermore, a GEANT4-based simulation package 
has been developed, with which the corresponding simu-
lation work can be done to deal with those corresponding 
processes occurring in scintillator detectors, including 
scintillation light generation, transmission, collection and 
its conversion into photoelectrons at the PMT’s photoca-
thode. Since the simulation results are consistent with the 
tested ones, it benefits the whole good progress in the ED 
design and optimization greatly. 

 
2.1   ED’s design with air guide  
 
Some tiles with different sizes and scintillator types, 

such as 50cm 50cm 5cm (ST-401 type, old scintilla-
tor), 25cm 25cm 2cm (ST-401 type, new tiles) and 
25cm 25cm 1cm (KEDI type, new tiles), are applied 
to the detector prototypes with the area of a quarter of 
1m2 and an infundibular air guide of 60cm high, where 
the inner surface of air guide is smeared with a layer of 
Titanium dioxide(TiO2). Here, an XP2012B tybe PMT is 
operated with the gain of 4.72 106 at -1600V in the 
whole test processes.  

To study the uniformity of the whole prototype, an old 
scintillator tile of 50cm 50cm 5cm are used. Scanning 
the different positions by moving the telescope on tope of 
it (see Fig.1), the testing results presents that the average 
value of photoelectrons obtained by PMT is about 18 and 
the average time resolution is about 1.5ns, while their 
ratios of RMSs to the mean values are less than 5% and 
8%, respectively. Although there is good uniformity 
similarly, the average values of obtained photoelectrons 
are about 7 and 3.8 for two new tiles with size of  25cm

25cm 2cm and 25cm 25cm 1cm. 
 

 
 
Fig.1  Sketch map of a scintillator detector with air 

guide readout tested by a telescope 
 
Now, the simulation work are being done to optimize 

the design of this kind of scintillator detector with 1m
1m, including the suitable sizes of air guide. 

 
2.2   ED’s design with WLS fibers 
 
Here, the ED prototype will consist of 16 scintillator 

tiles (25cm 25cm each). The optimized design will 
depend on the following factors, 1) the concrete size of 
each scintillator tile; 2) the size and quantity of WLS 
fibers; 3) fiber placement in scintillator tile; 4) optical 
coupling modes between different components, such as 
Fiber-scintillator coupling and  Fiber-PMT’s window 
coupling, etc.  

In the experiments, the tested tiles are produced with 
different sizes. Concretely, their lengths are fixed, 25cm, 
for both KEDI type tiles and ST-401 ones. The widths 
are 5cm, 15cm, 25cm for KEDI type tiles, while it is 
25cm for ST-401 type ones. As to the thicknesses of 
different tiles, they are 1.0cm and 1.5cm for all KEDI 
type tiles, while it is 2cm for all ST-401 type ones. 
Another typical difference between KEDI tiles and ST-
401 ones is that each KEDI type tiles is with 5 or 8 holes-
making  (25cm Φ 1.5mm each) in the middle of it, 
while each ST-401 type tile is with 8 grooves (25cm
1.6mm 1.8mm or 25cm 1.6mm 2.5mm each )) at its 
surface. These holes and grooves are set for the place-
ments of WLS fibers. 

With the telescope choosing the single incoming MIPs, 
the above tiles and others components, the studies of 
performances of ED with fiber readout mode have been 
done in further detail (see Fig.2).  

 

 
 
 Fig.2   one photo of test system with a telescope 
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The photoelectrons obtained by the PMTs and the cor-

responding time resolution are concerned. Here, three 
kinds of PMTs are used in the tests, while each tile is 
covered with a layer of Tyvek sheet. The testing results 
of one KEDI tile are shown at Fig.3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3 the distribution of amplitudes (left) (Landau dis-

tribution) of the tested tile (5cm 25cm 1.5cm) and 
time of flight (right) between one trigger detector and 
tested one in case of single particle.  

 
The results show that the photoelectrons increase once 

the width of a tile become larger, but it increases slowly 
and the time resolution becomes a little worse once the 
width exceeds 15cm. So it is suitable for the width to 
choose 25cm in present design. Validated by the simula-
tion results, the optimized depths are 1.5cm for KEDI 
type tiles and 2cm for ST-401 type ones, respectively. 
Three kinds of methods to increase the collection effi-
ciency of the trapped scintillation light in WLS fibers 
(polished ends) are applied in the tests, 1) one end of 
each WLS fiber coated an aluminium layer; 2) one end of 
each WLS fiber glued with a piece of enhanced specular 
reflector (ESR); 3) bending a double long WLS fiber and 
placing it in the two neighboring grooves or holes. The 
light collection efficiency increases are obtained to be 
35%, 80%, 90% from the operation of the above 3 me-
thods, comparing with the ones with only end polishing 
WLS fibers. So the method 3) will be chosen to be ap-
plied in the ED design. 

As to the effects of the coupling between WLS fibers 
and scintillator tiles with different materials, such as 
optical cement (BC600) and air, it shows that there is 
more than 40% increase in the coupling with BC600 
operating in either the grooves or the holes. In addition, it 
seems there is a little superiority in the light collection 
efficiency to use deeper grooves. In the coupling between 
WLS fibers and scintillator tiles with air and BC600, 
respectively, the obtained scintillation light efficiency 
increases are about 20% and 10% by comparing 2.5mm 
deep grooves with 1.8mm ones. Furthermore, in the 
coupling between WLS Fibers and the PMT’s window, 
the scintillation light collection efficiency is 30% bigger 
with silicon oils than with air. 

Based on the above detailed studies, two suitable ED 
designs are shown in Fig.4. Concretely, for the design of 
ED with KEDI type scintillator tiles, the tile’s size is 
25cm×25cm× 1.5cm and 8 holes (25cm×Φ 1.5mm each) 
in the middle. A total 4 WLS fibers (310cm long and 
Φ 1.5mm) will be placed in the 8 holes of tiles with air 
coupling. Here, the average value of photoelectrons ob-
tained in 1st anode of the PMT is about 16 and the time 
resolution is about 1.8ns. For the design of ED with ST-
401 type tiles, each tile size is 25cm×25cm×2cm with 8 

grooves (25cm×1.6mm×1.8mm each). A total 4 WLS 
fibers (310cm long and Φ 1.5mm) will be placed in the 
grooves with air coupling. According to this design, the 
average value of photoelectrons obtained in 1st anode of a 
PMT is about 21 and the time resolution is about 1.8ns 
for each ED. 

 

 
 

Fig.4   Two designs of scintillator tile with WLS fibers 
(KEDI type tile (left), ST-401 type tile (right))  

 
A telescope detection system has been designed to 

scan the scintillator tiles in batch. To keep good unifor-
mity of each ED, every 16 tiles with almost the same 
amplitude will be picked up and assembled in one ED. A 
total 128 WLS fibers will guide the scintillation light to 
the photocathode of one PMT (ET9903kB type or 
R11102 one). All the above scintillator tiles, one PMT 
and one module power supply are packed in one alumi-
nium/plastic water-repellent box. On the top of the box, a 
layer of LEAD convertor with 5mm thickness are used to 
increase the detection efficiency, which is beneficial to 
improve angular resolution and position resolution of the 
KM2A. 

 
 3   Critical times of scintillator tiles 
 
Considering the concrete environment at YBJ site and 

long operation time of open-air LHAASO array, the long 
term stability of scintillator tiles are concerned seriously. 
So their lifetime or critical time have been being studied 
with two accelerated aging experiments [7], dynamic 
temperature variation aging experiment and thermal 
aging one [8] at Institute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) 
recently. Here, the critical time is defined to be the time 
when its light output has decreased by 20%. 

In the dynamic temperature variation aging experi-
ment, two kinds of scintillator tiles (KEDI type and ST-
401 one) were put in a simulation environment box, 
where the temperature varied from -30 to 40  alter-
nately. The tiles’ light outputs are measured every 90 
times. There is an accumulative 480 times in total. As-
suming the scintillator tiles had undergone two days in 
one alternation, it shows that the critical times are about 
9 and 15 years for ST-401 type tiles and KEDI ones. 

In accelerated thermal aging experiment, KEDI type 
tiles were conducted at three high temperature points, 60, 
70, 80 . For each temperature point, the light outputs of 
the tested tiles are measured every 50hours. Considering 
that the logarithm of the critical time is in inversely pro-
portion to the temperature, an Arrhenius plot will be 
obtained. So the critical time at 20  will be extrapolated 
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from the plot. Here, it is about 9 years for KEDI type 
tiles, while the critical time of ST-401 ones at 20  will 
be obtained soon. 

4   Characteristics of the PMTs  
 

The operating PMTs’ characteristics are related to the 
EDs’ capabilities, especially in the detection dynamic 
range and particle number resolution. The characteristics 
of XP2012B type PMTs, R11102 type and ET9903kB 
type ones have been being studied in detail [9]. 

For required PMT, its pulse linearity must cover 3.6 
orders of magnitude to detect the particle density in a 
large dynamic range from 1 to 4000 per square meter. It 
is suitable for one ED to obtain about 16 p.e. collected at 
1st dynode of the PMT when single incoming particle 
impinges on it, which is consistent with the expected 
design of the scintillator tiles. Further, total 64000 p.e. 
(4000 incoming particles) should be measured linearly by 
the PMT within 5% deviation. Here, the pulse linearities 
of three kinds of PMTs, R11102 type, ET9903kB type 
PMTs and XP2012B type, have been measured and are 
about 3.1, 3.3 and 3.0 orders, respectively. New efforts 
are being made to modify their dividers or realize dynode 
readout modes to obtain 3.6 orders. 

A two-dimensional scanning system has been con-
structed and operated to study the PMTs’ uniformities. 
With a purple LED light source scanning over each 
tested PMT photocathode millimeter by millimeter, the 
position response of the photocathode is measured and it 
shows that the non-uniformities (the ratio of RMS to the 
mean amplitude) within a radius of 7.0mm of each 
PMT’s center are about 6.9%, 9.4% and 17.0% for 
R11102, XP2012B and ET9903kB types respectively. 
Based on them, the possible effects on the pulse ampli-
tudes resolution have been estimated and proved to be 
eligible. Here, it is emphasized that the position response 
is mainly caused by the photoelectron collection efficien-
cy due to focus electrode and electric field distribution 
inside the PMT. 

The effect from the electromagnetic field on the gain 
variation of one PMT without any magnetic field has 
been studied in one elaborate experiment operated at 
IHEP. By rotating one XP2012B type PMT around the 
normal of the horizontal and its axis, the measured re-
sults show that the earth’s Magnetic fields ( 0.5G in 
Beijing or Tibet) affect the gains of PMTs with a maxi-
mum variation less than 10% (see Fig.5).   
 

 
 

Fig.5   the amplitude distribution of one XP2012B 
type PMT affected by the geomagnetic fields 

The effects from the electromagnetic field of 
ET9903kB type PMTs and R11102 ones are being stu-
died. 

Another important factor to affect the gain of PMT is 
related to the power supply sources equipped with each 
PMT. Considering a large annual temperature variation 
(from -25ºC to 40ºC) and 0.6 atm. at YBJ site, for the 
operating module power supply, it is required that a tem-
perature coefficient is less than 0.01%/ºC and the ripple 
index is less than 0.01%. Thus the variation of each PMT 
Gain can be limited within 5%. Three kinds of candi-
date module power supplies, TIANJIN LION type, 
Dongwen type and Centre type, have been studied in 
Hebei normal university. All of their parameters meet the 
present requirements [10]. 
       
5   Conclusion and outlook 
 

Some progresses have been made on the design of ED 
by now. The characteristics of scintillator tiles, operating 
PMTs and their power supplies have also been studied in 
detail. But more effort is still needed to realize the pulse 
linearity of PMT with 3.6 orders, as well as the final 
design of ED.  

60 new ED prototypes will be assembled in half a year. 
The corresponding quantities of two kinds of scintillator 
tiles have been ordered, as well as the PMTs and power 
supplies. The testing systems have been installed and 
being operated in Shandong University and IHEP, Heibei 
Normal University, respectively. 

 New 60 EDs will cover the top of one MD and take 
data at YBJ. By recording the EAS events, some studies 
on their performances will be done. 
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Abstract:  In order to select the suitable Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) for the LHAASO project, specialized test 
systems are set up to measure the performances of different kinds of PMTs from Hamamatsu and Electron Tubes (ET), 
such as gain as a function of high voltage, linearity, single photoelectron spectrum, dark noise and cathode uniformity. 
Several types of PMTs are chosen as the candidates for the projected LHAASO detectors. In this presentation, the 
PMTs for LHAASO-KM2A and LHAASO-WCDA are reported. 

Keywords:  LHAASO, PMT, linearity, SPE, uniformity, gain, dark noise.

1 Introduction
         

The Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory 
(LHAASO) is a compound detector array aiming at 
achieving the accurate observation of gamma ray from 
40 GeV to 1 PeV and cosmic ray from 10 TeV to 1 EeV. 
It distributes in a kilometer square area at Yangbajing 
(YBJ) International Cosmic Ray Observatory [1-3].  

LHAASO consists of 1 km2 extensive air shower 
array (KM2A) with 40,000 m2 muon detectors, 90,000 
m2 water Cherenkov detector array (WCDA), 5,000 m2 
shower core detector array (SCDA) and a wide field of 
view air Cherenkov / fluorescence telescope array 
(WFCTA). Thousands of photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs), 
with diameters of 1 inch, 1.5 inches for LHAASO and 8 
inches for WCDA, will act as the photon converter for 
the above detectors. So PMT selection becomes an 
important issue of the project. 

  
2 Specification of the LHAASO 

PMTs 

Time measurement with accuracy of 1-2 ns is a key 
requirement for LHAASO PMTs, for which only PMTs 
with fast rise-time and narrow transit time spread (TTS) 
are to be considered, while linearity better than 5% in 3.6 
orders of magnitude becomes the most important factor 
during PMT selection. For the 1 and 1.5-inch PMTs, the 
required dynamic range is 15-60,000 photo-electrons 
(PEs), while the 8-inch PMT should reach a dynamic 
range of 1-4000 PEs. WFCTA requires the 1-inch PMT's 
linearity is 2% @ 30mA.  
        Charge of PMT signal varies when the light 
incidents to different position of the PMT cathode. For 

LHAASO-KM2A, a photocathode uniformity of better 
than 20% is required for PMTs. While for WCDA, we 
don't care this issue very much if the difference between 
PMTs is less than 10%. Furthermore the geomagnetic 
effect is also considered for both KM2A and WCDA. 
 
3 Tests of PMTs 
 

Four types of PMTs, Hamamatsu R11102, 
ET9903kB and Hamamatsu R1924A for KM2A, 
Hamamatsu R5902 for WCDA, are first chosen as the 
candidates. A variety of tests are carried out. 

3.1 Single photoelectron  spectrum 

        In order to obtain the absolute gain of each 
candidate PMT, single photoelectron (SPE) spectrum is 
measured by using an LED as the light source driven by 
a pulse generator, which provides a trigger signal to the 
data acquisition system as well. The signal shape is 
sampled by FADC with the data analyzed in a FPGA 
providing the charge of the signal. In general, the number 
of PEs (Npe) generated on the photocathode follows the 
Poisson distribution  

                           ( )
!

neP n
n

���

�                     (1)                      

The light intensity is controlled thus the probability of 
seeing signals is about 10%, so P(0)=0.9, P(1)=0.095, 
and the probability of seeing more than 1 PE is 0.5% [4], 
i.e., about 0.5% contamination of events caused by 2 or 
more PEs in SPE spectrum. 
        Figure 1 shows the SPE spectrum of an 8-inch 
Hamamastu R5912, from which the corresponding PMT 
gain is obtained. Then the high voltage response is 
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measured to calculate the beta value (amplification-
voltage coefficient), from which the working high 
voltage with the required gain is obtained. 

 
Figure 1. An example of single photoelectron spectrum 
for the 8-inch PMT. 
 
3.2 Linearity 

        The non-linearity of PMT is usually caused by space 
charge effect at the last dynodes when the current is very 
high. In order to measure the linearity of PMT, two 
different methods are adopted. 
  
3.2.1 Test for PMTs of KM2A 
 

For KM2A PMTs, the distance between the LED 
light source and the PMT is varying, equivalent to 
change the number of photons the PMT accepted. The 
LED light intensity is maintained stable during the test. 
Because this is a large range, we use special methods to 
achieve the goal.  
1) Testing system: The light source is a LED light tube 
with 2 layers of Teflon at the front end. Teflon plays a 
role in making the light more uniform. The HV of PMT 
is supplied by high voltage module. An oscilloscope 
(OSC) is used to take the PMT anode output signal data 
with 512 moving average. The signal generator provides 
a TTL trigger signal to OSC and a synchronized LED 
pulse.  In the dark box, there is a sliding rail which is 3 
meters long. PMT is fixed on the rail, and the light tube 
can slide on it. The testing system is shown in figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2. Linearity testing system  
 

2) Measuring method: when the d (distance between light 
tube and PMT) is longer than 30 cm, the light source can 
regard as a point. In this way, 
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1 �                (4) 

Where I is the light intensity. When d is shorter than 30 
cm, the 1/d2 model above is not suitable. Since the light 
source (V, 1W) is not strong enough for us to measure the 
large signal if d>30cm, short distances measurements 
should be taken.  So we calibrate the light intensity of 
every position in PMT linearity region.  
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            (5)   

Where A is PMT anode output charge. Because the 
length of the dark box is limited, we cannot measure the 
signal with the large range of 3.6 magnitudes at only one 
light intensity. So we choose two different light 
intensities, and use their ratio (for example 12.5:1) to 
combine them. The ratio should not be too large to get 
some points of overlap, and should not be too small to 
reach the linearity region.   
3) Testing results: one of linearity testing results is shown 
in figure 3. And the results of three 1-1.5-inch PMTs can 
be seen at Table 1. 
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Figure 3. Linearity of R11102. In the top picture, x axis is 
relative light intensity and y axis is the measuring value. 
In the middle one, x axis is PMT anode output charge 
number, y axis is the percentage of nonlinearity. In the 
bottom picture, x axis is the cathode photoelectron 
number, y axis is the nonlinearity. 
 
3.2.2 Test for PMTs of WCDA 
 

For WCDA 8-inch PMTs, the so-called AB method 
is used [5], where an array of two LEDs, LA and LB, are 
deployed, acting as the light sources, shining lights to the 
PMT in testing. These two LEDs can be lit individually 
or both together at the same time, while the charge of the 
PMT pulse is  measured, marked with QA, QB and QC for 
cases of LA, LB and both together, respectively.  During 
the test, these two LEDs are pulsed to have almost same 
intensity. Then, the nonlinearity is defined as the 
following: 

Nonlinearity = [QC - (QA + QB)] / (QA + QB). 
Tests show that the non-linearity of all the 8-inch 

PMTs exceed 5% when Npe>700, which do not meet the 
dynamic range requirement. In order to solve this 
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problem, a way using dynode readout to enlarge the 
dynamic range is in study. 
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3.3 Photocathode Uniformity 

The non-uniformity of PMT anode output signal 
when the light incidents to different position of PMT 
cathode is probably caused by 

� The distribution of cathode material is not uniform; 
� Focusing electrode structure and electric field in 

PMT distribution lead to difference of photoelectron 
collection efficiency; 

� Geomagnetic effect; 
Experimentally, we measure the anode output 

signal's uniformity when LED vertically incidents on 
cathode's different position. LED is controlled by a 
stepping motor (e.g., figure 4), 1mm each step and cover 
the area of 4*4 cm2 [6]. Charge value of anode signal of 
each step is recorded. The scan results of three types 
PMT are shown in figure 5. From the picture, different 
types of PMTs have different uniformity distributing 
character. It has direct correlation on the electric field 
distribution between cathode and the first dynode. PMT 
is rotated to three angles on horizontal direction, and the 
geomagnetic effect is ruled out. In conclusion, the 
uniformity distributing character is determined by the 
inner structure of PMT. In consideration of the 
characteristic of scintillator detectors, the coupled area of 
fiber hank and PMT cathode is a roundness area (radius 
13mm) in the centre of cathode. Therefore, we pay more 
attention on the variety of anode output amplitude of 
different type PMT in this area. The value of uniformity 
is calculated as mean/RMS which can be obtained from 
the distribution of the charge of PMT anode output. And 
the results are shown in Table 1. We can see R11102 has 
lowest non-uniformity.  The maximum difference of 
signals’ mean values at different positions of 8-inch 
PMT’s photocathode is about 32%. 

Figure 5. Result of two-dimension scanning of 9903kB, 
as an example.

Dark noise rate 

In the dark noise rate measurement, HV is on, but 
LED off. The dark noise rates for each PMT at different 
thresholds can be measured after the signal is amplified 
and discriminated. The dark noise rate of an 8-inch PMT 
is shown in figure 6. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Dark noise rates of different thresholds for a 8-
inch PMT. 
 
3.4 The effect of the geomagnetic field of 

PMT

The test method is as follows: A pulsed and 
uniformed blue LED is used to shine on the photocathode 
of the PMT. The PMT is placed with the photocathode 
facing upward; the PMT and LED are rotated together in 
30 degree steps. The LED intensity is kept constant 
during the whole rotating process. The 0 degree means 
that a special pin on the PMT (e.g., pin 20 for the PMT 
R5912) is pointing to the local magnetic north. The PMT 
is rotated anticlockwise (towards west). The test result 
for an 8-inch PMT is shown in figure 7. It shows that the 
maximum variety of photoelectron collection efficiency 
was up to ~31% at different orientations, with the 
maximum appeared at the direction of ~110�.  

Figure 4. Picture of the testing system. The stepping 
motor can move in two dimensions. The light tube is on 
top and perpendicular to the PMT cathode. 
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Figure 7. The effect of the geomagnetic field of an 8-inch  
PMT.  
 
4 Results and discussions 

4.1 KM2A PMTs 
 

KM2A electromagnetic particle detectors (EDs) [7] 
will use about 5137 PMTs. We have performed the tests 
above on the 3 candidates PMTs to determine their 
suitability for the EDs. The test results of the three 
candidates are shown in Table 1. Both candidate R11102 
and ET9903kB PMTs have good linearity to satisfy our 
requirement. The non-uniformity of R11102 and 
ET9903kB are both less than 20%, but R11102 is better.  

 
4.2 WCDA PMTs 

For WCDA, an engineering array has been 
established at YBJ [8], where nine 8-inch Hamamastu 
PMTs are deployed. The test results of the nine 

Hamamastu 8-inch R5912 PMT is shown in Table 2. A 
new measurement of these nine PMTs located in the 
pond at YBJ gives similar results. We get the conclusion 
that all of these nine PMTs satisfy our needs, except the 
dynamic range. And the test results in the pond are all 
consistent with the results at the laboratory of Beijing.  
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Table 1. The test results for 1 and 1.5-inch PMTs  
PMT HV (V) � gain Uniformity 

(radius<13 
cm) 

Max. Anode 
current 
(mA) 
(Nonlinearit
y<±5%) 

Cathode 
linearity 
scale (Npe) 

R11102 982.3 8.17±0.05 0.50�106 6.91% 70.6 10~104.5 
ET9903kB 1599.1 6.83±0.03 0.44�106 17.06% 96.0 10~104.6 
R1924A 787.5 7.88±0.03 0.73�106 >20% 22.8 2.5~6.4�103

 
 

Table 2. The test results for all 8-inch PMTs of engineering array. 
PMT SN HV (V) beta P/V Non-Linearity Rate (kHz) 
SD2585 1266 7.98 2.50 820 1.01 
SD2602 1265 8.48 2.39 934 1.92 
SD2538 1164 8.05 4.68 745 0.52 
SD2514 1213 8.01 3.53 680 0.94 
SD2580 1279 8.43 2.76 730 0.65 
SD2586 1248 7.83 4.30 730 1.41 
SD2559 1132 7.92 5.84 625 0.95 
SD2576 1215 7.88 3.30 620 1.01 
SD2590 1273 7.77 3.50 764 0.83 
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tors 
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Abstract: In order to study the long-term stability of plastic scintillator (PS) for the LHAASO-KM2A, an experiment 
has been done to simulate the Yangbajing environment, where the temperature around the tested scintillator is in large 
dynamic variation. The attenuation length of light and the light output are measured to monitor the quality variation 
of scintillator. In addition, accelerated thermal aging tests of scintillator are also made. Here the PS operational time 
can be estimated and its lifetime is determined from an Arhenius plot. 

Keywords: temperature; thermal aging; lifetime 

 

1 Introduction 
 
 The Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory 
(LHAASO) project [1] is proposed to study gamma ray 
astronomy from sub-TeV to 1PeV and cosmic ray phys-
ics from 5TeV to 1EeV by using a compound detector 
array distributed in one kilometer square. The proposed 
detector consists of KM2A [2], 4 WCDAs, SCDA, 
WFCA and 2 LIACTs. KM2A is the primary array in 
LHAASO project, which consists of 5137 Electromag-
netic particle Detectors (EDs) [3] and 1209 Muon Detec-
tors (MDs) [4]. EDs (1m×1m×1.5cm each) are used to 
detect the densities and arrival times of secondary charge 
particles (>5MeV), which need more than 80,000 plastic 
scintillator tiles in all project. The operational time of 
array is more than 10 years. Consequently, it is important 
to study properties of plastic scintillator, especially long-
term stability. 
In this work, the properties of tile parameters are exper-
imentally studied for the EDs of KM2A. In order to 
study the long-term stability of plastic scintillator (PS), 
an experiment has been done to simulate the Yangbajing 
environment, where the temperature around the tested 
scintillator is in large dynamic variation (-30 ~40 ). 
The light output is measured to monitor the quality varia-
tion of scintillator. In addition, accelerated thermal aging 
tests of scintillator at temperature of 60◦C, 70◦Cand 85◦C 
are conducted. The light output is measured every 50 h. 

To predict the PS operational time, the well-known prin-
ciple of temperature—time superposition is used [5]. 
This principle establishes the equivalency of temperature 
influence and its duration. By using it, accelerated aging 
is conducted in isothermal conditions under different 
temperatures that are usually higher than the operational 
temperatures. 

2 Aging mechanisms 
 
Environmental aging is a basic parameter characterizing 
long time stability even without the effect of radiation. 
Such aging may be seen as yellowing or clouding or 
crazing of the surface or cracking in depth. In all cases 
the light output decreases. It is known that tile surface 
can craze develop microcracks which rapidly de-
stroys the capability of plastic scintillator to transmit 
light by total internal reflection. It is important to devel-
op a prognostic method for sample stability. In develop-
ing an accelerated aging test it is important to achieve the 
maximum likeness to the natural degradation processes. 
We assume that polystyrene aging is due to the following 
mechanisms: 
1. Thermooxidative processes resulting in the creation of 
peroxides which absorb in the region of the scintillating 
radiation. 
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2. Mechanical degradation due to chemical stress crazing 
which causes surface cracks that disrupt light transmis-
sion. 
3. Diffusion of low molecular components of the formu-
lation which can cause both surface and internal defects. 
In this case yellowing, clouding of the interior or the 
surface, and cracking can arise. 
The above mechanisms lead to changes in the scintilla-
tion efficiency which in any realistic case is due to one or 
at most a few parameters. These parameters determine 
the practical usefulness of any scintillator composition. 
We have investigated the effect of the following two 
parameters on the efficiency of polystyrene scintillator: 
1. The influence of temperature for long times on the 
light output. 
2. The effect of temperature shock, simulate the Yang-
bajing temperature variation (-30 ~40 ), stimulate 
cracking.  
Two experimental methods are given below. 

3 Test system 
 
3.1 Experimental setup 
 
In this paper, we use a 250mm-square and 15mm-thick 
plastic scintillator and a 600 mm-long WLS fiber 
(BCF92, SAINT-GOBAIN) with a diameter of 1.5 mm. 
We measure the amplitude distribution and time resolu-
tion, when a cosmic-ray muon penetrates through the 
scintillator.  
We test a plastic scintillator tile with WLS fibers [6]. We 
hole the scintillator tile to embed WLS fibers. The wave-
length of scintillation light produced in the scintillator 
tile is converted to a longer wavelength by the WLS fiber 
embedded in the tile. Converted light is transmitted to a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) by the WLS fiber [7]. The 
WLS fiber is coupled to the PMT with air (Figure. 1).  
A signal from the PMT connected to the WLS fiber is 
digitized using a VME charge ADC module and a TDC 
module, and readout with a PC. 
 

 
 
Figure1. Experimental setup: Scintillation tile and the 
WLS fiber system with PMT 
 

The target scintillator sandwiched with the WLS fiber is 
placed between two trigger scintillation counters, each of 
which is 100 mm square and 50 mm thick in size as 
shown in Figure1. The spacing of two trigger counters is 
100 mm. 
A trigger signal is generated when both of the two trigger 
counters are hit. The TDC is started by the signal of the 
upper trigger counter, and stopped by the signal from the 
PMT of the target scintillator tile.  
 

3.2 Electronics readout system 
 
The electronics readout system is based on single VME 
crate, with a FEE module (16 channels) put in one VME 
crate. In each channel, the PMT signal is sent to a high 
speed amplifier and then fed to the two branches, i.e., the 
two range CR-(RC)4 shaping circuits, which integrate 
the total charge of the PMT signal in parallel. The gains 
for these two shaping circuits are different. The high gain 
is about 20 times larger than the low gain. The outputs of 
the two shapers are continuously sampled at a speed of 
40MHz by two FADCs. The sampling data are sent di-
rectly to FPGA for further processing such as range se-
lection, data pipelining, peak finding, and data buffering, 
etc. The signal for time measurement is first sent to a fast 
discriminator at a given programmable threshold to gen-
erate a timing pulse, whose leading edge defines the 
arrival time of the signal. The over-threshold timing 
pulse is sent to TDC as the start signal. The trigger signal 
deriving from trigger system is used as the stop signal. 
The time difference between the start signal and stop 
signal are save in TDC. The TDC is built by using inter-
nal resources of a high-performance FPGA chip. The 
major components of the TDC are two ultra high speed 
gray-code counters. The first counter changes at the 
rising edge of the 320MHz clock, while the other chang-
es at the falling edge. The time difference between the 
start signal and stop signal are measured via these two 
counters with time resolution (RMS) less than 0.5ns. 
 

3.3  Stability of system 
 
In order to ensure accuracy of experimental measurement, 
repeated measurements were conducted. The measure-
ment error of mean value is 1.76%, and MPV value is 
1.16%, as it is shown in Figure2. 
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Figure2. Monitoring system by repeated measurements, 
the measurement error of mean value is 1.76%, and MPV 
value is 1.16% 

We do the calibration error of electronics readout system 
(VME charge ADC module) using Standard pulse signal 
produced by signal generator. The systemic error is 1.0%. 
It is show that the test system is stable. 

4 Experiments results 
 

4.1 High and low temperature aging test 
 
High and low temperature aging tests of materials— 
plastic scintillator A(25cm 25cm 2cm), B(25cm
25cm 1cm) and WLS fiber (BCF92, SAINT-
GOBAIN)—were made. 
In this work, thermostat box was used; the temperature 
around the tested scintillator is in large dynamic variation, 
varying -30  to 40 . The samples were tested every 90 
times. We assume that it is equivalent to 2 days after 
varying one time. Figure3 shows a typical amplitude 
distribution. We fit the amplitude distribution with a 
Landau distribution and take the MPV value, and then 
translate into number of photoelectrons. The test result is 
given as Figure4.  
We define the critical time to be the time when the light 
output has decreased by 20%, it can be seen that the 
operational time scintillator A is 8.7yr, B is 15.3yr; and 
WLS with B tile is 12.2yr. 
 

 
 
Figure3. Typical Amplitude distribution of one PS tile in 
case of single Muon, fit the distribution with a Landau 
distribution and take the MPV value. 

 

Figure4. The variation curve of Npe (number of photoe-
lectron) after varying 480 times (about 960 days). 
 

4.2 Accelerated thermal aging test 
 
The tiles (scintillator A) are cut from PS obtained by 
bulk polymerization and finished by polished surface 
treatment. Tile Unit size is 25cm 25cm 1.5cm, cov-
ered with white diffuse Tyvek sheet, and making 8 
holes( 1.5mm,3cm spacing). Thermal aging of the PS 
was conducted in air for 200 h at 60◦C, 70◦C and 85◦C. 
the temperature are below the glass transition tempera-
ture of the samples. The samples were tested after every 
50 h exposure. There two ways of readout, direct readout 
(PMT1, PMT2) and fiber readout (PMT3) as shown in 
Figure1. 
We define the critical time to be the time when the light 
output has decreased by 20% [8]. The lifetime at 20 
degrees centigrade is determined from an Arhenius plot, 
where the logarithm of the critical time is inversely pro-
portional to the temperature.  
The influence of heating at 60◦C, 70◦C and 85◦C for 200 
h manifests itself in a decrease in the light yield. After 
200 h at 85◦C the light yield of WLS fiber readout 
change is 12–18%. And the light yield of direct readout 
change is markedly increased, the light yield change 
is16–25%. The results of measurements of light yield for 
different tiles are presented in Figure5, Figure6 and Fig-
ure7. 
 

 
 
Figure5. Light yield of tiles under accelerated aging 
(250×250×15 mm3, T =85◦C).ch0: WLS fiber readout; 
ch1 and ch2: direct readout. 
 
 

 
 
Figure6. Light yield of tiles under accelerated aging 
(250×250×15 mm3, T =70◦C).ch0: WLS fiber readout; 
ch1and ch2: direct readout. 
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Figure7. Light yield of tiles under accelerated aging 
(250×250×15 mm3, T =60◦C).ch0: WLS fiber readout; 
ch1and ch2: direct readout. 
 
According to the result of accelerated aging at 60◦C, 
70◦C and 85◦C, the operation time predictions for a 20% 
change of light yield can be calculated by using Arhenius 
plot (Figure8). It can be seen that the operational time 
scintillator B is 8.9yr, and scintillator B with WLS fiber 
is 7.8yr. 
 

 
 
Figure8. Arhenius plot, ch0: WLS fiber readout; ch1and 
ch2: direct readout. 
 

5 Conclusion 
 
It is important to study long-term stability of plastic 
scintillator (PS) for the LHAASO-KM2A. According to 
high and low temperature aging tests simulating the 
Yangbajing environment, it can be seen that the opera-
tional time scintillator A and B PS tiles are 8.7 yr; WLS 
with B tile is 12.2 yr when the light output has decreased 
by 20%. According to the result of accelerated thermal 
aging test, the lifetime scintillator B is 8.9yr, and scintil-
lator B with WLS fiber is 7.8yr.  
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Abstract: A testbed to understand the polar radio environment for the future Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) ultrahigh
energy neutrino detector. was deployed during the 2010-2011 polar season, and is currently operating and acquiring data.
The testbed consisted of custom digitization and triggering hardware for 8 antennas, and a data acquisition system based
on a commercial off-the-shelf single board computer. The design of the testbed electronics will be discussed. For the
prototype ARA stations, with a total of 16 wider spaced antennas presents additional challenges due to the large buffer
required. The design of the prototype stations, due to be deployed in 2011-2012, will also be presented.

Keywords: ARA, neutrino, South Pole

1 Introduction

The discovery of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHE-
CRs) beyond 100 EeV has led to considerable interest in
neutrino detection at these energies, since the propagation
of UHECRs through cosmological distances must produce
neutrinos due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) pro-
cess [1][2]. The Antarctic polar ice is an excellent de-
tection mechanism for neutrinos above 1 PeV through the
Askaryan mechanism [3], and has been used in several pre-
vious pioneering experiments such as RICE [5] and ANITA
[4].
The Askaryan Radio Array is a planned 200 km2 array
(”ARA-37”) at the South Pole to definitively detect cos-
mogenic GZK neutrinos, combining experience from the
RICE, ANITA, and IceCube projects. In order to deter-
mine the RF environment at the South Pole, a testbed s-
tation was deployed during the 2010-2011 polar season,
based heavily on existing proven ANITA technology based
around the LAB3 digitizer [7]. The testbed consists of 14
total in-ice antennas, with 2 horizontal and 2 vertical po-
larization (Hpol and Vpol) antennas near the surface, and
4 Vpol and 6 Hpol antennas buried approximately 20m
below the surface. The Vpol antennas have a bandwidth
of 150 − 850MHz, and the Hpol antennas have a band-
width of 250 − 850MHz. An additional 2 low-frequency
(30 − 300MHz) surface antennas were also deployed.
The testbed station has a similar in-ice horizontal geom-
etry (around 20m diameter) to the planned ARA stations,
but the deployed antennas are significantly shallower (20m
versus 200m) and with less vertical spacing between the
antennas (5m versus 20m).

Two additional full ARA-37 level stations are planned for
deployment in the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 polar season-
s. The design is based somewhat on the testbed, but with
significantly different digitization. Since the ARA station-
s have antennas significantly deeper in the ice, the index
of refraction is much higher (n ∼ 1.8) than in the testbed
(n ∼ 1.3). For the testbed, a signal transits across the sta-
tion on the order of∼ 100 ns - for the full ARA station, it is
closer to ∼ 200 ns, including propagation time differences
in the cables. The analog depth of the LAB3 (260 samples)
is insufficient to capture transits across a full ARA station
at greater than 2GHz, and certainly insufficient to capture
a multi-station coincidence. Therefore, a deeper, buffered
architecture was developed, called the Ice Radio Sampler
(IRS2).

2 ARA Testbed Electronics

The testbed electronics consists of a custom digitization
board - the Ice Cube Radio Readout (ICRR), shown in Fig.
1, a USB interface board, and a commercial off-the-shelf s-
ingle board computer, the ADI Engineering Cinnamon Bay
A520PT.
The ICRR consists of 16 RF input channels and 16 RF trig-
gering channels, one each for each antenna. Each of the
RF channels was passed through a 13 dB coupler, and the
coupled signal was passed through a calibrated MAX4003
power detector to monitor the RF environment. The direct
signal was sent to one of 3 LAB3 ASICs onboard the ICR-
R.
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Figure 1: The Ice Cube Radio Readout board. The 16 RF
input channels are to the left, and the 16 RF trigger chan-
nels are visible on the top and bottom of the board. RF sen-
sitive devices, such as the 20 dB amplifier used in the trig-
ger input chain and the LAB3 digitizers themselves were
enclosed within copper board-level shields. Boards below
the ICRR are no longer used.

The LAB3 (Large Analog Bandwidth Recorder and Dig-
itizer with Ordered Readout) is a high-speed RF digitizer
developed by the University of Hawaii Instrumentation De-
velopment Lab [7]. It is a 9-channel digitizer with a record
length of 260 samples. 8 channels are used for RF input-
s, and the remaining channel is used for a global clock for
synchronization. Due to the large size of the testbed sta-
tion, the sampling speed for the LAB3 was set to 1GHz
for sufficient buffer depth, which is very low considering
the frequencies of interest reach as high as 850MHz. To
compensate for this, 8 of the channels are sent into an RF
splitter, with one output going directly into a LAB3 chan-
nel and the other first delayed by 500 ps before going into
a second LAB3 channel. This effectively gives a 2GHz
interleaved sampling for those 8 (high-frequency) channel-
s. The remaining 8 (low-frequency) channels contain the
surface and near surface antennas, as well as an addition-
al Hpol and Vpol deep antenna. The interleaved sampling
scheme was a compromise due to the limited record length
of the LAB3.
The sampling speed of each LAB3 is controlled by a DAC
voltage. The sampling speed is monitored by observing the
number of system (40MHz) clock cycles between 2048
ripple-carry oscillator (RCO) output periods. The RCO
output toggles every 256th sample, which means that the
RCO period is 512 times the sampling frequency. The F-
PGA therefore looks for 41,943 clock cycles between the
first and 2048th RCO period. If fewer cycles are observed,
the DAC value controlling the LAB3 readout speed is in-
creased. If more cycles are observed, the DAC value is
decreased.

Before entering the ICRR, the high-frequency channels are
split and sent through a 20 dB amplifier, and then passed
through a tunnel diode used as a square-law RF power de-
tector. This signal is then sent into the FPGA as one side
of a differential pair, with the other side fixed to a DAC-
controlled voltage, effectively using the differential receiv-
er as a high-speed comparator. The low-frequency chan-
nels are amplified and sent directly into two separate dif-
ferential pairs in the FPGA (one positive leg, one negative
leg) with DAC-controlled voltages as the other leg on both
pairs. This triggering method was not as effective as the
high-frequency approach, and will not be used again in the
future.
The ICRR also contains 8 individual AD7814 temperature
sensors spaced around the board, 7 AD5324 quad-output
DACs (for a total of 28 DAC outputs), and 2 LTC1415
12-bit ADC and CD4051B 8-to-1 analog multiplexer for
digitizing the MAX4003 power detectors. 24 of the DAC
outputs are used for the triggering thresholds (8 for the tun-
nel diode-based high frequency channels, and 16 for the
direct triggering-based low frequency channels), 3 are used
for controlling the readout speed of the LAB3, leaving one
spare.
The USB interface board for the ICRR contains a Cy-
press Semiconductor EZ-USB FX2LP USB microcon-
troller bridge and the flash PROM for the FPGA configu-
ration file. The ICRR/USB interface are then connected to
the ADI Engineering Cinnamon Bay A520PT single board
computer, which is a low-power (∼ 5W) extended tem-
perature Intel Atom-based system operating at 1.33GHz.
The single-board computer is then connected back to the
Ice Cube Lab using a Westermo Ethernet extender operat-
ing over a standard IceCube quad cable[6], resulting in a
bandwidth of a few MB/s.
The Virtex-4 FPGA contains the triggering algorithm
which processes the 24 input trigger signals, the readout
logic for reading out the LAB3 ASICs, a housekeeping
interface for monitoring the temperature, triggering rates,
and LAB3 sampling speed, and the software interface. The
software interface is based on the USBP project firmware
[8], which adapts the EZ-USB slave FIFO interface into
a WISHBONE [9] bus interface on the FPGA. This in-
terface is relatively slow due to an effectively half-duplex
communication with software, but is sufficiently fast for
the testbed goals, and can read out data at approximately
25Hz. The LAB3 ASICs hold the data until each trigger is
fully read out by the software. The single-buffered nature
of the testbed design thus implies that in order to obtain
low deadtime (less than 10%) the system should trigger on
the order of a few Hz. This limitation was driven by time
considerations.
Event timing is performed inside the FPGA using a free-
running clock cycle counter for intrasecond timing and a
pulse-per-second signal provided by a rubidium clock dis-
ciplined by a GPS receiver. The Rubidium clock was cho-
sen to provide a stable time reference over long periods
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Figure 2: The fully integrated testbed electronics. The I-
CRR and USB interface board are visible in the middle,
the Cinnamon Bay SBC is located near the bottom, and the
Westermo ethernet extender is in the top left.

Figure 3: An example calibration pulser event. Because
the calibration pulser is very close to the testbed ∼ 30m,
attenuation of the pulse (due to distance from the source) is
clearly evident as the pulse propagates across the testbed.
The reflection seen in horizontal antennas shortly after the
initial pulse is currently believed to be a horizontal piece of
metal remaining from the 1950s polar station.

(∼ hours) to enable repeated averaging for weak distant
calibration pulser signals.
A picture of the fully-integrated testbed electronics is
shown in Fig. 2, and an example event originating from a
calibration pulser located∼ 30m from the testbed is shown
in Fig. 3.

3 ARA Electronics

While the testbed electronics was suitable for RF environ-
ment testing at the South Pole, there are several fundamen-
tal limitations which prevent the design from being usable
for full ARA stations. First, the sampling speed (8 at 2GHz
using interleaved sampling and 8 at 1GHz) is a clear lim-
itation. Typically, digital sampling is done at least 4 times
the highest frequency of interest (so the highest frequency
is half of the Nyquist frequency). For the full ARA stations,
a sampling speed of 3.2GHz was chosen. At this sampling

speed, the LAB3 architecture is unusable, and thus a new
digitizer is required. In addition, the single-buffered na-
ture of the LAB3 design seriously limits the readout speed.
Thus, a buffered, very high speed digitizer is required.
To meet these goals, an 8 channel digitizer with an effec-
tive analog buffer depth of 32768 samples was developed,
termed the Ice Radio Sampler (IRS2). The IRS2 contain-
s 2 64-capacitor sampling cells (termed ”blocks”) and 512
analog memory blocks. Every 20 ns, one of the two sam-
pling cells is transferred into a block while the other cell
samples the RF signal. When a trigger occurs, the desired
blocks of analog memory are digitized while the remaining
blocks continue sampling. This meets the design goals of a
deep, buffered, high-speed design.
To ease development, the equivalent of the ICRR for the
full ARA station was split into three separate boards: the
ARA Triggering and Readout Interface (ATRI), the Digi-
tizing Daughterboard for ARA (DDA) and the Triggering
Daughterboard for ARA (TDA). The ATRI board hosts a
Spartan-6 LX150T control FPGA and 4 daughterboard bus
connectors. The daughterboard bus is made of two Samtec
QSE/QTE connectors - on the DDA/TDA, the connectors
are mounted back-to-back to allow the daughterboards to
be stacked. Each daughterboard stack will contain a T-
DA and DDA, and will service 4 antennas located in one
borehole (for a total of 16 antennas). The ATRI board also
contains connectors to mount an i-Lotus M12M GPS, and
the Cinnamon Bay SBC, as well as connectors to interface
to external devices via an I2C bus. The ATRI board con-
tains 2 interfaces to the SBC - via USB, using an EZ-USB
FX2LP microcontroller, and a direct link to the FPGA us-
ing a PCI-Express link present on the SBC connector. The
FX2LP microcontroller also contains the FPGA program-
ming interface and controls I2C devices present on the A-
TRI board.
The ATRI board also receives a 10MHz reference clock
signal from an external rubidium clock (disciplined by the
GPS) which is distributed to the daughterboard busses and
multiplied and sent to the FPGA via an ultra-low jitter
Si5367 programmable clock multiplier.
The daughterboard bus contains the signals required to con-
trol an IRS2, 8 differential trigger signals, 2 sense/power
control lines, an I2C bus for each daughterboard stack,
and a large number of signals reserved for possible future
daughterboards. Each individual daughterboard contains
an EEPROM for board identification, a temperature sensor,
and a hot-swap controller to provide voltage and current
monitoring as well as power control.
The DDA (shown in Fig. 4) contains a single IRS2 and
has 4 RF input channels. An additional IRS2 channel is
used for the reference clock (for synchronization). Two
of the remaining channels are routed to test input channels
and the last channel is used to isolate the reference clock
from the signals of interest. The DDA also contains a 2-
channel DAC to provide voltages to control the IRS2 sam-
pling speed and digitization linearity.
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Figure 4: Digitizing Daughterboard for ARA (DDA). The
DDA is a daughterboard on the ARA Triggering and Read-
out Interface (ATRI) board, and hosts a single IRS2 digi-
tizer. 4 of the 8 IRS2 channels are fed by RF inputs (on
left), one by a reference clock transmitted over the ATRI
bus connectors (on right) and two are test inputs (not visi-
ble). The remaining channel is unused.

The DDA sampling speed is monitored by measuring the
delay from insertion of the ”start sampling” signal (TSA) to
its return after propagating through the voltage controlled
delay line which starts the sampling at each capacitor (T-
SAOUT). This delay is measured on the FPGA based on a
technique by Quirós-Olozabál et al. [10], where the Xilinx
Digital Clock Manager (DCM) delay line used for dynamic
phase shifting is used to generate a phase-shifted latch for
the incoming TSAOUT signal, and a state machine search-
es through phase shift values to locate the rising edge of
TSAOUT. The dynamic phase shift delay line contain 256
total taps, and utilizing a coarse clock 4 times faster than
the TSA clock allows for monitoring the TSA to TSAOUT
delay to within 40 ps. This technique has several advan-
tages over other FPGA-based TDCs. First, the DCM delay
lines are already well-calibrated, and second, the same ar-
chitecture can be used for all 4 DDA daughterboards host-
ed by the ATRI since only the signal latch is being shifted,
rather than the input signal.
The TDA contains 4 RF triggering channels. The triggering
input path is similar to the ICRR, but contains an additional
20 dB of amplification to move the tunnel diode response
to a region with more dynamic range and better response.
In addition, the tunnel diode signal is converted into a dif-
ferential signal using a fully-differential amplifier against a
DAC controlled threshold (provided by a 4-channel DAC)
before being sent to the FPGA.
The ATRI, DDA, and TDA are all currently in production
and a full ARA station is planned for deployment this year,
with a second following next year.

4 Conclusion

The Askaryan Radio Array is a planned 200 km2 scale
detector designed to definitively detect GZK neutrinos in
quantity. The testbed detector, currently deployed and op-
erating, was based on proven technology from the ANITA
experiment. The future ARA-37 station electronics will ex-
pand on that technology with deeper buffering and elec-
tronics more suitable to a permanent array-level deploy-
ment.
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Abstract: According to the Baksan underground muon telescope (BUST) for the period 2009-2010 it was established 
a correlation between variations of the muon flux of the energy > 220 GeV at the observation level and variations of 
the atmosphere temperature profile. The obtained temperature coefficients were compared with the results from other 
authors. For the analysis, the vertical temperature profile of the atmosphere obtained according to the atmosphere 
model was used. The temperature effect was excluded from the hourly BUST data for 2009-2010.  

Keywords: muons, muon detector, temperature effect, temperature coefficient, effective temperature. 

 

1 Temperature effect 
 
For many decades it was very difficult and sometimes 
impossible to allow for the temperature effect of the 
muon cosmic ray component. The main problem was to 
get the temperature vertical profile of the atmosphere. 
Until recently aerological sounding was the main source 
of such data. But there were problems, such as regularity 
of soundings. And in the case of out-of-the-way detector 
it was simply impossible to measure the temperature 
profile. The situation was cardinally changed at the end 
of the 20th century with the development of global at-
mospheric models allowing getting the temperature ver-
tical profiles in any place and at any time. These models 
give us an opportunity to make the most out of the richest 
data collected by the world network of muon detectors. 
It is known that the temperature effect of the muon com-
ponent is caused by a competition between decay of π /κ  
and μ and their interaction with the atmospheric nuclei 
due to the change of geometric atmosphere dimensions. 
With atmosphere heating and its consequent expansion 
the number of π /k decays is increasing and this results in 
positive temperature effect. Simultaneously with the 
atmosphere expansion the μ path to the detector is in-
creasing what results in the negative temperature effect 
as μ decay becomes more possible. 
The positive temperature effect of cosmic rays measuring 
by the underground detectors was first observed by 
M.Forro in 1947 [1]. After the π-meson discovering 
Miyazima supposed that the positive temperature effect 

originated due to the competition between decay of new 
particles and their absorption by nuclear interactions [2]. 
Later on P.Barret et al. in 1952 wrote about the tempera-
ture effect in [3]. In this paper the authors introduced the 
concept of the “effective temperature” as the temperature 
of some conventional isothermal atmosphere that the 
muon intensity in passing through such atmosphere was 
the same as in passing through the real atmosphere with 
the temperature distribution Т (h). By using the effective 
temperature the temperature effect was calculated and 
defined as “a relative change of the muon intensity per 1 
degree temperature change”. 
The goal of this work is to exclude the temperature effect 
from the data of the BUST muon telescope for 2009-
2010 using the model temperature data and to determine 
temperature coefficients for this period. 

2 The methods of accounting the 
temperature effect 

 
In 1956 L.Dorman and E.Feinberg in [4] brought in a 
function W(h) meaning “a temperature coefficient densi-
ty” and cosmic ray variations due to the atmospheric 
temperature effect are determined as:. 
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where NN /�  - variations due to the temperature effect, 
)(hT�  - temperature variations of the atmosphere de-

termined as a divergence of the running temperature 
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profile and the temperature profile in the base period B: 
)()()( hThThT B��� . Densities of the temperature 

coefficients )(hWT
�  have a dimension of 

atmK ��

%  and 

they are calculated for different depths and angles. The 
integral method (1) makes it possible to calculate the 
temperature effect with high accuracy determining most-
ly by a precision of the temperature coefficient densities 

)(hWT
� . The full description of this method one can find 

in [5]. The formula (1) can be written as: 
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Along with the temperature coefficient T�  the dimen-

sionless temperature coefficient T�̂  is often used and it 

can be expressed as effT TT
����̂ . It is seen from (2) 

that the dimensionless T�̂  is a regression coefficient 
between the intensity variations and the temperature 
variations. The effective temperature doesn’t simplify 
calculations in comparison with the integral method but 
it allows to determine T�  by experiment. This method 
was developed by Barrett et al. [3] in 1952 and it is an 
analog of the integral method (1) as in the both methods 
the contributions of all atmosphere levels are allowed for 
with the proper weights. The main contribution to the μ 
intensity is provided by muons originated from the π 
decay. But for μ of high energies >100 GeV registering 
by the underground detectors the full muon intensity 
depends on both π  and κ  decay [6]. The κ  contribution 
can exceed 20%, and the more measuring energies the 
more it is. In this work the calculations have been done 
on the assumption that muons registering by the BUST 
are originated from π  (80%) and k (20%). decay  
Together with the classic integral method in order to 
allow for the muon temperature effect some approximate 
methods are also used: the method of effective level of 
generation [7], the method of mass-average temperature 
[8]. These methods are based on some essential assump-
tions limiting their application.  
So, the method of effective level of generation, as it is 
seen from its name, is based on the assumption that μ are 
generally generated at the isobaric level usually taking 
for 100 mb, and its height is changing with the change of 
atmosphere temperature: THI THT ����� 	� , where 

H� (%/km) - is so-called decay factor, negative effect 
and T�  (%/C)- positive temperature coefficient.  

The method of mass-average temperature is based on the 
assumption that the temperature coefficient density is 
changed in a small way with the atmosphere depth h (just 
for the ground-based detectors), that allows us to carry 

out the average T�  behind the integral sign and to trans-

form (1) into
mT
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mT  - mass-average temperature. 

3 Temperature data 
 
In this work the data of the Global Forecast System (GFS) 
temperature model representing by the National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction — NCEP (USA) has been 
made use of [9]. GFS model makes it possible to obtain 
both retrospective and prognostic data. The model output 
data are temperature at the 17 isobaric levels: observation 
level, 1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 
100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10 hPa for four times 00, 06, 12 and 
18 hours every day. The data are interpolated on the grid 
of 1°×1° resolution. To obtain hourly data the interpola-
tion by the cubic spline function [10] on six nodal points 
(four points for a running day plus at one point left and 
right) is carried out. The accuracy of this model is about 
one degree for all isobaric levels and little more for the 
ground level [11]. 

4 BUST 
 
Last years for the purpose of neutrino oscillations study 
and search for dark matter particles the projects with 
underground detectors registering high energy particles 
are developed. Seasonal variations observing at the most 
of underground detectors are studied in many papers, for 
example [12-16]. In figure 1 from [12] there are experi-
mental points of temperature coefficients (dimensionless) 
for some underground detectors, and there are also 
curves obtaining by the Monte-Carlo method for differ-
ent models of μ generation. The experimental point for 
the BUST is from [13]. The square in figure 1 is our 
result.  
 

 
Figure 1. Theretical α T  - solid curve, α Tπ  - top curve, 
α Tκ  – bottom curve. Square – our result. 
 
The Baksan Underground Scintillation Telescope of the 
Institute for Nuclear Research RAS is located in the 
Caucasus Mountains (43.28o N and 42.69o E) inside the  
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Figure 2. The BUST 

 
mine of 24×24×16 m3 under the Andyrchy mountain. 
There is 350 m of rock vertical depth (850 mwe) over the 
telescope. The BUST is parallelepiped of 
16.7×16.7×11.1 m3 consisting of 8 planes (4 inner and 4 
outer) of detectors (each of 70×70×30 с m3) with liquid 
scintillator (Fig. 2). The range of measuring energies is 
0.5-500 GeV. The μ threshold energy is 220 GeV. The 
observatory level is 1700 m above sea level, average 
pressure is 820 mb [17]. 

5 Data analysis 
 
The original BUST 15-minute data were transformed into 
hourly data. The barometric effect for the BUST is neg-
ligible, so the data weren’t corrected for the pressure. It 
should be noted that the original data have some gaps. 
Before the data processing small gaps (hours) were filled 
in by smoothing, and big gaps were left unaltered. The 
BUST has seasonal variations and it is seen from the 
series of daily data for 2007-2010 years in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Average daily data for the BUST (2007-2010). 
There is also hourly data for 2010. 
 
In this paper the temperature effect was determined by 
the method of the effective temperature. To calculate the 
effective temperature by (3) the densities of temperature 
coefficients )(hWT

�  for the BUST energies (>220 GeV) 
were used [6]. These WT for high energies accounting for 
decay of π  (80%) and k (20%) [6] are represented and 
compared with approximation from [3] in figure 4. 
In figure 5 the calculated effective temperature for 2009 
is compared with the temperature profile at isobaric le-
vels of 10, 20, 30 and 50 mb. Lower levels aren’t 

represented though in our calculations the whole vertical 
profile was taken into account. 

In figure 6 there are observed 
by the BUST muon rate (black 
curve), calculated effective 
temperature Teff  (right scale) 
and free from temperature 
effect muon rate (grey curve) 
for 2009-2010 years. It is clear-
ly seen from figure 6 that the 
annual wave was removed after 
excluding the temperature 
effect. 
For the quantitative estimation 
of calculated effective tempera-

ture Teff and experimental temperature coefficient α T the 
correlations between observed muon rate variations and 
effective temperature deviations from the average annual 
effective temperature were built. The correlation pictures 
for 2009 (left) and for 2010 (right) are in figure 7. After 
the correlation analysis we get correlation coefficient ρ  
and temperature coefficients α T for 2009 and 2010 years 
(Table 1). The calculated values (especially for 2009) are 
in good agreement with the earlier values get for the 
BUST [13]: ρ  = 0.97±0.02 and α T = 0.372±0.038 % / 
К  
 

 
Figure 5. Temperature profile at the standard isobaric 
levels (10, 20, 30 and 50 mb) and effective temperature 
for the BUST (2009) 
 
Correlations between observed and calculated BUST 
temperature variations is in figure 8. Obtained values are 
close to the line with a regression coefficient equal 1. 
It is clear that free from temperature variations muon rate 
must have a normal distribution. To check the used me-
thod a histogram of BUST muon rate was built: before 
and after the temperature effect excluding (figure 9). 
After the processing the distribution is close to Gauss and 
the half-width of the distribution 

NA 
2
2

1 �  is about 1 %. 

All obtained results for the BUST (2009-2010) are 
represented in Table 1. There are average muon rates free 
from temperature effect N, root- mean-square deviations 
of the normal rate distribution σ , correlation coefficients 
ρ , temperature coefficients α T and T�̂  and base effec-

tive temperatures effT . 
 

                                                                                                        

 N, Hz σ, Hz ρ αT,% / ºК effT ,ºК T�̂  
2009 12.468 0.070 0.97 0.32±0.02 221.11 0.71±0.04 

 
Figure 4. WT(h) [6] 
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2010 12.458 0.062 0.91 0.30±0.02 220.07 0.66±0.04 
Table 1. Calculated BUST parameters for 2009-2010 

 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of stratosphere time series and muon rate for the BUST (2009-2010). 

 

 
Figure 7. Temperature coefficient for the BUST. 

 
Figure 8. Correlation between observed and calculated 
temperature variations for the BUST 

 
Figure 9. Distribution before (blue) and after (red) ex-
cluding the temperature effect and Gauss. 
 
Coefficients T�̂  obtained in this work are in good 
agreement with experimental and calculated values for 
the BUST from [12] in figure 1. 

6 Conclusions 
 
1) The model data of the vertical temperature profile and 
used method of the temperature variations determination 

(the effective temperature method) make it possible to 
exclude the temperature effect with proper accuracy. 
2) There is a good positive correlation between muon 
rate variations and effective temperature change that 
makes it possible to obtain the value of the temperature 
coefficient. The average temperature coefficients for 
2009-2010 are α T=(0.31±0.04) %/ºK and  T�̂ =0. 69 
±0,04. 
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KM3NeT status and plans 
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Abstract: The KM3NeT project is aiming to produce the most sensitive neutrino telescope ever built. Its envisaged 
location in the deep Mediterranean Sea optimizes the sensitivity for neutrino sources near the Galactic centre. During 
the past year a number of major decisions have been made on technical implementations. We have adopted an optical 
module (DOM) configuration housing many small photomultipliers rather than earlier traditional designs having a 
single large PMT. The readout electronics is incorporated into this digital optical module. The site-to-shore commu-
nication is provided by an electro-optical cable allowing unique colour point-to-point communication between each 
DOM and the shore station readout system. Each mechanical supporting structure consists of twenty 6 m long bars 
with a DOM at each end. The bars have a vertical separation of 40 m giving the full structure a height of around 900 
m. The foreseen budget allows for construction of about 300 of such structural units. Together they will create an in-
strumented volume of between 5 and 8 km3. The sensitivity to point sources near the Galactic centre surpasses that of 
any other telescope by two orders of magnitude. 

Keywords: Neutrino; deep-sea; Galactic centre;  

 

1 Introduction 
 
Detecting high energy neutrinos from sources in the 
cosmos indicates the unambiguous presence of charged 
pion production. This process is necessarily accompanied 
by production of neutral pions which through their decay 
generate photons. But whereas high energy photons can 
also be produced by the energy boosting process of in-
verse Compton scattering the only process for producing 
charged pions is that of the interaction of high energy 
protons with either matter (i.e. other protons) or photons. 
Neutrinos therefore act as a marker for the presence of 
high energy protons in astrophysical objects. These ob-
jects would then be candidates of the sought-after sites 
producing the ultra high energy cosmic rays that bom-
bard our atmosphere.  
A neutrino telescope works mainly on the principle of 
detecting particles formed in the interaction of neutrinos 
with the seawater or the nearby rock of the seabed. The 
interaction products, most notably the muon formed in 
the interaction of a muon-neutrino, travel at a velocity 
exceeding the speed of light in water and therefore emit 
Cherenkov light along their path length.  The excellent 
transparency of the sea water allows for this light to be 
detected at distances exceeding 100 m from the muon 
track. The telescope therefore is in principle a three di-
mensional array of photo-sensors distributed sparsely 

over a large volume of sea water. Using the expected 
time-space correlations of the detected light, the muon 
track can be reconstructed and its direction determined. 
Major backgrounds are expected from the interaction of 
cosmic rays in our atmosphere, which produce large 
fluxes of high energy muons traversing the detector from 
above. Therefore the telescopes are most sensitive to the 
neutrinos that traverse the Earth and are registered as 
upward going neutrinos. As a consequence the position 
on Earth defines, to a large extent, to which part of the 
sky the telescope is sensitive. Telescopes in the northern 
hemisphere are predominantly sensitive to the southern 
sky, which contains the Galactic centre. This area, that 
contains many sources of high energy photons [1], is 
therefore a prime objective for the KM3NeT detector, the 
new telescope network to be built on the bottom of the 
Mediterranean Sea.  

2  Technical design  
In designing a detector to be placed at the bottom of an 
ocean there are several difficulties that must be addressed: 
� the ambient hydrostatic pressure; 
� the corrosive environment of the seawater; 
� the distance from shore for the communication; 
� the force on the structure due to the sea currents; 
� the backgrounds due to downward going muons;  
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� the backgrounds due to 40K decay. 
For the physical process of detecting neutrinos from 
sources near the Galactic centre there are additional re-
quirements  
� optimal angular resolution of the reconstructed muon; 
combined with a  
� large sensitive area facing the Galactic centre. 
 
This led during the KM3NeT design study1 to an investi-
gation of many feasible designs, which have been studied 
in detail. In 2010, during the preparatory phase, this led 
to a decision on the optimal technical design. 

2.1 Optical Modules 
The sensors are housed in commonly used deep-sea glass 
spheres. In order to address the backgrounds from 40K the 
module must be able to separate multiple photons (most 
likely signal) from single photons (most likely potassium 
background) with high efficiency and purity. To provide 
an efficient measurement of the atmospheric muon back-
ground the efficiency of the module is made as uniform 
in angle as possible. Finally to reduce the number of high 
pressure feed-throughs as large a photo-sensitive area as 
possible is put in a single sphere. This led to the design 
[2] shown in Figure 1. The major optical component is a 
photomultiplier of 76 mm diameter, surrounded by a 90 
mm diameter light concentrator ring [3]. A custom low 
power (<45 mW) Cockroft-Walton base [4] provides the 
high voltage for the photomultiplier. It includes an ampli-
fier-discriminator [5] on the output. This allows for the 
photomultipliers to be run at lower gain (~106), to reduce 
the collected anode charge over the lifetime of the ex-
periment, and implements directly a time-over-threshold 
readout of the PMTs. 
The spheres house 31 of these tubes (19 in the lower 
hemisphere and 12 in the upper). Following the IceCube 
example, all digitizing and readout electronics is also 
housed in this KM3NeT digital optical module (DOM). 
Finally the DOM also has instrumentation that allows for 
the reconstruction of the position (acoustic piezo) [6], 
determination of the orientation (compass and tilt meter) 
and calibration of the timing (“nano-beacon”) [7]  
The prototyping of the module was performed with the 
XP53X2B photomultiplier of Photonis2 . Unfortunately 
the manufacture of photomultipliers ceased at Photonis in 
2009. In the meantime four manufacturers 3  have ex-
pressed interest in the production of the photomultiplier 
tubes. Some of them have already produced prototypes 
that are close to or pass specification [8]. The delivery of 
a sufficient number for assembly of several prototypes is 
expected by the end of August. These prototypes will be 
used for lab tests short term in-situ tests on the prototype 
mechanical structure and in long-term tests in the 
ANTARES detector.  

                                                           
1 European Union: FP6 – 011937/FP7 – 21225  
2 Photonis SA, Brive la Gaillarde, France 
3 ET Enterprises Ltd, Riverside Way, Uxbridge, U.K.; 
Hamamatsu Photonics K.K, Japan;  
Zhan Chuang Photonics, Hainan, China;  
MELZ-EVP, Zelenograd Moscow, Russia 

The electronics necessary for the readout of the DOM is 
based on an FPGA. At present it is being investigated if 
the FPGA can incorporate the “time-stamping” of the 
signal. Alternatively an external timing chip can be used. 
The FPGA also controls the photomultiplier high volt-
ages and the additional sensors in the DOM. 
 

 

Figure 1: The KM3NeT DOM showing the photomulti-
pliers with the light concentrator rings, the foam support, 
the aluminium cooling structure and the blanked cable 
feed-through. 

 
Figure 2: Layout of the horizontal structure. The two 
DOMs are placed at either end of the 6m structure. The 
coils of readout cable (A) and rope handling drums (B) 
are indicated. The exact shape of the central buoy is 
being optimized. 

2.2 Mechanical support structure 
The sensors must be distributed over a large volume of 
seawater and to that end are supported on narrow vertical 
structures that are weighted down on the seabed by an 
anchor and held vertical with the aid of a buoy at the top 
of the structure. For the performance of the detector, it 
turns out to be advantageous to have a horizontal exten-
sion to the structure. This allows for more efficient trig-
gering and an increase of efficiency for low energy neu-
trinos and a reduction of ambiguities in the tracking. The 
size of the horizontal extent is of course a compromise in 
performance and ease of handling of the structure during 
assembly and deployment on the seabed. These consid-
erations have led to a structure of 6 m length with a 
DOM positioned at each end (a storey, shown in Figure 
2).  Twenty of such storeys are then suspended, alter-
nately perpendicular, from four 5 mm Dyneema® ropes 
with an inter-storey distance of 40 m. The active storeys 
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start at 100 m from the seabed, so that the total height of 
the structure (a tower) is 860 m. Two cables, carrying 
optical fibres for the readout and conductors for the 
power, run the length of the structure.  For the deploy-
ment a full tower is brought as a single package to the 
seabed. The buoy is released and the storeys are drawn 
from the package one-by-one. During this process the 
ropes held taut by unwinding them from braked synchro-
nized drums. The readout cables are stored, spiralled 
around two of the ropes. The strorey includes just suffi-
cient buoyancy to stabilize the structure during unfurling, 
while still allowing for a controlled release of each storey. 
Hydrodynamic calculations have shown that the structure 
can be held vertical within 150 m (top displacement) in 
sea currents of up to 30 cm per second. At present a full 
set of prototype structures are being manufactured for 
test deployments in the coming year.  
 

 
Figure 3: The fibre optic network showing lasers a on the 
shore, the amplifiers at the end of the main cable, the 
DWDM systems and the timing circuitry. 
 

2.3 Readout technology 
To allow for the data selection to take place in a com-
puter farm on shore, where the data of the full detector 
are brought together, the connection from the telescope 
to the shore must have a high bandwidth. Taking into 
account the counting rate induced by the 40K background 
and the overall size of the detector, this leads to a transfer 
rate of several hundred gigabits per second. Therefore the 
readout technology uses optical fibres. The scheme uses 
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) to 
provide up to 80 readout channels (wavelengths) per 
optical fibre running from telescope to shore [9]. Each 
DOM will have its own optical channel directly to shore. 
All communications lasers will be housed on shore and 
are of the continuous wave type. These carrier waves are 
amplified in the deep sea and split such that  individual 
wavelengths are sent, on one downlink fibre, to each 
tower. There the wavelengths are split into separate fi-
bres that each run to a DOM. At the DOM the carrier 
wave is modulated with the data from the photomultipli-
ers and reflected back using reflective electro-absorption 
modulators (REAM)4. The data from all DOM fibres are 
collected and multiplexed then transferred via a downlink 
fibre to shore. Because of the reflection at the DOM it is 
possible to incorporate a system to measure the time 

                                                           
4 CIP Technologies, Ipswich, U.K. 

delay incurred by the signals in the transport to shore. A 
schematic of the full system is shown in Figure 3. The 
system has been lab-tested and industry standard bit-error 
rates have been achieved for transfers over 100 km of 
fibre. The timing accuracy has been measured to be bet-
ter than 50 ps.  
A system using partial modulation of the downlink car-
rier signal provides a method for the control of the DOM 
high voltages and instrumentation. 
 

2.4 Telescope layout 
In the KM3NeT technical design report [8] the sensitivity 
to different physics channels has been investigated. Most 
notably the sensitivity to the sources of TeV photons, 
published by the H.E.S.S. collaboration, has been studied. 
To this end a “standard” telescope layout was introduced 
consisting of 157 towers arranged in a hexagon. The full 
telescope would then consist of two such building blocks. 
More recently it has been noticed that the sensitivity 
improves slightly when the towers are distributed over a 
larger number of smaller building blocks. The reason is 
that the angular resolution does not improve anymore 
when the tracklength extends beyond about a kilometre, 
whereas the effective volume of the telescope is merely 
the product of the range of the produced muon and the 
surface subtended perpendicular to the direction being 
investigated. The latter is larger when the same number 
of towers is distributed over smaller blocks. Presently we 
are investigating a telescope consisting of the total of 320 
towers distributed in a network of five or six smaller 
blocks each containing around 50 to 60 towers. To en-
hance the detection of neutrinos with very high energies 
(>500 TeV) the option is being investigated, where the 
towers of one of these building blocks are distributed in a 
sparse configuration with the towers separated by several  
hundred meters to cover an area of  more than ten square 
kilometers.Technically the separation of the telescope 
into a network of more, smaller, building blocks is also 
advantageous as power distribution  becomes simpler. 
The impact of possible failures are reduced and con-
tained within these smaller blocks.  

3 Physics sensitivity 
The final layout of the detector depends on many pa-
rameters. The distance between structures, the size of the 
building blocks, water absorption and scattering lengths, 
trigger and tracking strategies to suppress backgrounds, 
the risks the different layouts imply, while always keep-
ing in mind that deployment should not be compromised 
and the power distribution can be done with as low 
power loss as possible. The consortium is performing a 
systematic simulation study in order to optimize the 
sensitivity specifically for Galactic sources with realistic 
energy spectra and to identify the parameters that have 
the largest impact on the sensitivity. It is already clear 
that the sensitivity will improve over what was presented 
in the KM3NeT technical design report. The studies are 
on-going and the final sensitivity has not yet been fully 
optimized. Therefore Figure 4 shows the guaranteed 
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sensitivity. The sensitivity for point sources is compared 
to that of IceCube. Several things should be noted. The 
sensitivity is much more uniform in declination than that 
of IceCube, which is due to the position on and the rota-
tion of the Earth. KM3NeT outperforms IceCube at the 
declination of its best sensitivity even though that point is 
only below the horizon 15% of the time. The KM3NeT 
sensitivity is conservative as it is estimated using a 
binned method rather than the unbinned method used by 
IceCube. The use of an unbinned method requires a care-
ful study of the effects of backgrounds on the point 
spread function of the tracks, and therefore only makes 
sense for data. The use of this method typically improves 
sensitivity by about a factor two. The Galactic centre and 
the H.E.S.S. sources are all covered with a sensitivity 
two orders of magnitude better than any other detector. If 
the high energy gamma rays from these sources are sub-
stantially due to the pions then the sensitivity of 
KM3NeT is sufficient to observe a 3� signal in a few 
years of running. 
 

 

Figure 4: Sensitivity of the KM3NeT to neutrino point 
sources with an E-2 spectrum for one year of observation, 
as a function of the source declination. The red lines 
indicate the flux sensitivity (90% CL; full line) and the 
discovery flux (5σ , 50% probability; dashed line). Both 
are estimated with the binned analysis method. The black 
line is the IceCube flux sensitivity for one year, esti-
mated with the unbinned method (full line) [10]. 
IceCube’s discovery flux (5σ , 50% probability) is also 
indicated (shaded band, spanning a factor 2.5 to 3.5 
above the flux sensitivity). The red ticks at the bottom of 
the horizontal axis show the positions of Galactic gamma 
ray sources the position of the Galactic Centre is indi-
cated by a blue star. 

4 Conclusions 
The technical design of the KM3NeT detector has been 
optimised and prototype construction is beginning in 
order to validate all elements of the design. The telescope 
will have a sensitivity sufficient to observe neutrino 
production in Galactic sources.  
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Abstract: The AMADEUS system is an integral part of the ANTARES neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea. The
project aims at the investigation of techniques for acoustic neutrino detection in the deep sea. Installed at a depth of more
than 2000m, the acoustic sensors of AMADEUS are based on piezo-ceramics elements for the broad-band recording of
signals with frequencies ranging up to 125kHz. AMADEUS was completed in May 2008 and comprises six “acoustic
clusters”, each one holding six acoustic sensors that are arranged at distances of roughly 1m from each other. The clusters
are installed with inter-spacings ranging from 15m to 340m. Acoustic data are continuously acquired and processed at a
computer cluster where online filter algorithms are applied to select a high-purity sample of neutrino-like signals. In order
to assess the background of neutrino-like signals in the deep sea, the characteristics of ambient noise and transient signals
have been investigated. In this article, the AMADEUS system will be described and recent results will be presented.

Keywords: AMADEUS, ANTARES, Neutrino telescope, Acoustic neutrino detection, Thermo-acoustic model

1 Introduction

Measuring acoustic pressure pulses in huge underwater
acoustic arrays is a promising approach for the detection
of cosmic neutrinos with energies exceeding 100 PeV. The
pressure signals are produced by the particle showers that
evolve when neutrinos interact with nuclei in water. The re-
sulting energy deposition in a cylindrical volume of a few
centimetres in radius and several metres in length leads to
a local heating of the medium which is instantaneous with
respect to the hydrodynamic time scales. This temperature
change induces an expansion or contraction of the medium
depending on its volume expansion coefficient. Accord-
ing to the thermo-acoustic model [1, 2], the accelerated ex-
pansion of the heated volume—a micro-explosion—forms
a pressure pulse of bipolar shape which propagates in the
surrounding medium. Coherent superposition of the ele-
mentary sound waves, produced over the volume of the en-
ergy deposition, leads to a propagation within a flat disk-
like volume (often referred to as pancake) in the direction
perpendicular to the axis of the particle shower. After prop-
agating several hundreds of metres in sea water, the pulse
has a characteristic frequency spectrum that is expected to
peak around 10 kHz [3, 4, 5]. As the attenuation length in
sea water in the relevant frequency range is about one to
two orders of magnitude larger than that for visible light,
a potential acoustic neutrino detector would require a less
dense instrumentation of a given volume than an optical
neutrino telescope.
The AMADEUS project [6] was conceived to perform a
feasibility study for a potential future large-scale acoustic

neutrino detector. For this purpose, a dedicated array of
acoustic sensors was integrated into the ANTARES neu-
trino telescope [7]. In the following, the AMADEUS de-
vice will be described and recent results will be presented.

2 The ANTARES Detector

The ANTARES neutrino telescope was designed to de-
tect neutrinos by measuring the Cherenkov light emitted
along the tracks of relativistic secondary muons generated
in neutrino interactions. A sketch of the detector, with the
AMADEUS modules highlighted, is shown in Figure 1.
The detector is located in the Mediterranean Sea at a water
depth of about 2500m, roughly 40 km south of the town
of Toulon at the French coast at the geographic position of
42◦48′N, 6◦10′ E. ANTARES was completed in May 2008
and comprises 12 vertical structures, the detection lines.
Each detection line holds up to 25 storeys that are arranged
at equal distances of 14.5m along the line, starting at about
100m above the sea bed and interlinked by electro-optical
cables. A standard storey consists of a titanium support
structure, holding threeOptical Modules (each one consist-
ing of a photomultiplier tube inside a water-tight pressure-
resistant glass sphere) and one cylindrical electronics con-
tainer
A 13th line, called Instrumentation Line (IL), is equipped
with instruments for monitoring the environment. It holds
six storeys. For two pairs of consecutive storeys in the IL,
the vertical distance is increased to 80m. Each line is fixed
on the sea floor by an anchor equipped with electronics and
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Figure 1: A sketch of the ANTARES detector. The six
acoustic storeys are highlighted and a photograph of a
storey in standard configuration is shown. L12 and IL de-
note the 12th detection line and the Instrumentation Line,
respectively.

held taut by an immersed buoy. An interlink cable connects
each line to the Junction Box from where the main electro-
optical cable provides the connection to the shore station.

3 The AMADEUS System

Within the AMADEUS system [6], acoustic sensing is in-
tegrated in the form of acoustic storeys that are modified
versions of standard ANTARES storeys, in which the Op-
tical Modules are replaced by custom-designed acoustic
sensors. Dedicated electronics is used for the amplifica-
tion, digitisation and pre-processing of the analogue sig-
nals. Figure 2 shows the design of a standard acoustic
storey with hydrophones. Six acoustic sensors per storey
were implemented, arranged at distances of roughly 1m
from each other. The data are digitised with 16 bit resolu-
tion and 250 k samples per second.
The AMADEUS system comprises a total of six acoustic
storeys: three on the IL, which started data taking in De-
cember 2007, and three on the 12th detection line (Line 12),
which was connected to shore in May 2008. AMADEUS
is now fully functional and routinely taking data.
Two types of sensing devices are used in AMADEUS: hy-
drophones and Acoustic Modules [6]. The acoustic sen-
sors employ in both cases piezo-electric elements for the
broad-band recording of signals with frequencies ranging
up to 125 kHz. For the hydrophones, the piezo elements
are coated in polyurethane, whereas for the Acoustic Mod-
ules they are glued to the inside of standard glass spheres
which are normally used for Optical Modules.
The measurements presented in this article were done with
the hydrophones. Their calibration will be discussed in
Sec. 4.

Electronics
Container

Titanium
Support Frame

Hydrophone
Support

Fanout

Hydrophone

21
20

m
m

Figure 2: Drawing of a standard acoustic storey, or acoustic
cluster, with hydrophones.

The AMADEUS on-shore trigger1 searches the data by
an adjustable software filter; the events thus selected are
stored to disk. This way the raw data rate of about
1.5 TB/day is reduced to about 10GB/day for storage. Cur-
rently, three trigger schemes are in operation [6]: A mini-
mum bias trigger which records data continuously for about
10 s every 60min, a threshold trigger which is activated
when the signal exceeds a predefined amplitude, and a
pulse shape recognition trigger. For the latter, a cross-
correlation of the signal with a predefined bipolar signal,
as expected for a neutrino-induced shower, is performed.
The trigger condition is met if the output of the cross-
correlation operation exceeds a predefined threshold. For
the latter two triggers, the thresholds are automatically ad-
justed to the prevailing ambient noise and the condition
must be met in at least four sensors of a storey.

4 Ambient Noise

Ambient noise, which can be described by its character-
istic power spectral density (PSD), is caused by environ-
mental processes and determines the minimumpulse height
that can be measured, if a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
can be achieved with a search algorithm. To measure the
ambient background at the ANTARES site, data from one
sensor on the IL07 taken from the beginning of 2008 un-
til the end of 2010 were evaluated. After quality cuts,
27905 minimum bias samples (79.9% of the total num-
ber recorded in that period) were remaining for evalua-
tion, each sample containing data continuously recorded
over a time-span of ∼10 s. For each of these samples,
the noise PSD (units of V2/Hz) was integrated in the fre-
quency range f = 10− 50 kHz, yielding the square of the
ambient noise for that sample, as quantified by the output
voltage of the hydrophone. Preliminary studies using the

1. While this functionality might be more commonly denoted
as filtering, it is ANTARES convention to refer to the “on-shore
trigger”.
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shower parametrisation and algorithms from [4] indicate
that this range optimises the SNR for the expected neutrino
signals.
The frequency of occurrence distribution of the resulting
noise values, relative to the mean noise over all samples, is
shown in Fig. 3. Also shown is the corresponding cumu-
lative distribution. For 95% of the samples, the noise level
is below 2〈σnoise〉, demonstrating that the ambient noise
conditions are stable.
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Figure 3: Frequency of occurrence distribution for the am-
bient noise in the range 10 − 50 kHz, relative to the mean
ambient noise recorded over the complete period of three
years that was used for the analysis (left scale, filled his-
togram). Also shown is the cumulative distribution, nor-
malised to the total number of entries of the distribution
(right scale, dotted line).

All sensors have been calibrated in the laboratory prior to
deployment. The absolute noise level can be estimated
by assuming a constant sensor sensitivity2 of −145 ±
2 dB re 1V/μPa. With this value, the mean noise level is
〈σnoise〉 = 10.1+3

−2mPa with the median of the distribution
at 8.1mPa.
Currently, the detection threshold for bipolar signals corre-
sponds to a SNR of about 2 for an individual hydrophone.
For this SNR, the median of the noise distribution corre-
sponds to a signal amplitude of ∼15mPa, equivalent to a
neutrino energy of∼1.5EeV at a distance of 200m [3]. By
applying pattern recognition methods that are more closely
tuned to the expected neutrino signal, this threshold is ex-
pected to be further reduced.

5 Transient Sources

Transient sources, e.g. from sea mammals, may create sig-
nals containing the characteristic bipolar pulse shape that is
expected from neutrino-induced showers. Furthermore, the
pulse shape recognition trigger (see Sec. 3) selects events
with a wide range of shapes. Therefore, a classification
scheme is being developed that selects neutrino-like events
and suppresses background events with high efficiency. Af-

ter selecting neutrino candidates on the level of a storey,
measurements from multiple storeys can be combined to
search for patterns that are compatible with the character-
istic “pancake” pressure field resulting from a neutrino in-
teraction.

5.1 Source Position Reconstruction

The sensors within a cluster allow for efficient triggering
of transient signals and for direction reconstruction. The
combination of the direction information from different
acoustic storeys yields the position of an acoustic source.
Figure 4 shows the reconstructed directions of all sources

Figure 4: Map of directions of sources as reconstructed
with an acoustic storey on Line 12. Zero degrees in az-
imuth correspond to the north direction, the polar angle
of zero corresponds to the horizon of an observer on the
acoustic storey. At the bottom, the signals of the emitters
of the ANTARES positioning system are visible.

that were triggered during a period of one month. The dark
bands of increased acoustic activity can be associated with
shipping routes and points of high activity with the direc-
tions of local sea ports. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that a fidu-
cial volume for the determination of the background rate of
bipolar events must exclude the sea surface.

5.2 Signal Classification

The pulse shape recognition trigger described in Sec. 3 se-
lects a wide range of events each of which can be allocated
to one of four classes: Genuine bipolar events that are com-
patible with signals expected from neutrinos (“neutrino-
like events”), multipolar events, reflections of signals from
the acoustic emitters of the ANTARES positioning sys-
tem and random events, where the latter class contains all
events that do not fit into any of the other classes. For

2. The ambient noise is originating mainly from the sea surface
and hence displays a directivity which has to be folded with the
variations of the sensitivity over the polar angle to obtain an effec-
tive average sensitivity. For the results presented here, the noise
has been assumed to be isotropic.
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the classification, simulated signals representing the four
classes in equal proportions were produced and a set of
features extracted which are highly discriminant between
the classes. This feature vector is then fed into a machine
learning algorithm [8]. Classification is performed for the
signals from individual hydrophones. Subsequently, the re-
sults from individual hydrophones are combined to derive
a classification for a given acoustic storey. Several algo-
rithms were investigated , the best of which yielded a fail-
ure rate (i.e. wrong decision w.r.t. simulation truth) at the
1%-level when applied to the two signal classes “neutrino-
like” and “not neutrino-like”.

6 Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo simulations based on [3, 4] are currently be-
ing implemented for the AMADEUS detector setup. Fig-
ure 5 shows the simulated density of the energy deposi-
tion of a 1010GeV hadronic shower, projected into the xz-
plane. The z- and x-coordinates denote the directions along
the shower axis and a direction orthogonal to the shower
axis, respectively. It is mostly the radial energy distribu-
tion within the shower which is responsible for the shape
and amplitude of the acoustic pulse that is observed in the
far field. The resulting pulse is shown in Fig. 6. The corre-
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Figure 5: Density of the energy deposition of a 1010GeV
hadronic shower resulting from a neutrino interaction, pro-
jected from a three-dimensional distribution upon the xz-
plane. Bin sizes are 0.01m in x and 0.1m in z.

sponding neutrino interaction was generated such that the
centre of the hadronic shower for a vertically downgoing
neutrino lies within the same horizontal plane as a storey
denoted “Storey 2”, at a distance of 200m. This way,
the storey lies within the “pancake” of the pressure field.
On a storey 14.5m below that storey, denoted “Storey 1”,
no signal is observed. This configuration corresponds to
two adjacent acoustic storeys on L12 or the two lowermost
storeys on the IL07, see Fig. 1. This simulation illustrates
the characteristic three-dimensional pattern expected from
neutrino-generated pressure waves.
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Figure 6: Simulated acoustic signals as recorded with hy-
drophones in two acoustic storeys with a vertical spacing
of 14.5m. See text for details. For Storey 2, signals from
two different hydrophones are shown.

7 Summary and Conclusions

Recent results from the acoustic neutrino detection test sys-
tem AMADEUS, an integral part of the ANTARES detec-
tor in the Mediterranean Sea, have been presented. Mea-
surements of the ambient noise at the ANTARES site show
that the noise level is very stable and at the expected level,
allowing for measurements of neutrino energies down to
∼1EeV. The current focus of the analysis work is on
the classification of transient bipolar events to minimise
the irreducible background for neutrino searches. In ad-
dition, Monte Carlo Simulations are under development.
AMADEUS is excellently suited to assess the background
conditions for the measurement of bipolar pulses expected
to originate from neutrino interactions.
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Abstract: Possibilities of using in cosmic ray/astrophysical experiments the Multi-pixel Avalanche Photo Diodes – 
MAPDs which were developed by “Dubna MAPD” collaboration (JINR – INR – IP AZ – “Zecotek Photonics Singa-
pore” Company) are discussed. The achieved basic parameters of the novel deep micro-well MAPDs with sensitive 
areas of 1-9 mm2 are as following: spectral range of sensitivity 300-800 nm, gain 5 104, operating voltage 65-90 V, 
threshold of sensitivity - 1 photoelectron, photon detection efficiency (in maximum) ~30%, maximum density of pix-
els in a MAPD is 40000 pixels/mm2. The MAPDs have the linear response up to 60000 photons in a light pulse, their 
filling factor – the ratio of sensitive area to all area – is equal to 100%. The designed photo sensors are planned to be 
used in orbital imaging detectors in particular observing transient luminous events (TLE) in the atmosphere. New 
TLE detector will have advantage of high temporal resolution and a possibility to observe events in various “colors” 
– from UV (300-400 nm) to red (600-800 nm). 

Keywords: Silicon Photomultipliers, SiPMs, Multi-pixel Avalanche Photo-Diode; MAPD; orbital imaging detectors 
 

 

1 Introduction.  
 
1.1. Avalanche Photo-Diodes as solid state 
analogs of PMTs 
 
In the recent years a few versions of photon counters 
based on silicon Avalanche Photo-Diodes (APDs) had 
been discussed at numerous conferences including Cos-
mic Ray Conferences. Mosaic APD detectors  – solid 
state analogs of multi-channel Photo Multiplier Tubes 
(PMTs) - can be widely used in the High-Energy Physics, 
Cosmic Ray Physics, Astrophysics, Medicine etc., (see 
Proceedings Beaune – 2005 [1-2], [3], ICRC-2007 [4 -5], 
ICRC-2009 [6]). The interest in the new APDs is driven 
by their compactness, high quantum efficiency, low op-
eration voltage, insensitivity to magnetic fields and po-
tentially a lower cost in comparison with photomultip-
liers.  
Very good prospects have CCD APDs – CCD with inter-
nal gain [7].  
 

In this paper the Multi-pixel APDs with individual mi-
cro-wells (MAPDs) [8, 1, 5] which had been developed 
by “Dubna MAPD” collaboration (Joint Institute of Nuc-
lear Research, Dubna; Institute for Nuclear Research of 
Russian Ac.  Sci., Moscow; Institute of Physics of Azer-
baijan Ac. Sci.; “Zecotek Photonics Singapore” Compa-
ny) are described. The characteristic features of one of 
the last designs of MAPDs – MAPD-3N [9] are given. A 
possible application of MAPDs in orbital imaging detec-
tors is discussed. Multi-channel detectors of gamma 
quanta based on MAPDs and crystal scintillators LFS [10] 
are also mentioned.  
 
1.2. Early days of Multi-pixel Avalanche 
Photo-Diodes (MAPDs)  
First successful steps in the development of a new type 
of APD with the local negative feedback had been made 
in 80th by a collaboration of the Institute for Nuclear 
Research (Z. Sadygov et al.) and the MELZ Company (V. 
Golovin et al.). Investigations of avalanche process in 
various multi-layer silicon structures with resistive layer 
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to “control” avalanche process in APDs were supported 
in the framework of the Soviet DUMAND project led by 
M. Markov in 1981-1991. The MRS (Metal-Resistive 
layer-Silicon) structures with high resistivity as silicon 
carbide and amorphous silicon layers had been chosen as 
a main object of investigation. The first results on planar 
MRS APDs were published in 1988-1989 [11] (see also 
[12]).  
The next design of APDs with individual vertical resis-
tors – micro-channel  MRS APD  had good characteris-
tics and became the basic version of MAPDs in 1989-
1991 [13].  

2 Features and advantages of MAPDs with  
micro-wells  

 2.1. Three designs of MAPDs   
Three designs of MAPDs developed by INR/JINR be-
tween 1991 and 2005 were free of basic design (MRS 
APD) problems such as a low sensitivity in blue and UV 
range and a low yield of working devices. 
These devices were of following types 
- the MAPD with individual surface resistors,  
- he MAPD with surface transfer of charge carriers, 
- the MAPD with deep buried individual microwells. 
Their description was given in [1] (see also [5]).  
Characteristics and possible applications of the MAPDs  
in detectors for the High Energy Physics, in medical  
researches (PET), etc had been described in a number of  
papers [14 - 15] 
Below some characteristics and the advantages of the 
third type of MAPD - MAPD-3N produced by “Dubna 
Detectors Ltd” and “Zecotek Photonics Singapore Pte. 
Ltd” is presented. MAPD-3N with the active area 3x3 
mm2 has about 3x3x15600~140 thousands pixels (micro-
wells). Its structure is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams showing (a) the cross-
section and (b) energy band diagram of MAPD at applied 
voltage: 1 – incident photons; 2 – high doped p+ layer 
that provides contact with the p-type epitaxial layer; 3 – 

second p-type epitaxial layer; 4 – first p-type epitaxial 
layer; 5 – n+ regions (micropixels); 6 – high doped n+ 
layer; 7 –  n-type silicon substrate; 8 – avalanche region; 
9 – charge accumulating microwell of n+ type micropixel 
 

2.2. Photon detection efficiency – PDE 
In paper [4] photon detection efficiency of SiPM is de-
termined as the product of four factors: 
- the light transmission from surface to depletion or drift 
layers, 
- the filling factor of the sensitive area, (sensitive 
area)/all area), 
- the quantum efficiency of silicon, 
- Geiger efficiency. 
The filling factor of micro-well MAPD is 100% (there 
are no guard rings, quenching registers, and aluminum 
conductors around micro-pixels as in SiPM). To increase 
PDE of MAPDS it is possible to increase their gain. 
However one has to be careful, if it is necessary, in order 
not to make worse other parameters, for example the 
crosstalk.  
The PDE of a MAPD-3N is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
 
Figure 2. PDE, gain and average number of fired pixels 
versus bias voltage for the MAPD-3N at T = 15o C. 

2.3. PDE, gain, crosstalk and dark current of 
MAPD-3N  
As it is seen in Figure 2 MAPD-3N has a rather high 
sensitivity to blue light (PDE =~25-30%). The crosstalk 
(the average number of fired pixels for one detected 
photon) is low (<5%), if the gain is 2x104 – 4x104.  
An optimization of MAPD parameters takes place, if the  
gain is ~3x104: then the PDE is ~25% in maximum and 
the average number of fired pixels is ~5%. And the dark 
current is ~20 nA (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Dark current of MAPD-3N. 
 
2.4. Linear response of MAPD up to 10000 
photoelectrons  
 

 
Figure 4. Photo response of MAPD-3N. 
 
Linearity of photo response is a very perspective feature 
of MAPDs with micro-wells.  
 
2.5. Development of multi-channel modules 
of gamma detectors based on MAPDs and 
LFS crystals 
 
4-and 16-channel (mosaic) MAPD-3N modules devel-
oped by Dubna MAPD collaboration and the LFS crystal 
scintillators of 3x3x10 mm3 developed by Zecotek Inno-
vations [10] were used to construct coordinate-sensitive 
detectors of gamma quanta. 
 
3 MAPDs and orbital imaging detec-

tors  
 
In many experiments observing various images the high 
resolution in time and position of photons are needed. 
Among them the most interesting are images of extreme 
energy (>50 EeV) fluorescence light tracks of EAS 
planned in the space experiment JEM-EUSO [16].  

Presented above parameters of MAPD (for the MAPD of 
3×3 mm2 size quantum efficiency is ~25% in wavelength 
range near 400 nm, avalanche dark current 20-30 nA, 
when gain is  3x104-5x104 closely suit the needed device 
parameters in JEM-EUSO – like experiments.  
In this case MAPD of 3×3 mm2 will be the detector pixel 
in focal plane of the JEM-EUSO lens system with area of 
4.5 m2. Electronics of the detector counts photo electrons 
in time samples of t=2.5 μs. EAS of energy 100 EeV in 
maximum of the shower cascade curve produces the 
count rate of ~100 per time sample. For above mentioned 
MAPD parameters the internal MAPD noise rate in time 
sample t is Id t/(G×1.6 10-19) ~12 counts. Atmospheric 
noise in the JEM-EUSO MAPD pixel at moonless night 
expected to be less than 5 counts. Linear response of 
MAPD to signals with less than 104 electrons per 1 mm2 
allows to measure EAS with energies up to 1000 EeV – 
which is high enough limit as statistics of such very high 
energy events is negligible due to sharp decrease of EAS 
event intensity beyond the GZK cut-off. One can see that 
parameters of MAPD are close to needed in JEM-EUSO 
– like experiment (although the combination of gain-dark 
current should be improved for getting lower pixel noise 
rate). 
In experiments devoted to atmosphere transient luminous 
events (TLE) application of MAPD is even more promis-
ing. The TLE signals are six orders of magnitude larger 
than EAS signals [17]. In study of TLE the imaging de-
tectors with wide field of view (thousands km in the 
atmosphere) and high space- time resolution (5 km in the 
atmosphere and 10 μs in time) will be available with 
MAPD  technology.  

4 Conclusion.  
 

The current status of MAPDs with deep micro-wells is 
described. Characterestics of MAPDs produced by the 
Dubna MAPD collaboration (PDE in blue light ~25-30%, 
gain ~5x104, fired pixels ~5%) should be improved and 
optimized. After that MAPDs might be used in space 
experiments like the JEM-EUSO project. However the 
existing MAPDs can be used in space imaging detectors 
observing transient atmospheric phenomena (luminous 
events) when global observation of the phenomenon is 
needed. 
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Abstract: Based on fully understanding and deeply analyzing the current status of the detecting methods, the step
tracking system of Wild Field Cherenkov Telescope (WFCT) has been designed. It is the combination of manufacturing
and detecting method to achieve the accurate observation. The telescope rotation precision achieves 0.2◦,and through
calibration by using stars, the accuracy class is improved to 0.01◦.

Keywords: LHAASO, WFCTA, observation accuracy, testing equipment

1 Introduction

Aiming at wide field of view survey for sources of gamma
rays at energies above 100 GeV, the search for cosmic ray
origins among those gamma ray sources at energies above
30 TeV and energy spectrum measurements for individual
cosmic ray species from 30 TeV to 10 PeV, a Large High
Altitude Air Shower Observatory ( LHAASO ) project with
a complex array of many types of detectors is proposed.
As one of the components of LHAASO project, two wide
field of view telescope ( WFCT ) prototypes were installed
at YangBaJing Cosmic Ray Observatory in 2007 and have
been successfully running since Aug. 2008. Millions of
cosmic ray events have been collected[1].
In order to explore the potential possibilities as imagining
cherenkov telescope and deeply understanding detection,
analysis method, one of the WFCT telescopes is updated
to a step tracking system. The tracking system is used to
track the γ ray sources to study the energy spectrum of the
sources. In addition, with the large field of view, the tele-
scope can be used to study the extent sources.
In this paper, the details of this tracking system is intro-
duced, on the basis of manufacture precision a further cal-
ibration of the point accuracy by using the star light is em-
ployed.

2 Step-tracking

A tracking system is designed to track γ ray sources. Due
to the large field of view ( FOV ) ( 14◦ × 16◦ ) of the tele-
scope, it takes a point like γ ray source about 50-60 minutes
to pass though the FOV of the telescope depending on the

declination of the sources, so a step by step tracking mode
is chosen.
The interval of the telescope has to change its pointing
based on two factors. One is the accuracy of the point-
ing of the telescope which can be calibrated by bright stars,
the other is the uniform observation to the neighborhood of
the target, which is used to estimate the background of the
target. If the telescope changes its pointing in a short time,
the uniformity can be kept very well, however, the calibra-
tion of the pointing of the telescope becomes very difficult
due to the lack of the use of bright stars.
For example, when the telescope aims to observe the Crab
Nebula, the pointing of the telescope is modified every 50
minutes based on requirements of the pointing accuracy
and the uniformity of observation. Figure 1 shows the trace
of Crab Nebula with the FOV of the telescope in the local
coordinates. When Crab is on the positions shown by the
red dots, the pointing of the telescope is changed in order
to keep the sources always within the FOV of the telescope.
And figure 2 shows the uniformity of the observation to the
neighborhood of the Crab Nebula. The black area in fig-
ure 2 indicates the area with uniform observation. In order
to avoid the lost of the uniform area, the pointing accuracy
should be high.

3 Mechanical structure

According to the observation requirements, the following
three items have to be satisfied with the new step track-
ing system: (1) a two dimensional rotation system is im-
plemented, and the valid rotation range is [0◦-90◦] in the
vertical direction and [-270◦, 270◦] in the horizontal direc-
tion; (2) the rotation speed of the tracking system can be
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Figure 1: The trace of Crab Nebula in the local coordinates
with the FOV of the telescope. The red and blue boxes
indicate the FOV of the telescope in the local coordinates.
The black dots show the center of the FOV of the telescope
(the pointing of the telescope). The red dots indicate the
pointing of the telescope is changed.

Figure 2: The uniformity of the observation to the neigh-
borhood of the Crab Nebula.

adjusted; (3) in the point of view mechanical system, the
rotation precision of the tracking system is less than 0.2◦.
The step tracking system is composed of 6 sub-system:
base, structure, azimuth-rotation device, zenith-rotation de-
vice, hydraulic and electrical system, as shown in figure 3.
The optical device is the most important part of this equip-
ment. It consists of a camera composed of 16×16 PMT ar-
rays, a 4.7 m2 spherical mirror, hydraulic door and relevant
electronics systems. The whole optical device is installed
in a shipping container. The weight is around 3 tons.
The optical tube is fixed in the closed frame which is con-
nected by the bolts. Side supports ensure the box rotate
reposefully at the zenith, the distortion of all the structures
is less than 0.2 mm under the normal operation.
The process of azimuth rotate should be smooth and steady,
and the crawl of Hydraulic pressure motor is very serious
at low speed, so it would affect the result of testing if we
use the motor. The azimuth rotary device is structure with

Figure 3: The mechanical structure of detector

Rotary gear reducer and the Turntable Bearing, which suits
for the equipment.
Optical tube is set on the rotary platform which is made of
profiled bar. The structure cannot be destroyed in Class 12
wind and can normally run in Class 7 wind, so the accuracy
of observational data is ensured.
The base is made of reinforced concrete, which contains
two parts: the middle support base and the round guide
track. The middle support endures all weight of the equip-
ments. The round guide track can keep the equipment from
leaning and temporarily bear the force of over loading.
The rotary actuator can rotate the testing box at the zenith,
which is composite actuator with gear-wheel and rack. It
may modify the hydraulic energy to transmit mechanical
energy. The movement of reciprocating piston and rack
drives gear output torque and corner.
For Wild Field Cherenkov Telescope, the hydraulic station
is the power system and there is overload protection for
motor in the electric system. All action are controlled and
checked by computer, so it can run automatically in the
normal state even without supervision.
As detection system, the minimum angle should be ”arc
second”, so the Absolute Encoder is adopted. After debug-
ging and testing the equipment, the rotational errors are less
than 0.2◦ during zenith rotary and azimuth rotary, meeting
the design requirements.

4 Pointing calibration by using bright stars

As mentioned in section 2, the pointing accuracy of the
tracking system can be achieved within 0.2◦. In order to
improve the pointing accuracy further, bright UV stars are
used to calibrate the pointing of the telescope. In addition,
the bight stars can also be used to study the systematics of
the tracking system.
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4.1 Star light

The telescope is designed to observe the Cherenkov light
(300nm-600nm) emitted by the secondary charge particles
in the EAS showers. For each air shower event, the signal
of Cherenkov light can only lasts a few of nanoseconds,
while the trigger window lasts 18μs, thus in most of the
trigger window, the telescope records the contribution of
night sky background ( NSB ).
The NSB contains two components, one is the diffuse
lamplight from the town of Yangbajing , the other one with
well known directions and stable fluxes is from the bright
stars appearing in the FOV of the telescopes. The two com-
ponents are added to the signal of Cherenkov light and is
recorded by the telescope. In order to avoid the contribu-
tion of the Cherenkov signal, only the average signal in the
final 2μs of the trigger window is used to estimate the rela-
tive strength of the NSB. In order to reduce the fluctuations
of NSB, the value of the recorded NSB is averaged every
10 minutes. The NSB recorded by one PMT in an obser-
vation night is shown in figure 4. The peaks in the figure
4 are caused by the bright stars. The peak amplitude of a
star light in a PMT depends on its UV magnitude and its
projected position on the camera plane. The peaks means
a star appeared in the FOV of the telescope again for each
change of the telescope. In order to avoid the effect of the
diffuse NSB with value around 35 FADC counts, it is sub-
tracted as background.
The positions and fluxes of the bright stars can be obtained
from star catalogs. In out analysis, the TD1 catalog is used,
which has four different wavelength bands, 1565, 1965,
2365 and 2740 Å, respectively[2]. The WFCT telescopes
are sensitive in the near UV band , so the last wavelength
band with flux above 1×10−11erg/cm2/s of TD1 is used.

4.2 Pointing of the telescope

According to the pointing given by the tracking system, the
time when the brightest star appears in the FOV of the tele-
scope can be found through the brightest PMT. Although
the gain and uniform are calibrated by a led installed on
the mirror[1]. ,however, due to the large size of the PMT (
1◦× 1◦ ), the positions of the PMT can not indicate the po-
sitions of the brightest star on the camera accurately. So the
weighted center ( x0, y0 ) by the FADC counts of the PMT
and its neighbors within 2◦ is considered as the position of
the star on the camera. According to the position, the trace
of the brightest star on the camera can be obtained shown
in figure 5. In figure 5, in order to show the relative posi-
tions between the PMTs and the traces of stars obtained by
the PMTs, the 256 PMTs are plotted by the red hexagons.
In order to get pointing of the telescope, the trace of the
brightest star is fitted by a linear function. When the star
is in the middle of the camera in the horizonal direction, it
has the same azimuth angle with that of the telescope, while
the elevation angle of the star is equal to the elevation of the
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Figure 5: The trace of the brightest star on the camera. The
red hexagons indicate the PMTs. The x and y axes indicate
the coordinate of the focus plane in degree.

telescope plus the angular distance between the position of
the star and the center of the camera.
The spot size formed by the parallel light is from 0.17◦ to
0.28◦ from the center of the camera to the edge of it[3].
So in order to get rid of the effects of the nearby stars, the
orphan stars which have no surrounding stars within 2◦ are
used to correct the pointing direction of the telescope ob-
tained by the brightest stars, furthermore. In the neighbor-
hood of Crab, there is about eight orphan stars.
The traces of the orphan stars on the camera can be ob-
tained through the pointing of the telescope by the bright-
est stars. So the positions observed by the telescope of
the orphan stars in the horizonal coordinates are obtained.
The average differences between observed positions and
the real one are reported back to the pointing direction of
the telescope and the process is iterated. The difference
between the observed one and the one of the star posi-
tions in the horizonal coordinates is defined as the accu-
racy of the pointing direction which are shown in figure 6.
The top panel shows the accuracy in the azimuth direction,
while the bottom one shows the accuracy in the elevation
direction. The RMSs of the distributions are about 0.20◦

and 0.17◦, respectively. Considering the number of the or-
phan star used, the accuracy of the pointing obtained by the
method is better than 0.01◦. The pointing of the telescope
for each rotation can be calibrated by the method.
With the accuracy of the calibration better than 0.01◦, the
systematics of the pointing of the tracking system can be
studied. For each rotation, the pointings of the telescope
are recorded by the tracking system, and the differences
between the pointings obtained by the bright stars and the
ones from tracking system can be considered as the sys-
tematics of the tracking system. One night data is used to
study the systematics. The differences for each rotation are
shown in figure 7.
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Figure 6: The accuracy of the pointing of the telescope.
The upper plot shows the accuracy in the azimuth direction,
while the bottom one shows the accuracy in the elevation
direction.

5 Conclusion

The two WFCTA telescopes have been running for 4 years
smoothly. Recently, the mechanical structure of one of the
telescopes has been updated to track the γ ray sources. The
accuracy of the pointing of the tracking system is within
0.2◦. In order to improve the accuracy of the pointing of
the telescope, a method using bright stars to calibrate the
pointing of the telescope is used. After calibration, the ac-
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Figure 7: The systematics of the tracking system. The
space angle between the pointing of obtained by the stars
and the one given by the tracking system.

curacy of the telescope is better than 0.01◦ both in azimuth
and elevation direction.
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